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HIGH SCHOOL MUSICALS IN QUEENSLAND 
ABSTRACT 
High School musicals represent a substantial proportion of Australia's theatrical activity in 
any given year. They are widely accepted and acknowledged by school hierarchies and by 
the community at large, but receive virtually no attention from arts establishments or the 
academic world. 
Because of constraints of time and space, the research for this study has been restricted to 
school musical activity in Queensland. The sample, however, is extensive enough to allow 
its conclusions to be extrapolated Australia-wide with a reasonable expectation of accuracy. 
It is estimated that a minimum of 800 Australian secondary schools stage musicals each 
year, and nearly half of these are Australian-written. School musicals represent a 
significant form of genuinely demotic theatre, in which some 50,000 young people perform 
each year for an audience in excess of one million. 
The study consists of two parts. The empirical section of the study explores the reasons 
why schools commit themselves to the considerable amount of work and stress associated 
with a full-scale production. It then presents historical data concerning the activities of 241 
Queensland secondary schools, detailing 1,904 confirmed productions of 406 different 
musicals. 185 of these musicals are Australian-written, and the study examines the 
transitional processes from school concerts to staging imported musicals (with an 
examination of the 'Annual Gilbert & Sullivan' production), with particular emphasis on 
the development of the need to create 'local' musicals for production in schools. 
The study traces the remarkable growth in the number of Australian musicals staged in the 
last two decades and identifies the major writers and marketing organisations in the field. 
In proportional terms, Australian musicals accounted for 7% of all confirmed productions 
to 1977, and 41.5 % of all confirmed productions since then. 
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The second part of the study analyses texts of 92 Australian-written musicals which are 
offered for production in schools and explores the dramaturgical and theatrical devices 
which they employ in order to have the maximum impact on their market, and the ways in 
which they differ from more traditional products. The principal factor identified in these 
musicals is a complex set of strategies which can be grouped as expressing irreverence — 
not towards their subject matter or their social milieu — but towards the very concept of 
staging a theatrical performance. The majority of custom-written school musicals display 
features which represent a systematic and highly disciplined refusal to be serious about the 
processes of presenting themselves. 
The concept of irreverence is explored and developed in detail, with particular reference to 
its appeal to teenage values and to its usefulness in protecting young and often 
inexperienced participants from the personal and emotional exposures associated with 
performing in public. The relationship which irreverence establishes between the 
performers and their audience plays a critical role in this, and is significantly divergent 
from more conventional theatrical modes. The study analyses the application of this 
principle to thematic content, dramatic structure, characterisation, staging, plots and 
comedy styles. 
Irreverence concems itself with holding up the logically absurd conventions of theatricality, 
especially those which are peculiar to musical theatre, and using them to demonstrate that 
the production is not to be evaluated as serious or meaningful 'art', but is instead an 
exercise in complex but cheerful enjoyment for both performers and audience. School 
musicals demand an enormous amount of work and dedication to stage, and they have 
developed a highly idiosyncratic set of strategies for making this arduous process fun for all 
concerned. 
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PROLOGUE 
No other school activity has given us as much enjoyment as the musical. We 
created memories that will last everyone a lifetime; but that isn't all. The amount of 
time spent in producing a musical ensures that the cast, crew and directorship 
(including all teachers involved), become a closely knit team. There are few 
experiences that compare with working on a musical. The amount of work involved 
is phenomenal. Little did we know when we excitedly accepted our roles, just how 
difficult it would be! 
Probably the best part of the months of rehearsal and the final performance, is the 
great fun shared together After about two months, rehearsals tend to lose their 
enjoyment and things get serious. The first dress rehearsal under lights is incredible 
and you begin to sense the reality of the production. Before you know it, your first 
night has arrived and your adrenalin starts to flow as you jump into your costume 
and onto the make-up assembly-line. Ten minutes to curtain and the cast has been 
transformed and assembled for roll-call. The atmosphere is electric. Every person 
has their own vital role in supporting the rest of the cast, in both morale and as their 
character 
The tension and excitement is barely contained as the hushed cast huddle off 
stage. The curtain starts to open and the cast takes a breath as one and files 
obediently on stage. 
The performance runs itself- after three months rehearsal, it is habit and its ending 
is a sudden realisation of pure exhilaration and an incredible sense of achievement. 
Soon, the audience applauds for the last time. The curtain closes. In those few 
brief moments, you feel a huge array of emotions, from joy and jubilation to absolute 
despair; from relief and satisfaction to a strange feeling of emptiness. But there is 
nothing like the natural high you feel when you know you've achieved success. 
We feel privileged to have worked with such a talented and supportive group of 
people. The teachers, of course, were absolute tyrants. They ranted and raved, 
tore their hair out with frustration and screamed at us until they were hoarse. The 
band 'Toot-and-come-in' played and played until they could play no more. Mr 
Kieseker, our director, was FORCED to take long service leave to Melbourne where 
he saw real professionals perform in Phantom of the Opera. 
Finally, we are thankful for the excellent team we were able to work with in Salad 
Days and we are very proud of the success we achieved. 
(Simon Vincent & Kirsty Stewart [who played Timothy and Jane], Kedron SHS, Nordek 1991,51) 
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INTRODUCTION 
The High School musical is an accepted feature of community life, in Australia and in most 
Western nations. It is the subject of casual references in literature, in situation comedies 
and in everyday conversation, but it is almost entirely taken for granted. Musical theatre, 
despite being one of the most demanding contemporary theatrical forms in terms of both 
the range of performing skills required and of the complexity and expense of productions, 
has supplanted the 'straight' play as the most common form of public theatrical 
performance presented by secondary schools. The thesis explores this largely unexamined 
theatrical phenomenon. 
The history of school musicals mirrors the history of mainstream and commercial theatre in 
Australia. Just as mainstream theatre has striven to create a local character and a national 
identity for itself, without losing contact with its historical traditions, so in high schools in 
the last thirty years there has been a discernible trend away from the traditional 
presentations of Gilbert & Sullivan and other operettas, first towards imported Broadway-
style musicals, and eventually towards Australian-written shows, most of which have been 
specifically created for this particular local market and, quite often, for the specific group 
and occasion. 
The field is surprisingly extensive. In collecting data about 3,858 individual productions, I 
have been able to identify by name 445 musicals which have been staged in secondary 
schools. Of these, 231 are Australian-written, and I have been able to obtain and study 
texts of 92 Australian musicals. 
Limitations of the research. 
It is important to stress clearly the limitations of the research. The information I have 
accumulated represents only a fragment of what is presently happening and a smaller 
fragment of what has happened in the past. A survey instrument distributed to 342 
Queensland secondary schools drew detailed responses from 59 schools. In school libraries 
and in the Queensland State Library's archives I have been able to examine 3373 issues of 
Annual School Magazines, together with 43 histories and other publications from a total of 
202 schools. Information from surveys of Drama students, Science students and members 
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of amateur musical societies has yielded ftirther data. Further information has been 
accumulated from the major publishers and agents, from 20 writers and composers, the 
Hanger Collection of Australian Playscripts, and by correspondence, interview and 
discussion with a wide range of teachers, directors and participants. 
The raw material for research in this field is sparse and widespread. The main non-script 
sources are memoirs, anecdotes, school anniversary histories and school magazines, many 
of which cover school plays perfunctorily, infrequently, or not at all. No school that I have 
encountered actually keeps a file or an organised record of its dramatic activity; many do 
not even have back-number files of their annual magazines. A search of the Education 
Department's annual reports in the Queensland Parliamentary Papers over the last thirty 
years reveals no direct mention of school musicals at all. The nearest thing to a mention is 
the formulaic pronouncement that "Schools throughout the state have been very active in 
performing for the community" (1985, 26) and "Schools throughout the State were very 
active during the year in performing for the community" (1986, 22), but these references 
are specifically to concert work by school instrumental ensembles. 
A large proportion of the data I have accumulated has come from teachers who have 
generously undertaken tedious searches of the school magazines, augmented by "asking 
around" in the staff-room, and from directly surveying former students. Obviously, this 
kind of research has had to be conducted on a limited and local scale, and will inevitably 
miss valuable pockets of data in an arbitrary fashion. It also tends to be skewed towards 
more recent activities, since the responses come overwhelmingly from current or recent 
participants, and I am conscious that while the picture 1 have been able to compile is 
reasonably accurate for the last two decades, it is fragmentary and occasionally memory-
distorted for the period prior to the mid 1970s. No doubt, too, there is much of interest to 
be learned from the rest of Australia, particularly the older Public Schools of Sydney and 
Melbourne, but these must wait for other researchers. 
Accordingly, the lists and catalogues (see Appendices) are far from definitive. Information 
has been collected about the activities of 272 schools, but the records are complete for 
perhaps only a quarter of these 1. The record becomes less comprehensive the further back 
in fime we search. Even the School Magazines do not always menfion productions which 
' Of these, 241 have staged musicals in the periods covered by the records (see Appendix 4 for a detailed 
listing), and I have identified only 17 schools which appear never to have staged a musical. 
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are verified fi-om other sources. I have what seems to be accurate and complete 
information about school musical activities in the 1990s for more than 100 Queensland 
schools, but for only a handfiil in the 1930s. I have been able to identify and obtain 
information from most of the Australian publishers and agents, but there are undoubtedly 
others of which I am not aware. I have had less success with individual writers. Only 
about half of those for whom I have been able to find an address have responded, and there 
are many others whom I have not been able to trace, and even more, I am certain, whose 
work has not come to my attention. 
The direct search has been limited to Queensland secondary schools. Peripheral 
information, especially from publishers and distributors, has provided enough data 
concerning other states to form a general picture, but the statistics and tables should be 
regarded as indicative for Queensland, rather than for Australia as a whole. Publishers such 
as Peepshow and Play On Words are emphatic that Queensland and Victoria constitute their 
largest markets (a phenomenon which may be related to comparatively conservative and 
culture-oriented educational systems), although there seem to be no regions which are 
completely without a tradition of school musicals. Because of the bias in the research tools, 
49.35% of the productions I have identified have been staged in Queensland schools. The 
indications from national distributors, however, put the Queensland share at less than 20% 
of the national market. 
As empirical research, then, the data presented here constitute no more than a sample, 
although it seems reasonable to claim that it is a large and acceptably representative 
sample, particularly in recent years. It is likely that the indications of levels of activity in 
Queensland are slightly higher than the national average. 
School musicals are under-reported. Apart from the fact that some productions (especially 
those staged at the end of the year) are not reported in school magazines, they are very 
rarely reported in official cultural diaries or statistics. The Australian Bureau of Statistics 
allows them when it is counting attendances at cultural venues principally, it seems, 
because of the difficulties of distinguishing them from professional or other amateur shows 
in their surveys. No separate statistics currently exist, and the Education Department does 
not require formal reporting on public performances. 
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The media report school musicals only intermittently, and usually only when there is a 
'news' angle or a personal connection for the reporter. The Toowoomba Chronicle is a 
notable exception, retaining a specialist reviewer to cover school productions. The task 
currently belongs to Heather McKenzie who writes under the by-line HCM: 
The Toowoomba Chronicle has provided this reviewing feature for many years now. 
Before I took over, a man who was very prominent in local Repertory Theatre Productions 
wrote the reviews. Our brief is to give encouragement to the students for two reasons: 
firstly, it gives them something to keep in their scrap-books and for their proud families to 
keep and secondly, The Chronicle is trying to encourage these young people to be the 
readers of the newspaper of the future. It is an excellent public relations exercise. (HCM 
Letter 9/6/97) 
Local newspapers in some country and suburban areas provide limited coverage, but 
usually productions are covered as social events and there is little dispassionate evaluation. 
Specialist arts publications provide virtually no coverage, and nor does academic criticism. 
The brief history of Australian theatrical activity has been moderately well canvassed [Ann 
Atkinson, Brisbane, Carroll, Fitzpatrick, Fotheringham, Holloway, Lonie, Love, Parsons, 
Rees, West, etc.], and there are further projects constantly exploring it in ever-increasing 
depth. Without exception, school drama and theatre has been excluded from close attention 
in these studies. None of the major histories of Australian drama make more than fleeting 
mention of the existence of school theatricals. As an example, when John Lonie, 
describing youth theatre in Meanjin in 1984 lists "the different strands in theatre for the 
young in this country" (Lonie 164), plays produced by and in the schools are not among 
them. The underlying assumption seems to be that such productions are neither 
professional nor ideologically driven, and represent theatre for pleasure which, even in the 
era of 'cultural studies', seems to place them beyond the pale. They are merely what the 
young themselves enjoy and want to do, and they are perceived as standing alongside pick-
up games of football in the school-yard. 
These performances are doubly damned if they chance to be musicals, which have always 
been seen as peripheral (at best) in studies of the theatre. Theatre historian Joseph Swain 
notes that "the products of Broadway have not had much success in the annals of scholarly 
criticism. The musical theater has received virtually no attention from serious music critics 
at all, and what little it has received has been patronising at best." (Swain 7), while 
Bronner's Encyclopaedia of the American Theatre 1900-1975 does not give principal 
entries to any musical comedy, but only mentions them in passing when they are relevant to 
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a 'legitimate' play. Musicals appear (necessarily) in the various listings of awards, longest 
runs and the peculiar Calendar of Opening Nights, but they are not indexed, and can only 
be found by browsing. No explanation is offered for this selectivity. Under Green Grow 
the Lilacs we find: "Musicalized by Rodgers and Hammerstein as Oklahoma! (1943)". 
The judgmental quality of a neologism such as mw /^ca/Zzefif encapsulates the predominant 
establishment attitude to musical theatre. Even Pulitzer winners such as South Pacific, 
Fiorello, and How To Succeed In Business do not rate entries in the body of the 
encyclopaedia. Similar treatment occurs in Atkinson, Knight & McPhee's two-volume 
Dictionary of Performing Arts in Australia. The inescapable conclusion, and it applies to 
most surveys of theatrical history, is that musicals are generally not perceived as an 
acceptable part of the annals of The Theatre. 
The choices which exclude musical theatre and school theatre from the canon of theatrical 
criticism are based on value judgements which I do not propose to canvas or debate in this 
study. School musicals exist, they exist in very large numbers, and they are a significant 
part of the cultural life of the community. It is worth examining them and exploring the 
reasons for their ubiquity and their popularity. 
Background - the long tradition. 
It is commonly assumed that the practice of producing school musicals derives from the 
traditions of British public schools in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While 
there is some substance in this perception, the link between schools and theatrical 
productions - especially those with a substantial musical component - is considerably more 
ancient. 
The history of Western theatre begins with the nexus linking performance with education. 
The schools of classical Athens were established primarily for the purpose of training 
theatrical choruses in singing, dancing and declamation and, at least for the poor, these 
were the only schools there were. Plato, in his Laws, laid down that "education is first 
given through Apollo and the Muses ... for he who is well educated will be able to sing and 
dance well" (qtd. Courtney 9). Philip Coggin notes that "through the performance of the 
dithyramb the majority of the poorer Athenian boys received what amounted to a free 
education" (1), and there is a sense in which the production of a musical was the reason for 
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establishing formal "grammar" schools. The Persians of Aeschylus (472 BC) could thus, 
with an only moderately elastic interpretation of the term, be regarded as the first school 
musical on record. 
The Greek drama is generally seen as originating in religious ritual, and Christianity 
(despite a persistent ambivalence concerning the morality of performance) played a central 
role in the preservation of the classical theatrical forms. Christian ritual and evangelism are 
essentially theatrical, even though the Second Commandment forbids the making of "any 
graven image or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth 
beneath, or that is in the water under the earth", and Mosaic Law forbids cross-dressing. In 
the Renaissance, the celebrated Archbishop Usher "found that plays offended against the 
seventh commandment [against adultery] in several instances" (Coggin 122). The Church 
issued numberless proclamations against plays and playgoing in the Middle Ages. At the 
Laodicean Council (AD 341-381) "priests were forbidden to attend entertainments of the 
nature of the ayanri" (Nicoll 136) and were commanded to "rise and leave the room before 
the actors were introduced" (Chambers, Medieval, 1.24) at weddings or other 
entertainments. Saints such as Genesius, later to become the patron saint of minstrels, were 
depicted as converting in the very act of performing safires of the rite of baptism (Nicoll 87, 
121). Nicoll and Chambers detail the Church's prohibitions, whose very frequency 
demonstrates the existence of a lively (if rarely documented) secular theatre. 
Nevertheless, it was within the Church that theatrical performance obtained the semblance 
of respectability. Latin conversations were introduced early as a method of teaching the 
language. Ausonius wrote them for his pupils in Bordeaux as early as the fourth century, 
by the tenth they were commonplace. The earliest English reference to a play seems to be 
the detailed directions given by Ethelwold, Bishop of Winchester, about AD 970, for the 
performance of the Quem Quiritis Easter sequence (Coggin 46), and his pupil Aelfric wrote 
conversations in which "his boys were required to take various parts and to give accounts 
of their daily occupafions" (Coggin 48-9). 
If drama was alive and well in the churches and monastery schools of Saxon England, the 
records remain sparse. It is not until the twelfth century that there is a record of an actual 
theatrical production in England, and that production was a school musical. The Ludus 
Catherince was performed at Dunstable in 1110. It was written by Geoffrey, a Norman 
schoolmaster, and performed by the choirboys of the Benedictine Abbey at St. Albans, in 
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honour of the patron saints of students, St Nicholas (who restored to life three convent 
pupils murdered for their money) and St Catherine of Alexandria (who had out-argued 
heathen philosophers). The play was apparently in Latin, and undoubtedly contained 
songs. Geoffrey borrowed some copes from the Abbey to use as costumes, and these were 
destroyed in a fire at his lodgings after the performance. Geoffrey, mortified, took holy 
orders, eventually becoming Abbot of the order and, we might speculate, never directed 
another school play (Creizenach 37; Coggin 47-8; Ward 7). The mixture of triumph and 
disaster is all too familiar to teachers today. 
Saint's plays were seemingly quite common in schools: the earliest surviving texts are 
those of the probably English-bom Hilarius (fl. 1125), a pupil of Abelard. The collection of 
his poems "contains three small religious dramas, two of which belong to the Christmas 
and Easter-cycles, respectively; the third is a half-humorous play about St. Nicholas, who 
helps a barbarus to recover a treasure stolen from him" (Creizenach 38). The plays 
intersperse Latin verse with French songs. 
The history of the public religious dramas is too well known to need detailed description 
here, as is the process by which it gradually intermingled with secular drama. Common 
players were banned from church porches in 1258 (Ward 12), but the Guilds had come into 
possession of the Mystery plays by about 1400. The schools continued to play their part in 
these community performances. In 1378, a petition was made to Richard II on behalf of the 
choristers of St Paul's, praying that he will "prohibit some unexpert people from 
representing the History of the Old Testament to the great prejudice of the said Clergy, who 
have been at great expense in order to represent it publickly at Christmas" (Vail Motter 
128). 
Brief mentions of school players continue throughout the fifteenth century: "Diversis 
pueris ludentibus figure in the Durham Priory accounts in 1416" (Wickham 1.270) and 
"Warton mentions plays by the boys of St Swithin's Priory on Innocents' Day, 1441" (Vail 
Motter 3 In), while there is a strong presumption that the musical skills of the scholars were 
used widely in camivalesque civic events such as the feast of Fools, the celebrations of the 
Boy Bishop, the Ridings (such as the famous 'riding against Queen Margaret' at Coventry, 
1445), and the Lord Mayor of London's annual procession (which replaced his annual 
riding in 1457). The records before the reign of Henry VIII are sparse, but they may well 
be construed as representing a far stronger tradition, since it is hardly likely that the sort of 
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theatricals which result from a Mickey Rooney-like impulse to "do a play in the bam" 
would have the sort of quality required to hold a place of honour at court. The records may 
be irregular, but there is good reason to presume a regular and highly polished practice. 
Court theatre came into its own with the Tudors, and with it came the schoolboy players. 
The Children of the Chapel and the Boys of St Paul's had glittering careers at Court (where 
for extended periods they were the main entertainers), and became significant forces in the 
commercial theatre world of the sixteenth and early seventeenth century, where their 
influence on the history of English theatre was profound. The history of the Boys' 
Companies has been thoroughly researched, and detailed accounts may be found in 
Bevington, Boas, Chambers, Coggin, Creizenach, Manly, Nicoll, Reed, Vail Motter, Ward 
and Wickham. Some of the finest dramatists of the age wrote for the Boys: Francis 
Beaumont, George Chapman, Henry Chettle, John Day, Thomas Dekker, John Heywood, 
Ben Jonson, John Lyly, Christopher Marlowe, John Marston, Thomas Middleton, Thomas 
Nashe, George Peele, John Redford, John Webster - virtually every Elizabethan dramatist 
of note except Shakespeare - all had major plays premiered by the Children of the Chapel 
or the Boys of Paul's. 
The two major boys' companies represent only a small proportion of the school drama in 
Tudor England. Substantial contributions are also recorded by the Merchant Taylors' 
School (under Richard Mulcaster, whose pupils included Thomas Kyd), Eton (under 
Nicholas Udall), Westminster School (where Ben Jonson was a pupil) and King's School, 
Canterbury (which produced Christopher Marlowe). Many schools and plays are listed in 
studies of the documentary evidence but, as is still the case today, no priority seems to have 
been given to recording the dramatic activities of schools. The relevant fact here is that 
many schools were performing plays, both for educational and recreational purposes. A 
few came to public acclaim or notoriety, many more were noticed only by the participants 
and their relatives, and most of the texts have disappeared. 
The success of the "cry of children" aroused jealousies of which Shakespeare's barb is a 
mild example. In 1569 a pamphlet entitled The Children of the Chapel Stript and Whipt 
complained that 
Plaies will never be supprest while her Maiesties unfledged minions flaunt it in silkes and 
satins. They had as well be at the Popish service in the deuill's garments ... Even in her 
majesties chappel do these pretty upstart youthes profane the Lordes day by the lascivious 
writhing of their tender limbs, and gorgeous decking of their apparell, in feigning bawdie 
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fables gathered from the idolatrous heathen poets, (qtd Vail Motter 18. The actual 
pamphlet has vanished, only citations remain.) 
Chambers tallies 78 plays performed at court between 1558 and 1576, of which 46 (59%) 
were presented by boys. The period 1576-1583 has only 30% by boys, and 1583-1590, 
33%). (Chambers, Elizabethan, II.4-7). One of the reasons for this decline may well have 
been the increasing emphasis on commercialisation: it was apparent that money was to be 
made from the children outside of the court. No doubt, too, the adult liveried companies 
were developing skills which made them more competitive. Brief suppressions of the 
children in the 1580s and 1590s seem to have resulted from puritan pressure, internal 
dissension, and some backlash from the Marprelate confusion in 1590, but by the end of the 
decade the Chapel boys were established at Blackfriars, which had been leased from the 
Burbages to operate as a full-time performing company administered by the Master 
Nathaniel Gyles, Henry Evans and James Robinson. On Saturday 13 December 1600, the 
13 year old Thomas Clifton was seized (by Robinson) on his way to school and pressed into 
the service of the Chapel. His father had influence, and Evans was censured by the Star 
Chamber for exceeding his charter. The combination of scandal and profiteering led to the 
eventual banning of playing by children under Crown protection (Manly 290). 
Despite a flurry of commercial success, the theatrical activities of both Paul's and the 
Chapel boys were effectively ended by 1610. At the accession of James, the performing 
function was handed to the Children of the Queen's Revels, and an edict in 1626 specified 
that "none of the said Choristers or Children of the Chappell soe to be taken by force of this 
commission, shall be used or imployed as Comedians, or Stage Players, ... for that it is not 
fitt or desent that such as should sing the praises of God Almighty should be trained or 
imployed in such lascivious and prophane exercises" (qtd Manly 283). 
The reasons for their success may well be related to the reasons for their decline. 
Bevington identifies a series of differences (apart from the ages of the players) between the 
Children and the Players. In addition to larger casts, which are uneconomic for adults, 
the wit appeals primarily to the intellect... the songs and dances, to the accompaniment of 
viols, are more gracefiil and masklike .. .the presence of structural loca immediately renders 
the play unsuitable for a strolling troupe. There is no rubbing of shoulders with the 
audience. ... The cast calls for an inordinately high percentage of feminine or juvenile roles, 
such as could never be handled by an adult troupe ... some of the humour depends for its 
point upon the youth of the speakers. (Bevington 22-3) 
But the central factor would seem to be the emphasis on music: 
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The success of the companies of choir boys in both early and later times was, doubtless, 
due, in no small degree, to the songs scattered through their plays and the instrumental 
music before the play began and between the acts. Other companies, of course, had 
incidental songs, but, apparently, not so many of them, and instrumental music seems not to 
have been given in the public theatres. That it was a prominent feature of the performances 
given by the boys... we know from passages in several contemporary plays, as well as 
from the explicit statements of the Duke of Stettin, who visited Blackfriars on 18 September 
1602. (Manly 291) 
The plays which make the fullest use of songs and music are those, as we would expect, 
which were composed for occasional performance by schoolboys or students where the 
play-maker could anticipate easy access to trained voices and skilled instrumentalists at no 
extra cost. ... in most of these plays the songs are so placed in the text as to provide 
atmosphere and heighten the emotional tension of the scene. John Phillip's Patient and 
Meek Grisell offers an excellent example with its three songs for the boy playing Grisell, its 
song for her husband, and its lullaby for the nurse. (Wickham III. 154) 
Public interest declined sharply in the seventeenth century, but the schools continued to 
stage plays in private. Edward Alleyn, the actor who created the roles of Tamburlaine, 
Faustus and Barabbas, founded a school of his own, the College of God's Gift in Dulwich, 
but included no theatrical requirements in its statutes. His diary, which is still held at the 
school, records that he attended a play there on 6 January 1622. Ben Jonson {The Staple of 
Newes, perf. 1626, pub. 1631) has Gossip Censure complain: "They make all their scholars 
playboys. Is't not a fine sight to see all our children made interluders? Do we pay money 
for this? We send them to learn their grammar and their Terence, and they learn their 
playbooks" (Act III, qtd. Coggin 107). 
The closure of the theatres in 1642 presumably had some impact on school plays but Eton, 
at least, is recorded as staging one in 1659-60, during the ban, and a few more in quick 
succession as it was lifted. James Shirley was forced to become a schoolmaster under the 
Commonwealth, and Edward Dent suggests that his masque The Triumph of Beauty, and his 
play The Contention ofAjax and Ulysses, "remembered now only by the famous song, 'The 
glories of our blood and state'... sung as the body of Ajax was carried in procession by the 
Greek princes" (81), were written for presentation in schools. Samuel Pepys' diary (April 
26, 1663) "tells us how his wife's maid Mary Ashwell entertained him by repeating 
fragments of the masques in which she had acted at her school in Chelsea" (Dent 81). 
1689 was a spectacular year for school musicals on both sides of the Channel. At Chelsea 
there was a theatrical ballet master named Josiah Priest who kept his own girls' school. He 
persuaded Henry Purcell (who was a former boy of the Chapel Royal, and may have been a 
teacher at the school) and the Poet Laureate Nahum Tate to compose an opera for the girls 
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to perform for parents and friends (Coggin 152). Dido and Aeneas, in three acts, with a 
cast of two men, four women and a chorus, is often credited as being the first true opera in 
English (Scholes 296)2. More significantly. Dido and Aeneas (which is best remembered 
for Dido's air "When I Am Laid In Earth") seems to be the oldest school musical still being 
regularly played. A concert-style producfion was given by Cavendish Rd SHS in 1970, St 
Peter's Lutheran College, Indooroopilly, played it in 1984, and Somerville House in 
Brisbane staged it again in 1996. 
In France, Mme de Maintenon had put a similar request to Jean Racine. Her convent 
school at St. Cyr had begun by staging plays by its headmistress, Mme de Brinon, and then 
some of the greater French classics such as Cinna, Britannicus and Andromaque, but the 
Sun King's mistress (secretly his wife since 1683) was concerned that the plays aroused 
undesirable passions. Racine had retired from the stage in 1677 in disgust and devoted 
himself to the Catholic fundamentalism of the Jansenist cause, but he could hardly refuse. 
The brief for Esther, according to Racine, was for "a kind of poem on some religious and 
moral subject in which the spoken lines would be interspersed with singing and the whole 
thing bound together which would make it alive and less liable to bore" (qtd. Coggin 94). 
It opened on 26 January 1689, with the full royal orchestra, in front of Louis XIV, and was 
a huge success. Even the exiled Charles II of England tumed up to see it, but the success 
exacted a price. Rivalries and airs developed among the cast, the girls' young heads were 
tumed by the admiration they attracted, and public performances were abmptly 
discontinued. In later years, the already commissioned Athalie (1691) and a revival of 
Esther (1697) were staged, but without lavish sets or costumes, and behind closed doors. 
Madame's "final view was not that drama was bad for girls, but that public performances 
were dangerous and should never be given on any pretext whatsoever" (Coggin 96). 
France's dramatic history is similar to England's. Among the earliest recorded plays we 
find the Miracle Play of Daniel (AD 1140) "which was apparently performed by boys from 
Beauvais as part of a scholars' festival rather than as part of a church service. It is operatic 
in form, interspersed with dialogues and such events as the hand appearing for the writing 
on the wall" (Coggin 48). Notable figures who cut their teeth in school plays included 
^ There are earlier claimants, such as Davenant's The Siege of Rhodes, staged with music in 1656 to avoid 
the ban on spoken drama. "The Siege of Rhodes has always been described as the first English opera and 
there seems to be little doubt that it was sung from begimiing to end; but as none of the music has come 
down to us it is very difficult to form a judgement on it. ... Mustapha was 'Mr. Henry Persill', i.e. the 
father of the great Henry Purcell" (Dent 54-5). Dido, then, is probably only the first intact English opera. 
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Michel Eyquem de Montaigne (1533-92): "I acted the leading parts in the Latin tragedies 
of Buchanan, Guerente, and Muret, which were played in great style in our college of 
Guyenne ... and I was accounted a master of my craft in them" (De I'institution des 
Enfants, qtd Coggin 76) and Voltaire (1694-1778), who "took part in plays when he was at 
the Jesuit College of Louis-le-Grand" (Coggin 153). The greatest difference from the 
English experience appears in the presence and influence of the Jesuit schools, which began 
to appear across Europe in 1548, and which were deeply and permanently committed to 
dramatic performance as a teaching tool. 
Jesuit plays were elaborate, spectacular, and frequently augmented by music and ballet. "At 
Pont-a-Mousson in 1623, the figure of St. Ignatius appeared and visibly transformed itself 
into a tower sprouting fireworks, and later a Saint from the Machine descended from the 
sky to set fire to a castle filled with more pyrotechnics" (Coggin 88). Female characters 
were originally banned, but soon became routine. Jesuit school plays were regularly 
performed for paying public audiences and Catholic courts. Philip Coggin summarises a 
detailed account: 
The most distinctive feature of the Jesuit plays is that they were written by the teachers and 
in several cases by the pupils. Few of these plays have been published though many still 
exist in manuscript. When one considers that tens of thousands of these plays were written, 
that still more performances were given, frequently in public, that great scholarship was 
devoted to their composition, setting, and costuming, and considerable technical ingenuity 
to the lighting and effects, one is bound to admit that their stimulating influence on the 
theatre in general must have been as great as their effect as moral propaganda. (Coggin 90) 
The Jesuits were expelled from France in 1762, and the Reformation effectively kept their 
influence in England to a minimum. But their example remained as a lesson to later ages: 
drama, especially with the trappings and excitement of public performance, is a powerful 
teaching tool, although, as Mme de Maintenon leamed, it has to be intelligently controlled. 
Records are sparser in the eighteenth century, but the evidence is that English schools 
continued to stage plays on a small and private scale. Charterhouse recorded its first play 
in 1724, and a nine-year-old David Garrick "received his introduction to the theatre as 
Sergeant Kite in a schoolboy production of The Recruiting Sergeant [sic; presumably 
Farquhar's Recruiting Officer, 1706] at Lichfield Grammar School in 1726" (Coggin 149). 
In 1762 "Hannah More, 'the eminent divine' and friend of Garrick, when only seventeen, 
wrote A Search for Happiness for her sister's schoolgirls at Bristol as a substitute for the 
unsuitable plays usually performed at girls' boarding schools. This play long continued a 
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favourite for girls" (Coggin 152). More (1745-1833) was herself a student at the school; 
the play was published in 1773. In 1782 she published a volume of sacred dramas for the 
schoolroom. Vail Motter describes a double bill of Seneca's Troades and Ruggles' 
Ignoramus, at the Merchant Taylors' School in 1763, which featured songs set to existing 
music by Soper, Handel, Hasse, Galuppi and Battishall (an expedient still in common use 
today). They played 6 times to some 4000 people (Vail Motter 118). Around 1774-8 at 
Eton, Richard Porson's Out of the Frying Pan into the Fire: A Tragi-Comi-Operatical 
Farce was performed, containing 18 songs and a disrespectful view of school-life. The text 
is still in existence (Vail Motter 69-70). 
The school Speech Day, under various local names, was becoming a focus for dramatic 
activity, presenting individual pieces, dialogues and scenes from classic or popular plays. 
Some were simply presented in school uniform, others were elaborately provided with 
costumes and scenery, and in some cases the boys seem to have had ideas of their own. 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan caused a family fuss when he charged a general's uniform to his 
uncle's account, and wore it for a speech day performance at Harrow in 1768 (Vail Motter 
185). Byron performed extracts from the roles of Zanga (from Edward Young's The 
Revenge) and King Lear on Speech Day 1805, and wrote "On a Distant View of the Village 
and School of Harrow on the Hill" to celebrate his accomplishment. William Charles 
Macready also played Zanga, as a fifteen year-old at Rugby in 1808. 
Coggin suggests that there was a decline in school drama around 1800. "The first half of 
the nineteenth century is characterized by a general absence of drama in public schools, and 
where it does exist it is often tolerated as an activity less dangerous than idleness for the 
leisure hours of boarding-school boys" (Coggin 192). Plays were officially stopped at Eton 
in 1817 (and again in 1869), Shrewsbury in 1836, and Westminster in 1846. None of the 
stoppages were enduring, and at Westminster the Head (Henry George Liddell) was 
pressured into restoring the statutory play in the following year (Coggin 193). It seems, in 
fact, that school drama continued, since there is no reason to formally stop (let alone 
reinstate) a practice which is not happening, but no doubt its profile and perceived propriety 
were lower. Henry Irving made his stage debut at the age of eleven at Dr Pinche's City 
Commercial School in 1849 and joined a professional company at eighteen. 
Victoria and Albert were both theatre-lovers, and Albert employed an actor named George 
Bartley to provide the children with theatrical training. "The future Edward VII played 
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Abner in 1853 to the Princess Royal's Athalie in French. Changing to German in the 
following year, he played Max in Die Tafelbirnen, his brothers and sisters supporting him" 
(Coggin 195). The conservative nature of Victorian school theatre is exemplified by the 
inauguration at Bradfield School in 1881 of an annual Greek play in imitation of the 
Westminster Latin play. A spectacular and inauthentic outdoor theatre (more a Greek 
temple than a Greek theatre) was constmcted to house it in 1888. 
In the last quarter of the century, musical productions began to reappear in schools, with a 
noticeable slant towards the popular rather than the classical. In 1877 St Paul's Choir 
School presented a musical play called King Marigold ''with words by the Rev. H. C. 
Shuttleworth and music by the Rev. W. Russell" (Vail Motter 154). 
Plays resumed at Charterhouse in the 1870s and quickly established what was to become a 
new and enduring trend in school theatricals. In 1878 they performed Cox and Box (1866), 
a fiashy adaptation by F. C. Bumand and Arthur Sullivan of John Madison Morton's Box 
and Cox (1847), which was one of the most successful farces of the century and already 
immensely popular with schools. Having achieved one popular musical, it was logical to 
stick with the composer, and in December 1879 Charterhouse staged Gilbert and Sullivan's 
The Sorcerer, just 25 months after its professional premiere (Vail Motter 164). Christ's 
Hospital, which had apparently never given a play before 1869, swiftly followed with HMS 
Pinafore^ and, in 1886, The Pirates of Penzance. Christ's Hospital appears to have been 
the first school to settle into the annual Gilbert & Sullivan production which was to become 
the stereotype of the Public School musical in the twentieth century. In the 1920s the 
headmaster, W. H. Fyffe wrote to Vail Motter that "a Gilbert and Sullivan opera is given in 
most years now by the boys. In 1924 Pinafore was done, and in recent years Trial by Jury, 
The Sorcerer, The Mikado, and Patience'' (Vail Motter 179). 
Original musicals continued to appear occasionally. In 1913 Charterhouse produced The 
Way of the Place, with dialogue and lyrics by G. K. G. Keen and music by J. H. Moore, in 
which six boys played fifteen roles depicting the life of the school (Vail Motter 169). 
Rugby produced an original operetta called The Knave of Hearts, with words by H. W. 
Parry and music by Gordon Brown in 1917 (Vail Motter 200). In contrast to the Gilbert 
and Sullivan operettas these works did not achieve any lasting currency, in keeping with the 
The commercial premiere was in May 1878. 
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common problem that it is one thing to create a successful musical in a school, but it is then 
quite another to market it to adult impresarios, or even to other schools. 
The history of British school plays in the twentieth century has not yet been written. I can 
find no systematic study later than Vail Motter's 1929 compilation, while Coggin's 1956 
exploration veers into official and theoretical examinations of "drama in education" as a 
pedagogical technique, and tends to side-step the complex modem proliferation of the 
school play. There can be little doubt that the sheer scale and repetitious nature of the 
undertaking make such a history unlikely of achievement. 
Two key issues emerge from the available data. Firstly, that the quantity and influence of 
school theatrical activity is substantial, and has been so in varying degrees for centuries. 
There have been times when school plays have made significant contributions to 
mainstream theatre culture. Secondly, that while the perceived tradition of the 'Annual 
Gilbert & Sullivan' has a basis in reality, there are indications that it represents a 
comparatively small fragment of the total mass of school activity. 
Australia today. 
The history of school musicals in Queensland is traced in detail in Chapter 2, and it seems 
likely that the history in other states follows a comparable path through school concerts and 
plays to fully fledged musicals. Although this study is principally concemed with 
Queensland, it is necessary to look briefly at the current state of school musical production 
across the country, and the most striking fact is the enormous volume of activity. 
There can be no doubt that school musicals represent a substantial proportion of Australia's 
theatrical activity in any given year. Only a small percentage of the general community are 
"regular" theatre-goers, and the School of Business and Administrative Studies at North 
Sydney Technical College, found that 31% of its respondents never attended performing 
arts of any sort (Fletcher 14). A survey conducted for the Australia Council found that 
"only a minority of the population, 3 per cent for opera and operetta and 7 per cent for 
musicals, could be classed as regular attenders (three or more performances in the last 
year); 11 per cent and 26 percent respectively have attended a live performance in the last 
year; 38 per cent and 65 per cent respectively have at some time attended a live 
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performance" (Australia Council, Opera 9), which suggests that 35% have not. According 
to the most recent figures, 2.7 million Australians are estimated to have attended opera or 
music theatre in 1994-5, and 50% of those attended only once {Attendance at Selected 
Cultural Venues, ABS, March 1995). 
Since statisticians do not distinguish among professional, amateur and school productions, 
it is logical to infer that there is a substantial group whose theatre-going consists almost 
solely in attending school producfions in which their children, siblings, friends - or the 
children of friends and relatives - are involved. 
In 1995 there were 2,434 secondary schools in Australia. The table of the "Frequency of 
Productions" (see Appendix 1.4) suggests that there is one musical in any given year for 
every two schools. Allowing for a bias (no response being more likely from schools which 
do not produce musicals) and for the apparently reduced incidence of musicals outside of 
Queensland and Victoria, we might still estimate one musical for every three schools, 
which makes for 804.25 productions4. Averaging figures from 41 schools which supplied 
workable details, schools average 3.0268 performances of each producfion, which makes 
for a total of 2434.3 performances. Averaging figures from 40 schools which supplied 
workable details, schools average a capacity for the season of 1411.425 seats. At 90% of 
capacity, which is conservative for school productions, this yields 1,021,398 in the 
audience^. 
In the absence of precise statistics from any authoritative source we are left to estimate that 
school musicals would seem to account for roughly one-third of all people attending 
performances of opera and musical theatre in Australia^. 
'' As a cross-check, Peepshow musicals account for 23.76% of all confirmed productions in 1995 (the 
latest year for which comprehensive figures are available). In that year Peepshow licensed 208 
productions of its secondary school musicals across Australia, which suggests a national total of 875 
productions of all musicals (23.76% of 875 = 207.9). This calculation does not include productions of 
Peepshow's Theatre-restaurant plays, even though a proportion of these are staged by schools. 
^ One musical for every 2 schools =1,217 productions; 3683.6 performances; 1,545,590 audience (90%). 
One musical for every 3 schools = 804.25 productions; 2434.3 performances, 1,021,398 audience (90%) 
One musical for every 3.5 schools = 695.4 productions; 2104.8 performances; 883,158 audience (90%). 
One musical for every 4 schools = 608.5 productions; 1841.8 performances; 772,795 audience (90%). 
* The ABS does not count children in its surveys, but makes estimates to allow for them. The fact that 
sub-teenage children are more likely to attend school musicals than to attend expensive professional 
productions may impact on this approximation. 
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On the same estimates, the number of people actively participating in the production of 
school musicals totally swamps the commercial or "legitimate" theatre. With perhaps (not 
counting primary school productions) 800 school musicals being staged each year, more 
than 50,000 Australians are directly involved as performers^, and probably as many again 
as stage-crew and other volunteer workers. In 1995, there were 1,275,656 students in all 
secondary schools, so roughly 8% participate as performers each year. Given five or six 
years of secondary study (and many schools restrict participation to students in a single 
year, most commonly Year 11) we may conservatively estimate that one-third of all 
students leaving secondary school will have participated in a musical at some time in their 
school life, and hardly any will have avoided seeing one. 
The statistical differences between private and state schools are not great: Private schools 
do slightly more performances per producfion (3.0676 to 2.9979), and have slightly smaller 
casts (61.8 to 64.3). But private schools have a significantly larger season capacity (1581 
to 1298) primarily because of a larger average venue-size (539 to 457). 
Admissions to school productions tend to be low: $8 - $15 for an adult, as opposed to $35 -
$80 for subsidised and commercial theatre, and in many country towns the school musical 
is the only local live-theatre available. School musicals can fairly claim to be not only a 
significant part of the nation's theatrical experience, but also to be a genuine theatre of the 
people, as opposed to the theatre which is the property of an urban artistic (and economic) 
elite. 
In examining the range of productions which are being staged (Appendices 1; 3; 4), I have 
restricted my figures to confirmed productions - that is, to those occasions on which it is 
possible to identify the title of the show, the school and the year of the production with 
confidence - of which I have recorded 1,904 in Queensland. Data conceming total 
numbers of productions nafion-wide has been supplied by some distributors of Australian 
musicals, but it is so fragmented and unbalanced that it has been tabulated separately (and 
adjusted to avoid double-counting the confirmed productions). When both records are 
combined, they total 3,858 productions across Australia, but this is clearly a very low figure 
as it includes no records of non-Australian shows outside Queensland^. Isolated accounts 
' Averaging figures from 38 schools which supplied workable details, schools average casts of 63.3. 
* Using the Queensland figures as a guide, an estimated minimum of 7,600 school musicals have been 
staged in Australia (654 confirmed in Qld + 1,954 reported by publishers = 2,608 productions of 
Australian musicals, which is 34.3% of 7,603). 
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of such productions that I have encountered (such as the famous 'pirate' production of 
Jesus Christ Superstar at Loreto Convent in Sydney in 1971 and various interstate and 
overseas participations recorded in the surveys) have not been included. 
Stafistically, the restriction of these frequency calculations to confirmed productions means 
that the proportional balances which they depict between Australian and other musicals, 
and between particular titles, can be extrapolated with some confidence as representative of 
the national market. The study has tried to include all identifiable distributors in Australia 
and, as a result, the examination of the major titles - that is, the texts and contents of 
frequently-performed school musicals - is likely to be as valid Australia-wide as it is for 
Queensland. 
It should be noted that some small distributors do not keep records at all, and some of the 
larger organisations hold such information in commercial confidence. In keeping with the 
chaotic nature of school productions, one distributor reports that "a lot of my material and 
records were lost in the Ash Wednesday Bushfires in 1983, so I only have records of 
performances since then!" (Nevil Thurgood, Letter, 19/12/96). 
The most notable feature of the types of musicals which schools choose to produce has 
been the upsurge of Australian-written shows since the late 1970s. The earliest Australian-
written school musical of which I have found a record is Where There 'sA Will, staged at 
Brisbane State High School in 1953. Through the 1950s and 1960s, just over 60% of the 
productions were Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, and there are records of just nine 
productions (of four different shows) of Australian musicals. In the 1990s there are already 
confirmed records of 331 productions of 124 different Australian musicals, representing 
46% of all productions. Details of the range of producfions and the proportional changes 
over fime will be discussed at length in Chapter 2. 
The most successful school musical of all is Denver & Dorricott's Man of Steel (1977), 
which is also one of the earliest of the Australian custom-written musicals. It heads the list 
of confirmed producfions (See Appendix 1.1) with 67, and the owners estimate that it has 
received something like 650-750 productions in Australia, New Zealand and the United 
Kingdom since 1978. Man of Steel is probably the most-produced Australian play ever, 
and certainly the most-produced Australian musical. Working on the average of 
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approximately 3 performances per production, it has been played more than 2,000 times, 
which is roughly equivalent to the original Broadway mn of Oklahoma! 
Following Man of Steel on this table are (in order) The Pirates of Penzance (1880), The 
Boyfriend {1953), Calamity Jane (1953), Joseph & His Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(1968), Bats (1983), Bye Bye Birdie (1960), Sheer Luck, Holmes (1979), Sheik, Rattle & 
Roll (1980) and Grease (1972). Four of the ten most-staged musicals are Australian. This 
is particularly striking since these four are also the newest of the ten, and have had least 
time to build their numbers. These four are also all written by Denver & Dorricott. 
IMarketing S t r u c t u r e 
Of the seven most-staged Australian musicals (Appendix 1.1), six are written by the Denver 
8c Dorricott team. Their domination of the market-place is certainly justified by the quality 
of their works - indeed, most of the other writers of school musicals reveal a clear debt to 
the innovations and presentation styles which Denver & Dorricott first popularised - but it 
is also the result of a highly effective marketing process. 
Man of Steel was a mnaway success when it was published in 1978 by Playlab Press, a 
boutique publishing house devoted to encouraging Queensland playwrights. Denver & 
Dorricott retained the performance rights, but the publishing profits belonged to Playlab 
which has been sustained by them ever since: Man of Steel is still their best-selling title by 
a considerable margin^. As a result: 
Seeing how successful this was, Simon, his sister Gail and his mother Jo (also a writer) 
formed the small publishing business Peepshow Productions, with an eye even then of 
concentrating on quality, large cast shows with music for Australian teenagers. (Gail 
Denver, Letter 10 July 1996) 
Simon Denver and Ian Dorricott have now written seven musicals together, which between 
them have had at least 1,500 productions across two decades. After Man of Steel, 
Peepshow took full control of publishing and distributing subsequent works by the duo, 
eventually becoming a company with Gail Denver as owner and Editor. She began to 
^ The most recent figures I have been able to obtain from Playlab are to the end of 1992, and up until that 
time Man of Steel had been their biggest-selling title every year, with gross sales amounting to nearly 
eight thousand copies. At that stage, Man of Steel was one of 33 titles published by Playlab, and it 
accounted for 29.6% of their total sales over the fourteen year period. 
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commission plays and musicals from other authors, and both Simon Denver and Ian 
Dorricott experimented at times with other collaborators. Although no precise figures are 
available, some 25 other Peepshow musicals account for at least another eight hundred 
producfions during this period. 
Peepshow's editorial policy is ruthlessly commercial and no works remain on the Peepshow 
list which are not paying their way. They operate a tiered system of selecfion: plays which 
have been submitted and which look promising are designated as 'Resource Plays', and 
made available to customers in facsimile with blanket approval for photocopying. If the 
plays succeed in this format, they then progress to the costly publication phase. Some do 
not make the transition, but even if the writers do not have the prestige of a book, they at 
least get performance royahies. Musicals from their established writers are usually 
supported through a process of workshopping and rehearsal with a chosen school (and 
schools compete for the chance of a premiere production) before publication. In recent 
years, Peepshow has been running down its stockpile of books and moving towards 
electronic and Intemet publishing. 
The house-style calls for extremely light-hearted works with a high degree of theatricality 
and excitement, and a deliberate, riotous debunking of the conventions of 'serious' drama is 
a major ingredient in most of the plays. The nature of this ingredient, and the influence it 
has exerted on other writers of school musicals, will be examined in detail in the second 
part of this study (Chapters 3 & 4). The other requirement, which is for music which is 
"playable by the average teenage musician" (Gail Denver, Letter 10 July 1996) is of 
considerable importance, but will not be examined in any technical way as it lies outside 
the scope of this study. 
Peepshow's fairly rigid view of a marketable product has brought them unrivalled success, 
but the company is not universally popular. To some extent, criticism originates from a 
resentment of their success, from their near-monopoly position in the market, and from 
writers who have been rejected or whose works have not made it past the 'Resource Play' 
stage. In other cases, however, Peepshow are criticised for the standard which has been the 
key of their success: the music is not challenging or experimental (it is actually decidedly 
old-fashioned); the libretti are not confronfing, socially relevant or politically aware. These 
complaints are true, but their status as criticism is dubious, since they originate from 
practitioners who have a different vision of the purpose and function of school productions. 
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a vision moreover which is at odds with what the schools demonstrably want. Peepshow -
and a great many of the non-Peepshow Australian musicals which are strikingly similar in 
style and content - are not in the business of aesthetic or artistic improvement. They are in 
the business of providing shows which will delight audiences when presented with all the 
limitations of school-age performers, and their massive popular and commercial success 
proves that they are succeeding. 
Peepshow dominated the field by the mid 1980s, partly by virtue of the works they were 
marketing, and partly because there was no comparable company in competition with them. 
Playlab, hoping to repeat the success of Man of Steel, have published several melodramas 
and musicals: Raggeyanne (1979), Kidstuff{\9S0), KingMacbee & the Walking Trees 
(1984), The Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate and Sir Jasper's Revenge (1984), Mr Ugg and 
the Bionic Budgie (1986) and Matilda Women (1993) have been staged in schools. Of 
these, only Kidstuffhas been a conspicuous success with 17 confirmed productions in 
Queensland and almost fifty nationally. The other six total 22 confirmed productions 
between them. In recent years, however, Playlab has redirected its attention to grant-
attracting coterie theatre rather than to the amateur commercial market where they began. 
The mainstream Australian publishers are less interested: Currency Press's latest 
catalogue, for example, lists a number of musicals, of which only four that I know of 
{Reedy River, The Legend of King O 'Malley, Burger Brain and The Cocky of Bungaree) 
have ever been performed in schools, and none of them frequently. Each of these plays, 
too, has been published for other reasons. The first two are adult classics, the others one-
off scripts by writers with established reputations in related fields (Dennis Watkins in 
mainstream musicals, Richard TuUoch in straight plays for teenagers). Yackandandah have 
never shown any interest in school musicals, perhaps because of their perceived lack of 
ideological content, and the only relevant work in their catalogue is John Romeril's The 
Kelly Dance, originally workshopped by university students and occasionally staged by 
schools. 
The intemational publishers show a similar lack of attenfion to the school musical. Music 
Sales Intemational have no Australian musicals at all on their books, while Wamer-
Chappell have seven, of which The Sentimental Bloke is the only one to appear in the 
school repertoire. Dominie show some interest in the school musical as a form, and 
currently have five Australian musicals listed {Best Picture, Offbeat, Pride & Prejudice, 
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Shylock, Villains), of which only Shylock has not been staged by schools, and the oldest 
{Offbeat) was written as recently as 1985. They are also actively recmiting new material, 
and I have spoken to two authors whose works are presently under serious consideration 
and investigafion by Dominie. 
In view of the success of Peepshow, and of the enormous other (imported) half of the 
school musical market, it is somewhat surprising that these major distributors have shown 
so little interest in what would appear to be a very lucrative business. I have not sought 
financial details from publishers or authors, but the information which has been volunteered 
suggests that $1,000 to $1,500 per producfion is the normal royalty range, with figures up 
to $2,000 being common. Given our working estimate that 800 Australian schools will 
stage a musical in any given year, school musicals represent a substantial industry, so the 
disregard is likely to be ideological rather than commercial. Nan Frew, General Manager 
of Wamer-Chappell's Theatrical Division perhaps summarises the attitude when she writes 
"the more romantically stupid the storyline, the greater the hit in many cases" and goes on 
to regret that so few schools perform Sondheim "who not only writes challenging music but 
whose lyrics speak volumes about the state of man and his mores" (Letter 7 October 1996). 
But this attitude is sadly out of date. As later chapters will demonstrate, the modem 
Australian school musical is not afraid to speak about the "state of man", and its storylines 
are anything but romantic. There is also a marked trend in recent times towards more 
modem and less "stupidly romantic" Broadway musicals, such as The Little Shop of 
Horrors, Bugsy Malone and Joseph and his Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. 
Nevertheless, certain plays persist which are precisely such old-fashioned romances. 
The spectacular spread of the Peepshow musicals has inevitably encouraged other small 
distribution houses to enter this specialist market, but to date their share has been small. 
Organisations such as Bushfire Press (10 musicals and two rock operas in the current 
catalogue). Firefly Productions (3 secondary musicals). Fox Plays (19 primary and 
secondary musicals in the current catalogue), Toadshow (4 teenage musicals) and most 
recently Play On Words (3 secondary musicals) are beginning to broaden the range of 
products available to schools. Each of these is primarily devoted to the works of the 
founding writer-teams, although diversification has begun for Bushfire and is being 
contemplated by Play On Words. 
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The majority of writers are still operating on their own as small-traders, partly because of 
the fact that if Peepshow does not accept their script, it is extremely difficult to know how 
else to market a school musical, and the cost of circularising schools to promote a single 
musical is prohibitive. This is reflected in the tables (Appendix 1.3) which show that 64 of 
the 124 Australian musicals staged in the 1990s have received only one production. It is to 
be expected that other states will have produced a similar proportion of these 'oncers' 
which will not have come within the ambit of this research. 
Even Peepshow concede that it is extremely difficult to promote plays in schools, and that 
popularity seems to depend upon a "copy-cat syndrome" (Gail Denver, Letter, 5 November 
1996). Directors would rather see a show successfully staged than try to select one just by 
reading scripts, and productions of a particular play tend to come in geographic clusters. A 
successful production of a show in one school is followed by several more in nearby 
schools in following years. To give a single example, Kingston SHS (established in 1977) 
had its first class of Seniors in 1981, and a group of these attended nearby Beenleigh SHS's 
production of Man of Steel. In 1982 Kingston abandoned the concerts and talent quests 
they had staged from 1979-81 and mounted their first musical - Man of Steel. By 1983 
they were staging Sheer Luck, Holmes with a cast of 101, a 7-piece school band and a 
season of seven performances (Kingston SHS Magazine, 1981-83). This 'copy-cat 
syndrome' is more effective with nationally marketed musicals, since local rivalries are 
likely to inhibit its effect where a new musical is seen as the 'product' of a particular 
school. 
The cost of marketing musicals to schools is considerable, especially as many of the 
teachers who select the plays have become tied by long association to a particular 
distributor (usually Peepshow). The problems are exacerbated when marketing interstate 
because as well as having no track-record of local productions to point to, the would-be 
distributor has no knowledge of which schools stage musicals, or of which are likely to be 
prepared to venture new material. John Mawson, editor of the Victorian-based Play On 
Words, expressed a particular desire for a copy of this study's list of schools' activifies for 
this reason, to help him economise in his mailing-list. 
Distributors usually provide the script, the score and the orchestrations, and most now offer 
rehearsal tapes of vocal parts for principals and choms in both melody line and 
accompaniment-only formats. But they do not (usually) offer suggested set-designs, props 
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lists, wardrobe lists or lighting-plots. Texts for amateur companies have traditionally 
provided these in the past, but experience has demonstrated that the range of venues and the 
variety of equipment available to different groups makes these virtually useless. For school 
musicals in particular, the immense variability of cast-size and the non-theatricality of most 
school halls combine to make the maximum flexibility of production design and concept a 
highly desirable feature of any play. 
Peepshow (and most local distributors) offer a help-line service, where the writers or other 
experienced people are available to consult over any difficulties. When producers find a 
need to cut or topicalise passages, or to re-allocate songs to different characters, or 
generally tamper with the text of a show to suit the available talent or venue, most of the 
Australian rights-holders are also far more flexible that the intemational brokers are 
permitted to be. 
The Nature of the Material 
For the purposes of clear discussion I have begun with straightforward, common-language 
definitions. A Musical, for the purposes of this study, is a stage presentation in which 
songs are integral to the development of the story, whether as plot or as atmosphere. A 
love song, for example, does not usually further the plot (though it often implies more 
detail about the relationship, such as a greater level of physical love-making than is actually 
shown), but it does expand on the emotional content of the moment. This is distinct from 
revues (where the songs are interludes related only tenuously if at all to the surrounding 
events) and narrated concerts, where the music is the point, rather than the story. 
It is generally assumed that original music will have been composed in co-ordination with 
the libretto in order to achieve this integration, but there are a number of cases where 
existing music is inserted (with or without adaptation of the music or lyrics) at appropriate 
moments. 
The integration of music in this way creates some idiosyncratic stage-conventions, by 
which the audience finds it unremarkable that characters burst into song - and often dance 
- at critical moments in their lives, and that there happens to be a large orchestra standing 
by to assist them. 
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There is also a willingness on the audience's part to move into a world of familiar unreality. 
The audience concedes that the language they are hearing is not the language of the street. 
The audience also - and this is cmcial - gives the actor the right to deliver an aside. The 
aside is a dramatic device that has not been much in use in the past several hundred years 
... In a musical, the actor simply walks to the front of the stage, plants his feet wide apart, 
and belts the "soliloquy" from Carousel. In other words, the character who takes stage is 
entitled to pour his guts out to the audience. 
Not only does the audience give him that permission, the audience also believes, insists 
even, that what he tells it be taken at face value as truth. Very often, in this kind of song, it 
is a secret feeling, told in confidence .. .O.K. So a strange reality is set up, but the audience 
accepts that, and what they want is to enjoy what's about to happen. (Goldman 168) 
The conventions which govem the musical and its relationship with its audience are of 
critical importance to the school musical and will be discussed at length throughout this 
study. 
Under the general category of 'musicals' I have included conventional genre classifications 
such as Operetta (romantic theatre with European-derived music and themes, as 
exemplified by the works of Friml, Romberg, early Kem, etc.); Gilbert & Sullivan (which 
needs little explanation except to remark that it represents a transitional form between 
Operetta and Mainstream); Mainstream (vemacular musicals written for commercial stages, 
mostly for Broadway and the West End, but with a sub-category of Australian musicals 
written with commercial intent); and Custom-Written Musicals (musicals written 
specifically for performance by secondary schools; most of the examples discussed are 
Australian). I have allowed a certain elasticity in interpreting custom-written in this 
context. Man of Steel, the most prominent school musical, was originally written for a 
youth theatre group and adapted after the premiere production for use in schools, but I have 
treated it and others like it as essentially custom-written for schools. Works created for 
performance to schools rather than by them have been excluded. 
For the sake of simplicity, I have tried to avoid the game of categories. Opera, light opera 
and comic opera have all been subsumed under Operetta; Broadway, Off-Broadway, 
musical comedy, musical theatre, ballad opera, pop musical, rock opera, have all been 
included as musicals. 
In general, the works discussed are full-length and constitute a complete entertainment in 
their own right, but a few short musical theatre pieces (one-act musicals such as My Fair 
Macbeth and Romeo & Juliet at the State of Origin, and 'potted' versions of mainstream 
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musicals) are discussed where they seem significant. Works which are better classified as 
'theatre with music' (plays which include incidental music or songs) have not been 
included. 
There is inevitably some bleeding across categories: Dido & Aeneas and Joseph & His 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, for example, were originally written to be staged by 
schools and subsequently secured mainstream markets, but are still staged in schools. 
Others, such as Burger Brain, Zigger Zagger and the Toadshow musicals, were written for 
specific groups of young people in community or commercial settings, and have 
subsequently found a niche in the school market, but have virtually no continuing currency 
in the youth theatre market for which they were intended. There are some cases of 
musicals, such as Bats and Waltzing Matilda, which were designed for schools but which 
are occasionally produced by adult groups without becoming properly mainstream. There 
is at least one musical. His Majesty's Pleasure, which was premiered in a school but is now 
marketed only to adult groups. 
The most important distinction is one which has emerged in the course of this study. On 
examination, the range of Custom-written musicals collected in this study fall into two 
broad groups. 
The smaller group consists of musicals which are primarily emulations of mainstream 
musicals or other conventional genres. Captain Starlight, for example, was first staged as a 
traditional romantic operetta, and subsequent revisions added a Brechtian overlay to the 
libretto without substantially changing the music. Coast and 1945 are conventional 
Broadway-style musicals. Kidstuff is essentially a Drama-In-Education improvisational 
framework which offers songs as pivotal elements. 
The larger group are superficially like conventional musicals in outline and structure, but 
have added a range of complex dramaturgical constructions by which they contrive to 
engage the interest and win the approval of their young performers and their audiences. 
These mechanisms involve a deliberate, systemafic and comical rejecfion of the 
conventional surface concepts and theories that 'theatre' and 'drama' are serious and 
meaningful artforms. The logical absurdity of the conventions of musical comedy, and of 
theatre in general, are exploited as the basis for disrespectful hilarity and as a means to 
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emphasise that the performance which the audience is experiencing is not serious or 
meaningful, but is simply an exhibition of youthful exuberance. 
The lack of gravity with which these musicals operate has nothing to do with a lack of 
discipline or commitment, but represents a fundamental conviction that the act of 
performance is primarily for the pleasure of the participants (production team, players and 
audience), not for their edification or improvement. 
The term I have most often heard used by practitioners to describe this type of dramaturgy 
is "tongue-in-cheek", but I have preferred the term irreverent because the aesthetic attitude 
which these works reflect goes considerably deeper than a mere frivolity about the work 
being presented. Irreverence represents an attitude to the nature and functions of 
theatricality and theatrical production itself, rather than towards the work's subject matter 
or the genre's presentation styles. Irreverence says that staging a play has no inherent 
worth except to the extent that it is fun for the cast, crew and audience. It is generally 
incompatible with the approaches and ideals of Drama-In-Education. 
Irreverent theatre is quite different from theatrical 'send-up'(although it is occasionally 
coupled with it), because it is an enabling and a constmctive mechanism, rather than one 
designed to criticise. A 'send-up' satirises or parodies a topic or a genre in order to expose 
its absurdity or irrationality, and to express disapproval (or, at the very least, superiority). 
Irreverence, on the other hand, although it highlights the logical absurdity of certain 
obvious theatrical conventions, does so with affection. It does not seek to reform or 
criticise the theatre, but simply to use its oddities as a source of enjoyment. It is important 
to stress that the irreverent attitude should not be confused with the satiric, the parodic, the 
iconoclastic, the theatre-of-protest, or the camivalesque, all of which are connected to the 
social milieu or 'meaning' of the performance. Irreverence is a response to the nature of 
the performance process itself. 
Irreverence does not convey a licence to confront or to challenge, either artistically or 
socio-culturally, and it is not an experimental or radical mode. In fact, irreverent plays tend 
to be extremely conservative, politically unaware, and culturally reactionary. They are a 
highly specialised sub-group in which the old-fashioned formulae of musical comedy have 
(via a number of discemible influences) been adapted to a specific range of performers and 
a particular segment of the mass-audience. 
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To some extent, the irreverent school musical has antecedents in commercial theatre-
restaurant, in pantomime, in vaudeville and music-hall comedy, and in 'larrikin' plays and 
musicals such as The Legend of King O 'Malley. Some of its dramaturgical features and 
devices can be detected in nineteenth-century Australian melodramas such as Marvellous 
Melbourne and The Squatter's Daughter, although the influence here appears to be largely 
indirect. 
There is clearly a high level of mutual influence within the field. The most successful of 
the Peepshow musicals display irreverence to a highly developed extent, and its spread 
across the entire field has certainly accelerated since these works began to saturate the 
market in the early 1980s. Very few works created in the last decade are entirely free of it. 
The choice of mainstream musicals has also, since Peepshow's success, tended more 
towards shows which contain an element of irreverence or which can be played in an 
irreverent style. It cannot, however, be inferred that Simon Denver created the irreverent 
musical although he has clearly been its greatest populariser. These influences and 
developments are examined in detail in Chapter 2. 
The principal purpose of irreverence, and the reason for its emphasis on pleasure and 
minimisation of serious artistic intent, seems to be to provide a measure of protection for 
the young and (sometimes painfully) self-conscious players. Irreverence provides a means 
whereby the psychological and emotional perils of performance are minimised, and the 
young and mostly inexperienced performers are to some extent relieved of the anxieties 
associated with 'acting', and enabled to enjoy some of the broader pleasures of 
performance, and to share them with their audience. 
Theatre, in its broadest sense, is a commonplace phenomenon of social imitation and 
storytelling which has undergone a remarkable transformation. The transformation, 
determined by the social context in which the event takes place, occurs at the point where 
something which regards itself as performance comes into contact with something which it 
recognises as audience. 
Even if an action on stage is identical to one in real life, on stage it is considered 
'performed' and offstage merely 'done' ... the difference between doing and performing 
.. .would seem to lie not in the frame of theatre versus real life but in an attitude - we may 
do actions unthinkingly, but when we think about them this introduces a consciousness that 
gives them a quality of performance. (Carlson 4) 
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The moment when performance meets reception is a moment of psychological danger, 
principally to the performer, but also to the audience. Failure to communicate or win 
acceptance at this moment can generate deep personal shame, success involves a level of 
exposure and intimacy with others which goes beyond normal social interaction. It is this 
personal danger to the individual which empowers theatre as an artform, but it is regularly 
-seemingly wilfully - misinterpreted and rationalised. The sense of personal exposure is 
frequently explained as social influence, and the myth that plays can topple govemments or 
initiate changes to social iniquities arises from this rationalisation. Theatre arguably 
functions at a personal level, not a mass one, and its influence - strongest at the moment of 
exchange between performance and audience - diminishes rapidly with distance in space 
and time. Plays do not normally change audiences' lives, even though the greater exposure 
of participation sometimes allows them to permanently change the thinking of the 
performers. 
The personal danger of performing is always present, especially to the novice performer. 
An old-fashioned guide to amateur theatre affirms that "acting is, perhaps, the most 
personal of all activities, and the actor, whether professional or devoted amateur is 
especially vulnerable to the greatest of all human weaknesses, a wound to the self-esteem" 
(Michael MacOwan, foreword to Rendle, vi). This view is shared by theatre-radical 
Richard Schechner, who suggests that "both spontaneity and discipline are risks for the 
performer. His entire effort is in making his body-voice-mind-spirit whole. Then he risks 
this wholeness here and now in front of others.... Each performance he risks freshly not 
only his dignity and craft, but his life-in-process" (Schechner 25). The quest of much 
modem experimental theatre is for greater openness and vulnerability from the actor. 
School musicals have precisely the opposite intent, and much of their dramaturgy is 
devoted to the end of protecting the performer. This need to protect the performer is not 
diminished by the fact that the presence of this danger is a significant incentive for many 
young people to become involved: 
the tendency toward hazard will be particularly powerful in a culture such as ours which 
has, at least until recently, placed a premium upon individualism and originality. Looked at 
somewhat differently, because the enjoyment of means involves an appreciation of the 
values of skill and elegance, its appeal tends to be individual. In group behaviour, on the 
other hand, attention tends to be directed almost entirely toward goals to be reached. In 
general, the larger the audience, the greater the tendency to emphasize goals and patent 
content. 
From this point of view, one of the distinctions between art-behaviour and game-behaviour 
may lie in the proportion of attention directed towards means as contrasted with ends. 
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Insofar as behaviour is guided primarily by the desire to reach a particular resuU - winning 
- in the most direct and certain way, a game is without an aesthetic component. Only as the 
enjoyment of means becomes a significant source of pleasure, making risk-taking behaviour 
probable, does an activity become aesthetic. (Meyer 60n) 
This accounts for one of the principal features of irreverent dramaturgy, that the story and 
the ending of the story are of minimal importance. The 'happy ending', the satisfactory 
resolufion of the plot, may be the convenfional 'ends' of the play, but it is the fun which is 
had along the way which is the real point of the most successful school musicals. In fact, 
we are never in doubt that the ending will be happy; the goal, though necessary, is not the 
focus. Musicals in general, and school musicals to an extreme degree, are about means, 
and making the means pleasurable (why else have comedy routines, songs, dances and huge 
production numbers which only delay the outcome?), rather than about reaching particular 
ends. These means look like the material of games, that is, they are highly stmctured and 
mle-driven, but they are not really goal-oriented. They are, in Meyer's terms, 'art'. 
The degree to which irreverence is present in plays or productions calls for a highly 
subjective judgement. There are, however, certain dramaturgical structures and devices 
which can be identified as representing a will (in either text or performance) towards an 
expression of it. By a very rough count (See Figure 2, p.270), such devices are present to 
an extreme or significant extent in 73%) of custom-written musicals, and totally absent in 
only 8%. In Australian musicals which were not specifically written for schools but are 
marketed to them, the same devices and stmctures are significantly present in 47% and 
totally absent in 35% of the plays. The statistical tables also indicate that, among 
Australian plays in general, irreverent works are markedly more popular, with nine out of 
the ten most-produced being within this category. 
The enormous range of devices and stratagems through which irreverence manifests itself 
in musicals, and the ways in which irreverence profoundly re-shapes the dramaturgy and 
structure of the plays until they become a sub-genre in their own right are explored in detail 
in the second part of this study (Chapters 3 and 4). These include abnormal strategies of 
gender-distribution and casting, technical and staging limitations, a non-logical approach to 
plot development and action sequences, an anti-sentimental approach to love and happy 
endings, extreme reflexivity, and idiosyncratic attitudes to sexuality, nationalism, violence 
and death. 
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Text and Performance 
As in any account of theatrical practice, it is necessary to come to grips with the 
ungraspability of performance. This study must, of pracfical necessity, work principally 
from texts - whether of plays which have had a single production in a country school, or of 
plays which have had hundreds of productions across the country - partly because it would 
be unrepresentative to exclude plays which cannot be witnessed in performance, but 
principally because in theatre there is nothing else which can be made to sit still to be 
studied. 
It can however, be argued that texts can be a useful source of information about 
performance if what is studied in them is not how they represent a performance (which 
they cannot), but how they try to circumscribe a performance. All playscripts contain 
instrucfions about how the author imagines the play will be staged, not just overtly in the 
stage directions and production notes, but covertly in the dramatic structure. Most 
particularly, devices like asides, narrations and idiosyncratic styles of comedy direct the 
kind of relationship that the performance is intended to have with its audience. The texts of 
school musicals are often noticeably unsubtle in the way they direct the performance, due 
no doubt to the authors' awareness of the inexperience and amateur status of the players 
and many of the directors. The texts take pains to offer a detailed blueprint, although of 
course how closely that blueprint is followed in reality will vary from production to 
production. Even allowing for this variable, it is possible to extract from the dramaturgy of 
the texts - not what school musicals ought to be like - but what the plays themselves are 
trying to be like. 
The popular nature of school musicals - and their very apparent efforts to adapt themselves 
to the modest entertainment needs of both the participants and the audience (efforts which 
must be recognised as being vastly different from the artistic and social aspirations of 
subsidised and avant-garde theatre) - means that the thesis will often touch on major 
theoretical issues conceming the ways theatre functions in society, and the ways in which 
theatre is created. It is a matter of regret that these issues cannot be explored in depth or in 
detail, but this is primarily an empirical study of a branch of theatrical activity which has 
not previously been seriously explored. I have space only to depict what has been 
happening in the field, and to formulate an account of the apparent rationale for those 
happenings. Explorations of the way in which these events interact with, and are relevant 
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to, the larger world of theatricality seem to promise some interesfing and useful insights, 
but a deeper working-out of these implications must be left to later studies. 
The question of intent, however, needs to be addressed: how much of the subfiety and 
ingenuity to be found in custom-written musicals is the product of conscious thought and 
study in dramaturgy, and how much is simply 'what happens' - the outcome of instinct and 
an inchoate understanding of what 'works'. There is often an assumption that a popular 
work is, by definition, slap-dash and un-thoughtflil, and that nothing more is required of it: 
Behind the criticism of the poverty of popular texts lies the uninspected assumption that a 
text should be a highly crafted, completed and self-sufficient object, worthy of respect and 
preservation .... But in popular culture, texts as objects are merely commodities, and as 
such they are often minimally crafted (to keep production costs down), incomplete, and 
insufficient unless and until they are incorporated into the everyday lives of the people. 
They are resources to be used disrespectfully, not objects to be admired and venerated. 
(Fiske 123) 
But the notion that popular texts are poorly crafted is in itself an 'uninspected assumption'. 
The high failure rate of sitcoms; the high rejection rate at Mills & Boon, the mammoth 
production budgets for television commercials, all tend to suggest that getting the right 
degree of incompleteness is a matter of considerable craftsmanship. Popular artefacts have 
to be precisely crafted, or they are unable to connect with their targets; it is merely a 
different kind of craftsmanship, with a different set of built-in instructions to the user. 
Contrary to my own initial expectations (which were conditioned by the bland and 
simplisfic predictability of Theatre-In-Education and pantomime), custom-written musicals 
display considerable subtlety, and the ways in which they are constmcted reveal well-
developed sensitivity and responsiveness to what the participants and the audience seek 
from them. There are striking correlations across a wide range of musicals in the way they 
treat heroes and heroines, villains, love-interest, violence and action, and many other 
common features which are idiosyncratic to the genre. The similarities are too marked to 
be accidental, and the variations played on the themes are too sophisticated to allow mere 
imitation to be suspected. Custom-written musicals are highly-crafted, and with specific 
goals and limitations clearly in mind. 
It is important to stress that this is an empirical study and analysis of a hitherto unexamined 
field of theatrical activity. It is not a critical evaluation. Inevitably, in the course of 
protracted and close study, one develops a greater fondness and admiration for some works 
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than for others, but I have tried to discuss them in terms of what they are and how they 
function, rather than in terms of some arbitrary scale of aesthetic merit. The purpose of the 
study is to explore the field and identify its parameters, and to analyse the works in terms of 
what they are attempting to do, the market they are attempting to satisfy, and the 
dramaturgical strategies they employ. Value judgements of artistic or sociological worth 
cannot even be contemplated until the field and the works it contains have been identified, 
classified and analysed. 
Why study school musicals? 
The existence and the prolificity of school musicals might in itself be a sufficient reason to 
study them, on the Edmund Hilary principle that they are there; another might be that, 
despite their ubiquity, they have been persistently disregarded by respectable academics, 
even in fields (such as Cultural studies) which might be expected to have an interest in texts 
which been disregarded by the conservative establishment. 
School musicals are taken for granted in the community - no-one doesn 't know about their 
existence, and yet there is a curiously ambivalent attitude to them. As noted above, they 
tend to be reported as community activities rather than as arts activities, if they are reported 
at all. There seems to be a double-structure to the general experience, whereby the school 
musical is seen as a significant experience in adolescence, but also as one which is 
somehow separate from real, subsequent life. 
Mass-circulafion situation comedies make casual references to school musicals, which is a 
clear demonstration that they are perceived by popular culture as a normal part of the 
common experience. In a Thanksgiving episode of Mad About You (aired in Brisbane 
30/4/97) Jamie Buchman (Helen Hunt) reveals to her startled husband that she played cello 
in the school orchestra and was briefly engaged to marry an unlikely character named Hap 
who played Harold Hill in the school production of The Music Man. "Seventy Six 
Trombones" becomes an emblem of her husband's discomfort about this retrospective 
infidelity. Jamie has put the episode behind her; h has nothing to do with her present life, 
and the fact that her husband takes it seriously is presented as comic over-reaction. 
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In an episode of Frasier (aired in Brisbane 28/3/97), the effete psychiatrist Niles Crane is 
asked to participate in a role-play, and complains "Why do I always have to play the girl? 
All through Prep School, it was Guenevere, Marion the Librarian, Ado Annie". The 
significance here is that there is no need to explain: everyone expects that certain types of 
character will have participated in school musicals, and will have comported themselves 
there in predictable ways. As far as sitcom-writers are concemed, the school musical is a 
normal part of adolescent experience, and can be alluded to without lengthy exposifion 
whenever it serves a plot or character purpose. 
To explore this community awareness and acceptance, 224 people were formally surveyed 
for this study to obtain data about their experiences of school musicals and their attitudes to 
them. The survey examined three groups: 107 first-year University students enrolled in 
Drama subjects at the University of Queensland; 66 first-year University students enrolled 
in Science subjects at the Queensland University of Technology; and 59 members of 
Brisbane's two largest amateur musical theatre groups, the Ignatians Musical Society and 
Queensland Musical Theatre. The results are presented in full in Appendix 2. 
While it is perhaps not surprising that 90.7% of Drama Students had attended schools 
which produced musicals, the score for Science Students was 75.8%, which supports the 
estimate made above conceming the frequency of musicals. The score for the Amateurs 
was lower, at 64.4%, which probably reflects the older demographic (67.8% of this group 
were over 25 years of age) and the surge in the numbers of school musicals produced in the 
last 25 years. 
90.5% of the Drama Students had participated in school musicals and 57.8% of Amateurs, 
against 42.4% of Science Students. The difference is not surprising given the likely tastes 
and interests of the groups; it is the high participation rate among Science Students which is 
notable. Of the Science Students who did participate, nearly 36% did so in non-performing 
capacifies, which is considerably higher than the other groups. Overall, 68.5% of all 
students surveyed had participated in a school musical, which makes them a significant 
factor in the educational experience. 
The surveys make it clear, however, that there is plenty of theatre apart from school 
musicals in the lives of young Australians. The first live show that respondents can 
remember seeing is most frequently a professional musical (for all groups). Only 8.8% of 
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all respondents record that a school play or musical was the first live show they saw. In 
terms of participation, the school musical was the first such experience for only 32.4% of 
Science Students and 20% of Drama students. In both groups, significantly more students 
had experience of participafing in live theatre than participated in their school musicals. 
Significant numbers in both groups (13.5% and 18.1%) had participated in primary school 
plays, musicals and pantos. 
On Australian Bureau of Statistics figures, some 34% of Queensland students attend non-
government schools (ABS, Yearbook 1995). This figure was reflected among Science 
Students (40% from non-govemment schools) but greatly exceeded among Drama Students 
(61.1%). The implication is that private schools are more likely to promote an interest in 
theatre. The broader statistical data, however, does not support this. Private schools are 
not significantly more likely to stage musicals than state schools, nor are they (with a few 
individual exceptions) noficeably different in the types of musical they choose to stage. If 
there is a major cultural difference between state and private schools, it is qualitative rather 
than quantitative, and is outside the scope of this research. Musicals are equally prevalent 
in both sectors, and are not the property of any social or economic class. 
On the esfimates already cited, one school in three will stage a musical in any given year, 
100,000 Australians will participate in the productions in some way, and one person in 20 
will buy a ticket to watch. 
Starting out from the principle that public spending must be justified by public benefit, the 
[McLeay] Committee finds that the Australia Council's prime responsibility is not to the 
artist/producer but to the public consumer. Accordingly, the central thrust of the McLeay 
Report is towards what it calls 'democratisation' of the arts. If in the past the primary 
funcfion of the Ausfralia Council has been to give silvertails their opera and ballet, the time 
has come to insist that all consumers have access to the cultural product of their choice" 
(Parsons 15) 
The Committee sees the broad objective of government arts assistance as increasing cultural 
democracy. We define this not as wider access to the so-called high arts, but rather as 
access by the community to a diversity of cultural experiences from which individuals may 
choose for themselves the cultural activities of most benefit to themselves at any time. 
{Patronage, Power And The Muse: Inquiry into Commonwealth Assistance to the Arts. 
Report from the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Expenditure, Parliament 
of the Commonwealth of Australia, September 1986. Quoted in Parsons, 27) 
As a cultural phenomenon which touches one Australian in twenty every year, school 
musicals are surely extensive enough to deserve attention under the heading of 'cultural 
democracy'. While this may not have been true in the past, when imported operettas and 
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musicals supplied the bulk of the material used in schools, the very fact that I have been 
able to identify more than 150 fijU-length Australian musicals written for and staged in 
schools in the last two decades is sufficient proof that Australian artists are expending 
considerable effort towards creating a local identity for the form. On the information 
available to me, 46% of all the school musicals staged in the 1990s have been Australian-
written. This is a record which is not even nearly matched by any major subsidised theatre 
company. 
Despite this extraordinary level of acfivity and community involvement, it cannot be denied 
that establishment, academic and critical attention has never been focused on school 
musicals. There appear to be two main reasons for this disregard: 
To begin with, the formal academic world has long had a tendency to devalue anything 
which is not perceived as either literary or artistic; which does not belong to the elite club 
of what are known as 'high culture' artefacts. At the same time, most works which 
achieved commercial success were assumed to lack aesthetic value on the Leavisite 
assumption that nothing capable of being appreciated by the mass would be sophisticated or 
complex enough to qualify as genuine artistic creation. Until quite recently, school 
musicals consisted mainly of comparatively low-grade re-hashes of exisfing commercial 
products, and the exclusion was (by its own lights) entirely justified. The assumptions 
which underlie these exclusions, however, have been under attack for some time now and, 
while this is not the place to argue the distinction between high and popular culture or the 
relative values of them, it is relevant to note that school musicals belong unashamedly 
outside of'high culture', being "the leisure-time creations of ordinary members of the 
community rather than the work of professional artists" (Ian Tumer 18). If such a division 
were to be made in the customary definitions of 'popular culture', school musicals would 
belong closer, perhaps, to the folk-art end than to the mass-culture exemplified by 
television and popular music. It is also important that a significant number of works are 
now being created specifically for this market, which alters the 're-hashed' status of the 
works being staged. 
Even granting the substantial increase in the attention being given to creations of and for 
the popular market, there remains an assumption, even within the embracing parameters of 
Cultural Studies, that if a product is amateur, or a youth product, or is not advertised 
nationally, then it is less suitable for study. There is a practical reason for this, of course. 
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which has become apparent in the course of this study, that it is difficult to construct a 
meaningful discussion on a cultural artefact which is not nafionally broadcast, is seldom 
published, and is comparatively difficult to access. It is very much simpler to study a 
comic-book or a television commercial. But there also seems to be an ideological basis for 
the preference which Cultural Studies shows for the nafional and the accessible. Huyssen 
notes that "the repudiation of trivialliteratur has always been one of the constitutive 
features of a modemist aesthefic intent on distancing itself and its products from the 
trivialities and banalifies of everyday life." (Huyssen 190), and there seems to be a 
modemist hang-over (or perhaps a populist one) which assumes that nafional or at least 
very wide exposure confers a pseudo-canonical status on a work, while a local work 
(regardless of any qualities or implications it may have or lack) remains trivial. Perhaps it 
is merely that it is difficult to impress a very wide academic audience with studies of works 
which are themselves not widely disseminated. 
Nevertheless, I would argue that the school musical, although scattered, is pervasive. 
While hardly anyone has a comprehensive awareness of the field, virtually everyone has 
seen at least one, and an astonishing number of people have participated in them over the 
years. The difficulty here is that people tend to have experienced different ones, and that it 
is necessary to demonstrate some coherence in the field, some sense that there is a genre to 
discuss rather than an eclectic agglomeration, before the discussion can aspire to any very 
inclusive meaning. 
The second reason for the critical neglect of school musicals would seem to be that they fall 
between stools, and that those scholars who do concem themselves with the examination of 
marginal cultural phenomena miss them from every direction. As extra-curricular 
activities, they are of no particular importance to educational theorists, while being 
performed in school halls to audiences drawn from their own circle leaves them outside the 
ambit of the conventional arts-support structure nurturing new drama and experimental 
theatre. For critics and literary scholars, they are something that was encountered in the 
personal past rather than a part of a living, present theatrical environment (although they 
may rekindle a flicker of interest when parental duty renews the acquaintance). As 
Nightingale remarks, "the choice of research foci is usually eclectic, drawing on the 
personal interests of the researcher" (Nighfingale 156), and school musicals would seem to 
find themselves just outside the charmed circle. 
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Sandor Radnoti asserts that "the high art of our age is not a culture-creating art" (Radnoti 
37), because it is not experienced by any substanfial proportion of the population. It is 
difficult and contentious to try to assess to what extent film and television are 'culture-
creating', because their exalted status must always be balanced against the low level of 
commitment and involvement experienced in consuming them. Media-created fads, such 
as dinosaurs and American basketball, are by their nature temporary, and are only 'culture-
creating' in a limited and fieeting sense. Radnoti proposes that the art which is worth 
discussing, especially in a cultural-studies context, is that work which is culture-creating. I 
suggest that school musicals, particularly those created specifically for today's schools, are 
in this category. The intensity of the involvement which they engender means that they 
will inevitably shape the attitudes and prejudices of the students who participate, not just 
towards the topics and issues which the musicals deal with, but most particularly towards 
theatre as an artform. Just as enjoyable childhood-adolescent experiences (with the 
associated fantasies) of playing particular sports create life-long followers of those sports, 
so pleasurable experiences of participating in live theatre performance create an audience 
which at least thinks it knows enough to be active and critical rather than passive and 
accepting. Regardless of whether the experience is a desperately unhappy one, or an 
exhilarating liberation, the shadow it casts is long. Exactly what the generic form of the 
custom-written school musical does, and the strategies it employs to re-shape the world-
views of it participants, is the major issue in the study of what is being created for this 
market. 
"No matter where it is constmcted, the theatre vibrates with the movements of its society" 
(Shevtsova ix), and if the custom-written play is at all responsive, it cannot help but reflect 
and reveal the concems and attitudes of its writers and the people for whom they are 
writing. I will stipulate, of course, that not all of the school musicals that I have 
encountered fall into this category. Some are seemingly culture-blind, some are arrogant, 
and some are, frankly, insultingly condescending to both their players and their audience. 
But the majority are not. The writers are mostly young, the casts and crews are even 
younger, and the target audience is a comprehensive demographic cross-section. It seems 
reasonable to expect that the works created in such a context will, by design or by accident, 
reveal something about the mood, attitudes and life-stance of contemporary Australian 
society. 
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Works created by elite culture groups for elected audiences tell us about the concems of 
that minority, but they always receive a disproportionate amount of critical and media 
attention. The atmosphere of intellectual and aesthetic self-congratulation which surrounds 
such endeavours (whether or not it is justifiable) ensures the continued high public profile 
of, and official esteem for, 'artistic' drama, while simultaneously attracting only limited 
audiences. These acfivities (the argument applies to most other artforms as well) are part of 
the 'nafional culture', but they are not the whole of it, nor (to revert to Radnoti's argument) 
are they necessarily a determining factor in it. Sneja Gunew, investigafing the reception of 
muhi-cultural writers, protests that "a definifion of Australian culture which does not take 
into account the cultural production of all its citizens is not extending a full cultural 
franchise and needs to justify this practice. A concept of a nafional literature which 
silences some of its citizens on the grounds of race, gender, or class, needs to be 
interrogated" (Gunew 51), and her position applies equally well to any other artform which 
is, for whatever reason, excluded from assessments of the culture of which it is a part. 
School musicals speak for an otherwise voiceless segment of society, and they reveal 
attitudes and practices which are not otherwise made known. They are a hidden cultural 
signifier. 
School musicals are a leak-point, where elite cultural forms dribble into the domains of 
demotic culture - usually with significant (if ephemeral) success - and are modified in the 
process. The modifications should tell us some interesting things about the interface 
between the conventionally-distinguished levels of culture. Works which have succeeded 
at the elite level and been adapted in the schools will reveal a certain amount about the 
differences between them, while works created at the school level and based on the models 
of the intemationally successful products are likely to tell us a great deal more. 
School musicals speak more by omission than by assertion, and they speak more about the 
life of the general community than about art. They reveal that, at least in their own context, 
some of the accepted truisms about storytelling and theatrical entertainment are not tme. 
They tell us, for example, that spectacle is not a prerequisite of audience appeal, and that 
romantic love is not an essential (or even a particularly desirable) part of a musical comedy 
plot. They tell us, too, that conventional theories about 'suspension of disbelief and about 
the relationships between actor and audience are in need of a comprehensive overhaul. 
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They tell us - more by indirection than by exposition - quite a lot about what today's 
teenagers really think about the world they live in, what is acceptable and what needs fixing 
and, more importantly what attitudes the think they must adopt if they are to survive and 
perhaps even enjoy the lives ahead of them. School musicals tend to balance - rather 
teeteringly - between what is "politically correcf or socially acceptable in individual 
attitudes, and what is really felt. A substanfial part of their appeal to their participants is 
that they skate close to the edge, very nearly saying some of the things which they need 
(but know they are not allowed) to say. 
School musicals have been disregarded and viewed with amused contempt for a very long 
time, and for a variety of reasons, most of which have little validity today, when both the 
world and the shows being produced have changed radically. Today, anything which can 
tell us something we did not already know is worth looking closely at, and a study of what 
actually happens in the modem school musical provides several perspectives which are 
both new and entertaining. 
Limitations of the Present Study 
It is important to stress that this is not a musicological study but a dramaturgical 
examination. The music is obtainable for most of the musicals under consideration, but the 
technical and aesthetic aspects of the music are outside the scope of this study. It should be 
noted, however, that the nature of the music is of considerable importance. In the first 
place, it must appeal to the young participants. This does not mean (contrary to what might 
be expected) that it exploits rock idioms, rather that it tends to be lively and above all, 
varied. Most scores include one or two numbers in rock idiom (most recent ones include a 
rap-number), but the majority of the music is closer to Broadway-Pop than to rock-and-roll, 
and there is virtually no presence of heavy-metal. One reason may be that the more way-
out contemporary music modes are difficult to reproduce outside of a studio. The second 
important factor is that the songs must be "neither difficult nor profound but rather excuses 
for good old-fashioned entertainment... well within the capabilities of High School 
musicians" (Ian Dorricott, Composer's Note to Man of Steel, 7). There is limited 
agreement as to what parameters this imposes. Jeff Thorpe, for example (who, like 
Dorricott, has written text-books for secondary school music courses) attacks the Peepshow 
musicals savagely for condescending to teenage musicians: "A 'dorricott' has become a 
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word for safe, easy, bland ... It's amazing what those kids can extend to, if you only 
challenge them. If you just give them easy stuff, they play marshmallow" (Thorpe, 
Interview, 23 April 1998). 
This is a study of an extensive but very specific area of theatrical presentation. In order to 
cover that area adequately in the space available it is necessary to restrict the theoretical 
ambit of the study, and merely gesture towards its wider implications conceming the nature 
of theatricality, of group dynamics, or of interacfion with the larger community. School 
musicals show no sign of being influenced by the various theories and the shifting fashions 
which have exercised the attenfion of modem Drama Studies. The plays of Brecht are the 
only influence I have heard cited among the practitioners, and those only rarely. There is 
certainly an affinity between irreverence and the verfremdungseffekt, but it seems to arise 
from a similarity of experience in the field rather than from direct influence, and certainly 
not from any parallel intenfion. School musicals are emphatically non-political, and have 
no aspirations to proselytise their audience. 
The actor, as far as s/he is analysed by the school musicals, is not an artist or an instrument, 
but simply a scared teenager. The dramaturgy is concemed with protecting the actor and 
entertaining both the actor and the audience and, consequently, prefers safety to 
experimentafion. The only boundary it attempts to challenge is the boundary of adult 
expectations. Custom-written musicals frequently sail close to the wind with 'naughty' 
language and in their treatment of 'taboo' subjects such as sexuality and dmgs, but they 
always do so under cover of comedy, and they always veer away just short of causing a 
fuss. 
In a helpful contribufion to this study, folklorist Bill Scott suggests that it is "bound to turn 
up a lot of interesting material and evidence of much adolescent enthusiasm, rock and roll 
to scandalise the oldies and all that" (Letter 13/12/96). The reality is, however, that the 
teenagers don't finally choose the material, the teachers do, so nothing is selected to 
"scandalise the oldies". It is, rather, a constant compromise to find what will interest the 
students without offending (more than can be helped) the 'oldies'. I have come across no 
accounts of major scandals resulting from musicals with daring moral or political messages 
(see Censorship, Chapter 4). Presumably this is because the directors and writers (being 
mostly teachers) are well aware of the propensity of parents, principals and school boards 
to complain about certain issues, and regulate themselves accordingly, although no doubt 
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they get away with a certain amount of contentious material because it is disguised as a 
'fun musical' and cannot, by the mles of legitimate art, be taken seriously anyway. 
Much of the information in this study comes from surveys, some of it from hearsay. It is 
likely to contain errors (it certainly contains contradictions), and I acknowledge that the 
responsibility for these is my own. I am well aware that the study is representative, not 
exhaustive, and that I have been able to cover only a small section of a sprawling subject. I 
have also frequently been forced to generalise on the basis of evidence which could not be 
presented in detail, but the scattered, fragmentary and inaccessible nature of the data makes 
this almost unavoidable. I have on occasion cited an example as being either typical or 
extreme, but I have to ask to be taken on tmst in my selection of the example as space 
clearly prohibits citing all (or even a significant sample) of the possible instances. 
The study falls into two parts. The reasons why schools stage musicals are canvassed in the 
first chapter and the accumulation of empirical data conceming the history of school 
productions in Queensland is presented and examined in the second chapter. The second 
part (Chapters 3 and 4) examines 92 Australian musicals of which I have been able to study 
the texts, with occasional references to collected accounts (of varying completeness) of 
many others. The dramaturgy of the works is analysed in terms of their theatrical and 
practical functioning, and the concept of the irreverent musical is developed and 
demonstrated. This examination is conducted under a series of subject-headings, 
representing dramaturgical and theatrical features which the works have in common, rather 
than by presenting a detailed account of each work in tum. Mainstream musicals are 
occasionally cited as comparisons. 
Appendices provide summaries of the research data, including tables of the frequency of 
productions, the results of the surveys, a list of the schools with the acfivities which have 
been verified and, most importantly, an annotated catalogue of the musicals which I have 
idenfified as having been staged in schools. This catalogue includes musicals which have 
not been staged in Queensland, but which have been staged in other Australian schools, and 
a number of Australian musicals which have not been staged in schools at all but which are 
promoted as suitable. The annotations consist of brief descriptions of the plot, cast 
numbers, scenes and settings, musical content, publicafion and performance histories, and 
copyright-holders. The informafion is by no means complete for all the plays listed, but 
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works have been included wherever there has been a confirmed production, however sparse 
the additional information may be. 
Bibliographies list the school-sources consulted, the general works consulted and the texts 
and associated materials for the plays discussed" in the study. Many of these texts are either 
in typescript or in desktop publishing formats and, where the appropriate authorial 
permissions have been obtained, these will be lodged in the Hanger Collecfion of 
Australian Playscripts at the conclusion of the study. 
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THE PURPOSE & FUNCTION OF SCHOOL MUSICALS 
Why produce school shows? 
"In watching thousands of young people in different parts of the country, and in being privileged 
to create with them, and to share confidences about their earlier years, I would say without hesitation 
that cleanliness, tidiness, gracefulness, politeness, cheerfulness, confidence, ability to mix, 
thoughtfulness for others, discrimination, moral discernment, honesty and loyalty, ability to lead 
companions, reliability, and a readiness to remain steadfast under difficulties appear to be the result 
of correct and prolonged drama training ". (Peter Slade 125) 
School plays and musicals have been around for a very long time and are, at least 
occasionally, a part of the life of almost every school. Tradition alone, however, cannot 
account for the confinuing popularity of an institution which is very demanding of time, 
energy and resources. John McLeod's study The Arts and the Year 2000 suggests that 
"Arts programs in schools tend to survive for reasons that are contextual and historical, but 
not strongly educational" (McLeod 3), and it is true that school productions have survived 
every vicissitude of educational theory, and not a little opposition from time to time. Why, 
then, have they survived? 
Twentieth-century educational fashions have, in their stated aims, been fairly uniformly 
devoted to personal development, as opposed to social engineering, and it within this 
framework that we must seek our reasons. Recent academic theorising has tended to 
combine the two, and to work from the base assumption that a well-developed person will 
have both personal and vocational skills. The Finn Committee Report of July 1991 defined 
three components of education: vocational, general, and general/vocational. The focus 
was on 'employability' and with this in mind the report named 25 desired areas of 
competence. The Australian Education Council appointed the Mayer Committee to explore 
these a little ftirther. 
The resultant "Mayer Key Competencies" (1992) simplified Finn's 25 into seven Key 
Competencies, said to be things "that all young people need to enable them to participate 
effectively in the emerging forms of work and work organisation" (Mayer 2) and which are 
"essential for preparation for employment" (Mayer 8). The seven were: collecting, 
analysing and organising informafion; communicating ideas and information; planning and 
organising activities; working with others and in teams; using mathematical ideas and 
techniques; solving problems; and using technology. Each competency has 3 'performance 
levels'. Notably, Mayer specifically excluded Finn's 'personal and interpersonal' category. 
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and anything to do with values or aesthetic and moral judgements, since these were things 
which could not be "developed by education and training" and were not "amenable to 
credible assessmenf (Mayer 9). The report did suggest ftirther enquiry into whether 
'cultural understanding' might also be a necessary competency, and a meeting of Education 
Ministers accepted this as an Eighth Key Competency. The Queensland Education Dept 
offered to pursue the question, and issued a Final Report in 1994, but the matter is still 
under investigation, and the precise categories are still being debated. "Arts educators 
argued for 'using aesthetic awareness'; perhaps beside 'using technology', there should 
have been a competency about 'getting on with people' - essenfial in the growing service 
sector (and something more, we suggest, than merely 'working in teams'); and so on" {Arts 
Education 124). 
The National Curriculum for Schools, issued in 1994, provided a framework statement "of 
what might be taught" and a profile showing "the typical progression in achieving learning 
outcomes" (Australian Education Council, Profile 1) for each of Eight Key Leaming 
Areas:- English, Mathemafics, Science, Technology, Health and Physical Education, 
Languages other than English, Studies of Society and the Environment, and the Arts. 
The Arts Statement outlines the five arts forms of dance, drama, media, music and visual 
arts as the arts form strands. This profile does not group the art forms together as visual and 
performing arts, nor does it specifically outline arts experiences that may draw on several 
art forms. These are options open to systems, schools and teachers. (Australian Education 
Council, Profile 2) 
It might be suggested that the one arts experience which draws upon all strands - although 
to different extents - is the school musical. The Rock Eisteddfod, as the other major 
contender, is light on drama and tends to use existing recorded music. It is tempting to 
postulate that the National Curriculum documents seem to increase the usefulness of and 
demand for school musicals, but this does not in fact seem to be the case. The Key 
Leaming Areas division has in practice increased the load and the specialisation required of 
arts teachers. According to one: "musicals used to cater for the arts, but with the separate 
classes and assessments it is actually harder to bring the groups together" for such 
traditional projects (Judith Radunz, Gympie SHS, interview, 26 May 1996). 
The most recent projects and formulations in educational theory and curriculum 
development projects are increasingly supportive of the arts, but they have little to say 
about the actual presentation of art-work to the community, which remains essentially an 
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extra-curricular activity. Such activities, despite the additional work which they entail, are 
important to schools. Cross Arts Victoria, in a submission to a Senate enquiry, asserts that 
All except four schools [surveyed] provided performances, public displays or exhibitions 
for parents and others using skills or products developed through arts education ... There 
was near universal confirmation that such activities: promote social cohesion within the 
group involved and in the school generally, provide personally important experiences, 
improve individual self esteem and that of the institution, and give the institution a 'lift' 
affecting other activities. Other comments included that they gave a focus and purpose to 
the students' work, that they are very popular with smdents and parents and that they help 
promote the school. {Arts Education 92) 
The arts have won a place in today's schools, but two major factors affect their public 
presentation. One is the argument, espoused by many exponents of Drama-In-Education ^  
that Drama must be kept quite separate from Theatre, which is seen as inimical to drama as 
a teaching-tool. This case has always contained a contradiction, in that drama students 
eventually tire of creating imaginative works without being able to 'show them off to 
outsiders: 
This need to share, this basic function of artistic activity, to reveal oneself, to speak to 
others, is strong in children. If they have produced a satisfying improvisation or play, they 
want others to see it, they want the reactions of an audience, even if it is only the rest of the 
pupils in the class. In answers to questionnaires and transcripts recording what children 
most appreciate in drama, this aspect of the work is constantly stressed, and when they 
become older they want to do 'proper plays'. In all the arts, in fact, experience and 
communication are inseparable, the one relating closely to the other. (Wootton 195) 
There comes a moment when imagination and self-expression are meaningless without an 
audience to display them to, and against whose reactions these expressions may be tested. 
"Most children, by adolescence, require 'theatre' to enter their natural make-believe play" 
(Courtney 1). According to Martin Esslin "it is precisely the tension between the need for 
self-expression and the need to 'please', to 'reach' an audience that constitutes the basic 
dialectics of performance" (135). It is because this tension cannot be satisfactorily resolved 
in class-room exercises that the split between Drama and Theatre has never been 
successfully resolved, as the continuing prevalence of school musicals demonstrates. 
One counter-factor is the pragmatic one of competing interests, most particularly sport. 
Physical education is compulsory in most schools, and inter-school competitions in a wide 
range of sports and at various age and competence levels are a significant part of school 
life. When Brisbane State High School, in 1968, was among the first Queensland schools 
See Chapter 2, p. 119 
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to institute an annual prize for Drama (the gift of actor Ray Barrett), it did so alongside 25 
prizes for sporting achievement and 23 for academic achievement. As Donald Home puts 
it: 
Australia hasn't been very good at making creative activity seem a natural part of living. 
The very failures of education institutions - the weakness of their interventions - has in fact 
been a very forceful intervention because it can reduce artistic interests to the hobbies and 
leisure level, and even then of the second order, certainly running second to spectator sport. 
(Home, Who, 130) 
One of the better reasons for fostering artistic production over sports is that in the staging of 
a play and the painfing of a picture, everybody wins. Contemporary educational theory has 
embraced the non-competitive, no-loser approach to leaming in every other field, but still 
accepts the so-called 'character-building' function of sport (leaming to co-operate, leaming 
to lose, leaming to fight to win) as more valuable than the relation-building fijnction of the 
arts (leaming to share, leaming to invent). Of course, it is a simplification to see the arts as 
only being in competition with sports. There are a great many other claims on school time, 
but as extra-curricular activities it generally comes down to those two. 
The arguments for studying the arts in general and drama and theatre in particular in 
schools have been extensively canvassed over many years, whenever the question of a 
'balanced' education has been discussed. UNESCO's Intemational Theatre Institute passed 
a resolution at its Oslo Congress in 1951 that "it is our belief that the theatre exercises a 
great influence on young people, developing: artistic sensibility and creative imagination, 
an appreciation of human character, a love of team work and sense of harmonious 
collaboration, and the theatrical public of the future" (qtd. Coggin 283). The arguments 
behind such assertions are often equivocal or indirect, emanating as they often do from 
cultural policies or agendas which have to be related to supposedly impartial and altmistic 
educational intentions. There is a certain vagueness and generality to many of these 
propositions, and although I shall try, as far as possible, to tie them specifically to school 
theatricals, it is necessary to bear in mind that some of the advocates of arts education by 
no means embrace the public performance of musical comedies, and my extension of the 
discussion into that field represents my own acceptance of them as a normal part of the 
artistic life of the community. 
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Arts Horizons. 
Art is part of human cultures and is, moreover, a highly visible factor in distinguishing one 
culture from another. By extension, familiarity with the artforms of the host culture is a 
significant mechanism in the acculturation of an immigrant or a child, and is meaningful in 
the process of bonding with and developing loyalty towards that culture. Understanding the 
artforms of a culture is, in a sense, an affirmation of solidarity, conformity, and faith. 
Education, obviously, will be cmcial: "Arguing from a broad cultural base, the major 
purpose of schooling is to introduce all students to the symbol systems of our culture and to 
develop a facility with their use" (McLeod 6). Peter Connolly's 1977 report makes very 
much the same point: "Participation in creative activity is seen as enabling every child not 
only to realize his own potential but to inherit the cultural tradition of his own society" 
{Education and the Arts, Old Report, 5). Eventually, of course, arts education must go 
beyond the dominant culture and explore (as 'multicultural' initiatives have been doing for 
the last couple of decades) the artistic wealth of minority and exotic cultures. But the 
cultural conditioning aspect of arts education probably has priority, on the Jesuitical 
principle that what is leamed first will go deepest. 
The broadest argument is that students will benefit in some material or spiritual way from 
contact with the arts, and that "the arts - as part of a creative life - should be regarded not 
as special, but as normal" {Arts Education 17). The danger here lies in the implicit 
assumption that the arts are not a normal part of most students' lives, and that the school is 
supplying a lack by introducing arts subjects, rather than merely bringing itself into line 
with normal community practice: 
whereas the ideology of charisma regards taste in legitimate culture as a gift of nature, 
scientific observation shows that cultural needs are the product of upbringing and education: 
surveys establish that all cultural practices (museum visits, concert-going, reading etc.), and 
preferences in literature, painting or music, are closely linked to educational level 
(measured by qualifications or length of schooling) and secondarily to social origin. 
{Bourdicu, Distinction 1) 
The young can therefore be engineered into an appreciation of the arts, on the 
understanding that familiarity is the first step to appreciation. The cliche that "I know what 
I like" in art is, more tmthfully for most people, "I only like what I already know". 
Broadening the student's arts horizon, therefore, at the very least provides a wider range of 
comfortable experience, and with luck, creates a predisposition to keep on exploring. Even 
then 
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physical access is not sufficient. All it may mean is that you 'do' some celebrated art object 
or show. You acquire it by passing in front of it, or by sitting down as it is performed in 
front of you. The intellecmally and artisfically valuable access is the kind in which you are 
an active participant, with enough confidence and knowledge to engage yourself in what 
you are seeing. (Home, Who, 134) 
Passive experience of the arts is increasingly being seen as insufficient. Another Hom 
(Kipps) sounds a similar waming: "meaningful leaming begins from a point of personal 
experience. Thus the leaming process can be owned by the leamer" (Hom 71), and the 
process shifts, gradually, from passive appreciation to participant ownership and a 
personalised understanding. As an example, the Musical Director of a co-operatively 
devised musical version of The Tempest (staged at Urangan SHS in 1997) reports that 
"feedback from audiences was extremely positive, and the students themselves maintained 
that the show was an enormous highlight for them. I have little doubt that this was largely 
to do with ownership: they really felt that it was a unique experience, something that no-
one could take away from them" ^ (Richard Yaxley, MD, letter 3/4/98). 
John Hodgson advises that "we must never lose the spontaneous recreative excitement of 
the event by tuming drama into a classroom-bound subject" {Drama in Education 2 (1973): 
136), and even Drama-in-Education theorist Brian Way, no lover of the school play, 
concedes that "if each person is helped to enjoy and to know what it feels like to use the 
creative part of themselves when they are young, their eventual appreciation of the arts is 
richer, without depending on pseudo-intellectualism or the re-echoing of someone else's 
tastes" (Way 4). As far as theatrical education is concemed, in a world which places 
increasing emphasis on forcing entertainment on us (frequently with an ulterior commercial 
or socio-political motive) it is valuable to see the process from the entertainer's side. 
Expanding the arts horizons, in these terms, starts to sound a little subversive, which may 
account, in part, for some of the resistance to it. There is, and will no doubt continue to be, 
a mistmst of the paradox of modem educational theory: that education is supposed to 
create both productive citizens and adults who think for themselves. So long, especially, as 
the State pays for the education of its young, there will be resistance to educational tools 
which involve questioning the conservafive philosophies of that State. 
' What should be noted here, of course, is that if the show had chanced to be good enough to be taken up 
by commercial managements, the students would quickly have found out that it could he taken away 
from them. 
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Nevertheless, elite cultural groups are committed to sharing (or perhaps only showing off) 
their products, for the edification of the non-elite, and for this purpose it is essential that 
some kind of aesthetic education be in place, or else edification will decline into 
stupefaction and/or indifference. At the extreme: "it is my dream that through a genial 
investigation of popular arts, my students will have their critical and aesthetic sensitivity 
heightened and sharpened and that they will slide effortlessly into higher arts and higher 
culture .... I hope too, that they will suffer, as I do, the ecstafic pangs of aesthefic 
dyspepsia" (Schroeder 51). More moderately, the National Curriculum documents are 
emphatic that "students actively engaged in drama are involved in aesthetic leaming" 
(Australian Education Council, Statement 16). This remains one of the most frequent 
expressions in the debate, and the issue which is seldom raised is whether or not 'aesthetic 
leaming' is a necessary or even a desirable thing. There is simply an assumpfion that, by 
bringing the student into contact with a wide range of artforms, the student will be made 
into a "better person". This may well be tme, but it requires some further definition of how 
the person is to be improved. 
Personal Horizons. 
"ffl was Director-General I'd make school musicals compulsory ... 
I know how much kids develop during a school musical. " (Jeff Thorpe, Interview, 23 April 1998) 
All art, but theatre especially, depends upon the exercise of the imagination "and it is upon 
one's power to put oneself imaginatively in the place of others, that a person's ideas and 
treatment of his fellow-men depend. This aspect of art alone makes it more effective than 
conscious moralizing" (Coggin 251). The ideal can be expressed more moderately: "Art 
cannot change the world, but it can contribute to changing the consciousness and drives of 
the men and women who could change the world" (Marcuse, 1979, 81) or, in a post-modem 
frame: "students explore and come to understand a diversity of contexts, including those 
relating to identity, societies, cultures, ideologies, gender, time and change" (Australian 
Education Council, Statement 16). Virtue, then, can spring from an imaginative 
exploration of other worlds, just as Dean Swift always suspected. There is, of course, no 
evidence at all that this actually works, but it is an ideal, based in a belief in the 
perfectibility of Man, to which it is difficult and even churlish to take exception. 
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Theatre is particularly well-placed among modem artforms for building the relational 
awareness of its practitioners, as it is both co-operative and interacfive in ways that 
television, video games and the Intemet can never be. The generation raised on the mass-
media has a desperate need for the kind of human interaction which stage performance in 
front of a loving audience can offer, and it is important for the future directions of our 
society that the young continue to be made aware of human interacfion as the real point of 
Informafion Technology. 
More direct, if less altmistic, benefits are easier to demonstrate. From the earliest fimes 
public performance has been accepted as a means by which the performer gains confidence 
and self-esteem. According to one playwright/teacher, school musicals are "extremely 
helpful for creating a memorable context for great challenge & victory. Self-esteem and 
confidence are also big winners for most students. A sense of comradre [sic, camaraderie] 
& overwhelming satisfaction are also real and of great benefit" (Peter Nahuysen, Author 
Form). John Garrett, of Bristol Grammar School, suggests that "backward boys, boys who 
have found no easy place in school life, can be changed out of recognition through taking 
even a small part in a play" (qtd. Coggin 199-200). Most teachers and directors have 
anecdotes of both groups and individuals whose self-confidence has benefited from the 
security of a script, or the public display of an uncommon talent, or merely from the 
eventual realisation that being on stage does not hurt. Richard Magoffin's is perhaps 
representative: 
The Blackheath & Thomburgh College performance [of Waltzing Matilda] hinged on 
Simon Rose as Hoffmeister because he was the only Senior with a good singing voice. 
Accordingly he sang more songs than would normally be required. One of the great aspects 
of the production concemed his rapid development as a performer and as a person. Simon 
had a slight speech impediment and, not being a sporting type, used to cop quite a bit of 
chiacking and ribbing from the ocker, footballer types, mainly led by Darren Tickle 
('Shanghai'). It was encouraging to see, as rehearsals progressed, how Simon's impediment 
lessened and finally disappeared on and offstage. The speech impediment seemed to have 
some mental source and he would sometimes blank out completely in the early days - quite 
a worry. I think once he learnt all his many lines and songs well, speaking and singing from 
memory helped him overcome his handicap. As his confidence grew, he not only became 
the star of the show as required, but also boss of the cast on and offstage. It was quite 
obvious that as he got a grip on his role and became very believable, his former knockers 
tumed to recognise his talent. Eventually he was able to smartly back-answer Shanghai and 
could put him in his place with one look or a word. Shanghai lost his girlfriend in the 
course of it but became a much more likeable person. Simon won himself a heart and was a 
school hero, as recorded when he took his final bow before the BTC audience. This is in 
itself a great story for a play, isn't it? (Richard Magoffin, letter 11 /12/96) 
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If personal confidence seems a selfish benefit, the experience of group-participation in a 
project is a more socially useful outcome. There is a recognised human need to belong to 
groups, 'tribes', miniature societies and cultures, and adolescence is a key time when this 
need begins to manifest itself as moving beyond the family and neighbourhood groups to a 
commonality of interests and goals rather than mere propinquity. The artificial isolation 
created by intensive rehearsal periods creates just such a group, with its own social politics, 
its own goals and experiences, and its in-jokes which amount almost to a private language: 
another practical need supplied by the drama is the need for membership of a small society. 
For adolescence this is, as has previously been noted, satisfied to perfection by membership 
of a dramatic cast. Advocates of the team spirit have, according to my material, a more 
powerful weapon to their hand in play production than in organized games. (Phillips 223) 
A student, perhaps coached by a teacher, puts very much the same case: 
School musicals are a lot of hard work but are also very rewarding for everyone involved. 
The pride and sense of achievement from entertaining an audience are unequalled. Vital 
life skills such as leaming to work together, meeting new people and making new friends, 
committing oneself, and sharing responsibilities are just as important, if not more, as the 
acting, singing and dancing skills one leams from participating in a musical. The caring 
and close environment that evolves from a school musical is one that is carried over into 
school life, (un-named student, Bumside SHS, Retrospect, 1989, 54) 
One of the reasons that drama is an effective teaching-tool is that it is ergotropic - that is, it 
calls forth behaviour which exhibits arousal, heightened activity, and emotional response. 
It is a state which is, for most people, desirable and exhilarating (if a little frightening) and 
everything encountered in this state is perceived more vividly and retained more easily. 
Performance, of course, multiplies these factors. If being stared at by one person on a bus 
makes us uncomfortable by threatening the integrity of our personal space, then the 
prospect of being stared at by hundreds is understandably frightening. One of the charms 
of performance is that the danger can be flouted, as in so many purely physical sports, and 
that - if the preparation has been adequate - it can be endured without injury. The euphoria 
which is proverbial at closing-night parties stems largely (like that after bungee-jumping, 
mountain-climbing, student demonstrations, or wars) from the sense of dangers 
encountered and survived. 
One of the keys to the exhilaration of performance lies in the central split between actor 
and role. At the beginner-level, which school theatre surely represents, such playftil 
dichotomies take on a degree of immediacy, since they involve questions of 'real' identity 
which, though a lifelong concem, have particular immediacy in the re-adjustments of 
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adolescence. Playing with formally assumed identities, in the name of a prescribed group 
exercise, is a safe way to explore the way in which every person must develop a series of 
'real' assumed identities. It seems a matter of playing with identity rather than questioning 
it, but the play would not be useful or pleasurable if the Existential doubts did not exist. 
The questions "Who am I? Who are you? No, I mean, reallyT are intrinsic in intelligent 
daily life. Drama allows us to play with and explore these questions in a non-threatening 
way, under the cover, so to speak, of 'theatrical licence', in ways that would be socially 
unacceptable (if not actually dangerous) in any other milieu. "The arts mediate between 
the inner perceptions and feelings of the students and the external world of things and 
events. This mediation occurs regardless of whether the student is the creator of the art or 
the appreciator/re-creator of other people's art" (McLeod 14). 
The chestnut of investigafing social and 'youth' issues by these means is really only an 
extension of the identity issue. Plays and more particularly improvisatory projects which 
explore current issues do not, as a general mle, result in reasoned responses to the questions 
which the issue raises. Rather, they provide the individual with a process by which he may 
discover the particular role-identity from which he is socially comfortable in responding to 
those questions. They provide a process of uncommitted discussion which fairly quickly 
makes clear the group's consensual position, and then allows each individual to adopt the 
identity which fits most satisfyingly into that consensus (or, for rare individuals, defies the 
consensus). Group explorations of 'issues' virtually never reach conclusions which are 
ideologically inappropriate to the larger societal frame in which they occur. At the present 
moment, for example, our social context makes 'Racism' a topical issue for exploration in 
the drama classroom, especially where there is a marked racial mix. The resultant group-
generated playlets invariably and predictably espouse racial tolerance and understanding as 
the ideal response. It is, however, easy to envisage cultures (including, perhaps, our own in 
another decade or so) in which separation, deportation or even persecution are the preferred 
options. Improvisational drama does not generate philosophical or ideological arguments, 
it simply reflects social responses. It may, of course, canvas some of the arguments but, as 
is also the case with scripted plays, it is social factors which determine which arguments it 
must favour and promote if it is to be accepted by the group. 
'Personal development', as a motive for arts education, regularly comes back to vague 
assertions that it creates 'better people'. 
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Personal development, the 'education' of the emotions, and the 'awakening of the faculties' 
became the crucial objectives. Children who had the experience of drama became, 
according to the protagonists of the movement, more poised and confident, growing up as 
resourcefiil and imaginative people, sensitive to others and at ease in society. They became, 
in short, 'better people'. (Wootton 2) 
Sometimes the assertions focus on vocafional or civic improvement: 
Thus for all [students] it is important in helping to conquer personal difficulties that hinder 
free and fluent expression of ideas and emotions, while for some it is both a gateway to a 
career and to a world of fantasy, experiment, and possible performance whether as a 
teacher, an actor, a politician or a salesman. Drama is for all people desirous of 
communicating with their fellows, with or without words, with or without illumination, in 
order that ideas and feelings, both deep and shallow may be shared. (H. F. Mellon, 
Headmaster, UK, qtd. Monaghan 36) 
Philip Coggin notes that "it is a common experience in schools that creative activities, far 
from consuming energy seem actually to release it" (229). All such arguments however, 
boil down to a single assertion, as Coggin concedes, that the value of drama and the arts is 
"as a means of fertilizing the spirit. This, the real reason, has not often been put forward, 
partly because it is so difficult to explain, especially to philistines, and secondly because it 
savours of the school of Art for Art's Sake" (191). In the absence of the socio-
psychological tools to evaluate the manner in which the arts create 'better people', we are 
forced to take note that a number of the 'better people' arguments have the underlying 
assumption that to be a moderately informed arts consumer is a sine qua non of being one 
of those 'better' people. 
A celebrity cameo encapsulates the 'personal development' argument in favour of school 
theatricals. Sir Henry Marten, Provost of Eton, who superintended the education of the 
present Queen Elizabeth, whose ancestral namesake was such an enthusiastic patron of 
drama for students, was quoted in the Daily Telegraph (19 November 1947) as saying: 
The success of the Princess on public occasions I attribute ... in some measure to the plays 
and pantomimes that used to take place in the Castle. As was the case at Eton, some four 
centuries ago, these plays were a great feature at the Castle in the season before Christmas 
... I always consider the influence of these performances was a permanent one, for they 
taught the Princess easily and without embarrassment to get accustomed to appearing and to 
speaking clearly before large audiences, (qtd. Coggin 196) 
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Future Practitioners. 
From the vocational emphasis of Finn and Mayer it is clear that one of the purposes of the 
Performing Arts streams in secondary schools is to provide the groundwork for the creation 
of future professional artists. Tertiary instittJtions had already begun to infroduce courses 
which frained actors, directors, designers and technicians considerably in excess of the 
actual industry demand. Schools were a little slower to respond. According to official 
figures, Queensland in 1976 had one drama advisory teacher to 7,264 secondary teachers in 
government schools, while Victoria had 12 to 19,835 teachers. At that time Queensland 
had six art/craft advisors, three for dance/movement, three for film and video, and one 
music advisor {Education and the Arts 10). In the 1980s, Centres for Artisfic Development 
(CAD schools) began to be introduced at various Queensland schools with fiill staffs of 
specialists and an undeniably vocational focus. For the theatre streams at Wavell and 
Macgregor High Schools, interested students audition, and successful applicants "study an 
extension course in Performing Arts for Years 11 and 12 as well as a selection of Senior 
subjects, qualifying them for an OP at the end of Year 12" (Advertisement, Courier Mail, 
12 October 1996). 
During the 1980s, funding bodies made conscious decisions to cease supporting amateur 
arts activities, particularly theatre groups, on the basis that their traditional function as 
breeding and training grounds for professional performers had been superseded by the 
educational institutions. A formal educational qualification, at a level whose excellence 
could be monitored and to some extent controlled, was officially preferable to experience in 
a milieu whose quality could not be effectively assessed. A transition period inevitably 
followed during which industry professionals with experience but no qualifications 
reflexively vilified the graduates with qualifications but no experience. The colleges, in 
their tum, raised their standards until they attained a reasonable level of acceptance. 
The vocational angle, however ideologically appealing it might be in an era of what is 
euphemistically miscalled Economic Rationalism, has limited application in an arts 
industry necessarily limited by Australia's small population, and tends to ignore the non-
economic benefits of arts education. Aware of this, the Senate Committee report of 1995 
was able to criticise the official position: "The arts have become merely another market 
commodity. Arts education is valued chiefly as training for employment. The benefits of 
widespread amateur participafion in an artistic and creative life outside the market 
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economy are relatively ignored. Art, like science, is being cormpted to serve the needs of 
the indusfrial system" {Arts Education v). The Committee was not, however, able to 
advance the position materially, reverting instead to a more pragmatic version of the 'better 
person' argument: 
The prime purpose of arts education for most students is to enrich their educational 
experience generally; to foster confident self-expression - the desire to have a go; to foster 
creative and innovative thinking that may have the benefit of carrying through into other 
school disciplines and other areas of life, both in and out of paid employment; to foster the 
habits of being self-directed and being involved - habits which will be ever more important 
to the self-esteem of many in a future world of insecure job prospects and periods of 
unemployment, as the traditional place of work in people's identity and self-esteem breaks 
down. For some who have the desire, the talent and the oppormnity to make careers in the 
arts, the prime purpose of arts education may be vocational; but it must be recognised that 
these are a small minority. {Arts Education 22) 
One of my hypotheses when I began this study was that early contact with practical 
theatrical performance would have a long term effect on the individual's involvement the 
theatre, in line with these official positions. The surveys conducted in association with this 
study do not support this hypothesis. Of the respondents with a clear ongoing interest in 
theatrical participation (Drama Students and Amateurs) only 10% claimed that school 
musicals first sparked that interest, and 4 respondents (2.5%) regarded them as an 
experience which they had to overcome. Among Drama Students, 42.3% claimed that 
musicals increased their existing interest and 26%) that their understanding was improved 
by the experience, while the figures for Amateurs are comparable. 
Nevertheless, the biographies of eminent actors, playwrights and other famous people are 
littered (when we come to look for them) with anecdotes of their participation in school 
theatricals. To such luminaries as Byron, Edward VII, Garrick, Irving, Macready, 
Montaigne, Purcell, Racine, Sheridan and the greats of the Tudor and Jacobean theatres 
(mentioned in the Introduction) one might add W. S. Gilbert, who attended the Great Ealing 
School from the age of 13, where "he wrote a number of plays, which were performed by 
fellow-pupils, and we may be sure that the friction at rehearsals did not make him less 
unpopular" (Pearson, 10-11) and Arthur Sullivan, who became a chorister of the Chapel 
Royal in 1854, aged 12 (Pearson 42). Laurence Olivier was also a chorister, at All Saints 
School, London (1917-20) and St Edward's (1921-23) - "the third show was a 
conversazione - all the boys doing tums or songs; mine was ' . . . he sipped no sup and he 
craved no cmmb as he sighed for the love of a lady' [from The Yeomen of the Guard]'' 
(Olivier 28). 
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Without deliberately searching for them, I have come across a number of prominent 
Australian performers in the records. Among notable performers, Robert Arthur played 
Louis in The King & / (1965) and Timothy in Salad Days (1966) at Salisbury SHS; 'Baby' 
John Burgess made a guest appearance in Straw, for Theatre of Difference (a theatre group 
for disabled students), Perth, 1983; choreographer Sharon Cmden danced in The King And I 
(The Gap SHS, 1975) and played the Fiddler in Fiddler On The Roof {1976); Drew Forsyth 
played a policeman in Pirates of Penzance, All Souls (Charters Towers) in 1966; Robert 
Guest played leads in Godspell (1978) and Joseph and his Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(1979) at St Bamabas' School, Ravenshoe (the school staged Jesus Christ Superstar the 
following year, but I have no casting details); Bryan Nason played the Defendant in Trial 
By Jury at the Southport School (1955); Shane Porteous designed the decor for You Can't 
Take It With You, Southport School 1957 and produced a play for the Interhouse 
competition in 1958; Seigrid Thomton played Yum Yum in The Mikado at St Peter's 
Lutheran College in 1976 (opera singer Lisa Gasteen played Kafisha in the same 
production, having played a wench in Tom Jones in 1974). 
Many other examples might be cited. They are frequently a source of pride to the schools 
who produce such alumni: 
"Over the years many students have pleasantly surprised everyone (production team 
included), with the level of talent and maturity they possess. Several students have gone on 
to make the 'stage' their career. Notably [sic] are the Horsey brothers. Drew and 
Christopher with the shows such as Cats, 42^'^ Street and Hot Shoe Shuffle to their credit. 
In our latest production. The King And I their nieces Emily and Genua Ward appeared as 
two of the King's Children." (Mrs C. Waldroff, Palm Beach-Currumbin SHS, Optima 
Silver Jubilee Issue, 1996, 104) 
Even future Drama teachers can be created by contact with the school musicals they will in 
due course be trained to look down upon: 
Many of those who now work as drama specialists gained their first enthusiasm for the 
subject from teachers with no special training, and often acquired their first experience of 
the demands and challenges of acting or working with plays via the traditional school play. 
How does one define that? Probably as an annual performance of Shakespeare, or Shaw, or 
Gilbert and Sullivan, and not improbably with socks stuck down the front to enable small 
boys to play big girls, and all before an audience seated uncomfortably in a hall ill-equipped 
for any remotely theatrical experience. But despite the handicaps, it often worked well 
enough to give a lot of boys and girls that first sense of the excitement of drama, and that 
first opportunity to venture into the worlds of the imagination revealed by 'The Play'. 
{Drama in Education 2, 1973: 136) 
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The available data seems to imply that school musicals are a pleasant experience for most 
people, but that they are seminal for only a few. There is so much theatre available to 
today's students that those with a predisposition will have already explored performance, 
and the number of converts is small. For some, school theatricals are a retrogressive 
experience. Expatriate Australian actor Penny Downie, a principal player with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company for close to a decade, describes her involvement with a Brisbane 
State High School production of Brigadoon (1970) as "a side-salad - 1 was already doing 
far more interesting roles outside of school" (Interview, Nov. 1998). It is worth bearing in 
mind that school theatricals are so ubiquitous in most eras that it is more surprising to find 
professionals who have not had such experiences. 
No causal link can be demonstrated. Countless young men and young women have 
participated in school plays, musicals and choirs without leaping ahead into a famous or 
infamous career in the theatre or the literary arts. School drama has been and continues to 
be so pervasive that the overwhelming majority have had some such experience. No doubt 
some individuals were awakened to the theafre by their school experiences, some simply 
seized the chance to develop an existing interest, and some presumably so disliked the 
experience that they avoided theatres for the rest of their lives. 
Futtire Constmiers. 
The 1994 Federal Government arts policy statement Creative Nation concluded that "a 
cultural education system which is concemed simply with the skills of artists and workers 
in arts industries is inadequate" and examines the requirements of "a school audience 
development strategy" {Creative Nation 14). "Primary and secondary education play a 
fiindamental role in developing a capacity for appreciation of, and participation in, the arts" 
{Creative Nation 85). One of the very few direct references to school musicals in official 
policy documents is explicit about their value as creators of future consumers: 
Another way of exciting interest is the involvement of students in the performance of some 
form of musical theatre as part of the school program. Britten's Let's Make an Opera has 
some of these characteristics and operas like The Two Fiddlers (Peter Maxwell Davies) 
provide opportunities for young people to be involved as performers. Performances of 
popular musicals and Gilbert and Sullivan operettas also whet smdents' appetites for a 
broad range of opera/music theatre. Govemments and individual companies could do much 
to encourage secondary students' interest in opera/music theafre by providing help with 
music and costumes or guidance on staging. Grants as small as $200 to individual schools 
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would do much to assist them to overcome the handicaps of paying royalties on music and 
of staging expenses. (Australia Council, Opera 92) 
A constant concem of the bodies subsidising professional arts in Australia is that some 
effort should be made to reduce the demand for fimding by increasing the eamed income of 
the artists, and if it is possible to educate/condition young people to want to consume 
artistic products enough to be willing to pay realistic prices for them, this is obviously a 
desirable course. So desirable, in fact, that even the otherwise disregarded practice of 
schools mounting their own productions may be mentioned and even encouraged although, 
needless to say, the suggested system of funding has not eventuated. Artisfic issues become 
subject to the discourses of economics. A business-methods study of Sydney theatrical 
operations in the mid 1970s acknowledged that "the greatest problem facing this industry is 
the deep set apathy of so many Australians to the performing arts" (R. Fletcher 21). It also 
suggested that the solution would be to 
search for an Australian identity, encourage local creativity, and update the classics to seem 
more relevant; but the change must be gradual so as not to alienate the existing market, 
which, being older, will require more education than the untapped youth segment of the 
market. Those who have not known theatre at all present an exciting challenge and 
opportunity. (R. Fletcher 73) 
At about the same time, the Schools Commission report formulated the hope that "young 
people not interested in continuing active participation as performers or producers of 
original art work could nevertheless become interested in theatre or musical performances 
and become regular subscribers" {Education and the Arts 30). 
Demographic studies across the western world do certainly "show a strong correlation 
between tertiary education and attendance at theatre of all sorts, and schools have 
tradifionally played an important part in initiating people into theatre, both through reading 
and mounfing productions of plays and through outings to the theatre" (McAuley 72; see 
also Australian Cultural Industry; The National Culture), but the connection is difficult to 
demonstrate. McAuley reports quizzing her (tertiary) students and being "surprised by the 
number for whom a school outing or a school production constituted their first experience 
of theatre, and the number for whom school productions are their only experience of 
making theatre" (72), but my own survey of more than a hundred tertiary students enrolled 
in introductory drama subjects revealed that 50.5% had their first experience of 
participation in live performance outside of primary and secondary school contexts, while 
42.6% of members of amateur musical societies ( a rather older group) were in the same 
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categoty. Among science students (only half of whom had ever participated in a live 
performance) 56.8%) had their first experience at school. Schools, these days, do not 
'initiate people into theatre' as much as might be imagined. Again, among the drama 
students surveyed, only 8.6% reported that a school play or musical was the earliest live 
performance they recalled seeing; for more than 50%) it was a professional production (see 
Appendix 2). 
Encounters with school musicals had no effect on subsequent interest in attending theatre 
according to 37.4% of Drama Students, 69.2% of Maths Students and 63.2%o of Amateurs. 
Only a tiny proportion claim to have been put off going to theatre (3 out of 221 
respondents). The remainder (61.7%) of Drama Students, 21.1% of Maths Students, 36.8%o 
of Amateurs) felt that the experience increased their interest. As the older group, the 
members of amateur musical societies were also asked whether they had attended school 
musicals as adults. Of 59 respondents, 50 (84.7%)) responded that they did so willingly, 3 
did so under protest and 6 had not. 
Schools clearly do play a material role in people's early experience of the theatre, but it is 
impossible to estimate the extent to which this experience is positive. Conventional 
wisdom has long held, for example, that the evisceration of Shakespeare's plays in the 
classroom has given many students a life-long aversion to them. Actual figures are difficult 
to locate, inconsistent, and hard to interpret. The Australian Bureau of Statistics records 
that 2,722,00 people (19% of the total population) attended musical theatre and opera 
performances in the twelve months to March 1995 (including amateur and school 
productions), but notes that 50%o of people attended only once. A significant proportion of 
these 'oncers' were presumably attending a school musical. The Australian Broadcasting 
Tribunal surveyed more than 600 young people in 1984. 8%o attended musicals (against 
21%o at Classical/Orchestral concerts)., and 3%o attended school concerts (Australian 
Broadcasfing Tribunal 47), while the School of Business and Administrative Studies, North 
Sydney Technical College, found that 31% of its respondents never attended performing 
arts of any sort. (Fletcher 14). A survey conducted by ANOP for the Australia Council in 
1980 
revealed that a higher proportion of the population than hitherto believed is interested in 
opera/music theatre. Only a minority of the population, 3 per cent for opera and operetta 
and 7 per cent for musicals, could be classed as regular attenders (three or more 
performances in the last year); 11 per cent and 26 percent respectively have attended a live 
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performance in the last year; 38 per cent and 65 per cent respectively have at some time 
attended a live performance. (Australia Council, Opera 9) 
Michael Booth, examining popular theatre, suggests that "In both Britain and North 
America, and in Australia as well, about 2%o to 5% of the population go to the theatre, and 
many of these only very occasionally" (11). Presumably, on these various figures, 
somewhere between 3% and 25%o of Australians attend a theatrical or musical producfion in 
a year. The balance, presumably despite the best efforts of their educators, do not, and 
there may be in excess of 30%) of the population who have never willingly attended a live-
theatre production in their lives. An overwhelming majority are not regular or even 
frequent theatre-goers. 
There is good reason, then, for the arts lobby to be actively interested in any expedient 
which will increase public interest in attending theatres. The school musical promoters 
understandably see this as being among their functions: 
For the past eight years we have been working towards making theatre in Ausfralia and 
New Zealand schools interesting and, more importantly, ftin. If a love of theatre cannot be 
stimulated at the grass roots level, i.e. in our schools, how can we hope to achieve better and 
better standards in the entertainment industry as a whole? Remember, the first 
responsibility of drama is to entertain the people; how many times have you stood in the 
foyer at the end of a show and wondered what on earth it was all about? Our aim is to 
encourage our young folk to appreciate this principal [sic] and hopefully, stimulate them to 
pursue and perform many forms of theatre. (Gail Denver, editorial, Peepshow Press, 
November 1988) 
Miscellaneous Benefits. 
One potent incentive to perform school plays and musicals is the obvious one of the 
pleasures of applause and recognition, but it is seldom mentioned. Nonetheless, "this 
approbation that the performer receives from the audience is one of the reasons that drama, 
in some form, is as old as mankind" (Charlotte Motter 5). Paul Monaghan, describing the 
presentation of an improvised pantomime, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs for nearby 
infants' schools in Coventry, reports that "the infants gave my children something beyond 
even their or my hopes - appreciation. The applause of the children in Holy Family School 
on 16 December gave a tremendous unifying boost to my class ... their success and their 
work efforts were recognized by the children's laughter and applause" (59). 
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Prestige is another, more frequently acknowledged reason for displaying artistic products to 
the public. Judith Radunz speaks highly of the enthusiasm of the students and of the 
enormous value of connecting school arts studies to community activity, and the impact the 
project has had upon the self-esteem and formerly "negative attitudes to life and the 
community" of the students (Gympie SHS, Interview, 28 May 1996.). Paul Monaghan 
notes the benefits for in-school politics: "some departments in Coventry have been cut; 
mine is one of the four to expand. I am vety much aware of the importance of good school 
productions as a means of spreading the word" (Monaghan 63), and Ross Morgan, 
Principal of Geelong High School, describes his school's producfion of Man of Steel as 
"rewarding and successful, not only for our many talented students involved but for the 
band, the staff directing and producing, the audiences and the image of the Musical 
Production Group within the school." (letter to Peepshow Press September 1993). The 
reverse side, however, is occasionally noted. The Senate Committee notes reports that 
"teachers of arts subjects are tired, disenfranchised, unsupported and overall suffer from 
low morale" (Australian Dance Council submission. Arts Education 81), and Judith Radunz 
also menfions the existence of "individual teachers that are giving it a hassle", especially as 
the project's culminafion coincides with the end of semester, and interferes with some 
examinations and assessment processes. 
Extemal prestige comes from show-casing the school within the community, and 
sometimes with spectacular and wider-reaching success. Alan Strong reports taking 
original plays staged at the Brandstone School, Lancing, Sussex, to the Edinburgh Fringe in 
1975 {The Life and Death ofWilhelm Reich, For People Who Can't), 1976 {Antigone in 
Taurus, The Transports of Vergil Giljoy), 1977 {Tolly of the Blackboy), and 1980 {Brighton 
Pavilion Roadshow). The success was so great that Strong was made a member of the 
Board of Directors of the Fringe Society (88). A notable Hamlet directed by David 
Raebum at the Bristol Grammar School in 1952 led to an invitation and a tour in Germany 
with The Taming of the Shrew in 1953 (Coggin 198). In Westem Australia, a combined 
production by the boys of Christ Church Grammar and the girls of Presbyterian Ladies' 
College of an original musical The Birds, by Tony Nicholls and John Bates, toured with 
conspicuous success to Singapore and Canada before retuming to a season at the Perth 
Playhouse (with the West Australian Theatre Company as co-producer) in May 1990. The 
play, very loosely based on Aristophanes, has been produced since by schools as far away 
as New Zealand (Programme and reviews supplied by Tony Nicholls, 11 December 1996). 
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Presenting a musical can also be used to build community solidarity. When Newmarket 
SHS in Brisbane was threatened with closure in 1993, the acting Principal and acting 
Deputy both called for civic resistance and a publicity push to forestall the inevitable. The 
largest-scale concrete action to ensue was that the school staged Man of Steel the following 
year (the school's first musical since 1980) in an attempt to raise the school's community 
profile (Newmarket SHS, Jakaway, 1993, 1994). The school closed at the end of 1995. 
When Maleny SHS separated from the combined school in 1988, Man of Steel was staged 
with the specific purpose of promoting the new school (Maleny SHS, Obi Run, 1988). 
Among other new schools. Redeemer Lutheran College {No, No, Noah!) and Redlands 
College {Friends Forever) both staged Junior High musicals in their foundation years. In 
Dalby 
Approximately two thousand eight hundred people attend the musical each year. What a 
wonderful degree of support from a country town often thousand! Not only does the 
musical create prestige for the school, Mr Cook says it also builds teamwork, responsibility, 
student/staff relations, inter-age relations and public relations. (Kate Derrick, student, 
Dalby SHS, The Seeker, 1993, 58) 
The benefit to the reputation of the school is seldom so directly stated, but is obviously 
clearly understood. Early in 1997, Camp Hill State High School in Brisbane received a lot 
of adverse publicity when its Rugby team was involved in a spectacular (and televised) 
brawl during a schoolboy championship match, and several of the players were suspended 
from football for periods up to a year amidst media-driven outrage at this youthful 
emulation of normal professional practice. Later in the year, Alan Pratt, the director of the 
school's producfion of Wolfstock, which featured some of these footballers, promoted the 
production as repairing some of the damage done to the school's reputation by 
demonstrating that it was a good school, where worthwhile things were done. While this 
may be viewed as a straightforward piece of media-manipulafion, using the previous 
controversy to plug the musical, it suggests that the assumption - that musicals are worthy 
projects which create good community feeling towards the school - is taken for granted, ft 
was probably not Pratt's fault that his promotional interview was preceded by pointer 
announcements that "schoolboy foot-brawlers apologise in song". (ABC radio, 4QR 
Breakfast, 15/7/97) 
There is also a practical value beyond the vocational experience for the minority who 
envisage arts careers. Letting the students do the promotion and box office is equivalent to 
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business experience, and some educators are deeply impressed by the inclusiveness of the 
production process: 
The great thing is that anyone who wants to get involved in these productions can do so. 
There is a host of jobs for people of all talents. Craft departments produce the scenery and 
the costumes, the Art Department the posters and many of the props, the School Bank 
handles the cash, our Geologists do Front-of-House. Nothing could be more tmly 
comprehensive. 
The flow of productions emerging from the department, so many of them conceived and 
written in the school, add vigour and excitement to every school year. The fact that plays 
and musicals, especially the rock musicals, have been entirely Boundstone products gives 
pupils an insight into the processes and difficulties of artistic creation. There is a sense of 
expectation around the whole school in the weeks before a production. Many of our 
presentations play to full houses and it is normal for well over a thousand people to see 
them during their four or five nights' mn. 
Drama enhances the reputation of the school among parents and within the whole 
community but, most importantly, in the minds of the children themselves. (S. Love, 
Headmaster, Boundstone Comprehensive School, UK, qtd. Strong 66) 
The school musical is capable of being both inter-disciplinary and completely integrated 
into school life: 
Noosa High's Year 12 Speech and Drama smdents presented Robin the Hood as part of 
their final assessment for the year.... The production built up to the final performances over 
a total of nine weeks. In this period, the students were allocated a role in both acting and 
production departments. Each production team elected a co-ordinator who was responsible 
for making any decisions and organising their group members. 
The production groups consisted of those who took care of advertising, sets, props, 
costuming, lighting and make-up. Although the production was primarily produced by 
smdents. Speech and Drama teachers also contributed a great deal to the play's success. 
The first performance was presented as a theatre restaurant, catered for by Year 12 catering 
students. The next night was presented as a straight performance, and all went well until the 
school was blacked out by an inconvenient power cut! The show continued, aided by 
candles placed around the stage and when the lights came back on, cheers could be heard 
from the backstage crew as well as the audience! (Review in Sunshine Coast Daily, 
reprinted m Peepshow Press, September 1993) 
In a similar vein, Springwood SHS's 1987 Grease was billed as staged by the Performing 
Arts department in association with other departments. In 1989 Year 12 drama students 
incorporated their roles in Sheik, Rattle & Roll as course-work and were assessed on it, 
which is now a fairly common practice, despite the obvious difficulties. Another school 
describes the advantages of Murder at the Music Hall: "it enabled us to use our senior 
drama elective class, our Yr. 9 theatre skills class and our music electives to great 
advantage. It fitted in well with what we were teaching in the classroom - in all, 72 
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sttidents were involved." (M. Williams, music teacher, Jesmond High School, Lambton, 
NSW, letter in Peepshow Press, September 1993) 
The other practical factor which has a bearing on the mounting of theatrical productions as 
a school activity is, quite simply, that they are profitable. I have generally tried to avoid 
asking questions about the financial aspects of school productions but, occasionally, figures 
have been volunteered. Cambooya State School's 1993 production of the theatre-restaurant 
show Robin the Hood "raised nearly $4000 profit for our small school" (Letter, Peepshow 
Press, September 1993). Gross receipts from a secondary school production today will 
normally approach $10,000, and I have heard one report of a gross exceeding $35,000. 
Costs, even including the more or less standard 15%) on rights, seldom exceed half of the 
gross. 
Peepshow use this profitability as a marketing tool. According to one promotion, the 
theatre-restaurant "format has proved to be an excellent source for fund-raising - some 
innovative schools have been holding a Theatre Restaurant Evening early in the school year 
to raise much-needed funds for their big-production musical later in the year" {Peepshow 
Press January 1988). Critic Heather McKenzie agrees that "school musicals are a good 
fund raising venture" (HCM, Letter, 14 September 1997). In her account of the activities 
of Harristown SHS she suggests that 
the origin of the armual presentation came about because the school needed funds for an 
assembly hall. The Principal at the time was a very grand gentleman who also happened to 
be a participating member of the Toowoomba Philharmonic Society and had appeared 
onstage in THEIR musicals. It is appropriate that their assembly hall - the venue for their 
productions - bears his name. (HCM, Letter, 9 June 1997) 
Ipswich SHS inaugurated their new school hall with a Variety Concert in 1993 which "has 
given us the confidence (and the nest-egg) to go bigger and better in 1994 with a full-scale 
musical!." Offbeat, the musical which followed in 1994, made a profit of "around $1500" 
(Ipswich SHS, Magazine, 1993, 1994, n.p.). Musicals have a tendency to eat up at least 
part of their profits: When the fledgling Merrimac SHS made a $1200 profit with Man of 
Steel (1982) they "proposed to buy some sound equipment so that students can use 
microphones throughout the practices in future productions" (Merrimac SHS, Phoenix, 
1982, 63). Joseph and his Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat at Gympie SHS in 1982 cost 
audiences $3.50 for adults and $2 for students and pensioners. Director Mr Sven Condon 
says funds "weren't obtained from anywhere, we run on credit, we book it all up". But "the 
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overall profits amounted to something between $1500 and $2000 and with this money the 
school is hoping to build a platform above the enfrance to Hamilton Hall which will hold 
our new sound and lighting equipmenf {Gympie Gold 1982, 20). 
Perhaps in response to parental complaints, some schools are defensive about the profits 
they make: 
The purpose of staging a school musical was not to raise money but to act as an activity 
which would draw all sections of the school together in a joint challenge - to provide an 
oppormnity for all involved to learn something new and to infroduce to the Childers 
community a new dimension in the performing arts. Materials and equipment bought for 
Man of Steel have benefited the Audio-Visual resources of the school and a sum of money 
has been set aside for next year's production. (Mark Snartt, Childers SHS, Isis, 1979, 60) 
The very fact that a production makes money is enough to cause its artistic worth to be 
questioned: "the very profitability of mass art forms has in itself probably been sufficient to 
render them suspect to the guardians of culture" (Paul 109). Most schools, however, are 
delighted: 
The musicals also show a healthy profit. After the expenses of copyright (up to fifteen 
hundred dollars), props and cosmmes, a profit of as much as four or five thousand dollars is 
made. The profit goes towards financing the next year's musical, as well as maintaining 
equipment in the Great Hall. Recently, the school has been formnate enough to purchase 
new curtains and a grand piano, funded partially by profits from the musicals. (Kate 
Derrick, smdent, Dalby SHS, The Seeker, 1993, 58) 
School productions are by no means the exclusive province of richer schools. The 
Connolly report suggests that "the privileged continue to enjoy the enriching experiences to 
be derived from the arts [i.e. "multi-arts touring groups, local groups or the like"] to a 
significantly greater degree than the rest of the community." {Education and the Arts, Qld 
Report 3), but Peepshow, with perhaps a livelier sense of the actual practice, find that 
low to middle income areas are very active; possibly, there is a bigger responsibility on 
schools in these pockets to be involved in community efforts (fund-raising, etc.). I do know 
that when the last recession occurred, we had a large upmm in business (conversely) as 
many schools held extra shows of all genres (theatre-restaurants, notably) in order to raise 
needed fiinds within their communities for all sorts of recession-linked reasons. (Gail 
Denver, letter 5 November 1996) 
Herbert I. Schiller has remarked the extent to which "the sites where creative work is 
displayed - museums, theaters, performing-arts centers, etc. - have been captured by 
corporate sponsors. Such public events as street fairs, parades, and celebrations, too, have 
come under the same auspices." (Schiller 4) School productions also have sponsorship -
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from companies owned by parents of participants, and even fi-om local business - but it is 
sponsorship by kindness and (in effect) donafion (often of programme priming and similar 
services) which further enhances the profitability of the enterprise. For their 1997 
production of Jesus Christ Superstar at Brisbane's Performing Arts Complex, John Paul 
College had major sponsorship from a printing company, a computer company, and a 
housing developer. 
The least respected argument in favour of arts education and of publicly displaying the 
artistic capabilities of students, though, is that it is what the students want. Malcolm Ross 
reports the outcomes of a British study comparing pupil preferences with real curricula, 
which demonstrates that there are four subjects which pupils actually want more of than 
they get: Drama, Art, Vocational and domestic crafts, and Physical Education. Of these, it 
is in drama that the desired percentage shows the greatest increase over the actual 
provision. Drama, in this study, actually takes 2% of class-time, pupil preference desires 
7'/2%o, or a 250%) increase. For Art and Vocational crafts, the pupils ask for a 70%) 
increase, and for Physical Education 94%). The most radical reductions desired are in 
Maths and Foreign Languages, which the pupils would cut by more than 50%) (M. Ross 36). 
According to the teachers, the musical seems to be the school experience that the students 
remember most affectionately: 
When asked to recall what they remember about their school days, many ex-smdents will 
tell you - 'Why the school Musical of course!' ... Perhaps they remember not only the 
excitement of performing, but also the friendships formed, the real life experience of being 
involved with so many people for so many months of rehearsals. They may also recall the 
co-operation required to get the production onto the stage and up to the level where 
everyone is satisfied they can't conti-ibute any more to make a performance more polished, 
more enjoyable. (Mrs C. Waldroff, Palm Beach-Curmmbin SHS, Optima Silver Jubilee 
Issue, 1996, 104) 
It always amazes me that at student re-unions, never do my past pupils reminisce about 
what I taught them academically, but it is always the fond memories of the musicals that 
surface. I guess that now that I have retired from teaching, that is what I most reminisce 
about myself One past smdent said to me of the musicals: 'You showed that you had 
confidence in me, and so I began to have confidence in myself Once it had begun, it grew 
and grew and became a foundation of my aduh life'. (Penny 165) 
Smdents who are involved in our musicals always have a ton of ftm and remember them for 
years to come. Many ex-smdents tell me that their fondest memories of school are being in 
the musical. (Jo Rosenblatt, Emerald SHS, Letter 23 April 1998) 
It must also be conceded that many students find involvement in the musical a pleasant 
alternative to school-work. The students in Smithy! gleefully proclaim 
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Here's the real reason we are in the play. 
You see our studies start reversing 
When the school play starts rehearsing. 
And three whole months of practise 
Means that we shall miss 
Twenty lessons of history 
English, Maths and Chemistry, 
So we 'II prance around in tights, 
For a Haifa dozen nights, 
Yes we 'II gladly play the fool. 
For it gets us out of school. {Smithy 17) 
According to one real-life account, young players audition for "fame, fortune, and a chance 
to get out of Wednesday Arvo sport" (Chinchilla SHS, Vincimus, 1993, 51). 
The experience is usually more complex. After Blackheath & Thomburgh College staged 
the world premiere producfion of Richard Magoffin's Waltzing Matilda in August 1985, the 
question "Putting On A Full-Length Musical: Is It Worth It?" was set as an essay topic for 
students in Year 11 and Year 12. Selections from eight of these essays were published in 
an unsigned article in that year's Blackthorn Magazine (38-45), and the results, though 
possibly not representafive, are illuminating. Waltzing Matilda was apparently not a 
notably harmonious production, and five of the eight students describe tension and 
acrimony within the cast, with occasional references to "the crabby old director" (Magoffin 
himself, who was not a member of the school's staff). Three dwell at some length on the 
inroads the production made into their study time and their store of energy, while another 
gives a vivid description of the mid-rehearsal doldmms which set in after the first few 
weeks of rehearsal and dragged on for a month and a half of "seemingly endless hours of 
boredom" in which "work of any serious nature came from the cast only after continual, 
persistent threats, pleas, and whatever other methods were available to them, had been 
employed by our directors" (44). Despite these tribulations, the seven who directly 
answered the topic-question did so in the affirmative, although three added the rider that it 
was only worth it for some (implicitly, those with leading roles) and two of those (both 
girls) felt that for the majority "the costs outweigh the benefits" (43). The third (who had 
played the featured role of Henry Lawson) was lyrical about the joyous rewards for those 
"who stmggled at times, but worked through the darkness to burst out into the glorious light 
at the end of i f (45). The overall impression is one of satisfaction - almost smugness - at 
having survived an ordeal, and having grown tougher and wiser along the way. The actor 
who had played Banjo Paterson (in this idiosyncratic version, an almost mythic hero-figure 
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who single-handedly resolves the great Shearers' Strike) summarised the benefits of 
participation: 
You don't find the answer unless you take part yourself We were told many times during 
the preparation of this year's musical, that we would get out of this play only what we put 
in. This piece of wisdom proved to be correct. A lot of people put in their best effort and 
did everything correctly, and the satisfaction these people gained from this, is almost 
unlimited. Apart from the satisfaction, everyone gains some insight into acting or into the 
setting up of sound and lighting systems. I personally found that it helped me, with my 
confidence especially, but also with the use of my voice - how to contact the audience and 
how to address people. As well, it is a good advertisement for the school and helps to build 
its reputation. {Blackthorn 1985,44) 
Fr. Bemard Thomas, reviewing a production of The Boyfriend for the school magazine, 
regretted that "one can hardly call it [the plot] distinguished - or particularly edifying: the 
cast, I'm sure, saw it as simply an excuse to have fun. The skill, and they understood this, 
is to transfer the fun and froth outwards to the audience" (Canterbury College, Waterford, 
Canterbury Tales 1990, 17). Reports by students are very much given to hyperbole: 
School Captain Lisa Goodman describes another The Boyfriend zs "the performance of the 
century" (Scots-PGC, The Tartan 1983, 6), and such accounts could be multiplied at length. 
An unsigned report of a production of Viva Mexico is graphic: "Everyone threw themselves 
into it and got the show moving with that special effervescent joy that only students 
develop (like pimples)" (Bundaberg SHS, Ad Astra 1983, n.p.). 
'Gosh Almighty!' are the words that leap to mind when thinking of this year's musical, but 
then again, I would be biased. Also, every time I tried to make a speech I could only come 
up with'Wow! I'm impressed!' It's nice to be able to write all this down. 
Firstly, 'So there!' to anyone who didn't think we could do it and thank you so much to 
everyone who supported us and believed that we could. At our first committee meeting, 1 
don't think any of us realised just how much work was involved or just how stressful or 
how glorious it would be. Special thanks at this point to Luke Harriman for always keeping 
his hope and enthusiasm right from the very beginning. 
So we got it rolling, with many actors for whom an acceptable audition piece was a promise 
to mm up to rehearsals, and several major cast adjustments. We found we were blessed 
with a dedicated group who threw themselves into the show both onstage and off to make it 
a success. Acting talents never before suspected in many came to the fore and absolutely 
blew us away. 
After exhaustive (very exhaustive) rehearsals we opened on Wednesday IS^h May, very 
hyped and very nervous. By Friday, stoked by a SELLOUT crowd things went better than 
ever despite crises with actors with concussion and various other things. 
We were left with wonderful memories ... Thank you to everyone and everything who 
made it possible and made it great. 
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Finally, everyone who heard my rather ill-timed aftershow speech will realise just what this 
musical meant to us all. I for one have never enjoyed myself so much in my life. 
(Kristy Jay, smdent co-director. Calamity Jane, Sandgate District SHS, Ibis 1996, 92) 
The final sentiment is echoed in hundreds of such accounts. But the enjoyment is not one 
sided. A producfion of Smithy is described as "that most incredible of school projects - the 
school musical" with the rider that "we hope you enjoyed it, because after all, that's exactly 
what both we and you were there for" (Kent Purvis, Mount Isa SHS, Spinifex 1987, 66). 
The most conclusive proof of student enthusiasm is that the first question the 
teacher/director asks about a play under consideration is whether it will provide roles for 
the huge number of students who will clamour to be involved. School musical casts seem 
to average between 60 and 80, and casts fewer than 40 are rare. The most popular custom-
written musicals have this in common: a large number of speaking roles and huge (usually 
divisible), and actively involved chomses. Bats has 25 named speaking roles, and five 
distinct choms groups. Sheer Luck, Holmes has 39, and three choms groups. 
The report of Merrimac SHS's 1983 production of Calamity Jane expresses concem about 
accommodating "the growing number of people wanting to be involved" {Phoenix 1983, 
n.p.) and in the following year, when they staged the custom-written Sheik, Rattle & Roll, 
"the cast was larger than anyone expected" {Phoenix, 1984, 57). Heather McKenzie reports 
that Centenary SHS 
always has a cast of thousands! There are always so many kids on stage that movement is 
usually limited to hand movements and mming on the spot. The message obviously is -
that it is flin to be in a school musical. This overcrowding is annoying at times, but the kids 
enjoy themselves and this is what it is all about. (HCM, Letter, 9 June 1997) 
Why Prefer Musicals? 
Two central threads need to be followed from the welter of propositions about the value of 
arts education in general, and about the performance of plays by schools in particular: the 
theoretical and the pragmatic. On the theoretical side, the arguments are not always 
convincing. There is a tendency for them either to resolve into some form of covert 
ideological or aesthetic imposition, or else to dissolve into imprecise assertions about 
benefits to the individual which cannot be realistically demonsfrated. Whether or not one 
agrees with any or all of the agendas and assertions - and a great many educators today do 
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agree with them, at least in broad terms - it is impossible to declare that a theorefical case 
has been proved. Despite this uncertainty, in a pragmatic sense the perhaps rather formless 
debate has been decided in favour of the arts educators. Virtually every developed nation 
now regards the arts as worthy of inclusion in its educafional programme, and the brief 
twenfieth-century ascendancy of technocracy has been significantly revised (if not exactly 
reversed) virtually everywhere. In Australia's Mayer's slighting of cultural competency 
was swiftly over-mled, and the arts were established as the eighth Key Leaming area. 
Whether or not arts educafion is theoretically sound or desirable, it is indisputably there. 
The same is tme of the school production. Whether for sound reasons or not, it is there, 
and in point of fact it always has been. It is difficult to say with confidence that there are 
proportionally more productions now than in the past, because the data becomes less 
complete and less reliable the further back we seek, but the mere proliferation of secondary 
schools (initially the product of higher general education levels and increasing school-
leaving ages as the 'baby-boomers' came into the system in the 1960s, and more recently 
largely because government policies to improve the statistics of youth unemployment have 
created a soaring retention-rate 1) suggests that in raw numbers there are significantly more. 
On figures taken from the Minister for Educafion's Annual reports to the Queensland 
Parliament (see Appendix 1.5) the average secondary school enrolment in 1958 was 164, 
by 1995 it was 501, and while the number of schools has risen from 187 to 427 (230%)) in 
that time, the total attendance has increased almost seven-fold {699.6%). 
Total Year 12 enrolments across Australia have grown by 60%o in the period 1985 to 1993 
and "emolments in Visual Arts and Music - the traditional big two arts subjects - have 
roughly kept pace with this (58 per cent and 53 per cent respectively). The newer arts 
offerings - Drama, Dance, Media - have seen larger increases - 340 per cent increase for 
'performing arts' and 489 per cent for 'other visual/performing arts' " {Arts Education 35) 
as the subjects become more widely available. It is quite probable that a substantial 
number of these retainees are choosing Arts subjects because they perceive themselves as 
simply filling in time, and consequently prefer 'soft' or recreational subjects, ft might well 
follow that extracurricular arts activities offer a bonus benefit by absorbing some of the 
"In 1976 ... only 47% of boys and 46% of girls aged 15 years and over remamed at school. {Education 
and the Arts 7). By 1992, 72.5% of boys and 82% of girls remained at school to Year 12 nationally, 85% 
in Queensland {Schools, Australia 55). 
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surplus energies of these reluctant students, although this is clearly not a major motivation 
for embarking upon them. 
With 2,434 secondary schools in Australia in 1995 - of which 898, or 37%, were non-
govemment (ABS, Schools, 4) - the indications from Table 1.4 (Appendix I) are that we 
might conservatively estimate 800 musicals being produced each year, with perhaps 50,000 
performers and an audience around the million-mark^. I have not sought to gather figures 
about non-musical plays produced, but from the school magazines and from some schools 
which have provided them anyway, the numbers appear to be small. One-Act plays are 
quite often presented as Speech Night entertainment or as part of School Concerts, and 
Performing Arts courses frequently give "Expressive Arts Evenings" (under various names) 
to demonstrate their work, but full-length "straight" plays are overwhelmingly 
outnumbered by the musicals. Given this reality, it is necessary to explore the reasons for 
this preference. 
One of the principal reasons for preferring musicals (already mentioned and to be a 
recurring theme) is the need for plays which gainfully include very large casts. Certain 
plays - Shakespeare and Brecht come to mind - can be stretched to include substantial 
crowds and armies, but the stretch-marks usually show, and the extras have little to do 
beyond standing around muttering "rhubarb" or occasionally waving a wooden sword in the 
air, and become disenchanted quickly. Most musicals, on the other hand, provide several 
songs to sing, at least a little dancing, and a sense of involvement. The custom-written 
musicals, as well as providing a multitude of small roles, also tend to require outrageous 
costumes and eccentric behaviour from their choms groups, and very frequently give them 
chase-sequences, slapstick routines, and elaborate fight-scenes. There is also usually a 
conscious effort not to ask the male choms to do anything elegant or sentimental. More 
importantly, musical comedy, as a resuft of the conventions it has developed for itself, does 
not have to explain the presence of a large number of people on the stage, singing, dancing 
or acting absurdly. They are accepted without question as a normal part of our image of 
what the musical stage looks like. There is even a sense in which masses of manoeuvre 
will be accepted by audiences as a substitute for (more expensive) scenery. Mass 
participation, actively and uninhibitedly performed, is one of the strongest appeals of the 
musical form. 
See Introduction, 16 
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To some extent the popularity of musicals in schools reflects preferences in the wider 
society. Official stafistics indicate that attendances at musical theatre events outnumber 
those at "other theatre performance" events (a category which includes "performance 
before a live audience of a play or drama, a play reading, a poetry reading, a puppet show 
and children's theafre") by about fifteen percent (ABS, Attendance 2). Musical theatre is 
more popular than any other form of live theatre (although well behind the category of 
popular music concerts) and is therefore a logical choice for maximising ficket sales and 
therefore profitability. 
Discussing a Broadway season, William Goldman calculates that "of all the money paid for 
fickets [June 1967-May 1968] close to 70%) was paid to see musical shows of various kinds 
... [while for straight plays] taking all those 50-odd plays together, the amount of money 
they grossed in the twelve months totalled less than the total taken in by just four musicals, 
Fiddler, Mame, Cabaret and Dolly" (Goldman 165). 
My own surveys of genre preferences among first-year University students and members of 
amateur musical sociefies provided no surprises in this area. Drama students placed 
musical comedy third (behind modem plays and Shakespeare) on absolute votes, on a 
preferential basis musicals overtook Shakespeare for second ranking. Maths students rated 
musicals as their clear favourite, recording twice as many primary votes as any other geru"e. 
Not surprisingly, members of amateur musical comedy societies were overwhelmingly 
partisan (61.2% of primary votes), with operetta in second place. On the least-liked scale, 
musicals appeared in the bottom four choices of just 2.6%o of Drama students, \% of Maths 
students and no Amateurs. Of 201 respondents who provided preferences, 149 placed 
musicals in their top fourl. 
Musicologist Paul Roe summarises the pragmafic advantages of the musical: 
There are a number of excellent reasons for doing an opera or a Broadway show instead of 
some other type of program. Smdents are enthusiastic about a Broadway show, so the 
director who is stmggling to build up a weak vocal department may elect to use this means 
to motivate the smdents. The show is a natural outgrowth of our own culmre and contains 
the vital elements of good music and good theater. The well-known show has unlimited 
promotional possibilities, which will probably allow the school to at least recoup expenses. 
Since the entire school needs to cooperate in order to put on a successful show, this type of 
program becomes a social and integrating agency for the departments as they work towards 
The least liked performance genre overall was, interestingly, busking. 
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a common goal. Young people have a namral interest in expressing themselves through 
singing and acting, and this craving is satisfied only through the musical show. (Roe 319) 
The fact that musicals are indisputably the most popular of the performing arts genres is a 
compelling reason to stage them. They are appealing to both performers and audiences. It 
does not seem to matter that they are also one of the most demanding genres, in terms of 
the levels and range of skills that they demand. 
Nor does it seem to matter that musicals are the most expensive to stage. Royalties are 
high, with 15%o of the gross the standard rate, and 18%) not unusual for newer imported 
musicals (10%o is standard for a non-musical play). They also tend to be more expensive to 
stage, requiring more (and often gaudier) costumes, and frequently requiring more than one 
set. Custom-written musicals, as will be seen (Chapter 3), often try to minimise some of 
these extra costs, but these musicals even today account for less than half of the overall 
market. 
I have not deliberately sought financial details, but the indications are that schools operate 
on widely varying budgets. Banyo SHS records that it staged Barbarina for a single night 
at the Nundah Memorial Hall in 1960 "with £10 and a few pennants" {Hi-Cry, 1960). At 
the other extreme, the Southport School's 1995 Les Miserables was reputed to cost $35,000 
to stage. The average, in today's terms, would appear to be $6,000 to $8,000. Most 
schools do not have costs for venue-hire. 
There is an inescapable connection here with the advantage of cast size: since the audience 
at a school production consists almost entirely of relatives and friends of the cast or, in the 
second generafion of influence, the relatives and friends of the original set of relatives and 
friends, there is an obvious box-office benefit in having a very large cast, and a better 
chance of recouping the greater costs. But there is also an advantage, if the greatest 
number of those contacts are to be enticed to buy a ticket, in selecting a production which 
has wide appeal. Musical comedies are easier to market than mere 'school concerts', and 
provide a fuller involvement for their participants. It is presumably also a factor (although 
not, regrettably, for all schools) that performing rights and royalties are extraordinarily 
complicated for concerts, since non-copyright material has little appeal to teenage groups. 
Musicals at least involve a single, simple royalty arrangement. 
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It might perhaps be expected that the resurgence of arts education, with its emphasis on the 
various strands of the arts, might foster the musical because it offers unique opportunifies to 
combine music, dance, drama and the visual arts into a single, communal exercise. But 
this, as mentioned above, does not seem to be the case. It is not simply a matter of the 
restricfions of fime and specialisation imposed by the Key Leaming Areas, since similar 
problems are also noted in Britain and the United States. Richard Schechner, discussing 
the resistance to the multi-cultural movement in American colleges, observes that 
there is little interest in forging links between music, musicology, dance, and theatre 
departments that would make teaching Asian, African, and Latin American performance 
plausible. After all, most performance genres in the world do not segregate dance, music 
and drama. Such a shutting off is not tme anymore of even the West. ("Comment" TDR 
36(1992): 8) 
This segregation has a long history in Westem cultures, and one of its primary outcomes 
has been the development of an alarming degree of insular specialisation: 
The art of the theatre is a compound, in varying proportions, of speech, cosmme and decor, 
movement and gesmre, and music. In our own day the total absence of one element or the 
other has become normal. We are used to comedies without music, ballets without speech, 
oratorios without movement or decor: the art of the concert-hall has specialised out from 
the art of the theatre, just as society has specialised and stratified. (Manifold vii) 
Patrick Redsell's Brifish experiences reveal that the problem extends to the intemal politics 
of schools: 
there was, and still is, a continuing tension between schools on the one hand, wishing to 
offer single arts subjects to all pupils, (involving an element of selection), and the pupils 
themselves saying 'we want more comprehensive arts opportunities'. There is a further 
tension, where single subject arts teachers fear that if they are drawn too closely into the 
wrong kinds of collaboration with other arts education subjects, then the quality of their 
specialist teaching will diminish. (Redsell 99) 
The issue can become personal. Terence Dwyer, expounding the virtues of producing 
opera in secondary schools, digresses at considerable length to explain the terrible danger 
of allowing the 'producer' of the show to get the better of the music director (Dwyer 8-10), 
and John Manifold wams that "The conscientious producer will need to be able to take a 
firm hand with the dancing-master. With a few outstanding exceptions, the people who 
have to do with dancing are morons." (Manifold 164). These are useful examples, not so 
much of paranoia as of the tunnel-vision which can afflict specialists, and which frequently 
undermines combined-arts projects. Musicians are reluctant to accept that theatricality may 
require some sacrifices of quality, drama directors can't understand that there are moments 
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when singers need to be able to simply stand still with their eyes on the conductor. There is 
no limit to the possible clashes. 
The problem, ultimately, is one of misunderstanding. These tensions arise precisely 
because the arts curriculum is being used as a jusfification for the producfion of a musical, 
which accordingly becomes a showcase for the excellence of the class-work with which it 
has become entangled. But the nature of theatrical production does not permit a 
performance to adequately represent the essence of what may have been done in a class-
room. It may reflect the competence of the participants (which may or may not be a 
consequence of what has been leamed in school), but it cannot do equal justice to all the 
strands. Staging a musical is essentially a series of compromises between integrities. 
Actors must intermpt their careful constmction of a character to allow a bit of song and 
dance, singers must sully the purity of their musical interpretation with characterisation and 
action, or compromise their breath control by dancing while they sing, dancers must be 
content to perform a few brief specialty interludes while for the most part holding 
themselves back to steps that the whole chorus can do, and designers must adjust to the fact 
that the cast keep standing in front of the scenery. 
School musicals may very well represent the combined efforts of the various arts strands, 
but they cannot be regarded as a culmination or even an extension of them because (by 
their very nature) they do not offer equal weight to those strands, and they do not offer 
equal participation to every student. The misunderstanding is that a public production is to 
arts teaching as a State Championship meet is to gymnastics classes. The school musical is 
an adjunct to arts education, but it can never become an integral part of it, or a 
demonstration of its excellence. 
This granted, the fragmentation and multiplication of arts curricula in the 1990s might be 
expected to have led to a decline in the number of musicals being staged. Many schools 
now have six or more instmmental groups, several choirs and smaller vocal combinations, 
several drama classes each needing to perform its own group-devised or workshopped 
productions for assessment and, as often as not, a specific stage-crew course. With the 
demands of rehearsals and performances for so many strands, the massive demands of 
staging a musical might be too much. In fact, this does not seem to be the case. Some of 
the schools which are most active in the performing arts, and have the greatest number of 
combinafions (such as John Paul College and Somerville House) have only come to staging 
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their own full-scale musicals in the last few years. Clearly, the co-operative experience of 
such producfions is perceived as being more valuable than the rivalries and the limitafions 
of exposure. 
Despite the difficulties and rivalries, the school musical is an event which has an important 
role to play in motivating and giving meaning to the pedagogic experiences of the students. 
It provides a reality-framework in which the class-room experiences can acquire meaning 
and relevance: 
More than most subjects, teaching the arts relies on extra-curricular activities and special 
events - 'The hidden component of student involvement in the Arts stems from extra-
curricular activities, particularly in Music, Drama and Dance ...such activities, depending 
on the school, its traditions and resources, can also involve a much broader group of 
students whose subsequent benefit from an Arts education experience is considerably 
heightened.' {Arts Education 91-2, citing a submission from the National Catholic 
Education Commission) 
Reducing these considerations to a local level, the teacher-director of a producfion of Sheer 
Luck, Holmes summarises the answers to a general question: 
Why Have A Musical? 
This is a question no doubt asked often and by many during the seemingly endless hours of 
night and week-end rehearsals. 
Most Queensland schools have established a tradition of 'the school musical'. Why do we 
at Harristown persist with this time-consuming activity? To raise money? Undoubtedly a 
successful musical can produce a handsome profit for the school, but it would be a sad day 
if ever fund raising became the raison d'etre of musicals. 
The annual production allows for a variety of talents and interests to be utilised and indeed 
given public recognition, while the experience gained in rehearsing and performing is 
invaluable. 
For those involved in whatever capacity, a musical provides a memorable aspect of school 
life (often having a much more lasting impact, for many, than classwork) and allows for a 
pleasant release from the sometimes over-emphasised academic side of school. 
Perhaps the most important aspects however, are related to the social contact stimulated 
through a sharing of opinions and ideas in developing a musical from page to performance. 
The spirit of teamwork which develops as people work together and share experiences, is 
such that it overcomes the barriers that too often exist between different year levels and 
indeed between smdents and teachers: for once, staff and smdents are the 'same side of the 
fence' as they work towards a common objective. (S. Caldwell, Harristown SHS, 
Magazine, 1981,26) 
It is also possible that the mere fact that a school possesses an acceptable orchestra or band, 
and wishes to show it off, may be a sufficient excuse to stage a musical, even where the 
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singing and dancing components may not be equal to the instmmental skills on display. 
For some schools, of course, the converse is tme, but it is nearly always possible to find a 
teacher or parent with sufficient skills to provide piano accompaniment. 
The reasons for favouring musicals over straight plays are few and mostly unsubtle, but 
they are potent. A further set of reasons apply to the custom written musicals, which offer 
a variety of sometimes surprising satisfactions which we will come to in due course. The 
overwhelming tenacity and popularity of the school musical as an institution in some 
schools, and as an occasional diversion in others, is sufficient proof that these reasons have 
considerable force. It is nonetheless necessary to face the fact that there are some 
persuasive reasons not to perform school musicals. 
Against School IMusicals 
The most commonly expressed objection to school musicals is that they place an undue 
burden on the teachers who inevitably undertake the most stressful parts of the task, no 
matter how effectively they delegate: 
School musical and theatrical productions; band, choral or orchestral [concerts]; 
accompanying soloists preparing for recitals or examples are educational but not usually 
regarded as teaching. Arts educators recognise the value of such activities and encourage 
their promotion within the extra-curricular program. A combination of timetabled arts 
teaching and extra-curricular expectation often results in overworked and highly-stressed 
teachers. (Victorian Schools Music Association, submission, qtd. Arts Education 92) 
A related, and equally serious, concem is that for the students, too, preparing a performance 
absorbs "a large amount of time and does not fit neafiy into one hour or forty minute slots 
in the timetable. It also demands a high level of physical, emotional and intellectual energy 
and it tends to elicit a degree of commitment that may result in students getting behind and 
even failing in other subjects." (McAuley 74). The students quoted above from the 
Blackthorn magazine were acutely conscious of these dangers. Quite apart from the 
detriment to the students (who have a great deal to lose) this over-involvement also tends to 
create hostility and resentment from other teachers. Coggin responds by citing some 
British schools with formidable theatrical reputafions which have also "been notable for 
their high scholastic attainments. This is the answer to those who see drama as a dangerous 
encroachment on more important studies. It does not absorb energy, it liberates i f (Coggin 
200). The data I have collected, however, do not suggest any observable correlation 
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between theatrical and academic excellence. Some schools with outstanding academic 
records - such as Brisbane Girls' Grammar and Brisbane State High School - are also 
theatrically acfive, but so, too, are quite a number of'depressed' schools with 
comparatively poor scholastic standards such as Lowood, Beenleigh, and Logan State High 
Schools. 
There also appears to be some resistance from classroom Drama teachers who may feel that 
their prerogatives are encroached upon by theatrical forms which do not meet their 
narrower requirements. Open auditions, which frequently lead to non-drama-students being 
cast in leading roles, are particularly irksome: 
the drama teacher who is willing to direct the senior play is announcing in effect, that there 
is no need to have classes in drama, or at least that drama classes and the production of 
plays are unrelated. For reasons of self-preservation in the educational establishment, as 
well as personal ego, I should hate to admit that smdents with no training could perform as 
well as those whom I had taught for a year or two! (Motter 82). 
It also has to be admitted (as noted above) that there is an unattractive element of 
interdepartmental competition: "Co-ordinating the arts is undoubtedly desirable, but to do 
it through the school play is to get it on the cheap, and in a way that often leads to as much 
interpersonal irritation as interdepartmental co-operation" (Seely 103). The ideal of a 
mulfi-disciplinary arts experience is diminished by conflicts as to whose discipline should 
have the greatest prominence and by concems that the work done by a particular class or 
stream may not be displayed as advantageously as it deserves. Such attitudes can be very 
damaging, both to staff-room harmony and to the production itselfl. 
Energy and fime have a way of being found when there is a desire and a commitment to 
find them, but physical damage is another matter. The objecfion to school musicals which I 
find most compelling was raised in an interview with Lee Norrell, a music specialist 
imported from the United States to teach at the Macgregor State High School Centre for 
Artistic Development. Norrell argues that school musicals present a very real danger of 
permanently damaging young voices because the schools have no stmcture of vocal 
training and the teachers usually have no background in it. Very young girls (as young as 
' Caboolmre SHS (among many examples) demonstrates an active school musical culture which is 
disdained by the Drama stream. Musicals are seldom mentioned in the Drama or Performing Arts 
Department reports in the Magazine (although the Music Department reports do refer to them). A teacher 
named Terry Riles is credited with staging 27 musicals at the school. 
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13 in chomses) are frequently asked to "belt" in low ranges, and many boys probably 
shouldn't be allowed to sing at all during puberty (Interview, 6 October 1996). 
Norrell's position is endorsed by most authorities in the field. Robert Shewan affirms that 
"more voices are injured during the adolescent period than at any other time. Young 
people are often asked to sing music that only trained adults should sing" (Shewan 10), and 
the eminent (if somewhat old-fashioned) Paul F. Roe observes that "most of the soprano 
solos in the Rodgers and Hammerstein repertory are quite low. The soprano will need to 
belt the songs in chest voice in order to be heard, which is apt to cause register breaks 
before the show is over" (Roe 320). 
Roe does suggest however that the problem can be minimised if approached with caution: 
The main thing to remember with this undeveloped [young woman's] voice is to protect it 
from too much heavy singing. There is no reason why this voice cannot singfortissimo or 
in extreme ranges, but it should not do so for long periods of time (and the tone must roll 
and be free). Switch them from part to part to promote reading ability and to develop range. 
Without switching parts, these voices are likely to settle into chest register or head register 
only ... For a more mature sound, to protect against strain, and to give ensemble experience 
to more singers, use double sextets or triple trios instead of sextets or frios (madrigals of 18-
30 instead of 9). There is real danger that the junior high teacher, coming straight from the 
mature sounds of college-age voices, may try to obtain this sound. The too dark tone will 
cause untold damage to these voices. (Roe 179) 
While these preventative measures may protect the choms singers, they are obviously of 
limited use to the girl who is playing Sandy in Grease or the title role in Calamity Jane. 
The solution, as Norrell suggests, is not to prohibit the productions, but to provide adequate 
fraining in the mechanics and techniques of voice production, to both teachers and students. 
Another, of course, is to carefully compose the music with precisely this hazard in mind, 
and songs composed by secondary school music-teachers themselves (such as Ian 
Dorricott) are, at least in theory, likely to be safer. 
If incomplete physical development has hazards, there is also a suggestion that the 
emotional development of adolescents can be inadequate for the unnatural demands of 
public performances. Brian Way believes that "generally speaking, it is tme to say that 
communication to an audience is beyond the capacities of the majority of children and 
young people" (Way 2-3)1, and the implication is that it is the incapacity which leads to 
' However, see the arguments (above, p.46) by Wootton, Courtney and Esslin that drama demands an 
audience. 
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problems. John Seely agrees that "children do not benefit from too much exposure [to 
audiences] too early, and may even suffer because of i f (Seely 125). As a director of aduft 
amateur companies, I can testify that many adults suffer the same incapacity to deal 
comfortably with an audience, but there is no suggestion that they are emotionally scarred 
by the experience. 
Counter to this, school productions are somefimes recommended as providing a 
constmctive oufiet for the youthful urge to show off. "Because of a multitude of factors, a 
major production in 1980 was out of the question but with so much talent at St. Edmund's 
requiring some exposure, it was decided to revert to the old-style 'school concert' to 
prevent it being brought out in the classroom" (St. Edmund's Magazine 1980, 34). A 
Christian Brother suggests that the problem is less severe in the senior grades, since 
showing off 
is much more likely to happen with certain types of junior-school child - and that is one of 
the reasons why it is generally inadvisable to do plays for public audiences in the junior 
school. How often does one get a child over the age of eleven who blatantly shows off in 
public, in class, for example? Out of the very few who might be inclined that way, how 
many of them would be resolute enough to go through the hard work of regular rehearsals 
for eight to ten weeks in order to reap the 'glory' of perhaps quite brief appearances in the 
school play? Indeed, it would be noticed quite quickly if there happened to be a show-off in 
the cast and appropriate action could be taken straight away. (Bamfield 196-7) 
Denver & Dorricott's Smithy is a highly successful custom-written musical which tells 
exactly what would happen in such a case. 
A more common view, dating back at least as far as the Puritan scourgers of the theatre, is 
that there is something inherently evil or morally cormpt about the very act of public 
performance. The problems with Racine's Esther at St. Cyr have already been noted. 
Occasionally the extremity of this moral outrage verges on the humorous. Productions of 
plays were discontinued at the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth in 1934 following a 
complaint from Lord Cecil, Bishop of Exeter, who had attended their performance of 
Electra. "His main objection was to cadets masquerading as females. He had found that 
such disguises had led to trouble among his choirboys." (Coggin 194) 
It will always be difficult to prevent personal and sexual relationships developing among 
groups of healthy people who are closely bound, both proximally and emotionally, by a 
demanding shared project. Indeed, this very fact is one of the reasons that school 
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productions appeal so sfrongly to the students, and amateur theatricals to adults. A 
recurring theme in Owen Riley's Move Over, Mr Bigshot (performed at Nambour Christian 
College, 1994) is the delight the students take in the Headmaster's decision to relax the 
school's "non-fratemisation" mles for the duration of a video-project and, in the comments 
accompanying the script, the author implies that the cast, who "particularly loved the 
'relationships' between the various boys/girls", were delighted to obtain a similar licence in 
real life. The objection to play-production is a pretext for a deeper objection to the nature 
of himianity (especially teenagers), and to behaviour which flouts or eludes adult 
(authoritarian) confrol. 
In this kind of complaint, it is the opportunity provided by the rehearsal/performance which 
is deplored, and by extension, the perceived vices which grasp that opportunity, rather than 
the play itself. But there are also certain types of play which are seen as not just permitting, 
but actively promoting behaviour and attitudes which are disturbing to the establishment. 
Alan Sfrong describes a workshop at Brandstone School, Sussex, 
with 60 fourth-years working on the themes of the Marat/Sade by Peter Weiss. Two very 
harrowing days resulted in a fifteen minute performance of great power which frightened 
several members of staff and alienated them totally. The pupils were shocked by staff 
reaction and I began to realize fully that I was working in a school. However close my own 
relationship to the group, there was another responsibility, the pupils understood the namre 
of our work but I also had to communicate this to the aduh world who feU that role play 
which explored the 'state of lunacy' was lunacy and that the 'element of risk' was too great. 
(Strong 69) 
Musicals do not often approach this intensity of 'element of risk', although there are a few 
which are accused of being subversive. Jesus Christ Superstar, which is very popular with 
schools, raises occasional flurries of protest, mainly from fundamentalists who do not 
accept that its cenfral theme - that Christ chose to let himself be sacrificed - is 
theologically acceptable, or from conservatives who cannot believe that its rock-music 
idiom is not somehow 'disrespectful' to the subject-matter. Hair, too, which is certainly 
intended to be a sfrongly subversive work, is occasionally staged in high schools although 
without (at least so far) its notorious nude-scene. 
Most commonly, the complaint against school musicals is that they are vapid, meaningless 
and irrelevant. Gavin Bolton speaks of "the educationally shallow theatre performances 
that go on once or twice a year for the benefit of teachers who do not know any better and 
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for their children's parents who like their offspring 'shown off on stage (and TV if you are 
lucky)" (Bolton 128). 
A glance at the list of the most popular musicals in schools (Appendix 1.1 & 1.2) or in fact 
at any list of musicals, makes it plain that 'serious' or (in the semi-contemptuous catch-
phrase) 'Deep and Meaningful' works are extremely rare. In a later chapter I shall examine 
- and perhaps redefine - jus t what is serious or meaningful to the particular demographic 
which is the target of the school musical, and how the works go about conveying their 
meanings to the audience. For the moment, the concrete fact represented by the list of 
favoured plays is that schools (and, it might be argued, the general public) steer clear of 
works which are 'heavy', 'meaningful' or 'relevant' in the conventionally accepted uses of 
the terms. Seriousness, at least at the surface level, is not the purpose of the exercise, and 
nor is moral, philosophical or aesthefic 'improvement'. School musicals - and popular 
entertainments in general - do not subscribe to the literary/academic view that drama must 
be instmcfive and uplifting. The theatre that the uninformed (unconditioned) public 
actually chooses must be primarily a source of pleasure. If it chances to contain a message 
(and few works can avoid making some sort of statement or taking some sort of attitude to 
the humanity they depict), it must pay its way in the coin of pleasure. Popular 
entertainment reverses Horace's dictum: the theatre must delight first, and if it then does a 
bit of teaching along the way, no harm is done. 
Nevertheless, there is an entrenched tendency to condemn musical theatre for not achieving 
what it never set out to do, and the criticism is often understandably muddled. Terence 
Dwyer, promoting a preference for opera as the proper genre for school productions, argues 
that 
good fun though these light operas undoubtedly are, simple though be the music to leam 
(which is why adults do them), great though be the amounts of choms work, witty though 
be the libretti, large though be the box-office takings, - they are not good for our children; 
for our children should be leaming that opera, like every art, is a cross-section of life; that 
every human emotion can be shown in it by many different men in many different ways. 
(Dwyer 120) 
However, if we remove the assumption that 'real' opera is the only worthwhile performing 
arts genre (and there are not many people who support it) then the passage strongly argues 
the case/or musical comedy: it is fun, simple to leam, has lots of choms roles, is witty and 
profitable. Malcolm Ross, defending the arts, juxtaposes two of the arguments against 
them, and inadvertently makes the logical problem clear: "popular disregard of the arts in 
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school arises not only from a sense of their irrelevance but also from a strong suspicion that 
they are actually dangerous: socially dismptive and morally ambivalent" (M. Ross 37). 
The flaw is that it is difficult for a cultural phenomenon to be both irrelevant and 
destmctive. Irrelevance negates the power to cause cultural damage, and a phenomenon 
which possesses destmctive power is, ipso facto, relevant. Nevertheless, we must accept 
that when people say 'irrelevant' they frequently mean that they do not (do not wish to) 
understand or acknowledge the way in which a particular reality affects their lives. 
The most systematic objection to musical plays, and to their inclusion alongside mgby as a 
school activity, is essentially one of Puritanism. Musicals are, in the broader sense of the 
word, 'play', not instmction, and they are, like school sports, auxiliary to education rather 
than functional in it. Once this is accepted, it becomes very difficult to oppose them merely 
because they are not visibly productive or 'improving'. 
One argument against school productions is difficult to oppose: 
Officially they are praised, often in much the same way as a good school football team or a 
successful open day. Unofficially they are a bore to nearly everyone not directly involved. 
The friends of the cast and the producers may be genuinely interested in what goes on. Yet 
very few of the people who attend school plays ever go to the theatre for pleasure. Unless 
the school is exceptional, you see a higher standard of acting at the local rep., however 
mediocre, and find more of interest in an average evening's TV viewing. (Seely 102) 
Poor quality is almost inevitable. A school production of a Broadway musical is never 
going to be as expert as a professional production. The only defence is that they do not 
generally claim to be. As with the issue of relevance and seriousness, it is an error to 
compare the standards and aspirations of school productions with those of elite theatre. 
They should not be condemned for not being what they are not trying to be. The second 
part of this study (Chapters 3 and 4) explores what the adaptations which schools make to 
mainstream musicals, and what the custom-written musicals - when they are studied 
without preconceptions - reveal about what it is that school musicals are really trying to be. 
In addressing the question of why schools produce musicals, we can only ever aspire to 
partial and probably temporary answers. Fashions in what is good and useful change. The 
one factor which has not appreciably altered over time is that schools persist in undertaking 
the cmshing workload which goes with choosing, casting, rehearsing and presenting plays, 
with virtually no tangible personal rewards, and that they continue to find both teachers and 
students willing to accept the burden. 
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The massive presence of school musicals in our community, as firmly established as any 
more highly regarded artform and attracting more participants in any given year than most, 
itself defies the difficulty of formulating a cohesive complex of reasons for its existence. 
The reasons are vague and various, and seem to be only rarely formulated in the minds of 
either the practitioners or their supporters, but a piece of practical wisdom from one of the 
hardest working practitioners in the field seems to settle the matter as well as any: 
If the musicals aren't fun for the kids to do - uhimately! - then they wouldn't happen here. 
... I used the word uhimately because I do often have to fight them to do themselves a 
favour and look good and it's getting harder to do that all the time, what with the 
contemporary attimde of things will be fine, I will be great, what do you mean, effort? 
However, the bribe for the kids is always that, if they do the show properly, work for a 
certain standard, they will receive the pay-off of that buzz from knowing they are in charge 
and the performance paid off. Enough of them have felt it to know what I mean. ... That's 
the kind of 'fun' I'm talking about, the final buzz, the high, that only comes after work. 
(Bmce Clark, letter 8/10/97) 
The reasons for staging school musicals are complex and individualised. The actual works 
which are staged as a result are even more wide-ranging, comprising a huge range of eras 
and styles. The particular patterns which have emerged over time in the types of musicals 
which have been and are being staged in schools will be explored in the following chapter. 
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HISTORY OF PLAYS & MUSICALS IN QUEENSLAND SCHOOLS 
"the most popular of the popular arts have all been performing arts. 
Performing arts could be taken into the high culture only when the forms conformed; theater could be made 
acceptable by being made drama to be read. The most apparent difference among the ways various 
manifestations of culture are held may be seen in contrasting the history of theater with the history of drama in 
the West as both are taught and written about: the history of Western theater - that which is performed -
presents a continual flow from the Greeks onward, whereas the history of Western drama - that which is 
printed and read - moves along in bumps and starts, with some gaps lasting for centuries. " (Paul 109-10) 
As noted in the Introducfion, the history of school productions has not previously been 
systematically documented. The principal source for this account has been the collection of 
annual school magazines and other school histories (Anniversary publicafions and the like) 
held in the John Oxley Library, State Library of Queensland. Only about two-thirds of 
Queensland schools comply with the statutoty obligation to lodge such materials, and the 
collecfions for most schools which do so are far from complete. 
These records have been augmented by a survey sent to all Queensland schools in 1997 (to 
which 59 of the 342 schools replied), by visits to school libraries, and by producfion 
information obtained in the surveys of university students and members of amateur musical 
sociefies. Considerable assistance has also been provided by some the major publishers and 
agents, particularly Peepshow, Dominie, Wamer-Chappell, Play On Words and by a 
number of writers and composers. Further information has come from the Hanger 
Collection of Australian Playscripts, and by correspondence, interview and discussion with 
a wide range of teachers, directors and participants. 
It is not possible to claim that this account is complete. It is, however, comprehensive 
enough to be representative and to provide a fair and equitable picture of the nature and 
levels of current activifies, and of the ways in which the current pracfices evolved. In the 
interests of brevity, the mass of data has been considerably compacted: such events as 
concerts, talent quests, drama-course exhibitions, intramural displays and eisteddfodau, and 
non-musical plays are discussed in as much as they are developmentally relevant, but are 
largely disregarded in the later phases where they continue to occur alongside musicals. 
Similarly, a great deal of the activity in imported musicals is disregarded or minimised in 
order to maintain the emphasis on the Australian-written product. 
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The history of Australian commercial and public theafre has been extensively researched 
and published elsewhere. Only the very broadest details are relevant to the history of 
school musicals, although parallel lines of development are quite easy to discem. 
In a pleasing coincidence, Australian theatre is always proclaimed to have begun on 4 June 
1789 with a convict performance of Farquhar's The Recruiting Officer, the play on which 
the infant David Garrick had also cut his theatrical teeth sixty-five years earlier at 
Charterhouse. One of the dominant forms in Australian theatre in the nineteenth century 
was the melodrama. Several works are worthy of mention as being relevant to the 
development of Australian school musicals. The earliest fully local product was The 
Bushrangers; or, Norwood Vale by Henry Melville [Henry Saxelby Melville Wintle 1799-
1873], staged in Hobart in 1834, but it had been preceded by David Bums' The Bushranger 
- "The first play written out of direct experience of Australian life" (M. Williams 3) -
which opened in Scotland in 1829 and was not performed in Australia till 1971, when it 
was staged at a Sydney High School. 
Melodramas featured a number of devices which were to reappear in custom-written school 
musicals. The most remarkable (and idiosyncratically Australian) is the presence of a 
competent heroine - a leading woman of spirit and courage who is not faintingly dependent 
on a man. She first appears in The Currency Lass (1844), she is detectable as Aileen, in 
Dampier and Walch's Robbery Under Arms. "Independent as all Australian heroines, she 
accompanies Stadight into danger in spite of his protests: 'But I insist. I'd be no true 
Australian girt if I didn't' (IV.i. p. 142)" (M. Williams 160). The Squatter's Daughter 
(1907), the most successful Australian melodrama, also makes this "spirited Australian 
bush girl the central figure" (M. Williams 221). The most extreme example (Jo Smith's 
The Bushwoman, 1908) has a heroine named Kate who, when the hero Jack is trapped on 
the top of a cliff with flames raging all around him, cuts through a tree which falls against 
the cliff-face for him to climb down. To be fair, once he is safe she faints and he has to 
revive her. (M. Williams 233) 
Some, such as Walter Hampson Cooper's Foiled; or Australia Twenty Years Ago (1871) 
and Arthur Shirley's The Breaking of the Drought (1902) feature female villains, a casting 
expedient often to be seen in irreverent musicals. Despite these apparent links between 
early Australian melodrama and irreverent musicals, it seems improbable to imagine the 
many creators of school musicals are all influenced by a knowledge of the obscure and hard 
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to find texts of a century ago. What is likely is that they have experience of the burlesque 
theatre-restaurant melodramas which are the modem survival of the popular tradition - and 
that this is where the refusal to take themselves seriously comes from. 
Locally created opera began in Australia in the 1840s with the works of Isaac Nathan, and 
ballad operetta in the same decade with Edward Geoghegan's The Currency Lass, or. My 
Native Girl, staged in Sydney in 1844. The schools of the time, mdimentary by today's 
standards, were principally concemed with creating ladies and gentlemen, and music was a 
significant part of their process. 
The Concert Tradition 
The earliest public school performance of which I have a record was a concert which took 
place in 1864 to mark the end of the first year of operations at All Hallows School: 
several items were given by 13 pupils on four pianos and a harmonium. This must have 
been the school's total population! A similar performance remained for many years a 
feamre of the school's entertainments, which were held in the reception-cum-schoolroom. 
The chapel fumimre was removed, the folding doors opened, and parents and other citizens 
gathered to listen to long performances, which were followed by supper served in the 
second reception room. Such entertainments were so popular that people not associated 
with the school asked friends to secure invitations for them. In some quarters however, 
there was some criticism of these entertainments 'followed by supper, and protracted till 
after midnight' [quoting the Rev Duncan McNab]. Nor were all the items appreciated. 
Herr Rosenstengel could not approve of 'young ladies from the convent schools going 
through a play dressed in men's clothes.' (Mahoney 24) 
Sister Jean-Marie Mahoney's history gives details of concerts in 1867, 1868, 1882, 1892, 
1898, 1905 and 1915, but implies that they were far more frequent. Non-Catholic schools 
entered the field with an "Entertainment given by The Girls of the Brisbane Grammar 
School" on 2 July 1877, which included the Comedietta Polly's Plot. A second 
"Entertainmenf was given on 20 December that year, with the "comedie" Le Medecin 
Malgre Lui (Moliere, presumably shortened); both concerts displayed all-girl casts 
(Programmes reprinted in Brisbane Girls Grammar, Magazine, 1928). Culture and 
promofing the school were no doubt motives for these performances, but it is likely that 
there were financial benefits as well. 
Money was certainly a factor in the earliest concert identified in connection with a 
Government-school. A system existed whereby citizens wanting a school in their town 
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were given two options. If they would buy or lease a property and building, the 
Govemment would equip it as a school and provide a teacher, or, if the citizens could raise 
one-fifth of the constmcfion cost, the Govemment would do the rest. Choosing the second 
option, the North Queensland town of Ayr started fund-raising. One activity was an 
"Amateur Dramatic Entertainment In Aid of the AYR SCHOOL FUND", ft was held at the 
Bijou Theatre, Airdmillan, Lower Burdekin, at 7.30pm on Wednesday 19 August, 1885. 
The Bill consisted of The Happy Pair, "An original Comedietta in one Acf with Mr. E. N. 
Scott and Miss Scott as Mr & Mrs Honeyton, followed by 15 songs and a ten-minute 
interval. Then there was Done On Both Sides, "A Farce in one Acf. The Scotts and a Mrs 
MacMillan did most of the work, appearing in both plays and singing several songs {Ayr 
State High School 1886-1986, Centenary, 8). 
Brisbane Grammar School initiated a series of Annual Concerts in 1915 (in the Roof 
Garden of the Tivoli Theatre) to raise war funds. The concerts, directed by Norman S. 
Connal, continued in unbroken sequence until 1929, and always included a play. After the 
war, the profits presumably reverted to the school. The Presbyterian Girls' College, 
Warwick, celebrated its foundation year in 1918 with two performances of a Concert which 
included original dramatic sketches. 
Fund-raising was to remain a key factor in school concerts. In 1922, Brisbane's Anglican 
Church Grammar School began an irregular series of concerts which were staged whenever 
funds were needed for special projects ^ . Brisbane SHS funded its playing field with a 
series of concerts from 1926-40; there was a further concert in 1948 to raise funds for 
educational films and to buy pictures for the schoolrooms. Brisbane Girls Grammar 
School's 1933 concert helped purchase "a new five-valve Superheterodyne AGE Wireless 
Sef (BGGS, Magazine, 1933, 41). Many other examples could be cited. 
Fund-raising frequently demands the use of prestigious public venues. The Brisbane SHS 
playing-fields concerts were staged variously at the Theatre Royal, the Cremome, His 
Majesty's, and the Princess. They consisted of pieces by the choirs (boys and giris), the 
orchestra, a gymnastic display, dances (usually of ethnic/national origin), vocal and 
instmmental solos, and two or three one-act plays. All of the major Brisbane theatres were 
used at one time or another for school concerts. Sometimes the use of commercial theatres 
' Worthy causes included the Chapel Fund (1922, 1923, 1925, 1929, 1930) and a miniature rifle range for 
the Cadet Corps (1932) 
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was obtained free, such as the Mefro Theatre donated to Emerald SHS by T & G Comino, 
for a tennis-court fund-raising concert in 1960. 
Some schools contrived to reach even larger audiences. In 1934 All Hallows participated 
in a massed-choir fund-raiser for Catholic Schools, with 1200 singers from various schools 
performing Gregorian Chant at Brisbane City Hall. A Prodigal Son was acted, and 
orchestral sections of the concert were broadcast. In 1964 the All Hallows choir (of 126 
voices) and orchestra (59 players) made an LP record. In one novel expedient, Brisbane 
Boys College in 1940 staged a Radio Play Night, at which entertainments were broadcast 
over the school public -address system. The cash/concert nexus has not changed over time: 
Thursday Island SHS, the year before moving into a new school and feeling the need for 
funds, staged its first-ever Musical Revue in 1984 with modem and traditional skits and 
plays and even a break-dance number, in the Victoria Memorial Institute Hall. There are 
indications that recent Leading Schools initiafives will only compound the need for schools 
to engage in fund-raising. 
Fund-raising concems lead schools to attempt more ambitious and more appealing works 
within the concert framework. Rockhampton Girls Grammar established a fradition of 
giving Speech Night Concerts from 1893, and began giving public concerts in 1921. Their 
1922-Concert, given with a cast of 80 on two nights at the Rockhampton School of Arts, 
raised enough to buy 2 pianos and a stage curtain for the Assembly Hall. This concert, 
under the direction of Madame Dannevig, is of particular significance as it included a 
production of Ponchielli's operetta The Hours as its first half. This is the earliest confirmed 
record of a school performing a musical. 
The Glennie School in Toowoomba apparently staged short musicals in the 1930s as part of 
their break-up concerts at the end of the school year, but because they occurred after the 
Glennie Gazette went to print, they are not well documented. Operettas are named in the 
accounts of Brisbane Girls Grammar School concerts from 1932 to 1940 but these appear to 
have been medleys of songs or, at best, extracts. Their 1941 concert featured the Australian 
premiere of an adaptation of Humperdinck's Hansel & Gretel. 
Somerville House's intramural Boarders' Concerts (1949-1966) usually featured a Gilbert 
& Sullivan operetta, 'potted' down to about half-an-hour in length. Brother Murphy's 
Concerts for St Joseph's, Toowoomba between 1956 and 1961 (staged at Toowoomba City 
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Hall) included short versions of Tom Sawyer (1959) and The Wizard of Oz (1956, 1961) and 
various short plays. At Ipswich Girls Grammar, there has been a fradifion (dafing from 
1928) of staging a New Girls' Concert. By the 1970s it had become entirely a Year 8 
Concert, and included Captain Noah, the school's first public musical in 1977. The concert 
was sfill mnning in 1993. 
Interhouse musical contests form a second group of concerts. They are not usually opened 
to the general public although audiences of parents and friends are normal. At Presbyterian 
Girls' College, Warwick, an Interhouse drama and choral Eisteddfod was instigated when a 
polio outbreak led to the cancellation of the Warwick public Eisteddfod in 1932. Ipswich 
Girls Grammar began Interhouse Choral contests in 1957 and added Interhouse Drama in 
1962. In 1968 these two contests were combined into a producfion of the short operetta 
School & Crossbones, directed by Year 12 student Val Gibson, then they separated again 
and both were still going in 1995. The Cathedral School of St Aime & St James, 
Mundingburra had Interhouse musical evenings in 1987 & 1988 with three categories: 
choral, instmmental and musical comedy, while at St Hilda's in recent years (1991-5), "we 
only had a House musicals competition each year between houses" {Survey Response: 
Rebecca Herriot). 
Frequently, though, the contest spills over into the public concerts. At Bowen SHS in 1964 
"the High School Concert, played to a packed theatre, this year was held on two nights" 
and included an inter-house competition: Kennedy performed South Pacific, Sturt did Bye 
Bye Birdie, Cook did West Side Story, and Flinders presented a sent-up Jack and the 
Beanstalk. Obviously these 'productions' consisted of only a couple of numbers from each 
show, with a ten or fifteen minute limit. This seems to have been regular at the school for 
some years, although plays were mingled with the musicals. At Gympie SHS's 1967 
concert each house presented a performance, and one (Fisher) chose extracts from Li 7 
Abner. 
It is clear that the concert tradifion tends to lead towards the production of full-scale 
musicals, as directors and performers become more ambifious. This process will be 
explored further shortly (see below. Transitions). 
School Talent Quest concerts form a sub-group in the concert tradition, and they seem to be 
a comparatively recent phenomenon. The earliest I have encountered was at Mt. Morgan 
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SHS in 1963. Yeronga SHS staged Talent Quests in 1973, 1974, 1985, 1986, 1988, and 
1990-92, and most schools only began them in the 1980s. One at Toowoomba SHS in 1996 
was organised as an inter-house competifion, and the quest at Scots-PGC in 1984 was 
elaborate enough to require heats and a Final. I have accounts of more than a hundred 
talent quest concerts in Queensland schools since 1980. The relevant issue here seems to 
be the willingness of schools to present sub-standard performances. Formal concerts are 
cast by audition and by invitation, but talent quests (although most are still subject to 
audition) are inframural and provide opportunities to performers who would not gain a 
place in an official school concert. The significance of this becomes plain in the case of 
Springwood SHS, where a talent quest was staged in 1996 to compensate students for a 
musical which had been promised but did not eventuate. Musicals, like talent quests, 
provide opportunities for the less talented performers who might be excluded from 
concerts. 
Transitions 
Space prohibits any detailed examination of the tradition of performing school plays, and 
comprehensive information has not been collected^. In most cases, the staging of full-
length plays grows out of the practice of presenting one-act plays, either at Speech Nights 
or as Drama Club displays. Subseniors at Anglican Church Grammar School, as an 
example, developed a practice of staging one-acters in the Club Hut as early as 1942, 
continuing at least to 1956. By 1946 this had developed enough to justify a production of 
St Joan at the Theafre Royal, and school plays (either full-length, or collections of one-act 
plays) continued until the first musical {The Mikado) in 1959. 
The 'Annual School Play' does not seem to have been a particularly sfrong tradition in 
Queensland, although it is certainly present in a number of schools. All Souls School has 
one of the sfrongest traditions, commencing Annual Play Nights at the Theatre Royal, 
Charters Towers, in 1930, varying between one-act collecfions and full-length plays. They 
missed a couple during the war: 1951 was their \9^^ Annual Play Night and musicals 
began in 1963. Brisbane Boys College staged an annual Shakespeare from 1947-51. For 
the school's Silver Jubilee in 1952 The Rivals was scheduled but abandoned, and a concert 
took its place. 
The number and variety of one-act plays, in particular, is overwhelming. 
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All Hallows presents a fairly typical picture of a school with a serious commitment to the 
performing arts. In the 1960s 
within the school itself stage production began to go beyond the scene or two which had 
formed part of the concert programme in earlier years. Primary and lower secondary 
classes invited parents and friends to drama evenings ... During the twelve years 1959-71, 
Sub-Senior smdents staged the Shakespearean play they smdied for their Senior 
Examination ... the production mvolved evety member of the Sub-Senior grades, 
numbering in the later years approximately 120. (Mahoney 225) 
There is a hint here that the abandonment of the uniform 'set plays' for Senior and Junior 
students across the state (as part of educational reforms implemented in the early 1970s in 
the wake of the Radford Report) contributed to the rise of musicals, but it can't be 
demonstrated. At best, we could assert that the demise of the set play gave English/Drama 
teachers greater freedom to look at diverse forms. Although this may have contributed to 
the growth in the field, musicals were well established in many schools long before. 
The transition from plays and concerts to musicals is a gradual process, and often tentative. 
A number of early productions which were almost - but not quite - musicals deserve 
menfion. At All Hallows "in the first concert in the 'new school' on 20 June 1882 'Les 
deux sourdes pour rire attracted the most attention because of the almost thoroughly 
Parisian accent with which it was delivered' [Press review]. It was a 'dialogue, half-sung, 
half recited, given with very remarkable spirit and entrain' " (Mahoney 77). Presbyterian 
Giris' College, Warwick staged a 2ist Birthday Pageant in 1938, written by Dorothy Evers, 
who was both the Speech & Drama Teacher and a past-student. The Anglican Church 
Grammar School produced a Missionary Pageant at City Hall in 1947 under the direction 
of a Miss Forster. 100 boys "wearing loincloths and wigs and covered in brown grease 
paint, re-enacted the whole story of the New Guinea Mission from the coming of the 
pioneers to the consecration of the cathedral". There were several dances {Viking'Nov 
1947, Vol. 6 No 2, 17). Caims SHS staged a Coronation Pageant in 1953 which included 
songs and a 'Naughty Nineties' interlude feamring six can-can giris. 
Murgon SHS staged Separation Day in 1959. This was a Pageant "concocted for the 
occasion" of the school's official opening and the State Centenary, based on the arrival of 
the first Govemor, Sir George Bowen and his wife Countess Diamantina Roma Bowen. 
Chomses of sailors, soldiers, convicts, farmers, and shopkeepers sang and danced to 
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existing music. Paul Sherman, who would write the libretto for Captain Starlight (the 
earliest successful custom-written musical) a few years later, was one of the teachers 
involved. Marist Brothers College, Ashgrove, boasted a Sub-Senior Drama Group 
established by Mr Bemard Otley, which entered the Warana Drama Festival and the Jean 
Tmndle Drama Competition in 1968 with a spoken version of La Boheme timed to a tape of 
the music and described as "an ingeniously 'potted' Boheme'". As the Marist Players they 
had 5 enfries in fesfivals in 1970, including Otley's similarly potted Barber of Seville; in 
1971 they presented Tosca, "brilliantly condensed to a one act play and performed with 
perfect timing to the music of the original", with an imported female ("Miss Sue Wallace") 
as Fiona Tosca (Marist College, Blue & Gold, 1968-71). 
Mackay SHS also came close in a different way in 1971 with Festival at Halloween, a 
themed concert in 3 acts, written by teacher Mrs Norma Howlett, and described as "almost 
a musical" (Mackay SHS, Pioneer, 1971). 
There is no single pattem for the transition to musicals. In a significant number of cases, 
the first musical is a Gilbert & Sullivan operetta: no doubt the popularity of these musicals 
is a factor and, since 1961, the fact that they are royalty-free. There is evidence to suggest 
that some schools did not pay royalties for them even before that date. More revealingly, in 
at least seven cases, the first production was Trial by Jury, Gilbert & Sullivan's only short 
operetta, staged as part of a concert. Having used this as a test piece, the school progresses 
to a full-length musical in the following year. Schools to follow this path include Scots-
PGC (1952, Pirates of Penzance 1953), Salisbury SHS (1958, The Gondoliers 1959), 
Mackay SHS (1960, HMS Pinafore 1961), Warwick SHS (1961, The Mikado 1962), 
Harristown SHS (1962, Pirates of Penzance 1963), Lockyer District SHS (1964, The Gypsy 
Baron 1965) and St Joseph's College, Nudgee (1985, Toad of Toad Hall 1986). As a 
variation on this, Redcliffe SHS included an enacted version of "Pedro the Fisherman" in 
their 1959 Speech Night Concert, which gave them the confidence to tackle HMS Pinafore 
in 1960. 
The pattem is repeated using more modem material with Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat being used as the test-piece before staging a longer and more 
ambifious piece at Maryborough SHS (1974, Oliver/Black Sunshine 1975), Cleveland SHS 
(1977, Frank Ass 1978), Boonah SHS (1980, Bye Bye Birdie 1981), Merrimac SHS (1981, 
Man of Steel 1982) and Bundaberg North SHS (1986, Grease 1987). 
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In some cases - such as Caims SHS {Reedy River, 1971), Aspley SHS {The Boyfriend, 
1976), Downlands College (1976-77), and Hervey Bay SHS {The Boyfriend, 1980) - the 
habit of staging musicals begins (or is revived) in conjunction with the opening of a new 
hall or theatre. Noosa District SHS began including short or potted operettas in its concerts 
following the opening of a new open-air performing facility in 1969. Having your own 
theatre is a powerful incentive to do larger, more ambitious productions: no rental costs, 
unlimited onstage and technical rehearsals, and space to build and store scenery. Gympie 
SHS had staged some Gilbert and Sullivan musicals in the 1930s, but only resumed doing 
musicals in 1972 when their own Hamilton Hall opened. The first was Childhead's Doll as 
part of a concert. 
With some newer schools, the musicals do not seem to begin until the first students reach 
Year 12. A typical example of this is Runcom SHS which staged Man of Steel in only its 
second year of operafion (1987). The show had a cast of more than 50, at a time when the 
school had just 56 Seniors, "allowing almost all the students to participate" (Runcom SHS, 
Vision, 1987). 
The number of students available seems to be significant. Home Hill SHS managed Please 
Sir, "a musical play", in 1969 with 8 Seniors and 24 Subseniors and Half A Sixpence the 
following year with 11 Seniors and 26 Subseniors, but nothing in 1971 when the total 
dropped to 28. When Isis SHS staged Godspell in 1978 their combined numbers had just 
gone from 15 Seniors/32 Subseniors in 1977 to 26 Seniors/47 Subseniors. For the 
following year's Man of Steel there were more than 100 people involved, even though there 
were only 41 Seniors and 28 Subseniors. Laidley SHS staged Calamity Jane in its 
inaugural year (1985)when it had no Seniors, and 37 Subseniors. Nashville SHS, in their 
third year (1969) with only Years 8, 9 and 10 (76 Juniors), managed Calamity Jane and 
then Tom Jones in 1970 (37 Subseniors) and Oliver! in 1971 (27 Seniors). Padua College's 
first effort in 1965, King Arthur and the Saxons, occurred with 21 Subseniors and 22 
seniors 
Overall, the evidence suggests that schools do not generally aspire to musicals until they 
reach 25-30 in Year 12, and a similar number in Year 11. ft would seem that a total of 
fewer than 30 students in Senior and Subsenior is impractical, while more than 50 becomes 
comparafively easy. Bundaberg North SHS did their first musical {Oliver!) in 1978, the 
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year of their first Year 12 class (with 40 students). Emerald SHS had 49 Subseniors the 
year of their first musical. Harristown SHS had 44 seniors when they did Trial By Jury. 
This is by no means an ironclad mle. Pittsworth SHS' first musical {Pirates of Penzance, 
1968) was mounted when the school had a total of 20 Seniors and Subseniors. The tiny 
Dalby Christian School has an active record of musicals and theatre restaurants including 
an Easter musical To See A Miracle (1990) at a time when there were just 21 students in the 
enfire secondary section. Caloundra Christian College's 1994 production of The Matilda 
Women used all three students in the Senior Drama class, with teacher Wendy Ashley-
Cooper playing the roles that were left over. These exceptions demonstrate that size isn't 
everything in staging school musicals, but the general trend seems clear enough. 
Sometimes the progression from concerts and plays to musicals is straightforward and 
orderly. The Anglican Church Grammar School (usually known as 'Churchie'), after the 
St. Joan (see above) in 1946, staged plays or collections of one-act plays at public venues 
on a regular basis. The venues and the works became steadily more ambitious: All Saints 
Hall 1948, Albert Hall 1949-51 and the Rialto from 1952. From 1951 the school provided 
musical interludes during the intervals. In 1954 the play was The Town That Would Have A 
Pageant (by L. Du Garde Peach) featuring a large cast in multiple roles and incidental 
music provided by a pianist. A concert titled "A Night to Remember" at City Hall in 1958 
set the scene for the fransition to musicals and there was a "Music and Madness" concert in 
the Club Hut to raise money for the new venmre. The Musical Society and the Dramatic 
Society combined for The Mikado in 1959, and have stayed combined since. Churchie has 
staged 19 productions of Gilbert & Sullivan, 14 of them in a row (1959 to 1972). 
Usually, however, the process is more complex. Harristown SHS provides an interesting 
example. The school was established in 1955 with just 32 students but its Dramafic Club 
could stage a five-play intramural Festival from which the winner (A. A. Milne's Ugly 
Duckling) was presented at Speech Night. This practice continued, and speech night saw 
works such as Fire On The Snow (1957) and the Trial scene from The Merchant of Venice 
(1958). In 1959 they staged their first concert, at Toowoomba City Hall, including two 
scenes from Oklahoma! and a (presumably condensed) presentation of The Importance of 
Being Earnest as the second half Clearly, a concession was being made here to popular 
taste, since Speech Night featured scenes from As You Like It. The concerts continued in 
1960 (with the school orchestra making its debut), 1961 and 1962 which was "the most 
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ambitious one ever undertaken by the teachers and pupils of the school" (Harristown SHS, 
Crescam 1962, 21) and included Trial By Jury (with piano accompaniment) as its second 
half In that year the school had 44 Seniors enrolled, and no play was given at Speech 
Night. 
In 1963 Harristown staged The Pirates of Penzance, "instead of presenting a variety 
concert", for two performances at City Hall. The magazine is missing for 1964, but a 
musical (almost certainly HMS Pinafore) was staged because in 1965 the producfion of an 
operetta {lolanthe) was described in Crescam as "as in recent years". John Penny, who was 
to become the driving force behind a generafion of musicals at Concordia College, was 
involved in these as a young teacher. In 1966, enthusiasm peaked and The Mikado had 
three performances at City Hall and was toured to Warwick a month later. In 1967, 
however. Trial By Jury was presented at City Hall, with scenes from A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, and the school's new assembly hall was opened, and the principal (L. A. Jacobs) 
who had staged productions to help pay for it retired. Harristown reverted to concerts in its 
new hall, and did not resume the production of musicals until 1976, since when they have 
become a firm annual tradition. It would seem that the availability of enthusiastic teachers, 
the attaining of a fund-raising target and, most importantly, the presence of a sympathetic 
principal are all factors in the decision to stage musicals. 
Bundaberg North SHS staged Oliver! in 1978, the first year that they had a senior class, but 
then reverted to concerts and festival entries. In 1986 the concert included Joseph and his 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, which was acclaimed as the school's first musical^. 
Their new hall opened in 1987 with a concert and a production of Grease. Annual musicals 
(and usually concerts as well) followed on a regular basis. Joseph seems to have been a 
tty-out in anficipation of the new hall. But the introduction of performance courses in 1993 
seems to have brought hiccups:- there is no musical the first year and only 'Evenings of 
Entertainment' or 'Performance Nights' in 1995 and 1996, although Peepshow musicals 
were staged in 1994 and 1997. 
In some cases, the interest in musicals - or in particular types of musicals -can be traced to 
the arrival of particular teachers. John and Sandra Whybird staged three original musicals 
^ This is a fairly common event. Several schools report more than one 'first-ever musical'. This is 
presumably a consequence of the rapid turnover of both staff and students, leaving no-one in the school 
to remember past glories. 
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at Pittsworth SHS from 1981 to 1983, and presented the same three musicals a second time 
when they moved to Chinchilla SHS (1985-1987), where they continued staging original 
works into the 1990s. Bmce Clark was involved in the staging of musicals (some of them 
his own) at Acacia Ridge SHS from 1976 to 1979. He moved to Lowood SHS where, since 
1984, he has staged an unbroken series of his own musicals. The influence which a single 
teacher can exert is made vivid at Emerald SHS, where Senior Mistress Jo Rosenblatt 
directed a series of musicals from 1984 to 1996. Through these years "the production of a 
musical has depended on the energy and dedication of a single person, me!" The school 
did not stage a musical in 1990, when Ms Rosenblatt was Acting Deputy Principal, or in 
1994 and 1995 when she was permanently appointed Deputy. She was able to resume 
directing in 1996, but in 1998 was ill during the first term so the school "decided to do a 
small theafre-restaurant instead" (Jo Rosenblatt, Letter 23 April 1998; Emerald SHS, 
Nogoa, 1990, 1994-5). Some teachers remain stalwarts of the musical for decades: Robert 
Cook has been involved in every musical at Dalby SHS since 1971. 
A teacher named Sally Burgess seems to be connected to the starting of a musical tradition 
at three separate Queensland high schools. Maryborough had a separate Boys High School 
and Girls High School (which began in 1881 as Grammar schools and were taken over by 
the state in 1936) which, amalgamating as Matyborough SHS in 1974, immediately started 
doing musicals with Joseph and his Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, and Burgess' own 
compilation musical Black Sunshine in 1975 and Ipi Tombi (an African music compilation) 
in 1976. Mt. Gravatt SHS only began regular musicals when Sally Burgess arrived in 1980, 
starting with Joseph and then Ipi Tombi in 1981 and Black Sunshine in 1982. These latter 
two musicals also appeared when Burgess was at Warwick SHS in 1978 and 1979. All 
three schools have been regular producers of school musicals ever since. 
School Musicals 1920-1950 
The innovation in Australian theatre history which was to have enormous influence on the 
activifies of schools came in the early 1880s when the fledgling Williamson organisafion 
obtained the rights to the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, and began to stage them with 
outstanding success. James Cassius Williamson, an American by birth, was Australia's 
first (official) Sir Joseph Porter. 
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The Savoy Operas were ideal for schools (and, perhaps surprisingly. Pirates of Penzance is 
still in the top ten school musicals in the 1990s) because they bridged the gulf between the 
respectable and the enjoyable. Gerald Bordman credits HMS Pinafore as being "the most 
important musical ever presented on English-speaking stages", signalling both "the 
beginnings of American musical theatre" and "the end for the slapdash burlesques that had 
reigned along the Strand", giving "the popular lyric stage a new respectability" (5). HMS 
Pinafore combined the European-oriented opera and burletta with variety genres - complete 
with patter-songs, topical gags and comic stereotypes. The Savoy canon became a much 
loved midpoint between 'high' musical culture and 'low' popular theatre, and Sullivan's 
agonising over the propriety of this posifion is well-documented (Pearson 102-3). For 
schools, it had the advantages of high quality (but not too technically difficult) music, 
"clean" comic plots, a touch of safire and juvenile disrespect for authority, and immense 
popular appeal. 
We have already noted the beginnings in British schools of the "Annual G & S", but while 
it has become a standing joke that Australian schools took up the tradition with gusto, the 
evidence does not support the folk-myth. Certainly a few schools were doing so by the 
early 1930s, and at least some - probably most - of the productions were pirated, and 
staged from the published libretti and piano/vocal scores without the formalities of licences 
and royalty payments. A teacher who began her career in boarding schools in the 1930s 
has told me, in worried confidence, that their pre-war productions were usually heavily cut 
(often reduced to less than an hour, for Speech Night presentation), sometimes adapted to 
suit the vocal limitations of the students (a problem which can be particularly acute in 
single-sex schools), and never paid for. 
Contrary to the popular, anecdotal opinion, however, most Queensland schools do not 
appear to have begun staging musicals because they wanted to emulate a mythical British 
tradifion. As has been demonstrated above, the process of aspiring to musicals is gradual. 
In the first place, such productions are not possible without a substanfial number of 
students, and the nature of Australian society did not encourage students to stay in school 
beyond the onset of adolescence. As a consequence, many schools simply did not have the 
numbers until the "Baby Boom" after World War Two flowed on to them. 
The earliest musical of which I have found a record is the previously mentioned 
Rockhampton Giris Grammar production of The Hours in 1920 (See p. 90). This is a short 
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operetta, with only four principal roles, plenty of choms-work, and features dances for 
Dawn, Noon, Evening and Night. Records for 1930 show productions of Sullivan's Cox & 
Box at the Anglican Church Grammar School as part of a concert, and of Princess 
Chrysanthemum at the Slade School, Warwick Glennie Memorial School staged The 
Stranger, a one-act musical with music adapted from Schumann, in 1935 and another short 
musical play The Months of Maying in 1938, as part of end-of-year concerts. Slade School 
also staged Once Aboard the Lugger in 1936, with teachers filling most of the principal 
roles. Anecdotal evidence (Brier, n.p.) suggests that some schools staged potted operas and 
operettas at their Speech Nights (or, more commonly. Speech Days) in these years, but I 
can find little in the way of supporting evidence. 
The magazine records of the major schools (such as All Hallows, All Souls, ACGS, 
Brisbane Boys College, Brisbane Girls Grammar, Brisbane State High, Glennie Memorial, 
Ipswich Girls Grammar, Ipswich Grammar, Mount Carmel College, Scots-PGC, Somerville 
House, The Southport School, Toowoomba SHS) are reasonably complete, and there are 
official histories of many of the others (Atherton SHS, Ayr SHS, Brisbane Grammar, 
Gympie SHS, Mackay SHS, Marist College Ashgrove, Mount St Bemard College, 
Rockhampton Girls Grammar, Rockhampton Grammar, Rockhampton SHS, Roma SHS, St 
Augustine's Marist College, St Hilda's, St Joseph's CBC Warwick, St Patrick's CBC 
Mackay, St Saviour's, Slade School, Townsville Grammar). Even granting that the official 
histories tend to neglect theafrical endeavours, the accounts in these sources do not indicate 
that musicals were staged or that speech nights attempted anything more than one-act plays 
and popular or sacred songs presented by the choir. 
Although there is a general belief that the 'Annual G & S' was essenfially the province of 
the private schools, the earliest record I have found comes from the Gympie State High 
School, which staged HMS Pinafore in 1934, and followed ft with The Mikado in 1935 and 
The Pirates of Penzance in 1936 (they did not retum to staging musicals until 1972). 
Blackheath & Thomburgh College also staged The Pirates of Penzance in 1936. There is 
no way to be certain that any of these productions were complete or full-length. Coupled 
with the evidence of the short pieces mentioned above, it is possible that no school had yet 
staged a full-length musical producfion. 
World War II brought a marked increase in concert activity for most schools, as they 
devoted themselves to fund-raising for a wide range of war-charities such as the Red Cross, 
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the Red Shield, Food For Britain and the Prisoners of War Fund. The war also brought an 
increase in the activities of govemments involving themselves in (and seeking to have 
influence over) the cultural lives of their cftizens. The Australian Council for the 
Encouragement of Music and the Arts (modelled on the Brifish Council) was formed in 
1943 with Dorothy Helmrich as president, and the Federal Arts Council of Australia was 
formed in 1948. The Australian Elizabethan Theatre Tmst (commemorating the recent 
visit of Queen Elizabeth) was incorporated in 1954 with Dr. H. C. Coombs at its head. As 
both a funding body and an entrepreneur, it attracted criticism and the Australian Council 
for the Arts was founded in 1968, again with Coombs in the chair, and as part of the Prime 
Minister's Department. It became the Australia Council, and a statutory body, in 1975, 
with 7 sub-boards (Love 204-6). The effect of these initiatives on the slow development of 
a genuinely Australian theatre is frequently debated, and this is not the place to continue the 
discussion. What is apparent, even from the fragmentary and sometimes eccentric 
information available to me, is that the "Australianising" of the school musical has 
followed the same schedule as that of the mainstream drama, but about a decade behind it. 
The beginnings of an Australian school musical industry might be detected at St Patrick's 
CBC Mackay where a staff member. Brother Killian, from the late 1940s, wrote a series of 
mini-musicals (TTze Wedding of Jack and Jill, Old King Cole's Birthday Party, Toyshop 
Fantasy, Sherwood) for primary students, which were widely performed in Christian 
Brothers Colleges across the country. But local products were not yet to be seen in 
secondary schools, and nor was the mythical British-influenced annual musical. Ipswich 
Girls Grammar staged the one-act The Princess & the Woodcutter as part of a school fete in 
1943, and Rockhampton Girls Grammar staged what is probably the earliest school 
production of a mainstream commercial musical comedy with an all-female production of 
Zurika, the Gypsy Maid at the School of Arts in 1946, raising an impressive £60 for the 
Swimming Pool fund, and "most of the school took part". Outside the range of this study, 
there was another early commercial school musical at almost the same fime in New 
Zealand where St Patrick's School in Silverstream performed The Desert Song in 1947. 
Blackheath & Thomburgh College staged The Gondoliers in 1944, The Yeomen of the 
Guard in 1945 and The Mikado in 1946, in an attempt (reminiscent of Gympie SHS's run in 
the 1930s) to establish the 'Annual G & S' tradifion, but it fell into disuse and they did not 
stage another musical until 1963. Rockhampton SHS foreshadowed what was later to 
become an outstanding record of producing musicals with an isolated production of a piece 
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called Princess Ju Ju in 1948. So did St Augustine's Marist Brothers' College, Caims, 
with A Royal Jester in 1950, but the production was presented at Speech Night, and may 
not have been complete, even though the Programme (reprinted in The First Fifty Years 
1930-80. Caims: Marist Brothers, 1980) implies that it was. 
School musicals 1950-1974 
The first school to establish annual school musicals as a regular practice was Brisbane State 
High School. In this it may have been mofivated to some extent by a sense of inferiority. 
Brisbane State High was for many years the only metropolitan govemment secondary 
school and, for lack of other competition, competed in debating and a wide range of sports 
as a de facto member of the Greater Public Schools Association, but was never allowed to 
forget its lower social status. Accordingly, the school remained defensive about its status 
well into the 1970s - a few traces of this are still detectable in the school magazines even in 
the 1990s - and its foray into musicals may have been due to a desire to be more like the 
British Great Public Schools than their more authentic rivals. 'State High' also had the 
advantage of being co-educational. 
As already noted the school staged Annual Concerts to raise funds for a playing-field from 
1926 to 1940. A dramatic society was founded in 1936, and continued through the war, 
although the concerts appear to have been discontinued. In 1944 the Drama Society 
finished raising £30 for a set of Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
Unfortunately, there is then a lacuna in the records. The school magazines for 1949 and 
1950 are missing (both from the State Library and from the School's archives), and the 
earliest record of a musical at the school is Ruddigore, late in 1951. It is highly likely that 
one or both of the undocumented years saw a production of one of the more popular Gilbert 
and Sullivan musicals, and it is tempting to guess (on the basis of what was to happen 
elsewhere) that Trial By Jury was staged at a concert - perhaps the 1948 concert - and was 
followed by HMS Pinafore and/or The Pirates of Penzance. The magazine account of 
Patience in 1952 notes that it is "following the tradifion of the school that the Sub-Seniors 
perform an opera at the end of the year"(Brisbane SHS, Magazine, 1953, 9), which is an 
unlikely comment if it had been only the second production. But the records are not there, 
and we cannot be sure. 
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The productions were staged by Year 11 students, and the cast of Patience included 
Anthony Glad (later a distinguished academic) as Bunthome, Alan Laws (who would be 
Dux of the school in the following year) as Grosvenor. Accounts of outstanding students 
finding the fime to play leading roles are common in many schools^, and State High's 
Subseniors had also found time to stage Doctor Faustus earlier in the year. State High's 
musicals at this time were staged at the end of the school year, and may have had the 
additional value of keeping the Subseniors busy while the Seniors were in their final throes 
of study and examinations. 
1953 brought a producfion called Where There 'sA Will (see below p.l 12) and in 1954 
HMS Pinafore was guest-directed by Eunice Hanger. The musical was in such demand 
with students by this time that some of the principal roles were double-cast in order to 
absorb the available talent. 1955's Pirates of Penzance included Barry Brebner, who was 
to retum to the school a decade later as a teacher and as a director and librettist of school 
musicals. 1956 brought The Mikado, and Patience was staged again in 1957 with Colin 
Robertson as Bunthome and Eunice Hanger again directing. There is no record for 1958 -
it is a regular problem that when productions are staged too late in the year for inclusion in 
the school magazine they are frequently forgotten by the time the next magazine is being 
compiled - but it is probable that a production was staged, since the production of HMS 
Pinafore in 1959 is described as "carrying on a tradition of many years". This production 
was staged earlier (during Second Term) and included Norma Knight as Josephine. 
There is no record of a musical for the next two years, although in 1960 the choir sang at 
Parents' Day and Speech Night. In 1962 "once again the sub-senior students followed 
school tradition in the presentation of a Gilbert and Sullivan Opera" {Magazine 1962, 9) 
with Pirates of Penzance and in 1963 "the long-standing tradition of the annual production 
of a Gilbert and Sullivan opera was upheld this year" {Magazine 13) with HMS Pinafore. 
Since there was no such annual production up to 1948, and there was apparently none in 
1960 or 1961, there seems to be an excessive interest in the antiquity and regularity of the 
'tradition' which may be due in part to the fact that the Anglican Church Grammar School, 
State High's near neighbour and fierce rival, had entered the musical lists in 1959. Equally, 
'' I have collected a number of occasions on which principals from the musical feature prominently in 
subsequent academic prize-lists, which seems to imply that the amount of time spent on a production 
does not necessarily interfere with school-work. 
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it may simply be due to the tendency of students to paraphrase last year's magazine article 
when conscripted to write a new one. 
State High continued the 'Annual G & S' with The Gondoliers in the new Great Hall in 
1964 and lolanthe in 1965, directed by the ex-student Barry Brebner. Brebner collaborated 
with the musical director, Ian McKinley, to write an original musical for 1966 {A Two-Part 
Invention, see below p.l 15), and the school did not retum to Gilbert and Sullivan until a 
lone Mikado in 1985. The King & lin 1967 (again with the future Dux of the school in the 
leading role) and Calamity Jane in 1968 were the foundation of a long run of commercial 
and predominantly Broadway-based musicals. They had staged at least 11 Savoy operas in 
15 years. 
Perhaps Brisbane State High was inclined to preen itself a little as the inheritor of 
Charterhouse's mantle, because other schools soon began to follow their example. 
Brisbane Boys College scheduled The Gondoliers in 1953 and began rehearsals with 3 
imported girls, but the director, Dr McKenzie, went overseas and it was cancelled for lack 
of time. Much Ado About Nothing was staged instead (with the 3 imported females), and 
outdoor Shakespeare continued in 1954 and 1955. An audience-survey was taken which 
overwhelmingly supported a programme of short pieces over a full production, and in 1956 
the 'school play' consisted of three short plays and Storm in a Teacup, a frivolous short 
musical (see below p.l 12) written by teacher James Buchanan. This piece was revived at a 
concert in 1959 and in a double-bill with Trial By Jury in 1967. Plays continued to 
dominate their public performances, but Trial By Jury was coupled with Journey's End in 
1960, Once Aboard the Lugger appeared in 1963, and HMS Pinafore in 1966. Once the 
outdoor Shakespeare had lapsed, the concerts, plays and musicals were all staged with all-
male casts. Not until 1970 did BBC combine with a girls' school to stage a show, when 
they staged Pirates of Penzance and Trial By Jury with Somerville House. The partnership 
continued for Tom Jones in 1971, and then lapsed. In 1973, BBC teamed with Clayfield 
College for West Side Story. 
Outside of Brisbane, St Hilda's School, Southport staged musicals in 1952 {The Snow 
Queen) and 1954 {The Bells of Bruges) before reverting to plays. They staged Around the 
World in 80 Days, a huge musical spectacle including a train and an elephant with four 
people riding on it, in 1960 and in 1962 A Pageant on the Life of St. Hilda for the opening 
of their new Chapel. In 1966 and 1967 they joined with The Southport School to stage The 
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Pirates of Penzance and The Mikado. The Southport School had staged Trial By Jury in 
1955 (with Bryan Nason as the Defendant and his sister Rosemary Nason brought from 
Surat to play the Plaintiff) but had otherwise stuck to plays unfil these productions. 
Further afield, Mount St. Bemard College, Herberton, is reputed to have staged yearly 
cantatas, and The Magic Ruby and Pearl the Fisher Maiden (1954?) are mentioned. 
Rockhampton SHS, which is equalled only by Brisbane SHS in the number of musicals it 
has staged, produced Patience in 1957 (and took it on tour to Mt. Morgan) and Zurika the 
Gypsy Maid (previously staged by Rockhampton Girls Grammar) in 1958. From 1960 they 
settled into a regular pattem of annual shows. At first they staged operettas {\960-Pearl, 
the Fisher Maiden; \96\-Music In The Air; 1962- Vagabond King) - although they did not 
become attached to Gilbert and Sullivan - and Broadway shows from The Boyfriend in 
1963. 
Between 1948 and 1958 the number of govemment high schools in Queensland doubled 
(from 19 to 40) and the number of students enrolled more than tripled (from 5,436 to 
17,431). For the first time, enrolments in State High Schools exceeded those in private 
secondary schools (See Appendix 1.5). These new high schools were quick to take up 
musicals, although not all continued with them. Salisbury SHS opened in Brisbane's 
southem suburbs in 1956, produced its first Senior class in 1957, and gave Trial by Jury at 
the school concert in May 1958. Encouraged, they embarked on an 'Annual G & S' from 
1959 to \96A {\959-The Gondoliers; \960-HMSPinafore; \96\-The Mikado; \962-The 
Pirates of Penzance; \963-Iolanthe; 1964-Patience). As early as 1961 the popularity of 
their musicals had led them to give five performances. Lacking Brisbane State High's 
incentive to maintain Public School standards and dignity, Salisbury discarded Gilbert & 
Sullivan in 1965 to stage The King & I, by which they claimed "we became the first 
Queensland High School to produce a modem musical comedy" (Salisbury SHS, 
Challenge, 1965). The claim was not accurate^ but the fact that it was made suggests that 
there was an element of competition among schools. Salisbury's King & /was staged with 
a cast of more than 100 in Brisbane State High's new hall and State High, as noted above, 
staged an original musical the following year and their first Broadway musical - also The 
King c& / - the year after that. 
' Rockhampton SHS witii The Boyfriend {written in 1953) and Banyo SHS with the premiere of Captain 
Starlight appear to have shared this honour in 1963, even if Brisbane State High's Where There's A Will 
in 1953 is disallowed because it was never staged again. 
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The Anglican Church Grammar School appears to have been influenced by this spirit of 
competition. When they began their long mn of 'Annual G & S' with The Mikado in 1959 
(see above. Transitions), the school magazine pointed out that it was "the first attempt by 
any boys' school in Brisbane at producing a musical show" {Viking, Nov 1959, 60). 
Churchie's musicals were staged at the Rialto theatre until 1962 when their own Morris 
Hall was opened, and they did not move away from Gilbert & Sullivan until Oliver! in 
1974. Even then, they staged a further five Savoy operas (plus Offenbach's La Belle 
Helene) between 1975 and 1993. They have produced The Mikado and The Pirates of 
Penzance four times each. 
Local competition (or perhaps mutual inspiration) can be detected in Mackay, where 
Mackay SHS (separated from the primary school in 1962) staged 4 Gilbert & Sullivan 
operettas in 5 years (1960 to 1964, including Trial by Jury twice as part of concerts) and 
then retumed to annual musicals from 1981. Mackay North SHS was established in 1964 
and produced The Boyfriend in 1967, the year of its first Senior class, and Calamity Jane in 
1968. They established an annual musical from 1976. Geographical influences such as this 
are to be seen in many areas (e.g. Charters Towers and Toowoomba), and it is clear that 
enthusiasm tends to spread from school to school by mere proximity. Sometimes the result 
is merely a brief flurry of activity, and sometimes it is an enduring tradition. 
The early 1960s saw a substantial number of schools attempting to embark on regular 
musical production. Sandgate District SHS was established in 1959, and giving concerts 
from 1960. In 1961 the concert included extracts from The Mikado and an unidentified 
first musical was staged in 1962 or 1963. Producfions continued on a regular basis at least 
until 1970. Pirates of Penzance in 1969 and Yeomen of the Guard in 1970 were directed by 
Doug Gehrke, who was to become a leading figure in Brisbane's amateur musical societies 
in the 1970s. All Souls, Charters Towers began a series of four with HMS Pinafore in 1963 
(with girls from St Gabriel's). All Souls' numbers dwindled in the late 1960s and they 
were reduced after 1966 to producing plays and primaty musicals, but a sharing link with St 
Barnabas' School and a merger with St. Gabriel's allowed them to retum to senior school 
Gilbert and Sullivan in 1972. It was not unfil 1985 that Gilbert & Sullivan were supplanted 
by Oh What A Lovely War. Blackheath &Thomburgh College, Charters Towers, who had 
produced one Gilbert & Sullivan in the 1930s and three in the 1940s tried again with 
producfions in 1963, 1964, 1966 and 1968. They also produced Captain Starlight in 1965. 
Concordia Memorial College, Toowoomba, a Lutheran Co-educational school, staged 
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musicals (usually Gilbert and Sullivan, and apparently only slightly edited) as part of 
concerts from 1965, and began staging musicals without the concert with lolanthe in 1973. 
They have not missed a year since 1965. John Penny (see above) was the driving force in 
most of these. Other schools to attempt musicals during these years include Cavendish 
Road SHS, Corinda SHS, Harristown SHS, Toowoomba State High School, and Warwick 
SHS. 
The involvement of teachers is a curious feature of some of these early forays into musical 
producfion. Lockyer Disfrict SHS was established in 1961 and immediately began giving 
plays at Speech Night, progressing to a First Annual Concert in 1964 which included Trial 
By Jury. The Gypsy Baron in 1965 was the first in a series of operettas which had staff 
members playing alongside the students, and HMS Pinafore in 1969 was the first full-
length all-student musical. Through the early 1970s Lockyer was particularly active, 
staging student-only productions, staff-only productions, and combined productions (which 
included staff, students and friends, and were called 'P & C Productions'). 9 musicals or 
pantomimes and 4 plays are recorded between 1970 and 1974. Students participated in 34 
musicals between 1964 and 1995. Redcliffe SHS was established in 1958 and thefr 1959 
Speech Night featured an enacted version of "Pedro the Fisherman". From 1960, they 
staged an Annual G & S until 1968 (although the magazine for 1967 is missing, and the 
probable production cannot be confirmed). The productions were staged under the aegis of 
the 'Redcliffe State High School Choral Society' and seem to have included staff members 
in some of the leading roles: Mrs Helen Hopkins directed and sang the soprano role for 
several of the productions. Teachers-in-the-cast is a not uncommon feature in a number of 
schools up until the mid 1970s, and somefimes gives the impression that the productions 
were more for the gratification of the staff than of the students, who were merely 
conscripted to provide choms. 
During the latter part of the 1960s, the pattem continued. Some schools merely 
experimented with occasional musicals. Home Hill SHS (established 1964) has never been 
a large school. In 1969 they presented Please Sir with only 32 students in Years 11 and 12 
and Half A Sixpence in 1970 with a total of 37 in the senior school. They presented Oliver! 
in 1973 and^ Two-Part Invention in 1975, but only drama festival entries since then. 
Nashville SHS opened in 1967 with only a Year 8 class. When 76 of that group reached 
Year 10 in 1969 they presented Calamity Jane. In 1970 this reduced to 37 Subseniors, who 
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staged Tom Jones. Musicals seem to have been irregular since then (although the record is 
incomplete). 
Some attempted to establish a pattem of annual musicals but were at first unable to sustain 
them. Camp Hill SHS opened in 1956 and staged occasional concerts until "a new 
venture" in 1969 produced Calamity Jane under the direction of Gail Wiltshire. The next 
two years saw Half A Sixpence and Bye Bye Birdie , in which Conrad Birdie entered riding 
a motorcycle down the cenfre-aisle and onto the stage. Musicals ceased when Wiltshire left 
(eventually to establish her own children's theatre company which would purchase 
commercial premises - Twelfth Night Theatre - in 1988) and were sporadic until becoming 
annual from 1986. Aspley SHS staged HMS Pinafore in 1965 and Pirates of Penzance in 
1967, then restricted themselves to plays until the opening of their new hall in 1976. They 
have staged 16 musicals since then, none of them by Gilbert & Sullivan. Yeronga SHS 
(established in 1960) also staged its first musical in Brisbane State High's hall. HMS 
Pinafore in 1965 claimed to have a cast of 140 sailors and another 140 'sisters, cousins and 
aunts' (but the photos of the producfion don't support this). They staged Gilbert & Sullivan 
again in 1966, 1968 and 1969, but they hailed Half A Sixpence in 1972 as "our first musical 
production" (Yeronga SHS, Bask, 1972), possibly because the earlier ones had been 
operettas. At the same time they were beginning to experiment with writing their own 
musicals. 
Some launched an enduring tradition. Atherton SHS began with HMS Pinafore in 1966 
and staged Gilbert and Sullivan in the two following years. In 1970 they moved on to 
Oklahoma!, with (later Labor leader and Premier) Peter Beattie as Will Parker. There was 
a gap from 1972 to 1978 (although they staged a theatre-restaurant melodrama in 1974) 
before annual productions resumed with Calamity Jane in 1979. There are three musicals 
which they have staged twice: Calamity Jane 1979/1989; Salad Days 1981/1992; Pirates 
of Penzance 1967/1982. The Gap SHS's production of Pirates of Penzance as the second 
half of their Annual Concert in 1969 was their "second venture in Gilbert and Sullivan" 
(The Gap SHS, Spectrum, 1969). They staged annual musicals up to 1982, and then again 
from 1990. Kelvin Grove SHS appear to have begun a long run of operettas with Tom 
Jones in 1969, moving to Broadway in 1974 with South Pacific. 
The 1950s and 1960s were the peak years for Gilbert and Sullivan, outscoring all others in 
the four lustmms and accounting for 60% of all productions. The figures dropped sharply 
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from 1970, but the record is still substantial. The nine Savoy operas which have been 
staged in schools account for 211 confirmed producfions, and The Pirates of Penzance, 
with 60 confirmed productions, remains second only to Man of Steel. There has been a 
small resurgence of interest in the Gilbert & Sullivan repertoire following the success of 
commercial revivals since the mid-1980s. Their role in the history of school musicals in 
Queensland has been significant, but it has not been overwhelming. 
In a further departure from the myth of the British Tradition, all-male productions with 
"with socks stuck down the front to enable small boys to play big girls" {Drama in 
Education 2, 1973: 136) are in fact comparatively uncommon. All-female producfions are 
more frequent, perhaps because "music is taught in all schools, but, naturally more fully in 
Girls Schools than those for boys" (Brier n.p. Ch.20), but more probably due to Australian 
concepts of manhood. Boys' schools frequently import females, especially for principal 
roles, but girls' schools import boys much less often. Many schools seem to treat all male 
productions as calling for burlesque (see the hula dance in Storm In A Teacup, below, 
p.l 12). 
Only a few schools seem to have taken the female impersonations in all-male musicals 
seriously. The earliest example, when Anglican Church Grammar School staged Bumand 
& Sullivan's Cox and Box as part of a concert at the South Brisbane City Hall in 1930, 
reports that as Mrs Bouncer, "Bumett evidently made a becoming matron, because the 
Courier said that the school 'was assisted by Miss Bumett' " (CEGS, Viking, November 
1930, Vol. 2 No 8, 25). (In faimess to the Courier's reviewer, there were real - adult -
women in other parts of the concert.) Similariy, the report of Slade School, Warwick's first 
School Concert, which included an all-male Princess Chrysanthemum, commented that 
"listening to the Princess, one found it hard to believe that he was the same C. E. Mace who 
had won the 100 yards Under WA Championship at the Combined Secondary Schools' 
Sports on the previous Saturday" (Slade School, Olsen 25). 
The Anglican Church Grammar School would appear to have clung to the (British-
influenced) tradition longer than most, bringing in females (Kerry Vann and Laura 
McFarlane from Somerville House) for the first time for Princess Ida (which, ironically, 
safirises educafion for women) in 1980 (Rod Mcllhenny, Interview, 5 August 1996). Since 
then they have always done co-educational productions. Apparently the only school to 
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persist with all male productions today is St Mary's CBC, in Toowoomba, which only 
began staging them in 1985. 
The boys all take the girls parts - some of them make very good girls with figures to kill for 
- and so the performers do not want to get involved in anything that is deep and serious. 
They are boys in giris' clothing, so everything is hammed and for fiin. At the curtain call, it 
is traditional for the 'girls' to remove their wigs and to thus show the world - and their 
peers - that it was only playacting! (HCM, Letter, 9 June 1997). 
St Mary's broke its own mle in 1994, importing a girl (Janice Sullivan) to play the tifie role 
in Dazzle Star. St. Saviour's, who normally stage all-female producfions, followed suit and 
imported a lone boy (Brad Kendrick) for Boardgames in 1995. In 1996 Somerville House 
imported Tod Strike to play the "singular" male in Dido & Aeneas. All-female productions 
are more common (e.g. Moreton Bay College, Range College, Glennie Memorial, St 
Saviour's) but they do not compare with the number of co-productions. Overwhelmingly, 
the records of musicals come from State High schools, from co-educational private schools 
such as Blackheath & Thomburgh College, or from joint producfions between single-sex 
schools. The all-male musical on the Charterhouse model has always been a rarity. 
Both space and the repetitious nature of the material make it impractical (and tedious) to 
give a full account of the histories of more than 200 schools for which substantial 
information is available, especially as we move into the 1970s and beyond: details for the 
individual schools are given in summary form in Appendix 4. 
Early Australian Musicals 
"Strong encouragement should be given to subsidised companies to commission and perform 
works which foster Australian identity" (Australia Council, Opera 4) 
The 'Annual Musical' is clearly not easy to achieve, and intermptions to the series are the 
norm rather than the exception. In many cases this appears to be due to the difficulty of 
finding teachers to undertake the workload. There also sometimes seems to be a problem 
with finding willing students. Brisbane Boys College, for example, reports that in 1967 
"this year, there was a sad response to the call for more voices in the chorus and, for this 
reason, the show was once almost called off completely. Let us have no repeat of this next 
year" (Brisbane Boys College, Portal, 1967, 52). In an attempt to solve the problem the 
school began a series of associafions with girls' schools - Somerville House, Clayfield 
College and St Aidan's - staging Pirates of Penzance with Trial By Jury in 1970 and Tom 
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Jones in 1971, but the latter still reported great difficulty in attracting boys, and there was 
no musical in 1972. 
It appears that the material was a problem for many schools. Gilbert & Sullivan's operettas 
are musically demanding, and the style of the music and the comedy is more appealing to 
the older generations than to the students. Most Broadway-style musicals - once past 
Oliver! and The Boyfriend! - are culturally foreign. It would be an obvious enough strategy 
to start looking for Australian material. 
Mainstream Australian drama had shown stirrings of life since the late 1940s with a series 
of successful plays including Rusty Bugles and Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, but the 
musical (although under-regarded and under-reported) was there with it. Dick Diamond's 
ballad-musical Reedy River had opened in Melboume in March 1953 and "in due course 
reached all state capitals and in 1959 the New Theatre of Sydney ... [it was] estimated that 
no fewer than 130,000 Australians had seen if (Rees 368). Folklorist Bill Scott (in a letter, 
13 December 1996) is emphatic that a number of schools performed it, especially in North 
Queensland, but is unable to supply precise details, and I can confirm only one occasion 
(Caims SHS, 1971) when it was staged in a school. Perhaps its strong pro-labour message 
contributed to this. Another prominent folklorist, John Meredith, created his own ballad-
musical based on the life of bushranger John Donohoe. The Wild Colonial Boy, co-written 
by Joan Clarke, was staged in Brisbane in 1957, and is a work of greater life and merit than 
many that have been successful since, but does not appear to have been performed by any 
schools. 
In 1958, LolaMontez and The Ballad of Angel's Alley appeared but, while they were no 
doubt a little too risque for schools at the fime, even in the more relaxed decades to come 
only Lola has had a confirmed producfion (Palm Beach-Currumbin SHS, 1988, as a 
Bicentennial feature), even though it has remained a firm favourite with adult amateur 
groups. Albert Arlen's version of The Sentimental Bloke (1961) was probably the most 
commercially successful Australian musical of the 60s, but I have no record of a school 
production earlier than 1971, and only nine all told. Arien's previous musical, The Girl 
From Snowy River (1959) is still on Wamer-Chappell's list as available for schools, 
although General Manager Nan Frew describes it as "slightly racial [sic] by today's 
standards" (Letter 7/10/96), and it does not seem to have been taken up. In 1960 Ray 
Mathew wrote an "anti-musical musical" titled Sing For St. Ned, "a comical musical satire 
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on the Ned Kelly Myth, which anficipates the rough style of The Legend of King O 'Malley " 
(Wilde 522), and excerpts from it were performed (along with parts of Douglas Stewart's 
play and some original material) as part of a compilation programme at Kedron SHS in the 
early 1970s. 
These, of course, are by no means the only Australian-written musicals created up to this 
time; they are only the most likely (that I have encountered) to have been staged by 
schools. It is clear that the mainsfream of Australian musicals were not finding their way 
into schools. 
The earliest Australian musical to be staged in a secondary school (that I have heard of, and 
I would welcome any correction) was Where There 'sA Will, staged at Brisbane State High 
School in 1953. Sadly, I have been able to obtain very little informafion about it. It would 
appear to have been a melodrama, and the characters included a Sir Montague and a rather 
daring Lady Doctor. It is likely that the music consisted of modifications of existing 
popular songs. The remarkable thing about it is that "the plot was constructed by Tony 
Paul and the whole class helped to write the script and songs" (BSHS, Magazine, 1953, 9) -
and that Tony Paul was a Year 11 student. The first Australian musical to be staged in a 
school, then, was created by the students. 
The second was written by a teacher. James Buchanan (also a respected local 
Shakespearean actor) wrote Storm In A Teacup for Brisbane Boys College in 1956. This 
was a one-act fantasy, custom-written for an all-boy cast, in which songs from South 
Pacific were used to re-tell The Tempest. I have not been able to obtain a text, but the 
descriptions make the tone clear: Prosperous and his daughter Verandah tangle with 
juvenile-delinquent suitors, there is a dance for hula-girls, and Caliban offers "to push that 
man right into the sea". The piece was produced three times at the school (1956, 1959 and 
1967) but has had no currency elsewhere. 
Neither of these instances can be regarded as doing more than hinting that some schools 
were interested in finding material outside the range of commercially available operettas. 
The first serious attempt to create a local musical form was Captain Starlight, staged by 
Banyo SHS in 1963. 
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The school was opened in 1954, and a Dramatic Society was formed the following year. 
The first play they attempted was Jemmy Green in Australia by James Tucker. Tucker had 
been a convict, and the play - which depicts the outlandish adventures of 'new-chum' 
Jemmy in a colony of criminals and conmen - was written in 1845. The text was first 
published (edited by Colin Roderick) in 1955 and there was no professional production 
until 1966, so the Banyo Dramatic Society were remarkably quick off the mark, and their 
interest in Australian material was evident early. 
Banyo embarked on musicals with Barbarina in 1960 and Papageno in 1961. These two 
works are both simplified adaptations of Mozart operas {Marriage of Figaro and The 
Magic Flute) with a small number of principals and moderate work for choms and dancers. 
There seems to have been a problem with student enthusiasm for these works, and the 
school magazine complains about the reluctance of boys to participate. In 1962 there was 
an attempt to be more up to date with Edward German's 1902 account of the revels of 
Elizabeth, Essex and Raleigh, Merrie England. This operetta had been updated in 1945 and 
again in 1960, and so was not as old-fashioned as it may seem. The Musical Director for 
this production was Ian McKinley, and the Director was Paul Sherman, who had just come 
from Murgon SHS where he had participated in the Separation Day pageant in 1959 (q.v.), 
produced a Shakespearean compilation called All The World's A Stage at the Murgon Town 
Hall in 1960, and extracts from Douglas Stewart's Ned Kelly at Speech Night in 1961. 
Sherman and McKinley(who had never before attempted original composition) were 
encouraged by the success of Merrie England and decided to write "a musical of our own". 
There was "a need to serve the remarkable musical talent then at Banyo State High School. 
Students were studying Robbery Under Arms as a set novel. We thought it would help their 
studies by feeding their love of drama and music" (Interview with Paul Sherman, Friday 26 
July 1996). 
Captain Starlight was written in the Christmas holidays, 1962-3. The resuft, (called 
Starlight at first) was well received, and the Brisbane Manager for J. C. Williamson 
(George Pullen) saw the production and encouraged the writers to develop the play for 
commercial production. At Pullen's suggesfion, they changed the title to the less 
ambiguous Captain Starlight, expanded the orchestration for strings, wind and percussion, 
added a ballet sequence and changed the leading male role from a tenor to a bass-baritone 
(there being talk of interesting Keith Michell in the role). The revised version was 
produced by the Brisbane Choral society at the Rialto Theatre as the Warana musical in 
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October 1964, and a soundtrack album was recorded and marketed. It was subsequently 
staged at Pimlico SHS (Townsville) and Blackheath & Thomburgh College, Charters 
Towers in 1965. 
The play was re-written again in the 1970s (under the influence of Brecht following 
Sherman's involvement with Bill Pepper's production of Caucasian Chalk Circle at 
Twelfth Night Theatre) with an author/narrator figure added, the sole aboriginal character 
(Warrigal) omitted, and the staging made more flexible. The new version was performed 
by Banyo SHS at Twelfth Night Theatre in 1974. It then seems to have faded from view 
until being revived in a further reworked version with two new numbers and orchestrations 
tightened for a smaller ensemble, by the Mt. Gravatt College of Advanced Education in 
1987, with a concert version done first and a fully staged version to follow. Jo Denver 
became aware of this production and arranged for Peepshow Productions to publish and 
promote the play for the Bicentennial, and it had a number of productions in 1988 and 1989 
(including Bundaberg SHS, Scots-PGC and an all-female producfion at St. Saviour's 
School), but the authors are not aware of any since then. I have been able to verify 11 
school productions (7 in Queensland) of Captain Starlight, and Sherman believes that there 
have been more than twice that number. Like many writers, he does not keep detailed 
records (Interview with Paul Sherman, Friday 26 July 1996). 
Captain Starlight marks a cmcial departure in the practice of school musicals in Australia. 
It was written by teachers, specifically for performance by secondary students, it was 
Australian, and its style owes nothing to either the Savoy or the burlesque tradifions. The 
music is closer to the romantic operettas of Romberg or Friml, and the script (particularly 
in the revised versions) is very much in the mould of modem musical theatre, where the 
songs are integrated and the dialogue is colloquial and geared more to the players and the 
audience than to the period. It also appears to have been timely, which is as important as 
quality when it comes to theatrical success. 
It was not, however, a modem school musical, still less an irreverent one. The later 
versions do show some awareness of the artificiality of their conventions, with characters -
including a 'Rolf Boldrewood' author-figure - who argue among themselves about their 
roles, the plot, and the effect they are having on the audience. But this is done seriously 
rather than playfully, and Captain Starlight remains essentially an operetta, however 
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modem some of its trimmings may appear. Its great significance is that ft was proudly 
Australian, and that it experienced a degree of success. 
Ian McKinley moved on to Brisbane State High (where a medley from Captain Starlight 
remained part of the choir's repertoire to the end of the decade) and there he collaborated 
with another teacher, Barry Brebner, to write and stage A Two-Part Invention in 1966. This 
was a much more contemporary musical, and much less serious in its approach. The plot 
concems Dave, the school football hero, who is not too bright at his school-work. With the 
help of the school's bright-girl Vera (and it was fairly adventurous in 1966 to represent the 
heroine as smarter than the hero) he creates a marvellous electric guitar which plays almost 
any kind of music by itself The guitar is sabotaged by the villainous Nick, with the 
assistance of Dave's infuriated ex-girlfriend Pam. The result is that the guitar plays 
outrageously loud rock-and-roll at a formal demonstration event. After many tribulations 
and a great deal of dancing, there is a happy ending. 
A Two-Part Invention takes the school musical into interesting territory. It mixes musical 
styles, being mainly 'pop-ballad' but with a variety of older styles and some 'daring' rock 
thrown in. It is contemporary in setting and language, custom-written for school 
production, and is Australian without being dependent upon 'ocker' cliches. In short, it 
was written in an idiom that was comfortable and familiar for the students. It was more 
immediately successful than Captain Starlight, receiving seven school productions in a 
decade, but has not been staged since 1975. Brebner attributes this to the fantasy-plot 
(which owes a little to Salad Days) and to a lack of knowledge of how to promote the play 
(Barry Brebner, Interview, 2 Febmaty 1998). 
The principal problem for these early Australian school musicals seems to have been one of 
marketing. The early commercial interest in Captain Starlight came to nothing, and none 
was expressed in A Two-Part Invention, which was seen as only suitable for schools. The 
major publishing houses at this fime had little interest in Australian products, and none at 
all in the school market, both of which were seen as being too small to be profitable^. The 
plays could only be disseminated by word-of-mouth, which has a way of petering out over 
time. Nevertheless, Brisbane State High could fairly claim to have led the way in the field 
of high school musicals, having been the first to establish annual productions, and having 
* The Eggleston Inquiry (1971) into the publishing industry revealed "that the British were operating as a 
monopoly in Australia" (Nile 10). 
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commissioned and staged two of the first four Australian shows, but other schools were 
becoming involved in increasing numbers. 
During the 1960s, schools had begun to move away from Gilbert and Sullivan and to 
produce other kinds of musical, but other commercial operettas such as Rose Marie and 
New Moon were not high on the list. The gradual infiltration of drama as a teaching-tool 
was changing the requirements of both teachers and students. New educational methods 
were tending to see the teaching process from the point of view of the student, which more 
or less necessitated revaluing recreation and play, for the first time, as an essential part of 
the process. As a result, educators began to take drama, and therefore the theatre, seriously, 
and they wanted something more substantial than lolanthe. "The restrictions of the 
academic approach, prevalent in schools of the time, where children read drama texts round 
the class with little comprehension and no involvement, was strongly resisted and gave rise 
to a reaction against the study of text and the traditional school play. A new era had begun" 
(Wootton 2). Of the 144 productions I have identified in Queensland from 1960-69, 89 are 
still by Gilbert and Sullivan, but Calamity Jane appears eight times, and Rodgers and 
Hammerstein are beginning to be represented. Captain Starlight was staged at three 
schools, one of which (the influential Brisbane State High School) has only reverted to 
Gilbert and Sullivan once in the following three decades. Another (Blackheath & 
Thomburgh College) reverted for a while, but would eventually, twenty years later, stage a 
world premiere of its own. The ice had been broken. 
There was, nonetheless, no sudden flood of Australian musicals in High Schools. Don 
Battye and Peter Pinne wrote A Bunch of Ratbags in 1966 for the Emerald Hill Theatre in 
Melboume, a musical about gang conflicts in the suburbs, which was eventually performed 
by two Victorian schools in the mid-70s, while Childhead's Doll, a pop-opera written by 
Ralph Tyrrell and Willie Young for a university production at the Schonell Theatre, 
Brisbane, in 1971 was taken up by Jane Street in Sydney and subsequently staged by 
Gympie SHS in 1972. This production was part of the first Drama Night in the school's 
new Hamilton Hall (a concert had opened the hall), and was accompanied by two short 
plays, so it may not have been complete. 
Caims SHS staged Reedy River in 1971, and in the same year Rockhampton SHS ventured 
The Sentimental Bloke. The celebrated Legend of King O 'Malley {1970) would eventually 
be staged four fimes in schools in the 1980s, but the time was not yet. Other mainstream 
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plays of this period of major upsurge in Australian theatre, which one might expect to have 
appealed to schools but which more or less surprisingly did not, include Dimboola (1969) 
which is perhaps a bit coarse for the market, Caroline (1970), Flash Jim Vaux (1970), The 
Rose and the Ring (1970), and Hamlet on Ice (1971). Stockade (1971) was eventually 
staged at The Southport School in 1996. 
In 1973, presumably encouraged by their production of Childhead's Doll, two teachers at 
Gympie SHS, Sven Condon and Joe Eshuys, created a musical version of Macbeth under 
the fitle Fair Is Foul. According to the school magazine, this was 
Switched on Shakespeare ... It is a faithful recreation of the original plot rewritten, where 
appropriate, in modem idiom for the convenience of today's audience. Joe Eshuys' music, 
which ranges in style and tempo from lovely soft ballads to good old rock'n'roll is a 
triumph. (Gympie SHS, Gympie Gold, 1983, 20) 
Apart from the use of a set literary text (like Captain Starlight) to create a semblance of 
educational worth, the similarfties t o ^ Two-Part Invention, in terms of the variety of 
musical styles and the contemporary language, are significant. A pattem was beginning to 
emerge as to what the requirements for a school musical might be. Fair is Foul does not 
appear to have been staged anywhere else, although Gympie produced it a second fime in 
1983. 
This was the fate of most musicals being written directly for high school production: local 
praise, limited success, and few repeat-productions. In what seems to have been an 
important apprenficeship, a young music-teacher named Ian Dorricott wrote a series of 
musicals for Yeronga State High School: Pieces of Eight {1912), Such Is Life (1974), and 
Alice (1975), which were well-received, but did not attract wider attention. Pieces of Eight 
was based on R. L. Stevenson's Treasure Island and, according to the school magazine 
there was "no written script - students themselves will improvise the dialogue" (Yeronga 
SHS, Bask, 1972, 19). Such Is Life had no connecfion with Tom Collins or Ned Kelly, but 
followed twenty students finishing University with their careers planned but needing to 
make decisions about the lifestyle they wanted. Its dialogue and action were again partially 
improvised. Alice, adapting Lewis Carroll, seems to have been the only one to have been 
staged again (as a Year 8 musical at All Hallows in 1988). 
Australia's favourite villain was exploited yet again in Barbara Cohen's Ned Kelly, Man of 
Iron, which had its premiere performance at Seaford-Carrum High School in Victoria in 
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November 1973, and was apparently custom-written for the school, but the only records I 
have of subsequent performances were at St Patrick's Mackay in the 1970s and at lona 
College, Lindum, in 1985. It is a sympathetic, oratorio-style rendering of the prettier 
aspects of the legend, with very little dialogue and seven scenes in a running-time of well 
under an hour. It was originally staged with a static choms, and only the principals 
costumed or blocked, and k requires some generosity to classify it as a musical, rather than 
as a concert piece. 
The prolific Cen Fox claims that The Originals, his eariiest musical, which is an adventure 
melodrama set in Sydney in 1810, was written in 1974. It is reputed to have been staged at 
Proserpine SHS and North Rockhampton SHS, but no text or details are available. Fox was 
the first Australian writer of school musicals to set himself up as a publisher and marketing 
company, and claims substanfial success since the mid 1970s. From the tone of the 
catalogue and descriptions, however, the plays are somewhat condescendingly 'written-
down' to the juvenile market, and the plots show little grasp of the types of stories which 
appeal to today's teenagers. The promotional material for Doctor Pimples describes it as a 
"Teenage musical loaded with language, lyrics and lines to entertain the acne brigade", 
which sounds almost like contempt. Of the many schools which have staged a Fox 
musical, I can confirm only one school (Bundamba SHS) to have done so twice at a 
secondary school level. 
Sally Burgess, whose influence at several schools has been mentioned above (p.98), seems 
to have created Black Sunshine for Maryborough SHS in 1975. This curious and 
problematic work is a rock-opera morality-play, in which Despair and various other 
characters meet Hope, but they are unable to solve their problems until they meet an un-
named "He". The script is credited to Jenny Neilsen and Dave Merry from a concept by 
Lou Amiet, and the music is ascribed to various composers, arranged by Sally Burgess. 
The songs actually come from commercial works including Jesus Christ Superstar, Tommy, 
Joseph and his Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat and Godspell. Oddly, a cast-member 
from the 1982 production at Mt. Gravatt SHS recalls that Burgess claimed to be writing 
both dialogue and musical arrangements while the show was in rehearsal (for its third 
production), and to be having difficulty in obtaining the sheet music from the distributors 
(Ken Dutt, interview). When this report is coupled with a school magazine comment that 
the production of Godspell the following year at Matyborough was hampered because the 
sheet music was unavailable so that the musicians had to work out their parts from listening 
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to the record (Maryborough SHS, Palma, 1976), ft might justifiably be suspected that the 
music was appropriated for Black Sunshine without permission and, by extension, that 
some of the surrounding productions under the same direction may not have been entirely 
legitimate. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this kind of copyright 'piracy' has been a 
common enough proceeding with school concerts and even with whole musicals, but 
flagrant and repeated examples are rare, especially in more recent times. 
Harristown SHS retumed to musicals in 1976 after a decade of concerts with a pantomime 
put together by some of their teachers. Jack and the Beanstalk featured original material by 
Miss L. Broadbent and music adapted by Miss J.McPhee and Miss N. Worthington. It was 
their first non-Gilbert & Sullivan musical after a series of six in the 1960s, and the first of 
seven Australian musicals - some of them fairiy adventurous - they would stage by 1992. 
The majority of these works were derivafive, and built around overseas styles. Despite the 
moderate success of Captain Starlight and A Two-Part Invention, no systematic trend 
towards actively Australianising the school production can be discerned in these early 
years. Starlight and Ned Kelly: Man of Iron, indeed, can be seen as traditional musicals 
which chanced to be about Australian characters. Nonetheless, there can be no doubt that 
the changes in society and teaching philosophies, along with the blossoming of Australian 
drama (at least in the major cities) was creating a pressure to find shows that might be in 
some way relevant either to the curricula or to the lives of the students. Against this, the 
most visible features of the nascent local theatre were its abrasiveness, its aggressive 
"Ocker" quality and, in a flurry of notorious prosecutions, its obscenity. These factors no 
doubt fostered a certain reticence among the schools to be involved in what might be seen 
as boat-rocking or socially dangerous theatre. 
There was also the attitude of the Drama-in-Education m.ovement, which was (and, to a 
certain extent, remains) essentially hostile to formalised theatre production. According to 
Paul Sherman, the Queensland Association for Drama In Education (QUADIE) was a force 
in opposing and discouraging school musicals in the 70s: musicals "were seen as 
monstrous obstacles to what it was thought the 'new wave' drama teachers such as Dorothy 
Heathcote were trying to do in developing personal creativity in students." There were two 
outcomes: some teachers became firmer in their support for school musicals, while 
granting the need to step aside from derivafive or copycat productions based on successful 
films (described by Sherman as "ludicrous imitafions of Deborah Kerr and Yul Brynner in 
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The King and I, so that parents would gush, saying 'Nearly as good as the movie' "), and 
others began to support the thmst towards original material which would overcome the 
academic objecfions to the form. But, as Sherman insists, "certainly, there was no 
detectable decline in the popularity of school musicals" (Sherman, Letter and Interview, 26 
July 1996) 
Drama-In-Education proselytisers seldom mention school plays or musicals (except to 
deplore them) but it would be naive, or perhaps merely amblyopic, not to suspect that a 
symbiosis exists, especially with shows which are devised and constmcted specifically to 
the needs and tastes of the group which will perform them. When we come to examine 
what actually happens in the custom-written musicals, this is one of the issues that will 
need to be examined, but for the moment it is sufficient to note that the institution of the 
school musical retained its vigour despite formal opposftion from a substantial proportion 
of the drama-teaching establishment. 
The Australian Explosion 
"It is always tempting to simplify history, to select a man, work and date 
and proclaim them as a turning point" (Taubman 148) 
By the mid-1970s, the movements in the mainstream theatrical community were 
unmistakably towards the home-grown. Jack Hibberd usefully identified the ideal of a 
theatre by and for Australians: 
Popular theatre in general suggests for me a theatre of accessibility that is above all 
Australian in theme and substance, a theatre for the populace that deals with legendary 
figures and events, perennial and idiosyncratic rimals, mythically implanted in the nation's 
consciousness. It is a form of folk theatre without being folksy. It is a theatre of gum 
without being gumnut as in the more jejune and sentimental outback literamre. It can 
usefially intermingle celebration with satire, fun with gravity, fiction with information, 
ignorance with politics, slang with poetry .... Popular theatre, however, is not meant to be 
pious and sociologically salubrious in that it offers solutions and panaceas. It can 
nevertheless jolt and agitate within a context of sheer local enjoyment, a whirl of 
community, and awareness of a shared heritage and its absurdities. (Introduction to Three 
Popular Plays, 1976. Qtd. Rees 56) 
The major problem with this ideal lies in the marketing. As Peter Fitzpatrick (discussing 
Hibberd's The Overcoat) wryly observes, "plays for the people which the people on the 
whole don't see are by no means unique to Australian theatre. The 'general public' does 
not go to the Pram Factory, by some combination of choice, apprehensiveness. 
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unawareness and cultural programming" (142). Peter Goodall perceives that "discussions 
of Australian identity, however, have almost always held to this particular polarity, as if 
high cultiire and ' Australianness' were somehow intrinsically at odds with each other" (79-
80). Richard Fotheringham, too, suggests that "there is no doubt that the sector of society 
which was demanding subsidised theatre was not at all representative of Australian society 
at large, but was a small, powerful upper-middle-class group which wanted to see its tastes 
and interests supported and which hoped to impose its cultural preferences on Australians 
in general" (16). At least in terms of what is broadly regarded as 'real' drama, this 
imposition has largely succeeded, and substantial portions of the potential audience feel 
that they and their tastes are not welcome in the official halls of culture. The distrust and 
sense of being excluded which the popular audience feels for 'high' art and for the theatres 
which are perceived as harbouring it, takes some overcoming. School musicals, which do 
not cany this taboo or suffer from its conditioning, have been able to find a niche. 
The process of adapting the popular-theatre ideal to the realities of student-production was 
already beginning. Ned Kelly and Captain Starlight were among the earliest characters to 
make the jump, as probably might be expected. Perhaps there were not enough such 
subjects, perhaps there was a perception that the mainstream was getting to the subjects 
before the schools could, and in styles which were not seen as appropriate to the school 
market, or perhaps it simply took a while for the awareness to grow that, if excifing (and, 
importantly, successful) local works could be created at the major city theatres, the same 
might be possible in school halls. There may well have been a further factor, in that the 
public acceptance of these works was, to a certain extent, illusoty. The Australian theatre 
industry was zealous and a little bumptious in self-congratulation at this phase of its 
development, but it is far from clear that its triumphs had any impact on suburbia. Very 
few were filmed or televised, and they were not, as a general mle, seen outside the major 
capitals, and such productions as they received tended to be by adventurous theatre 
companies in small theatres. The most conspicuous "success" of the early 1970s was The 
Legend of King O Malley, which had the distinction of touring, but even it toured to 
second-class venues (the Schonell Theatre in Brisbane, not Her Majesty's). When new 
plays were presented as major cultural events, such as A Rum Do! (Inglis/Wood) to 
inaugurate the Queensland Theatre Company in April 1970, they seldom ran to extended 
seasons, let alone to commercial venues. At the same time, imported musicals confinued to 
attract the prestige and the publicity, as Hair opened in Sydney in 1969 and Godspell and 
Jesus Christ Superstar in 1972. However proud one might be of the local product, it seems 
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probable that the public perception remained that to be locally written was, by definition, to 
be inferior. The transftion was by no means as immediate, outside the closed world of 
theafrical practitioners, as the catalogues of plays produced might seem to imply. 
The education system, so often characterised as reacfionary and slow to respond, was in this 
instance more posifive and innovative in Queensland. The old system - allowing "Speech 
and Drama" (which not too long since had been "Elocution" or "Art of Speech") de facto 
status as a Board subject, according to A.M.E.B. rather than Educafion Department mles 
and standards - persisted for some time, but drama began to acquire subject status in the 
early part of the decade. Peter Connolly's 1977 report to the Schools Commission and the 
Ausfralia Council was able to note that "until 1973 drama was done as part of the English 
course and usually, therefore, from a literary point of view" {Education and the Arts, Qld 
Report 17). An increasingly practical approach to the performing arts was becoming 
apparent: "a theatre course, initiated by Dalby High School was begun in 1976 and is to be 
extended to four other high schools in 1977" {Education and the Arts, Qld Report 17). But 
what were these theatre courses to perform? 
1976 was a more promising year for school musicals. In that year the Acacia Ridge SHS 
staged a compilation musical. Light From Light, put together by Pafrick Power and Isabella 
Richards, and incorporafing songs from the popular gospel-based musicals of the time (not 
unlike Black Sunshine). This particular play has not appeared on any of my lists since then, 
but it is notable as a precursor because another teacher at the school, Bmce Clark, was 
moved by it to embark upon his own extraordinary career as a writer of school musicals. 
The school staged his Rock! Rock! Rock! the following year, Lennon, McCartney, 
Mechitabel and Me in 1978 and Flickers in 1979, all of them using existing music. Clark's 
unique achievements when he moved to a new school at Lowood are recounted elsewhere. 
Also in 1976, Roger, an original rock opera for secondary students by Peter Harris was 
performed at St. Joseph's College in Mildura. 
But in 1977 a far more significant event occurred at La Boite Theatre in Brisbane, where a 
seventeen year-old Simon Denver wrote Man of Steel for a teenage workshop group known 
as the Middle Stagers. 
Simon wrote the script in the first place because the group was having trouble finding 
material for a group of 60 plus teenagers that wasn 't: imported, really for adults, out of 
date, deep and meaningful or just plain boring. After writing the script, Simon approached 
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Ian Dorricott, a high school teacher, to write a musical score for his script. The Middle 
Stagers put on this first Simon Denver/Ian Dorricott offering to great acclaim, with high 
school teachers lurking in the auditorium seeking the rights to perform this script with their 
own smdents at school. Photo-copies were handed round until I urged Simon and Ian to 
seek out a publisher. (Gail Denver, Letter 10 July 1996) 
Man of Steel opened at La Boite on 26 November 1977, directed by Jo Denver, and it was 
the watershed for school musicals. Even though not strictly created for a high school 
production, it was certainly created for high school actors, and Dorricott (whose previous 
experiences are noted above) used his Yeronga State High School Band as "guinea pigs" 
for the music: "their enthusiasm convinced me that the music would appeal to young 
people and that it was well within the capabilities of High School musicians" (Dorricott, 
Composer's Note, Man Of Steel). Man of Steel was extensively revised for a production at 
Salisbuty SHS in July 1978, and published by Playlab Press later in the year. 
Schools immediately began to produce it: I have confirmed 12 productions in Queensland 
in 1979. The success was so great and so immediate that Denver (with his mother Jo and 
his sister Gail) established their own publishing and distributing house - Peepshow - to 
handle their future creations. Their sales figures up to and including 1987 are not available, 
but their newsletter Peepshow Press (Januaty 1988) records that Man of Steel had been 
"performed by over 350 schools in Australia and New Zealand" in its first decade. Sales 
charts for 1988-1995 record a further 300 producfions. From 1978 to 1995, then, probably 
700 schools have staged productions of Man of Steel, which gives it a fair claim to be the 
most-produced Australian musical on record, and quite probably the most produced full-
length play (see Introduction)^. 
Man of Steel, of course, is not about Superman. There were marked similarities in the eariy 
editions, but these were revised after a marketing foray into the United States in the late 
1980s was abruptly terminated for reasons relating to copyright, and the character who used 
to be Lois Lane, for example, is now Linda Street (see Devices p.228). 
Since then, Simon Denver and Ian Dorricott have written another six musicals together, 
which between them have had at least 900 productions In Australia and New Zealand (and 
' It should be noted that this was not the first attempt to create a superhero musical: In 1966, It's A Bird 
... It's A Plane ... It's Superman, with songs by Charles Strouse and Lee Adams (best known for Bye Bye 
Birdie) ran for 129 performances at the Alvin Theatre in New York (Leonard, II, 1494). 
Producer/director Hal Prince, just after his success with Fiddler On The /?oo/and just before his success 
with Cabaret, lost close to half a million dollars on the production (Goldman 111). 
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since there are no comprehensive figures for productions prior to 1988, the real figure will 
be well in excess of a thousand). In the period 1988-1995, for which figures are available. 
Sheer Luck, Holmes (1979) had 133 producfions. Sheik, Rattle and Roll (1980) had 197, 
Bats (1983) had 252, Smithy! (1986) had 214, Follies (1989) had 27, and Henry (1992) had 
50. Peepshow have not limited themselves to the works of this collaboration only, 
however, and their October 1996 catalogue lists 17 musicals currently available. Including 
the plays already mentioned, plays by other writers still current, and plays once available 
but now withdrawn, the 1988-1995 figures reveal 1548 productions of 24 musicals in these 
eight years Australia-wide. Then, of course, Peepshow also publish and distribute primary 
school musicals and theatre-restaurant shows, some of which are also staged by high school 
groups. They are one of the most remarkable and un-noticed success-stories of Australian 
publishing, and one of their proudest claims is that they have never received any kind of 
govemment subsidy or support. 
Apart from Simon Denver and Ian Dorricott musicals, Peepshow also relies heavily on the 
talents of Jo Denver and composer Don Woodward. The combinations of these talents are 
complex. Simon Denver has written seven musicals with Ian Dorricott, two with Don 
Woodward, one with Peter and Tania Merrill, and two theatre-restaurant pieces on his own. 
Jo Denver has written two Elizabethan compilations on her own and one musical with 
Milton Boyle in her own name, while as 'Mary McMahon' she has written 3 musicals with 
Don Woodward, one with Ian Dorricott, two with Alan Melville, one with Robert 
Davidson, one Bicentennial compilation and two theatre-restaurants on her own. The four 
writers, with occasional outside collaborators, account for 25 shows. The shifting 
combinations appear to have been instmmental in keeping the core Peepshow products 
fresh and un-repetitive, without losing contact with what might be regarded as the 'house 
style'. The features which distinguish these musicals are examined in depth in Chapters 3 
and Four. 
Up until the advent of Man of Steel, Denver & Dorricott, and Peepshow Productions, 
Australian musicals were rare in Australian schools. Up to and including 1977, there had 
been a total of 28 confirmed producfions of 18 musicals. In the next three years, 1978, 
1979 and 1980 there were 35 confirmed producfions of 15 musicals. In proportional terms, 
Australian musicals accounted for 7% of all confirmed productions to 1977, and 41.5 % of 
all confirmed producfions since then. 
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It is tempting to view Man of Steel as a watershed, as a single work which in some way 
miraculously changed the entire world of school musicals in a new direcfion, but this is too 
simplistic. The determined but erratic increase in Australian productions was the visible 
symptom of a need which was being felt in both metropolitan and country schools. Captain 
Starlight was taken up in Charters Towers, Gympie went from Childhead's Doll to Fair Is 
Foul. It seems that the mass of students, in an era that was canonising the Beatles and Bob 
Dylan, were seeking material more stimulating than Princess Chrysanthemum. Teachers, 
too, were tired of trying to explain the mindset of W. S. Gilbert, and looking for works 
which reflected the world in which the students lived. Hair and Jesus Christ Superstar 
were not yet available to amateurs, and the market was wide open to works which seemed 
to cater to its needs. Man of Steel did not tum the market around, rather, the market was 
waiting for Man of Steel. 
It is significant that (with the exception of the divertissement 4^ Storm In A Teacup), all of 
the works discussed to date originated in State High Schools. There would appear to be a 
different level of adventure and - particularly with the emergent quality of irreverence - of 
not taking themselves seriously in their theatrical endeavours, which sits more comfortably 
with State High Schools. A case in point is the first rock opera written for schools: Frank 
Ass is a not-too-serious look at the life of St Francis of Assisi, and ft premiered at Cleveland 
SHS in 1978. In the following year it was staged in what would seem to be its more natural 
home, at Padua College (with giris from Mt. Alvemia College across the road) - but the 
church schools felt it necessary to advertise the show simply as Frank. The difference 
between state and church schools appears to have ironed itself out fairly quickly - by the 
mid-1980s there is no significant difference in the types of musicals staged in the two 
sectors. The pioneering, however, was virttjally all done in State High schools. 
The explosion of Australian musicals in schools has been extraordinary. Even so, the 
resounding success of the Peepshow venture has not been duplicated by other companies. 
Other small houses have been established to enter this specialist market - such as Bushfire 
Press, Firefly Productions, Fox Plays and Play On Words (see Introduction) - but to date 
their share has been small. Most writers - whether or not they have attempted to have their 
works marketed by Peepshow - are still operating on their own as small-traders, with the 
result that roughly half of the Australian musicals recorded in schools have only been 
staged once (Appendix 1.3). 
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Among these small traders, Bmce Clark has one of the outstanding records of achievement 
in any field of Australian theatre. He began writing musicals at Acacia Ridge SHS, with 
Rock! Rock! Rock! (1977), Lennon, McCartney, Mechitabel and Me (1978) and Flickers 
(1979). When the Principal of Gin Gin SHS (previously posted to Acacia Ridge) requested 
a musical suitable for a large, isolated and inexperienced group, he created King Macbee 
and the Walking Trees which premiered there in 1982 and was published by Playlab Press 
in 1984. By this time, Clark was at the new Lowood SHS in the Brisbane Valley, where he 
staged King Macbee in 1984, the school's second year. In 1985 he wrote a new musical. 
Spiff 'n' Growl, for Lowood, and he has continued to do so every year since. To 1998, 
Clark had achieved the unrivalled feat of writing, directing and producing fourteen 
successive premieres. 
Rock! Rock! Rock! has been staged four times and King Macbee eight times in Queensland 
and three times in other states, but none of the Lowood musicals have ever been staged by 
another school, and the author receives no royafties for them. In the early years Clark made 
some attempts at submitting them to publishers, without success, and he now says that he is 
too busy meeting the extraordinary pressure to write a musical evety year to waste time in 
pointless self-promotion. 
In less exhausting vein, John and Sandra Whybird (with a range of collaborators) premiered 
three shows in a row (1981-^ Space Oddity; 1982-^ Fabricated Romance; 1983-5/g Time) 
at Pittsworth SHS. Moving to Chinchilla SHS, they repeated these three (1985-87)before 
creating new ones (1988- Advance Australia Backwards; 1993- Bosun Bill and the 
Herbivores; 1994- Olympus Rules). I have not been able to obtain texts of these plays. Jeff 
Thorpe composed four musicals (with various librettists) while teaching at Port Hacking 
High School in New South Wales. One of these. Only An Orphan Girl (1979), based on an 
old melodrama script with music and songs added, has been staged six times in Queensland 
since Thorpe moved to Bribie Island. A fifth musical. On With The Show, premiered at 
Nambour SHS (under the title Jubilee), and has also been staged five more times in 
Queensland. It is set in a High School, where the production of the school musical raises 
issues of identity and peer-group pressure. Like Ian Dorricott, Thorpe has published text 
books for secondary music teaching. Another teacher, Lesley Englert, created three 
musicals with Arm Hogan and Peter Starmnard (the composer of Lola Montez) at Bumside 
SHS in the 1980s. Electric Cafe (1983) is a space-fantasy; Pirates (1987) a swashbuckling 
adventure-farce, and Dragons: A Fiery Story (1988) is a medieval melodrama. Englert 
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took these musicals with her when she moved to Tara in 1989. The marketing umbrella for 
this team is called Firefly. John Mawson, with collaborators Rob Smith and Roslyn 
Jennings, launched a series of musicals at Ararat High School in Victoria. They have 
established Play On Words to market their product nationally, so far with only moderate 
success. Their musicals include 2061: A Space Idiocy (1992), Son of Phantom (1993) and 
Charades {\995). 
Toadshow Producfions in Brisbane have staged a series of school-holiday producfions for 
charity, using current rock and pop music, and enormous volunteer casts. Productions 
which have been subsequently staged by secondary schools include The Hound of Music 
(1986), Sherwoodstock {\9Z9) and Phantoad of the Opera (1991). The most recent, 
Glamalot (1996), has not yet reached the schools. The plays specialise in being 
outrageously teenage, and invariably need some modification (of language and sexual 
references) for production in schools. 
The search for a composer is an important factor in the urge to create school musicals. Ian 
Pullar has written six musicals for Ipswich Girls Grammar where his wife Helen teaches 
and five of these were staged with the help of boys from Ipswich Grammar School where 
Pullar teaches. The works are distinguished by punning titles and by the fact that several of 
the composers have been students. You 'II Never Sail an Odder Sea (1983, music by 
Bemard Lanskey) is a comic version of the adventures of Odysseus; A Matter of Principal 
(1987) was a soap opera about a girls' school, with new lyrics to songs from Gilbert & 
Sullivan; Rough and Tumbril (1990, music by IGS student Daniel Philipe) covers the 
French Revolufion; A Grim Pharaoh Tale (1992, music again by Daniel Philipe, now an ex-
sttident) depicts the Israelites in Egypt; Our Crew's In Down The River (1994, music by 
IGGS student Carieen Steele) is set in the 1920s; dind A Lively Little Peace (1996) tells of a 
group of young French giris evacuated to Jane Austen-ish relatives in England during the 
Napoleonic wars. The music for this was composed in an IGGS school workshop by a 
group of 11 girls. 
In all, my research has idenfified 654 producfions in Queensland of 185 Australian 
musicals, accounfing for 34.3% of all productions staged. The proportion has been growing 
rapidly, and in the 1990s Ausfralian musicals account for 45.9% of all productions, ft must 
be remembered that these figures are not complete, and that the actual numbers will be 
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somewhat higher, but the sample is large enough in statistical terms to regard the 
proportions as being reliable. 
Contemporary School Musicals 
Australian musicals have been a significant part of the market for the past 20 years, and 
their share is growing constantly, but they are not the entire market. In 1995, the last year 
for which the figures are reasonably complete, Australian musicals sfill only accounted for 
49.5% of the total. There is still considerable interest in staging imported musicals. 
Tabulations of the most popular musicals overall and by decades (Appendix 1.1 & 1.2) 
provide few surprises. In the 1960s Gilbert & Sullivan fill the top five places, followed by 
Calamity Jane. In the 1970s The Boyfriend and Joseph lead, followed by Pirates of 
Penzance and the late entry, Man of Steel. In the 1980s, four of the top six are Peepshow 
musicals. The Peepshow share declines in the 1990s as more local writers emerge, but still 
accounts for four of the top ten, as in the all-time table. 
Man of Steel remains the most staged musical overall, and it is impossible not to be 
influenced by the phenomenal success of this play. Its ingredients are simple, its formula 
far more sophisticated than it appears. The swiftness of the action steamrolls the audience 
and prevents logical or sequential resistance, while its cheerful refusal to take itself 
seriously forestalls any churlish objection to its silliness or triviality. There is nothing 
challenging or contentious in the play - even its surprises are inevitable - but at the same 
time there is an irreverence which is profoundly confronting. The play says that good and 
evil are not serious issues, that love is a bit of a bother when there are better things to do, 
that heroes need help from cleaning ladies and can be arrested for indecent exposure and, 
most importantly, that presenting a play is a damned silly thing for a grown adolescent to 
be doing. By extension, watching plays is pretty silly too. Man of Steel seems to be saying 
that the only possible justification for the play - for being alive - is that U's FUN, if you let 
ft be. 
This unstated message, offensive as it may be to those who revere the theatre as a temple of 
art, would appear to be the basis of the widespread popularity of the school musical, and 
the springboard for the phenomenal growth in this area. Simon Denver did not create the 
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message or the attitude, both of which had been clearly visible in both mainstream 
Australian theatre and in schools for more than a decade. The larrikin tradftions of 
Australian theatre go back at least as far as the great melodramas at the end of the 
nineteenth centuty. 
Studies of popular culture (often as the result of a Marxist bias) tend to concentrate on the 
'means of production and distribution' as one of the central determining factors, especially 
in fields like popular music. There is a level in which this holds tme for school musicals, 
because Peepshow is the major organised factoty, and there seems liftle doubt that the 
Peepshow formula (which one might more accurately call the Denver formula^) has 
significantly shaped many other works. Clark, Englert, Mawson, Mulheron, Toadshow -
and certainly McMahon - reveal an obvious connection. But ft is equally and undeniably 
tme that others (Bamett, Evers, Magoffin, Mcintosh, Nahuysen, Riley, Stellmach) are 
responding to the needs they perceive in their own community, and creating in direct 
response to that need. Riley and Mcintosh are ttying to create Christian musicals, with 
potent moral messages, Bamett is ttying to educate and make 'classic' texts accessible, 
Magoffin, Nahuysen and Evers want to enrich our understanding of our heritage, and Clark 
(although obviously heavily influenced by Denver) tries steadily to enrich the formula with 
sugar-coated but serious examinations of the adolescent dilemma. Here perhaps is a form 
of popular culture which is not enslaved by capitalism, but still provides a substantial voice 
for the local and the individual. It must be conceded, though, that these voices seldom if 
ever get to be heard beyond their immediate community, and few of them can claim more 
than a handful of productions. 
The imported products cannot claim such independence, and we must look elsewhere for 
their continuing appeal. Calamity Jane is the only musical to remain in the top ten from the 
1960s to the 1990s, and ft is the third most-staged overall. Created as a film musical and 
subsequently adapted to the stage, it tells the tale of a cussin', Indian-fightin' tomboy in the 
American Wild West who finally gives up her buckskins for love of a glamorous officer of 
the US Cavalty, and then gives him up to the city girl who is more suitable for him, and 
marries Wild Bill Hickock, the gambler who has loved her all along, although neither of 
* The interaction of Denver with Sean Mee and David Pyle (both later influential in Toadshow) in staging 
the original productions of the first Denver & Dorricott musicals at La Boite probably leaves room for 
some doubt as to the genesis of the Denver formula. It is probable that the 17 year-old Denver's sense of 
theatre was shaped to some extent by these iconoclastic, experienced professionals, although importantly 
he does not seem to have inherited any professional cynicism. 
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them realised ft unfil she put on a dress. It includes such lines as "G'wan - bawl! Admft 
y're a female! Have y'r hysterics and gft 'em over with!" (Act Two, Scene Four). The 
reason for its continuing popularity is problematical. The Westem setting is probably 
significant, because it entices male participafion (there being, for some reason, and pace the 
Village People, nothing sissy about dressing up as a cowboy), and it also contains the ever-
popular dance-hall girls who can do quite complex choreography without asking the boys 
to join in, but the major factor is probably the centrality of the female lead. The original 
film was created as a star-vehicle for Doris Day (complete with a range of concealed 
sexual-role jokes which have made it a lesbian cult-movie, but which it must be presumed 
the schools do not - or choose not to - recognise in the stage version) and the stmcture of 
the resultant play is such that so long as there is one dominant and charismatic actress, the 
rest of the cast need vety little talent. Most school directors will know in advance that they 
have the actress to play Calamity; they can then schedule the play with a reasonable 
certainty that the production will be at least a moderate success. 
The most popular non-Australian musical is The Pirates of Penzance, which was a clear 
leader in the early years, and then experienced a revival in the late 1980s and early 90s. 
The revival was presumably triggered by the Victorian State Opera's hugely successful 
commercial producfion (based on Joseph Papp's 1980 producfion for the New York 
Shakespeare Festival) which toured the countty in the mid-80s, making its first Brisbane 
appearance in 1985^. Once again, the perceived masculinity of pirate-costumes is probably 
an attracfive feature. In fact, of the top 20 musicals in Queensland, only The Boyfriend asks 
its male characters and choms to behave in a genteel manner. Before we leap to 
generalisafions, though, it should be noted that of the 59 recorded performances of The 
Boyfriend, only six appear to have been all-girl productions, while 40 have been staged at 
State High Schools, including Ipswich, Boonah, Sunnybank and Runcom, not all of which 
feature notably refined demographics. 
There is a public misconception - and this was also my own initial expectation - that there 
is a link between the socio-economic status of a school and the kind of musical ft chooses 
to produce. Author Tony Nicholls believes that 
' When Concordia staged a modemised Pirates of Penzance in 1985 the cast were taken to see the 
Gallagher version in Brisbane as part of their preparation. Mt. Gravatt SHS's updated 1987 version 
(directed by Sally Burgess) was called The Pirates ofPenze-what? 
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The school play basically makes a public statement about what kind of school it is - thus 
your posh schools do Shakespeare, Shaw, etc., your alternative schools do original work 
with a lot of meaningful wafting and 'poetry' and your unpretentious we're-all human-just-
like-you neighbourhood high school does a musical because everyone knows musicals are 
fun and not boring. The fact that they are probably the most technically difficult 
productions to carry off is usually forgotten. (Tony Nicholls, Letter 11 December 1996) 
However, I have been unable to make any such connection from the available facts. The 
nearest thing to a trend that I am able to identify is that there is a slight tendency for 
Anglican girls' schools to neglect Australian musicals: at least, two of the largest, St. 
Margaret's, and St. Aidan's in Brisbane are not on record as having done one. The ways in 
which mainstream musicals are modified in schools and the factors which seem to 
influence the way schools choose musicals will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 3, 
but there is no general mle that 'posh' schools do 'posh' musicals. 
What is remarkable is that, in 107 schools for which I have been able to obtain complete 
information for the decade 1986-1995, 90% of them have staged at least one musical, and 
70% have staged four or more in that period (Appendix 1.4). Largely anecdotal evidence, 
confirmed by both Gail Denver of Peepshow and John Mawson of Play On Words, suggests 
that the market for school musicals in Queensland and Victoria is rather stronger than in the 
other states. Of 272 schools for which I have been able to collect even fragments of 
information, only 17 profess never to have staged a musical. 
Certain features are sufficiently common to be regarded as emblematic of the high school 
musical. Single-sex schools have an obvious problem. All Souls School in Charters 
Towers first imported a giri in 1939 for their annual play (Isobel MacPherson of St. 
Gabriel's School played the fifie role in Shaw's St Joan) The schools were doing joint 
plays by 1950, and eventtially amalgamated in 1973. Anglican Church Grammar School 
did all male producfions unfil 1980, when they started invifing a few females to play key 
roles. For Oh What A Lovely War in 1983 they co-opted two female teachers and two 
daughters of teachers. In later years they have staged productions jointly with Somerville 
House, St Aidan's and Brisbane Girls Grammar. Glennie Memorial School staged only 
plays, until joining with Toowoomba Grammar School to do musicals from 1971. St. 
Augusfine's were acfive in concerts and musicals below Year 10, but teamed with St 
Monica's in 1989 when they began to do Senior musicals. 
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The arrangement is sometimes formal, and sometimes not. Ignafius Park College, for 
example, reports that all its producfions since 1987 have been staged jointly with St 
Margaret Maty College, but there are some years (1992, 1993, 1995) when the giris' school 
magazine does not acknowledge the production. The implication, in this and similar cases, 
is that the girls were from St Margaret Maty's, but that their involvement was a private 
matter, not an official school activity. 
One of the reasons would seem to be that there are vety few cases where the schools are 
able to co-operate without friction. Anglican Church Grammar have never managed more 
than two successive years with the same partner and Brisbane Boys College have never 
managed more than three. Other Boys schools seem to have similar problems. Brisbane 
Grammar and Brisbane Girls Grammar have a long relationship for both plays and 
musicals, but from the early 80s there is a drift apparent which suggests a conflict. The 
"Combined Schools Play" seems to make less effort (possibly following the departure of 
drama master Brian Cannon) to use reasonable numbers of girls, and the Girls' Grammar 
eventually reverted to staging its own productions. The relationship has been erratic since. 
A former staff member suggests that there was an anti-female and anti-drama attitude "at 
the top" of the boys' school which made interaction difficult (Wendy Marsh, Interview). 
Entrenched chauvinism is undoubtedly an issue in some of the more traditional boys' 
schools. The Southport School offers a revealing example, using invited girls (mostly from 
St. Hilda's) in its productions. For their 1982 play. Teahouse of the August Moon, girls 
were present on the stage, but were not mentioned in the magazine account. In the 
following year, the female participants were fulsomely over-thanked, clearly as the result of 
complaints. There was an element of insult in the fulsomeness, and the attitude does not 
seem to have changed: in 1990, Paint Your Wagon was "assisted by talented actresses from 
local schools" who are not named, and might perhaps resent being 'assistants'. 
All Hallows and St. Joseph's, Gregoty Terrace addressed one of the problems of 
collaboration when they combined in 1978 to stage annual musicals by stipulating that each 
school should select the play in altemate years. The result was a fairly harmonious 
association that altemated between rowdy 'masculine' musicals and gentler 'feminine' 
shows. In successive recent years (1991-6) they have staged Pride & Prejudice; West Side 
iS/ory( street-gangs and rumbles); The Sound of Music; His Majesty's Pleasure (convicts and 
troopers); The Boyfriend; and Oh, What A Lovely War {so\d\Qrs). All Hallows also 
occasionally stages its own all-female musicals in addition to the joint annual production. 
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For the Rock Eisteddfod, by contrast, they teamed with Marist Brothers, Ashgrove from 
1986 to 1992, then for several years with only invited boys. In 1996 they finally won their 
heat with no boys in the cast at all. The most harmonious example appears to be St 
Edmund's Ipswich, which seems to do all its musicals (although vety little else) jointly 
with St. Maty's (since 1985), and there are no public signs of any problems in the 
relationship. The quality of the relationship is indicated by the fact that the works chosen 
become steadily more ambifious. 
Many schools, especially in regional centres, have toured their productions to surrounding 
towns, but there are none who take on the extra work on a regular basis. Rockhampton 
SHS took their production of Patience to Mt. Morgan in 1957. Atherton SHS toured the 
Tablelands several times between 1967 and 1970, All Souls toured in 1964, 1966 and 1973 
to Charters Towers, Townsville and Home Hill. More recently, Rockhampton Grammar's 
Argus productions toured plays and variety shows extensively in Central Queensland from 
1975-83. In 1984 Sheik Rattle & Roll, their first musical in 103 years, toured to Duaringa, 
Blackwater, Rolleston and Baralba. In 1980 Range College took Follow The Star to 
Blackwater (where it had its Australian premiere), Clermont and Emerald before the 
regular season at the Pilbeam Theatre. St Peter's Lutheran College also took its 1992 
production of The Devil Himself to Toowoomba for an 'out-of-town ttyout' matinee and 
evening at Concordia, before a season in Brisbane. The longest joumey for a musical 
belongs to Coorparoo SHS, who celebrated their 25th Jubilee by touring Carousel to 
Rockhampton SHS in 1987. 
Several schools, from the early 1980s, have developed a permanent Stage Crew group, who 
maintain the Hall, staff musicals, concerts. Drama displays and productions, and act as 
'Roadies' for the various school bands and orchestras. In larger schools, they get a lot of 
work, and a lot of trips. Notable schools include Banyo SHS and Brisbane Boys College. 
At Woree SHS in 1991, the crew were called POP, standing for Production Organisation 
Performance. Many schools (such as All Hallows) have a habit of using huge backstage 
crews, with 50 or more students, apparently to allow even those students who do not wish 
to perform to become involved in the production. According to Dalby SHS's Robert Cook, 
"backstage crew generally see themselves as a group apart and judge themselves according 
to their own criteria ... noiseless scene changes, quick changes, problem solving" (Robert 
Cook, Letter 17 March 1998). 
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Schools have an advantage over amateur musical societies in that they have a complete 
change of population evety five years. As a result, they are in a position to repeat 
successful productions vety soon, which is a considerable saving in preparation-time for 
teachers, and also gives a better chance of success than an untried and unknown play would 
have. The record seems to be four: Anglican Church Grammar School staged The Mikado 
in 1959, 1965, 1972 and 1991; The Pirates of Penzance in 1961, 1966, 1971 and 1993. 
Concordia have also done Pirates of Penzance 4 fimes, in 1970, 1975, 1985, 1997. The last 
was presented as a revival, and included some of the 1985 cast. This seems a popular 
adjunct to this play: Pittsworth SHS re-staged The Pirates of Penzance in 1995 after a 27-
year gap, and some members of the 1968 cast attended as a tribute to the swansong for 
Director Rob Raymond. Harristown SHS's 1993 Pirates of Penzance included 2 members 
from the 1963 cast in cameo roles. Beenleigh SHS presented Man of Steel in 1981, 1984 
and 1987, which is making light of the 5-year tumover. Blackheath & Thomburgh have 
one of the longest gaps, with their first production of Pirates of Penzance in 1936, and their 
third in 1968. 
Despite the limited period available to them, a few students have amassed formidable 
records in school musicals. At the extreme, a student named Mark Duckworth appeared in 
his 9th consecutive musical for Somerset College in 1994 (Somerset College, Somerset, 
1994)10_ NickNichles ( or Nicholas) appeared in at least 5 shows at The Gap SHS, rising 
from an urchin in Oliver! (1974); to leading roles as Ginger Mick in The Sentimental Bloke 
(1978) and Robert Misson in The New Moon (1979). At the same school, Andrew Fox also 
racked up five in a row from The Sentimental Bloke in 1978 to a lead as Tommy in 
Brigadoon in 1982. Francesca Swenson appeared in significant roles in 5 successive 
musicals at Rockhampton Grammar School - Sheik Rattle & Roll (1984, Jasmine), Bats 
(1985, Zsa-Zsa), Man of Steel (1986, torch-singer). The Boyfriend {\9S1, Dulcie) and 
Bugsy Malone (1988, Blousie). Elaine Buchanan played Laurie in Oklahoma! at Corinda 
SHS in 1977 and Nellie in South Pacific in 1980. Even if she repeated senior, she must 
have been in Year 10 in 1977. Anecdotal accounts exist of students repeafing Senior to get 
a coveted role in the school musical, but I have not secured direct evidence. 
School musicals are characteristically inexpensive for the audience. In 1978, Camp Hill 
SHS charged adults $1.50 and students 500 to see Zigger Zagger. By the mid-1980s, prices 
'° Somerset College stages Junior Musicals for Years 4 & 5, other Junior Musicals for Years 6 
& 7, as well as Senior Musicals for the secondary section, producing three musicals each year. 
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had risen, and Paint Your Wagon at St Maty's CBC, Toowoomba in 1985 cost $5 for 
adults, $3 for pensioners, $2 for smdents, and offered a $12 "family ficket". Sarina SHS's 
Grease in 1988 charged a flat admission of $5. Inflafion has been kind to school musicals, 
but there is a demographic split visible in the 1990s, with poorer schools charging lower 
prices. In 1992, Marist College Ashgrove charged $10 for adults, $5 for pensioners and 
students and $20 for a family when it staged Little Shop of Horrors with Stuartholme 
School, while less affluent Femy Grove SHS charged $8 for adults and $4 for students for 
The Boyfriend the following year. Hillbrook Anglican College were charging $12 for an 
aduft, $8 for a student, and $35 per family for Sherwoodstock in 1995. In Toowoomba, 
however, St Ursula's production of My Fair Lady at Toowoomba City Hall in the same 
year charged adults $9, and concessions $5. According to Heather McKenzie 
Prices for High School Musicals vary, but range from $5 to S8 ... Programmes are usually 
photocopied and sometimes are free, and sometimes as much as 500. Once again it depends 
on the show. Downlands did just a little bit more for their programme for Me And My Girl 
- getting it printed (the cover) and then inserting the photocopied cast/ production details. 
(HCM, Letter, 14 Sept 1997) 
The highest price I have encountered was for John Paul College's prestigious production of 
Jesus Christ Superstar at the Queensland Performing Arts Complex in 1997, where tickets 
were $27.50 and $21.00. This compares favourably with commercial prices. Top and 
bottom adult prices for other events in 1997 were: Opera Queensland $105/$30; QPAC 
$75/$l 1; Queensland Theatre Company $42/24.50; Queensland Symphony Orchestra 
$38/free; Queensland Cricket Ground $44 (one day Intemational), $30 (Test), $6 (Shield); 
Suncorp Stadium (Rugby League) $21/$4; Brisbane Arts Theatre $15/$ 12; Hoyts 8 (Myer 
Centre) $11.50/$5; Schonell Cinema $9/$4 (Alison Cotes, "The Price of Pleasure", Courier 
Mail Saturday 1 Februaty 1997, Weekend 11). School audiences also do not usually incur 
comparable costs for parking and refreshments. 
One feature that most teachers agree upon as the hallmark of a school production is that ft 
be fraught with disasters along the way. They are not surprised that the classic most often 
adapted for the high school stage is the proverbially unlucky 'Scottish Play' (six musical 
versions of Macbeth have been staged in Queensland). The data provides some support for 
the theoty. The Anglican Church Grammar School's first public concert did not set a good 
precedent: 
On Friday, ist December [1922] a concert was held in South Brisbane Technical Hall in aid 
of the Chapel Fund. It was advertised for St. Andrew's Hall, but unformnately at the last 
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moment, owing to lack of seating accommodation, it was decided to move to South 
Brisbane Hall. This was on the very afternoon of the performance. It was, however, almost 
from the ftying pan into the fire. The piano was not only very much out of tune, but some 
notes were dumb. Three performers out of four started off without any help at all. So, 
considering that it was the first performance in public - and those who have stood alone 
before a large audience know what that first appearance means - it was very creditable. 
(CEGS, Viking, April 1923, Vol. 1 No 5, 11) 
The following year "having profited by the sad experience of the previous year, this time 
we had secured the Albert Hall, a much more satisfactoty arrangement" (CEGS, Viking, 
April 1924, Vol. 1 No 7, 32). Dalby SHS scheduled a musical in 1981 but cancelled ft 
because of severe floods. Concordia's 1986 production of Oklahoma! in the despised, flat-
floored College gym was marred by heavy rain on the tin roof, so that the show was 
virtually inaudible. The director's wife commented that "Well, ft was pretty" (Penny 162). 
Isis SHS gave new meaning to the tradifional expression of well-wishing: During 
rehearsals for their 1987 production of Oh What A Lovely War the director (Miss A. 
Thompson) broke a leg shortly before the opening and three other teachers had to take her 
place. At All Souls in 1991 an unspecified show was scheduled, but 2 of the 15 principals 
"ran away" from the rehearsal camp rather than be in the production, so it was cancelled 
(All Souls' School, The Phoenix, 1991). A great many schools (as is hardly surprising, 
given the numbers of productions) report illness or injuty to key cast members, frequently 
as a result of school sporting fixtures. At Wynnum SHS in 1986 director Leanne Corby 
went on as emergency understudy. The most extreme case, though not directly associated 
with musicals, occurred at the North Queensland Inter-School Drama Fesfival in 1969, 
when no prizes were awarded because the Adjudicator (Peter Sommerville) died of a heart 
attack during proceedings (All Souls' School, The Phoenix, 1969). 
It is equally characterisfic of school musicals that there is no such thing as a failure. 
Allowances are always made for the disasters and, as will be seen in the next Chapters, one 
of the functions of the dramaturgy of school musicals is to make on-stage gaffes and 
failures less painful for the performers, to anticipate them and to make them part of the 
entertainment. But there is also a mindset (common to many artistic and community 
endeavours) which makes the participants unable to see their efforts as anything but a 
success - even if sometimes only a qualified success. There is always something posftive 
to be said. The magazine account (probably written by the director, John Clarke) of 
Downlands' How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying explained that "though not 
the most successful musical ever produced, 1986 still saw some excfting and imaginative 
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performances" (Downlands College, Magazine, 1986). Sometimes the audience's lack of 
relish can be justified as intentional: "I thought it was about time that we [Concordia] did a 
play that the kids would enjoy, rather than wortying about the audience, so 1989 saw this 
show. As I had predicted, the audience did not love Birdie, but the kids had a ball" (Penny 
162). Somefimes it is simply wilful: after the event, Nashville SHS claimed to have 
chosen No III Feeling because it had "the comiest, tackiest and least expensive musical 
script possible" (Nashville SHS, Zenith, 1993). 
Rehearsal periods vaty immensely. Gladstone SHS rehearsed Kidstuff in ]\xst 3 weeks, 
including a 3-day camp, in 1984. They also claim 6 weeks for Man of Steel in 1981 and 4 
weeks for Sheik, Rattle and Roll in 1982. In contrast, Isis SHS rehearsed Man of Steel for 5 
months in 1979, and Merrimac SHS spent 18 weeks rehearsing the same play in 1982. The 
average, from the data available, seems to be between nine and twelve weeks, rehearsing in 
lunch-hours, after school two or three aftemoons, and Sundays during the latter half of the 
preparation. In recent years there has been a trend in some schools (e.g. Ipswich Grammar, 
The Southport School, Cannon Hill Anglican, Wynnum SHS) to cast the production before 
the Christmas holidays and rehearse it in first semester, so that the cast can do much of 
their leaming of lines and music before rehearsals begin. Having the 'book down' before 
rehearsals begin is an old theatrical practice which has been abandoned almost everywhere 
else, especially since legitimate theatre came under the domination of the director, rather 
than the actor-manager. 
The most significant feature of school musical rehearsals today is the rehearsal camp - a 
weekend where the company live together and rehearse intensively. Some schools (e.g. 
Gympie SHS, Christian Outreach Toowoomba) hold this on school premises, but most go 
to purpose-built camp-sites or to resorts. Alexander Headlands (Mt. Gravatt SHS, 1982) 
Caloundra (Beenleigh SHS 1986), Camp Bomhoffen (Mt. Gravatt SHS, 1991), Luther 
Heights Coolum (Hillbrook Anglican, 1995) and Mt. Glorious (Nashville SHS 1990) are 
among the destinations I have noted. The purpose is partially to get some unintermpted 
work done, partially to create some bonding and sense of common purpose in the cast, and 
partially (perhaps principally) to have fun. 
The cold morning shower helps the sopranos hit the high notes, the early morning rise helps 
the baritones hit the low notes, the hard concrete floors-cum-beds make the scenes of 
tragedy, sorrow and pain more realistic and believable, and the voracious eating habits, 
unbelievable sleeping styles and smelly socks of others make for a much more tolerant, 
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unified and expressive cast. (J. Skinner, Director of The Big Picture, Christian Outreach 
College, Toowoomba, Yearbook, 1994, 19) 
The earliest reference to a rehearsal camp that I have encountered was for Mareeba SHS's 
Calamity Jane in 1969, although Mitchelton SHS held a camp at Tallebudgera National 
Fitness Camp for a 1968 concert which included a potted version of The Pajama Game. 
Occasionally (e.g. Mt. Gravatt SHS 1982, Nashville SHS 1989) the camps are held during 
the week, "in school time". I have noted 35 schools which mention making a practice of 
the rehearsal camp, but it appears to be an almost universal feature in the 1990s. 
One factor, however, is conspicuously absent from this burgeoning industty of creating and 
distributing Australian musicals for performance in secondaty schools. One of the central 
reasons for encouraging (and, especially, subsidising) local artists has always been the 
expression - and perhaps the vety creation - of a national identity. The Australia Council 
insists that "Strong encouragement should be given to subsidised companies to 
commission and perform works v^hich foster Australian identity {Opera 4) and, even 
though no-one has ever satisfactorily defined what that identity might be, there is a general 
agreement that most of us can recognise works which foster or at least reflect it when we 
see them. The mainsfream theatre has tended to constmct the paradigm: works which are 
visibly set in Australia, which concem events or attitudes perceived as peculiar to Australia, 
and featuring characters (or caricatures) who behave and speak in ways which are 
recognisable as conforming to a public concept of "Australian-ness" or, increasingly, of 
one of the mufti-cultural subsets which constitute the totality of Australian society. The 
majority of the mainstream successes can be fitted into this mould, but hardly any of the 
most successful school musicals look anything like it. 
Of the top ten Australian school musicals (Appendix 1.1) six are specifically set outside of 
Australia. Bats is set in a Ruritanian/Transylvanian Europe, Sheer Luck, Holmes in 
Victorian England, Sheik, Rattle and Roll in a mythic Araby, Henry in Tudor London, 
Pirates in a series of exotic locations, and Robin the Hood in a heavily anachronised 
medieval England. Only Smithy! (a farce about a mangled school production of Romeo and 
Juliet) is specifically located in Australia, although Kidstuff {an improvisational framework 
for skits and songs about youth and family events) will inevitably tum out to be set in 
whatever place ft is staged. Man of Steel (despite the obviously American inspiration) 
might as well be in Australia, since the locality is unimportant. But Australian histoty or 
mythology is vety low on the lists: The Captain Starlights and the Ned Kellys with which 
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the genre began have not prevailed. The Sentimental Bloke, which represents a bygone 
Australia, is in eleventh place. 
There is nevertheless a sense in which these musicals are vety Australian indeed. They are 
disrespectful towards the conventions of mainstream theatre, they are defiant of'polftical 
correctness', and they are determined to give pleasure on their own terms. Peter Fitzpatrick 
notes that 
the striking thing about most of the plays of the mid-1970s was not that they were variations 
on the new drama of the late-1960s; the style of roughhouse cartoon and the simpler forms 
of ocker outrageousness which marked that theatre seem to have been handed over largely 
to the thriving theatre-restaurant frade, which is the nearest current approach to the long-
cherished dream of a popular theatre. (158) 
School musicals have, since Fitzpatrick's 1979 histoty, inherited the manfle of "roughhouse 
cartoon" and "ocker outrageousness" and are, arguably, one of the most potent emergent 
forms of popular theatre. The following chapters will examine the underlying themes and 
attitudes which the musicals convey, and the manner in which they constitute the kind of 
exploration of Australian society and values which, like classical satire, is sometimes easier 
and more flexible if it is given an exotic setting. A vety real tension exists (at least in the 
most successful examples) between the apparent setting or topic and the actual content. 
The content makes comments which reflect and promote attitudes - both in respect of the 
reality of being a teenager in the present world, and about the nature of theatrical 
representation itself- which have nothing to do with the conventional 'world of the play'. 
This tension, in fact, gives added bite and poignancy to both the nominal topic and the 
expressed attitudes. It is in these attitudes to life and theatricality and in the subtlety and 
ingenuity of their expression that the Australian school musical begins to diverge from 
mainstream theatre and become a significant genre in its own right. 
Alternatives and the Way of the Future 
A sub-group of school productions is formed by community theatrical events and pageants 
in which schools participate. Most commonly, as in publicly funded community historical 
pageants at Barcaldine (1982), Longreach (for the opening of the Stockmen's Hall of Fame 
in 1988) and Biloela (1988), the school participafion is limited to a single mass-dance (or 
aerobics) routine intended to demonstrate 'youth' as the energetic hope of the future. 
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At a different level of involvement, a group of Year 10 students of Buckley Park High 
School, Essendon, participated (apparently to a limited extent) in the creation and 
production of Riff-Raff: A Rock Musical, created with community funding by members of 
the Men At Work band and toured extensively to Victorian schools in 1979. The published 
text shows a cast of 5 performers and a 4-piece rock band. 
Occasionally, however, schools play a more central role. Some community events staged 
directly by schools, such as the Coronation Pageant at Caims SHS in 1953 and the 
Separation Day Pageant at Murgon SHS in 1959 have already been mentioned. In 1984 
Woodridge SHS and Kingston SHS combined with a (funded) professional director and 
writer to create The Logan City Story, which was staged for five performances at the 
Woodridge Plaza Shopping Centre. The script was workshopped by a core group of 
students, written up and polished by Pat Cranney, and the hundred or so students who 
participated were able to gain "course credit in English" (a full account is given by John 
Stanwell & Anne Jones in Fotheringham 79-88). In 1996 the Queensland Performing Arts 
Tmst and the Gympie Rotaty Club provided funding for director Velvet Eldred and writer 
Alex Prior to lead a group devised community celebration of the Gympie district. Instead of 
Falling. The project combined participants from Gympie SHS, James Nash SHS, St 
Patrick's College and various local organisations, and was done entirely outside of school 
time. St Patrick's College found fime to stage their own conventional musical. Bats, in the 
same year. 
Less direcfiy, Sharon and Btynley Evers' 1945 was written in 1993 for Runcom SHS. A 
sentimental account of Brisbane during World War II, extracts were revived at Runcom 
and a full production was staged at Redeemer Lutheran College as part of the "Australia 
Remembers" commemorafion in 1995. The Redeemer producfion received a monetaty 
grant from the Australia Remembers committee, and the costumed cast participated in the 
official street procession in August. Community involvements such as these are almost 
always connected with particular anniversaries or celebrations, and have no opportunity to 
become regular events. 
A significant alternative to school musicals which emerged almost in parallel was the 
national Rock Eisteddfod, which began life in Sydney in 1979. In this now national contest 
(conducted in a complex series of local and regional heats and finals), huge numbers of 
students are involved in an elaborate staging of a single musical number with a pre-
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recorded soundfrack, in competftion against other schools. Some schools, such as the 
Roma Middle School, have a seftled policy of altemating a musical in one year with a Rock 
Eisteddfod entty in the next, while a few, such as Capalaba SHS, manage to do both evety 
year. Most, however, seem to enter the Eisteddfod in years when ft is, for one reason or 
another, impractical to do a fiall musical, and a few use it as a testing ground, reasoning that 
if they can cope with an Eisteddfod producfion, they can progress to a full-scale musical in 
the following year. The major difference, as far as school administrations are concemed, is 
that an Eisteddfod entiy (requiring intensive drilling of a brief but demanding number) can 
be rehearsed effecfively in one or two short sessions a week (usually in lunch-hours) with 
only a brief escalation of rehearsal fime in the last week or so, whereas a musical requires 
many more, much longer and more intensely demanding rehearsals and, especially in the 
later stages, is far more dismptive of class schedules and student attention. On the other 
hand, an Eisteddfod enti^ raises no revenue and can (if ft is good enough to make State or 
Nafional finals) demand fund-raising to support and transport it, whereas musicals are 
usually profitable in their own right. 
It is likely that the Rock Eisteddfod has reduced the number of musicals being staged: 
Good or bad for business? ... It is, in our experience, an either/or simation but we also file 
many grumbles from the teachers asked to put one together; gripe one - too expensive and 
no return. Gripe two - only mns for seven minutes and takes so much out of them, 
resources, energy, time etc. We also find that it's only the large schools with the resources 
that can even attempt them. The info I used to get is that they use our shows to fund the 
very expensive Eisteddfods and yes, musical one year. Eisteddfod next year. I detect a 
trend away from Eisteddfods in some quarters these days. 
Many teachers say they will never do them again, too! And there are schools who did 
wander off to do Eisteddfods but they became frustrated at it all and find that a musical 
from our shelf is far more viable and easy to put on. Some teachers tell us that their 
smdents prefer to do a musical and find them more interesting. Others say that they seem to 
cater too much to girls who of course, love dancing. All in all, I don't think they've harmed 
us in any way at all, if anything, teachers who are already frazzled by the years of doing 
musicals resent them and are delighted to get back to musicals! That's not to discount the 
excitement and flm they do generate but it's only for 7-8 minutes, which seems to be the 
major bug-bear. (Gail Denver, Letter, 27/1/98) 
Rock Eisteddfod productions are certainly expensive. According to music teacher Lee 
Norrell, Rochedale SHS spent $8,000 on their entty in 1995, and charged their sttidents $70 
a head for the privilege of performing in the event. Even so, they came out more than a 
thousand dollars in the red. The producfion received substantial in-kind support from 
parents and other departments, and imported unpaid professional designers and a stage 
manager (friends of the choreographer/director). If everything had been paid 
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for, Norrell estimates that the bill would have exceeded $25,000. At All Hallows in 1992: 
"This year's committee for the first time endeavoured to make the production fully student 
funded. With the help of a few dedicated fund-raisers, the committee managed to cover all 
costs with a considerable profit which was donated to the Aids Council" (All Hallows, 
Magazine, 1992,77). 
Schools frequenfiy solicft sponsorship for their entries: Brigidine College's first attempt in 
1994 was sponsored by Better Advantages, Jindalee Rotaty Club, and E&B Degan 
Plumbing, while Ingham SHS in 1996 had sponsorship from the Northem Health Authority, 
Hinchinbrook Shire Council & Ingham Chiropracfic Centre [!]. Mt. Morgan SHS in 1993 
sold chocolates to raise money, so did Aquinas College in 1996, which is not strictly 
consonant with the healthy and dmg-free image the event seeks to promote. Even worse, 
Oakey SHS, after reaching the State final on debut in 1995, the next year had four sponsors, 
including Coca Cola. Laidley SHS in 1992 raised funds by holding a Slave Auction. There 
is a certain irony here, since the theme of their entty was "sexism through the ages". 
The high cost and single performance factor is sometimes offset by performing the piece at 
a school concert or speech night (e.g. Bowen SHS, 1992), and South Bumett Catholic 
College, Kingaroy, came up with a novel expedient to bring the concept within their grasp. 
Averaging fewer than 20 seniors, they have staged an annual inter-year intemal rock 
eisteddfod since 1993. 
Entries do seem to be declining in recent years! 1, largely because of the extraordinary level 
of professionalism which the most serious competitors have generated, no doubt influenced 
by the high-profile television coverage which the event attracts. As a result, smaller, less 
wealthy and less obsessed schools become discouraged because they realise that they 
cannot compete with the schools which have become specialists in the event, and choose to 
direct their energies elsewhere - usually towards staging a musical. The Rock Eisteddfod 
has constantly introduced new categories to tty to give these schools a chance to win at 
least something (in 1996 Alexandra Hills SHS won the Queensland Open Division for 
schools which have not previously been finalists), but the prizes are too small ($2,500 for 
the 1997 State winner) to make it worthwhile. In 1998 the event went intemational in a bid 
to attract entries by increasing the prestige and profile, but the even greater expense of 
" From published figures and estimates, Queensland appears to have had 50 entties in 1985, 55 in 1987, 
60 in 1990 and only 40 in 1992. 
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travelling with a successful entty does not seem likely to widen the pool of possible 
entrants. 
The greatest drawbacks of the Rock Eisteddfod, however, lie in the pre-recorded 
soundtrack (usually edited from commercially released recordings) which does not allow 
the students to display their own musical talents, and in the time-limit which does not allow 
space to fool around or to be funny. A Rock Eisteddfod entty is an explosively energetic 
and meficulously produced expression of the single director or choreographer's vision. 
Despite the mass involvement, it does not permit the participants the same freedom of 
individual expression that is available in a two-hour musical. The much more professional 
production values and standards which the format makes possible are only a partial 
compensation for this. It is simply a music-video clip, danced (but not sung) live. 
To some extent the musical also imposes restraints on the self-expression available to the 
performers. This is more extreme in imported musicals, but applies to any scripted 
dramatic structure which is created elsewhere, for another time and place, but is being 
performed in the here. Logically, then, we would expect that school productions would 
increasingly be created within the school itself, and ideally by the students rather than by 
the teachers - and this is precisely what is happening. The way of the future appears to be 
with musicals created by the students who are performing them. Thomas Vail Mofter, 
writing in 1929, predicted that "If the schools of today are to profit by the histoty of their 
own drama, they will present plays written for them, often by themselves, and other plays 
of such a nature as to be beyond the scope of the ordinaty theatre" (Vail Motter 245). 
Drama courses routinely present their products at Performance Nights (under various 
names, the best of which is The Southport School's 1992 Scared Scriptless), and a 
considerable share of the material consists of workshopped or improvised plays and mixed-
media exhibifions. The development of these skills is likely to spill over into the 
production of musicals, but it is important to bear in mind the traditional separation 
between drama courses and school musicals discussed above. Musicals are - almost 
without exception - steadfastly un-serious, whereas drama course producfions make ft a 
point of honour to be 'meaningful' and/or 'artistic'. 
Coincidentally, the eariiest Australian school musical, 'Where There's A Will (supra p.l 12), 
was created by Year 11 students, but the vast majority of custom-written musicals since 
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have been created by teachers dissatisfied with the commercially-available products. The 
notable exception to this is Simon Denver who, writing Man of Steel at the age of 17, could 
almost be classified as a student himself Ian Dorricott and Jo Denver, the other major 
influences at Peepshow, wrote as teachers. 
After Where There's A Will, there is a twenty-year gap before the next identifiable entty of 
a student into the field. In 1973 Yeronga SHS presented Plastic Tear, by Year 12 student 
Peter GregOty. The plot concems the life of a rock-band, but the report does not make it 
clear whether the hour-long piece included music. The Music Department's report (written 
by music master Ian Dorricott) mentions that the school staged "three musicals this year" 
(Yeronga SHS, Bask, 1973, 39), but does not identify them, so Plastic Tear cannot be 
positively identified as a student-written musical. Nor can Brisbane Grammar School's all-
male Junior Play in 1982, which was an adaptation of OTWQWs Animal Farm with a cast of 
50 and for which a group of un-named Subsenior students composed music and lyrics. The 
extent of the music is not clear, and the piece can only be classified as a play with music. 
In a reversal of this. Seniors at Brisbane Boys College staged Antigone in 1987, with 
incidental music composed by the Year 10 students. 
In 1982 Port Hacking High School in New South Wales staged The Great Space Race. The 
script was student written (mostly by Andrew Knight), and the original score composed by 
the music teacher Jeff Thorpe. This work has not been staged subsequently, but Knight 
went on to write professionally with credits for Bligh, the TV series, and Fast Forward. At 
Wynnum SHS in 1984 two teachers and a student (Lester Ford, Lindsay Irons & Danny 
Forward) combined to write a version of Robin Hood. The musical was staged again a 
decade later at St Joseph's College, Nudgee. Students at Townsville Grammar jointly 
compiled a science-fiction fantasy called Time Capsule (in which time-travellers from 2088 
survey the crazy present) for the school's centenaty. It seems likely that the show used 
existing music. 
Ipswich Grammar School student Daniel Philipe composed the music for Ian Pullar's third 
musical Rough and Tumbril, staged joinfiy with Ipswich Giris' Grammar in 1990. As a 
former student, he also collaborated with Pullar for A Grim Pharaoh Tale in 1992. Carieen 
Steele, a student at Ipswich Girls Grammar, composed the Roaring Twenties comedy Our 
Crew's In Down The River with Pullar in 1994 and for A Lively Little Peace in 1996, the 
music was composed in a school workshop by Renae Beaumont, Clare Chen, Linda Chen, 
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Rebecca Lee, Deanne Rehani, Yasmin Shaw, Alison Smith, Rowena Tate, Melissa Ufiey & 
Susan Yates. The score was arranged by Susan Yates, Linda Chen, Alison Smith & 
Darshini Jacobs. The teacher/student collaborafion appeared again at Rosewood SHS in 
1996 when Year 12 student Stewart Riddle composed the score for teacher John Acutt's 
libretto of The Creature Feature, in which an evil headmistress tries to create an army of 
super-intelligent students who have no free will, but one of the students manages to fight 
back. 
An all-student musical was written by Kenyn Welsh and delightfully titled Romeo & Juliet 
At The State of Origin. It was wriften as an assignment for a Theatre Course, and 
performed as part of a Theatre-restaurant Cabaret night at Downlands College in 1992. In 
1994 a Subsenior student at Sarina SHS wrote a musical about a group of teenagers in the 
1960s. Do Ya Wanna Dance was written by Lee MacMillan, and used classic rock-
numbers (including ''Rock Around the Clock", ''Twist and Shout", "Baby Love'\ "Down 
Town", "Runaround Sue") played on-stage by the school's Big-Band. To revert to a 
sidelight mentioned previously, MacMillan also found time that year to win the Economics 
and Geography prizes. In 1997 two sttidents at St Edmund's College, Ipswich (Jamie 
Hughes & Danny Donoghue), went it alone to tell the stoty of a pop-star who goes to Rio in 
search of love in Worlds Apart. At least some of the music appears to have been 
'borrowed'. The 'copy-cat syndrome' which applies to the way schools choose musicals 
appears to be in operation here, too. Brisbane Grammar's use of school classes to write 
addftional music seems to have influenced Brisbane Boys College to tty the same idea, and 
Ipswich Grammar's success with student composers seems to have had an impact on 
nearby Rosewood and St Edmund's, if not to encourage students to write, then at least to 
give schools the courage to produce the works the students create. 
Of particular interest are recent musicals which originate in drama and music classes, and 
which seem to bridge the gap between course-work and extra-curricular romps. In 1995 
Lourdes Hill College presented Streetscape, an "original project scripted by [teacher] Tricia 
Kennedy and several musical students and composed by the Senior Elective Music class" 
(Lourdes Hill, The Lourdanian, 1995). This mini-musical gave encouragement to the full-
scale musical A Girl's Life written, composed and performed by the Year 12 music class in 
1996. Both works revolved around themes identified by - and important to - the 
adolescent creators, and there appears here to be the beginning of a musical form which is 
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neither intense and 'meaningful' Drama-In-Education improvisational theatre, nor 
commercially lightweight 'pure entertainment', but something in between. 
In 1997, Urangan SHS freely adapted their set play, with music created by the students, and 
staged The Tempest. The students produced a promotional CD-ROM of the script, 
synopses, and photographs from the production as a voluntaty part of their assessment for 
Certificate Of Arts modules. The production was so well-received that the school was 
"asked to do charity performances by local authorities to raise money for youth at risk 
within the community" (Richard Yaxley, Letter, 3 April 1998). A similar project is 
planned for 1999. 
The eighteen examples cited represent only a small proportion of the total activity in school 
musicals, but they seem to offer a clue to the direction in which the institution may develop 
in the future. Student-created musicals offer a possible (if partial) solution to the dilemma 
discussed in Chapter 2, of the difficulty of combining the various arts streams and also, 
through the range of possible 'associated projects' (such as Urangan's CD-ROM), may 
offer realistic ways of formally assessing the work students do towards public 
performances. It is unlikely that such projects, which demand immense investments of 
time and energy from both students and staff, will ever replace the sillier and less 
consequenfial school musical, but they seem to suggest that there is a reverse influence. 
The success of the 'fun' musicals seems to be having an influence on the types of project 
that the students wish to be involved with, and provides them with a conceptual framework 
around which to build their own theatrical creations. 
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DEVICES AND STRATAGEMS IN SCHOOT. MUSICALS 
The first part of this study has concemed itself with the empirical reality - why musical 
shows are being staged in schools, which shows, where and when. A marked trend towards 
custom-written Australian musicals is clearly evident, and it is necessaty to study the works 
themselves, their dramaturgy and their attitudes, in order to understand why the 
conventional and traditional works are being superseded. 
Schools and Mainstream Musicals 
"[The Dairymaids, at the Grand Theatre, Croydon, on his fifth birthday, 1904] established in my mind 
the conviction that 'musical comedy' was gaily irrational to the point of lunacy, a conviction which I have 
staunchly upheld for over sixty years " (Noel Coward, foreword to Mander & Mitcheson, 6) 
More than half of the musicals being performed in schools today originate overseas, mostly 
on Broadway or in the West End. Quite a number of the Australian musicals which are 
performed were not intended, when they were being written, to be staged in schools. The 
envisaged market of most of these works was the commercial theatre, and the assumption 
of the writers was that they would be performed by professional companies, and with large 
budgets. 
Schools plainly do not have these resources, and when they come to stage these shows, 
certain modifications are inevitable. Established musicals are usually stripped of expensive 
producfion-devices. School halls seldom have flying capacity, money is limited. Sets are 
simplified, locales may be modified 1, and scenes may be cut or conflated to avoid 
cumbersome set-changes. Expensive realistic sets and costumes become stylised and 
evocative rather than elaborately representational. In the absence of visual spectacle, it 
follows that the themes, the stoty, the characters, and the plot development will become 
more central to the productions, and plays which are strong in these areas (such as Joseph 
and His Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat or The Little Shop of Horrors) will fare better 
and be more popular than those which are dependent on spectacle (such as Kismet or 
Blitz!). 
' For example, Bowen SHS's 1983 production of Bye Bye Birdie (directed by Miss C. Mitchie) changed 
the setting to Australia, as did Yeppoon SHS's The Little Rock 'n' Roll Show in 1991. 
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Some require high levels of performing skills which are not always available in schools. A 
Chorus Line, for example, requires advanced singing and dancing skills from a large 
number of principals, with virtually no non-dancing roles, and is beyond most schools. 
Some, too, are so aggressively American that they seem to be outside of some unstated mle 
of relevance. 1776 and Applause would seem to be in this categoty, while others such as 
The Fantasticks and most of the works of Stephen Sondheim have a degree of theatrical 
and musical sophistication which is daunting to the school production team. But this issue 
is more complicated than ft seems. Schools are occasionally vety ambifious. In 1995, Into 
The Woods was staged by Emmaus College, Rockhampton, while The Southport School 
staged Les Miserables with a reported budget of $35,000, and a custom-built revolving 
stage. The continued popularity of The Pirates of Penzance and The Mikado in the 1990s 
suggests that many schools have great confidence in their musical ability, while West Side 
Story, which is professionally regarded as a "dancer's show", is also moderately popular 
with schools. Shows like Guys and Dolls and Li'I Abner, whose idioms would seem almost 
excessively American, are also chosen from time to time. 
In short, schools are at least occasionally prepared to take on specific challenges when they 
feel they have the resources to meet them. It is not possible to formulate a mle to which 
there is no exception, but it is possible to state certain broad principles which apply in a 
general way. Schools will tend to select works which provide the greatest number of roles. 
The occasions for which I have been able to obtain cast-lists or counts of the number of 
performers indicate that the casts were govemed more by the numbers of students available 
than by the size of the shows, and that excess numbers were fitted into the chomses. The 
Anglican Church Grammar School's 1959 production of The Mikado used 65 performers, 
while Blackheath & Thomburgh College staged the same operetta in 1964 with a cast of 
35, and Atherton High School in 1970 found places for 75. There seems to be little 
identifiable correlation between era and cast-size. 
It is possible that Broadway-style shows allow greater participation than operettas because 
of their less rigorous musical demands. Rockhampton State High School's magazine Aere 
Perennius names 20 for The Vagabond King in 1962 and 27 for The Boyfriend in 1963, and 
the Anglican Church Grammar School shows a jump from 68 for The Mikado in 1972 to 86 
for Oliver! in 1973, but the most common paftem is for the participation numbers to rise 
steadily over several years, and to have occasional swift falls. It seems likely that the level 
of enthusiasm depends primarily on the drive of the teachers involved and, to a lesser 
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extent, upon the success of the previous year's production. Capalaba SHS offers a 
revealing example: with casts from 30-50 in the early 1980s, there was a sudden jump to 
90 for Sheik, Rattle and Roll in 1986 and 110 for Bats in 1987, since when the participation 
has dwindled steadily to be 40 for 2061: A Space Idiocy in 1996. While it is not reasonable 
to assign a single cause for this general movement, it is worthy of note that the 1985 
production which preceded the boom in numbers {The Wiz, with a cast of 50) was an 
ambitious effort which made a transition from piano and dmms accompaniment in the 
previous year to importing a professional musician with a synthesizer. One might speculate 
that this rise in production values may have been instmmental in generating the enthusiasm 
which doubled the participation in succeeding years and also increased the number of 
performances from two to three. The subsequent decline is harder to explain, although the 
choice of shows may have been significant: the greatest single drop in participation (from 
70 to 45) followed No III Feeling in 1992, and the school again dropped back to only two 
performances. No III Feeling will be discussed elsewhere. 
Although vety small-cast shows like You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown (4 males, 2 
females, no choms) are occasionally performed (Macgregor SHS, 1993), the choruses of 
mainstream musicals are now routinely enlarged to accommodate evety willing participant, 
and shows where this can be done without obvious imbalance have an automatic advantage. 
There is also an advantage for shows which offer better-than-chorus roles to as many 
students as possible, and many of the custom-written musicals include large numbers of 
named roles with little or no plot-significance but with a couple of lines - often gag-lines -
to speak. Quite apart from the democratic principles of giving better opportunities to more 
students, there are quite cynical advantages to this. The audiences at school musicals 
consist almost entirely of friends and relafives of the cast, so the larger the cast (especially 
if they have solo lines and are not merely buried in the chorus) the larger the captive 
audience. It is also tme that where acting skills and experience are limited, there is an 
advantage in spreading the burden widely. Almost anyone can be coached into saying one 
or two lines convincingly, while one bad actor in a large role is far more alienating to an 
audience than ten bad actors in tiny ones. Productions are far more likely to be 
"successful" from an audience viewpoint where the acting-load is shared among a great 
many minor (and preferably bizarre) speaking-choms characters. 
It is a tmism that more girls than boys are interested in performing. Of Year 12 students 
enrolled in theatre subjects in Queensland in 1993, 23% were males and 77% females {Arts 
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Education 237), and similar proportions of enthusiasm are regularly evident at all levels. 
At the auditions for a production of HMS Pinafore by Brisbane's leading amateur musical 
society in 1996, only 27% of the audftionees were male (Ignafians Musical Society, 
Director's Report 1). As a result, there is a bias towards shows where the female roles and 
choms can easily be expanded. Grease, The Boyfriend and The Pajama Game, which have 
this capacity, are all in the twenty most-performed musicals in schools. In the same vein, 
shows which in some way actively encourage male participation are also popular. 
Calamity Jane, discussed earlier, offers the chance to dress as cowboys, Pirates of 
Penzance has pirates and comic policemen, Bugsy Malone and Guys And Dolls have 
gangsters. 
Minor roles are frequently reversed in gender, nearly always from male to female, because 
of the boy-shortage. Females frequently simply play male roles "in drag" rather than adapt 
the role to the actor. Single sex schools (mainly girls' schools) sfill occasionally do solo 
productions, but co-producfions with an opposite-sex school are far more common. Some 
schools have regular arrangements like that between St. Joseph's College, GregOty Terrace 
and All Hallows School in Brisbane, which take tums to select the shows they do together. 
In confrast, the Anglican Church Grammar School, which has a remarkably strong tradifion 
of musicals, has (since 1980) performed with giris drawn from four schools (Brisbane 
Girls' Grammar, Somerville House, St Margaret's and St Aidan's) on various occasions, 
but more often with staff-members, or daughters and friends of staff members and sttidents 
being cast in female roles by invitation. When The Southport School staged Les 
Miserables in 1996, giris were cast by open public audftion, but only boys from the school 
were permitted to perform. 
The age and comparative inexperience of the performers provides its own constraints. At 
the absfract level, there is the fact that the really great musicals are extremely complex and 
subtle, and demand nuances and sophistication in playing which are beyond all but the 
rarest of teenage performers. More concretely, it is extremely difficult for young actors to 
play old characters without slipping into burlesque or caricature, and almost impossible for 
them to be convincing as "normal" 30- to 50tyear olds, when there is no disguise or 
grotesquerie to conceal their youth. The almost invariable effect is that of a child dressing 
up in its parent's clothes. Exceptional - one might say freakish - teenagers occasionally 
might come along who could play Dolly Levi or Harold Hill, but schools seldom have 
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enough of these to cast the normal aduft roles which provide the bulk of the stotylines in 
conventional musicals. 
One interesting sidelight is that film versions of most of the major mainstream musicals are 
now available on video, which can add considerably to the perceived prestige of the show. 
This is both valuable as a familiarisation and leaming aid, and undesirable where it 
promotes imitation. Since the films are seldom vety much like the stage versions, they can 
lead to mis-leaming, and to dissatisfacfion with the inevitably deflated production values of 
a school interpretation. 
Alterations to the settings and casting of mainstream musicals are sometimes accompanied 
by modifications to the scores, and simplified band-parts are available for many of them, 
but there is no concrete evidence to suggest that the shows suffer greatly in the process. 
Joseph Swain believes that "these musicals live on despite cutting, orchestrations simplified 
down to a single upright piano, and singing that ranges from the unbearable to the operatic. 
The best musical plays of Broadway clearly own qualities which transcend the particular 
versions in which they are performed" (Swain 13). 
The process of modifying an imported play to meet the exigencies of school production is 
in fact an important part of allowing the cast to "own" their work. The durability of classic 
works such as Oklahoma! (1943), which is still popular in the 1990s, resists this ownership, 
but at the same time, like the film and video versions already mentioned, reinforces it by 
virtue of having acquired status as an accepted cultural landmark. There is also the obvious 
deduction that, in musical theatre/popular culture, works do not retain classic status unless 
they continue to speak to new audiences. Kurt Weill's acclaimed One Touch of Venus and 
Cole Porter's Something For the Boys which, like Oklahoma!, were also hits in 1943, have 
not attained iconic status. 
New material is also increasingly difficult to obtain, as the escalating cost of commercial 
production reduces the number of new shows which make it to Broadway. In place of what 
was once a mass speculative market, today there is "the phenomenon of the intemational 
mega-musical, which both displaces local theatrical production and undermines what has 
hitherto been the central feature of the theatre, namely the fact that the performance process 
necessarily reworks the text, thereby ensuring its grounding in, and its pertinence to, the 
local context of performance" (McAuley 71-2). The fact that local companies will 
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inevitably re-work the original is of course one of the main reasons why the rights to the 
mega-musicals are withheld for so long. Variant producfions or interpretations tend to 
undo the work of long and expensive campaigns of image-building and promotion, so State 
companies, pro-am and amateur groups are not allowed near these works unfil their original 
commercial impetus is long gone^, and even then there are elaborate contractual 
restrictions (usually conceming the type of accompaniment, the size of the venue, the style 
of promofion, and supervision or prohibifion of cuts or revisions) which jealously guard the 
original concept. There may be some grounds to doubt the value of this process because, 
while importing 'foreign' works, and even imitating their styles is an important part of 
cultural diversity, too-faithful imitation is a habit which saps the energy of theatre. 
Nevertheless, ft is a commercial reality. 
Schools, which create variation and re-interpretation as a matter of course, are generally the 
last to get the rights to the big shows. Contraty to popular belief, when these shows do 
become available, the rights are not outrageously expensive. The usual 15% of the gross 
may, in some cases, be raised to 17'/2%, and inflated attendance estimates may increase the 
advance payments required, but the real cost is usually that the works are expensive to 
stage, and the rights-holders are reluctant to allow much modification to text or score. The 
Southport School's Les Miserables, mentioned above, only narrowly recouped its $35,000 
investment, and certainly did not reap the substantial profit which most schools hope for 
from their musicals. Yet the global publicity machines which have promoted the mega-
musicals make the older (and not much cheaper) musicals seem rather tame. This, 
combined with the comparative difficulty and inaccessibility of high profile works, creates 
a marginal tendency to prefer the convenience and immediacy of custom-written plays over 
the second-best glamour of the older mainstream works. 
The greatest difficulty with Broadway and West End musicals appears to be that large 
numbers of them disqualify themselves on grounds of relevance. While I would not 
seriously suggest that musical comedy has ever been other than an entertainment or, in 
Brooks Atkinson's words, a fantasy medium (97), there is still a strong sense (perhaps 
deriving from Australia's general cultural growth) that a project which is to take up so 
much time and energy in the lives of the staff and students ought to have at least some 
^ Loreto Convent in Sydney claimed to have obtained the rights to Jesus Christ Superstar from Leeds 
Music in 1971 and proposed a performance. Harry M. Miller, who had the stage rights from Robert 
Stigwood, threatened an injunction to prevent them. (Braun, n. p.) 
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connection with the reality in which they live. Obviously, this is not an encompassing 
need, or The Boyfriend and Salad Days would not feature so prominently on the lists, but its 
presence, coupled with the fact that "in the end you run out of plays which can have large 
cast addftions" (Strong 70), is a factor in the need for a different source of material. 
Writers themselves are fairly inarticulate about why they set out to write a school musical. 
Many seem to stick to a virtuous artistic formula: 
• "traditional musicals were not stimulating or creative enough enterprises for participants 
or audiences. ... Smdents dissatisfied with traditional musicals and irrelevant scripts 
attempted to put together a piece of theatre that would have a strong relevance." (Rob 
Galbraith, Kidstuff, Introduction) 
• "need for a good, strong contemporary musical; ... Need for suitable performance 
material." (Josh Mcintosh, correspondence) 
• "The desire to see teens come to an understanding of the importance of our motivations 
and beliefs in seeking life goals. And an encouragement for them to look beyond 
themselves." (Owen Riley, Correspondence) 
Some prefer the patriotic approach: 
• "A lack of Australian, meaningftil musicals for secondary students with believable plot 
& strong tension!" (Sharon Evers, correspondence) 
• "Lack of Australian material written specifically for high school aged smdents." (Steve 
Cheers, correspondence) 
• "we had performed a lot of American musicals & having done The Sentimental Bloke 
and Australian musicals being very scarce, decided to make our own." (Richard 
Magoffin, Correspondence) 
And some simply think they could do it better. 
• "Like most actors, I started writing because I thought I could do better than the mbbish I 
was being given to act in." (Tony Nicholls, Mr Ugg & the Bionic Budgie, 8) 
• "why write one, when good Pantomimes already exist? Unfortunately, it seems, they 
didn't. Too many Pantos seemed to begin with assumptions that they were second string 
productions and, because they were for kids, didn't need to be overly elaborate or even 
intelligent. And yet, my own childhood memories of an English Panto tradition and all 
that it entailed, told me that they could be much more." (Rob Robson, Aladdin, 3) 
• "none of the stuff that was around was written for kids rather than for adults. It {A Two-
Part Invention] has a couple of aduh roles, but most of the characters are teenagers. It 
was not a conscious attempt to be Australian, or relevant, or anything fancy like that. It 
was simply trying to be within reach of the smdents, and to htfun." (Barry Brebner, 
Interview 9 Febmary 1998) 
Bmce Clark originally set out to create the flexibility which school producers were 
imposing on the imported products anyway: 
• The descripfions of the stage setting and the stage directions are intentionally sparse. 
The original producfion used quite an elaborately decorated set, branched into dance 
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routines, extra chomses, a harp solo, and so on. In other words, feel free to elaborate as 
the particular talents at your disposal allow. Where only one choms to a song is listed in 
the script, it is certainly not necessary to restrict yourself to that. Your production may 
be a little too brief if you do. Repeat chomses, add dance chomses, reallocate solos -
whatever the talent dictates. (Bmce Clark, Production Note to King Macbee, 8) 
The most successful purveyor of school musicals is Peepshow Productions, and their 
motivation is the most straightforward: 
• The raison d'etre for Peepshow in the first place was a noticeable lack of suitable, off 
the shelf, easy to perform material that had the quality to generate appreciative 
audiences. I've had thousands of discussions over the years with the many hundreds of 
teachers and directors that get involved, as their feedback is the most vital informafion I 
can have at my disposal. In the old days, there was a great fmsfration and almost anger 
with a) nowhere to go to find lists of shows b) dealing with agents in Sydney and 
Melboume who saw no mileage in school shows (hah!) and therefore were tardy, mde, 
and also overcharging for the old-fashioned, usually imported shows that they had 
available. (Gail Denver, Letter 5 November 1996) 
Whatever the reason, substantial numbers of people, both teachers and students, are 
rejecting the existing material in favour of writing their own. 
While the surveys show that many schools continue to produce mainstream musicals, a 
significant number now mix them with custom-wriften shows, and a few have committed 
themselves enfirely to the newer form. It is necessaty to examine the ways in which these 
works vaty from the traditional form of musical comedy, and in which ways they are 
similar to, or a comprehensible extension of, the older designs. 
What Happens in School Musicals? 
"No plot is inherently funny. Put another way ... any plot 
is potentially comic, melodramatic or tragic, or perhaps all three at once. " (Norton I) 
When a musical is written specifically for performance in a secondary school there are 
certain criteria that it might be expected to meet. The perfect school musical would have a 
vety large cast with a lot of small speaking parts, the majority of which, if not specifically 
female, could be played by girls without incongmity. It would not rely heavily on scenic or 
technical effects, and the costumes would be either modem-dress, available in second-hand 
stores, or cheap to make. Such special skills as it might require would be geared to current 
fads or dance-trends, or to predictable groups such as the gymnastics squad. The music 
would be within the range of immature and frequently untrained voices, within the 
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capability of an ordinaty school band or orchestra, and in an idiom which is both 
comprehensible and appealing to teenagers. The plot and characters would not be 
threatening to the fragile masculine self-image of the boys, but would positively encourage 
them to want to participate. The language would be manageable across a wide literacy-
range and, presumably, colloquial enough to be spoken easily, while not giving offence to 
school councils or grandparents. Most if not all of the characters would be either young or 
suitable for coarse caricature acting, and few or none would demand a high level of 
subtlety, sensitivity, or theatrical experience. The plot would have pertinence to the lives 
and concems of the young cast without causing embarrassment to them, while at the same 
time ft would be lively, full of action, and familiar enough to be comfortable for both 
players and audience. It might address the issues of national and cultural identity, but it 
would not involve itself in artistic or ideological contestation. It would be cognisant (which 
most Broadway products are not) of contemporaty attitudes to issues of gender-equity, 
racism, sexuality, dmgs, violence and social responsibility and, above all, it would be 
funny. 
Needless to say, this paragon has not yet been written. It has, however, been frequently 
aspired to, and ft is worth examining its elements, not so much to see how different writers 
have succeeded in the task of tuming so many requirements into a cohesive and theatrically 
viable whole, but to reveal the by-products of the process. In ttying to synthesise the 
satisfaction of so many arbifraty needs into a theatrical event, a considerable number of 
custom-written school musicals have developed (whether independently or by mutual 
influence) an idiosyncratic theatrical mode which I have come to regard as an easily 
recognisable genre marker. The quality which distinguishes this mode is one of 
irreverence, of insouciance, and it is generated deep in the heart of the work in the attitude 
which it takes to the whole process of theatrical representation. 
It is a quality which is profoundly antipathefical to the accepted critical and theoretical 
constmcts of drama as both an artform and an experience, because its essence lies in its 
refusal to take itself seriously. While it will take quite some time to demonstrate this 
quality in its fullness, it can be introduced with the proposition that the lack of reverence is 
not to authority, or to canons, or to theoty, but to the idea of dramatic mimesis itself The 
irreverent school musical says, in effect, that it is profoundly silly and ridiculous to produce 
a play, or to participate in the performance of one, nor vety sensible to pay for a ticket to 
such a thing, and that it is absurd to operate under any of the innumerable conventions 
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which surround performance, because the conventions themselves are risible in their 
meaninglessness. But, in the same breath, the irreverent school musical asserts 
passionately that its silliness is also deeply satisfying, enriching and enjoyable. The play, 
the performance and the participants are proclaiming: "I'm making a complete fool of 
myself, and isn't ft FUN?" 
Irreverence is not satire. It points out the silliness of theatrical conventions, but it is not, 
finally, criticising them or proposing an altemative. Levin stresses that "satire is too 
purposeful for sheer play. The attitude it summons up is ridicule, and to deride is to look 
down upon. In derision we laugh at what we perceive to be ridiculous. We play with what 
we perceive to be ludicrous" (Levin, Playboys, 147). Irreverence is entirely about play. 
Levin's fine Latinate distinction between ludicrous and ridiculous is important to the spirit 
of irreverence, which tends to surface whenever there is any suspicion that what is being 
enacted might be ridiculed, and to head off the ridicule by asserting that the enactment is 
not serious but entirely playful. There is nothing radical or confrontational about 
irreverence, it is instead a systematic assertion of the absence of serious or meaningful 
intent. 
Irreverence does not arise from large casts with lots of female roles. It is perhaps 
encouraged by limited budgets, and it is no doubt instmmental in luring the boys to join in 
since it is, superficially, a world-view with appeal to adolescence. It has little to do with 
simplicity of style or with "politically correct" attitudes, although ft enjoys being applied to 
them. It does, however, have a great deal to do with sparing the embarrassment of the 
players. Irreverence says "I am making a fool of myself before anyone else (particularly 
peers) can say it, and adds "I'm doing it on purpose, because I like if, and makes the enfire 
process "safe" for unconsolidated egos. If that were all it did, it would be no more than an 
interesting curio of a specialist genre. But its identifiable presence in this context suggests 
that it has some bearing on the central mystety of theatrical representation: how theafre 
works, and why it has such appeal across so many cultures and so many ages. 
Irreverence is not a quality unique to school musicals. It can be found easily in many types 
of theatre, from pantomime to agitprop, wherever the performance will be aided by 
disrespecting the formal and artificial barrier between performer and audience. It makes 
the performance safer, by putting the audience (however marginally) into the performer's 
place and creating a (sometimes spurious) kinship. Irreverence helps whenever there is an 
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idea or a situation to which the audience might be resistant or apathetic, whether it be 
political propaganda or merely keeping the toddlers awake and quiet until Cinderella snares 
the Prince. It is less central in modes where the audience is befter trained to the rigid 
formalisms of highly ritualised conventional gemes, and there is less danger of losing their 
respectful compliance. There is virtually no irreverence written into High Church Liturgies 
or Grand Opera, although performances of both in recent years are tending to interpolate 
elements of it in an attempt to revitalise the forms. Irreverence becomes a factor where 
audiences are ignorant of, or likely to question the conventions of proper behaviour in the 
theatre, and the act of performance becomes more perilous for the performer. It is 
frequently a feature of raw theatre, without conventions and without ritual safeguards, and 
it is a pointer to the central fact that the act of mimesis, of imitating the real, carries an 
element of psychic danger at the moment when somebody perceives it being done. The 
danger can be hidden by educating and conditioning both the performer and the audience, 
but it is probably always there. It becomes apparent in primitive theatricals, where there is 
little sophisticated knowledge of the painstakingly constmcted safety systems, among 
actors, directors and often writers who have not been exposed to, or chose to ignore, the 
mles of gentility and conformity which might otherwise defend them. "Because the theatre 
is subjunctive, liminal, dangerous, duplicitous it must be hedged in with conventions: 
means of making the place and the event safe. In safe precincts at safe times actions can be 
carried to extremes, even for fun" (Schechner 2). 
No one element "contains" the irreverence of a play, although some markers indicate its 
presence more clearly than others. In examining the elements which can be identified in 
school musicals, ft is sometimes necessaty to travel over old ground, but ft is necessaty to 
see the constraints imposed by the requirements of the form in order to see how the cracks 
develop through which irreverence can leak out until it saturates the play. Many school 
musicals are wholly conventional, and to examine their features in this context is to look at 
the necessities of the form, not to accuse them of participating in the dismantling of revered 
traditions. 
I am working from a group of ninety-two texts which I have been able to obtain, fifty-three 
of which have been specifically written for performance in Australian secondaty schools. 
These represent a significant sample of the 230 Australian musicals which I have been able 
to identify by name as having been performed in schools. 
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Casting - Resfricfions of Gender. Numbers and Age 
"the structure and plan of a popular piece 
may result from the known abilities of the performers" (D. Mayer 274) 
As recently as 1983, a textbook for High School music teachers could recommend that 
"The Young Man's Interest in Music" might be aroused by 
emphasizing the manliness of singing. Sfrong rhythms, good melodies. Using music texts 
that will thrill the red-blooded male. ... A young man's interest may also be aroused by 
inviting outstanding men in any walk of life to tell about the important part music has 
played in their lives ... and by social gatherings and parties for music groups, particularly if 
there is food available (undoubtedly one of the real interests of a boy this age). (Roe 176) 
Arousing the young man's interest is undoubtedly an issue in school musicals, although 
more current words than manliness might be needed. The successful scripts address this 
directly: there is nothing sissy about superheroes {Man of Steel) or bushrangers {Captain 
Starlight; Ned Kelly: Man of Iron), pirates or cowboys {How The West Was Warped; 
Pirates, Silvermine). But the expedients which might be ascribed to allegedly "manly" 
situations represent a vety small part of the stOty, and it is probable that to a large extent 
the cowboys-and-pirates approach is an adult simplification. Today's teenagers, after all, 
have Bart Simpson and Johnny Depp as their role-models, not Roy Rogers and Errol Flynn. 
Writers who hope to attract the interest of teenage boys now tend to operate through the 
attitudes and actions of the characters, rather than through artificial concepts of manliness. 
Ghosts and monsters are more popular than cowboys, gangsters and louts are more popular 
than pirates and, importantly, fights and battles are more popular than dances. These 
aspects will be discussed more fully \xndev Action Sequences and Violence (below, pp.181, 
317) both of which seem to be important in encouraging the boys to participate. 
Boys are permitted to behave in apparently aggressive and undisciplined ways in school 
musicals, although the "messages" and themes of the plays almost universally disparage 
these behaviours. Bmce Clark's The Legend of Bilge (1991) offers a particularly clear 
example of this. Subtitled "A Post-Apocalyptic Student Musical", its opening number is 
"War Song" and ft tells of a quest for peace in a world of warring tribes, the most violent of 
whom are the all-male Klabbs. They sing a hymn to violence which includes lines like 
"Show me a face with a smile on its dial / And I'll cleave it apart with a mace " (35) and 
another anthem which asserts that they were "born for survival" (60) and do not intend to 
change. Their lack of intelligence is regularly remarked on through the play by the cynical 
all-female Sylvann tribe: "Klabb are morons." "I thought they were men." "What's the 
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difference?" (14). There is also a mysterious group of baity monsters called the Wilding 
who terrorise the tribes by miming about and screaming. But the Wilding tum out to be 
tea-drinking guardians of what little survives of pre-apocalypse culture, and the savage 
Klabb are tamed by The Book which demonstrates to them that they do (despite their 
pretences) actually belong to the larger group. Male aggression is conquered by civilisation 
and, as the hero rather gauchely announces: "It's what you make of yourself that counts. 
Now that we know that, there is no need for tribalism" (80). The play gives generous rein 
to male aggression and expressions of violent intent, although there is no actual fighting or 
bloodshed, but its resolution and "message" deal with nominally 'feminine' ideals of 
tolerance and growth. 
This is a fairly frequent pattem in school musicals. It might be argued that this merely 
echoes the sort of mass-media morality which allows the depiction of anything anti-social 
so long as it is disclaimed and preferably punished. But it seems likely that such situations 
are geared not so much to moral considerations as to the needs of the performers, allowing 
the males and females to take in-character positions which are fairly similar to the normal 
irritations and teasings of real life. It makes the strangeness of acting less foreign, and 
walks a curious line between the practice of type-casting which allows actors to virtually 
'play' themselves, and the process of method-acting which invites the actor to step inside 
the personality of the character. In any case, allowing the boys to act out the aggressions 
and braggadocio of their familiar social poses seems calculated to encourage their 
participation, while confronting them with female derision and disgust at this behaviour is 
presumably something to which they are quite accustomed. 
Certain negative factors are also significant. The Schools Commission notes that "students, 
especially junior teenage boys, unfamiliar with the idea of drama are likely to regard it with 
suspicion, particularly if they feel they may be required to expose themselves emotionally 
in any way." {Education and the Arts 68). Reviewer Heather McKenzie expresses a 
widely-held attitude that "high school musicals fill a need for those students who are not 
interested in sporting activities or cadets" (Letter 9/6/97), which is to say, are 'delicate', 
intellectual or wimpish. Whether or not this is tme (and it would seem to vaty from school 
to school), there is certainly a concerted effort in many of the custom-written musicals to 
avoid themes and situations which seem sentimental or romantic and, if they appear at all, 
to undercut them as much as possible. Generally, themes and topics which might seem 
"slushy" or "soppy" are avoided. In Shakespearean adaptations, for example, I am aware 
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of six school musicals based on Macbeth, but none based on As YoikLike It. One of the 
most successfiil school musicals, however, is Denver & Dorricott's Smithy! (1986), which 
revolves around the havoc wrought when the school larrikin decides he wants to play 
Romeo as a ploy to win his adored Belinda, who is playing Juliet in the school production. 
Smithy! incorporates a relentless assault on the romantic classic, which the girls deeply 
admire but which the boys find incomprehensible. As Michael Smith observes: "I'm a 
man, I don't need all that soppy stuff... In fact, the only reason women are allowed in this 
play is to give all us guys a break from the fighting!" (44). 
It is a notable feature of modem school musicals that the hero and heroine vety rarely get to 
kiss, presumably in deference to the well-known riotous teenage-audience response to such 
scenes, but also no doubt to spare the blushes of the performers. 'Love and Happy 
Endinss' are discussed in greater detail later, as they are a key element in the fashioning of 
the irreverent musical, as is the treatment of 'Death\ which is similarly undercut. The 
point here is that serious issues are not side-stepped in these musicals because they are 
sentimental, but because they may seem to require a degree of emotional exposure by the 
actor. 'Seem to' is cenfral here. Issues of love and death, of teenage suicide, of dmg use, 
serious issues which deeply concem adolescents, are regularly canvassed in school 
musicals, and it is naive to imagine that they do not cause the actors to reflect on them 
during the rehearsal process, and to experience the conflicts and emotions which the issues 
arouse. Many schools in fact workshop extensively in their rehearsal processes, and we 
cannot pretend that the issues themselves are avoided. What happens, however, is that the 
public presentation of these moments is made safe for both performers and audience by the 
distancing device of irreverence. It is a game of emotional "chicken", in which characters 
raise scaty simations of love or death, of belonging or rejection, and veer off into burlesque 
or absurdity at the last possible moment, ideally at the point when the genuine and 
frightening emotion has been aroused, but just before it has to come to open expression in 
the mind of either the actor or the spectator. It is the nature of theatre that the actor is more 
endangered here (by the necessaty repetitions of rehearsal and performances) than the 
audience. 
This is not terribly different from what happens in mainstream theafres. The major 
difference lies in the degree of formalisation. Professional actors, like acrobats, stunt-men, 
or racing drivers, are paid to take risks publicly for an audience which watches from behind 
safety barriers. It is notable that Stanislavskian or 'Method' acting, which demands the 
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greatest emofional exposure of the actor, developed within the most heavily convention-
laden theatrical forms of naturalism where the players and audience were stoutly protected 
from each other by both fourth-wall resfricfions and vety elaborate codes of audience 
decomm and non-intervention. Across such barriers, a very high level of emotional danger 
is required if the audience is to be strongly affected. The difference in school musicals is 
that the actor - who is not a professional and who usually lacks the experience to 
understand or to cope with the dangers of exposure - is being protected to a greater degree, 
not during rehearsal by the choice of bland or inoffensive material, but at the perilous 
moment of sharing with an audience, by light-heartedly ducking away from the risk of 
ridicule (or worse still, sympathy) by being the first to announce the absurd unreality of the 
process. The vety nature of musicals, where the unreality of singing most of the emotional 
moments rather than speaking or acting them provides a degree of distance and safety, 
probably contributes to the fact that they have (at least in this countty) largely supplanted 
straight plays, although their flexibility in cast numbers remains the major reason. 
The most useful argument for persuading boys to participate in school theatricals ought to 
be that it gives them a legitimate excuse to mix with the girls. Smithy! makes the point 
explicitly. Michael Smith has expressed properly male contempt, remarking that "Drama's 
for whimps! ... Anyone in a school play should wear a skirt!" (12), and ft is a football-field 
bone-breaker, the aptly-named Thuggo, who first decides to be involved, even though he's 
not at all interested in drama - "but I'm interested in girls and girls are interested in 
Drama" (13). Move Over, Mr Bigshot, as noted (p.82), makes a similar point, but it is a 
difficult one to use as a selling-feature, because while rehearsal may license fratemisation, 
performance may require public exposure of private acts like hugging and hand-holding, 
which seems to be frightening to many teenagers. It is not that teenagers are reluctant to do 
these things publicly (at a cinema or a party), rather it is that the psychic exposure of 
performing, the seemingly inexplicable factor which causes stage-fright and the well-
documented fear of public speaking, makes normal acts dangerous and threatening. 
I can discem no parallel set of strategies whereby school musicals are stmctured to 
encourage girls to participate, although no doubt some of the performer-safety devices 
apply as much to girls as to boys. Given the gender imbalance, the difficulty is to create 
enough roles to use all the available aspirants. Many school musicals contrive (on 
sometimes far-fetched pretexts) to include elaborate dance-numbers on the valid if 
discriminatoty assumpfion that girls can (and will) dance, while boys can't (or won't). 
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Sheik Rattle and Roll (1980) features an enfire scene (II.5) where fleeing captives hide in 
the Harem. The scene's whole purpose - apart from a quick series of Eunuch jokes -
appears to be to allow the Harem Girls to dance a number called "Harem Rock, Harem 
Roll". There is also a fairly general assumption, evident in speaking to teachers and 
directors, that in normal choms song-and-dance numbers, the real dancing will be done by 
a small group of trained girls while the rest of the cast do "movement" in the background. 
Burger Brain (1988) calls for a group of tap-dancers, and they are robots whose gender is 
presumably disguisable; a similar device enables the dancing thongs routine in Mr Ugg and 
the Bionic Budgie. 
Occasionally whole groups which might logically or traditionally be male are arbitrarily 
nominated as female. In Sheik, Rattle and Roll, Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves are all 
girls, and the Hero (the Prince of Araby) eventually marries Ali, to evetyone's surprise. In 
Mulheron & Varley's Villains (1987) the captain and mate of the pirate ship are enfeebled 
males, but the pirates are all girls, and so is the leader of the Bikie Gang. These roles 
which might, in the convenfional wisdom, be reserved to attract boys, are used instead for 
the sexual-politics joke that is provided by the unlikeliness of the casting. In the section on 
Women (p.255) we shall look more closely at the curious way in which situations which 
look like affirmative action are frequently only concealed sexist jokes. 
It might be expected that custom-written musicals would include more prominent female 
roles than the 'legitimate' theatre, and there is certainly a precedent of sorts in the 
Broadway tradition. Brooks Atkinson has suggested that "Broadway was a matriarchy. 
Most of the best players were women" (359), and regretted that with a few notable 
exceptions, it created no great male stars: "some of them made excellent leading men, but 
they lacked the fluorescence of the women, or perhaps those who had it departed for 
Hollywood" (385). While this claim is a long way from indisputable, the presence of at 
least occasional "fluorescenf roles for women may be a factor in the desirability of the 
Broadway musical in schools. Male stars are rare, 16 year old male stars are rarer. 
"Fluorescence" is a quality that develops with confldence and maturity, and neither quality 
is common in teenage boys. But girls with something close to star quality at that age are 
rather more common, and when you have one you immediately, as already noted, schedule 
Calamity Jane or Annie. 
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It would appear that there are plenty of such talents around, because the star-vehicle 
musicals are by no means rarifies. Of the great Ethel Merman roles - Annie Oakley, Sally 
Adams and Louise's Momma Rose - 1 have identified 13 confirmed producfions of Annie 
Get Your Gun, 3 of Call Me Madam, but none (presumably because of the striptease 
sequences) of Gypsy. Of the trademark Maty Martin roles - Nellie Forbush and Maria Von 
Trapp - There are 13 confirmed producfions of South Pacific and 9 of The Sound of Music. 
The same is tme to a lesser extent for male star vehicles. Star vehicles for males who can 
sing - such as Man of La Mancha or Stop the World, I Want to Get Off- are virtually 
unknown in schools. When young men who can cany a tune, dance and act do come along, 
they are seized upon eagerly. Downlands College staged The Pajama Game in 1996: 
It was chosen to showcase the talents of one young man who has great stage presence and 
can sing as well .. .the choice for this year was Me And My Girl - once again to use this 
young man. I have to say that this was the best high school production that I have ever 
seen. Needless to say, the director was pracfically slavering at the prospects of having the 
talents of this young man for at least three years. (HCM Letter 9/6/97) 
Among starring roles for males with precocious acting ability but limited singing skills. The 
Music Man has had four productions. My Fair Lady had had 10, and The King & I, 16. 
Charlotte Motter believes that "plays written around a single good role and designed as star 
vehicles seldom make good material for secondaty school productions" (Motter 111), but 
the mle seems to be variable. Certain kinds of "star vehicle" - the kind which might be 
played on film by Doris Day {Calamity Jane) or Olivia Newton-John {Grease) - do seem to 
be suitable for schools, because schools stage them frequently. When it works, it seems to 
work well because as William Goldman says, "evety musical smash has to have that one 
incandescent performance" (Goldman 164). The school that lacks an incandescent 
performer, however, starts looking for a different type of show. 
Custom-written musicals, however, do not generally include dominant female roles of the 
type that made Ethel Merman and Maty Martin famous, and the reason seems to be that 
the custom-written musical is democratic - it is mainly concemed with providing roles for 
all, and star-vehicles cannot do this. Schools which have a performer with star quality will 
provide them with a suitable vehicle: custom-written musicals are for all the rest. If 
'fluorescent' Broadway women have had a major impact on the dramaturgy of custom-
written school musicals it has been in the comedy character roles. Female villains are quite 
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common, from Big Boss Olga in Man of Steel onwards, but they are featured roles, rather 
than starring ones. As an extension of this de-emphasizing of the star, custom-written 
musicals have virtually no long speeches or soliloquies: Aidan's 33-line prose speech on 
loneliness {Garden ofAidan 78) is the only exception to this mle that I have noted, and it is 
marked as being read from her diaty. 
One of the outstanding features of custom-written school musicals has been the 
development of the Competent Heroine. The influence of feminism, presumably - and the 
talent available for casting undoubtedly - have led to a breed of serious, capable, intelligent 
women who are paired with frequently stupid or ridiculous boy-heroes, and who frequently 
resolve the predicaments of the plot on their own while the hero dithers. By a rough count. 
Competent Heroines now outnumber traditionally girlish and innocent ingenues by three to 
one (see Women p.255) and the price that they pay for this apparent compliment is that they 
can no longer be tied to railway tracks (real or metaphorical) and they can no longer have 
any really exciting scenes to play. They have become what stock heroes used to be: 
worthy but dull. Female roles which are central to the play's action and tone, in the way 
that male roles are in (for example) Man of Steel or Sheer Luck Holmes, still do not seem to 
exist. 
A possible exception to this may be contained in a work entitled Superlibber by D. 
Mclnnes and N. Toussaint, of which I have been able to obtain a programme but no other 
details, and in which all of the leading roles appear to belong to female superheroes. But ft 
is likely that no one role is dominant, as is the case in Just Desserts, which is advertised as 
"the all-girl musical". Just Desserts is set in a supermarket, and concems conflict between 
Jackie, the leader of the checkout girls, and Betina [sic], who bosses the daity mall, but 
both roles are comparatively small for leads, as the action is concemed more with incidents 
in the "average" supermarket day than with developing the central characters. The 
problems inherent in writing solely for female performers are highlighted by the fact that 
Just Desserts also includes a character named "Mr X, the dream lover" which seems to 
interfere with the all-giri claim. The same is true of Boardgames (Gay Rossi and Helen 
Smith) which was written for an all-giris' school but which also includes one male role. 
According to the programme, a real boy was imported to the school for the production. 
All-female productions regularly occur without any of the embarrassment which seems to 
accompany the notion of all-male producfions (See p. 109). Moreton Bay College 
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performed Macbeth, The Rock Opera in 1996 with an all-female cast. One exceedingly 
odd reversal of the usual gender-process occurred at John Wilcock Senior High, Geraldton, 
Westem Australia. According to a review in The Geraldton Guardian (reprinted in 
Peepshow Press September, 1993), the school performed Just Desserts, the all-girl musical, 
wfth some of the characters adapted so that they could be played by males. Among all-
male productions, a letter to Peepshow Press (August 1995, 9) from St Maty's Christian 
Brothers College in Toowoomba reports a successful production of Henry (which has more 
principal female than male roles), which "suited our all-male cast perfectly. I'd swear 
Henry was tailor-made for our boys". 
The difficulty of writing plays which have more female than male roles has often been 
discussed, at all levels of theatrical activity. School musicals do not seem to have solved 
the problem any better than the industty at large. Musicals which have a preponderance of 
female roles, principal and minor, include Bats, Burger Brain, Curses!, The Garden of 
Aidan, Giants In My Life, Gumshoe, Henry, How The West Was Warped, Jungle Fantasy, 
Kidstuff, Move Over Mr Bigshot, 1945, No III Feeling, Pride and Prejudice, Rix, and 
Wolfstock. But a great many more do not: a sample of 50 musicals (Appendix 1.6) shows 
an average of 11.98 male featured roles to 9.78 female featured roles per play. No doubt 
this is a better rate than any parallel sample of the professional theatre would display, but it 
is still a long way short of the overwhelmingly female demographic. Subjectively, too, the 
important-seeming and "interesting" roles (especially the strong comedy roles) still 
strongly favour males. The sex of the writer does not seem to be relevant here: of the 
sixteen plays just listed three (18.75%) were written by women; as were nine of the sample 
50(18%). 
If the gender imbalance has been only partially addressed, school musicals do better when 
it comes to sheer numbers of roles. The average of twenty featured roles per play is 
substantially above the norm in the twentieth centuty, and is in fact almost Shakespearean. 
But if Elizabethan plays had plenty of roles, they were also carefully designed to allow, 
with doubling, a comparatively limited number of actors to play them. School musicals 
practise no such economy, and while doubling is often possible, it is not usually planned 
for. 
A feature of school musicals is the division of the choms into groups, such as the tribes in 
The Legend of Bilge. The groups, plainly, have distinctive costumes and make-up, which 
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they retain throughout the production, and the groups make repeated appearances. The cast 
list of Bats makes vety clear the cheerful spirft which pervades the seemingly endless 
proliferation of choms groups: its six main choms groups are the Monsters ("Flocks of 
Frankensteins/ Packs of Werewolves/ Masses of Mummies/ Zillions of Zombies"); the 
Baddies ("Gaggles of Gangsters and Goils"); the Police; The Townsfolk ("Bundles of Bank 
Tellers/ Packs of Peasants"); "Tons of Tourists"; and a "special guest appearance by the 
dreaded Junior High School Gang" {Bats iv). The scenario leaves liftle room for doubling 
but there is obviously great flexibility in the interpretation schools place on how many 
Frankensteins make up a flock. I have cast numbers from nine productions of Bats: 
Atherton SHS, 1993 (40); Blackheath & Thomburgh, 1995 (70); Capalaba SHS, 1987 
(110); Pine Rivers SHS, 1990 (160); St Patrick's, Gympie, 1996 (95); Tara SS, 1991 (30-
40); Trinity College, Caims, 1988 (40); Tully SHS, 1995 (40); and Urangan SHS, 1994 
(80). The average is just under 75, but the striking feature is the range, from under forty in 
the tiny combined primaty/secondaty school at Tara to 160 at Pine Rivers. This flexibility 
may not have great dramatic significance, but it is probably a significant factor in the 
marketing of plays to schools. 
The most striking examples of cast size seem to come from the 1980s, when the custom-
written Peepshow musicals were making their first massive impact. Gladstone SHS claims 
that 25 staff and 300 students participated in their 1982 producfion of Sheik, Rattle and 
Roll. Roma SHS's production of the same play in that year included no fewer than 52 
Harem Girls. For Merrimac SHS's 1984 version "the cast was larger than anyone expected 
... Evety year the musicals become bigger, brighter and better than ever. This is not only 
due to the main characters, but to the determination of the teachers involved, and to the 
throng of students who eagerly played the smaller parts, which really made the show" (Kim 
Lambie, who played the Ratcatcher, Merrimac SHS, Phoenix, 1984, 57). The phenomenon 
spills over to the mainstream producfions, and Gladstone's 1986 Calamity Jane must have 
burst at the seams when "300 students participated actively and at least half the staff 
(Gladstone SHS, Tonka, 1986), while "450 students auditioned" for Guys and Dolls at 
Caboolture SHS in 1983 (Caboolture SHS, magazine, 1983, 7). 
One way to cope with the large numbers of hopeful students is to double-cast some or all of 
the principal roles: two students leam and rehearse the role, and play it at aftemate 
performances. The great drawback is that this tends to mean more rehearsals for the 
director, but it remains a fairly common practice. It is recorded as far back as Brisbane 
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State High's 1954 HMS Pinafore, and Cavendish Rd SHS in 1964 double-cast some of the 
principal female roles in The Mikado but none of the male roles. Double-casting is usually 
an indication of the depth of talent, but in some cases (always mainstream musicals with 
limited roles) it seems to be a way of 'giving evetyone a go': In 1969 Pittsworth SHS had 
only 10 Senior students and 29 Subseniors, but they still used a double set of female 
principals in Oklahoma! Occasionally, too, there may be an element of protection in the 
double casting. St Maty's CBC uses it frequently in its all-male productions (e.g. 1985-
Paint Your Wagon; 1986- Viva Mexico; 1992- Li'I Abner) which may be a strategy to 
protect young voices which are being asked to work outside their normal range, and a 
similar motive may be operating in cases such as Yeppoon SHS, which double cast the title 
roles in Calamity Jane (1980) and Annie Get Your Gun (1984). Even where such motives 
are operating, double-casting is not possible if the numbers and the talent are not 
enthusiastically clamouring for roles. 
Custom-written musicals usually make it supererogatoty, and this is one area where they 
have a clear edge over the mainstream product. There are cases on record where schools 
preferred a Concert to a musical because of the greater scope for participation: in 1963 The 
Gap SHS chose to stage a Concert, a format which "was preferred to plays, operettas, etc., 
as it enabled more students to participate" (The Gap SHS, Spectrum, 1963, 7), an attitude 
which constimtes part of the urge to write more 'user-friendly' material. Once the custom-
written musicals began to proliferate, the situation was changed. Gladstone SHS, after 
staging Godspell in 1978 and Once Upon A Mattress in 1979, reverted to a Concert in 
1980. "The idea of putting on a concert was conceived because ft involved the majority of 
people, while a play is restrictive of the number of people involved" (Gladstone SHS, 
Tonka, 1980, 69); but took up the newly available Peepshow musicals from 1981, with the 
massive participation-rates noted above. 
Mawson & Smith's Charades (1995) goes a step fiirther in pursuft of numerical flexibility. 
According to the Author's Notes: 
Charades is a musical which has been designed for both medium sized schools as well as 
those who wish to accommodate large casts. To allow this flexibility, the inclusion of "the 
smdents" groups is optional. "The smdents" appear in three scenes and the sections 
relevant to them are printed in italics. While "the smdents" have their own subplot, their 
omission will make no difference to the main plot. {Charades 3) 
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The outcome is less than satisfactoty, as keeping two major choms groups (High School 
students and Girls' College students) separate from the main acfion damages the integration 
between choms and principals. Since the other (non-optional) choms group - the Fans - do 
not appear until the final scene of Act One, a serious imbalance would occur if the optional 
groups were omitted. Nonetheless, the attempt is representative of the stmggle to create 
large numbers of roles without putting the script beyond the reach of smaller schools. 
Multiple chorus groups are easier to handle in the more episodic stories. Villains has seven 
idenfifiable groups: the cormpt jurors, the residents of Hell, Mexicans (freedom fighters, 
tavema revellers and Bandits), Australian bushrangers, female pirates, a bikie gang and 
some bumbling police. The idea, as laid out in the stage directions, seems to be that most 
of the choms-members appear in several of these groups. There are principals-only scenes 
interspersed between the groups scenes during which costume-changes can be made and, 
with a little organisation, the same choms-player could appear in six of the seven groups, 
being only forced to choose between being a bikie or one of the police who arrest the bikie-
gang. There are six sustaining principal roles and 23 minor speaking roles, most of them 
representative speakers from the groups. Presumably, different choms-members would 
"lead" different groups, and evetybody would get a tum at doing something interesting. At 
Harristown SHS in 1991, a student reports playing 3 different choms roles (Harristown 
SHS, Crescam, 1991,33). 
Australia's only official govemment statement of cultural policy (in almost a centuty). 
Creative Nation (1994), makes it clear that "Australian notions of egalitarianism and fair 
play are at odds with the idea of encouraging, let alone honouring, the talented few at the 
expense of the many" {Creative Nation 1). This implies that there should be lots of equal 
roles, not a limited number of starring ones, and is an argument against producing 
mainstream musicals. Librettist Peter Nahuysen, in a press interview, 
said Cloudland was specifically written for high school groups and involved a large cast 
with more than a dozen lead roles. 'Musicals tend to cater for only a small number of leads 
so I wrote Cloudland to broaden the roles and make room for the many talented smdents we 
have in our schools', he said. {Education Views, 8 December 1995, 9) 
This democratic ideal, however, has practical limitafions. Equality of roles asks for 
equality of talent, which is not always available, while on the other hand, lots of roles make 
it easier for a reasonably skilled director to "hide" the less competent. The result is a kind 
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of averaging of the available talent, so that while there are no "stars", there are no obvious 
failures, either. 
The other limitation is that coherent storytelling requires a finite number of characters 
around whom the action develops, and who necessarily appear in a sequence of scenes, and 
lead roles emerge of their own accord. One approach to the problem is that chosen by 
Nahuysen in Cloudland {1993), which has a main plot (the introduction of Rock and Roll to 
the local dance-hall, with auditions, resistance from the older musicians, trial aftemoons 
and a star-tour which falls through disastrously), three closely related sub-plots (the come-
uppance of the nasty old-style crooner, the rise to stardom of the hero Lenny, and the Miss 
Cloudland Contest), two distantly related sub-plots (Meredith's changing relationship with 
her mid-life crisis father, the hosfile actions of the Red Hill Gang) and three entwined 
romances (two ending happily, one pleasingly terminated). All of this is managed with 8 
main characters (the three couples, the father, and the manager) of roughly equal weight 
(although the manager has more dialogue and less singing). There are also 16 minor roles 
(friends of the couples, musicians, employees, gang members) which are more than merely 
speaking-choms roles, and flexible chomses of teenagers (Bodgies, Widgies, Rockers, gang 
members, customers). This is a vety sophisticated solution to the problem, demonstrating a 
high level of stmctural skill to keep it balanced and comprehensible. 
At the other extreme is the "quesf or "travelogue" format, where a limited number of 
sustaining principals meet a series of other characters along the way to whatever or 
wherever they are seeking. In Pam McManus' Coast (1988) two couples encounter a 
gamut of Gold Coast characters and situations incidentally as they tty to sort out their 
romantic misunderstandings. The obvious hazard is that the incidental characters are serial, 
and it is almost impossible to bring them back into the action once the principals have 
passed them by. They are also not relevant to the central plot, and quite frequently become 
little more than set-dressing and "local colour". The advantage of the serial presentation is 
that a great deal of doubling is possible, but this is opposed to the fact that the four plot 
characters become star-roles, since at least two of them have to be on stage at any given 
moment. An altemative is to make the linking characters less central. In Nuft & Barker's 
The Prince's Pursuit (1985) the linking device is that the Prince is looking for a wife, but 
the real action is the contorted versions of the traditional faity-tales which he finds when he 
visits Cinderella, Snow White and Red Riding Hood, and most of their stories are enacted 
before the Prince enters their scenes. The short second act brings all three candidates 
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together, along with Goldilocks and several other new characters, at a ball. The serial 
nature of the quest is counteracted by this device, and the Prince's centrality is diminished 
by two other sustaining characters, a Devil and a Faity Goodmother {sic) who bob in and 
out of the various stories pursuing their own agendas. 
On top of the difficulty of finding dramafic stmctures which will comfortably 
accommodate a large number of reasonable-sized roles, there is a restriction created by the 
skills and physical appearance of teenage actors. There seem to be few middle-aged 
characters in the successful school musicals - the characters are either young or 
caricaturably old, to keep the actors looking somehow appropriate to the roles. The vety 
ancient are less of an acting challenge: "Old dodderer parts are easier, somehow, with 
more recognisable eccentricities to play on" (Olivier 71). 
Parents, especially, are difficult unless they are also caricatured or burlesqued. Smithy! 
adopts the bizarre expedient of having the four main actors appear, for one comic sequence 
and a musical number (at the end of Act Two Scene Two), as the mothers of their usual 
characters. These mothers have come to sew costumes for the school production, and there 
is a moderately serious point to be made about the unsung workers behind evety 
production. But the doubling device, with the aggressively masculine Michael Smith in 
drag and his despised rival Nigel not only in drag but preserving his speech impediment in 
the new character, the intention is patently broad farce. The vote of thanks to tireless mums 
is thus made without embarrassing the actors by asking them to play it sentimentally or 
realistically: given the situation, that would be impossible. The reality that teenagers could 
not convincingly play the roles straight is avoided by the descent into farce, and the 
irreverent approach to the problem cuts through the difficulties and allows the point to be 
made. The sequel to Smithy!, Follies!! (1989) however, forgets the effectiveness of this 
avoidance device and introduces Smithy's Mum as a character in her own right. It also, 
since it depicts Michael Smith's amazing ascent to the rank of Prime Minister, includes an 
abnormally large range of adult characters - ambassadors, cabinet ministers, politicians and 
housewives - most of whom are depicted without subterfuge as simple objects of mockety. 
Follies!! is unusual for three reasons: the preponderance of adult roles, the use of politics 
as the topic for satire, and the fact that ft is the least successful of the Denver/ Dorricott 
musicals. It achieved only 27 producfions in six years, and is no longer listed in the 
Peepshow catalogues. 
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Most commonly, where older people are presented at all, ft is as comic relief School 
musicals make the harsh assumpfion that old people are intrinsically funny, especially if 
they are interested in love or sex. The affair between Matron Starchy and the chief surgeon 
Sir Jerty Dunn in Maty McMahon's No III Feeling (1990) serves as a comic counterpoint to 
the passionate romance of the beautiful young hero and heroine. Sir Jeny admires her 
perfume, which she identifies as "Your favourite, Savlon" (41)3. In Jungle Fantasy (1993) 
the elderly Edith and Edward Clutterbuck and their friend Lady Violet Peebles are also 
comic relief, making jokes about a passion for tea-drinking (60) and pacemakers (61), until 
eventually they drink from the Spring of Youth and begin to sing and dance. The two 
women are fully rejuvenated by the Spring-water and become lustily interested in sex 
(which is an interesting reflexive comment on the young women who were 'inside' these 
geriatrics all along), and when Edward is also rejuvenated the Clutterbucks rediscover their 
long-withered love. Once again, though, the seemingly heartless treatment of the aged 
serves a dramatic purpose. The plot of Jungle Fantasy hinges on an improbable 
recognition-scene which establishes who the hero's lost parents were, and this anagnorisis 
is so tangled with the capering and lusts of the rejuvenated old folk that its unlikeliness is 
effectively concealed. Jokes about sex and age shield the players from the old-fashioned 
cominess of the plot resolution. The most extreme case of finding humour in young people 
pretending to be old would seem to be Cen Fox's Fogies, which I have not been able to 
read but whose catalogue description announces the setting as "the front verandah of the 
Smileaway Retirement Home and its magnificent garden. Your characters are elderly. 
What a challenge for actors to have to walk, speak and even dance like an old-age 
pensioner". 
As well as the youthful appearance of the actors, it is tempting to postulate the existence of 
emotional barriers to playing parents as "straight" characters, especially where they appear 
in a controlling role. A study of Swedish school and youth drama has noted a pro-teenage 
slant on the representations of the generation-gap: 
In almost all of them, the cast descripfion is like this: the teenagers themselves are full of 
insight and sometimes even depicted with nuances, at least a couple of them in each play. 
Adults, on the other hand, are most often caricamres, representing various forms of 
oppression. In only a few of these do teenagers and adults meet as individuals, with 
common problems, common enemies to fight, common goals to aim at. (Holm 40) 
' In at least one production (Downlands College, 1992) Matron Starchy was played in drag (presumably 
as a pantomime Dame, by John Cahill) to heighten the absurdity of the geriatric romance. 
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But in school musicals, parents are rarely presented "straighf or sympathetically, let alone 
as symbols of oppression. Instead, they are presented as crass and a source of 
embarrassment {His and Hers, 1945, King of the Kids) or as pathefically and/or comically 
ttying to regain their youth {Jungle Fantasy, Wolfstock, Cloudland). School musicals, 
perhaps mindful of who is buying the tickets, but more probably simply not wishing to be 
unkind, do not present adults as the enemy and would apparenfiy prefer not to present them 
at all. If they must be presented, then the focus is on the comedy which can be made from 
them. 
Children are much simpler to play. Eighth graders are neariy always available, and they 
are virtually never represented kindly. The braftish and obnoxious little brother or sister 
(sometimes both) are frequently seen {His and Hers, Kidstuff, Is This Heaven?, 1945, 
Phantoad of the Opera). Large numbers of them appear in their own choms-groups in Bats 
(the "dreaded Junior High Gang" who terrorise the vampires and monsters), Canterbury 
Riders (Faity Dancers) and Jungle Fantasy (where the Author's Notes state that the 
monkeys should be played "preferably by the hordes of junior students who enthusiastically 
tum up for auditions") among others, but the attitude towards them seems to be best 
illustrated in Gumshoe. Here there is an entire group of Missing Kids from Chicago who, 
as the Dragon Lady points out "have nothing to do with the plot. ... They are all grade 
eights who auditioned for the production! No-one knew what to do with them so they made 
them 'lost children' " (45). The children shamefacedly admit that this is tme, and that they 
are under orders to do "the two things which grade eights are really good at" - screaming, 
and looking sad and lost (46). The real reason that they have been included, however, is 
that "we all brought our mums and dads and family along to see us!" (46). This is almost 
too tmthful, but it is characteristic of irreverence not to let itself pretend to be tactftil. 
One last restriction is the temptation to gear a work to the known abilities of particular 
performer. While this may make the play easier to write and to produce in the first place, it 
can limft the work's potential for further exposure. Nevertheless, as David Mayer points 
out, deriving the "stmcture and plan" of a work "from the known abilities of the 
performers" (274) is one of the hallmarks of the popular theatre, which is essentially based 
in its own context. The works of Bmce Clark, who has written a new musical evety year 
for more than a decade for his students at Lowood State High School, provide clear 
examples of this practice. Clark is in a position to know his students and their capacities 
with great accuracy, and also to have a clear idea when he begins to write during the 
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Christmas holidays each year, just which students will be participafing in the musical he is 
creating (Letter, 30 September 1996). Rix (1995) accordingly feamres six roller-skafing 
waitresses, and requires that four of the major characters be also members of the on-stage 
band which provides "the main accompaniment for the show" (1). The largest male role 
(Rick) is also the keyboard-player in this group. While Clark is fortunate to have the use of 
such an actor/musician, and the play is no doubt strengthened by the combination, the 
pracfice of writing to such specialised talents reduces an interesting play which is probably 
worth far wider exposure to almost apiece d'occasion. There is no reason, however, to 
suppose that Clark regrets this. 
The restrictions imposed by creating works specifically for schools are numerous, but the 
number of works which continue to appear indicates that they are by no means daunting or 
discouraging writers. 
Technical restrictions. 
Schools do not, as a general mle, have access to outstandingly well-equipped theatres, even 
though there are occasional examples where schools take particular productions into 
professional venues. Musicals written for the market cannot assume sophisticated lighting 
systems (although Mini-Pak-style confrol-systems with between 10 and 24 channels are 
now so common as to be virtually standard in school halls), they cannot assume large 
constmction-budgets or a high-level of expertise in set-building or - most particularly - in 
crew-skills, and they certainly cannot expect (for safety reasons) flying systems. 
What they can and do expect is a high level of imagination and ingenuity from the 
production team, and a fair amount of tolerance from the audience. In the examples I have 
been able to study, there is nothing to indicate that the number of scenes or locales has been 
in any way diminished or restricted by anything other than the needs of the stoty. In 
production, plainly, it is expected that a desk and a chair will stand for an office, and a tree 
or two for a forest, and that many scenes will be played in front of tabs or a neutral 
background with only the dialogue to establish a locality. This Elizabethan or Brechtian 
economy of setting does not seem to diminish the impact of the plays: ft breaks away from 
the conventions of commercial musical theatre, where spectacle has long been a significant 
ingredient, but it remains firmly within the normal parameters of popular and folk-theatre. 
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The tone was set with the re-write of Captain Starlight in the early 1970s from a fairly 
convenfional multi-setting format to an open stage with flexible rostra and banners to 
identify locales and an explicft instruction that "as far as possible, scenes, props and effects 
should be SUGGESTED rather than fully realised" (viii). This basic concept appears to 
remain the norm, with or without permanent decorations to suggest a general meaning to 
the specific areas. Plays such as Jungle Fantasy and The Garden ofAidan ask for a general 
sylvan adomment of the stage (Hollywood Jungle/ Australian Bush), and then allow the 
action to flow with virtually no further visual reference to which specific places are referred 
to by the plot. The stage-direction 'another part of the forest', unnecessarily added by 
Shakespearean editors, is equally superfluous in school musicals: once it is established that 
the setting is a jungle, which part of the jungle is of no particular importance to the action. 
Similar approaches apply to Coast (holiday resort-town); Curses! (haunted house),and The 
Legend of Bilge (barren wasteland; a "starty back-cloth" is particularly requested). 
Deliberate theatricality, where actors or costumed crew move props and fumiture in full 
sight of the audience, is also sometimes featured {Best Picture, His and Hers). 
Man of Steel, the archetype of the modem school musical, provides a fairly typical example 
of the multiple-setting musical. Its sixteen scenes depend upon three principal locations: 
Man of Steel's bedroom; the Newspaper office; and the villains' hideout; to which ft adds 
as insets a Fan Club meefing and a couple of telephone boxes, and ft makes the maximum 
use of many swift moves between locales. There are as many possible ways to work this 
technically as there are designers to confront the problem, but the only clear requirement is 
that the changes between the scenes must be swift, and not impede the flow of the action. 
Most school musicals work to this general pattem of a few key-settings (which can be 
either permanent or on large wheeled platforms, or 'tmcks') interspersed with scenes 
played in front of the main curtain or an intermediate curtain ('tab-scenes') or scenes 
restricted to a small part of the stage and isolated by lights or movable drapes ('inset 
scenes') - all of which can be set quickly (there is seldom a shortage of crew to push tmcks 
and cany fumiture and cut-outs on and off), and which may or may not serve to bridge 
major set-changes behind travellers or the front curtain. Most manage this with 
considerable skill, and there are very few scenes which are blatantly "fill" to cover the set-
change, but there are odd occasions where the script seems to call for a greater scenic 
variety than is absolutely necessaty. Just Desserts, for example, asks for six specific 
supermarket locations: the checkout counters, the Daity Mall, the Customer Service 
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counter, the canteen, the supervisor's office, the staff-party, and a couple which are 
indeterminate, in its fifteen scenes. The changes often seem vaster than the slight content 
of the scenes would warrant, although no doubt it would be fairly easy to simplify the 
staging to one major set and some insets or tmcks. There are occasions (17, 68), however, 
where scene-changes involve quick-costume changes for major characters, akin to swivel-
screen gags. The resuft is likely to be slow scene-changes and an inevitable loss of pace. 
No III Feeling, which has three re-used settings and seven which are only seen once, 
experiences related but less severe problems, and includes a "Staging" note that "the 
suggesfions given for scene changes are based on the idea of having the four beds of Ward 
Two on stage the whole time, using four screens or a curtain to hide them when they are not 
in use" {vi). The note then adds that "with a little planning, the set-changes should not be 
particularly noticeable" {vi), from which we might infer that long and noisy scene-changes 
may have been a problem in the original production. 
Man of Steel contains a stage direction, immediately preceding the finale, that "MAN OF 
STEEL flies out" (95), but it is my understanding that vety few schools attempt this. It is 
particularly difficult to arrange, since he has just played a prominent role in a lengthy 
"battle" sequence (during which he could not sensibly be attached to a line) and is in 
prominent focus during the brief dialogue between the end of the fight and the flying exit. 
It is difficult (but by no means impossible) to attach a line to an already-wom hamess in 
this period. More to the point, since most schools do not have counterweight systems, ft 
would appear that the dangers of flying by hand-line (whether balanced or not) are greater 
than most schools are prepared to contemplate. Quite apart from questions of insurance, 
most are reluctant to risk losing the leading man if something goes wrong. 
Special requirements occur from fime to fime. Slide projectors (which most schools have 
readily available) feature in Best Picture (9), Cloudland (Prologue) and Offbeat (61), for 
nostalgic displays of "the old days", and in 2061: A Space Idiocy as the view-screen of the 
space-ship, where it is used primarily for visual puns. The first - a slide of the Venus de 
Milo - is identified as the planet Venus. Asked whether it is dangerous. Engineer Zulu 
replies "No it's vety armless" (19), which is representative. The space monster is seen 
coming closer and closer "until only an eye is visible on the screen" (SD 39). Bats opens 
with the Dracula family watching a horror-movie on TV, and asks that it be visible and 
recognisable to the audience. Offbeat goes further, using a live video hook-up to show the 
concert which is being performed live on stage simultaneously on a television set in 
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Roach's room. This has little significance to the plot, beyond the fact that Roach is a type 
of character who would not have gone along to the gig, and it seems to be included as a nod 
to the various technical expedients of the commercial blockbuster musicals (such as the 
quarter of a B-52 which flew off in a recent touring production of South Pacific) which are 
equally unnecessaty, but are included to show off and impress the audiences. 
There is an assumption that schools have efficient public address-systems in their halls, and 
voice-overs play an important part in many musicals, quite commonly as radio-broadcasts 
{Best Picture; Man of Steel; Move Over, Mr Bigshot; 1945; Offbeat), but also as 
anonymous narrators {Bats; Coast; 2061: A Space Oddity) and as absent but powerful 
authority figures (Dracula threatening to retum in Bats; the ghostly voice of the Sheriffs 
father in How The West Was Warped; the Unwan - who might vety easily be mistaken for 
God - in The Legend of Bilge; Mr Ugg - who is only pretending to be God - in Mr Ugg 
and the Bionic Budgie, the Dark Force in 2061; and the Devil in Villains). This last use 
seems particularly appropriate for schools where the authoritative but intmsive voice of the 
public-address system is a routine feature of daily life. The joke is that the voice-over 
villains are consistently portrayed as silly and not really vety frightening in the end, and it 
almost seems as if the vety device of giving a character lines to deliver as voice-over is 
intended as a signal that the character is to be mocked or not taken seriously. Smithy! takes 
this "in-joke" of the school PA to its absurd extreme in a series of burlesque 
announcements, from "students will report quietly to the Assembly area or hostages will be 
taken!" (2) to "students ttying to break out of the school grounds will be severely dealt 
with, [sound-effect of Machine-gun fire] Told you ..." (26). 
Certain tricks, which seem to combine an element of naive wonder at the miracle of sound-
recording with a teenager's cynical awareness of the recording-industty, also appear. 
Charades depends heavily upon the plot device that the villainous Sir Ralph, who is 
funding the new band, insists that his untalented daughter Lulu be the lead singer. The 
others clandestinely pre-record another lead singer, and 'Milly Vanilly' Lulu's part while 
they (unlikely as it seems) play live, and become a hit. A stage direction (44) wisely 
specifies that the allegedly taped extra voice is actually performed live off-stage. In 
Wolfstock, the song "Gonna Get Me A Motor Bike" is sung (6), then appears two scenes 
later as a record on the Juke Box: "Boy, that didn't take long to get into the charts" (23). 
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Sound effects, where they are used at all, tend to be deliberately overplayed as gags: the 
plethora of thunderclaps, "clanking chains, screams, moans and, of course, the dominating 
howling wind" (1) which fill the blackout at the beginning of Bats and continue regularly 
throughout the play are typical of effects used principally to establish an atmosphere of 
excess. They are seldom used realistically, perhaps reflecting the quality of school sound-
systems, of school operators, or perhaps the difficulty and expense of recording really 
believable effects. Taped sound is frequently used for off-stage gags such as the series 
early in The Garden ofAidan where an unseen bus is progressively mangled across a series 
of six sound-cues (8-14), each a little sillier and less likely than the preceding one. Motor 
vehicles (especially motor-cycles) are frequently represented by sound-effects (e.g. 
Cloudland, where the obnoxious crooner is tortured by being taken for a ride around the 
block), but there is also the option, which is occasionally taken up, of using a real motor 
cycle. I have seen one ridden through the audience and onto the stage (in a production of 
Bye Bye Birdie at Camp Hill SHS in 1971), and Heather McKenzie reports having seen one 
ridden on-stage in Little Shop of Horrors (HCM, Letter, 9/6/97). Wolfstock includes the 
stage direction that "Fred and Freda roar in on a Harley in their leather gear " (67) but 
includes a pmdent note that an offstage sound-effect could be used instead. Since Fred and 
Freda are the hero's vety conservative parents, "so boring they are amusing" (p.ii), who are 
being transformed into human beings, and since the bike is the Hero's graduation present, it 
is clear that the joke (which climaxes the action of the play) is best if a real motor-cycle is 
used. 
Sometimes in deference to untrained voices, and sometimes as a consequence of the 
musical styles, microphones are frequently used for the principal performers, but the 
technical sophistication of the set-up tends to depend upon the resources of the school. 
Most musicals are not (as some mainstream rock operas are) specifically contrived with 
microphones in mind. The use of concealable radio-microphones has had a considerable 
impact upon the composition and scoring styles of mainstream musicals, but such 
equipment is expensive and beyond the reach of many schools. 
Ofrbeat has been designed to accommodate the open use of hand-held and occasionally 
stand supported microphones. Care should be taken from the outset of staging and 
choreography to allow for the close use of microphones - one per singer where possible. 
We suggest the use of microphones throughout the rehearsal period even if you have to use 
a makeshift system. (Producfion Notes, Offbeat iii) 
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Murgon SHS was using microphones as early as 1975 for a producfion of Joseph and his 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Emerald SHS used hand-held microphones from 1984, 
moved up to hand-held radio-microphones in 1986 and to lapel-mikes by 1992. St 
Edmund's production of Evita in 1996 used headset-mikes, so did Dakabin SHS's Grease 
in 1994. The technology is available, but the restricting factor seems to be the cost of 
hiring equipment. Teachers and directors always stress the importance of rehearsing with 
microphones if they are to be used in performance. 
Split-focus staging is occasionally used, mainly to speed up action which would otherwise 
require tedious exposition. Man of Steel (75ff) sets up a series of quick grabs between the 
bedroom, the office and the hideout, building (and deflating) the tension, culminating in an 
all-locations song "Everybody Needs A Superhero'". Cloudland does the same between the 
office and the impatient crowd outside as it becomes clear that the visiting stars will not be 
arriving as promised. 2061: A Space Idiocy uses it to show action inside and outside the 
ship simultaneously as sabotage threatens disaster. From a different angle. Pride and 
Prejudice uses split-focus scenes for two love duets between Elizabeth and Darcy (6, 16), 
which enable their love to progress even when they are not communicating it to each other, 
and again when the absent Bingley joins Jane in her love-song (36). Most ingeniously, the 
same device is used for Darcy's letter to Elizabeth, where the stage is splft between Darcy 
who writes and speaks a sentence or two, and Elizabeth who, reading the same lefter, 
speaks a couple of lines. The altemation continues through a fairly long document (40). 
The device, compressing both space and time, is fllmic and, though by no means unique to 
school drama, entails two slightly contradictoty dramaturgical assumptions. It holds 
audience aftention and speeds the action, which may be deemed to be more necessaty with 
a school audience than with a better trained one in a mainstream theatre, but it also assumes 
a high degree of sophistication in that it takes it for granted that the audience will not be 
confused or baffled by this highly stylised form of storytelling. 
Split-focus staging depends heavily upon having sufficient lighting equipment to be able to 
separate the areas. The fluorescent strips, tennis-court floodlights, or banks of cheap series-
wired floods which characterised many older school and church halls were inadequate for 
this or any other subtlety of lighting. These still exist in some places, but most schools now 
have a limited complement of flexible theatrical lighting. While ft is difficuft to generalise, 
most schools and community halls now have 3-phase plug terminals and, accordingly, 
sufficient power to mn a fairly large lighfing rig (the Queensland Arts Council in the 1970s 
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made this a prerequisite for taking their touring shows into a venue), but the number of 
lights and the size of the confrol-board varies considerably. Schools are seldom equipped 
with more than a 20- or 24-way board, and vety few have enough lights to flilly load the 
board. 
Some schools, however, are able to evade this restriction by taking their productions into 
large theafres. Banyo SHS, as previously menfioned, took the revised version of Captain 
Starlight to Twelfth Night Theatre, Brisbane, in 1974, as did Loreto College with West Side 
Story in 1979, St Rita's with The Hobbit in 1982 and Marist Brothers/Mount St Michael's 
with their producfion of Guys And Dolls in May, 1997. Perhaps in a spirft of competifion 
with this last effort (it was described to me by a Marist parent as "not one-upmanship, but 
twelve-upmanship"), John Paul College staged four performances of Jesus Christ Superstar 
at the 1,818-seat Concert Hall of the Queensland Performing Arts Complex in July, 1997. 
This is not standard practice in Brisbane, largely because while there may be considerable 
presfige associated with staging the school musical in a commercial theatre, the cost of the 
venture significantly reduces the profitability of the productions. John Paul College, as an 
example, despite significant sponsorship from three local companies, still needed to charge 
$27.50 for an aduft ticket ($21.00 Concession). Performing "away" is more common in 
countty areas, where the public venues are less expensive: Toowoomba City Hall, for 
example, serves as the principal venue for Toowoomba Grammar School, Concordia 
Lutheran College, St. Maty's College and Fairholme College (although each of these 
schools sometimes performs 'at home'), and as an occasional one for several other schools. 
St. Saviour's College performed for many years in St. Patrick's Church hall, and on the one 
occasion when they ventured into Toowoomba City Hall "they put on the um for supper 
and blew all the stage lights" (Heather McKenzie, letter, 9 June 1997). They now have 
their own assembly hall. Pittsworth SHS has its own outdoor amphitheatre where they 
have in the past staged productions such as a highly-praised Joseph and his Technicolor 
Dreamcoat, but in 1997 they took Bye Bye Birdie to the Pittsworth Town Hall. The 
determining factor would appear to be prestige, and the school's sense of pride in its 
productions. Since neither Twelfth Night Theatre nor Toowoomba City Hall has a 
particularly large capacity, the expectation of big audiences is not likely to be a factor, but 
the availability of sophisticated technical facilities may contribute to the decision to move 
'up-market'. 
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Custom-wriften musicals, however, cannot assume sophisticated staging facilities. 
Required lighting effects are generally undistinguished, presumably because of the 
uncertainty of the availability of equipment and the high cost of hiring. Strobe effects may 
be used in chases or battles, or for the Star Trek-sty\e transporter in 2061, and ultra-violet is 
used for an X-Ray Room routine in No III Feeling (38). Smithy! asks for a smoke machine 
for the off-stage fire which is the climax of the second act (74), while Villains asks for both 
smoke and flash-pots in Hell (15, 17), but guns (the bane of amateur - and professional -
dramatics) are hardly used at all. How The West Was Warped det^iiXs a fairly simple device 
for using cap-pistol ammunftion offstage, taped to a sheet of metal for amplification, and 
ignited with a hammer, but uses them for a pitched battle rather than for any important 
single cue. Cost and complication seem to mle out most technical devices which cannot 
easily (or safely or legally) be home-made. Son of Phantom requires several large but very 
simple stage illusions (for appearances and disappearances), and offers general details as to 
how they can be built. 
Some recent musicals have taken to integrating puppet-sequences, perhaps to economise on 
props and scenety, perhaps to give a task to students unsuited for some reason to 
performing, and certainly to engage a wider range of crafts and effects. How The West Was 
Warped features "a small range of free-standing hills" (19) just in front of the desert back-
cloth which hides the operators of two-dimensional cut-out puppets representing "the Hero, 
Bad Bart, a tribe of Indians, a gang of outlaws, a gang of Mexicans, the stage coach and a 
highway patrol car" (v) which perform various chases and slapstick routines in the 
"distance". The device enables the representation of action-sequences which are central to 
the movie-westem genre which is being mangled throughout the play, at an appropriate 
level of absurdity. The effect, on stage, is reminiscent of the chase-loops from the ancient 
Quick-Draw McGraw television cartoons. The same technique is elaborated in Gumshoe 
where the trans-Atlantic crossing is depicted in silhouette cut-outs of the liner, a rowboat, 
the U-boat which torpedoes them, complete with radio-broadcasts, character voice-overs 
and explosions (17-18). 
The musical and instmmental requirements of school musicals are highly variable. As this 
is not intended as a musicological study, I have made no systematic attempt to accumulate 
information about the nature of the musical accompaniments which are used. The range of 
possibilities seems to be as broad as the range of schools. Many schools have had 
orchestras since the 1950s (Somerville House since 1903, Anglican Church Grammar 
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School had a Jazz Orchesfra in 1926, Ayr SHS had a 13-piece orchestra in 1933), by the 
1990s most schools have more than one. Some have used borrowed or professional 
orchestras. In 1965 Padua College's King Arthur and the Saxons featured "Mr Curro and 
his orchestra", and Anglican Church Grammar School used paid orchestras (with some 
distinguished musicians and conductors, often borrowed from the Queensland Symphony 
Orchestra) well into the 1970s. Productions of Cloudland used a hired 12-piece jazz band 
at both Kelvin Grove SHS and Craigslea SHS, including one of the composing team (Mark 
Nahuysen) and several older musicians who had played at the original Cloudland at one 
time or another 
Action Sequences and Resolutions. 
"The virtue of all-in wrestling is that it is the spectacle of excess ... 
The logical conclusion of the contest does not interest the wrestling fan, while on the contrary 
a boxing match always implies a science of the future. " (Barthes 18-19) 
A great many school musicals revolve around action-plots of villainy and the conflict - at 
various levels of seriousness - between good and evil. The topics are drawn more from the 
film and television conventions and the nineteenth centuty melodramas whose 
entertainment-role the movies took over, than from the modem range of theatrical forms 
and subjects. One serious handicap which follows from this is that the car-chase, the shoot-
out and the explosive material destmction which have become the formulaic climax for 
film and television are beyond the technical means of schools, or of the stage in general. A 
non-technical, non-action device which has found wide currency in their place is magical 
'zapping'. The Man of Steel is immobilised by Kroptonite: the wicked Olga proclaims that 
"as soon as ze Man of Steel gets vizin a few feet from it, it will zap his strength avay like a 
magnef {Man of Steel 72). Its invisible rays leave him feeble, grovelling comically, and in 
need of a rescue which only requires removing the noxious substance from the stage. No 
technical skills or expense are required, just a little uninhibited pantomime. The danger is 
real enough, the comic effect removes the need to take the danger too seriously, and the 
rescue requires no eccyclemic violence and no particular strength. In this case, it is solved 
by the nerdy Bobby slopping lead-based paint over the Kroptonite. The ten-ton-weight 
which has been hanging over Man of Steel's head can now be disposed of easily, and a fair-
fight (to music) can follow (93-4). 
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Zapping replaces the car-chase as the major confrontation. It also appears in Burger Brain, 
where the computer has brainwashed his victims to go flaccid and fall into zombie-like 
states when particularly awful canned music is played (71); in Mr Ugg and the Bionic 
Budgie, where a test-tube of unidentified goo is a "mind-control device" whose theft is 
central to the plot, and which is used to tum the hero Jim into an automaton (88); in The 
Prince's Pursuit where a Super-Bat-Evil-Influence-Detector identifies the villain and forces 
him to confess (37) and in Electric Cafe where Pops zaps people with his cane, simply to 
get their attention. The device has apparently been consigned to the "comy" basket in 
recent years. When it surfaces in Jungle Fantasy, the witch-doctor zaps Jane with a stick 
(29), and what was plot in Man of Steel and Burger Brain, is reduced to a small and fleeting 
comic routine. This is one of several signs which suggest that the form and content of 
school musicals are evolving, and that what looks at one level to be a chaotic market of 
individuals operating without much reference to each other is in fact highly interactive. 
Mobility is also vety important. It is a feature of acfion-films in the James Bond mould that 
they move restlessly from setting to setting (usually exotic), and that they do so in short 
grabs which allow the audience no fime to become familiar or bored with a particular 
situation. A similar principle has also come to prominence the modem television soap-
opera: 
In the 1980s, the networks made considerable changes in the soap opera formula to attract a 
younger audience.... new kinds of stories were developed that emphasized plot rather than 
character. Interpersonal relationships and problems became less important. Instead of 
being centred on a single geographic locale, the settings of the new stories were much more 
exotic and confinually varied. (Crane 99) 
Acfion-based school musicals follow much the same pattem, from the split-focus devices 
mentioned above to a regular altemation between the contesting parties. If they cannot 
usually (for practical reasons) emulate the exofic locales, they can certainly copy the 
restless movement, and the largely artificial sense of momentum which ft generates. It is in 
the climaxes that this movement goes beyond narrafive technique and becomes a device of 
theatrical flummery. The endings and resolutions of many school musicals are (apparenfiy 
deliberately) chaotic and confusing, so that there is such a fluny of action that nobody 
notices that the central dilemmas of the plot are not actually resolved. 
Bats provides a vivid example. The stOty concems the impoverished Dracula family and 
the villagers of nearby Humperdink. The grape harvest fails, and with min staring them in 
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the face, they resolve to open the village and the castle to tourists. Concurrently, an 
Intemational Underworld Conference is being held in the town, and two of its organisers 
(who have been ttying incompetently to rob the local bank) accidentally get hold of the 
suitcase containing the tourist development loan money. The tourists and their hideous 
children are too much for all the gothic monsters of the area, who threaten to strike. 
Finally, in Act Two Scene Four, the real, original Dracula tums up. He haunts a few 
tourists, then imprisons and tortures the incompetent villains before capturing young Fritz 
Dracula and his policewoman girlfriend. There is a lot of business about the prisoners 
releasing each other, and a battle in which the police subdue the monsters, Dracula subdues 
the police, and the hideous children chase Dracula into the night. As they celebrate, his 
amplified voice wams them that he'll be back. 
This highly successful and vety entertaining show has a plot which doesn't actually make 
sense. The Transylvanians have their tourist-development money back, but are absolutely 
miserable dealing with the tourists and their terrifying children, so the original plot-
predicament has not really been solved. The Draculas have enough money to keep young 
Fritz at medical school, and he has his girl (who he did not meet until well into the second 
act), but the villainous ancestor has not been destroyed or even decisively defeated. The 
villains assembled for the Underworld Conference have simply vanished. The massed 
comic villains seem to have been added because the real villain (the original Dracula) could 
not sensibly be infroduced until late in the action. The result is that Nosher and Nasher, the 
incompetent pair, have only marginal connection to the main plot, and the Villains' 
Convention has no connection at all, which makes the plotting and stmcture seem messier 
than they really are. There are a lot of gimmicks and action in the add-on material, which 
also looks chaotic, but isn't. The underlying line is actually strong and simple when the 
fluff is stripped away, and that line is simply that predicament piles upon predicament, 
without any particular logic, until all the troubles reach a critical mass and simply explode 
for a finale. 
Bats is probably a major influence. The plots and action of Burger Brain and Food for 
Thought (to name only two) are to a large extent contained within ft - the legerdemain of 
the final scene is particularly significant, with a rapid switching of outcomes which masks 
the basic unlikeliness of the contrived climax. ('Contrived' because the climax has really 
vety little to do with the original dilemma and certainly does not solve it - the switching 
creates a sense of an ending where there really is none.) 
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This muddled climax is almost a Simon Denver trademark. The Man of Steel needs 
cleaning ladies to help him fight the villains, and perhaps understandably leaves the woman 
who loves him lamenting, which is a superhero formula, but not a theatrical one. Sherlock 
Holmes does not actually solve his mystety, but stands expounding as virtually evetyone 
else is murdered around him. Sheik Rattle & RolTs Prince of Araby is the rightful heir, but 
he doesn't become King (to be fair, he was talked into wanting to) and he doesn't even get 
the girl with whom he has been so wildly in love throughout. The Hero of How The West 
Was Warped has to get Miss Lamb and the Temperance League to do his fighfing for him, 
but he is shanghaied into marriage by Annabelle as he tries to ride conventionally alone 
into the sunset, and Bad Bart is at least prevented from taking over the town. Henty VIII, 
plunged by his lechety into wars and disasters, is still making passes at pretty girls in the 
front row during the finale. Michael Smith {Smithy!) and Mac Hunter {Gumshoe) do get 
what they want, but only at the expense of virtually evetyone else. The tidy, "well-made" 
ending, with no loose threads, is plainly not the object in any of these plays. 
Many others follow this approach, at least partially. Burger Brain's computer-villain is 
finally destroyed when Ruby and the street-kids retum with electric guitars and a giant 
(phallic) jack which they plug into Burger Brain "like a stake through a vampire" and short 
him out, but in fact all the kids are still out of a job, which was their original predicament. 
Food For Thought's Agatha Chrisfie-style denouement is swamped by self-commenting 
jokes and least-likely-murderer twists until ft is all so silly that the audience is placed in the 
position of not needing to be convinced, since they cannot escape the reminders that this is 
not a real situation. Then, once the killer has finally been unmasked and removed, there is 
another murder, which suggests that the solution was wrong anyway. Three of the four 
Toadshow plays end with bloodbaths followed by the miraculous resurrection of the dead: 
In Hound of Music the nazis massacre the nuns, the PerfectCouple {sic) massacre the Nazis 
and most of the principals and then evetyone is brought back to life for a cheerful finale. In 
Sherwoodstock, King Richard retums and proves to be even more obnoxious than the 
Sheriff, which takes evetyone to a cheerful finale in Heaven where God, at least, believes 
in compromise. Glamalot takes evetyone - after the disastrous battle - to Avalon, which 
proves to be not in the Westem Isles, but more like the Westem Suburbs where, once all 
bad music has been banned, a cheerful finale is again possible. Remarkably few school 
musicals, in fact, have conventional endings. 
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These approaches to the questions of loose ends and comprehensive resolutions are more 
reminiscent of comparafively modem films and novels than of the usually tidy conventions 
of musical theatre, and represent something of a departure. It is plainly more important, in 
these musicals, to have an explosive or convulsive ending than a morally or logically 
responsible one, and the reasons for this are difficult to assign. The most obvious lies in 
postulating an uncritical audience, which simply does not bother to think through these 
resolutions in the light of any criterion other than pure sensation. Such an audience has 
presumably been conditioned by television crime dramas to accept that there will always be 
an action climax, never mind why or of what sort, after which the Good (which is defined 
as those characters whose actors have a series-contract) will be left standing, and the Bad 
(which is defined as those characters whose actions might change the fundamental structure 
of the stotyboard - whether by death, indictment or marriage - before 13 or 26 episodes 
have been completed) will be effectively removed. But the uncritical audience is the easy 
answer, and it does not explain the high level of sophistication which is present in many of 
these endings. 
When the stoty goes wrong, and the Prince of Araby does not many the Princess Jasmine, 
and King Arthur dumps Guenevere for the fair Elaine who is mnning a booking agency for 
jousters or when, as in Just Desserts, the heroine triumphs only to win a hamper of products 
to which she is allergic, it is not because the audience doesn't know any better, or because 
it simply doesn't care. Twisted outcomes happen far too often for that to be the case. 
Clearly, there is an active pleasure for the audience in a wilfully perverse outcome, and this 
is by no means an entirely teenage outlook, just as the audience at school musicals is by no 
means entirely a teenage audience. It is the spirft of slapstick, and of Murphy's Law. It is 
the positive pleasure of watching complacency - in this case, the complacency of 
conventional dramatic outcomes - punctured. One of slapstick's many forms is the totally 
unexpected which seems right and inevitable as soon as it happens because, by the mles of 
some perverse system of justice, it deserves to have happened. The obfuscation created by 
multiple confrontations at the climax serves the purpose of disguising the surprise by 
leaving the audience no leisure to contemplate what surprises are possible. It throws down 
so many banana-skins that ft is impossible to see the custard-pie. To a certain extent, too, it 
disarms crificism by leaving those who might object to the iconoclastic twists confused and 
wondering whether, in the riotous tangle, they simply missed the logical explanation for the 
unconventional outcome. 
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But to the majority audience, the audience which draws satisfaction from slapstick, the 
pleasure lies in watching the process by which out of chaos comes disorder. Closure here is 
achieved by accelerating pace and complication which explodes into an outcome which is 
almost-but-not-entirely predictable, and ft involves a deep disrespect for the narrafive 
traditions of academic literature and the well-made play. By ensuring that evety ending is 
not-quite-happy, or if ft is, is only ironically so, a great many school musicals are making 
the point that not only is life not like the faity-tale convenfions of fiction, but also that 
audiences do not really want it to be. This seems to entail a rejection of the unrealistic and 
artificial consolation that the contrived tidy ending somewhat condescendingly offers, in 
favour of a confusion which has real resonance in the lives of both the participants and the 
audience. There is a deeper satisfaction in the believably imperfect than in the fantasy of 
perfection. It is more life-like. 
School musicals do not generally go to the extreme of providing the black or downbeat 
endings which characterise a lot of mainstream literature and drama, but there are some 
exceptions. Best Picture tells how a movie which was never actually made won an Oscar, 
and it ends depressingly in the realisation that this is a victoty for deceit and corruption. 
Mad If You Think I Am! is a modemised version of Hamlet, which ends tragically but 
allows all the corpses to leap to their feet for a finale which recapitulates the highly 
simplified messages of the play. Both have been moderately successful, with eight and 
eighteen productions respectively across Australia. Shylock!, which is also aimed at 
schools for the educational tie-in, and which omits the happy-ending ring-plot to focus on 
the tragic anti-Semitic aspects of the stOty, has apparently not been staged since its 
publication. Some mainstream musicals with tragic endings - West Side Story, The King 
And I- have done moderately well, but at the other extreme, Neil Orchard's rock opera 
Romeo & Juliet has been re-worked in such a way that it does have a happy ending, and has 
not apparently suffered commercially because of it. 
Actual outcomes are related to an underlying irreverence towards the traditions of theatrical 
storytelling, and since it is conceded that there ought to be a resounding climax, it is not 
surprising that the climax often becomes an end in itself It doesn't matter that ft is not 
logical, so long as it is lively. This would indeed look like a search for sensation at any 
cost, were it not for the insistence that the resolution be just a little twisted along the way. 
The abandonment of plot logic is frequently a deliberate attack on the convention that there 
has to be an explanation or at least an excuse for everything, no matter how contrived that 
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excuse may be. By eschewing - and sometimes mocking - contrived excuses, school 
musicals commit a deep irreverence indeed, by admitting that satisfactoty action is a 
necessaty prerequisite - and also a sufficient condition - for believing that a stoty is ended. 
They see no need to make excuses for it. 
The same general principle applies to action in the body of the stoty. Follies!! includes a 
SWAT-team which bursts in periodically whenever an authority figure is defied; How The 
West Was Warped includes a chase-scene (which has virtually no effect on the plot) 
through a darkened mine; Sheer Luck, Holmes has a blow-gun assassination (which goes 
wrong, of course) and innumerable chase-sequences including one through swinging panels 
and secret passageways; Sheik, Rattle and Roll has two "Hollywood sword-fights", one of 
which is interrupted by Union action, two mass-fist-fights and a piggy-back race; 1945 has 
a Mexican stand-off routine and a fist-fight, Son of Phantom has a mob storming the Paris 
Opera. Not all action is necessarily violent: Coast has a group of old and fat people 
performing an aerobics routine; Burger Brain features tap-dancing robots; The Prince's 
Pursuit intersperses ludicrous television commercials for pumpkin products; Best Picture 
has characters pretending to be marionettes; Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie dramatises 
crazy news-stories as the announcers read them. Examples might proliferate endlessly. 
School musicals tend to be short on expositoty dialogue, and shorter on serious discussion. 
In their stead, we tend to find set-piece comedy or action sequences, vatying in length from 
fifteen seconds to five or six minutes. 
Once again, restless movement and variety are more important than intemal logic. It is as 
if the evolution of musical theatre from Vaudeville and Music Hall were being reversed and 
the plots, which were introduced to link the tums into a revue, and which became dominant 
in the musical comedy proper, were being retumed to their original subordinate function. 
Plots are once again only a pretext for a lot of disorderly conduct. The fundamental 
difference between school musicals and mainstream entertainment is that the school 
product has more or less given up ttying to justify fts convenfions. By accepting the 
fundamental silliness and illogic of ttying to present such an entertainment, they free 
themselves from tedious and often tormous exposftion and self-jusfification. The act of 
doing absurd and funny things is its own jusfification. 
In some ways, this is an extension of what is happening in commercial entertainment. The 
James Bond and the Lethal Weapon movies, for example, trade on wry self-mockety to 
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warm the audience between action sequences, but they still (allowing for often ouflandish 
initial premises) tty to preserve an intemal logic which justifies each new spectacular 
special effect, and ft is often evident that the stoty has been manipulated to enable the 
action-sequences to occur. But why bother? Once you admit that fist-fights or exploding 
helicopters are fun in themselves (and the cheers of cinema audiences testify that they are), 
it is no longer necessaty to pretend that they are "essential" or "integral" to the plot. 
Gumshoe features a spy-plot which has nothing to do with the main stoty, and which 
simply evaporates at the end, but it is a mistake to accept this as simply poor plotting. 
Action sequences in school musicals do tend to disguise the fact that the plot is a bit thin, or 
even incomplete, but this is incidental to their real purpose, which seems to be to celebrate 
the realisation that plot is not - and should not be - important enough to interfere with a 
wholehearted enjoyment of the theatrical event which is taking place. The focus of the 
dramatic tradition is being redefined. 
Love and Happv Endings 
"There is nothing sillier than seeing a love story sung on stage " (Clement 9) 
I have already alluded to the rather peculiar attitude which school musicals take to the 
representation of love. Love is, after all, conventionally regarded as the core of the musical 
comedy, although 
the old formula was never quite as simple as it seemed. ... The tmth is that, despite 
appearances, falling in love is not the action of a tradhional musical; indeed, the fact that the 
leading couple are in love is never seriously in doubt. Rather, the action is concemed with 
surmounting obstacles to their living happily ever after, in the ttadition of classic comedy. 
(Swain 153) 
School musicals repeatedly accept the convention that the hero and heroine will 
automatically be in love with each other, and then question the assumptions that go with it. 
In Bats, Fritz Dracula and Policewoman Zsa Zsa, who have known each other for barely 
half a page, suddenly realise: 
Fritz: We haven't had a good joke for a while! 
Zsa Zsa: Why not? 
Fritz: Because we're the hero and heroine - we don't get any jokes in this show! 
Zsa Zsa: That's right-all we get are the mushy love songs! (37) 
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The duet which follows is tftled "We Don't Want To Sing This Love Song" and complains 
that "We're never allowed to have any fun,/ We're not allowed one single vice,/ I'm tired 
of being earnest,/ I'm fired of being nice". No III Feeling takes the opposite tack by 
overplaying the romantic dialogue between Nurse Daphne and Dr. Randy to a burlesque 
level while they are treating a patient, Elsie: 
Randy: ... no male heart is safe with you around. 
Daphne: Oh, Doctor Reambo, do you mean what I think you mean? 
Randy: I think you know what I mean. 
Daphne: But do you really mean it? 
Randy: 1 mean every word of it. 
Daphne: Do you mean that? 
Randy: I'll tell you what it means. 
{Elsie groans and tries to sit up) 
Elsie: Oh, no, it means they're going to sing! {No III Feeling 15) 
And they do. In How The West Was Warped, even the stage directions are in on the joke, 
armouncing "if there is such a beast as a love song in this show then this is if (SD 58). 
The same reluctance appears in Food For Thought, but as a threesome, as Patrick the waiter 
tries to woo Maria and Cody. Cody protests "Don't tell me this means there's going to be a 
love song!" (76), a fear which drives all the other characters to msh off the stage. Patrick is 
plainly willing to accept whichever girl is stirred by the "Compulsory Love Song", whose 
lyric confesses: "Compulsoty love song,/ The time you find it hard to stay awake./ 
Compulsoty love song,/ You know it's time to take a toilet break" (77). 
School musicals accept that evetyone will be disappointed if the hero and heroine are not in 
love, but they also recognise the necessity to preserve the dignity and sang-froid of their 
adolescent participants by taking the sentiment out of the relationship. The quickest way to 
do this is to remove it from reality by commenting on it as an absurd and somewhat 
mawkish necessity. 
Inevitably, the awkwardness and the anxieties associated with sexuality and sexual 
expression are tangled up in this distmst of sentimentality, and school musicals go to 
remarkable lengths to spare the hero and heroine the public shame of having to play a 
verbal, let alone a physical love-scene. Writer Pam MacManus makes allowances: 
I don't expect to subject the students to passionate love scenes which few have the mamrity 
to make convincing either from experience or from theatrical training ... The advantage of 
the musical is that the "soppy bits" you refer to are best portrayed in the songs ... Each 
group or school have their own code of ethics or social mores, and while it is good that 
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these should be challenged occasionally, I do feel smdents should be comfortable in public 
performances. (Pam McManus, Letter, 2 September 1996) 
Reports from schools reflect this awkwardness: Camp Hill SHS's account of Rock 'N' 
Roll Hero tells how the cast "settled down to the hard work of ttying to keep Paul Longley 
and Barbara Brown from dodging the 'Mushy Stuff " (Camp Hill SHS, Inwurra, 1993). 
Brigidine College notes "the famous kissing scene in which neither person wanted to kiss 
the other" {Calamity Jane, Brigidine College, Magazine 1995, 102) and director Val 
Fletcher threatened the principals in a 1975 Brigadoon at Dalby SHS that they must "Do it 
right or do ten real kisses for practice" (Dalby SHS, The Seeker, 1975). Brooks Atkinson 
has suggested that My Fair Lady, with fts partial obeisance to Shaw's doctrinaire denial of 
sentimentality "may be the only musical play in which the hero and heroine never kiss or 
embrace" (Atkinson 459), but ft is simply a pale role-model for most school musicals. 
After his "Compulsory Love Song", Patrick closes his eyes and declares "whoever kisses 
me first will be the lucky giri" {Food For Thought 11), but the kiss never happens, as both 
girls are promptly murdered while he is waiting. 
The osculum interruptum is almost a cliche of school musicals. The Legend of Bilge's 
eponymous hero is forced into a loveless political marriage with Ursa, who has fried to kill 
him at their first meeting. The wedding song is sung by the girl-he-left-behind, and the 
marriage is conspicuously not consummated. The couple eventually soften toward each 
other, and sing a fairly conventional love-song whose main concession is the line "Is this 
yet another stoty about love?" (73). As the song ends, however, according to the stage 
direction "the two are about to go into a romantic clinch. The moment is prolonged as they 
approach closer and closer" (SD 74), but Bilge pulls away, remarking "Good. I'm glad 
that's settled" (74). Ursa is irked, but the point has been made, and the relationship is now 
secure. In the more traditionally Tme Romance setting of 1945, Pete and Patsy sing "Too 
Good To Be True" and are apparently willing to kiss, but when they are "within a 
centimetre of each other, the little sisters leap in with a yell" (SD 31). In Offbeat, Ace and 
Candy do not even realise that they have more than a friendship until after they have sung 
"You 're My Inspiration" {66), and it is up to Ace to declare "Candy, I think we've fallen in 
love!" (67). They hug, reprise the song, and "as the song finishes. Candy and Ace go to 
kiss - only to be interrupted by the Roadies" (SD 67). 
More commonly, though, the hero and the heroine never even get to try to kiss. Rix, with 
its Casablanca-type tale of a long-finished affair, represses all direct contact, and the only 
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discussion of love is between the rival men. Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie depicts the 
stable-boy's love for the Professor's daughter, and Jim's passion is expressed in 
exaggerated asides, rather than to Alison (30-1). Their love song, "If Only ", is a 
hypothetical one, recognising the social gulf (33), and they make no physical contact at all. 
At the extreme, one of the loving pair in Curses! is a ghost, which makes physical contact 
impossible. Their love-song is a trio, with the ghost's guardian angel joining in (44). 
The normal moment for the big clinch comes when the hero has just rescued the heroine 
from some peril, but this too can be avoided. When the time comes for the Prince of Araby 
to rescue Jasmine from her tower prison, he sends Sinbad to do the job, explaining that "I'd 
go myself except I get nose bleeds at high aftitudes" {Sheik, Rattle and Roll 35). The 
avoidance goes further in Son of Phantom, where there is virtually no contact between 
Edward and Angelique. Edward makes two unsuccessful attempts to date her, but it is his 
father (the original Phantom of the Opera, still deeply in love with her mother, Christine) 
who teaches her to sing and twice rescues her. It is the father who begins the love song 
"Two Hearts Beat As One" with Angelique, but Edward takes his father's place during the 
number and gets to "embrace" the girl as it ends (79). The process of creating a safe 
distance between the hero and heroine (or, more precisely, between the actors playing those 
roles) adds convolutions to the plot, but the pracfise is so widespread that it clearly serves a 
purpose. At the extreme, the Dr Who-like hero of Advance Australia Backwards avoids 
having to engage romantically with the heroine at the finale by undergoing a parodic end-
of-the-series transformation, and tuming into a girl. 
In 2061: A Space Idiocy, the love between Princess Barbie and the mgged hero is ecstatic 
at first sight, clearly marked to be broadly over-played, and counterpointed by a series of 
incompetent assassination attempts by the androids. There is no kiss until the finale-
wedding, and even that is undercut by the clown Spotty trying to get in first, and having his 
face slapped. In fact, the soldier-hero Custer (whose real name tums out to be Prince Ken) 
has to have his hand cleaned before he can even hold hands with Barbie (25) which may be 
an indirect safe-sex gag. This moment reveals a significant factor in the standard sanitising 
of the hero/heroine relationship in school musicals. Hall & Whannel, discussing teenage 
fiction, observe that marriage is not strictly the climax to the "modem romance". "The real 
climax to the stoty in the love comic is the 'clinch' - the kiss and embrace" (Hall & 
Whannel 183). Quite apart from the disturbing fact that the "clinch" metaphor itself comes 
from boxing, and has something to say about the nature of this climax as merely a pause in 
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a hostile combat, it is self evident that the standard resolution-images of romantic fiction -
the clinch, the wedding, the stroll into a misty sunrise, James Bond and partner adrift in a 
boat - draw their main power from the fact that they are all normally symbols for a sexual 
consummation. And so, vety frequently, is the love-song in a musical. It is a directorial 
axiom that one love-song equals a weekend at a motel. The relationship is on a different 
plane after the duet. 
However shy and self-conscious teenage actors may be, it is unlikely that so many - and 
such frequently elaborate - textual and stmctural expedients are necessaty merely to protect 
them from the act of kissing. It is the implications which are disturbing, rather than the act 
itself While this is reasonable enough, the curious factor is that the inhibition promoted by 
the metaphorical meaning of love-scenes is noticeably stronger in its application to leading 
roles than to secondaty ones. It is common - to the point of appearing to be almost an 
unstated mle of the irreverent approach to love - that the secondaty romantic couple will be 
more physically intimate than the principal lovers. In Son of Phantom, Andrew loves 
Angelique until he sees that she has been taken by Edward, and then reverts to the ever-
supportive Chetyl, with an embrace and "a passionate kiss" (SD 79). In Sherwoodstock, 
Robin and Marion never even get a love scene, but their servants Much and Bess have a 
fully developed conventional romance, complete with a tragic ending when Much is killed. 
Cloudland's minor lovers Frankie and Corinna have a highly intimate relationship based on 
the perfectly explicit and conscious metaphor that "we love to dance" (22) and including a 
routine where he removes a pound-note from her bra while they are kissing, and she 
retaliates by lifting his wallet in the next kiss (19). But the principal lovers (Lenny and 
Meredith) can only consummate their much-delayed union by making a date and holding 
hands, not by a kiss (138). In Move Over, Mr Bigshot, the main lovers find God and each 
other, and shake hands, while the various secondaty couples flirt normally, have a couple of 
embraces, and hold hands (24-5). 
To a certain degree this might be attributed to practical considerations. It seems likely that 
the responsibility of the hero and heroine roles is so much greater that it is simply safer not 
to jeopardise the performers' confidence by subjecting them to avoidable emotional risks. 
Perhaps, too, the centrality of the roles gives prominence to the irreverent undercutting of 
'mushy' love. Once it has been debunked for the main couple, it may become safer for 
their satellites. 
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There is also the common phenomenon exemplified by the tale of the actor-manager who, 
when asked whether he believed Hamlet and Ophelia were sexually involved, replied "In 
my company, always" (May 23; Olivier 161-2). The nofion that actors who are required to 
play love scenes together are likely to form off-stage attachments is perhaps more 
perceived than real, but it does happen. Given the notorious volatility of adolescent 
emotional involvements, it is perhaps pmdent to minimise the potential dismptions, 
particularly between key players. Yet these explanations do not fully account for the 
ubiquitous double standard. Bruce Clark offers a perceptive explanation: 
I make a conscious decision not to feed the kids the soap opera standards. I make a 
conscious decision not to venture too far into emotional territory which they could not 
perform and would reject as fake anyway. I guess I am also conscious of the need to avoid 
the awkwardness of performing such scenes (especially if my boyfriend's watching!). But 
overall, I guess that strikes me as reality for high school kids. The idea of telling them it's 
alright if at this age a relafionship doesn't work. But yes, as you noted, there is always 
someone in the show whose relationship does work. ... There is always a conscious effort to 
have shown growth and some measure of achievement by the end of the show. That 
doesn't have to include Sleeping Beauty. (Bmce Clark, letter 8/10/97) 
Undesirable romances, or those which might be perceived as such, also exhibit a higher 
degree of physical intimacy than is permitted to leads. The Matron and Sir Jeny are 
allowed to kiss in No III Feeling, for the comedy value of geriatric romance, and also so 
that they can do a comic routine convincing Nurse Button, who sees them, that she is 
hallucinating (41-2). In Cloudland, the sleazy Johnny has a "passionate kiss" (SD 65) with 
the plain secretaty Louise, and this is quite clearly presented as a dramatic predicament 
rather than a romance. Nigel and Maty, in Smithy!, are highly sugaty and fairly tactile, and 
the whole relationship is presented as nauseating to all the other characters. The ultimate 
expression of this (which is presumably cut or bowdlerised in school productions) occurs in 
Hound of Music: when the vile Dr. Von Frankentrapp is dumped by his tarty girlfriend 
Didi, he immediately mms to Maria and proposes with a courtly "I suppose a fuck is out of 
the quesfion?" (40). 
In avoiding undue sentimentality or 'mushiness', school musicals make regular use of 
features which appear in conventional material. Insults and hostility are frequent portents 
of love to come. Whether on the model of Katharine in The Taming Of The Shrew, or on 
Calamity's "Men!" and "I Can Do Without You" {Calamity Jane 25, 32), most of the 
characters who fatally protest too much are women, from Kate's "I won't be mnning after 
him" {Captain Starlight 11) and Officer Zsa Zsa's "I married the police force - for better or 
worse!" {Bats 21) to Gloria's dismissal of American soldiers as "all hands and glands" 
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{1945 4). At this level it is merely a signal: when a woman says she is not interested in 
men, we can be sure she'll be attached before the finale. But it rapidly develops into 
prickly exchanges between the prospective lovers which indicate both a resistance to the 
attraction being felt, and the underlying aggression of lust. In The Garden ofAidan, Abbot 
and Ariel niggle at each other constantly, sing a twisted love song, whose refrain is "IDon't 
Like Anything" {11) with the tag (after he has gone) "half as much as I like you" - which he 
overhears, rather smugly. They continue to exchange insults (83, 90) preparatoty to 
exchanging promises (94). In Smithy!, Belinda is contemptuous of Michael Smith's 
arrogance and presumption. They sing a hostile love song with aborted vulgar rhymes, in 
which he praises "the way your hair goes swish,/ When you hit me on the chin" and she 
responds with "you're the kind of boy I dream of in my nightmares" (54), ending when she 
knocks him flat. At the end, when she realises that he has rescued her from the fire, she 
crumbles, and the exchange is revealing: 
Belinda: (soppily) My hero! 
[Belinda kisses Michael] 
Cast: (teasing) Ooooooooooooooh! 
Smithy: (on top of the world) Ya see! Kisses and everything! 
[All the cast cheer wildly! Their cheering is only subsided [sic] by the appearance 
of the even louder cheering Critic on the stage] 
Crific: Bravo! Bravo! Wonderful! That was the greatest play I ever had the pleasure to see! 
{Smithy! II.iii. p.77) 
The structure is exemplaty: Belinda, having fallen, does not get another line in the musical. 
Smithy, whose only reason for being in the school play in the first place was the hope of 
getting to kiss Belinda, has to make a boasfing joke of the event (he, too, does not get 
another line), and the rest of the company are required to send it up loudly. And then, 
before any talk of love or real feelings can break out, the action has to skate quickly on to 
the farcical triumph of the disastrous 'play'. The Critic's applause - which might at least 
momentarily be seen as applying to the real kiss as well as to the one which she perceives 
as part of the 'play' - serves to remind evetyone that the kiss has not been real and that ft is 
all play-acfing. Love, when ft occurs, has to be somehow placed at arm's length, either by 
mockety or exaggerafion or, if all else fails, by only happening to minor characters. 
Distancing devices are many and varied, and they do not have to be consistent. In the 
sequel, Follies!!, Belinda is still attached to Smithy, but she is firm that "I hold deariy the 
platonic relationship that we have developed but I think that furthering it could have 
catastrophic effects" and the love-song that follows is tified "// Could Never Work" (Il.ii. 
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n.p.). When his rise to the Prime Ministership is assured, she unilaterally declares herself 
his fiance because "someone's got to keep you under control", with not so much as a hint of 
sentimentality. A reporter intermpts, and Smith does not have to answer, one way or the 
other (II.iv. n.p.). Frank rescues the aptly named Virginia in Sheer Luck, Holmes, but class 
differences separate them, and their love-song is called "Against The Rules" (I.iii. n.p.). 
They finally get to embrace when he tums out to be a lord (Il.vi.). Kidstuff inc\\xdes a love-
song to a motor-cycle, but between people it has only a disenchanted song about dafing, 
which asks "Is That All? ", and in 2061: A Space Idiocy, the hero (Captain Cook) has no 
romantic interest at all until the second-last page when he makes a pass at Florence, who 
unfortunately tums out to be an android. 
The debunking of romantic love even extends to musicals which seem to take it fairly 
seriously, at least to the extent of making it central to the action of the play. Even the Tme 
Romance plays seem to need to defend love from being too real. 1945 has claims to be "a 
modem-day Romeo & Juliet" (Survey Response, Runcom SHS), and is entirely devoted to 
tangled relationships, even manipulating the historical period to facilitate the twists of the 
plot. But the interfering father is treated as a comic character rather than as a villainous or 
unpleasant obstacle to love, and no contentious issues (such as war brides, atom bombs, or 
unwanted pregnancies) are raised. In Wolfstock, Pme and Jay begin their romance while 
their parents are developing the plot, and are given excessive, near-burlesque lines like 
"You can meet the nicest people by chance" (18). They meet again at the dance and 
apologise that circumstances bring them there with other partners, and they are not jealous 
(which is such a rarity that ft is miraculous). No casual soap-opera misunderstandings mar 
this match. She doesn't mind that he is a werewolf, and ft is stressed that she is "an 
innocent maiden" (39), virginity being apparently important (especially with communicable 
diseases like lycanthropy around). It is clear that this affair is a burlesque of a love-comic 
and not to be played seriously, and although they get a love song which includes the 
information that "now there's one thing left to do and that's kiss" (45), they never do. 
The contradictoty complexity of the school musical's approach to love suggests that love 
itself is not despised, and that it has a place in storytelling, but that ft is not to be taken too 
seriously. In part this can certainly be interpreted as protecting the actor, and the spectator 
too, from having to confront the issues raised by a serious representation. Yet these issues 
are raised, and promptly dismissed by the disrespectful treatment they receive, and once 
again the irreverence is not directed at love itself, but at the modes and conventions of 
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representing ft. In the course of long rehearsals, ft is impossible not to confront the fact that 
two characters are in love, with all the emotional turmoil which that fact entails, but school 
musicals make it unnecessaty to dramatise that confrontation. Those processes are private, 
and the performance is a public event which is being created for the pleasure of the 
participants, not to expose them to hurt, pity, empathy or ridicule. Theatre and theatricality 
- and the exposures that it convenfionally demands - are what is being made fun of, not 
love itself Love is as dangerous an issue as any of us confront in our emotional lives, and 
the function of the irreverent attitude is to minimise that danger and to avoid compounding 
it with another - the danger of performance. 
This attitude to the representation of love is inevitably entwined with the musical comedy 
convention of the Happy Ending. School musicals accept the dictum (which is virtually a 
golden mle for the film and television comedies and romances to which the students are 
exposed), but as has already been discussed, they accept it with the reservation that it is so 
unrealistic as to be fimny, and if it is to be obeyed it must be in a spirit of devil-may-care 
merriment, and in such a way that it is obvious that the writers and players (who are not 
separable at the moment of performance) had a choice. In My Fair Macbeth, Morphelia's 
love for Macca mins the effect of his magical transformation: "By your confession so 
heart-rending/ Thou hast wrecked our plarmed ending" (53) but they decide to go ahead 
with it anyway. They recite in choms: 
Thus, like all good plays, ours ended happily 
In the tradition of Snow White, and Lady Chatterley. 
The principals wed, the cast well-fed, 
All villainy dead, and soon children to be bred. 
But all critics would declare our play to pong, 
If we didn 't include another song. {My Fair Macbeth 53) 
That power of choice is usually exercised by making the happy ending slighfiy wrong and 
discordant. The Royal Messenger in Weill & Brecht's Dreigroschenoper (68ff) is the 
archetype for the wild and arbitraty resolufions of the school musicals. John Gay's 
originally satirical reprieve through the intervention of the beggar and the player in The 
Beggar's Opera (1728) becomes a wilful act of plot-vandalism which no amount of 
political rationalisation can justify. 
The double endings in the Toadshow series {Hound of Music, Sherwoodstock, Glamalot), 
where a death or a disaster is followed by a resurrection, help to minimise the 
sentimentality of the love-elements, but their major function appears to be the side-stepping 
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of the happy-ending formula, by uniformly letting the plot have a believable and non-happy 
conclusion, followed by an after-life sequence (of vatying silliness). This says a lot about 
the emotional involvement which is being envisaged. It operates in at least two ways: it 
allows for a stronger dramatic plot, since there is no need to contrive a traditional outcome 
for tme-love and worldly success, and this allows the audience to be more thoroughly 
engaged; but at the same time ft spares both performers and audience from 'moist' (a 
common word in Toadshow stage directions) responses while allowing them the excited 
ones. The glow of 'all's right with the world' satisfacfion which accompanies the 
traditional happy ending is not sought, but satisfied completion - it's a naughty world, but 
we had a good time while it lasted - seems to be the real message. Nobody is expected to 
take the resurrections or the afterlives seriously, but they clearly serve a purpose, which 
seems to be to invite the audience to share a cynicism about happy endings while still (after 
a fashion) having one - or at least, softening the 'realisfic' unhappy one. 
Musical comedy convention - and, indeed, the convenfion of virtually all popular fiction -
asks for romantic pairings at the finale, but the logic of the convention is open to question. 
Levin explains the traditional rafionale: 
If it is love that brings them together or parts them, there can be no more than four possible 
combinafions in their reciprocal attimdes, which are expounded by the four debaters in John 
Heywood's Play of Love: the Lover Loved, the Lover not Loved, Loved not Loving, and 
Neither Loving nor Loved. Their differences were neutralised by the argument: mumal 
love or non-love is equally fortunate, one-sided love is equally unformnate on either side.... 
In order to dramatize the simafion, a duo must develop into a triangle, and the rival must be 
cast in a losing part, if the plot is to fulfil its comic destinafion. Though all of Heywood's 
four posifions may be incidentally taken, only the first is acceptable as a conclusion. 
(Levin, Playboys, 97) 
This tidy approach, however, is highly dubious. Firstly, such reductive 'universal' 
formulations miss the central point of storytelling which is that the real interest of the stOty 
lies not in abstract reductions but in the events and the people along the way. Any account 
that reduces life and its representations to formulae is ignoring the basic fact that it is the 
characters and how they deal with the dilemmas of the plot that are interesting, not the plot 
itself Secondly, the "comic destinafion" and the question of what is and isn't acceptable 
are not givens of form so much as matters of conventional habit or personal preference. 
The storytelling mode and the destinafion co-exist in a chicken and egg situation. The 
desfinafion determines the mode of the telling which leads up to it, and the mode of telling 
sets up expectations in the audience which determine the outcome. What you can't do is 
establish a comic mode and tack on a tragic ending, or vice-versa. Audiences expect (have 
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been trained to expect) a certain congmence of treatment and outcome. The action of a 
play is full of minute signals which establish whether a male-female pairing is to have a 
happy outcome or not, and these signals tell the audience what is coming and determine 
what it is that the audience is going to 'demand'. They do not 'demand' until they have 
been given the signals which tell them what to expect. 
The signals often begin before the play does. The title, the advertising, the cast, the venue, 
and evety cognate play or film the audience has ever seen before, all begin to tell the 
audience what is coming, and to create in them an expectation which builds to become a 
demand for a specific outcome. The irreverent school musical sets up its own signal-
networks - beginning with titles which are often ambiguous or punning, and hyperbolic and 
improbable poster-art and slogans (frequently supplied with the script) - which presage a 
light-hearted entertainment with a cheerful conclusion, but which make a conventional, 
reservation-free Happy Ending improbable, and which would make the audience 
dissatisfied if they were given one. Most of these signals, however, occur within the action 
of the play itself, and it is this immensely complex set of signals which we are ttying to 
explore. 
Dramatic Shape 
"The need to fulfil that expectation of a time pleasurably passed must be the basic structural principle 
behind all dramatic performance, even that which, ultimately, aims at higher levels of experience (emotional, 
intellectual, didactic, sublimely cathartic, religious or quasi-religious). " (Esslin 131) 
The shape and dramatic stmcture of a play has long been used by conventional criticism as 
a classifying tool and, by a scarcely defensible extension, the resultant classifications have 
become prescriptions for the constmction of plays. From the arbitraty Aristotelian 
"Unfties" (some of which were not envisaged by Aristotle) to rules about the number of 
acts and the way in which action is to be divided into "scenes", most such formulations are 
post facto and are useful only for describing what has been done. They become more than 
slightly ridiculous when they are put forward as limitations upon what might be done. 
Musical theatre has developed its own habits and definitions which are used to divide it into 
subclasses. The line between revue and musical comedy, for example, depends upon a 
subjective judgement of the degree to which the musical numbers are 'integrated' with the 
plot: "Showboat is the first American musical that integrates the elements of a musical 
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theater into a credible drama. The songs, the generous amount of instmmental music, the 
dancing, the crowd scenes, all arise from events in a rather serious plot. Nothing is 
extraneous" (Swain 15). A lot of energy has been expended on identifying the point at 
which the 'American' musical comedy broke away from revue, operetta, opera-bouffe and 
musical melodrama to become a meaningful genre in its own right. The answers range 
from The Black Crook {\^66, Ewen, Brewer); HMS Pinafore (1878, Bordman), My 
Sweetheart (1884, Mander), Nobody Home (1915, Atkinson) and Showboat (1928, Swain) 
to the most popular choice, Oklahoma! (1943). All such arguments tend to be based upon 
the dramaturgical elements of the plays with only a passing reference to their content or 
their mood. Swain summarises the argument for Oklahoma! neatly: 
Almost from its first performance at the St. James Theater on March 31, 1943, Oklahoma! 
has been recognized as a new kind of musical play that denied its Broadway audiences 
many of their most cherished traditions. There was no opening choms line, no choms at all 
until midway through the first act, in fact. There was a rather serious ballet and other 
serious overtones, including a killing in the second act. The story, apparenfiy so simple, 
seemed to engage the audience in a way that went beyond evening diversion. These 
departures, far from disappoinfing their viewers, were ratified by a commercial success that 
was unprecedented in the history of musical theater. The original producfion of Oklahoma! 
at the St. James ran 2,248 performances, blasfing the previous record for a musical play, 
670 for Irene (1919). [Swain 73] 
Yet the logic is not consistent. Swain raises 'seriousness' as a factor marking both 
Showboat and Oklahoma! as modem musical comedies. Does this mean that Call Me 
Madam and Hello Dolly!, lacking seriousness, are not? The famous "Dream Ballet" is 
extremely difficult to justify as "integral" to the love-stoty of Curly and Laurie, let alone to 
Oklahoma's budding State-hood, and it was not new at the time, either. The tradition of the 
"art-ballet", raising the tone of a lightweight entertainment (while incidentally showing 
quite a lot of female leg) was already the best part of a centuty old, and was in fact central 
to the success of the proto-musical The Black Crook in 1866. 
Perhaps some of these formulations are attempts to create a respectable critical 
superstmcture for a genre which, because it is genuinely popular, is suspected of belonging 
to merely "low" entertainment. Stephen Booth summarises the traditional, slightly 
snobbish view of what distinguishes entertainment for the masses from 'serious' theatre, 
and the first characteristic which he lists is that popular entertainment violates the 
convenfion of "confinuity of illusion, continuity of characterisation, continuity of narrafive" 
{Tragedy 13). The cause of this traft, according to this (happily, now rather outmoded) 
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view, is that popular audiences are assumed to be not vety bright. The need for these 
discontinufties stems from 
the unwillingness on the part of audiences outside the social conventions of the ordinary 
theafre to concentrate for a long period of time. We can find the breaking or avoidance of 
illusion, the demystificafion of performance, the discontinuity of scenes, and the refusal to 
present any psychologically realistic continuity of character in Brecht, who has been one of 
the most important intellecmal influences on the popular theafre of today. (Booth 13) 
Popular audiences can, of course, concentrate for as long a period of time as they wish, 
since they can watch evety ball of a 30-hour cricket match with minute attention, and they 
can follow the incredibly complicated plots of Days of Our Lives without difficulty over a 
period of years. The reasons for the identifiable lack of continuity are elsewhere, and they 
are perhaps related to an unwillingness to pay attention to the abstract issues of a Pinter or a 
Beckett play, where the code and the context are unintelligible to the uninifiated. Brecht, 
moreover, is not the only pracfitioner of discontinuity and demystification - nearly all 
musical theatre (and Shakespeare, for that matter) shows the same qualfties. Christophe 
Campos reminds us that 
various early theorists of popular theatre, like Romain RoUand, were apt to attribute this 
feamre to the 'childishness' of popular audiences: but their whole view, we have seen, was 
based upon educating the people 'up' to established drama. We would tend, nowadays, on 
the other hand, to consider the frequency of breaks and switches of scene, personnel and 
tone in Shakespeare's popular plays as yet another reminder that when we break up plays, 
as in commercial television, into ten-minute mns, we are only rediscovering what had long 
been practised. (93) 
The vety act of bursfing into song, with an orchestra and choms to help, ensures that 
confinuities of illusion, character and narrative are being toyed with. What the audiences 
enjoy is the disrespect shown to conventional decomm, and having their attention drawn to 
its artifice. The form which the theatrical event takes is the primaty signal of the way it 
wishes to interact with its audience, and of the type and intensity of the exchange ft seeks to 
effect at the point of performance. 
It is difficult - if not impossible - to completely isolate dramatic shape from content, but 
certain dramaturgical features can be identified as markers of the kind of thrust which the 
totality is making. Drama can be broken up into constituent units: acts, scenes, dialogue 
exchanges, speeches, even at Harley Granville Barker's extreme, the word, but no analysis 
of these seems to capture the dynamic of the experience. The concept of a dramatic shape, 
individual to each work and frequently shifting and squirming as an individual work 
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progresses, is more productive. The term 'parataxis', borrowed from classical grammar 
and once referring to "the marshalling and order of troops for battle" has been used to 
describe the arrangement of these units. "The sequence and the juxtaposition of each scene 
is never concemed with its imaginaty location, always with its impact and meaning in 
performance, and as the stOty unfolds, the rapid and continuous succession of scenes in 
itself creates a rhythm and spirit of the action" (Styan 166). But the shape is rather more 
subtle than simply a battle array of scenes and images: it is a seduction as well as an 
assauft. The shape, consisfing of the pracfical, emotional and imaginafive places where a 
performance has been, and the places to which it is still heading, underlies and determines 
and is given expression by the word, the image, and the scene. 
Theatrecraft might be defined as the art by which writers, directors and performers 
stmcture their work and form its dramatic shape. Comedy and music are among the 
elements which may be used to convey (by their presence or absence) the nature of a 
performance's attitude to itself, and the nature of the attitudes which the performance 
intends the audience to take towards it. Like a living body there is a skeleton which 
underpins but does not actually determine the shape of the organism. What comes first? 
Like the living body, a play seems to happen all at once. Just as cells multiply according to 
a shape which is somehow implicit in all but present in none, the stoty which is to be told, 
the characters who will enact it, and the physical and psychological setting in which it all 
unfolds seem to collectively take on a shape as they interact. The details of the action, the 
sub-plot(s), and the speechifying come late; the overt moralising and preaching (if any), 
too. Covert moralising - the point which the stoty makes and the reason why it needs to 
tell itself- is implicit in the shape. The stOty and the meaning which the stoty is to cany 
might (to stretch the analogy) be regarded as ovum and sperm, whose combination sets the 
whole process in motion. 
Irreverent school musicals draw much of their strength from the fact that they are largely 
independent of dramaturgical rules. They seem to regard themselves as free to use 
whatever dramatic elements and devices may take their fancy, and to ignore any which do 
not. At the same time, there is a freedom to decide that certain conventional elements, such 
as the Happy Ending, can be adopted for their intrinsic silliness, and exploited for the 
double-effect of seeming to follow respectable norms while taking fiendish delight in 
exposing their absurdity. 
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The tradition of the Big Opening Number is often conspicuously ignored. It seems a sound 
enough principle that the audience should be told as early as possible about the sefting, the 
mood, and the basic premises of the play, and there may be fimes when a musical number is 
not the best vehicle for doing this. There seems often to be a case for expounding the basic 
situation of the show before bursting into song. Captain Starlight begins with its author 
explaining the frame of the stoty, Man of Steel with the superhero's landlady complaining 
that he never fidies his room. Hound of Music has a prologue in which a Julie-Andrews-
figure is eaten by a werewolf At least a dozen others in my sample have action or 
exposition preceding the opening number, and the most common function would seem to 
be as a shock-tactic, to tell the audience not so much about the sefting as about the fact that 
they may expect to be surprised (or, as in the last example, outraged) if they were expecting 
a conventional experience. Similar devices are also being used in mainstream musicals: 
The Phantom of the Opera is a successful example. 
The formal opening number, of course, serves much the same purpose, although usually 
without the shock: it sets the scene and the tone, rather than advancing the plot or 
exploring the emotions of the characters. School musicals frequently accept this fairly 
tamely. Smithy! opens with the choms announcing that "School Stinks", The Garden of 
Aidan with "All Aboard" as the students assemble for the bus which will take them on the 
rainforest excursion where the action happens. Burger Brain with an anthem to the 
computer which tums out to be the villain. Even here there is an element of 
tendentiousness. These are not pretty pastorals like the "List and leam ye dainty roses" 
which opens The Gondoliers. They are statements - of vatying subtlety - of an irreverent 
approach. Henry begins with a with a mock-Lafin dirge "Let Us Sing Ad Nauseum " [sic] 
and a solemn Tudor execution ceremony, which is intermpted by Henty VIII himself 
protesting that his reign was not drab or dreaty. He calls for brighter lighting and colourful 
costumes, and leads the company into what is in effect a revised opening number, "Merry 
Old England" (3). The scene is still being set, but it is being set in a way which cleariy 
indicates that ft is the performers who are in charge, not the stoty or the locale. 
In mainstream musicals there is a cynical sub-text to this, in that there is sometimes an 
assumption that some people will come late or will take time to 'settle down' and that 
nothing important should happen in the first few minutes of a play (or after an interval). 
School musicals generally seem to have a higher opinion of their audience. The 
mainstream also has a discemible split between those who believe that the second act 
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should begin with a lively number to wake the audience up when they remm from the foyer 
bar, and those who favour a quiet number to calm them down. The Savoy operettas 
indicate that Gilbert disagreed with Sullivan on this question (as on so many others), and 
many of them open the second act with a romanfic musical setting of a lyric intended to be 
comic. 
About a third of the school musicals that I have read do not open the second act with a 
musical number. Burger Brain, Cloudland, Food For Thought, Man of Steel and Son of 
Phantom are among those which prefer to open the second half with a set-piece comedy 
routine instead. Many others make the concession of using narrators or dialogue to 
recapitulate the earlier action, like the pre-tftle sequence of a television-serial. Best Picture 
manages to do both, by staging a comic 'action-replay' of the shooting which climaxed the 
first act, and Canterbury Riders reprises fts Act One Finale. It is mainly the more 
conservative musicals, such as Coast and 1945, which are content to open evety act with a 
purely decorative production number. 
The convention of the act-opener is breached for the sake of breaching it, or because 
something more sensible offers itself School musicals seem to see no point in intermpting 
the flow of the action for the sake of settling the audience down, when the whole thmst of 
irreverence is towards keeping them unsettled. It is apparently not related to any desire to 
clarify the narrative, since vety little else is. We have already noted that action takes 
precedence over intemal logic, and the use of narrators falls into a similar pattem. When 
narration seems necessaty, it is provided on an ad-hoc basis. The most common device is 
the radio news-broadcast, occasionally varied by the period-phenomenon of shouting 
newsboys {Best Picture, Gumshoe, 1945, Offbeat, Follies), and this cliche is itself satirised 
in Jungle Fantasy by jungle dmms which cany detailed news-bulletins (12) and even 
commercials (15), but are not too reliable because some of the characters "can't get that 
station" (18). Characters occasionally take on the function of a narrator, explaining directly 
to the audience what has happened or is about to happen, but they do not do so with any 
consistency. Rix and Gumshoe both begin with principal characters explaining the 
simation, but they leave the action to its own devices thereafter, while Follies!! ends with 
Michael Smith announcing "That's how I became Prime Minister" (II.4), as though he had 
been telling the stoty all along, although he has done no direct narration before that 
moment. 
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The biblical oratorio Harry: the Prodigal has three narrators and a Voice which seems to be 
God operating fairly convenfionally to tell the sweeping stoty, while His and Hers, which 
involves a vety complex re-telling of a single stOty from two opposed viewpoints has 
various characters (often more than one at a time) explaining the action and criticising the 
way it is being portrayed, more or less continuously. The real oddity in this respect is 
Canterbury Riders, which defies its source by refusing to have any direct narration at all. 
School musicals use narration when it will be temporarily expedient, but they do not feel 
bound to be consistent about it. 
The same attitude applies to the narrative device of the flashback. Follies!!, as noted 
above, finishes by pretending to have been a flash-back all along, presumably to avoid 
having to actually depict Michael Smith in office. Best Picture, How The West Was 
Warped and Cloudland are all told within a flashback frame, although the Craigslea SHS 
production of Cloudland in 1995 cut these scenes and played the stoty directly. As always, 
however, if the device is usable it is capable of being subverted. Mr Ugg and the Bionic 
Budgie has a prologue in which Greta the Garbo, a comedy cleaning lady, is tempted by Mr 
Ugg (in voice-over) to dump her garbage all over the stage. Some choms people restrain 
her, and offer to tell the stoty of Mr Ugg (12-15). This makes the whole play a stoty being 
told, rather than happening in real time, but it is not quite a flashback, since the villain (who 
is utterly cmshed and defeated in the main action) is functioning villainously in the framing 
prologue, which he could not be if the stoty had already happened. Whichever way you 
look at it, the framing device which seems so reasonable at the time does not make logical 
sense. This seems to be the proper funcfion of narrafive devices in irreverent school 
musicals: to solve a momentaty problem economically, without tying up too many loose 
ends, and without compromising the fundamental silliness of the whole performance. 
The Wagnerian (or more probably, silent-movie) device of the Leitmotif comes in for 
similar treatment. The idea of giving each major character a brief musical sting which is 
played each time he or she appears dates back to Victorian melodrama^, and ft seems to 
enter school musicals first in Bats (1984), although ft has a precursor in the Lost 
Legionnaire who tries to sing "Wandering" each time he appears in Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
(1980). Proving itself effective, ft immediately becomes a target for irreverence. By 1986 
Michael Smith can introduce himself 
It was legitimised in musical theatre in Kem & Hammerstein's The Three SiaterSf 1930 (Reader 121). 
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Smithy: I'm really Michael Smith, but youse can call me Smithy! And I'm the "hero" of 
tonight's story! 
Spotty: They know you're the hero! 
Smithy: How? 
Toady: Cos they've all got programmes and your name's first on the list! 
Animal: And besides, you've got your own theme music. 
Smithy: You're right, and only heroes have their own theme music! [Smithypoints at the 
band] mtitW. 
{Smithy! 6) 
When Belinda enters she is greeted by "romantic violin music" which she rejects as 
"schmulch", and proclaims that "just because my name is second on the programme, don't 
think that I'm going to be your average, boring and soppy heroine! Because I'm not. I'm 
an independent and modem woman who is going to make some changes in this play. 
Starting with that weak and wavy music" (9). Her entrance is repeated to different music. 
To this point the Leitmotif had been a Denver/Dorricott device, but Maty McMahon and 
Donald Woodward soon adopted it and in Jungle Fantasy (1993) the Jungle Queen's exit-
music becomes a routine with variations, some of which involve dialogue with the band. 
By Wolfstock (1996), the characters are ttying elaborately to avoid saying Madame 
Berzurka's name in a vain effort to prevent the Mad Hungarian Music from being played. 
This is one of the few cases where the linear progression of a device can be traced through 
a series of musicals. 
The classical 'Unities' get short shrift. Only Electric Cafe is contained in a single day and 
place. The action of Coast takes place in a single day, in an Under Milkwood-style 
panorama across many locations, and the 'day' spent in The Garden ofAidan compresses a 
much longer allegorical experience. Unity of place has little meaning for school musicals 
beyond the fact that they seldom tour. Unity of action is immaterial, since collage and 
restless movement are central to the standard stmcmre. However, school musicals seldom 
attempt radical alterations of tone. Sherwoodstock includes a brief and apparently serious 
tragic scene for Much's death amidst the general mayhem, but most seek an ersatz unity by 
starting at a frenzied pace and accelerating steadily. 
The language of school musicals makes few concessions to foreign locations or distant 
periods, presumably because of their reliance upon inexperienced actors. Canterbury 
Riders, set in the fourteenth centuty, is mildly 'forsoothly' in its speech pattems, with terms 
like "think on" "aye" "meny tale" "gentlefolk", and so forth; all well within easy range. 
There is no need of a glossaty. This enables a period implication without disturbing the 
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essenfially modem feel of the characters or the smooth flow of the dialogue. Henry makes 
no such attempt, seeming to take particular delight in using modem slang - "What a crock" 
(43) - as an adjunct to wilfial anachronisms such as complaints that telephones haven't been 
invented yet (52). Non-Australian accents are required only for comic effect as in the 
sequence in Sheer Luck, Holmes where heavily accented Chinese villains attempt to 
disguise themselves by speaking with Italian accents. There is an insular assumption that 
'foreign' accents are inherently funny. 
School musicals generally accept that the finale should be big, brassy, and cheerful, and in 
this they are completely in line with the mainstream. The one significant variation has a 
vety long histoty indeed. Describing Tudor plays, David Bevington has noted that "the 
interesting point is the tendency of writers for the boys to provide 'curtain calls' for their 
young actors, in order to unify the dramatic impression with a final collecfive epilogue and 
song" (Bevington 30), and they remain a point of special attenfion today. Most scripts give 
some sort of instmction for the curtain-calls, which is not common in professional librettos. 
Smithy! includes scripted thanks to all the backstage crew, helpers, the band and the 
audience in the finale lyric (80). The curtain calls in Follies!! are talked through by Smithy 
before the finale, as he describes what happened to evetyone else once he became Prime 
Minister, and they come forward and bow as their fates are announced. He does not give 
himself one. In Rix, the finale gives evety group and major character a couple of lines to 
sing in the finale, and "each section or character will then sing a section and take their bow 
at the end of it" (SD 78). 2061: A Space Idiocy runs the action into the curtain calls by 
scripfing a gag in the curtain calls where the defeated villainous androids revenge 
themselves on their incompetent sidekick. The Garden ofAidan goes furthest: as the 
students board their bus at the end of their long day, the student-teacher announces "Names 
loud and clear please. Tonight's jungle excursion has featured - (She then gives her real 
name and a salute/wave to the audience and exits. The entire cast - except for Aidan and 
Obrin - then follow suit in quick succession. Retour is last. He then introduces the band)" 
(97). The two principals get to give their real names after a brief farewell to each other, 
and the finale begins. Only one musical that I have encountered - Best Picture - does not 
script a finale, but I have no doubt that one (probably a reprise of "We 're Going To The 
Movies ") is always added in production. 
Bmce Clark's remarkable series of musicals at Lowood SHS all finish with "The Lowood 
Song" (with appropriately revised lyrics each year) after the finale and curtain calls. It was 
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added to the first production in 1984 as "a tag/goodnight song that we used to conclude the 
show without recourse to a reprise or the like. This song appears now in each of our 
musicals for the same purpose and is now 'expected' and is the most lively and loudest 
number performed each year" (Bmce Clark, Letter, 30 September 1996, 2-3). This is not 
the School Song, but an anthem, presumably familiar to many in the audience, for the series 
of productions (now numbering fifteen in succession), and is an interesfing form of 
intertexmality which serves to highlight the theatricality of the occasion, and its place 
within the school community. It also, I suspect, serves as a kind of concealed curtain-call 
for the writer. 
Dramaturgical devices are only a part of dramafic shape. School musicals display a 
freedom to use, mock and discard them without too much concem about whether they are 
appropriate or not. If certain gimmicks have become briefly 'fashionable', they are swiftly 
confrolled by the simple expedient of displaying their artificiality, and making fun of them. 
The overall impression which this theatrecraft gives is of a refusal to take itself seriously, 
either as an individual product or as a genre. In the histoty- of Westem Drama, this is a 
seriously unconventional approach. 
A musical comedy book is about 60 minutes long, and a good deal of that 60 minutes is 
spent in leaden dialogue, the sole purpose of which is to cleanly lead into a song. The rest 
is plot, characterisation slashed out in broad strokes, whatever jokes can be managed, all 
whipped together to make a bastard form that has, in almost all cases, no literary value 
whatsoever. And yet, with all this, the book of the musical is, many people feel, the single 
most cmcial element on the mixture. It is not what makes a musical good, but it is what 
makes a musical go. No one ever comes out humming the book, but if the book is 
confused, no musical number is going to save things. It's the flour of a musical; it doesn't 
make the cake taste nice, but try baking without it. (Goldman 167) 
The difference from mainsfream practice is important: in custom-written musicals the 
music tends to be of a lesser quality (usually much lesser) and the book becomes 
increasingly important. Clarity of communication and clarity of attitude are central. Here 
the book is the heart of the piece (which is why school musicals tend to be based on an 
idea, while Broadway musicals tend to be variations on a theme) and does much more than 
lead up to a song, it provides the excuse for the song (as with the love-song cues, above). 
Most times, the book and the high-spirited production-style which it dictates are what 
makes the school musical good. One of the things the libretto of an irreverent musical 
seeks to do is to create a dramaturgical shape and a performing attitude which it is almost 
impossible to stage in a stodgy way. 
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Themes and Topics 
"Examine any art work done down to the bone and you find cliche " (Goldman 51) 
Dramatic shape, in the final analysis, grows out of- and in relation to - the stoty which is 
being told. School musicals clearly select their topics according to an individualised 
perception as to what will be interesting and involving for their overwhelmingly teenage 
participants. There are some attempts to make these stories strongly 'relevant' by dealing 
with problems and issues - such as dmg abuse and youth suicide - which are important to 
adults, and to propagandise the teenagers in the name of entertainment. "There is nothing 
worse than a kids' show that is ponderously pious ... Preach at your peril when you're 
dealing with teenagers" (Bmce Clark, letter 8/10/97). It is noteworthy that such 'themed' 
musicals almost invariably find themselves vety low on the 'most-produced' lists. The 
successful ones do not avoid contentious issues, but they tend to refer to them in passing. 
They raise them almost incidentally, and dismiss them (often with a joke), as if to say that 
the issues may be real enough, but that a musical entertainment is not the place to discuss 
them. This is almost a marketing device, tapping in to the wide-spread human willingness 
to leave difficult or contentious problems to be addressed 'later' or 'some other time', in 
the hope that if we ignore them, they will go away. It owes its theoretical base not to 
Aristotle so much as to Terence's aphorism in the Prologue to Eunuchus: "Nullumst iam 
dictum quod non sit dictum prius" (nothing is now being said that has not been said before) 
(line 41, qtd. Levin, Playboys, 94). 
All the same, all the major 'youth issues' that might be discussed at a seminar or in a 
Sunday Supplement do receive frequent treatment and examination in school musicals, and 
usually in a highly sophisticated way. There is a kind of scattergun approach which gives 
school musicals the freedom to address any issue (so long as they don't get too 'heavy' 
about it) and then to roll on to the next without seriously impairing their own credibility as 
entertainment. The issues themselves will be discussed under their relevant headings in 
various places, but for the moment I wish to examine the mechanisms of stoty, topic and 
setting which are used - much in the manner of classical safire - to enable school musicals 
to range widely and without restriction. Just as Swift provided Gulliver with a joumey 
through an open-ended series of unlikely civilisations in order to make his chosen points 
about his own society, so school musicals tend towards unlikely settings, or towards 
unlikely approaches to 'normal' settings, to give themselves a blanket excuse to say and do 
whatever they please. The major difference from classical satire is that the school musicals 
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are not polemical, they do not campaign for reform. As Peter Sloterdijk has observed, 
"today's jokers are anything but committed, and they can profit from the inflated price of 
laughter insofar as buffoonety suits the spirit of the times better than does good old nasty 
satire" (89). It is a feature of the 'post-modem' age that many - perhaps especially the 
young - regard themselves as having no power to change the ludicrous world, and are 
content to laugh at it. 
Variety and novelty are clearly a major factor in selecting the milieu in which the action 
will occur. In the Broadway canon, there is almost a mle that the ambient setting must be 
fresh and novel, no matter how trite the actual content. The major successes of Rodgers & 
Hammerstein - Oklahoma (1943, mid-west). Carousel (1945, Maine coast). South Pacific 
(1949, Polynesia at war), The King cS: 7(1951, westernising Siam), The Flower Drum Song 
(1958, San Francisco's Chinatown), The Sound of Music (1959, Alps and Nazis) - and of 
Lemer & Loewe - Brigadoon (1947, Scottish Highlands), Paint Your Wagon (1951, Gold 
msh). My Fair Lady (1956, Edwardian London), Gigi (1958, Paris) Camelot (1961, Celtic 
Britain medievalised) - vety rapidly suggest the necessity of finding a comparatively 
unexploited period and locality for each new show, even if the content of the shows tums 
out to be much the same. In fact, the particular genius of the most successful teams of 
writers and composers seems to lie in their ability to take an exotic locale from Camelot to 
Siam and depict it credibly in an idiom which is distinctly recognisable as belonging on 
421^ *^  Street. The same might be said of Gilbert &, Sullivan, for whom Venice and Tifipu 
are no noticeable distance from the West End, and even of Andrew Lloyd Webber, bringing 
the Paris Opera and Buenos Aires safely home to Puccini's Milan. The search for novelty 
is limfted only by a basic parochialism. Broadway loves to depict what ft pretends is 'Life 
in New York', from Abie's Irish Rose to Company, and ft also cannot resist shows about 
shows, from Kiss Me Kate to A Chorus Line. 
Much the same is tme of the topics chosen for school musicals. Evety exotic locale is 
transformed until it is intelligible and acceptable in an Australian high school hall. For 
parochialism, not Australian places but school-life and contemporaty urban life are 
frequently represented, presumably on the grounds that they will have immediacy and 
relevance for the students, as is the process of staging a play (only rarely a musical), which 
is presumably also relevant to the writers and the teachers who will have the task of staging 
the show. The notable difference is that, although many school musicals are written upon 
these assumptions, vety few of them achieve consistent success. Among the plays dealing 
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with the daily life of teenagers, only Rob Galbraith's Kidstuff has enjoyed notable success. 
It is a largely group-devised account of the lives of three caricature families. Its view of 
them is relentlessly critical, and essentially from the adolescent's point of view. It reads 
rather like a catalogue of kids' complaints, but is redeemed by a sort of cheerful solidarity 
in suffering and a conviction that they know better, and that the whole phenomenon of 
adult stupidity is based in humorous incompetence rather than malevolence. It is, 
essenfially, a chance to blow off steam in a direct aftack on everything that is tedious and 
irksome about being a teenager in a family. This is rare in school musicals, and is closer to 
the improvisational therapy of Drama-In-Education exercises than to the bulk of school 
musicals. It also has the advantage of having the input, in fts composer Steve Wade, of a 
young but gifted professional musician, who has created complaint-songs of particular 
poignancy. 
Among the many musicals which are set in a school, the most notable success is the 
redoubtable Smithy!. But this is a parody of a real school. It is a school terrorised by one 
monstrous (but putatively lovable) student. The teachers cower in the staff-room, and 
squabble among themselves for status and survival, while the director of the school play 
which Smithy takes over is driven to nervous breakdowns and franquillisers. A stage-fight 
rehearsal ends with most of the boys hospitalised. The school is guarded by imaginaty 
machine-guns, and the young players eventually manage to set fire to the Hall. It is the 
stuff of junior dreams. Irreverence is in full flight, and the apparently recognisable setting 
and simation are transformed into a kind of anarchy-land, where anything might happen, 
and hopefully will. Namralism is not a theatrical convention which the irreverent school 
musical has vety much time for, and reality is too tedious and too ever-present to be worth 
working hard to create. Interestingly, two of the most popular imported musicals. Grease 
and The Boyfriend, deal with love and school-girls. In both cases, the type of school is so 
different from an Australian school as to be virtually an exofic setting, and in both the 
teachers are almost cmelly mocked by being depicted as too old to understand or enjoy 
love. 
The setting of a school musical is a spring-board, not a place in its own right. It is, ideally, 
a situation which - although superficially plausible, and a reasonable-seeming place for a 
musical comedy to happen - is capable of developing in wild and unpredictable ways. It is 
a curious feature of fiction that once the audience have accepted an initial premise, 
however fantastic or absurd, they will accept its consequences without demur. It is not 
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enormously likely, for example, that the ghost which haunts a theatre will fall in love with a 
squeaky young soprano, and embark on a series of bmtal killings to further her career, but 
the improbability is not an obstacle to enjoyment. The important thing is that the initial 
premise be swallowed. Once that is achieved, almost anything is possible. This is 
especially important in musicals, which ask the audience not to question a great deal of 
disorderly conduct in the form of singing and dancing as they develop their opening 
situation. This need for initial credibility appears to be one of the reasons why musicals are 
so often based on books or plays which have already been successful. Apart from a sort of 
commercial parasitism, which hopes that the earlier success will mb off on the later 
version, the fact that a stoty is known (and known to be highly regarded) is an important 
factor in establishing this first phase of audience acceptance. The adaptation of 'classics', 
well-known historical events and characters, and even folk-legends and nursety-tales thus 
provides a significant portion of the stoty material for musicals. 
The following schema outlines the topics of school musicals. It is fairly subjective, in that 
it lists according to vety broad categories the kinds of situations which seem to be central to 
the acfion of the plays, but it generally disregards the themes and 'author's messages' 
which are developed through those situations. Anomalies abound. To take a 
sfraightforward example. Curses! is listed under the topic-heading of "Teen Troubles" 
because it seems that its haunted-house setting was designed specifically to enable binge-
drinking and youth suicide to be discussed and explored, but The Garden ofAidan is not, 
because its discussion of suicide is incidental to a broader allegorical examination of the 
process of taking responsibility for oneself in growing up. Many works are listed under 
more than one categoty: Move Over, Mr Bigshot, for example, is set in a school, deals with 
the making of a video-movie, and hinges upon the main character's rediscovety of 
Chrisfian principles, and is accordingly listed in all three categories. The video is about 
Florence Nighfingale, but as this is not really relevant to the development of the action, the 
play is not included under the "Biography" heading. Imported musicals (shown in italics), 
Australian mainstream and un-produced musicals are all included, to indicate the 
comparisons. 
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Figure 1 - Topics of School Musicals. 
Allegorv-
Alice (Galbraith); The Birds, Carousel; Childhead's Doll; Curses!; Finian 's Rainbow; 
Garden ofAidan; The Hours; Is This Heaven?; Legend of Bilge; Money Talks; Music 
Machine; Quest; Villains; Waggin' It. 
Backstage. 
The First Fleets; His Majesty's Pleasure; Kiss Me Kate; Lend Me Your Ears; A Mid-Semester 
Night's Dream; Murder at the Music Hall; On With The Show; Oodnadatta; Open Season; 
Showboat; Smithy!; Teen; We'll Never Get to Broadway. 
Business. 
Burger Brain; Doctor Pimples; How To Succeed in Business; Just Desserts; No 111 Feeling; 
The Pajama Game; Sittin' Pretty; Simations Vacant; Slipperish. 
Christian. 
Big Picmre; Black Sunshine; Cmsade; Down to Earth; Follow the Star; Frank Ass; Friends 
Forever; Giants in My Life; Godspell; Harry: The Prodigal; Jesus Christ Superstar; Light 
From Light; Light Your World; The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe; Move Over Mr 
Bigshot; Natural High; Off The Planet; Quest; Rock Nativity; Room 77; Salt and Light; Shade 
Tree Musician; To See A Miracle; Waiters. 
Classics Adapted. 
Shakespeare: Fair is Foul; A Kidsummer Night's Dream; King Macbee and the Walking 
Trees; Kiss Me Kate; Lend Me Your Ears; Macbeth; Macbeth: The Rock Opera; Mad If You 
Think I Am!; My Fair Macbeth; Nightshriek; Othello: The Rock Show; Romeo & Juliet; 
Romeo & Juliet at the State of Origin; Shakespeare; Shylock!; Storm In A Teacup; The 
Tempest; The Venetian Twins; West Side Story. 
Bible: Athalie; Captain Noah; Creation Jazz; Cry To The Wind; Esther (x2); Giants in my 
Life; Godspell; Harry the Prodigal; Jesus Christ Superstar; Jonah Man Jazz; Joseph and his 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat; Music Mountain; Sam. 
Other: Alice (Henkel, Dorricott); Ali Baba & the 40 Thieves; Ancient Mariner; Anne of 
Green Gables; Around the World in 80 Days; Barbarina; The Birds; Camelot; Canterbury 
Riders; Captain Starlight; Christmas Carol; Connecticut Yankee; The Diary of Samuel Pepys; 
Dido & Aeneas; The Divine Comedy; Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum; 
Glamalot; Half A Sixpence; Hello Dolly; Hiawatha's Wedding Feast; The Hobbit; Hound of 
Music; The Hunting of the Snark; The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe; Little Mary 
Sunshine; Mame; Les Miserables; My Fair Lady; Mystery of Edwin Drood; Narnia; The 
Odyssey; Oliver!; On Our Selection; Papageno; Peter Pan; Pieces of Eight; Pride and 
Prejudice; Quest; Rix; The Rose and the Ring; Scrooge: A Theatre Piece; The Sentimental 
Bloke; Seven Brides for Seven Brothers; Seven Little Australians; Sheer Luck, Holmes; 
Smike; Son of Phantom; Storm in A Teacup; Sweeney Todd{x2); 1066-And All That; The 
Three Musketeers (x2); The Time Machine; Toad of Toad Hall; Tom Jones; Tom Sawyer; 
Treasure Island; 'Twas Brillig; Where's Charley?; The Whiz; The Wiz; The Wizard of Oz; 
Wuthering. 
Comic Strips: 
Annie; Jungle Fantasy; Jungle Phantasy; Li'I Abner; Man of Steel; Phantoad of the Opera; 
Popeye; Superiibber; You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown. 
Contemporary Life. 
Aussies at Large; Coast; Curses!; Down to Earth; Dream On; Elizabeth The Second; The First 
Fleets; Full Stop; Garden ofAidan, A Giri's Life; Graffiti and Me; His and Hers; Kidsmff; 
King of the Kids; Logan City Story; Leaving; Such Is Life; Trivia; Zilch. 
Crime/Gangsters. 
Big Al; Bugsy Malone; Chicago; Food For Thought; Gang Jazz; Guys & Dolls; Ma Baker's 
Tonic; Murder at the Music Hall; Music Man; Pirates of Penzance; Ruddigore; Sheer Luck, 
Holmes; Something's Afoot; Tilly; Tin Pan Ali; The Ultimate Award; Villains. 
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Exofic Locales. 
Middle East: Abracadaver; A Grim Pharaoh's Tale; Gumshoe; Sheik, Rattle and Roll; Wink 
at the Sphinx. 
Science Fiction: Advance Australia Backwards; Asteroids; Dazzle; E=MC2; Electric Cafe; 
Fabricated Romance; Friends Across the Universe; Germs; Great Space Race; Junk; Legend 
of Bilge; Little Shop of Horrors; Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie; Off The Planet; Peace 
Child; Rix; The Singing Door; Space Oddity; Stargazer; Synth- the Electric Muse; Time 
Capsule; 2061: A Space Idiocy; The Whiz. 
Other: Ballad of El Salvador o; Bosun Bill & the Herbivores; Brigadoon; Cabaret; Coast; 
The Desert Song; Fiddler on the Roof; Flower Drum Song; Fogies; The Gondoliers; Highland 
Fling; HMS Pinafore; Hong Kong; Ipi Tombi; Is This Heaven?; Jungle; Jungle Jazz; Jungle 
Juice; The King & I; The Mikado; The Narrow Road; Paint Your Wagon; Pirates; Princess 
Chrysanthemum; Rome, Sweet Rome; Rough & Tumbril; The Sound of Music; Viva Mexico; 
White Horse Inn. 
Food. 
Burger Brain; Food For Thought; Fridge. 
Gothic Horror. 
Bats; Creamre Feamre; Curses; Dracula Baby; Dracula Spectacula; Frankenstein Monster 
Show; Ghosts; Hound of Music; The Little Shop of Horrors; Wolfstock. 
Historical Representations: Ausfralian. 
Convicts: Ballad of Tom Drayton; Bilge; The Devil Himself; His Majesty's Pleasure; The 
Originals. 
Bushrangers: Captain Starlight; The Kelly Dance; Ned Kelly (Livermore); Ned Kelly, Man 
of Iron; Sing For St. Ned; Shoot Me Dead Billy; Thunderbolt; Wild Colonial Boy. 
Goldfields: Crocodile Creek; Furtive Fortunes/Sir Jasper; Lola Montez; Rum, Riches and 
Rebels; Shoot Me Dead Billy; A Touch of Midas. 
Labour Issues: Lachlan Shearers; Reedy River; Stockade; Waltzing Matilda. 
Biography: Caroline; Dinkum Poppies; Legend of King O'Malley; Matilda Women; No 
Place for a Woman; Sketches of Harry; Southem Lights; Tilly. 
General History: Advance Australia Backwards; Aussie Salute; Captain Philip Remms; 
Cloudland; Cocky of Bungaree; Dinkum Assorted; Dinkum Poppies; Girl From Snowy River; 
In the Shade of the Coolibah Tree; Little Aussie Battler; Live at the Trocadero; 1945; On Our 
Selection; On The Wallaby; The Spirit of Oz. 
Historical Representations: Other. 
Foreign History: Henry; Jack & Marilyn; A Lively Little Peace; Oh, What A Lovely War; 
Oklahoma!; Ship of Fools; 1066-And All That. 
Biography: Bamum; Boadicea; Boy Mozart; Carrots; Evita; Florence; Pippin; Richard the 
Lionheart; Robert & Elizabeth. 
Medieval & Elizabethan. 
Black Sin & Red Hot Passion; Camelot; Canterbury Riders; Cmsade; Dragons; Glamalot; 
Great Bell of Burley; Henry; King Arthur & the Saxons; A Knight to Remember; Merlyn the 
Magician; Merrie England; Richard the Lionheart; Royal Pomp & Simple Pleasures; The 
Valley Beyond. 
Melodrama. 
Cocky of Bungaree; Emancipated Melodrama, Fogies; Furtive Formnes/Sir Jasper; Gaslight 
Girl; Love Rides the Rails; Once Aboard the Lugger; Only An Orphan Girl; Pirates; 
Racecall; Where There's A Will. 
Movies. 
Best Picmre; Flickers; Gumshoe; Move Over, Mr Bigshot; Rix; Sheik, Rattle and Roll; 
Singing In the Rain; Southem Lights; Ultimate Award [TV awards]. 
Myth: Australian. 
Abigail & The Mythical Beast; Beauty & the Beast; Pied Pipers; Waltzing Mathilda or the 
Big Bad Bunyip; Wowie Yowie. 
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Myth: Other. 
Classical: La Belle Helene; Dido & Aeneas; The Odyssey; Olympus Rules; Orpheus in the 
Underworld; Sitting Pretty; Thank Zeus It's Friday!; Theseus, King of Athens; Ulysses; 
You'll Never Sail an Odder Sea. 
Folk: Pied Piper of Hamelin; Robin Hood; Robin the Hood; Robin the Hood of Green Hill; 
Robyn and her Women of Sherwood; Sherwoodstock; Ticket to Hitsville. 
Nostalgia: 
Roaring Twenties: The Boyfriend; Bugsy Malone; Chicago; Ma Baker's Tonic; Mad If You 
Think I Am!; Our Crew's In Down the River; Southem Lights; Sunny. 
World War II: Dinkum Assorted; Live at the Trocadero; 1945; The Sound of Music; South 
Pacific; 
Fifties: A Bunch of Ratbags; Bye Bye Birdie; Cloudland; Grease; A Little Dab'll Do Ya; The 
Little Rock 'n'Roll Show; Rock! Rock! Rock!; Roll 'n' Rock; Wolfstock. 
Sixties: Do Ya Wanna Dance; Downtown; Good Vibes; Hair; Leader of the Pack. 
Nursery/Fairy Tales. 
Cinderella: Cinderella (x3); Charlie Girl; Half A Sixpence; Into The Woods; Irene; Me & My 
Girl; No, No, Nanette; Prince's Pursuit; Rock Your Fella Cinderella; Rockafella; She Drives 
Me Crazy; Slipperish; Trivia; The Tmth About Cinderella. 
Grimm: A Grim Pharaoh's Tale. 
Other: Aladdin (x3); Ali Baba & the 40 Thieves, Beauty & the Beast; lolanthe; Jack & the 
Beanstalk (x2); Mother Goose (x2); Old Mother Hubbard; Once Upon A Mattress; Peter Pan; 
Prince's Pursuit; Raggedyanne; Red Riding Hood; Snow White & the 7 Dwarfs; Snow 
White's New York; Surprising Old King Cole; Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son; Tum Around, 
Dick!; The Wiz; The Wizard of Oz; Wowie Yowie. 
Politics. 
Call Me Madam; Peace Child; Pollies!! 
Pop Music. 
Asteroids; Battle of the Bands; Big Time; Charades; Cloudland; Downtown; Getting Better; 
Just Another Dream; Lennon, McCartney, Mechitabel & Me; Offbeat; Othello: The Rock 
Show; Riff-Raff; Synth - the Electric Muse; A Two-Part Invention. 
Schools. 
Boardgames; The Boyfriend; Coolest Cat in Town; Creamre Feamre; Do Ya Wanna Dance; 
Dream On; The First Fleets; Garden ofAidan, Grease; His and Hers; Homework; King of the 
Kids; Lend Me Your Ears; The Little Rock 'n' Roll Show; A Matter of Principal; A Mid-
Semester Night's Dream; Move Over, Mr Bigshot; On With the Show; Princess Ida; 
Scamper; School & Crossbones; 'Scool Daze; Sean, George, Roger & Tim; Simations 
Vacant; Smithy!; Spiff'n' Growl; Teen; A Two-Part Invention; We'll Never Get To 
Broadway. 
Sport. 
Chess; Damn Yankees; Zigger Zagger. 
Superheroes. 
Man of Steel; Superlibber. 
Teen Troubles. 
Curses! (drinking, suicide); Doctor Pimples; Kidsmff; Leaving; Zilch. 
Tme Romance. 
Bitter Sweet; Divorce Me Darling!; Coast; Free As Air; Gypsy Baron; Meet Me In St Louis; 
Music In the Air; New Moon; 1945; No 111 Feeling; Oklahoma!; Patience; The Sentimental 
Bloke; Spiff'n' Growl; Yeomen of the Guard; Zurika. 
Westem. 
Calamity Jane; Granny Get Your Gun; How the West was Warped; Jest in the West; 
Oklahoma!; Silvermine. 
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Certain features are worth remarking. Science fiction settings have made an impact in 
school musicals in a way that has not happened on the mainstream stage. In part this may 
be attributed to the influence of television: Dazzle Star and 2061: A Space Idiocy both 
burlesque the cliches and characters of Star Trek. There are reasons of copyright which 
limft this approach on the mainstream stage, and technical and special-effects limitations 
which presumably convince managements that the field is better left to cameras. But it is 
also, like Brobdingnag (and like Star Trek itself), a device for creating a distanced culmre 
which can echo our own for satirical purposes. Some {Junk, The Legend of Bilge, Rix) 
place themselves in a post-apocalyptic world for much the same purpose. The distance is 
supposed to permit criticisms which would not be accepted if they were openly directed at 
the real and present world, and to protect the satirist from reprisals. It does not seem to 
matter that nobody is really fooled. When a character says "I was never subjected to the 
Education System. So of course I can read" {Legend of Bilge 79), nobody even pretends 
that it is not the Queensland Education system that he means and most, no doubt, accept the 
reference as specific to the particular school. Somehow, the distancing of the setting 
provides a certain safety, as does the distancing created by the theatrical context. So long 
as the whole play remains conscious of its artificiality, and regularly reminds the audience 
that it is only a play, and a pretty silly one at that, the young actors are free to say a great 
many things that they could otherwise say only in the absence of adults. The setting joins 
the irreverence in creating an exhilarating sense of freedom from the normal constraints of 
education as well as from the terrors of performance. 
It is, in a mild and non-abrasive way, similar to the antique celebrations of the Feast of 
Fools and the Lord of Mismle, where the servant became master for a day and English 
schools, of course, used to have a parallel festival, of the Boy Bishop (see Introduction p.l), 
but there are some differences: 
the carnival-grotesque form exercises the same ftinction: to consecrate inventive freedom, 
to permit the combination of a variety of different elements and their rapprochement, to 
liberate from the prevailing view of the world, from conventions and established tmths, 
from cliches, from all that is humdmm and universally accepted. (Bakhtin 34) 
This is in some ways the opposite of the way the device works in school musicals. The 
problem today is not the medieval one of the boredom and restriction of living in a world of 
limited choices and scarce goods under an authoritarian secular and religious regime. 
Rather it is of excess of choice {Future Shock) and of uncertainty as to one's place in 
society. The need today is not to bust out, but to adjust. Bakhtin also notes that "this 
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freedom of laughter was, of course, relative" (Bakhfin 89). "Freedom of laughter" remains 
an issue, since while the post-modem world pretends that it does not limft laughter, social 
convention still imposes some restraints. 
The urges which these freedoms serve, and to which they give relafively harmless 
expression, have been explored extensively in recent years in many studies of Carnival and 
associated phenomena following Bakhtin. They have close relatives in the urges which are 
served by another popular topic for school musicals, 'Gothic' horror. I have adopted the 
term from Simon Denver, who prefaces Bats with "Long live Gothic Horror! This play is a 
tribute to all those late nights of square eyes and pillow clutching. We've all seen them -
those chilling black and white horror films. And so it is with great pleasure that Ian and I 
pay tribute to these monochrome masterpieces ..." {Bats i). The tribute, of course, consists 
of taking as many as possible of the cliches which the Hammer films and their ilk take so 
seriously, and tuming them into lunatic farce. Count Dracula appears "sitting in the middle 
of the stage at his huge organ, which he is playing with glee. ... All the prisoners are 
moaning and groaning. The Count is playing Bach and laughing to himself. The 'Gothic' 
point has been made, and he immediately segues into a "bouncy, sing-along" song titled 
"Just Like The Good Old Days" (SD 52). School Gothic has nothing to do with Maty 
Shelley or 'Monk' Lewis, and a great deal to do with the Three Stooges. Even so, the 
original appeal retains some of its force. 
One of the reasons creamres like Frankenstein's monster and other monsters excite and 
intrigue people is because they wonder what it would be like to be 'out of conttol' the way 
monsters are - to escape from all the inhibitions society places upon us and, somehow, let 
ourselves go and do whatever we want to do. Most of us have strong super-egos that inhibit 
us, but the idea of being powerftil, of allowing our impulses free reign, appeals to us while, 
at the same time, it frightens us. (Berger, Genres, 151) 
School Gothic retains vety little that is frightening, and a great deal that is to do with 
escaping from inhibitions. Bats includes hordes of choms-monsters who are invited to 
audftion for the director of the village's tourist spectacular. He is vety disappointed, and 
leads them in a production-number as he urges them to "Get Up And Do It With Style" (26). 
Elegance here is plainly going to be less effective than enthusiasm. 
The Camival element is plainly gestured towards, but the Bakhtin-esque question as to 
whether the author remains in control of his material in such plays offers an odd 
conclusion. The school musical author might be interpreted as introducing a mismle-
element into the work as a device to push the performance into a particular mode which 
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makes it possible for the student-performers to take at least limited control of the detail of 
the performance. In a way that is not really open to the novelist, the playwright can hand 
over the material to the performers, and leave it to them to make what they will of it. 
This is at odds with the dominant counter-model, where the writer of the well-made play is 
frequently depicted as constantly at war with the performers to tty to ensure that the 
'original' intentions are not meddled with. " 'Some authors', according to [Ben] Jonson, 
'would prompt the boys aloud, 'curse the poor tire-man, rail the music out of tune, and 
sweat for evety venial trespass we commft' " (Manifold 17-8). Tales of tantmms, as 
authors defend evety word of a script against the inroads of the actors, are legion in the 
legitimate theatre. But the playwright in the irreverent theatre accepts that the real action 
occurs at the moment of performance when the actor and the audience try to exchange their 
awarenesses, not during the process of writing, or even rehearsal. Accordingly, it is logical 
to give the actor the tools, the preparation, and the comfort, to make the best of this 
moment. To reduce the actor's self-consciousness and inhibition about the particular role, 
and about the whole process of performing, is a kindness. It also, particularly with 
untrained and largely unskilled actors, greatly increases the performance's chance of 
success. 
Irreverence, in all its manifestations, is not a tool of an author's theatre, or of a didactic or 
preaching theatre, because the material is too apt to be distorted by it. It is a tool for theafre 
whose primaty purpose is to be a joy to its performers as much as to its audience, at the 
moment at which it is happening, and which does not care much for the mles or 
conventions of those who are not present at the event. This does not only mean school 
musicals: it applies equally well to Theatre-Restaurant, many pantomimes, most stand-up 
comedy, Prom Concerts, many rock-concerts, and modem plays in the tradition of The 
Legend of King O 'Malley, always of course with a measurable debt to Brechtian practice, if 
not theoty. It is a tool for theatrical communication and events which are literally (rather 
than ideologically) popular. 
Some genuinely popular topics and scenarios do not translate well into the school musical 
form. There are no equivalents to the murder-mystety novel, or to its innumerable film and 
television spin-offs. The nearest is Sheer Luck, Holmes, which at least includes the ever-
popular Missing Will. But the way in which the plot unfolds is a gross exaggeration of a 
mystety thriller, as evety suspect (and a great many others besides) becomes a victim, and 
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red herrings involving fiendish Orientals, smugglers, pirates and even the Hound of the 
Baskervilles, multiply until 34 named bodies and an unknown number of choms-corpses 
accumulate. It contains no meaningfiil clues, and certainly does not expect the audience to 
join in any mental puzzle. Food For Thought, similarly, is more like a Carty-On than a 
Christie. There is no carefully stmctured plot, no 'fair chance' for the audience to solve the 
crimes ahead of the detective. In fact, the ending (as noted above) is pointedly obfuscated 
until ft plainly makes no sense at all. 
A practical reason for not staging mysteries in a closed community like a school is that 
much of their entertainment effect depends on the solution remaining unknown to the 
audience for as long as possible. This can't be relied on in a school context, because 
evetybody who might be likely to buy a ticket would know 'whodunit' by the end of the 
first week of rehearsals, and what would be the point? But this is not the real issue. The 
principal charm of these mysteries (see Symons 101-5) is that they have mles, and it is 
challenging and satisfying to solve life's mysteries in a context where the mles hold firm 
(which they seldom do in life). Solving a classical murder-mystety puzzle in the Agatha 
Christie or Ngaio Marsh tradition requires a serious and even solemn attention to the detail 
and logic of the plot, and this, quite clearly, is alien to the spirit of the irreverent school 
musical. There is no plan to ask the audience to be solemn, or even respectful, and they are 
certainly not being asked to take the events of the play seriously enough to follow them 
according to any sequential logic, or to suspect that any rules are being obeyed. Wilson & 
McAllister make the point vety clearly in an "Authors' Note": "Food For Thought is not 
really a whodunft but a 'who cares'!" (2). 
Histoty is a major source of school musical scenarios, and again parochialism is evident. 
But, as with the school settings, the number of plays on Australian historical themes is 
deceptive, for most of them have had a vety limited currency on school stages. There was a 
brief heyday in 1988 when the Bicentennial celebrations prompted many schools to stage 
appropriate plays, but none of them have been particularly popular since. The most 
successfiil treatments of Australia's past have been Captain Starlight (based on a novel, and 
not really historical at all, even though there are various claims that the novel drew upon 
the lives of real bushrangers), Cloudland (which is totally flctitious, except that there really 
was a Cloudland Ballroom) and 79^5 (a Tme Romance stoty which happens to be set 
during a real war, but which displays absolutely minimal research). The most successful 
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history-musical is Henry, whose basic premise is that Henty VIII is married to all six of his 
wives at once, and is being mn ragged by them. 
Even a cursoty examination of school musicals with historical settings makes it clear that 
historical accuracy is regarded as being neither necessaty nor desirable. Although this may 
seem scandalous to those who are seeking 'educational value' in works being promoted in 
schools, a close study reveals that inaccuracy is central to the dramatic workings of the 
plays. Five major categories of historical musical might be discerned: 
1. Plays in which a moderately well-known historical character or situafion is being 
blatantly burlesqued. They are contrived in such a way that it is impossible to 
imagine that they represent a genuine account, and they are usually peppered with 
comic anachronisms, topical references, and straight-faced claims to be finally 
revealing the 'real' tmth about the subject while slandering almost evety character 
shamelessly. The pleasure for both performers and audience derives from the ways 
in which 'serious' histoty is appropriated and re-interpreted in irreverent and 
occasionally cynical modem terms. Henry, Bilge, The Cocky of Bungaree, The 
Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate, and Sir Jasper's Revenge are examples. 
2. Plays where the historical setting is simply background for a Tme Romance plot, and 
no attempt is made to tell any social or historical tmths. The movements of armies 
and the decisions of the courts are contrived so that they help or hinder the progress 
of the romance, and no fact is allowed to intmde which does not contribute to this. 
Captain Starlight, Crocodile Creek, Lachlan Shearers, 1945, are examples. 
3. Plays where a genuine historical situation is a background for nostalgia, with a 
romance and often intrigue as a sideline. Cloudland, Dinkum Assorted, Live at the 
Trocadero, Southern Lights are examples. 
4. Plays where a moderately obscure historical fact is used fairly accurately to create a 
theatricalised romp which usually carries a bit of a message. This is a mainstream 
approach which enjoys only limited presentafion in schools, perhaps precisely 
because of the message. His Majesty's Pleasure, The Legend of King O Malley, Lola 
Montez, Reedy River, Tilly, are examples. 
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5. Plays which propose to redefine attitudes to some aspect of histoty. Because of their 
inevitable bias, they tend to offer a distorted picture and be rather intense. This is 
also mainly a mainstream approach, and these plays are only rarely seen in schools. 
Matilda Women, No Place For A Woman, Sketches of Harry, Waltzing Matilda are 
examples. 
These categories do not include conventional biographies like Caroline or Ned Kelly, Man 
of Iron, which perhaps slightly sentimentalise their subjects but otherwise tty to present 
them straightforwardly, or compilations like Advance Australia Backwards and Dinkum 
Poppies which contrive, on various pretexts, to present fragments of histoty and have a 
marginally educational intent. Many of these were Bicentennial products. In the major 
categories, it would seem that detailed research and meticulous historical accuracy do not 
have great relevance. Where credible histoty is not the point, detail is superfluous. 
Even in the plays which are principally romanfic or nostalgic, the histoty is a back-drop 
rather than a foreground and the concem is with the feelings and perceptions which ft can 
evoke rather than factual details. The function of histoty, in these cases, is to match the 
audience's preconceptions, not to correct them, and it involves exploiting cliches and 
stereotypes, even if they are inaccurate. 1945 mentions trams, which are among the cliches 
for the period, but not trolley-buses, which are virtually forgotten. It also refers to silk 
stockings being given as gifts by American soldiers, conflating the actual shortage of 
stockings of any kind with the fact that US Army post-exchanges dealt in nylon stockings, 
presumably because nylon stockings would not seem (to a modem teenager) to be a 
sufficiently impressive gift. What is never clear in these cases is whether the author has 
researched properly and distorted the facts for dramatic effect, or has simply accepted a 
tabloid stereotype and reproduced it. 1945 even goes so far as to present the Japanese 
surrender as a surprise to its characters, and to omit all mention of nuclear weapons, 
presumably so that no shadow will fall across the joyful lovers. 
If histoty musicals are seen as having a didactic intent, inaccuracy might be a flaw. I would 
suggest, however, that the mechanisms of irreverence negate this, because they work so 
strongly to demonstrate that what is happening on stage has no material connection with the 
real world. In Henry, which is the clearest-cut case, polygamy is presented as perfectly 
normal - "the Royal psychiatrist reckons it's good for me" (7) - and war is presented as 
precisely equivalent to football, even to the point of being disrupted by unruly spectators: 
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"a perfectly good battle destroyed by mindless crowd violence" (26). It would be foolish 
and even a little insufting to suggest that any of the cast or the audience might acmally take 
any of this for genuine histOty. The problem, in plays whose irreverence to the mles of 
theatre and of histoty is less blatant, lies in finding the boundaty past which belief begins to 
operate again. Some texts, certainly, seem to take themselves seriously enough that their 
inaccuracies look like carelessness, but the degree of irreverence can only ever be implied 
in the text. It is not manifest until it reaches performance. 
This difficulty seems to be particularly acute when Australian histoty is the topic. The 
most notable feamre of the list of topics would appear to be the omissions. There are 
certain topics which one might expect to feature strongly. The Eureka Stockade events 
would seem promising, and up to 1950 they had spawned at least six commercial plays^. 
Since then there have been Kenneth Cook's musical version Stockade (1971), which led to 
a film of the same name, and John Romeril's Carboni (1980). The topic has not been taken 
up by writers of school musicals at all (although Stockade was staged by The Southport 
School in 1996). 
The Shearers' strikes of the 1890s, which adopted the Eureka flag and considerably 
advanced the Eureka political vision, have done somewhat better, and I have read three 
musicals which make some use of the strikes as background. Reedy River (Dick Diamond, 
1953) is set in the Riverina in the aftermath of the 1891 Queensland strike, and divides its 
attention between the fictitious Joe Collins' activities as a clandestine Union agitator 
fighting against the continued use of scab labour, and his romance with Maty, the wife he 
left behind to fight for the Union cause. It is a fairly sombre play, with an unequivocal 
political message that the Union was in the right. 
Peter Nahuysen's Lachlan Shearers (1992) is considerably less serious, dealing principally 
with the machinations of two women determined to force their shearer-fiances to many and 
settle down. The period is vaguely identified as the 1890s, and the strikes are seen as a 
background which gives the men an urgent excuse to get away from time to fime, and 
which allows a set-piece scene at a shearing contest (complete with cameo appearance by 
' Eureka Stockade (1897) by Edmund Duggan; Eureka Stockade (1898) by E. W. 0'Sullivan, adapted 
and presented under various tities for at least a decade; The Forerunners (1920s) by E. Coulsen 
Davidson; Lalor of Eureka (1937) by Leslie Rees; The Southern Cross (1946) by Louis Esson; Blood On 
The Wattle (1948) by Leslie Haylen. 
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Jack Howe). The play makes no attempt to be systemafic or authentic in its use of histoty, 
since labour issues are not cenfral to its amatoty acfion. 
Richard Magoffin's Waltzing Matilda (1985) makes specific use of historical characters 
and events from Dagworth Station and the Winton disfrict in 1891 to promote the (far from 
uncontested) theoty that the famous swagman was Sam Hoffmeister, an itinerant who is 
reputed to have shot himself in the aftermath of the buming of the Dagworth wool-shed. 
Since the real point of the play is to provide a credible account of the writing of the tifie-
song, it is inclined to mix unlikely fiction with conventional histoty. It suggests an 
improbable romantic attachment between the vagrant Hoffmeister and the wealthy 
squatter's daughter Ellen, and even goes so far as to propose that Banjo Paterson played a 
major role in mediating between the strikers and the wool-growers. None of these three, to 
the best of my knowledge, has been staged a second time in a school, although Nahuysen's 
next attempt, Cloudland, was quite successful. When Waltzing Matilda was given an 
amateur production by the Binalong Players in 1995, the group added an announcement 
before the overture disclaiming responsibility for its message. 
William Bligh has been the basis of several plays^, several films and a musical. The 
British Mutiny! (Book by Richard Crane, Music by David Essex, 1983) deals with the 
Bounty voyage, and enjoyed a brief success only as long as its rock-star composer played 
Fletcher Christian (Frank Finlay played Bligh). The most-mutinied-against captain in the 
Royal Navy was also the subject of a burlesque aquacade show at Brisbane's Expo 88. 
Ned Kelly, as a national picaresque hero, appears three times in musicals: The Kelly Dance 
(1986), which was scripted by John Romeril as a community play with folk-songs and 
participatoty bush-dancing, and which included High School groups in its original 
production but has been staged only rarely by schools (Hillbrook Anglican, 1992); Ned 
Kelly, Man of Iron, which was written by Barbara Cohen for a Victorian high school in 
1973 and has only appeared twice on my lists since then (St. Patrick's, Mackay, 1975; lona 
College, 1985); and Ray Mathew's5'mg/or5fA'e<^( 1960), for which I have met only one 
record of a production, and that apparently only of excerpts. Of the three, only Ned Kelly, 
Man of Iron seems to be entirely reverent, but they have not entered the school canon. 
^ Governor Bligh (1930) by Doris Egerton Jones; Stormy Petrel (1940s radio-serial) by Rex Reinits; The 
House That Jack Built (c. 1950) by George Farwell; The Man Who Shot The Albatross (1971) by Ray 
Lawler. 
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Kelly has been the subject of innumerable treatments in verse, song and prose, six films, a 
mini-series, (Wilde 425-7), and a range of stage versions, from nineteenth cenmty 
melodramas and Douglas Stewart's 1940 poetic drama to Reg Livermore's 1977 rock 
opera^, and an opera Ned Mark II {1911, libretto by Alan Seymour, Music by Bany 
Conyngham). A theatre-restaurant burlesque, Ned Kelly Slept Here! has had five amateur 
productions in Queensland since 1992. 
Eureka, the Shearers' Strike, Bligh and Kelly are central to European Australia's notion of 
itself as an egalitarian society with a healthy contempt for authority, particularly in its more 
oppressive or arrogant forms. They have long been a commercial staple for publishers. It 
is perhaps revealing that although there have been musical treatments of each, they have 
been among the least successful of the many representations. Australian resistance to 
discipline and authority would seem, superficially, to be a useful springboard for an 
irreverent, or just a quintessentially Australian musical, but it has not so far proved to be 
the case. 
While it is important to stress that contempt for authority is by no means the same as 
theatrical irreverence, the reason for the lack of successful musicals on these topics would 
seem to be more complex than just this distinction. It is not that these folk-icons may not 
be treated irreverently: Bligh and Kelly have both been the subject of cmel burlesques, 
especially in theafre-restaurants and as stock characters for television comedians who can 
be assured of laughs by bellowing "Mr Chrisfian!" or by placing a bucket on their heads. 
The sticking point may well be that the conventional musical places too much of a strain on 
belief, and is a risky vehicle for subjects which are symbolically important to their 
audiences. 
The irreverent musical, on the other hand, bypasses the risks by the relentless way it calls 
attention to its own theatricality. By acknowledging that it is absurd for historical 
characters to burst into song, a play can cajole its audience into going along with the 
artifice, purely to experience it, where more solemn musicals can leave their audience 
unpersuaded. Musicals such as Godspell, with its onstage role-switching and flower-power 
metaphor for Christian love, and rock operas such as Jesus Christ Superstar, with its pop-
festival setting and the extreme theatricality of its set-piece numbers (such as Herod's song 
'' Livermore's version was scheduled at Centenary Heights SHS in 1997, but was abandoned in favour of 
Sheer Luck Holmes (HCM, Letter, 14 September 1997). 
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in Act II) demonstrate that symbolically important material can be sold to mass audiences. 
Both plays deliberately reveal their artifices to the audience and both (though now nearing 
thirty years old) are principally targeted at younger-than-middle-aged audiences. It seems 
possible then, that the Ausfralian icons should also be suscepfible to irreverent staging. 
Simpson And His Donkey is an improbable-seeming musical but it is (at least theoretically) 
possible. 
One possible reason that these Australian symbols have not yet become successfiil 
irreverent musicals may be that they are sfill too young. They are buift around characters 
whose historical existence is still too present to permit them to achieve genuinely mythic 
status, although the word myth is often loosely applied to them. They are still, in some 
marginal sense, 'histOty', and histOty is not the centre of musical plays, especially not of 
irreverent plays. 
Myth, however, can be. Four school musicals use the Robin Hood myth as a point of 
departure. Simon Denver's Robin The Hood, originally wriften as a theatre-restaurant 
piece, and a broad-spectmm send-up of the film and television versions, has had at least 
four productions in schools; Reynolds & Daveme's Robyn And her Women of Sherwood, 
which I have not been able to obtain but whose general thmst is fairly obvious from the 
title, has had at least two; Ford, Irons & Forward's Robin Hood has had two and 
Toadshow's Sherwoodstock has had at least eight^. Sherwoodstock fransposes the whole 
StOty to a world of Hippies and property developers, where Robin of Oxley (Locksley) is a 
psychotic veteran of the Asian Cmsades who is ttying to break the killing habit, and Prince 
John is secretly a woman. In a distancing twist, the stoty is not modemised. Instead, the 
safirical content is medievalised. Sir Guy of Brisboume (Gisbome) plans a development to 
be called Sherwood Cove, and the names of Prince John's hangers-on read like a roll-call of 
Queensland's Nafional Party hierarchy in the mid-1980s: Sft Russ, Sir Mike, Sir Bill and 
Sir Ted. Anachronism is constantly and creatively exploited (it is a mnning joke that the 
more hideous villains adore - and keep ttying to sing - Abba songs) and the torture-
chamber is depicted as an attractive modem night-club cabaret, complete with floor-show. 
The myth is simply a vehicle for contemporaty satire. The same team created Glamalot 
(1996), which similarly sets King Arthur to combat the evils of Supertable. 
There is also a piece called Robin the Hood Of Green Hill, apparently teacher-created, which transfers 
the legend to Thursday Island where it was staged in 1994 (Thursday Island SHS, Magazine, 1994). It 
includes Conservationists, Lady Bowlers and an interpolated Cinderella pantomime, and may be more 
revue than musical. 
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Myth offers the security of a recognisable stoty-base, from which the performance is free to 
diverge as ft pleases, and the same is tme of nursety and faity stories, which are also 
frequently used. Graham Tumer suggests that "the faity tale's plot is primaty - the stOty 
itself is central and will survive a number of different storytellers. In film and prose ficfion, 
the way in which the stoty is told (point-of-view, setting, characterization, lighting, form in 
general), its range of discourses, becomes more important." (Tumer, "Film", 114). One of 
the problems with serious analyses of folk-tales (such as Aame & Thompson and Vladimir 
Propp), however, is that they tend to tty to schematise the plot elements and neglect the 
colour that is invariably added by the re-tellers. The elements which Tumer lists are in fact 
what keep the stories current, and while there may be certain frames which are more suited 
to elaborafion, or which have some underlying psychological appeal which invites the 
elaborators, they cannot be separated from the way they are told. 
There can be little doubt, for example, that the "Cinderella" plot is particularly suited to 
musical theatre. Gerald Bordman examined 120 musicals launched on Broadway from 
1921 to 1924 and concluded that "of the fifty-eight that could be branded musical comedy, 
no fewer than twenty-one centered on a Cinderella figure. In short, over a sixth of all 
musicals and well over a third of all musical comedies employed the same base stoty. No 
wonder Broadway quickly dubbed these years its Cinderella era" (Bordman 107-8). Ten 
modem school musicals work on exactly the same theme, undisguised, and there may well 
be more, such as No III Feeling, where a humble nurse snares a glamorous doctor, which 
might be classified along with them. 
One of the central features of the Cinderella theme is its fantasy of class-mobility (e.g. Half 
A Sixpence, Me and my Girl), but this is not a common theme in Australian musicals and is 
rare in custom-written school musicals. The wishful stereotype of Australia as a classless 
society does not seem to be contested in its light entertainment. The exception here is My 
Fair Macbeth, whose plot revolves around the fact that a plumber's daughter "will not 
many below her class" (46), and objects to the smell of garbage. There is presumably an 
irony here that plumbers work all day in sewage, but it is never made explicit. When 
Macbeth is magically transformed he acquires "a very cultured accent" (51 SD). 
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At least three different versions of Aladdin have been staged in schools, and there are two 
Australianised versions of "Beauty and the Beast" {Beauty And The Beast, Wowie Yowie). 
Some of the treatments of faity-tales are no doubt more property pantomimes than school 
musicals (though the two forms can have a lot in common), but ft is plain that the stories -
or the flexibility of approach which the stories offer - still have considerable appeal. It is 
possible that some of these plays may be the resuft of misconceptions as to the kind of stoty 
which appeals to "children", condescendingly ignoring that teenagers are no longer 
children, but this is not the case with those I have been able to study. The least 
sophisticated of these is The Prince's Pursuit, and the worst which can be said of ft is that it 
is slightly adolescent in its determination to be "a send up of the traditional pantomime" 
{Hi) by wilfully negating the conventional outcomes (Cinderella's foot is tumed into a 
pumpkin. Sleeping Beauty wakes up a hundred years older) and by an obsessive recurrence 
of images of dismemberment (Ugly Sister Esmerelda has a false leg. Red Riding Hood is 
decapitated and carries her head under her arm for most of the third act). Some, such as 
Slipperish and Turn Around, Dick!, are fully as sophisticated as any which have no such 
stoty-debt. 
Myth and faity tale alike offer a plot which requires the minimum of exposition. The 
audience can be expected to follow them in much the same way as the adapted classics, 
without much conscious thought or effort. The focus of the theatrical moment moves away 
from StOty, which becomes unimportant, and towards the mode of telling and the nature of 
the act of communication. Myth is plainly more useful in this way than the Australian 
icons like Eureka or even Ned Kelly, which still cany some political implications. Any 
political or ideological statement, being an attempt to change the receivers rather than find 
common ground with them, is an obstmction to the basic act of communication which lies 
at the heart of theatrical interchange, even though it may be possible to slip a slogan or two 
through under cover of a particularly effective exchange. 
Closely related to myth and nursety tales, as topics, are the comic-strips and superheroes. I 
have frequently encountered a stereotype in the general community that school musicals are 
mostly about superheroes. Perhaps this is due to the phenomenal success and nation-wide 
distribution of Man of Steel, and perhaps it is compounded by the enormously high media-
and marketing-profiles of Ninja Turtles, Power Rangers and the like, but whatever the 
cause, it is not tme. Only two musicals - Man of Steel and Superlibbers - deal direcfiy 
with superheroes. Perhaps this is in part the resuft of a reluctance to seem to be competing 
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with or copying Man of Steel, because superheroes are an ideal topic for irreverent 
musicals. Simon Denver explains his own attraction to the topic: 
Superheroes are a strange breed. They have an invulnerable aura of magic around them. 
Last year I picked up a copy of a Superman comic. The magic had gone ... well, the magic 
I'd known had gone. It had been replaced with complex plots relating to Nuclear Physical 
theories. "Whatever happened to the basic fun?" I asked myself The challenge was on! I 
was going to have a heroine who was sweet, baddies who were bad and a Superhero who 
was untouched by progress. (Simon Denver, Author's Note to Man of Steel, 6) 
But there is a great deal more to it. Ineverent musicals consistently defy conventions by 
overplaying their cliches, and high on the list is the abnormally strong, virtuous and valiant 
Hero. "Heroes ... are admired because they stand out from others by supposed unusual 
merits or aftainments. ... Because the hero exceeds in a striking way the standards required 
of ordinaty group members, as has been said, he is a supemormal deviant, his courage, self-
abnegation, devotion, and prowess, being regarded as amazing and 'beyond the call of 
duty' " (Klapp, Heroes 57), which makes the superhero a ready-made vehicle through 
which to challenge the concept. Umberto Eco, taking the phenomenon seriously, identifies 
some of the charm of Superman: 
In an indusfrial society, however, where man becomes a number in the realm of the 
organization which has usurped his decision-making role, he has no means of production 
and is thus deprived of his power to decide. Individual strength, if not exerted in sports 
activities, is left abased when confronted with the sfrength of machines which determine 
man's very movements. In such a society the positive hero must embody to an unthinkable 
degree the power demands that the average citizen nurmres but cannot satisfy. 
... From a mythopoeic point of view, the device is even subtle: in fact, Clark Kent 
personifies fairly typically the average reader who is harassed by complexes and despised 
by his fellow men; th[r]ough an obvious process of self-identification, any accountant in 
any American city secretly feels the hope that one day, from the slough of his acmal 
personality, there can spring forth a superman who is capable of redeeming years of 
mediocre existence. (Eco 107-8) 
Denver, being anything but serious, sets out to remind us of how silly this sublimation-
fantasy can seem, in a constant banage of debunking manoeuvres, by creating a Man of 
Steel whose life is full of evetyday indignities. He is unable to keep his room tidy (10), and 
his landlady, ironing his "atomic proof, plutonium lined, bullet proof, laser beam proof, 
ctystonium lined, platinum tipped anti-uranium superhero costume", has burnt a hole in it 
(17). He needs the newspaper job because he is cunenfiy on the dole (18). When he 
hastens to a telephone box to change, he is beaten out of it by an old lady with an umbrella 
who - reasonably enough - has him anested as a flasher (41), and when he protests that he 
is not a flasher but a superhero, the policeman answers "C'mon, that's what they all say!" 
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(43). As a resuft, he is late for a meeting of his Fan Club. These, and many more details, 
go much further than spoof or satire. By injecfing scepticism about the details of the super-
fiction, the absurdity of attempting to depict it is highlighted. An effective representafion 
of the comic and the film versions are clearly beyond the effects capacity of a school stage, 
and the dramaturgical solution to this problem is not to ignore ft or apologise for ft, but to 
stress it and make it the central mode of presenting the stoty. The Man of Steel's first 
entrance makes the point. Where the other versions would represent him flying in through 
a window, a stage version needs an altemate strategy: 
[after the song there is the sound of destruction] 
Rita: That sounds like him flying through the wall now. 
[enter KEN CLARKE] 
Ken: Good morning, good companion. I hope I didn't dismrb anything? 
Rita: Every day it's the same. I just dread to see the mess. God preserve us if he ever flies 
home dmnk! 
{Man of Steel \6) 
The superhero misses the window (it is clear that he often does), is not bright enough to 
acknowledge the damage he causes, and the sacrilegious possibility is raised that he might 
drink too much. A line or two later, he offers to repair the damage himself None of these 
would be possible for the 'real' character. A few seconds make it clear that the 
representation will be radically different, taking neither its central character nor itself 
seriously. This is a topsy-turvy mimesis, and the audience is placed on notice that any 
conventional expectations it may have are in for a shock. Even the name 'Superman' is 
never used in the later versions, actually for copyright reasons, but this also serves to 
convey information about the namre of the representation. Clark Kent becomes Ken 
Clarke, Lois Lane becomes Linda Street, Peny White becomes Geny Black, all of which 
accentuate the reversal. 
The superhero phenomenon is both accepted as a premise, and rejected as too implausible 
to be portrayed, and the mode by which the rejection is expressed is to make the 
implausibility even more extreme, and then portray it. Yet this is not really a paradox: it is 
simply an entertaining way to present a familiar and popular stoty and to defy the cliche of 
the Hero without making fools of the performers or the audience. 
Other comic strip characters would seem to serve much the same purpose. Tarzan is 
represented in Jungle Fantasy as Tartan, an Oxford-educated gentleman who has adopted 
the illiterate and unintelligent jungle-man persona (he cannot even manage the famous call 
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properly) because he thought it was what the highly competent Jane would expect when she 
arrived, also from Oxford and "tired of intellectuals and smart talkers" (48), and he doesn't 
know how to abandon ft. Beyond the basic situation of the jungle-man, Jane, and their 
faithful chimpanzee (who also proves to be Oxford-educated), the play has no further use 
for either the Edgar Rice Bunoughs version, or any of its offspring. It is simply a starting 
point for its own ineverent exploration of the more enjoyable differences between girls and 
boys, and a short-cut to establishing the artificial nature of the performance. In the opening 
scene the Jungle Cats (who have been kept isolated from contact with men) report that they 
have heard of a man who "lives here with a woman and an ape", and their Queen addresses 
herself directly to the audience and asks "Now, I wonder who that could be!" (6). The 
point is made even clearer a moment later when one of the Cats describes a plane which 
flies overhead as "a great white bird in the sky" and the Queen answers "How many times 
do I have to tell you? That's not a bird, it's a plane!" (6). Tarzan, the signal says, is about 
to get the same treatment that Superman got in Man of Steel (the two plays come from the 
same distribution-house, but have different authors), and there is an assumption that most 
of the audience will recognise the clue. And if they don't, they will surely simply get the 
joke, from the radio and television series' opening titles. 
A similar cross reference occurs frequently in Phantoad of the Opera, which consistently 
(and quite deliberately) muddles the Phantom of the Opera with Lee Falk's Phantom, the 
Ghost Who Walks. The same notion appears in Son of Phantom, as a blow-off joke at the 
final curtain when Inspector Screwlooso {sc. Clouseau), who has pursued the Phantom of 
the Opera indefatigably from Paris, and all through the show, triumphanfly produces a 
long-awaited photograph of his quany - which mms out to be of the Ghost Who Walks. 
This is a feamre of ineverent musicals based on comic sfrips, which does not occur in 
sanctioned mainstream versions such as Annie and Li 7 Abner. The cross-reference seems 
almost to be a marker of illegitimacy, announcing that the play cares so little for the 
convenfion of faithfully reproducing some remote original that it sometimes loses track of 
which original it has started out from. 
Nostalgia is a frequent topic in school musicals, where settings from past decades are used 
to give colour and, in an indirect way, immediacy to the stories. Mad If You Think I Am! 
attempts to give life to its re-telling of Hamlet by setting it among New York gangsters in 
the 1920s, and works such as A Little Dab 'II Do Ya and Cloudland use rock and roll and the 
clearer social order of the 1950s to give atmosphere (perhaps on the model of Grease, 
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which achieved cult-status in Australian schools in the 1980s) to otherwise fairly 
straightforward and innocuous love-stories. Peter Nahuysen describes the value of the 
nostalgic sefting: 
a unique and often spoken of time of innocence .... The 50s are rightly or wrongly 
remembered more fondly than any other decade, and with the impact of rock and roll music, 
sets the perfect background for the many movies and musicals, that help to relive those 
heady optimistic and seemingly carefree days. Cloudland! the musical sets about capmring 
the atmosphere of Ausfralia, and namrally Brisbane, in the late 1950s, when bodgies and 
widgies mled the cafes, and FJ Holdens mled the roads. American culmre was sweeping 
the nation through television and music, and young people everywhere were looking for 
fun, freedom and of course romance. (Nahuysen, 'Author's Notes', Programme for the 
Kelvin Grove SHS production of Cloudland) 
I suspect that "seemingly carefree" is exactly the point. There were no issues (publicly) of 
social conscience, sexually transmitted disease, dmgs, environmental threat and so on in the 
1950s which might obscure or darken the cheerfulness of the stoty. The picture is 
undoubtedly false, but it is accepted without serious dissent. Stories set in 'the present' 
cannot be as blithe and must, as in Dream On, Full Stop, Graffiti and Me, Kidstuff and 
several others, pay some attention to 'real' issues. Ineverent musicals can, and do, cope 
with these issues, and nostalgia is simply another of the mechanisms by which 
uncomfortable parts of reality can be distanced and made safe. Heather McKenzie notes 
that "There is something about being able to wear black leather jackets and slick back your 
hair ... The fifties have always been a period of time that have appealed to evetyone -
many of the teachers (or their parents) knew this area [sic] well" (HCM Letter 9/6/97). 
The topics of school musicals are, by and large, merely vehicles for an excursion into 
theatricality, and most of them are apparently trivial. The preponderance of unreal settings, 
remote in time and frequently in cultural milieu is an important factor in the distancing of 
the theatrical event from the performers and from the 'real' world outside the hall, and the 
preference for familiar general stotylines removes the need for meficulous and painstaking 
exposition. They are chosen, in fact, to leave the maximum amount of freedom to the 
development of the treatment and of the unconventional dramatic shapes which keep the 
theatrical experience from becoming too eamest or serious. It is in this that the school 
musical departs significantly from the accepted forms and topics of Youth Theatre and 
Theatre in Education. These conventional forms - which are the ones which are endorsed 
by the elite theatres and the literaty and critical establishments - are committed to 
didacticism and social relevance, and to edification before entertainment. With 
surprisingly few exceptions, school musicals have rejected this approach to the uses and 
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purposes of the theatrical experience. In this they are far closer to the commercial theatre 
than to the artistic or aesthetic drama, and would seem to subscribe to the mercenaty 
aphorism "If you have a message, send for Westem Union"9. 
Characterisation 
Stereotypes 
"These conceptions, appearing wherever the popular mind finds expression, 
are truly collective in nature rather than the property of individual authors, 'coins' of thought, as Sumner 
phrased it, serving to express group judgements, facilitate consensus, and define roles. " (Klapp, Heroes 56) 
Musical comedy has never been noted for the subfiety and psychological realism of its 
characters. Theatre itself, with its limited canvas of just "two hours' traffic" {Romeo & 
Juliet, Prologue 12), and its headlong pace which leaves no time for reflection during the 
action on the stage, is a less than ideal medium for penetrating character-study. The 
tradition of regarding drama as literature, rather than as performance, has resulted in a 
sometimes disproportionate emphasis on complex interpretation of character as a theatrical 
necessity. In reality, as George Jean Nathan observes, "it is impossible legitimately to get 
away from types in the theatre" (108). This is not to deny that good playwrights create 
types which are remarkably flexible and which, in the hands of a skilled actor, create a vety 
credible facsimile of a complicated, 'real' person. But the most famously complicated 
character, Hamlet, is not only one of the longest roles (at some 1500 lines) ever written, but 
also one about whose real motives and nature there is most disagreement. This has great 
charm, in itself, but it is an exception, and not the stuff of evetyday theatre. 
Characters which must be created and conveyed, both by the writer and the actor, in a vety 
limited number of words and actions, are heavily dependent on being recognised quickly by 
the audience as belonging to some type or other, and on being assimilated and judged by 
comparison and contrast with the audience's experience of similar types, both in drama and 
life. This is quite closely related to the advantages of familiar or at least predictable stoty-
lines: 
the fore-knowledge of the personalities and behavioural idiosyncrasies of the leading 
characters (and their performers) and an awareness of the very strongly established pattem 
of the stmcmre on which each episode is based not only makes these dramatic episodes 
' Atfributed variously to George S. Kaufiman (Atkinson 246) and to Humphrey Bogart (Bentley, in 
Downer 58). 
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easier to follow but produces meaning through the very variations of the stmctural pattem 
that each episode brings. The immense popularity of drama using stereotyped characters 
and highly formalised stmcmres of plot - from the Greek New Comedy through the Italian 
commedia dell'arte to present day television series - springs from this source of expectation 
and delight: the additional meaning derived from previous knowledge of the material and 
its implications. (Esslin 142-3) 
The use of theatrical types and stereotypes has this immediate appeal, but ft is also 
important as an economy which allows the performance to devote its limited time to other 
and more entertaining elements. Both requirements are significant in musical theatre, with 
large numbers of characters, with songs and dances which take up a great deal of the 
available stage-time, and with a need to establish a quick audience-rapport, without long or 
complex expositions. They are all the more acute in the custom-written musicals which 
have even larger numbers of minor characters, and a presupposftion that high-level acfing 
skills will not be widely available. Charlotte Motter notes that "character roles are usually 
easier than sfraight ones for adolescent actors because they lose their self-consciousness 
when their own personalities are submerged in a character role" (113-4), but it is also tme 
that stereotyped character roles, by their vety nature, tend to invite shameless overacting. 
However, at least as far as the school production is concemed, this is better than not acting 
at all. 
Not surprisingly, ineverent musicals abound in stereotypes, but they are generally 
presented in a less negative way than the term usually implies. A conventional stereotype 
is often created and presented from a judgmental position, and may be heavily over-
determined to provoke antipathy or derision. The stock "Ve vill ask ze qvestions!" Nazi or 
the anogant, incompetent bureaucrat are devised, and their salient characteristics selected, 
with intent to crificise. Ineverent musicals, in keeping with their habitual cheerfulness, 
normally soften the critical use of stereotypes. Although they may use some, or even all of 
the conventional signals, the intent is for indulgent comedy rather than criticism. 
There are virtually no characters in school musicals who are supposed to be disliked by the 
audience. This phenomenon has a dual function. Undoubtedly, ft is part of the over-riding 
desire to protect the actor: given the well-known cmelty of the young, and the difficulty 
which untrained audiences have in distinguishing character from performer, it would be 
harsh indeed to ask a teenager to undertake a role whose primaty purpose is to be seriously 
hated by evetyone. In the same vein, it is apparently seen as undesirable to invite the 
audience to dislike any part of the performance: one of the intentions of the ineverent 
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musical is that all negative or unpleasant emotions are to be kept at bay, or at the vety least 
carefully controlled, for the duration of the show. Accordingly, the stereotypes are 
presented with humour and affection. 
There is also the phenomenon of role-identification, by which the actor is made more 
comfortable in the role because it is made familiar and manageable by being allied to an 
easily recognisable stereotype. No doubt the advertising industty and the mass-media in 
general have contributed largely to the store of stock characters with which the young 
actors can readily identify themselves. The stereotype is an important adjunct to the 
ineverent approach to theatre, since it allows the actor to approach the audience with an 
implied "this is not me, so you can't hold me responsible for if. Behind this screen, which 
cannot be mistaken by the audience for either self-exposure or virtuoso performance (itself 
a kind of self-exposure), the young actor can afford to be less inhibited and self-conscious. 
There is a lively market in prostitutes, gangsters, monsters, punks, sex-kittens and rowdy 
louts among the chomses of school musicals, and the enthusiasm with which they are 
played is unmistakable. If there is a fantasy or wish-fialfilment component involved, ft is 
only made permissible through the licence given by the screen of theatrical unreality which 
is provided by the open acknowledgement that the actor is not being her- or himself, but is 
merely guying an exaggerated and recognisable stereotype. In the protection of this screen, 
the young player can be outrageous, anti-social, and even promiscuous, with impunity. At 
the same time the audience (especially the parents) do not need to be disturbed by the ill-
mannered and immoral behaviour confronting them, because its vety excess is proof that it 
is only 'children' play-acting within a non-threatening environment of general silliness. It 
is bound to have a strong appeal. 
There are three broad categories of stereotypical characters. The largest range consists of 
those which are recognisable from the evetyday lives of the performers and their audience, 
usually with an overlay of attributes from situation comedy and soap-opera. These 
domestic stereotypes begin at home with the brattish and infuriatingly intmsive baby 
brother or sister {His and Hers; Is This Heaven?; Kidstuff; 1945; Phantoad of the Opera) 
and the crass and embanassingly out-of-date parents {His and Hers, 1945: Wolfstock, 
where they even go so far as to have a portraft of the Queen on the wall; King of the Kids). 
The sexy-older-sister-who-tries-to-steal-your-boyfriend, vety much the staple of soap-
opera, appears only once, in His and Hers. It is revealing that I have met no counter-
images to these: there are no 'Brady Bunch' families of comically improbable sweetness 
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and light. Such families would presumably be easy enough to safirise, but they do not 
occur. It would seem that, to the adolescent, perfect families either do not have the sort of 
familiar, anxiety-raising immediacy that lies at the heart of social comedy, or they are too 
dull and improbable to be funny. 
School is a fmitful source of easy stereotypes. The comically incompetent teacher appears 
frequently {Garden ofAidan; Kidstuff; King of the Kids; Smithy!; also in the guise of an 
incompetent employer in Charades and Best Picture), and so does the dreaty 'swot' who 
studies to excess, works hard, and has no worthwhile social life. This character, on film 
and television, is nearly always male - the trait of studiousness is indistinguishable from 
the 'nerd' stereotype - but in school musicals is preponderantly female. I have recognised 
four male 'swots' {Curses!; Kidstuff; King of the Kids; Smithy!), and ten female ones 
{Charades; Click!; Cloudland; Curses!; Electric Cafe; Kidstuff; King of the Kids; 1945; No 
III Feeling; Smithy!). Where there are male swots, they have female counterparts with 
whom to pair at the end, presumably on the grounds that no 'normal' female would do so. 
Where the female swot is solo, she is either an ugly duckling (like Patsy in 1945) or a 
doomed old maid (like Louise in Cloudland). The unmistakable implicafion of the 
stereotype is that bookishness is neither praiseworthy in itself nor atfractive to the opposite 
sex. On the other hand, the most common character of all, the competent heroine, is -
where the matter comes up at all - well-read and intelligent, and does well in school, as 
Belinda does in Smithy! The message, apparently, is not that it is bad to be academically 
accomplished, but that it is offensive to be ostentatious about it, and disastrous to have 
nothing better to think about or live for. 
There are two stereotypes which appear to have their origin in common school types, but 
which have branched into the larger world. These are the fat, loud girl and the weedy, 
noisy boy, both desperately extroverted and given to playing the class-clown. Their 
presence in many musicals may be a nod in the direction of type-casting, acknowledging 
the need to use such people in featured comic roles (if only to keep them away from the 
leads, for which they would be physically unsuitable). The boy is given extravagant 
comedy-character roles in Canterbury Riders; Cloudland; Henry; His and Hers; Man of 
Steel; Move Over Mr Bigshot; and Phantoad of the Opera, while the girl is unmistakable in 
Canterbury Riders; Just Desserts; and Offbeat. She is probably also hidden in the wide 
range of 'dumb broad' or 'bimbo' roles {Canterbury Riders; His and Hers; Kidstuff; Move 
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Over Mr Bigshot; 1945; Waltzing Matilda) where a lack of inhibifion is far more valuable 
than mere looks. 
Common figures who only feature in one musical in my sample include the Calamity Jane-
style tomboy {How The West Was Warped, where Annabelle - unlike Calamity - does not 
end up forced into a wedding dress, but rides into the sunset, making her Hero-husband ride 
in the subordinate posftion behind her on their horse), and the depressed-looking 'gothic' 
girl, dressed in black and moping {The Garden ofAidan). Punks appear in five musicals -
Burger Brain, Click!, Coast, Electric Cafe and Offbeat. 
Owing less to the school-yard and rather more to the glossy television soaps is the 
stereotypical 'rich bitch', whom I have identified in fourteen school musicals {Canterbury 
Riders; Charades; Cloudland; Curses!; Dragons; Henry; Hound of Music; Is This Heaven?; 
Jungle Fantasy; Man of Steel; No III Feeling; Phantoad of the Opera; Pirates, The 
Tempest), often with cronies who are similarly snooty and condescending. Even where (as 
in Man of Steel), this character-type is actually the villain, they have the extravagance and 
deviousness of their television counterparts, but never the viciousness or the capacity to do 
actual harm. A few, such as the Queen in Jungle Fantasy, find love and reform by 
becoming helpfial to those they have schemed against, but most are subjected to bizane but 
carefully non-sadistic punishments. Lulu {Charades) converts to communism and defects 
to Russia, while in Henry, Catherine Below-Pan, who pretends to be pregnant to 
manipulate her husband, is punished by discovering that she really is pregnant - with 
quadmplets. 
The second categoty of stereotypes might be called, in contrast, the exotic stereotypes, and 
consists of characters who do not really exist - at least not in the stereotypical form - in 
life, but have attained an almost archetypal cunency in fiction. The mad professor 
{Gumshoe; Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie; No III Feeling; Offbeat) is representative, as are 
the gangster-villains {Bats; Mad If You Think I Am!; Offbeat; discussed in detail elsewhere) 
and the villain's henchmen, almost always comic and incompetent {Bats; Best Picture; 
Charades; Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie; Offbeat; Sheer Luck, Holmes; Sheik, Rattle & 
Roll; Smithy!, where Thuggo is a lone henchman; Son of Phantom; Waltzing Matilda). In 
Gumshoe the henchmen are women, in Charades one of them is; and only in Best Picture 
are the corporate sycophants who serve as henchmen competent at what they do. 
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Some of these stereotypes fall short of the ideals of what has come to be called 'polifical 
conectness': the comic foreigner is a feature in Charades (Al, the Italian who mns the 
milk-bar); Cloudland: (Nick, the Greek who mns the milk-bar, Italians who only dance the 
Samba); Food For Thought (10 chefs, each a different nafional cliche); Henry (wariike 
Prussians); No III Feeling (Indian doctor, German psychiatrist); Follies!! (cliche 
ambassadors); Son of Phantom (English, French, American, Swedish and Japanese); and 
Wolfstock (Arab, French, Hungarian). These are the incidental characters; there are also 
comic foreign villains such as the slinking Chinese in Sheer Luck Holmes and Gumshoe, 
the stingy Scot in Bilge, the Russians in Charades, Man of Steel and Gumshoe, and the 
Nazis in Hound of Music. The maxim implicit in these representations is that to be foreign 
is, without exception, to be comical. 
This implicit racism is one of the less pleasant aspects of the custom-written musicals. 
There is a wanant, of sorts, for it in the many mainstream musicals which (perhaps 
perpetuating the attitudes of the Minstrel-shows which feature among their antecedents) 
make the unthinking assumption that to be different from the dominant culture is to be 
inferior, and that to be inferior is to be fimny. American Indians are funny in Annie get 
Your Gun, and Calamity Jane, French people are comic in The Boyfriend, Asians and their 
customs are laughable in The Mikado and The King and I, Negroes are colourful and 
amusing in Showboat. South Pacific is one of the vety few classic musicals to question 
these imperialist assumptions. When Lt Joe Cable sings "You 've Got to be Carefully 
Taught" (II.4, p.79), he is arguing against the casual assumptions of white supremacy. But 
even this daring (for 1949, when the show opened) statement of enlightened social values is 
equivocal, since Cable is killed three scenes later - by coloured people. 
The racism of school musicals is not aggressive or proselytising, and ft is nearly always 
couched in a joke. It reflects the same assumption, that difference can be made less 
disturbing if it is treated as evidence of inferiority, and therefore comic. The militarist 
German King in Henry has a wife who is a cartoon of a Wagnerian soprano, wearing a 
homed helmet and singing piercing high notes whenever she is excited. This, and many 
examples like it, can be defended on the grounds that they are simply comedy, that no 
offensiveness is intended and that, in fact, the caricatures are so extreme that it would be 
hypersensitive to regard them as ethnic slurs. Nonetheless, the unexamined assumption 
that different equals funny is always present, and seems to suggest that it is in fact a 
reflection of the attitudes of the writers, players and audiences. School musicals do not, as 
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a general mle, concem themselves with changing the attitudes of the participants. They are 
an entertainment and, as such, they conform with the attitudes of their milieu rather than 
challenging them. The musicals are only rarely actively or hatefully racist, but they take 
extensive advantage of the widespread undercunent of xenophobia in the community, 
which finds 'nothing wrong' in the evetyday use of condescending jokes about racial, 
ethnic or national difference. 
Colour-issues provide some peculiar situations. The theatrically subtle Jungle Fantasy 
manages to pretend that colour-difference does not exist. The plot involves interaction 
between an African tribe (the Bonglies), the Jungle Queen (a marooned silent-screen star) 
and her all-female assembly of 'Jungle Cats', a troop of monkeys and a few European 
interlopers. The Cats, who remain permanently young and beautiful thanks to the Spring of 
Youth (thus providing a large choms group of teenage girls who are "actually" over 40) 
were babies from the Bongly tribe who were given to the Queen in infancy as votaty 
offerings, but they are now, apparently, all as white as she is. They are obsessed by the fact 
that they have never seen a man, although they have regular contact with the Bonglies, and 
the only man they are interested in seeing is Tartan, who is also white. Their Bongly 
relatives, it seems, are not really 'men'. The romantic aspects of the plot operate entirely 
among the white characters. In 2061: A Space Idiocy, a race of flesh-eating aliens are 
infelicitously described as "armed with tradftional clubs and spears" (SD 22). Mr Ugg and 
the Bionic Budgie includes jokes about colour, such as that when the Dame-character is 
found to have soot on her face, she avers that "Marcia Hines swears by it" (60). 
2061 at least makes an aftempt at political conectness. Its aliens are ostensibly used to 
make a point about being mde to people who are physically different, with a pleasant twist 
as Bug-eyed Monsters sit around playing "Spot the Alien", but the attempt is not thought 
through. Mr Spook, who has been repeatedly teased about the shape of his ears, appears at 
the finale with 'normal' ears, while the rest of the crew have had a similar operation to give 
themselves 'Spook' ears. This Gift of the Magi resolution precisely misses the point that 
you don't resolve difference by changing the difference, you resolve it by changing your 
attitude to difference, and declines into a mere sight-gag. The plot of Electric Cafe 
revolves around the curious concept (frequent in cheap science-fiction) that human genes 
are fabulously attractive to races which have solved the riddles of pan-galactic physics, and 
that aliens are desperately keen to mate with us. What is odd is that we oppose the idea on 
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the racist (species-ist) notion that ft is not a step up for us. For a change in this case ft is our 
men, not our women, that the aliens are after. 
Cloudland's heroine, being interviewed as a Miss Rainbow contestant, declaims that "Of 
course we must be tolerant of the people who come to live in and share this wonderful 
countty; but we need to allow the uniqueness of our culture to develop unhindered" (127). 
It is unlikely that the condescension of "toleranf' is intentional irony. Is This Heaven? does 
rather better, and its original (Byron Bay) version includes some bilingual sequences 
(English/Spanish) to accommodate non-English-speaking smdents who wished to 
participate. 
Some plays portray racism as a historical fact: Waltzing Matilda's contemptuous remarks 
about Aboriginals and Chinese immigrants are perfectly authentic and in-period, but no 
effort is made to present any counter-reality. 1945 is also authentic in the loathing its 
characters express for the Japanese, and clearly takes the Australian side in the distmst and 
jealousy which is expressed towards the American soldiers stationed in Brisbane, but -
once again - seeks to handle this feeling by making jokes about its objects. The only 
Aboriginal character I have seen appears in the early versions of Captain Starlight, where 
(in accordance with the novel) Wanigal helps Kate to betray the heroes. The character was 
cut in the major revisions of the early 1970s, primarily because the productions to that time 
had not been able to find a suitable Aboriginal actor, and 'black-face' was unsatisfactoty 
for a serious role (Paul Sherman, Interview, 26 July 1996). 
The casual racism of the scripts, however, does not seem to extend to the casting. When 
Scots-PGC staged Captain Starlight in 1989, they had trouble finding a suitable Starlight, 
and finally settled on Papas Garap who is vety black. In rationalisation, they added lines to 
the effect that Starlight had 'recently anived from India'. His performance was apparenfiy 
excellent and nobody minded the physical incongmity or the variation from the novel. In 
1991 the school cast another coloured student (Greg Schwager)as Sherlock in Sheer Luck, 
Holmes, but by this time the school magazine does not even bother to mention ft (Scots-
PGC, The Tartan, 1989,1991). At Caboolture SHS in 1992 a black actor named Tipene 
Mosese played the title role in Man of Steel, again without comment (Caboolture SHS, 
Magazine, 1992), and Yeppoon SHS's Little Shop of Horrors in 1995 featured an un-named 
Asian student as Seymour (Yeppoon SHS, Malnkana, 1995). Magazine photos showing 
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Students with Asian features in choms and minor roles have become so normal that they are 
scarcely worth remarking. 
In mitigation, ft is possible that an uncertainty about the availability of actors with the skill 
to handle accents may contribute to the need to play foreigners as funny. The normal 
response to such a concem, however, would be to write fewer such characters, and this is 
not what happens. Funny foreigners are much more prevalent in school musicals, and 
particularly in ineverent ones, than they are in mainstream musicals. The same is tme of 
humour which is dependent upon peculiarities of speech. Nigel {Smithy!, Follies!!) has a 
lisp which is central to his comedy function, and which is mocked by other characters, 
while Sheer Luck, Holmes has an extensive routine where the Chinese henchmen, having 
exhausted their range of Chinese-accent gags, attempt to impersonate Cockneys, leading to 
such linguistic atrocities as "Of course me old clock Splanow" (1.4, n.p.). It would seem 
that the ease with which stereotypes can be played, and the resultant bizane improbability, 
is the real motivation for the plethora of foreign roles in ineverent musicals. When One-
Hung-Low and Who-Flung-Dung burst inepressibly into song and dance, proclaiming that 
they are "chinging in the rain" {Sheer Luck, Holmes 1.4, n.p.), they may be sailing close to 
the winds of the Racial Vilification Act, but they are also revelling in an absurd world 
where anything is permissible if it communicates with the audience, and hopefully 
offending none but the most dogmatic of social reformers. It is only in such a world that a 
character can be accused of colour-prejudice with a throw-away line: "You always eat the 
red ones lasf' {The Garden ofAidan 48). 
The disabled are rarely depicted. There are comic hunchbacked servants in Dracula 
Spectacular (Ghengis) and Son of Phantom (Wasimoto), and a whole choms-group of 
deformed monsters in Bats, presumably in accordance with the honor-movie cliche. In The 
Hound of Music Dr Von Frankentrapp is a Moreau-type figure who surgically engineers 
strange creatures out of living and mechanical spare parts and calls them children. Some of 
these are liftle more than living appliances, including a kitchen fidy and a wheelie-bin 
named Ofto, but they have dialogue, songs, dances, and entirely human emotions. The 
reluctance to use stereotypical deformity probably relates to the habit in most schools of 
ttying to find a way to include disabled smdents in the cast. Pittsworth SHS, for example, 
included a Downs Syndrome girl and a deaf student in their 1997 Bye Bye Birdie (HCM). 
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There are fiirther groups of exotic stereotypes which do not have such sensitive 
implications, including aliens in 2061: A Space Oddity; ghosts in Curses!, and a wood-
sprite, Obrin (somewhere between Oberon and Puck), in The Garden ofAidan. God 
appears in Sherwoodstock and Is This Heaven?; the Devil in Villains. God is a particularly 
clear example of the use of stereotypes by confrast. Since ft is virtually impossible to play 
the character according to any accepted mass perception, the comic effect is sought by 
making it clear that the character is God, and then playing strongly against type. In 
Sherwoodstock, God is a golfing fanatic, and in Is This Heaven? God is a woman who is 
preoccupied with plans to open a night-club. 
The representation of animals is a related use of the exotic stereotype. Since Rover the 
police dog {Bats) cannot be portrayed realistically, the comedy derives from a wilful refusal 
to even tty. Rover has a fondness for lamp-posts (21), but he is undeniably a human in a 
dog-cosmme. Other animals, such as Charles the chimpanzee {Jungle Fantasy), the Green 
Tree Frog {Follies!!) and Gerald the Clever Sheep {The Cocky of Bungaree) go even 
further, and talk and interact like any other character, with the single difference being 
regular reminders that they are really supposed to be animals. The pantomime cow has no 
place in school musicals, which prefer the altemate convenfion of tuming the animals into 
humans, like Puss in Boots. Von Frankentrapp's 'children' (described above) take the 
concept even fiirther, bluning the lines between human, monster and machine. Once again, 
the comic power of the image comes from the absurdity of the contrast with the normal 
stereotypical concept of a dog, a sheep, or a hair-dtyer. 
Where real animals are called for, the limited resources of schools lead to bizane 
expedients. Photographs of Runcom SHS's 1996 Annie show the adopted Sandy being 
portrayed by a stuffed toy dog (Runcom SHS, In Step, 1996), which says something about 
ineverence and audience acceptance. It compares well with the hobby-horses in How The 
West Was Warped (see p.290-1). Where you don't have the resources to play something 
realistically, you make a feamre of the inadequacies, and use them to endear yourselves to 
the audience. 
Comedy cleaning women appear in Man of Steel, 2061: A Space Idiocy and Mr Ugg and 
the Bionic Budgie, always wearing a scarf over curlers and called 'cleaning ladies', and 
there is a tea-lady in Sheer Luck, Holmes who is in the same mould. These are almost 
cartoon-like caricatures and, perhaps in combination with foreign milk-bar proprietors, are 
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as near as ineverent musicals come to an attempt to portray servants. They are definitely 
exotic, rather than domestic, and offer a welcome relief from the apparent insensitivity of 
most of the stereotypes. The ineverent musicals - in sharp contrast to the mainstream 
shows such as The Boyfriend, Half A Sixpence and Me And My Girl which condescendingly 
depict the working classes as quaintly amusing - are not cognisant of a society which is 
divided into social classes. On the odd occasions where they introduce 'lower class' 
characters, these musicals go beyond the conventional trivialisation to make outrageous and 
completely unrealistic caricatures, and this appears to be an attempt (although not an 
entirely successful one) to avoid looking down on an underprivileged class, and to promote 
an egalitarian spirit. 
Thirdly, there are the stereotypes which cover the principal characters. These include the 
competent heroine, who is clearly evident in at least 24 of the musicals, and the more 
conventional ingenue, who appears in perhaps seven, but is frequently somewhat 
contaminated. In Hound of Music she is a werewolf, and in Wolfstock she is happily in love 
with one; in No III Feeling and Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie she is over-innocent and 
pure to the point of parody, and in Man of Steel she is a career-woman. In each of these 
cases the stereotypical ingenue is the jumping-off point for a character who is somewhat 
different. The recognition of the type is sought, and then subverted in order to question the 
vety idea of the pure, sweet, and not vety bright heroine. Only in Burger Brain and 
Cloudland is the role played conventionally. The heroine's best friend who is rather plain 
and almost a wall-flower appears in Cloudland; Dido & Aeneas; His and Hers; 1945; and 
Wolfstock. Heroines will be discussed in more detail in the section on Women (p.255). 
There are three main classes of hero: the hero proper (who is again frequently mocked for 
excessive heroism), the flawed hero (who is unpleasant but tends to be - usually 
sarcastically -forgiven because he is, after all, the hero), and the stupid hero (who is the 
most common of all). These, too, will be discussed further in the following section 
(Villains and Heroes). 
School musicals use cliches and formulae for the things they do not want to examine (such 
as Gangsters and Monsters) and use reflexivity, ineverence and nonsense on the things 
which are important (such as Theatricality, Fear of the unknown. Death, Violence and 
Love). This is an important part of the formula: that ft deals with real issues while 
pretending not to deal with them. Didacticism is unthinkable, because it entails 
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seriousness, and seriousness involves direct confrontafion rather than oblique exploration of 
things which are troubling. 
Stereotypes play a major role in the constmction of characters in school musicals. This can 
be, at times, a banen process when it is done unimaginatively. Roland Barthes makes a 
protest against stereotypes which is revealing: "Usually the stereotype is a sad affair, since 
it is constituted by a necrosis of language, a prosthesis brought in to fill a hole in writing. 
Yet at the same time it cannot but occasion a huge burst of laughter: ft takes itself 
seriously, believes itself to be closer to the tmth because indifferent to its nature as 
language. It is at once comy and solemn" (387). The cominess and the protesting laughter 
are tumed to good account in ineverent musicals, which are concemed with disputing the 
traditional theatrical conventions. Since stereotypes are a routine part of theatrical 
convention and, as such regard themselves as a sort of short-cut to tmth, an abandoned 
over-use of them can acmally help to call those convenfions into question. Quite apart 
from the economy of stereotypes in exposition, and the relative comfort of them as cloaks 
for inexperienced or under-skilled actors who may experience both technical and emotional 
difficulty in developing more subtle characterisations, the stereotype serves as a means to 
question the process of representing a 'character' on stage. Especially when the 
represented character is delineated by contrast with a stereotypical expectation, or by 
playing an excessive exaggeration of that expectation, the vety idea that the performer is 
'being' someone else is subverted. 
Villains & Heroes. 
"In an industrial society ... where man becomes a number in the realm of the organization which 
has usurped his decision-making role, he has no means of production and is thus deprived 
of his power to decide. Individual strength, if not exerted in sports activities, is left abased when 
confronted with the strength of machines which determine man's very movements. In such a society 
the positive hero must embody to an unthinkable degree the power demands 
that the average citizen nurtures but cannot satisfy. " (Umberto Eco 107) 
The first question which an actor might ask when approaching a character is whether 
he/she/it is supposed to be a 'goodie' or a 'baddie'. This is no longer a simple question. 
School musicals still, like many other forms of entertainment, rely heavily on the 
dichotomy between good and evil which is at the core of most faity-tales, but it is no longer 
possible to regard the distinction as absolute. The second question which the actor might 
ask is whether the audience is supposed to like or admire the character, and the answer to 
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this is no longer an automatic consequence of the answer to the first. There are villains 
who are lovable, and there are heroes who are stupid and even despicable. Storytelling has 
been influenced by an increasing need to acknowledge complexity. 
Nonetheless, as Robert Hughes points out, "the need for absolute goodies and absolute 
baddies mns deep in us" (120), and that need is reflected in the fact that a great many of the 
plots of custom-written musicals are - at least superficially - melodrama adventures where 
a villain proposes to do something dreadful, and the forces of good or of innocence or of 
social responsibility thwart the evil intent, but only after a stmggle. Arthur Asa Berger 
offers a rationale for this type of plot 
The hero-villain conflict is, indirectly, a conflict between good and evil; we know that good 
will win, generally speaking, but it is seeing how good wins that interests us. Connected to 
the notion of goodness is that of freedom. Heroes and their helpers fight for freedom. In 
some cases this means escaping from an evil empire (as was the case in the "Death Star" 
episode in Star Wars), but it also involves neufralizing the power of the villain and his 
followers and, if possible, desfroying the evil empire. 
One of the basic motivations of heroes, who tend to be young, is that of romantic love - of 
the hero for the heroine. Countering that is the lust of the villains, who tend to be old. 
Obviously, a conflict between a young male and an old villain over a woman has Oedipal 
aspects to it that need to be considered. (Berger, Genres, 20) 
It is difficuft to apply this model to school musicals. The technical restrictions of the form, 
and the acute awareness of its differences from film, tend to take away a lot of the pleasures 
of actually "seeing how good wins". The plot mechanisms are fairly predictable, and 
frequently improbable, from the deus ex machina to the cavalty galloping over the hill. I 
have already discussed (p. 181 ff.) the manner in which chaotic endings not only 
compensate for the lack of car-chases and shoot-outs, but also how they serve to subvert the 
conventions of tidy and logical resolutions. How good wins is not really the issue for 
school musicals. Audiences generally seem to prefer that it does, but the real point (as with 
romantic love) seems to be not even the mechanics of the struggle, but the amount of 
incidental colour, excitement and pleasure that can be extracted along the way. The actual 
how - the fine detailing of an intricate and coherent plot -is comparatively unimportant 
alongside the pleasures of the trimmings for which the stmggle is little more than an 
excuse. As with romanfic love, again, there is no expectation that the villain will triumph, 
but the school musical builds a certain dramatic tension by a series of signals which tease 
the audience with the probability that the ending will not be entirely predictable or 
satisfactoty. 
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In conventional drama, dramatic tension is created by the degree to which the audience is 
convinced (however fleetingly) that evil might actually triumph, and dramatic safisfaction 
is created by the underlying certainty that it will not, which is why improbable triumphs of 
virtue are so readily accepted. Dramatic excitement is created by putting a tinge of doubt 
into the underlying certainty. It is possible to argue that, at some level, audiences actually 
hope, fear, or even expect that evil will win, and are deeply (perhaps falsely) consoled 
when it does not. In ineverent musicals, this set of expectations is re-stmctured, so that the 
only thing the audience can predict is continuing cheerful disorder, and the only emotions 
they need expect to confront are laughter and bewilderment. 
To this end, both heroes and villains are depicted in ways which challenge the conventions 
conceming them. One of the greatest changes is that heroes are seldom "motivated", in 
Berger's terms, by romantic love, as previously discussed, and I have encountered no 
example of an elderly villain lusting after an innocent heroine. The 'Oedipal aspects' of the 
stmggle have little cunency here. Such levels of psychoanalytic meaning as can be 
discemed in school musicals seem to be more concemed with conflict between aspects 
within the individual, which tend to be dramatised as separated characters. The villain is 
not your father, he is urges within yourself, which might or might not have aspects in 
common with your father, and which conflict with the basic need to socialise and to gain 
social acceptance. These urges are basically post-Oedipal, and are primarily concemed 
with ego, generally expressed in terms of money and power, rather than sex. In school 
musicals, especially, there is good reason to minimise sex, because while the urges are 
there, they are heavily repressed (not least by pressures of the social stmcture upon their 
objects) and difficuft to deal with. The villains, if they are older at all, are villains because 
they attempt to assert power over the hero (or the society in general) by unfair means, not 
because they are sexual rivals. These are the real issues of adolescence: power, freedom, 
faimess, and social acceptance. Sexual fmstration is present, of course, but there seems to 
be no serious attempt to deal with it. 
Instead, heroes tend to be motivated by the fact that they are heroes. The tifie, reputation, 
and even costume of the hero are more important than his deeds.-
It is obvious that a person need not acmally possess the traits or perform the roles which 
make him a hero, villain or fool.... The imputation of such types occurs through an 
impression conveyed by a drama or story rather than a mere matter of fact... Rationality, 
therefore, should not be sfressed as a factor in the recognition of heroes, villains and fools. 
(Klapp, Heroes 59) 
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Or, as Warshow more directly states it: "A hero is one who looks like a hero" (153). It 
follows that once a character has been nominated as a Hero, he need not acmally do any 
heroic deeds, and in fact the nomination is funnier and more appealing if he does not. The 
extreme case here is How The West Was Warped, whose hero has no name and is simply 
called Hero. As a personality, this puts him on a par with a minor character whose name is 
Indian Chief He does not appear until two-thirds of the way through the first act, "dressed 
all in white and just too good to be true. He is everything good, just and brave that a Hero 
should be. He is also riding a white hobby-horse" (SD 27). He introduces himself 
modestly: 
HERO: Howdy folks! I'm the Hero of this story! I don't need no name cos Heroes like me 
don't need them! Besides, I'm gonna be too busy rescuing the lady folk, fighting 
bad guys and generally being so wholesome, nice, dependable, politically correct, 
honest and charming that, shucks, well I reckon that I'll have made most of you 
vomit by the second act! {How The West Was Warped 21) 
He then proceeds to sing "Good Guys Always Wear White", which includes the information 
that he can eat "a can of baked beans./ Without those nasty side-effects" (28) and ends with 
him offering to kiss his horse. After such a beginning, it is hardly surprising that he does 
little but posture and run away for the rest of the play. At the showdown, to his credit, he 
offers to take on the villain, Bad Bart, in a shoot-out, but Bart - well aware of the 
conventions of fiction - refuses to tty conclusions with a Hero, "cos you'll win! Think I'm 
stupid or something?" (62). It is left to Miss Lamb and the women of the Temperance 
League to do the fighting and defeat Bart and his (mostly female) minions. Just in case 
there is any doubt about the Hero's masculine dominance, Annabelle takes him up behind 
her as they ride into the sunset, repeating the opinion that she had expressed when she first 
met him: "Come on Hero, it's time for you to have my babies!" (67). 
Jim, the hero of Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie, whose real name tums out to be James 
Bond, fares a little better. When Alison is kidnapped by Mr Ugg, she knows he will rescue 
her: "He's a hero, and I have complete faith in him" (56). An ABC news-reader, 
commenting on the action, describes him as "probably the most boring character in this 
whole dreaty stOty" (63), but Jim does at least help the other more active characters to 
rescue Alison when the Bionic Budgie's batteries go flat. 
Jim's general lack of enterprise almost qualifies him for the largest group of Heroes, who 
are distinguished by their utter stupidity. The Prince of Araby does not want to reclaim his 
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rightfiil kingdom, but once he is persuaded to tty he becomes addicted to oratoty and 
alienates most of the citizens with indiscriminate ravings. Most importantly, he is sexually 
unaware. He is surprised when Jasmine mentions babies, and thinks they come from the 
royal stork {Sheik, Rattle & Roll, 24), and when forced to spend the night in a harem, he 
wonders "what are we going to do?"(33). When his 'beloved' manies someone else he 
shmgs her off with "Well, I never liked her anyway" (38), and he never does recover his 
kingdom. Leem does not see much action as the hero of the mostly domestic and romantic 
entanglements of His and Hers, but he is a representative figure of adolescent ineptitude. 
His courtship of Lyssa is an endless series of disasters, from failing to remember that she 
has been in his class since Grade 4 (6), to giving her a stuffed cat for Christmas (18). When 
he is reluctantly forced into a male-preening fight with the Neanderthal Lefty, he achieves 
an honourable draw (27), but neither of them considers consulting the girl, and neither of 
them gets her. As hero of Charades, Clark Kent (no relation) is repeatedly beaten up by 
mistake (27, 33,44), refuses to believe in the existence of the Russian villains (67), but at 
least gets the girl he wants, even if she is not the heroine. Blatantly stupid or inept heroes 
also appear in Best Picture; Dido & Aeneas; The Garden ofAidan; The Legend of Bilge; 
Jungle Fantasy (although Tartan claims to be only pretending to be smpid); Man of Steel; 
1945; No III Feeling; Phantoad of the Opera; Pirates; and Son of Phantom. As a general 
mle, stupid heroes are balanced by competent heroines who do the real work of seeing the 
acfion to its conclusion, but they are seldom paired romantically with them. 
A few heroes are given different handicaps. In Sherwoodstock, Robin is a psychotic war-
veteran, and in Gumshoe Mac Hunter is a dmnk, a thief and a cheat, while Jay Nunty 
{Wolfstock) is a werewolf, who was bom with fleas. Billy, in King of the Kids, is the class 
'bad boy' and so - with a vengeance - is Michael Smith {Smithy!, Follies!!). Smith is also 
anogantly and aggressively sexist, as is the excessively vain Prince in The Prince's Pursuit. 
Dick Marston, the secondaty hero in Captain Starlight, might well be added to the list of 
flawed heroes, since despite being unfaithful and condemned to death for bush-ranging, he 
is granted a pardon and still gets the girl. One of the main functions of the flawed hero 
appears to be to demonstrate male social insensftivity, and much more time is devoted to 
this than to fighting baddies. Flawed heroes, too, are frequently accompanied by competent 
heroines, but they are much more likely to end up paired with them. All of those listed here 
get the girl, and only the Prince (who does not have a competent heroine) is condemned to 
marty a vapid blonde. 
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The pairing of competent heroines with flawed heroes and pure heroes, contrasted to the 
lack of such a pairing with stupid heroes, is almost a hallmark of the ineverent musical. 
Musicals which do not conform to one of these pattems (such as The Prince's Pursuit, 
where a flawed hero manies a minor character, or 1945, where a competent heroine manies 
a stupid hero) are likely to be more conventional in other ways as well. But there are, 
needless to say, exceptions: King of the Kids, for example, in which a flawed hero pairs 
with a vety competent heroine, is in most respects entirely conventional, while Bats, which 
is spectacularly ineverent, does not really have a hero at all, and the competent heroine 
manies the bland and slightly priggish Fritz Dracula, a mere juvenile lead, who does not 
anive until the second act, and is apparently not even a vampire. 
Custom-written school musicals overwhelmingly reject the tradition of the capable and 
admirable hero. But they do not, as has been the twentieth centuty vogue, replace him with 
an anti-hero. The anti-hero, from Don Quixote to Yossarian, is still (albeit in a passive-
aggressive way) a male-power figure and, as far as school musicals are concemed, not vety 
useful. To a certain extent this rejection must be attributed to the development of the 
competent heroine which, by a simple reversal, replaces the conventional strong-
courageous-man/ helpless-pliant-woman configuration with a strong woman and a helpless 
man. But the reversal goes further, since the ineverent hero is also a comic figure, which 
the standard passive heroine is not. It seems likely that there is a reluctance to allow 
principal males to become dependent on females, or to sunender central 'heroic' power 
without some kind of compensation. Whereas it has long been acceptable for a heroine to 
be submissive to the hero, the reverse is not acceptable, and where the heroine takes over 
the active role, the hero must be allowed to regain some pride by becoming a featured 
comedy player. Nor may the competent heroine become aggressive or conspicuously 
masculine, despite her ascendant position. Certainly, there are no submissive heroes in the 
samples I have collected, and there are no swashbuckling or adventurous heroines. 
This re-assignment of roles fulfils the fundamental drive of ineverence, which is to 
question the accepted modes of theatrical storytelling. The traditional role of the hero is a 
fairly silly concept, especially in a highly urbanised society where it is extremely difficult 
to find dragons, even metaphorical ones, to slay, where guns have superseded masculine 
muscle, and where cunning is evety bit as useful as courage. The old-style hero is out-
dated. There is in fact no reason why the principal male has to be the one who does the 
Dlannine and the world-saving, and there are now a considerable number of ineverent plays 
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which demonsfrate that the contraty is both possible and highly entertaining. This is, 
however, one area where the usual abandon of the ineverent approach seems to have been 
tempered, and the reason for the unaccustomed restraint appears to be a desire (or a 
perceived need) to cosset the fragile masculine ego, although whether of the players or the 
audience is not clear. While it is likely that the reversal would not have been possible at all 
before the rise of feminism, it is of course possible that it is not so much a political 
statement as a developmental one, a minor of the proverbial wisdom that, in any given age 
group under about twenty, the giris will be more developed and mature, physically, 
intellectually and emotionally, than the boys, and therefore more capable of the responsible 
funcfions of heroism. Even so, it would seem that there is still a perceptible pressure 
against public admissions of male inferiority. Ineverence is usually brash and occasionally 
offensive in a genial, well-meaning way, and this preservation of male pride would appear 
to be the only area in which it takes some pains to be sensitive. 
The ineverent demolition of the hero, however, is only practical when the villain has 
undergone a parallel modification. According to the classical model, villains 
tend to be alienated and unloved and they sublimate their sexual longings and aberrations 
into a quest for power and domination. Villains may have enchanfresses who work with 
them, or captive women, and have sexual relations with them, but generally speaking 
women (or at least normal women) do not love villains, though they may be intoxicated by 
their wealth and power. (Berger, Genres, 21) 
This is altogether too serious for school musical villains, who tend to be as likeable as 
everyone else, although they are usually grotesque in one way or another, and whose sex-
lives tend to be, if anything, less interesfing than the norm. The important thing seems to 
be that they must not be more potent than the forces opposed to them, because this might 
raise anxieties in the audience about what the outcome will be, which might in tum cause 
the audience to focus their attention on the plot rather than on the decorations. Where plot 
is reduced to a vehicle, a mere background for the extravagances of the acfion, it is 
important that villainy be stripped of any power to create fear if balance is to be 
maintained. 
A delicate series of adjustments are made to maintain this balance. On the one side, a 
credible (or at least a tolerable) predicament is required, upon which to hang the action, 
while on the other hand the predicament must not be so threatening or frightening as to 
demand serious attention. As a general mle the predicament is established vcty early, and 
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nothing concrete or constmctive is done about it until vety late in the play. The interim is 
filled with comedy routines, songs, dances, and a great deal of procrastination and mnning 
about to no particular purpose. If the predicament were really threatening, the audience 
would be likely to become impatient or even annoyed that the victims were doing so little 
about it. It is important that the performers, the characters, and the audience be able to 
dally along the way without causing anxiety. 
The predicament may, in fact, be quite serious. There are careers at stake {Charades, 
Hound of Music, Just Desserts, Offbeat); there is the fate of a dramatic production {His 
Majesty's Pleasure, Phantoad of the Opera, Smithy!); there are mass-murderers about, 
either singly {Food For Thought) or in gangs {Sheer Luck Holmes, in which Jack the Ripper 
makes an appearance as an aperitif); there is the fate of cities {How The West Was Warped, 
Man of Steel, Sherwoodstock) and of nations {Henry, King Macbee, Mad If You Think I 
Am!, Follies!!, Sheik, Rattle & Roll); there is world-domination {Gumshoe, Mr Ugg and the 
Bionic Budgie, 2061); and there is even etemal damnation {Harry: The Prodigal, Is This 
Heaven?, Villains). In the face of these perils, the obvious and most common strategy is to 
minimise the simation (which is already susceptible of being mocked as a cliche) by utterly 
trivialising the perpetrator. The greatest risk in doing so seems to be that the process of 
trivialising both the threat and the villain might go too far, and reduce the situation, not to 
the desired level of absurdity, but to childishness. 
The first move is that the villain be a comic stereotype: usually foreign, a career criminal 
or gangster, frequently bungling, often a fmsfrated megalomaniac, and never too 
competent. The second move, where this seems too simplistic, is to subdivide the villain 
into a set of villains, usually by providing two (ft is almost always two) comic henchmen, 
slapstick comedians who meticulously bungle evety task they are given. Where there are 
henchmen (and they appear in about one third of the custom-written musicals), the 
principal villain is likely to become less clownish and, while remaining a comic character, 
be a little more greasily threatening and more openly sadistic. 
This device goes back at least to the beginning of the ineverent musical in Australia: Man 
of Steel has roles for four Henchmen and four Apprentice Henchmen, and the Big Boss is a 
Russian gangster with a fondness for torture (she is also named Olga, but I shall come back 
to that), who does not appear until late in the play and who has two solo songs but just 28 
lines to speak. Denver & Donicott's second collaboration. Sheer Luck, Holmes, refines the 
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formula: Madame Wee Poo is a Chinese gangster, still with sadisfic leanings, and her 29 
lines are mostly berafing her two Chinese henchmen. She has no songs. Sheik, Rattle and 
Roll has two villains, the melodramatic and sadistic Caliph and the bumbling, hen-pecked 
Prince Abscess, who divide the stage and the comedy fairly equally with their henchmen, 
Guard I and Guard II. There is always a flexible potential to add exfra choms-villains. 
Bats provides a surplus of villains. There are two henchmen, Nosher and Nasher, who are 
not really working for anyone, but rush in and out failing to commft unlikely crimes to help 
them pay for an Intemational Underworid conference headed by a Big Boss in an inflatable 
'fat-suit', who is deflated in the third scene, and not heard from again. None of these 
villains have any direct connection with the main villain. Count Dracula, who does not 
appear until Act Two, Scene Four, vety close to the end. 
The pattem established, and followed by many of the other musicals, is that the principal 
villain is not a large role, and much of the comedy must be siphoned off to subordinates. 
Few are as minimal as Madame Wee Poo, and most get at least one song, usually a 
rollicking one, but care is taken that they do not become the primaty focus of either the 
acfion or the comedy. In 2061: A Space Oddity, the Dark Force does not appear at all, 
except as a voice-over, and works entirely by proxy. His henchmen are androids, with two 
main ones hindered by a third, childlike one known as Homebrand, and there is a flexible 
choms of yet more androids. Burger Brain goes even further, and the absentee villain is a 
computer, visible as a megalomaniac electronic hamburger with a speaker-system for 
voice-overs, who sings "Hamburgers Today - Tomorrow the World", accompanied by tap-
dancing robots. Its proxies are human, but they are not baddies, and the ending 
demonstrates that they are all nice people who have been brain-washed by the hamburger. 
The purpose of all this is plainly to make sure that the audience does not identify with or 
become too attached to the main villain. If they are contraty enough to want to support the 
cause of evil, they are to be lured into taking sides with the henchmen or other assistant 
villains, who seldom do anything constmctive towards furthering the villains' causes. 
I suspect that there is a secondaty function, too. When the heroes (and, occasionally, 
heroines) are captured and imprisoned by their enemies, it is by comic and inefficient 
underlings, and this can only serve to reduce audience identification with the 'good' 
characters, too. They are, in such circumstances, not seriously threatened (baddies get hurt 
far more often than goodies), but more significantly, their own competence becomes 
suspect, if it wasn't already. The undercufting of both heroes and villains contributes to the 
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ineverent intention of removing audience focus from the stoty, and tuming it towards the 
theatricality of the event. Lack of empathy and identificafion with the characters - which 
might be expected, where they are all so silly, to be felt by the performers as well - moves 
the attention of all the participants onto the central transaction, which is that between the 
performer and the audience, and the act of performance itself 
There are a limited number of special cases where additional factors seem to operate in the 
treatment of villains. One of these is a nod to topical social relevance: in The Cocky of 
Bungaree, Sherwoodstock and Son of Phantom the villain is a property developer and, by 
automatic extension, an environmental vandal. These are not foreign or exotic: the first is 
named Sir Sydney Harbour, the second is a conglomerate of well-known figures in the 
Queensland National Party, and the third is Tim Boon (after a Victorian town near where 
the play was first staged). Sir Sydney has a lone Scots henchman (the play has a cast of 
only 8); the National Party are virtually all henchmen, subordinate to King Richard who 
does not appear until the second-last scene; and Boon has his hit-man, Horace, who 
advertises for and audftions assistant thugs, singing a song whose refrain is "How dumb, 
how dumb, how dumb are we!" (52). Social relevance does not seem to change vety much 
in the treatment of villains, but the vety words 'property developer' can safely be regarded 
as ensuring that the younger participants will not identify with the characters. 
It is hard to determine whether the female villain is a special case. She appears in Captain 
Starlight, a stOty whose moral position is inegular, but which is only marginally and 
incipiently ineverent. Here the heroes are thieves and outlaws, and the police are made 
ridiculous but are insignificant. The real villain is Kate, who betrays Starlight and Dick 
Marston to the authorifies (with the help of the Aboriginal, Wanigal, in the early versions). 
Her wickedness (in obedience, perhaps, to the nineteenth centuty source) is clearly 
signalled by the fact that she is sexually promiscuous, even though infidelity is forgiven in 
the men. The double standard, the assumption that female sexuality is threatening, clearly 
plays a large part in this representation of a woman as the villain. But this factor seems to 
have been modified in the later female villains. Madame Wee Poo {Sheer Luck, Holmes) 
gives the impression of being quite old, but Lulu {Charades), the Card Girl {Food For 
Thought), Svetlana & Carla {Gumshoe), Catherine Below-Pan {Henry), Olga {Man of 
Steel), and Betina {Just Desserts) are all young and - to vatying extents - sexually 
aggressive. The difference is that this does not seem to be used to condemn them on moral 
grounds (as it clearly is in Captain Starlight). 
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The type is too common to be ignored. If a significant proportion of female villains were 
fat, or old, or grotesque - as the males are - there would be no grounds for suspicion, but 
this is not the case. In accordance with the general mle that villains be both comic and 
grotesque (like Count Dracula, Dr Von Frankentrapp or Burger Brain), ft would appear that 
the grotesque element in many of the female villains is simply the fact that they are women, 
and that there is perceived to be something inherently funny in the fact that the chief villain 
is a woman. The gender imbalance in school musical companies is no doubt a factor, but 
the need to place women in more roles is exploited selectively: there is, for example, only 
one female henchman in the works I have read. Hortense, who tenifies the rambunctious 
buccaneers in Pirates and Vertigo the evil sorceress of Dragons, do not have henchman, 
but they have instead a single enfeebled (emasculated?) male servant to help them. Female 
principal villains are a commonplace of school musicals, and the reason may well be that 
the joke is not that women can be 'bad', but that they can be in posftions of power. 
To complicate this posftion fiirther, it is likely that the sexual aggressiveness of the female 
villains - apart from providing a pleasing element of fantasy and distance for the actor, as I 
have already suggested in relation to choms-prostimtes - is appropriate to their villainy, 
because it is perceived as a type of threatening behaviour, and one which will be taken by 
the audience, in the context of complete unreality in which the musicals operate, as more 
funny than disturbing. These characters do threaten physical violence, although they do not 
really perform it, any more than the male villains do, but sexual violence (or at least the 
threat of it) is permissible to them, where it is certainly not even contemplated for the male 
villains. Female villains add a little spice, in the most cynical way. 
A substantial number of musicals, needless to say, do not have principal villains at all, and 
these are the ones that are concemed with romance or with the problems of adjusting to 
society. In works such as Cloudland, Coast, Jungle Fantasy, 1945, No III Feeling and most 
of Bruce Clark's Lowood musicals, the predicaments are concemed with relationships and 
social adjustments, rather than with criminal activity. Such villains as there are in these 
works are rivals in love or status-competitors. In these plays - without the distractions of 
extravagant criminal plots and ranting megalomania - the human motivations of villainy 
become clearer. Without a doubt, the general motivation of the villain, in so far as one is 
needed at all, would seem to be ego, and in the ineverent musical, egotism and 
exhibitionism are always depicted as the ultimate folly. From burlesque bathos: 
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CARLA: The Atomic Photon Plasma Ray is not yet built! {growing megalomania) But 
when it is we will be on the thresh hold [sic] of great power!! Soon whole 
countries will be ours! Continents will bow down before us! The whole of 
Europe! The whole of Asia! The whole of Ausfralia!! 
SVETLANA: The whole of Ausfralia? 
CARLA: [names a local development project] Ever been there? Boy, what a hole! 
{Gumshoe, II.2, 34) 
to the mild mockety of "that's how they breed schoolteachers: A touch of megalomania, a 
chronic need to organise, and a screw loose in the compass" {Garden ofAidan 63), self-
aggrandisement is consistently criticised and punctured. 
Villains may be seen as representing those all too familiar urges which, although they may 
offer the prospect of instant gratifications, will not contribute to social acceptance. 
Whether ft is the pursuft of power, admirafion, or some-one else's boyfriend, the acfivfties 
are attractive, are contemplated, and may even be desired, but there is a recognition of the 
price that will be paid. To this end, school musicals make a greater than usual use of the 
vety dumb villain, and the message is that whatever the gratifications, your friends will 
think you are stupid if you devote yourself to them. This is a practical demonstration of 
Wilde's dictum that "as long as war is regarded as wicked, it will always have its 
fascination. When it is looked upon as vulgar, it will cease to be popular". Musicals 
cannot be said to moralise, but they do, by example and counter-example, demonstrate the 
virmes of non-aggression and good humour which will make you popular (and they don't 
include violent acfion but do include letting heroines do things their own way) and the vices 
which will make you laughable. 
Popularity is important, particularly (but not only) to teenagers. The vety word "hero" 
implies popularity, and even adulation. The excessive worship and imitation of pop-cult 
figures (which so outrages older authority-seekers) might be seen as a longing, not for their 
talent or their personalities (which are often negligible) but for their popularity. Copying 
the hairstyles, clothes and social mannerisms of Elvis, Boy George or Madonna, is a 
vicarious sharing of their popularity, and the more popular they become, the stronger the 
urge to share their popularity must become. Dressing like Michael Jackson does not 
indicate a desire to have a personality or a physical body like his, but a desire to be as 
widely admired and loved. 
The approach to heroes and villains is an exploitation of this fundamental need, and an 
extension of it so that there is an interaction between the performer and the character. The 
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performer, however outrageously he or she is asked to behave, is credited with 
understanding the mle, and with participating in the process of demonsfrating it in 
burlesque. All the participants, even those playing most flagrant offenders, are to be seen 
as sharing the solidarity of recognising folly, and of having great fun in representing ft 
anyway. Heroes and villains are no place for method-acting. 
One of the clearest demonstrations of this lack of seriousness is to be found in the ways 
villainy is punished in school musicals. According to tradition, "the aim is essentially to 
reduce and destroy villains in status and person, as illustrated by the ideal fate of the ogre in 
the folktale who is boiled in his own pof' (Klapp, Heroes 60). Justice must be seen to be 
done: "Punishments flt crimes, at least within the comic sphere, and remedies are based on 
homeopathy. Life itself is seldom so neatly ironic - which is one of the reasons why we go 
to the theater" (Levin, Playboys, 93). School musicals decline to be so tidy. Villains are 
not killed or boiled in oil. To some extent this may be a contamination from the 
mainstream world of children's theatre where, for the last quarter-centuty or so there has 
been a clear movement away from violent retribution, for the Big Bad Wolf to repent and 
make friends with the Three Little Pigs. School musicals seldom go so far as to befriend 
the villain, since there has been no genuine fear or hatred there in the first place, but their 
approach to punishment has been clearly modified by ineverence to serve a theatrical, 
rather than a judicial purpose. 
In Gumshoe, for example, the world domination-seeking baddies are knocked out in an 
explosion, but they are not anested and the goodies abscond with the diamond, claiming 
that the explosion has destroyed all the evidence. The villains are foiled, but not punished 
except by the humiliation of defeat. Bad Bart is defeated in the shoot-out by a woman, and 
his humiliation is compounded when he is adopted by the Sheriffs domineering mother 
who takes him home "to wash your mouth out with soap and water" {How The West Was 
Warped 66) and tum him into a chartered accountant. The ambifious rich girl in Charades 
converts to communism and emigrates to Russia, while the Russian spies convert to 
capitalism and swap their tickets home for her Fenari. In The Prince's Pursuit the Devil is 
made to fall in love with the Faity Goodmother [sic], and Mr Ugg is punished by being 
forced to many the Dame-character who, given his love of ugliness, he might actually like. 
In Follies!!, the obnoxious Nigel is led into getting dmnk enough to do a table-top strip-
tease, and is dragged off by his furious wife. 
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With fair regularity, humiliation (all too often, with male villains, in the form of being 
dominated by a woman) is the essence of the punishment, and criminal charges are 
unimportant, which is in keeping with the concept that undue egotism is the real offence. 
Poefic jusfice is, in this sense, operafing, but in such an extroverted form as musical 
comedy, regular humiliation of show-offs canies its own contradicfions. The target, 
apparently, is the process of theatricality rather than the characters themselves. The visible 
punishing of overweening extroversion acts as a disclaimer: the performers are not like 
these characters. If they seem to be showing off, it is not for their own egos but for the 
pleasure and diversion of the audience, ft is a talisman, warding off the dangers of envy or 
of adverse response which are implicit in the act of performance. 
Women 
Custom-wriften school musicals present a sfriking unanimity in the attittides they display 
towards the roles and stams of women in society, but ft is difficuft to say whether this is the 
resuft of deliberate thought or whether, like the use of ethnic humour, it is simply a semi-
automatic reflecfion of the attittides already existing in the target groups. The most 
outstanding feature is the emergence of what I have called the 'competent heroine', a 
leading woman who has an intelligence and a life of her own, who is not dependent on 
male heroes but can act on her own behalf, and who certainly does not regard maniage as 
the sole purpose of her life. Some shows, such as The Garden ofAidan, How The West 
Was Warped, and Offbeat, even have two. 
She has, if she is old enough to have left school, a career: Officer Zsa Zsa {Bats) is a 
dedicated police-woman; Jenny {Charades) is the secretaty and the real brains behind the 
head of a small recording company; Peta {Gumshoe) is a slightfy conupt journalist; Kitty 
{How The West Was Warped) owns and mns the saloon; Candy {Offbeat) is the lead singer 
with an up-and-coming rock band; Jane {Phantoad of the Opera) is the brains behind the 
jungle tour-operator; Ali Baba {Sheik Rattle & Roll) leads a successful gang of thieves; and 
Ms God {Is This Heaven?) requires no comment. The competent heroine is confident that 
she is superior to most of the men she meets, she is capable of handling unwanted advances 
- in fact Ariel {Garden ofAidan), Belinda {Smithy!), Miranda {The Tempest) and Debs 
{King of the Kids) flatten unmly males with a single punch - and she never cries in public. 
She is also, on occasion, capable of doing the man's tradifional 'work' for him, as in 
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Pirates, where Georgina goes out and steals back the freasure map (the treasure is a thinly 
disguised recipe for Coca-Cola) on her own, or when Meredith {Cloudland), fearing for her 
milk-shake, routs the trouble-making Red Hill Gang with threats and a verbal blast. Once 
they have gone, Frankie (who is not even her boyfriend) sings a 'don't-mess-with-me' 
song, to underiine just who is really tough in this scene. And the competent heroine is 
never frail, timid, or girlish when it comes to the final show-down. 
This sounds as though affirmafive action has finally had at least one success in the popular 
market, but unfortunately this is not the case. While the custom-written musicals have 
apparently embraced the concept of the competent heroine with open arms, they have not 
been able to sustain the enthusiasm, and virtually evety competent heroine is substantially 
undermined, in one way or another, and usually in ways attributable to the fact that she is 
'only' a woman. 
Man of Steel, through its immense popularity, has been a powerful influence on subsequent 
school musicals, and much of the attitude towards women which has become standard in 
them is present in embtyo in this early play, and the fact that it was written by a seventeen-
year-old male is almost certainly relevant. Its heroine, Linda Street, is mainly based on her 
comic-strip antecedent, Lois Lane, and draws most of her qualities from that source, so it is 
likely that the fact that she is a sort of prototypical competent heroine is a matter of 
circumstance rather than of reasoned choice. She is certainly a career-woman, as a reporter 
on the Daily Trivia (and she has discarded the comic-strip sobriquet 'girl-reporter'), but she 
is obsequious to her dyspeptic, chauvinist editor, Geny Black. The first sight we have of 
her is when she "runs up to him and gives him a pill and a glass of water" (SD 18), and her 
first joumalistic assignment in the play is a hard-news challenge to cover a meeting of the 
Man of Steel Fan Club (24). Her attraction to the superhero is certainly not represented in 
adult terms: "Linda has got a cmsh on the Man of Steel. I mean, ever since she met him 
coming out of that telephone box that time she's been acting like a schoolgirl!" (26), and 
she wildly overplays her infatuation with extravagant asides like "Oh palpitations of the 
heart!" (49) when he speaks to her. In this respect, she is a burlesque romance-heroine still. 
When Linda is kidnapped by the henchmen as bait to entrap the hero, and (after a comedy 
roufine) safely tied to the inevitable chair, she is angty, but not afraid. She is spirited 
enough to question their masculinity by forcing them to confess to wearing make-up (50-1), 
and ft is she who alludes to the sexual connotations of her abduction by declining to be 
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intenogated because she's "not in the mood" and has "a headache" (67), and even finds an 
occasion to slap the First Apprentice Henchman round a bit. This, however, is not simple 
feminism: the clownish incompetence of the kidnappers is such that the audience would 
find her ridiculous if she freated them seriously, and much of what seems to be 
assertiveness is in fact little more than feeding straight lines to their comedy sequences. 
Their routines are the point of the scenes, not her predicament. In the final scene, Linda 
declares her love for the Man of Steel in song (while they are tied back to back and he is 
enfeebled by Kroptonite), and it is cub-reporter Bobby and a squad of landladies who come 
to the rescue. In the final battle-sequence, she fights the villain Olga, but is being 
overpowered and has to be rescued by her hero, who prefers a life of crime-fighting to life 
with her. 
Linda is not, as so many after her are, a genuine competent heroine, but in many ways she 
seems to be a model for them, as most of them are undermined in similar ways. The most 
important way is that they are deprived of sustained comic action, and spend much of their 
time playing (if the expression may be used) straight-man to comic heroes and comic 
villains and their henchmen - in short, making the male characters look good. This is not 
much better than the traditional simation where the innocent heroine was required to swoon 
for the dashing hero and faint for the evil villain. The woman has traded one subordination 
for another, and has been given additional burdens and responsibilities, but no real share of 
the rewards in terms of power, pleasure, or simply getting her own laughs. The competent 
heroine is still, too, required to pair with the hero (or a reasonable substitute) at the end, and 
the partner-selection is driven by the dramatic stmcmre of the play rather than by her 
choice. She has to endure the pairing, but she is denied the pleasure of any courting or any 
love scenes because, in the final analysis, her competence has made her anaphrodisiac. 
Belinda, who proclaims herself "an independent and modem woman" {Smithy 9, Follies!! 
1.4, SD) surely knows as well as anyone what an unsuitable partner Michael Smith will 
prove, but she still pairs off with him, twice. It seems that love, and the imperative of the 
more-or-less-happy ending, are more important than her independence. 
The code of ineverence makes an unreservedly competent, modem heroine impossible. 
The flaw in the concept, of course, lies in ttying to see the competent heroine as a real 
person instead of as a dramaturgical device. Ineverence has to undermine her, for the same 
reasons that it makes heroes and villains comic: to avoid inviting either the actor or the 
performer to become involved with the characters or the plot, and to keep their attention 
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focused on the theatrical event itself The difference in the case of the competent heroine is 
that ineverence has given a token acknowledgement to modem attitudes about gender-
politics, and refrained from making her reversed role as farcical as the others. Such 
inconsistencies and incongmifies as occur are largely attributable to this constraint. 
Inconsistency is acmally part of the credo for the representation of women in school 
musicals. For evety competent heroine or female villain, there are anything up to half a 
dozen derogatoty stereotypes. To stay with Man of Steel as an example, Linda and Olga 
are set against three landladies who enter with mops and brooms and (at least in the cartoon 
illustrations to the published text) scarves knotted over curlers, and an old lady who attacks 
people with her umbrella. These are augmented by a choms of sighing and twittering 
Office Girls and another of ecstatic Fan Club Members and their gushing Fan Club Leader. 
The same proportions are to be found in most of the custom-written musicals. 
In this, school musicals are still probably less sexist than the bulk of Broadway and other 
mainstream products. There is an intriguing study for someone in the way in which the role 
of women in musicals has changed (or failed to change) alongside their role in society. 
From plays like Irene (1919) and No, No, Nanette (1924), which feature women who 
explore their new freedom (but end up marrying), there has been a steady thread of plots 
designed to remind women that their 'proper' role is as men's chattels, and virtually none 
representing any altemative view. There also seem to be occasional outbursts of plots with 
an almost disciplinaty message: the 1950s, for example, included such works as Paint Your 
Wagon (1951, where a dmnken miner buys a wife, and then agrees to share her with his 
partner rather than dismpt their male-bond) and the appalling Seven Brides for Seven 
Brothers (1954, proudly and openly approving the rape of the Sabine women as a topic for 
romantic comedy, and including a song - in the stage version - called "A Woman's Got to 
Know Her Place"). Concessions to societal change have been nominal. In the 1973 revival 
of Irene, the heroine was updated from a shop-girl-tumed-mannequin to a shop-girl ttying 
to start her own business as a piano-tuner, but the happiness-and-wealth-through-maniage 
ending remained the same. 
School theatricals, with their public-school antecedents, have not traditionally been 
sympathetic to women. There is general agreement though, especially where groups of 
teenagers are being represented, that girls are superior to boys. One girl asserts "What 
they'd really like to be doing is communicating with us. But they can't do that because 
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they don't know who they are yet. To compensate, they're going to attract evetyone's 
attention by doing something ridiculous" {Garden ofAidan 34), while another confesses 
that all she looks for in a boy is "Fair legs, nice bum, cute smile". Challenged, she explains 
"Well, what else do you look for? We're teenagers. You can't look for personality. Well, 
you could, but who's got a decade to wait?" {His and Hers 47). The less than heroic Leem, 
ttying to avoid a fight, asks "You're going to beat me up and that's going to make Lyssa 
like you? What sort of reasoning is that?" {His and Hers 27). In Coast, Mandy repeatedly 
rebukes Steve for being childish (2,8,29, 39), and Smithy! devotes a whole song to the 
question "Who 'dBe A Boy?", whose "bodies are strong but their brains are no good" (46). 
The disapproval even extends to mannish female characters. Catharine Below-Pan's 
unusual deviousness and ferocity is attributed to the fact that her parents (who wanted a 
son), have decided that she is in fact a "deformed boy" {Henry 19), and the tomboy 
Annabelle is also mistaken (by the Temperance League old maid) for a boy, responding 
"why you weasel faced polecat, nobody calls me a man and lives" {How The West Was 
Warped 11). 
Against this, the super-bitch stereotype is frequent, and so is the hen-pecking wife, the 
comedy cleaning lady, the domineering mother and the kill-joy older woman. The point, it 
seems, is not that one sex is actually better or nicer than the other, but that certain aspects 
of the debate are more theatrically useful than others. Women get to make a stronger case, 
not because it is tme, but because it will get more laughs. Rhonda, who is the leader of the 
Bikie Gang in Villains, is a case in point. As the Gang approach "a roar of motorbikes is 
heard offstage through [the] sound system" (SD 48), but when they enter they prove to be 
"in full leather gear riding different size Tricycles - no pushbikes" (SD 48), and the sound-
effect proves to have emanated from a tape-recorder they are canying. Rhonda and the 
gang talk threateningly, but are clearly no threat, and when the police anive the gang 
defiantly sing "We 're Not Going To Take It" (54). The song ends with a blackout, and the 
next scene ends with them all in jail. Placing a woman in charge of the gang is not 
affirmative action, it is simply a sexist element in a series of jokes about how un-
frightening the bikies really are. The few instances where overt feminist propaganda is 
directly preached, this too is employed for comic effect. Belinda's tirade against her "weak 
and wavy" entrance music {Smithy! 9, quoted above in full, p.205) is a joke in its own right, 
but it is further undermined by Smith's response: "I reckon she's been reading too many of 
those German [sic] Greer books!". When Smithy suggests updating the language in their 
production of Romeo and Juliet, Belinda (to his surprise) agrees: 
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BELINDA: I like it. I think it's a good idea. 
SMITHY: {to audience) You see, she's smart as well as beautiful. 
BELINDA: We could throw out the basic chauvinism and make Juliet more of an 
independent, modem woman. 
SMITHY: {to audience) But she does have some funny ideas. {Smithy! 2\) 
In case there is any prospect that Belinda's ideas will be taken for anything but a joke, her 
eventual capitulation (discussed above, p. 194) to Smithy's dubious charms gives them the 
final lie. There is a vety real sense in which the presence of competent or empowered 
women in these plays is represented as incongmous, and is therefore a concealed sexist 
joke. In addition, the plays are generously peppered with women in roles which cany • 
overtones of sexual exploitation. Apart from the female villains and soap-opera 'rich 
bitches' already mentioned, there are vamps and bimbos in Canterbury Riders, Dragons, 
His and Hers, Kidstuff, Move Over Mr Bigshot, 1945, Offbeat, Pirates and Waltzing 
Matilda, Belly-dancers in Gumshoe and Harem Dancers in Sheik, Rattle and Roll. There 
are real or implied prostimtes in Coast, Gumshoe, Harry: The Prodigal, Mad If You Think I 
Am and Sheer Luck Holmes, as well as the highly sensuous Jungle Cats in Jungle Fever, 
and the Card Girl (by analogy with boxing and wrestling toumaments) in Food For 
Thought. This list is by no means complete. While there is no doubt that this abundance is 
related in part to the obvious relish of the young actors for such parts (see p.233), it must 
also be conceded that there is an element of tifillation in them as well. This topic will come 
up again in the next chapter, when sexuality is discussed. 
I have only come across one explicit and extended anti-female passage - in No III Feeling 
(53-5) - which is intended to be fimny, although the villain's consuming passion in Mr Ugg 
and the Bionic Budgie is that he hates all beauty, to which end he proposes to fire the 
beautiful (but not noticeably competent) heroine Alison to Venus in a rocket-ship, which 
might be construed as an anti-female action. Outbreaks of overt male chauvinism are more 
common. In Coast, the countty-boy hero has a song describing his perfect girl as one who 
"likes to cook and sew, milk a cow and grow vegies" (25), and the 'Guide to the music' 
which accompanies the script indicates that this is a "a pretty love song. It is vety touching 
if it is taken seriously, as Thommo sings his praises of a girl that is the antithesis of most 
urban females" and is clearly intended to be presented without irony. Waltzing Matilda 
includes a woman (Ellen) who is flirting with other men before the inquest on her dead 
lover, and when Paterson responds to criticism of his manners that it is "a great relief to 
leave the sham and hypocrisy of Sydney's rigid social etiquette and, after all, this is the 
Queensland bush" (34), it is quite clear that it is to the domination of women that he refers. 
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While women in musicals are, in fact, constantly frying to 'civilise' the men they love, their 
efforts are the basis for comedy routines, not for real conversions. In Best Picture, the idea 
for a movie that evetyone admits is intended to be trashy, is taken from a stoty in a 
"women's magazine" (18). For the wife-hunting Prince of The Prince's Pursuit, mating is 
entirely a man's choice, to be enjoyed with male hunfing cronies, and he gives a different 
false name to each giri he meets. When they hear the wolf-beset Red Riding Hood 
screaming, they sit down to have a cup of tea, and the Prince, leaming that it is "a damsel in 
distress" suggests that "perhaps we could hunt her instead!" (26). 
On the other hand, at least one musical suggests that women are well-treated in our society. 
In the text of Electric Cafe the Dance Master is described as "The handsome, selfish and 
gymnasfic villain of the play who treats women with contempf (5). In the plot's resolufion 
the competent heroine (Romina, an alien fifth columnist) rejects him and chooses to stay on 
earth, principally because we treat our women better. 
School musicals - and especially the more ineverent ones - take a scattergun approach to 
the representation of women, and it must be remembered that they do not appear to be 
seeking to make any specific gender-political statement, any more than they are intending 
to preach or be didactic on any other matter. The central messages that the plays are 
seeking to deliver are concemed with the namre of theatricality, and its total lack of 
connecfion with 'real life'. For this purpose, they will draw on any material which is taken 
seriously in the real world, and raise doubts about it, to draw the audience's attention away 
from the issues (for it is impossible to tell stories without at least touching on contentious 
issues), and direct it back to the business of theafricality and silliness. 
Nonetheless, it is difficuft not to observe that certain attitudes and even prejudices underlie 
the selection of details, characters and jokes. Custom-written musicals are not, as a general 
mle, 'politically conect' or even particularly sensitive to personal or private issues. In this, 
they must be seen as serving (consciously or unconsciously) the attimdes and prejudices of 
their participants. Theatre-in-Education, Drama-in-Education, mainstream Youth Theatre 
and other 'culmre' for young people concem themselves with what young people ought to 
be thinking about social issues, but it would seem that school musicals are a reflection of 
what the majority really are thinking and feeling. 
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This chapter has concemed itself with the stmctural features of school musicals which 
indicate the underlying attitude of ineverence to the formal conventions of tradifional and 
mainstream theatre. The composition of the cast, the peculiar uses of action sequences and 
happy endings, the themes and topics, and the idiosyncratic characterisations are the 
building blocks from which the dramaturgy of ineverent musicals are constmcted and 
shaped and consfitute the underlying instmctions to the production team as to how the 
works are to be constmed. The following chapter will examine the decorations of the 
edifice, which constimte a further and more detailed set of instmctions. 
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IRREVERENCE 
"The Greeks' way with tragedy was to finish their evening on a note of rude and vulgar jollification, 
as if to mock themselves for the tragic nobility of the main event of the evening. " (Olivier 286) 
One of the feamres of public thought and discussion in the twentieth centuty has been a 
self-awareness of the processes and mechanisms of form itself, and the quality which I have 
been calling 'ineverence' has a niche in this understanding. Many contemporaty artistic 
and cultural forms - and thought and discussion about them - know themselves, and 
comment upon themselves and their processes as they go. Non-representational visual art, 
'pure' music, and post-stmcmralism are all concemed with using the medium to comment 
on the medium, rather than with using the medium for some extemal purpose. This self-
awareness has been one of the principal concems of the semioticians' examinations of 
drama, and Jean Alter discusses: "a basic duality of theatre which, at the same time, 
proposes a show on the stage and a stOty in an imaginaty space, creating a tension between 
its referential and performant functions" (Alter xi) ^. 
One factor which distinguishes theatrical ineverence from the many other forms of what 
might be termed reflexive art, is its exfreme light-heartedness, and lack of seriousness. In 
vety broad terms, undeveloped artforms are careless of forms and conventions, classical art 
is obedient to them, modem art rebels against them, post-modem art becomes obsessed 
with them, but ineverent art simply thinks that they are fimny. Ineverence questions the 
conventions of theatricality, but it does so without heat and without destmcfive fiity or 
solemn reforming zeal, and the most probable explanation for the apparent frivolity and 
even triviality of the way ft presents its questioning lies in the fact that ineverence still 
enjoys the conventions it is questioning. Ineverence does not wish to destroy or dismantle 
even the clumsiest of the accumulated theatrical and entertainment conventions; it is simply 
asking the audience to join it in extracfing pleasure from the act of silliness in which the 
author, the performers and the audience are all involved. 
All group games are intrinsically silly: they are conducted under mles whose primaty 
ftinction is to create artificial difficulties which the players must develop particular skills to 
overcome. There is no sensible reason why a netball player shouldn't tuck the ball under 
' See Umberto Eco, "Semiotics of Theatrical Performance" TDR 21 (1977) 107, which explores a 
'double-coding' in which contemporary experiment and an ironic and self-conscious utilisation of 
conventions are mixed to broaden the range of the audience to be accessed. 
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her ami and mn, except that the mles - at the cost of a fearfully high incidence of knee-
injuries - forbid it. Some sports (basketball's Harlem Globetrotters and one-day cricket's 
Celebrity Charity matches are examples) take occasional camival licence to satirise the 
rigidity of their mle-systems, but only in careftilly contrived sittiations where the normal 
seriousness accorded to scores and outcomes has been officially nullified, and where ft is 
clear that entertainment of a non-compefitive kind is what is being offered. 
Theafrical performance, of course, is not customarily regarded as a competftive activity, but 
certain of fts more peripheral conventions and fashions have had the effect of creafing a 
quasi-adversarial relationship between player and audience. The notions of realism and 
naturalism, coupled with a simplisfic interpretation of the concept of "suspension of 
disbelief, have acted as a sort of theatrical 'off-side mle', making it harder to score. They 
have created a situation where what is constmcted as a passive or even resistant audience is 
supposed to be convinced and controlled by the performers through an exercise of will as 
much as of art: 
usually we are supposed to pretend that we don't know there is an audience on the other 
side of the imaginary 'fourth wall'. In these cases, the audience are treated as objects of 
such supplementary actions as: to get them on side, alienate, conftise, set up, misdirect, lull 
or disarm, shock, provoke, rally, excite, appeal to, fool, divide, unite, silence, amuse, 
inspire, and - need we say h - impress. (Gordon 73) 
In such contexts, performance can become a dominance stmggle between the performance 
and the audience, and dicta such as Sir Ralph Richardson's "the art of acting consists of 
keeping people from coughing" (May 33), or Ralph Beny's "the taming of the audience is 
the central challenge to all playwrights" (vii) can be taken seriously. One of the primaty 
functions of ineverence in school musicals is to short-circuit the possibility of such an 
adversarial relationship with the audience (which is fraught with danger to the security and 
comfort of the performer) by constmcting a relationship where the audience joins the 
performers in laughing at the process of creating and sharing a theatrical experience. It is 
about collusion rather than competition and, like the sporting burlesques, is dependent on 
the clear understanding that no 'serious' outcome is envisaged. 
Despite the emphasis on the frivolity with which ineverence approaches the theatrical 
process, there is nonetheless a vety searching kind of subversion latent in its way of dealing 
with the exchange which occurs at the moment of performance. It is (re-)asserting the 
primacy of the uninitiated as theatre participants and consumers; it is reclaiming theafre 
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from the 'artisfic' elites, and restoring it to fts older use as a genuinely popular recreation. 
Ineverence, under various names and guises, has a long histoty as a key tool in the 
implementation of large-scale cultural shifts. Peter Sloterdijk, exploring the mechanism of 
the Enlightenment and the Age of Reason, identifies Frechheit (cheekiness, impudence) as 
"a source of enlightenment in which the secret of its vitality is hidden" (99-100): 
only in the last few centuries has the word 'cheeky' (frech) gained a negative connotation. 
Initially, as for example in Old High German, it meant a productive aggressivity, letting fly 
at the enemy: 'brave, bold, lively, plucky, untamed, ardent.' The devitalization of a culmre 
is mirrored in the history of this word. Those who are still cheeky today were not affected 
by the cooling of the materialist heat as much as those who are inconvenienced by brazen 
people would like. The prototype of the cheeky is the Jewish David, who teases Goliath, 
'Come here, so I can hit you better.' He shows that the head has not only ears to hear and 
obey but also a brow with which to menacingly defy the stronger: rebellion, affront, 
effrontery. (102-3) 
The loss of cheekiness, of ineverence, Sloterdijk suggests, is a symptom of a culture which 
is also losing the freedom to question itself, and thereby to grow and leam. It is a culture 
which is becoming laden with unchallenged conventions and with artificial accretions of 
customs based upon customs. It might be argued, then, that the resurgence of ineverence, 
whether as satire, or protest, or rebellion, or innocent and oblivious enjoyment, is a sign of 
discontent with the prevailing usage. This resurgence (along with its flip-side, a 
renaissance of superstition) might be seen to characterise the discontents of the last quarter 
of the twentieth centuty. While theatrical ineverence is anything but new, dating back at 
least to the scatological rowdiness of the Aristophanic choms, it is interesting that one of 
the forms in which it is re-emerging in Westem theafre should be found at the vety bottom 
of the scale of prestige, among the lowly and umegarded high-school musicals. While 
there are thoroughly ineverent mainstream works, such as Stop The World: I Want To Get 
Off and The Legend of King O 'Malley, the subsidised theatres often have a tendency to treat 
them as solemn foolety. There appears to be less restraint at the school level. 
Ineverence goes by many names. It is related to, but not identical with iconoclasm. It 
might also be classified under terms like self-irony or sassiness. Heather McKenzie, the 
specialist reviewer of school musicals for the Toowoomba Chronicle, likes to use the 
phrase "tongue-in-cheek musicals" to describe these works. 'Send-up', a singularly 
imprecise expression, often crops up in conversation with practitioners, as does 'spoof 
which even appears in the subtitles of early examples such as Man of Steel and Sheik, Rattle 
and Roll. Gail Denver, editor of Peepshow Press, responding to a direct question, wrote 
that "certainly, the factor of ineverence as a staple diet seems to be the order of the day; we 
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find that the more satirical our shows subject matters are, the better they sell, which I think 
says an awftil lot about how sophisticated kids are" (letter 5/11/96). 
The use of terms such as 'satire', 'spoof and 'send-up' to describe these plays can be a 
little misleading, since it implies that the topic or theme of the play is what is being 
satirised, and this is not really what happens. To use Man of Steel again, as an archetypal 
example, the subtftle "A Musical Spoof is (perhaps inadvertently) vety precise. The play 
does not satirise superheroes: it is actually vety much in favour of them. It makes fun of 
some of the trappings of superhero-dom, as when the Man of Steel is anested for indecent 
exposure while changing in a telephone box (43), but it also has a major musical number -
almost an anthem - whose title and refrain is that "Everybody Needs a Superhero" (77), 
and its finale is "Clap Your Hands For The Man OfSteef (95). The "musical spoof is in 
fact a spoof of a musical, not a spoof of a superhero. The vitality of the play lies in its 
cavalier assault upon conventional theatrical eamestness, not in what it has to say about its 
ostensible topic, although it is one of ineverence's own conventions that the topic cannot 
be treated with too much respect. In fact, once they are stripped of the jokes, comedy-
routines, songs and action sequences, most of the successfiil ineverent musicals have barely 
enough substance (in terms of plots, messages or satirical content) to furnish a twenty-
minute sketch. Their real meat is to be found in the ways in which they deal with the issues 
and problems of theatricality itself. 
The proposition that the plays are more about theatre than about the characters or the 
situations which are their pretext perhaps helps to explain - even if it does not entirely 
jusfify - their insensitivity to issues of race, gender and incapacity (see Chapter 3, p. 158 
ff). Perhaps, too, that insensitivity is worn as a badge of defiance, a refusal to be 
browbeaten by any convention that interferes with abandoned enjoyment of the exercise. 
It is important not to lose sight of the principle of fun in school musicals, for the simple 
reason that if they were not fun they would cease to exist, rather than being, as they are, a 
growth industty. The fun which the participants and the audiences draw from school 
musicals is complex, and a great deal of it happens at levels which do not seem to be 
consciously analysed. I do not suppose that vety many of the young players or their 
audiences realise that they have been participating in an intricate process of artistic 
subversion, or that they would be particularly gratified to be told that they had done so. 
The essence of the fun is that it is not intellectualised. 
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Somefimes the texts skate close to an admission of what is happening: When Henty VIII 
takes over confrol of his own play {supra, p.202), talking directly to the lighting crew, 
demanding befter costumes, and adding colour and excitement to the gloomy "historical 
drama", the Chronicler protests fiiriously that "this ... this is theatrical tenorism!" Henty 
naturally denies any such serious intent, and claims that it is simply "theatrical accuracy! 
Cos this is my England of the fifteenth [sic] cenmty. And it v/asfunl Get it? F. U. N. 
Fun!" (3)2. This is a vety accurate description of the ftinction of the ineverent musical: it 
refuses to pretend that it is not a theatrical event being contrived upon a stage in front of a 
paying audience, but openly manipulates the realifies of lights and cosmmes and evety 
other theatrical device in order to have fun. It is indeed, compared to the wishes of the 
drearily conventional, theatrical tenorism. But it shies away from intellecmalising the 
posftion, prefening to claim no other motive than the pursuft of "F. U. N. Fun!", and there 
is no reason to believe that the claim is not sincere. It is unlikely that writers such as Simon 
Denver or Maty McMahon see themselves as theatrical cmsaders: they are simply aware 
that they cannot have the kind of fun they want to have if they are feftered by the smffy 
conventions of reverent, 'artistic' theatrical theoty and practice. They are doing what they 
have to do. 
It is in deference to this spirit of non-seriousness that I have tried to avoid the shifting 
fashions of performance-theoty in describing these works. The shifts of emphasis from 
"consciousness-raising" to "authority" to the recent concem with the confrontational body 
(Elin Diamond 3) are not reflected at this level of theatrical production, and the 
terminology is too resolutely un-playful to describe what happens in school musicals. The 
most usefully close jargon-word that describes what I have termed ineverence is the fluid 
and rather indefinite 'metatheatre'. Barthes notes that "the meta-book is the book that talks 
about the book" (346), and J. L. Styan goes to some length in an attempt to define the 
theatrical equivalent: 
The gray areas of non-illusion on Shakespeare's stage are elusive, but they are unmistakable 
in their frequency, presenting modem productions with problems of convention today's 
audiences find awkward. Prologues and inductions, characters as presenters and role-
players, tableaux and plays within plays, chomses and on-stage audiences, sub-plots and 
allegorical offshoots, are all the manifestations of'metatheatre'. This is a convenient, if 
prickly, term adopted in recent years to indicate the sort of stagecraft that is less concemed 
with the story a play is telling than with the carefully self-conscious way it is presented. 
Most of Shakespeare's plots do not stand up to realistic scmtiny and rarely expect an 
^ A similar device is used in Olympus Rules, when Deceit and Vice hijack the show by tying up the 
Narrator, Literatis, and proceeding with the action as they want it to happen. 
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audience to believe what it sees. The metatheatiical stage cries out, 'Let's put on a play!' 
and its conventions tempt the spectator to share in the creative act. Again and again 
Shakespeare infroduced a major character who virtually 'managed' the action of a scene or 
of the play like a presenter: Puck and Petmchio, Rosalind and the Duke of Vienna (in 
Measure for Measure), Hamlet, lago and Prospero are like this. 
As in the case of Cressida, an actor could find himself in a part that could be intensely 
realistic at one moment, and stripped of personality altogether at the next. The 
ramifications of this are endless, and the term 'role-playing'hos been adopted as an 
umbrella word to cover the many instances. It was axiomatic in Victorian melodrama that 
the actor should not play the role, but play the actor playing the role, and Shakespeare 
would have agreed with Brecht's arguments that the actor had a dual responsibility in being 
both character and performer. However, literary criticism has in the past been atfracted by 
the complexity of a character when what was intended as a double role has been taken as 
evidence of psychological depth. Is the villain lago motivated by a conftising mixture of 
realistic reasons for disliking Othello, or is he simply playing the symbolic role of the Devil 
with less and less need to explain himself? (Styan 154-5) 
The style of stagecraft which Styan describes is a commonplace in theatrical histoty, but 
has been obscured by the appropriation, in the last cenmty or so, of some forms of popular 
entertainment into the byway of an elite, constmcted artform. There is much that is rich 
and wonderftil in that artform: the problem is that its partisans have made a concerted 
effort to pretend that the popular entertainment no longer exists at all, or that if it does, it is 
completely inferior and without value (Stephen Booth 13, quoted above, p. 199-200), and 
this unwananted judgement has been extended backwards in time. In consequence, the raw 
energy of Elizabethan - or Restoration, or Victorian - 'metatheafrical' dramaturgy has been 
stultified and formalised, and it is only in quite recent times that the un-solemn reality has 
been re-admifted to legifimate stages and crfticism. It is tempting to imagine that the 'feel' 
of a Shakespeare producfion, with its music, its groundlings, its concluding jig, and 
perchance the author in a walk-on role, would have been not unlike the 'feel' of a school 
musical in a draughty hall with horrible acoustics, but it is impossible to know. We can be 
reasonably sure, however, that such a producfion was closer to the school musical than to 
the reverent, almost liturgical Shakespearean productions which are still sometimes staged 
today. 
There is a peculiar dichotomy in the modem theafre which, in canonising Brecht and 
Brook, is proud to have escaped the hobbles of the proscenium, but which still yearns for 
the respectability of Tree and Irving and can only pay homage to what it regards as 'classic' 
plays by presenting them in a kind of cathedral hush, whether appropriate or not. The 
ability to embrace varied dramaturgies is a blessing, but a degree of emotional uncertainty 
and instability is discemible in the way both directors and audiences match works to styles: 
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conservatism dies hard, and many practitioners and customers are still convinced that 
fourth-wall naturalism is the only right and proper theatrical form, especially for 'serious' 
works. Commercial producer Simon Gallagher, being interviewed about HMS Pinafore, 
the third of his highly ineverent Gilbert & Sullivan updates, was asked whether he still 
heard complaints from traditionalist Savoyards, and replied "only from a few die-hard flat-
earthers" (Radio 4QR, 24/7/97), but then continued at length to explain and justify the 
changes to the text and interpretation, stressing that Gilbert himself always intended the 
plays to be topical and funny. There are, in fact (as I have leamed from working on other 
'modemised' producfions), sfill a lot of "flat-earthers" in this context, and Gallagher has 
apparently leamed to take pains to warn them and keep them away. What he has achieved 
- which ought to delight lovers of Gilbert and Sullivan, but does not - is to capture a huge, 
new, young audience by treating the plays as musical comedies rather than as operettas, and 
involving the audience as co-participants. The moral, if one is to be discemed, is that 
people are inclined to cling passionately to the familiar, and would prefer that the entire 
oeuvre of the Savoy Operas die out, rather than see them changed. It is this conservatism 
which creates the split in modem theatrical practice, and the often misplaced idolatty for 
'classic' works. 
The problem of conservative resistance is met, in school musicals, by creating new shows 
of which the audience can have few preconceptions and which can accordingly break the 
mles without mnning foul of innate theatrical prejudices. Custom-written musicals avoid 
the kind of fire that Gallagher's productions draw. It is also tme that revising/updating 
well-known works (even where copyright laws are not a consideration) requires skills 
which are beyond most school groups. The dramaturgy of ineverence works best on an 
audience which has no fixed expectations, can be taken by storm, and convinced that they 
are having a good time before they realise that they are being subverted. As George Jean 
Nathan, presumably tongue-in-cheek, claims: "The theoty that philosophy always wears 
whiskers and never smiles is a theoty that dies hard, and therein we have the delusion that 
the lighter form of theatrical entertainment must of necessity be generically of a lesser 
thoughtfulness than the dramatic" (84). 
Ineverence and high-spirits are central to the appeal of school musicals. It is possible to 
have one without the other, but to have neither is to risk failure. So far we have been 
exploring the structural side of ineverence, the hidden and the implicit materials from 
which its guiding influence can be deduced. But none of these are obvious or immediately 
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visible. They have to do with shape and with attitttde, with a particular type of 
performance which they invite; they can be discemed as paftems, but not as specific acts. 
There are, however, a number of unmistakable and visible signs of ineverence, and most of 
them are tied to the controlled high spirits and joyfulness of the production. A text is a 
lifeless remnant of a performance, but ineverence leaves clear traces in the text in ways 
that moods and modes such as tenderness or irony do not. The ineverent text bristles with 
signals of its attitudes and intents. 
The following table indicates in vety broad terms the extent of the ineverence which is 
observable in the Australian musicals of which I have been able to study texts: 
Table 2 - Irreverent Musicals 
TOTALLY [16%]- Bats; Food For Thought; Glamalot; Gumshoe; Henry; His & Hers; 
Hound of Music; How The West Was Warped; Jungle Fantasy; Mr Ugg & the Bionic Budgie; 
My Fair Macbeth; Ned Kelly Slept Here; Sherwoodstock; Smithy!; Wolfstock. (15 - 10/5) 
VERY [17%]- Click!; Curses!; Electric Cafe; Garden ofAidan; Legend of Bilge; 
Phantoad of the Opera; Pirates; Pollies!!; Rix; Sheer Luck, Holmes; 
Sheik, Rattle & Roll; Son of Phantom; The Tempest; Tum Around, Dick; 
2061: A Space Idiocy; The Ultimate Award. (16-14/2) 
MODERATELY [28%)]- Advenmres of Aladdin; Boys' Own Macbeth; Birds; Burger Brain; 
Charades; Cloudland; Full Stop; Furtive Formnes of Fickle Fate; Giants in My Life; 
Graffiti & Me; Harry the Prodigal; Is This Heaven?; King Macbee; Lachlan Shearers; 
Legend of King O'Malley; Mad If You Think I Am!; Man of Steel; Mary Shelley & the Monsters; 
Move Over Mr Bigshot; No 111 Feeling; Offbeat; Prince's Pursuit; Scamper; 
Sir Jasper's Revenge; Villains; Waltzing Matilda - A Nafional Pantomime. (26 - 14/12) 
SCARCELY [18%)]- Aladdin; Best Picmre; Bilge; Canterbury Riders; Captain Starlight; 
Cocky of Bungaree; Currency Lass; Fridge; His Majesty's Pleasure; Just Desserts; Kelly Dance; 
Kidstuff; King of the Kids; 1945; Pride & Prejudice; Riff-Raff; Shylock. (17- 10/7) 
NOT AT ALL [20%]- Abigail & the Mythical Beast; Bunch of Ratbags; Caroline; 
Childhead's Doll; Coast; Cupid Visits the Outback; Emancipated Melodrama; High Flyers; 
Jack & Jill In Space; Lola Montez; Matilda Women; Ned Kelly Man of Iron; Reedy River; Sally; 
Sentimental Bloke; Sketches of Harry; Waltzing Matilda; Wild Colonial Boy. (18-4/14) 
Custom-written (52): 
Totally 19%, Very 21%, Moderately 27%, Scarcely 19%), Not At All 8% 
Not Custom-written, but marketed to schools (40): 
Totally 12.5%) Very 5%o Moderately 30%) Scarcely 17.5%o Not At All 35%)] 
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Production style 
"Each night is painfully, but joyfully executed. But on the last night the stage was hit by a tidal wave. 
It's [sic] origin was unknown, but it's [sic] strength felt by one and all (Somebody through [sic] 
a bucket of water in a moment of sheer extravagance). " 
(Anonymous account of Sheer Luck, Holmes, Roma SHS The Plainsman 1984, n. p.) 
The writers of school musicals show considerable unanimity in the instmctions they offer 
to production teams. Prefatoty notes and boxes accompany many of the texts: 
• "It is important that the show has plenty of energy, pace, and the enthusiasm and feel of 
a rock concert." (Mulheron & Varley, Production Notes to Offbeat) 
• "2061: A Space Idiocy has been written as a fast moving fun play ... We believe the 
humour, pace and music of Idiocy will have the audience constantly involved and leave 
them with that feeling of satisfaction that comes from a good night out." (Mawson, 
Smith & Jennings, Authors' Note to 206L A Space Idiocy) 
• "This musical was conceived in a spirit of fun and should be presented the same way. 
At no time is there any suggestion of realism." (Mary McMahon, Production Note to 
Wolfstock) 
THIS PLAY IS A MUSICAL COMEDY. FOR IT TO WORK, IT NEEDS THE 
FOLLOWING THINGS: 
1. PACE. If the pace is not there, the play will not work. I can not stress 
enough the need for pace. Without it, the play fails. 
2. ENERGY. From actors, directors, backstage crew etc. The main factor in the 
high school play is energy and enthusiasm. No one expects Laurence Olivier, but 
energy and enthusiasm must be there. Remember, the play is only as good as the 
weakest part!!! 
3. ENJOY IT. You're out there to make people laugh and enjoy themselves. If 
you're not enjoying yourselves, the audience will not either. Relax, this play was 
conceived and written in fun. All you have to do is enjoy yourselves while you do it. 
(Simon Denver, Director's Note to Sheik, Rattle and Roll.) 
The common themes are the need for pace, energy and a communicated sense of 
enjoyment, with the assumption that there will be not too much ratiocination. This 
uncomplicated approach is also occasionally advocated in the mainstream theatre, but it 
usually leads to complications. British theatre-reform director John McGrath suggests that 
"the characteristics of variety, music, satire, physical action, immense energy, and 
simplicity, or, rather, non-elaborateness of presentation, are features that will recur in 
almost all kinds of working-class entertainmenf {A Good Night Out, qtd. Booth 8), and the 
implication is clear that the simplicity is expected to be more apparent than real. The 
Legend of King O Malley, one of the most blatantly irreverent of successful Australian 
mainstream musicals, features an unequivocal authorial intent: 
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Please get the audience's imagination working. Don't coddle them. Make that platform 
work for them. No tricks. Don't hesitate to jump in at the deep end. The energy level is 
high, the style is theatrical in the extreme. The tone is quite uncompromising. Either they 
like it or they don't. Good either way. (Boddy, Inttoduction to 1974 edition p.xxvii-xxviii). 
Remember what Bert Brecht said: "There's a time when a man has to choose between being 
human and having good taste." The bourgeois crap concepts, 'Good Taste' and 'Artistic 
Sensibility', are dead. Let us dance on their graves. (Boddy; ibid, p.xxix.) 
This revivalist fervour attracted general approval. Theatre historian Peter Fitzpatrick notes 
that "the last stage direction in The Legend of King O 'Malley is 'Go for broke', and that is 
its character. It draws on the spirit of a wide range of traditional mass spectacle, and offers 
plenty of scope for a team of actors prepared to back their imaginations in making the most 
of evety momenf (87), but the play could not escape the lingering uncertainties of the 
traditionalists: "the first reason why people liked OMalley was that it amused them. In the 
manner of critical, intelligent, sensitive, educated people some of them later pulled a more 
thoughtful face and went back on their first reactions - they wanted to have their laugh and 
eat it too" (Donald Home, "The Legend of The Legend" in the 1974 edition, p.vii). This 
kind of primly puritanical response is recognised by the irreverent practitioners, and their 
reaction is to emphasise the necessity of an abandoned verve in the playing-style. Simon 
Denver again: 
1. This is not a D and M^ play. 
2. It will not make you a better person by being in this play. 
3. Whenever you get a large group of smdents together they manage to emit a wall of noise 
and energy. Please bring these to both rehearsals and performances. 
('Notes From the Quill of the Author', Henry 2) 
The un-missable assumption is that energy, high good humour and an all-pervading sense 
of fun are central to irreverence. There is nothing angty or intense about its characteristic 
production style, and this is of course simply capitalising on the fundamental charm which 
sells even the most conventional school musical. I have frequently noted (and virtually all 
to whom I have spoken seem to agree) that the energy and enthusiasm of school 
productions is infectious. It is not that the deficiencies of skill and talent are forgiven by 
the spectator, rather, that the deficiencies are overwhelmed by the vibrancy and enjoyment 
of the participants, and are simply not noticed while the performance is in progress. It is 
only later that the audience realise that some of the players could neither sing nor act, and 
by that time the magic of the moment of theatrical exchange has already done its work. All 
' Deep and Meaningful. 
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school musicals rely heavily on this contagion of mood, irreverent musicals seek to extend 
and exploit it. 
One other mle seems to be important in creating the appropriate atmosphere in which a 
school musical can ignite the sort of energy which it requires. It is cmcial that the students 
'own' the show, which means that school theatre cannot be a director's theatre as much 
legitimate drama has become. The work must be handed over to the students: 
The comedy musical - at least as I conceive it - is a production in which all involved can 
feel a sense of ownership. It is made by them - using materials supplied by me - but 
essentially what is finally onstage is a lot more theirs than mine. (Tony Nicholls, Letter, 11 
December 1996) 
When the school shows take the stage, I must be redundant. The kids mn everything. I 
pace about and wait for the thunder of footsteps to tell me of the next emergency I must deal 
with. It becomes their show on those nights. If it stays 'mine', they will not be able to 
perform it properly. They won't want to. (Bmce Clark, Letter 8 October 1997) 
Convention, Aesthetics & Morals 
"They were not realistic, they were not iconoclastic, they were not polemical: 
...Their motive was no more serious than a conspiracy between the authors and the audience 
to have a good time " (Atkinson 248) 
The main convention of elite or academic drama which is challenged by irreverence (and 
by popular theatre in general) is the assumption that play-making and play-going ought to 
be uplifting and improving experiences, morally, spirimally, intellectually and 
aesthetically. This primaty assumption leads to a social contract whereby the consumers 
agree to be solemnly impressed by and thoughtfully responsive to whatever they encounter 
in a theatre. This contract creates a number of subsidiaty conventions. According to 
Christophe Campos: 
in the popular form, I think, certain basic conventions of theatre are subjected to constant 
transgression and redefinition in a way unacceptable in the theatre of the elite, where 
dramatic as well as social conventions are upheld in a reciprocal ceremony. These 
conventions are sacredness of place, non-intervention and continuity of illusion. (91) 
According to these conventions, the audience are asked to refrain from bringing food or 
drink into the auditorium, they are discouraged from talking during the performance and 
absolutely forbidden to heckle or participate in any way. Such conventions are neither new 
nor always fully understood: in the 1780s a Washington civil guard shot the actor playing 
Othello to stop him from killing Desdemona (Campos 93). The opposite of irreverent is 
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respectful, and the actor in a pantomime, theatre-restaurant or school musical is not much 
concemed with being respected: it is far more enjoyable to be liked. The process by which 
socially pleasurable entertainments acquired the grim respectability of 'high art' is too 
complex to examine here, but the two have co-existed fairly equably in most cultures and 
eras. Only in comparatively recent times, perhaps as the result of the culmral aspirations of 
a socially rising bourgeoisie, has there been a compulsive need to denigrate the popular 
taste as 'low' or inferior. 
The Mozart who wrote his father in 1787, after attending a ball, that he had wimessed "with 
the greatest pleasure all these people flying about with such delight to the music of my 
Figaro transformed into Quadrilles and waltzes"; the Mozart who commented in another 
letter to his father, referring to his opera Idomeneo, "As for what is called popular taste, do 
not be uneasy, for in my opera there is music for every class, except the long-eared," the 
Mozart who observed that his concertos were "a happy medium between what is too easy 
and what is too difficult," that Mozart was dead. (Levine 229-30) 
Such a happy acceptance that evetybody is allowed to enjoy artistty, even if they do not 
fully 'appreciate' it, is vety much in the spirit that the irreverent musical is ttying to 
promote. Only Mozart's 'long-eared', like Simon Gallagher's 'flat-earthers', are excluded, 
not because they are inferior or ignorant, but because they have forgotten how to enjoy 
themselves. "Only in snobbety, for the elite of connoisseurs and for fetishists, does the 
pleasure in unenjoyability flourish" (Sloterdijk 109). There is an inverse snobbety inherent 
in irreverence, in that it has no concem for, and no patience with those who would make it 
'Deep and Meaningful'. It does not wait for them to catch up. 
The refusal to conform with the conventions of elite drama is most assuredly not the result 
of an insufficiency in the competence of the audience. As previously discussed, the 
convention of continuity is not discarded because of an inability to concentrate. Nor is the 
convention of pretending to believe the illusion discarded because the perceptual 
adjustments required to interpret the representations are too difficult. Martin Esslin 
observes that "children growing up nowadays who see several hours of drama on television 
each day must be infinitely more effectively conditioned to accept and understand dramatic 
conventions than earlier populations who may have had far fewer opportunities to 
experience dramatic performance" (15). Campos links this mental flexibility about illusion 
with the issue of discontinuity: "there is also, I think, a basic principle involved conceming 
illusion, which can be magical and almost enfire for a limited period of fime ... but 
necessarily strays after a while. Discontinuity in popular theatre recognizes this and allows 
spectators to build and rebuild illusion, rather than to repair or sustain it." (93) But for a 
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medium whose primaty aim is amusement, there is also an issue of economy and insurance. 
If a particular scene misses its target (and you can never magic all of the people at the one 
time), then you have done less damage if you move on swiftly to the next, and tty again. 
The greater the variety, the better the odds of finding something to please evetyone in the 
course of the entertainment. Thus no evening is ever completely wasted (at least, that's the 
intent). It is for this reason that Brooks Atkinson advises theatregoers that they should 
"never bother about logical transitions on the musical stage" (102). 
When the audience is given clear signals that it is pointless to apply careful or rational 
analysis to what it is experiencing, the fullest sense of theatricality is in operation. 
Evetyday repression is lifted. Fantasy, imagination and unguarded receptivity are 
enhanced, and because of the openly artificial nature of the experience within clearly 
marked spatial and temporal boundaries, guilt and social inhibitions are significantly 
reduced. Modem theatre-restaurants, which tend to use many of the same devices to 
unwind their audiences, have the added advantage here that they can also supply alcohol to 
enhance the effect. 
Not surprisingly, in such a context, the conventions of taste and aesthetics are also likely to 
suffer. There is a level at which some irreverent musicals actually cultivate bad taste as a 
shock-tactic. Hound of Music, the most extreme example, is a ceaseless assault on 
respectable good taste. It characterises blue-rinse icon Maria (inextricably associated with 
the bloodless Julie Andrews) as being thrown out of the convent for being a werewolf, with 
"mfts of bloodied wool smck in her teeth" (2) and an infestation of fleas (3). It includes a 
composite song which combines the Nazi anthem "Tomorrow Belongs To Me" (from 
Cabaret) with "Life Is Great In The Sunshine State" (43), which used to be sung in evety 
Queensland primaty school. Few are as committed to deliberate outrage as Hound of Music 
which, although popular with schools, was not written with school production in mind, but 
the proliferation of werewolves, monsters, mass-murderers and dismemberments 
throughout the range of custom-written school musicals cannot be ignored. Principally, it 
would seem to be an expression of the slightly childish adolescent need to push the limits, 
to see what can be got away with (a similar testing will be discussed later, in the treatment 
of sexuality, p.306), but it also seems to have a funcfion in signalling the rejection of the 
convention of aesthetic decomm, and however vivid and goty the representations may be 
(Red Riding Hood's severed head in The Prince's Pursuit comes to mind), the intent is 
always clearly intended to be comic, not horrific. 
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One of the issues here is the old-fashioned and slightly high-flown nofion that there is an 
aesthefic distance between high, improving art, and low, gmbby real life. This attittjde is 
still, to a regrettable extent, present in the ways in which literamre and other arts are 
'taught'. It was sfill necessaty for an educator, as recently as 1993, to issue a reminder that 
"everything we think of as being art in the theatre is not purely aesthefic: what belongs to 
art comes out of a society, and is caught up in a tangled network of activities" (Shevtsova 
viii). The nofion that theatre is a purely aesthetic art still has sufficient currency for the 
custom-written musicals to need to be emphafic about disregarding it. 
The posifion of an independent aesthetic function for art is explained clearly by F. W. J. 
Schelling: 
mdependence of extemal goals is the source of that holiness and purity of art, which goes so 
far that it not only mles out relationships with all mere sensory pleasure, to demand which 
of art is the tme nature of the barbarian; or with the useful, to require which of art is 
possible only in an age which supposes the highest efforts of the human spirit to consist in 
economic discoveries, it acmally excludes relation with everything pertaining to morality. 
{System of Transcendental Idealism, tr. Peter Heath, Charlottesville Va., 1978, p.227, qtd in 
Radnoti 28) 
Pleasure, usefiilness and insights into pracfical morality, however, are exactly what 
teenagers are hoping to gain from their experiences as they mature, and what the majority 
of adults expect when they pay money for an experience. High art, in this sort of context, is 
quite useless to them. They are looking for information which will help them to understand 
how they ought to be relating to the world around them, not how (as this approach to high 
art does) to pretend that the real world has nothing to do with them, or has no actual 
existence. These elevated philosophies do more to alienate students from art than anything 
in the art itself. As Roger Covell remarks: "nothing does more damage to art than the 
cultivated, exquisite mmours that grow up about it." (237). School musicals, obedient to 
the needs of their participants, have no use for either side of the aesthetic question. 
Teenagers cannot benefit from pure, disassociated art which they cannot see as relevant to 
their lives, and they hate being lectured by 'improving', didactic art. What school musicals 
provide is a sheltered, exploratoty art which allows them to play publicly with identities, 
situations and experiences (including the experience of public performance itself), but does 
so in a context which protects them from any adverse consequences. The experience of art, 
as has long been almost universally acknowledged, can have a profound effect on the 
individuals: 
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The traditional image of the artist and of art as potentially powerful dismptive influences is 
not for nothing and if it is art we want in education then we must acknowledge (and see that 
everyone else understands) that it is dynamite and not firecrackers that we are offering the 
young. The process, the experience of art, is of value to man primarily because it has its 
own way of rebuilding him at the same time as it seems to undermine and blow him at the 
sky. (M.Ross 70) 
Irreverent musicals are one of the avenues to such an experience, but they offer a buffered 
rather than a raw exposure to it. They are, in a sense, in mne with a society which is (at 
least in public utterance) committed to moderating excess in personal experience, and to 
protecfing its young. In this context it is worth noting that the major altemative to musicals 
in today's schools is the Rock Eisteddfod, whose community acceptance has hinged heavily 
on its being promoted as entirely dmg-free, even to the point of declining major 
sponsorship from caffeine-laden soft drinks. This is a physical protection rather than an 
aesthetic one, and seems to have been rendered desirable by the habimal association of rock 
music with physical excess, and seems aimed more at the parents than the smdents. The 
aesthetic protection offered by irreverence is for the participants, to counter their fears that 
there might be something effete, egocentric or 'arty' - which might resutt in their being 
mocked or despised by their peers - about participating in theatrical art. 
The question of the moral effect of the theatre is a vexed one. There is a long-standing 
claim (dating at least from sixteenth cenmty Puritan attacks of the theatte, and possibly 
more often asserted than believed) that theatre can preach and even inculcate better 
behaviour. In 1911, publisher Joseph Pulitzer specified that the Pulitzer Prize in drama 
would be awarded "for the original American play, performed in New York, which shall 
best represent the educational value and power of the stage in raising the standard of good 
morals, good taste and good manners" (Atkinson 80). Critics of theatrical 'immorality' 
have created the apologists and their extravagant claims of moral improvement by example, 
but is this actually what the audience is seeking? Does anybody buy a ticket in the hope of 
being morally improved by the play? Swift noted that satire is a glass wherein we see 
evetybody's reflecfion but our own, so we may possibly expect a play to improve 
somebody else, but ourselves? There is a desire to see the wicked bested, perhaps, but 
justice is seldom the issue. 
Nonetheless, it is inevitable that any medium which tells stories or represents life will 
contain some kind of moral position about the antics depicted, no matter how unrealistic or 
ostensibly value-free the depiction tries to be. The mere act of depicting something as 
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comic, or as tragic, or simply as worth depicting, entails a value-judgement of sorts. The 
altemative to doctrinaire preaching is to make an attempt at even-handedness, to depict the 
issue and the possible responses, and to tty to avoid advocating one response over another. 
Chris Westwood, examining the moral values of The Simpsons, suggests that 
there is a postmodernist kind of flip side to each laying out of a moral, h's no longer okay 
to take one line and push it. Each episode ... gives you a win/lose/win/lose scenario. 
...This is a much more tmthful approach than the idealised versions of what we were 
watching in the 1960s, which were intended to shape our moral and cultural attimdes. (92) 
The tmthfulness, however, still depends upon the selection of the altemative cases. What 
remains problematical with entertainments such as The Simpsons is whether such an 
approach is itself value-free or whether it merely promotes a kind of nihilistic indifference, 
since the problems are seen as too complex to solve. 'Attitude', which becomes a catch-cty 
in The Simpsons, means don't vote, because the world is none of your business, you can't 
change it anyway and there's nothing in it for you. This is an extreme version of the 
position taken by the custom-written musicals, which also admit the complexity of the 
problems they touch upon (although few are actually framed as examinations of moral 
dilemmas), but which deliberately postpone serious discussion or resolution of them on the 
grounds that a musical comedy is no place to get serious about life's worries. This 
avoidance may be one of the more significant reasons for the growing preference for 
musicals, which are perceived as intended to be trivial and solely for entertainment, over 
'straight' plays, where there may be an expectation that moral and ethical issues will be 
treated more 'responsibly'. 
Bmce Clark's socially-aware Lowood productions form the core of a significant sub-group 
of irreverent musicals which are based in the problems of being a teenager, but they have 
their own mechanisms of avoidance and distancing. The Legend of Bilge, which examines 
the need for the next generation to take responsibility for their own lives and which has a 
series of explicit 'Author's Message' passages, including "whatever we choose to be, 
whatever we choose to believe, whom we love, whom we hate, whom we tmst... from the 
time of the gift of our being, that is all up to us" (78), takes refuge in the science-fiction 
setting of a tribalised worid of young survivors of a nuclear "Brightnighf. Rix also uses a 
science-fiction Dystopia, the no-escape, urban-sprawl poverty-trap-ghetto of Nirvanegra, to 
examine the hopelessness of a youth generation which can never expect to find a job, a 
setting where it is scarcely necessaty to verbalise what is bugging the kids, since the 
despair simply permeates the lives they have to live and the things they tty to do. The 
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setting virtually is the theme, and the distance is created by the Casablanca-hased love 
StOty which provides a safe and mythic distance. The Garden ofAidan uses an allegorical 
excursion into a rainforest inhabited by semi-classical wood-sprites and more-or-less 
imaginaty enchantments (a curious mix of ^ Midsummer Night's Dream, Lord of the Flies, 
and 7726 Tempest) to explore the teenage sense of isolation, loneliness and depression. The 
things which can not be said to one's peers can be discussed in this mythic setting but, even 
there, only with the supernatural (or possibly imaginaty) figure of Obrin: 
AIDAN: ... The problems are real. Small in rettospect maybe. But because we have 
nobody willing to listen to us, nobody with the time - even no families - our 
problems become unbearable - and so, yes, we do mm to - to common music and 
easy sharing -
OBRIN: {Indicating Alice) To the Dark Side and Black Magic and Mind-Bending Potions 
AIDAN: Right, right. And - playing pranks for cheap recognition - and -
OBRJN: {Gesturing at Abbot) - pursuing the prank instead of developing the relationship -
AIDAN: {At Ariel) - throwing your weight around to cover your own insecurity -
OBRIN: {At Acton) - using the putdown as if it was a weapon -
AIDAN: It is. 
OBRIN: Only in the mouths of the skilled. And listen - {At Retoor [the teacher]) - how 
about he who organises grand gestures but neglects personal contact because it's 
difficult? 
AIDAN: Because it hurts, Obrin. 
{The Garden ofAidan 87) 
These musicals do unquestionably have a message and a moral social position to expound, 
but they are heavily sugar-coated, partially with the wisecracking verbal fireworks which 
are Clark's trademark, and partially by the sanitised distance in time, place or allegoty 
created by the settings. The major and recurring factor, however, regardless of the 
individual stoty, is the insistence upon the theatricality of the representation. Each play 
contains regular references to the fact that it is a play, and The Garden ofAidan even 
introduces the author as a character in the guise of Mr Retoor, the teacher who organises 
the excursion, which is itself presented in fleeting allusions as an allegoty of the onerous 
task of creating a musical evety year (this was the eleventh in the series). 
The most extreme example is His And Hers, which tells the tale of a bumbling teenage 
romance which doesn't quite work out. The first act tells the stoty from the boy's 
viewpoint, and the second act re-tells it from the girl's. The characters are all aware of this 
device, and they regularly protest about the bias of the respective versions and the horrible 
complexity of their conditions as characters and presenters, creations and creators: Linny 
wonders how she is supposed to react after a quarrel with her best friend, and realises that it 
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"depends what sort of a song they v^ote for me, I guess" (70), while Leem, finally rejected 
in Lyssa's version, wams "Just don't kid yourself that what you've told in Act Two is it. 
Or even that reality is what you, in reality, wanf (78). The fact that characters can discuss 
the progress of the stoty in terms of acts and scenes rather than in terms of time is evidence 
of the terminal theafrical distance from actuality that has been attained. The metaphysics of 
the device are a little dizzying, but only if we persist in the convention that there is a link 
between a character and a real person. When a character becomes aware that he is nothing 
more than a theatrical invention, simply a game being played between an author, an actor 
and an audience, and not a real person at all, then the whole game is safer for evetyone. It 
becomes possible to address even that most scaty adolescent bogey, the relationship that 
doesn't work out, with considerable frankness, because of the protection offered by the 
jokes, the songs, and the fact that musicals are divorced from the real world. 
Censorship 
The moral positions taken by school musicals are generally quite bland and 
unconfroversial, perhaps because the thresh-hold for potential censorship can be 
surprisingly unpredictable: Oklahoma! was only staged at Concordia Lutheran College in 
1981 after being suggested several times. It was resisted because the principal "Mr Jantzki 
had worried that Ado Annie's song4 might offend" (Penny 160). 
Hair was staged at Sunnybank SHS (1980) "with a couple of scenes and songs cut ouf. 
"Sodomy" was removed entirely, and "Happy Birthday Abie Baby" had contentious words 
cut, but "Air" (with its orgasm-references) was presented as written. The nude scene was 
omitted, of course, and the dmg-use scenes and references were much toned down. There 
were no audience or official complaints about the content of the show, but a mother 
complained about the collage backdrop which included a Tequila ad with the slogan "Lick, 
Sip, Suck". She felt the last word was inappropriate, and it was changed to "Sook" for the 
remainder of the season although it is difficult to see how that helped (Anonymous 
respondent LP, interview 20/12/97). 
The point to be made is about the process of self-censorship, where the cast and directors 
know their market and what they can get away with. Contentious content is hammered into 
^ "I'm Just A Girl Who Cain't Say No". 
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shape before the public sees it, and complaints - barring the looney ones like the "suck" 
mother - are rare. LP reports that there was more school and community fuss about Oh 
What A Lovely War the year before, because Director Ian Wood (and the cast) hit the anti-
war message hard. The staging of Hair coincided with the release of the movie, and the 
complaints were disarmed because the school version was so much milder than the film, 
and so much less angty than the previous year's effort. 
Even where there are genuine issues of taste and suitability, they are usually carefully 
balanced in the actual production, where the balance between humour and offensiveness 
tends to be resolved pragmatically. In the vety few cases where censorship has been 
externally imposed, it has usually been applied to language, rather than to concepts. In the 
group-devised community project, Logan City Story, the professional producfion team 
had used subfle (and successful) means to encourage the [smdent] writers to question the 
desired effect of all subject matter, in particular 'strong' language, and thus to temper their 
rather fierce quest for authenticity. Despite this, a small number of teachers insisted on 
several changes. (Stanwell 83) 
Censorable material certainly occurs in the texts of plays which, although staged in schools, 
were not written with schools in mind, and this is usually silently removed before 
authorities come to hear of it. Works such as the Toadshow plays and Burger Brain, which 
were written for teenage players, contain language which seems excessive, but it is plainly 
a matter for the individual production to make its own decisions as to what to clean up, and 
what to risk. Dalby SHS set up editing meefings to modify Grease in 1984: "we couldn't 
decide on how to change the line 'Don't go down there, there are too many dead French 
letters'. We finally changed it to 'dead budgerigars' which meant very little to the audience 
but it had us in stitches" (Robert Cook, Letter, 17 March 1998). Standards somewhat 
sfricter than those of commercial television seem to apply: words like shit, piss and arse 
may be hinted at in incomplete or intermpted exclamations, or in rhymes which are aborted 
{Smithy 53), although 'pissed' (in the American sense of annoyed and the Australian sense 
of inebriated) occurs fairly frequently in the Lowood musicals. The majority of the 
references to bodily parts and functions, such as the endless toilet-jokes of A^o /// Feeling 
and Sheik, Rattle and Roll, are by euphemism, innuendo, or circumlocution, rather in the 
manner of a Carry On film, which may seem tasteless and even a little obsessive, but does 
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not attract criticism from that often vocal minority who are offended by the words 
themselves. 
In most cases, the bowdlerisation is self-imposed. When Caloundra Christian College 
staged Sue Rider's Matilda Women in 1994 there was "some of Lillian Cooper's speech we 
considered unsuitable for both cast and audience. Having worked out ways in which her 
colourful character could be displayed, we then had to obtain permission from the author 
NOT to swear!" (Wendy Ashley-Cooper, Director, Caloundra Christian College, Magazine, 
1994). Giants In My Life, a Christian musical about the life of King David, delicately ends 
as he attains the throne, so that the more dubious parts of his life (such as the stories of 
Bathsheba, Uriah the Hittite, and Absolom) do not have to be mentioned or rationalised. 
King Macbee and the Walking Trees even includes a Censor as a character (modelled 
perhaps on Stan Freberg's "Elderly Man River" sketch) who acmally draws attention to the 
indelicate, rather than eliminating it. 
With perhaps excessive sensitivity, 1945 amends the well-known description of American 
servicemen to "over paid, overfed and over here" (20), but most seem to enjoy a certain 
degree of brinkmanship in their use of scatology and obscenity. Son of Phantom is typical: 
as the villains contemplate pursuing the heroine and the Phantom into the sewer, one of 
them worries that "we might end up in deep-" before being hastily intermpted (55). 
Custom-written musicals like to push the limits (like a two-year-old), to almost break the 
mles, to threaten to break the mles, to put the forbidden clearly in evetyone's mind, so long 
as it is on no-one's lips. Having brought the concept of 'shit' to the front of evetyone's 
consciousness, the next scene shows the Phantom and Angelique in a boat, being towed 
through the sewer by the Japanese hunchback Wasimoto, and a strong reaction is obviously 
being sought from the audience. The first line of the scene has Angelique asking "What's 
that terrible smell?" and the Phantom suavely enquires "What are we sailing on - sewage 
I'd imagine boatman?" The hunchback replies "Oui, Oui, Sir" (56) - supplying the 
nursety altemafive which no-one can possibly object to and, the point having been made, 
the characters get on with the action. 
It's interesting to note what slips by. West Side Story was censored for broadcast in this 
countty when the Broadway recording first appeared. The line "Gee, Officer Kmpke, -
Kmp You!" (64) was recognised as the euphemism that it clearly was, and the song was 
banned from airplay. But "The Jets' Song", which included a line which ran "we're gonna 
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beat/ Evety last buggin' gang/ On the whole buggin' street!/ On the whole - ! Ever - ! 
Mother-! Lovin' - ! Street!" (10) was not restricted. It must be presumed that the original 
(one hesitates to say "parenf) expression was not current in Australia at the time, and the 
euphemism was not noticed. Its conflation with the apparently harmless "ever-loving" 
might also have helped it to evade detection. Bmce Clark explains that the title and the 
principal characters of Spiff 'n' Growl were derived from "a cast member from [a previous 
musical] who called himself Spit while his girlfriend was Growl (acmally a fairly explicit 
sexual reference if anyone is aware of it.) I changed the lesser Spit but liked the sound of 
the 'worse' one" (Letter, 30 September 1996). 
The game, which appears here and there in many of the custom-musicals, seems to be to 
make the obscene references in an argot which is obscure enough to get by the censors or in 
a double-entendre for which one can claim innocence ("It's just your dirty mind!"). Just 
Desserts has an exchange about a new hair-style called "Venus on the mount", presumably 
a reference to the mons veneris, but declines to explain itself, and retreats by punning on 
'mount' to mm the exchange into a joke about horse-dung (34). North Rockhampton 
SHS's 1975 Concert included a short burlesque musical tified Jack-off and the Beanstalk 
"written and produced by members of the Grade Eleven Drama Group", which seems to 
have got by, since it's reported in the school magazine (North Rockhampton SHS. 
Bamburu, 1975). In Canterbury Riders, the Pardoner waves a Saint's shin-bone around and 
addresses the Wife of Bath: 
PARDONER: ... Surely it would do you the power of good to kiss my ancient relic! 
WIFE of BATH: Methinks it would not do him any harm, either! 
PARDONER: {outraged) You, Madaml You of the five husbands. You know well the sin 
of excess. 
WIFE of BATH: Oh, do not point your bone at me! I have had enough of that! 
{Canterbury Riders 21) 
This work, faithfiil to its Chaucerian source, contains quite a lot of bawdy material, 
including an aborted "kiss my arse" (2), some lyrical and explicitly sexual praise of the soft 
hands of milkmaids (28), a farting sequence (31-2), and a lot of lust and lechety jokes, but 
the Miller's Tale is omitted. It would seem that the mles of the censorship game (as they 
do at all levels of censorship) draw a firm line between talking about taboo subjects and 
depicting them. Sexual and excretoty matters are widely canvassed in verbal form, nearly 
always for comic purposes but they are (understandably, given the age-groups of the 
performers and audiences), not depicted, as they sometimes are in the mainstream theatre. 
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Surprisingly, there is one nude-scene to be found in the custom-written musicals: in Ned 
Kelly, Man of Iron, one of the most convenfional works in the repertoire, the Kelly Gang 
discover the Jerilderie bank manager in the bath, and the "Lights go out as the towel falls" 
{SD 17). 
Male homosexuality is occasionally mentioned, nearly always as an insult {Best Picture; 
Gumshoe; His & Hers; The Legend of Bilge; Villains), and although obviously 'straight' 
male characters are permitted to appear in drag {Smithy!, Sheer Luck, Holmes, Sheik, Rattle 
and Roll), kisses on the cheeks from the Russian Ambassador provoke Michael Smith to 
call "Help, Thuggo! There's one of them funny boys up here!" {Follies!! I.v). Wolfstock 
(43) constmcts cross-dressing as worse than being a werewolf. This sits oddly with the 
standard convention of girls playing male roles but, as Judith Williamson puts it, assumed 
"female body characteristics are supposedly funny, while male ones patently aren'f (48). 
There are many examples of males appearing in humorous drag (p. 109, 170), and in 1986 
Merrimac SHS held a Ms Merrimac Beauty Quest which was an all-male drag contest, with 
some vety impressive drag visible in the photos. The issue of the perceived line between 
cross-dressing and homosexuality is a complex one. 
When male homosexuality is represented (rather than merely referred to), it is in terms of 
the comic stereotype: the film director Cecil (in Bats), the director of TV commercials, 
Julian (in Burger Brain), Dracula in Dracula Spectacular, and the make-up artists Clive 
and Danyl {Mr Ugg & the Bionic Budgie) are entirely predictable^. Shylock might seem to 
break new ground in this respect, as it follows a recent trend in scholarship by presenting 
Antonio, sympathetically, as a homosexual, but the play has not as yet obtained a school 
production. Cage Aux Folles, I need hardly mention, has not yet been staged in a school. 
The only subject which is never even mentioned in any of the works I have examined, 
perhaps because there is no stock comic stereotype for it, is female homosexuality. 
The fact that irreverent musicals simply flirt with the socially unacceptable, in both 
language and material, without quite embarking upon it, is part of the established process of 
refusing to be serious. Theatrical convention is to be mocked, but not assaulted. Whereas 
Glamalot, for example, might take on the conventions of decomm (no doubt to the delight 
^ In a rare exception, Maroochydore SHS's 1993 Bats changed the movie-director Cecil to Madeline 
Starr, a female role. This may be censorship, it may be shortage of males, it may be that in a school 
where surfing is an assessable subject no male would play the role. 
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of the young performers for whom the work is designed) with such determined excesses as 
the entrance of The Lady Of The Lake, who rises majestically from the water, lets the 
sword slip, and says "Fuck. Fuck. I've done a nail for sure. Son of a bitch, I knew it. 
Jesus, that pisses me off. I've spent cenmries on this"(25), the school musical has no such 
need to be aggressive in its rejecfion of the establishment's mles. Partly, no doubt, this is 
due to an element of self-protection, since the director who presented that scene in the 
school hall would suffer considerably in the aftermath, but it is also due to the fact that 
school musicals have no interest in being angty. There are no cmsading school musicals, 
either for social change or for theatrical freedom, and although major issues are touched on 
from time to time, the only on-going theme to which the plays are committed - and which 
quite mles out the prospect of using the theatre as a fomm for ideas - would seem to be the 
conviction that all theatrical activity is fundamentally silly. School musicals never seem to 
tire of pointing out the absurdity of their own existence. 
Reflexivity 
Continual references to the fact that a play is being enacted are one of the hallmarks of 
popular theatre. Campos' remarks about non-intervention (quoted above, p.273) are 
germane, but reflexivity jettisons the convention - you don't need a 'principle of non-
intervention' when you are constantly reminding your audience that it's all rehearsed, and 
that it has been done for their delight. Instead, you invite them to participate, by sharing 
your jokes about what is going on. As participants, they have no need to intervene, and the 
convention is defied, mocked, and used, simultaneously. Such participation is usually more 
psychological than physical, and involves persuading the audience to conspire mentally and 
emotionally with the players in the game that is going on, rather than demanding that they 
confront the embarrassment of performance by becoming players themselves. This 
'conspiracy' has in recent years become a feature of American simation comedies, which 
include out-takes of performance 'mistakes' or additional scenes reflexively commenting 
on the action of the episode as a bonus divertissement during the end-titles. But it also 
dates back to the Elizabethan Prologue - and to Plautus and Terence, too. Styan notes that 
in Skelton's Magnificence [1516], 
consciousness of performance is constantly present. There are six references to the acting 
area as the 'place', which appears to have been all the available space inside some great hall 
(probably set for a banquet, since Folly must enter 'beating on tables f. London's Merchant 
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Taylor's Hall has been suggested. There are repeated addresses to the audience, on one 
occasion even asking it to stand back. (Styan 70-1) 
The deliberate use of this 'consciousness of performance', and of the audience's complicity 
in it, goes back into the social origins of dramatic presentation as a particulariy vivid and 
communicative form of religious ritual. Victor Tumer, exploring the relationship between 
the two, notes that one of the major differences between them is that "ritual, unlike theatre, 
does not distinguish between audience and performers" (112). This view fails to take 
account of the fact that the conventions of illusion and non-intervention are quite recent in 
the Westem theatre, and even then have been restricted to a comparatively small and 
exclusive segment of it. Even at the heights of influence enjoyed by the elite 'legitimate' 
stage in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, there have been enormous industries of 
music-hall, melodrama, theatre-restaurant, pub- and street-performers, pantomime, pier and 
tent theatres. Revue, Vaudeville and Chautauqua, as well as of burlesque, opera bouffe and 
musical comedy, all of which invite the psychological and frequently the vocal 
participation of the audience. In addition, organised spectator sport as an entertainment-
medium has been with us for as long as there are records of civilisation, but seems to have 
undergone an extraordinaty growth and diversification since legitimate theatres, cinemas 
and television took away their audience's right to shout their opinions to the entertainers. 
In terms of paid admissions, these mclusive entertainments have always been far more 
successful than the exclusive ones. Reflexivity is an important feature of involving the 
audience in a sense of complicity with the performance, partly because it constmcts the 
performer as being also an onlooker, and on the same 'team' as the paying customer, and 
partly because it constmcts the audience member as part of the performance team, sharing 
their rehearsal jokes and their comments on how the performance is going. The adversarial 
stmcmre of elite theatres is swiftly undercut. 
It is easy to forget the confusion, scandals and critical opposition which greeted the rise of 
theatrical forms which sought to eliminate direct interaction across the footlights: 
Ibsen did not only scandalise the audiences of the 1880s by the unusual and daring nature of 
his subject matter. Although he adhered fairly sttictly to the convention of the nineteenth-
cenmry 'well-made play', his desire to be more realistic led him to the virtual abandonment 
of the 'aside'. This was, in some ways, even more bewildering to the audience than 
mentions of venereal disease or women's rights. (Esslin 147) 
School musicals, of course, put the asides right back, and a great deal more besides. Many 
of them seem to be almost a reversion to the Victorian melodrama, where theatricality is 
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unequivocal, the issues are clear-cut, the audience is welcome to share, and production 
values are simplified. There is a significant sub-group, usually classified as theatre-
restaurant plays or, more frankly, as old-time melodrama, which have had a considerable 
success in schools. Nevil Thurgood's The Fickle Fortunes of Furtive Fate and Sir Jasper's 
Revenge are marketed successfully to both schools and amateur groups, and Peepshow's 
current catalogue includes six theatre-restaurant plays for the school market^, most of them 
by successful librettists from the catalogue of musicals. The main difference is that the 
theatre-restaurant plays do not have original music, but incorporate (usually well-known) 
existing songs. To sidestep difficulties with copyright and performing rights, they are 
usually promoted as 'flexible music' or 'own-choice music', although it is often fairly 
difficult to find songs other than those listed as 'recommended' or 'used in the original 
production' which actually fit into the libretto. Peepshow's own promotion-spiel stresses 
that these plays (which have had more than 400 productions between them, mostly by adult 
groups) provide "maximum audience participation" and "create friendly, informal 
atmospheres" {Peepshow Press, October 1996, 8). 
The most surprising thing about this device is that it is so often seen as surprising when it is 
in fact vety old and vety common indeed. Styan notes that "modem commentators have 
found it a little puzzling, but totally engaging, that Shakespeare's stage commonly 
comments self-reflexively on its own methods. A Midsummer Night's Dream is possibly 
the most metatheafrical of Shakespeare's plays ..." (160), and so eminent a figure in the 
musical comedy world as Leonard Bemstein is impressed by its novelty: 
My favorite example of non-integration [in Oh, Kay!, 1926] concems a wonderful little 
ditty called "Clap Yo' Hands", which is wedged into the score by a device no more subtle 
than those used in A Trip To Chinatown [1890, which included devices like "why don't you 
sing us a song?" to motivate musical numbers]. Only there's a twist. The authors know 
they are wedging, that the song has no real function except to provide fun, and so they 
resort to making fiin of themselves and point up the fact with high-handed wit. 
What happens is this: the chief comic. Potter by name, is trying to spread cheer during a 
gloomy situation. He mms to the inevitable line of choms girls and says, 'It's the 
philosophy of sunshine, girls. I leamed it at the knee of my old mammy. Do you want t 
hear a Mammy song?" Buthere's the twist: 'No!" scream the girls in the choms. 'Very 
well, then,' says Potter, 'I'll sing you the song she used to sing me'. 
It's wonderful fun, an exciting mne, a real Gershwin invention. And it has nothing to do 
with the plot, nothing at all. But the fact that a joke is made out of its having nothing to do 
with the plot reveals a new level of sophistication which had been reached in the Twenties. 
* Ma Baker's Tonic and Murder at the Music Hall by Mary McMahon; Robin The Hood and Rome, Sweet 
Rome advertised as "Peepshow scripts" but actually by Simon Denver; A Knight To Remember by Jane 
Rothnie; Highland Fling by Timothy Tuck. 
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At least they knew that what they were doing was pure revue technique and could laugh at 
themselves for it. And that was a step forward in itself (170) 
This example of drawing attention to the mechanisms of theatricality perhaps offers a clue 
to one of its peripheral functions as a device. Here, as often, it is used to preclude and 
forestall criticism. It is a device that authors (and directors) will use when they are ttying 
to get away with something. Whether it is a breach of propriety, or merely a moment 
which they suspect the audience will not accept within the logical framework of the 
existing dramatic situafion, it is introduced to disarm objection by making the audience 
complicit in the act of theatrical creation and, being thus in a position of sharing the joke, 
they are also in the position of sharing the responsibility. School musicals use it a lot in 
their chaofic action-resolutions, especially when the outcomes of the resolution process are 
largely arbitraty. 
This is precisely not the Brechtian use of revealing the theatricality of the situation. It does 
not create distance or alienation, it creates complicity and involvement - not, it must be 
conceded, with the stoty (which is unimportant), but with the process of stotytelling which 
is dramatic presentation, and with the personage (a peculiar hybrid of character and actor) 
who is inviting the audience into this peculiar form of participation. One of the reasons 
why Brecht's plays often succeed brilliantly as theatre but fail as propaganda is that the 
Verfremdungseffekt which is supposed to alienate or distance the audience actually 
(especially in the hands of actors who are anxious to be liked) involves them more. 
One notable feature of the use of reflexive devices and jokes in irreverent musicals- and I 
have collected scores of examples - is that they seem to come in clumps. There are long 
periods of straight plot, character development, or comedy roufines, and then a burst of 
reflexive or self-debunking gags. There is a tendency to have a clump vety early in the 
action, to set the tone, and after that the reminders seem to coincide with a plot climax or an 
emotionally difficult moment - any time when the unlikely or melodramatic nature of the 
action, or the intensity of the feeling might invite derision from the audience. I can identify 
four main types or styles of drawing attention to the theatricality of the event: 
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Revising and debtmking normal conventions 
A number of these devices have already been discussed, such as the undercutting of love-
scenes, the portrayal of heroes and villains, the use and abuse of Lietmotif which are 
stmctural rather than incidental. The plays constantly toy with the tension between formal 
convenfions and the incongmity which the uninitiated find in them, and the result is nearly 
always jokes. David Mayer suggests that "comedy most easily balances between literaty 
and popular, but this partially lies with comic impatience with pretence and artificial 
standards" (267). In irreverent musicals, there is always a fear that the audience may be the 
ones who reject the pretences of theatre, and it is important for the performers to make the 
point first, and lead the audience in laughing at the pretences, rather than risk being 
ridiculed themselves. 
One especially common way of asserting the artificiality of theatrical convention is to call 
attention to the use of sound effects. The excessive horror-movie sounds which fill the 
blackout at the beginning of Bats prove to be coming from a late-night movie which the 
Dracula family are watching on TV (1). The sounds of horses which signal the entty of the 
Knights in Glamalot (7), of wild cheering which greets the villainous Prince Abscess in 
Sheik, Rattle and Roll (1), and the roar of motorcycles which prove to be tricycles in 
Villains (48), are all provided (ostensibly) by cassette recorders carried by the characters as 
they enter, both as a sight-gag and as a way of making a virtue of the absence of spectacle. 
Taking the notion fiirther, the weaty device of advancing the plot with an amplified voice-
over also comes under attack. In Offbeat, a remembered advertisement for the talent-quest 
is played as a voice-over, as an economical way of providing the information to the 
audience, but the convention is broken when a character actually hears this editorial sound-
effect and comments admiringly "that's not a bad memoty you've gof (7). Mr Ugg And 
the Bionic Budgie (69-70) and Follies!! (1.2; II.2; II.3) take the joke a step further when the 
radio, which is introduced to supply plot information via news bulletins, 'comes alive' and 
enters into dialogue with the characters. Live sound effects are not immune: when 
dramatic chords at a moment of tension set the crowd screaming and mnning about in 
Gumshoe, Mac explains that there is no real danger and that the "big, mood-setting, 
orchestral stab!" (5) is "just a cheap theatrical trick to set the mood!" (6). 
A device in which mainstream theatre has touching faith is the convention of disguise, by 
which the audience are supposed to recognise the 'real' character while the other characters 
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are completely fooled, or not, according to the needs of the plot. In Sheer Luck, Holmes, 
the great detective, master of disguise, keeps his pipe and deerstalker while disguised as a 
prostitute and is recognised by evetyone he meets (I.l), but the bumbling Chinese gangsters 
fool evetyone when they pretend to be Cockney railway porters, no matter how 
outrageously they betray themselves (1.5). In Sheik, Rattle and Roll, the Legionnaire 
proves the efficacy of trans-sexual disguise by wearing his back-pack under his harem-girl 
costume (33). Disguise is so effecfive, in fact, that the banshee-screaming Wildings 
{Legend of Bilge 48) lose their power to terrify when they hide themselves behind Groucho 
nose-glasses. The most effecfive disguise of all, however, is revealed when the villainous 
Carla claims to have been five of the other characters (some of whom she has played scenes 
with) and bobs up and down behind a bench in altemation with them to demonstrate her 
astonishing quick-change prowess {Gumshoe 50). The opposite side of the coin is shown in 
Best Picture where the actor playing movie-star Frank Murray doubles as the murdered 
star's look-alike, and has to live with the accusation that he "doesn't even look like Frank 
Murray all that much" (47). 
The cliche of the murder victim who dies without quite identifying the killer also permits 
school musicals to make the point that they could accept the absurdity, but decline to do so. 
Aunt Martha, presumed dead, revives long enough to offer to talk but, when pressed, 
confesses "I forgot!", and dies again {Sheer Luck, Holmes 11.2). Food for Thought offers a 
character who "pretends to be dying as he clutches his throat" (SD 46), and then recovers 
to offer completely useless information. In the most elaborate variation, Ferrett, with a 
knife in his back, is followed around the stage by girls "with a table trying to guess where 
he will fair, and complains "C'mon Mac! I've only got thirty seconds to live!" when his 
revelafions don't get him enough attenfion. His dying words are "Empty cans, fish heads, 
old newspapers, trash", because "He's talking mbbish". Two minutes later he resurrects to 
pose for the forensic photographer, and then dies again {Gumshoe 6-9). 
These are all primarily jokes, like the hobby-horses ridden by the cowboys in How The 
West Was Warped, which permit the actors to comment on the theatricality of the things 
their characters are asked to do. The hobby-horses, of course, do not respond being fed, or 
to commands like "Stay!", and have a habit of falling over to accentuate their artificiality. 
The horses' intransigence becomes a major running-gag, capped when the villain becomes 
so fmsfrated that he shoots his, and then, with great satisfaction, gives it a final command to 
"Stay!" (55). None of this would be possible with real horses, or with serious attempts to 
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imitate real horses, or with desperate expedients which pretend that there are real horses 
which have been left in the wings. Theatricality itself becomes the joke and, when it is 
treated with an aggressive and irreverent enjoyment, it is not restrictive but empowering. 
The essence of these jokes appears when, in His and Hers, Lyssa arrives fortuitously at the 
vety moment that Leem is hoping to see her, as so often in romances, and he mms to the 
audience and comments appreciatively "Aren't scriptwriters wonderful?" (26). 
Self-location 
Reflexivity is vety largely a process of reminding both players and audience of the 
conventions which may or may not be applicable to the present situation. When a criminal 
asks "You mean you'd acmally shoot me?", the police-chief can reply "Of course not. This 
is a musical" {Rix 22). Another squabble between a hero and a policeman can be 
intermpted by "Enough! You've got the whole play to fight! This is only the introduction" 
{Gumshoe 4). The awareness of being in a play can even lead to situations like that in The 
Prince's Pursuit, where the Narrator complains at length about not having been cast in a 
more interesting role (5). The act of narration itself is a powerful signal that the location is 
an artificial, storytelling one. 
Sometimes it is not enough just to remind the audience that they are in a theatre, and the 
play makes a point of reminding them that they are in a school theatre. In Gumshoe, the 
professor is horrified by the guns the Henchwomen are canying and makes a physicist's 
computation: "Accidental probability statistics clearly state that if fired a bullet would 
probably ricochet off the floor -{pointing) - onto the lights up there - {pointing out to 
audience) - up that man's nose - off that lady's glasses - off the bottle of beer that the 
stage manager's drinking - back onto the stage, where there will be - (frantic last 
calculations) - a 24% chance of hitting one of the teachers sitting in the front row here!" 
The henchwomen "gleefully start firing" (12-13). Gumshoe is aimed at a national market, 
but there are a couple of cases where the school-references are more parochial. The 
Garden ofAidan contains a series of variations (9, 19, 43) on the rule that "in a Lowood 
musical, you never mention the word 'bald', okay?" (15), superficially aimed at the 
teacher-character, but apparently also as a reference to the author-director. In a discussion 
of colours, one of the characters exclaims "Wait till I tell Mrs Party" (48), who is not in the 
play but was perhaps the school's art teacher. The Lowood musicals all end, as previously 
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discussed (p.206-7), with the bonding-ritual of singing "The Lowood Son^'. One of the 
'optional' scenes in Charades includes a glowing account by the obnoxious 'swot' 
Pmdence of the night she saw Son of Phantom, the previous musical by the same wrifing 
team (premiered at the same school). Several other characters then start discussing "Mr 
Kennedy", which is the name of the teacher who directed both producfions (48). These 
excursions into reflexivity (which can be easily enough adapted for other productions at 
other schools) seem to contribute to student 'ownership' of the shows as much as to their 
awareness of theatricality. 
In an ultimate representation of the fusion of performers and audience, Glamalot includes a 
casual stage direction that Mordred "slays the winner of the 'Win a Role in Glamalot' 
Competition" (50). By this eccentric promotional gimmick, an un-auditioned member of 
the public is invited to traipse around as a member of the choms, and even to become (in a 
vety minor way) part of the plot'. 
The Vaudeville device of comic interaction with the band appears in several musicals. 
Two special examples involve actors being required to play musical instmments on stage. 
The producfion notes for The Prince's Pursuit suggest that the valet Rudefellow might have 
problems with his tmmpet fanfares, "progressively sounding better until in the second act 
the fanfare is played perfectly (by the orchestra) with Rudefellow holding his instmment 
away from him looking at it with astonishmenf (p.viii). More inventively, Catalina's 
Sacred Hom {Jungle Fantasy) becomes a mrming-gag as it gives a series of delayed and 
improbable sounds, all blatanfiy ghosted from the orchestra pit. When, finally, in the last 
scene, the Hom functions correctly, Catalina confesses that she has been taking lessons 
from the tmmpet player in the band, who then "stands up and takes a bow. All on stage 
applaud" (SD 81). Admitting the existence of the band/orchestra, during the action of the 
play, is a significant breach of the conventional decomm of musical theatre, but to suggest 
personal relationships between actors/characters and musicians borders on sacrilege. An 
endearing feature of this example is the question as to just how it could happen. Catalina, 
thanks to the fountain of youth, has been playing badly for thirty or forty years (5), and 
continues to do so for the several days of 'dramatic time' that the play encompasses. The 
tmmpet player has been in the pit throughout the two hours of 'real time' that the play 
' This is not new. In Beaumont & Fletcher's Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607) the Citizen and his wife 
rise fi-om the audience to change the course of the play, and to insist that their own servant be given a 
leading role. But these are 'plants', members of the acting companv, not real audience members. 
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requires, so when (and in which time-frame) and where (and in which reality) did the 
lessons occur? Was it Catalina who took the lessons, or the acfress portraying her? The 
tangle defies logic, and makes it impossible to see the events on the stage as having any 
relationship to reality. 
The band, at least, are visible. Irreverent musicals take quite some trouble to remind the 
audience that there is also a backstage crew whose existence must not be forgotten. Among 
many passing references. Smithy! devotes a whole song, "The Bottom Of The Programme 
Blues" (66) to the usually unsung efforts of the cosmme-makers. The most elegant 
example occurs in Villains, when one of the Bushrangers (blind, because they have not 
figured out that their Ned Kelly helmets need eye-holes) fires a wild shot which apparently 
hits the lighting operator: "A scream is heard from the lighting box. Lights dim suddenly, 
almost to a blackout."{SiD 33). With some presence of mind Penelope declares that "We'll 
just have to have interval while they find a replacement lighting operator" (34). The 
Bushranger (named Town Hall) laments not being allowed to finish his scene, and a voice-
over calls "Is there a doctor in the house or at least someone who knows how to operate the 
lights?" (34) to finish the act. Here the unreal action is presented as having an effect on the 
real world beyond the stage. The convention of dramatic fiction pretends that there are real 
bullets in guns, and that characters are really in danger. It is logical enough to explode the 
convention by extending the danger to innocent bystanders outside of the fiction, but the 
absurdity of the concept - the audience cannot believe that the lighting operator has really 
been hurt - only heightens the audience's perception of the artificiality of the action. 
Audience-location 
Interval offers a particularly fmitful moment to remind the audience of the silliness of 
theatrical convention. The idea of building to an exciting and stimulating climax in order 
to sustain the audience's interest through a trip to the snack-bar and the toilet, however 
pragmatically desirable, is too silly to be allowed to pass. The Vaudeville and Medicine-
Show tradition of the 'blowoff, the speech that sends the audience out with a motive to 
remm, usually replaced in musical theatre by an Act Finale or Grand Finale, but frequently 
represented in Greek, Roman, Elizabethan and Restoration plays by an Epilogue after the 
last act, provides a perfect place to remind the audience of where they are. Since school 
musicals seem to be the only genre in modem theatre which uses this device extensively 
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(although the forward-announcements broadcast over the closing credits of television 
programs, which serve the same original purpose, are a commonplace), it is worth 
cataloguing the better examples in some detail. Man of Steel uses an old-fashioned radio-
serial voice-over to ask "Has our heroine really been kidnapped?" and other purportedly 
tension-building questions, finishing "Don't miss the next thrilling act - same place, same 
theatre, same jokes" (53). In Son of Phantom, the enigmatic Wasimoto dazzles the hero 
with inscrutable oriental aphorisms hinting at trouble ahead before advising the audience: 
"The dappled sunshine of summer often conceals the tiger who waits! You go and refresh 
yourselves and we'll go and herd some elephants" (47). More prosaically, as the cast of 
The Garden ofAidan disperse into the wings for interval, Arnold 'notices' the audience and 
asks "what about all of them?" Abbot replies "At least they get to go to the tuckshop and 
eat. Come on." (55). Since there is nearly always a mle forbidding the cast to go front-of-
house, the reflexive joke has an additional, and slightly meful, edge. 
The device extends to the resumption of action after the interval. The ABC announcer who 
disdainfully narrates shifts in the acfion of Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie greets the 
audience laconically: "for those of you who haven't found anything better to do- here's 
Part Two" (63). In His and Hers, Lyssa embarks on the female version of the stoty with 
"thanks for staying, {looking about) Those of you who have" (43). It is interesting that 
several plays (e.g. Canterbury Riders, The Prince's Pursuit) open the second act with a 
revision of what has happened in the first. 
Some plays remind the audience of the trouble that is being taken on their behalf. In Food 
For Thought, Hany protests that he is being told things that he already knows, and the 
Prime Minister, with a lively awareness of a common expositoty device, indicates the 
audience and replies "but they don't!" (69). Later, when the muUiple murders are being 
summarised on a black-board in a burlesque of the traditional detective-stoty recapitulation, 
another character complains that none of them can see the blackboard, which has been 
positioned for the benefit of the audience. The detective, again recognising a normal 
absurdity of stagecraft, replies "These people paid to get in. You didn't" (87). In a similar 
vein. Captain Starlight makes repeated use of a Brechtian (but not detectably irreverent) 
device whereby the characters argue with the 'author', wonying about the way the stoty is 
developing. Eventually the audience is invoked as needing the action to continue: "Will 
you two stop arguing and let us get on with the play? {pointing to audience) Otherwise, 
they'll go home" (24), which is one of the few tmly irreverent moments in the play. In 
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Mad If You Think I Am!, the Ghost worries that Hammy is reverting to the Shakespearean 
original, and urges "In plain English now, Hammy, so that the folks out there can 
understand". Hammy obligingly translates "If I wasn't a good Catholic, I think I'd kill 
myself (11). 
From admitting that the audience is there, it becomes logical to progress to assigning the 
audience a role of their own. Son of Phantom suggests that "The audience now becomes 
the audience for the opera" (SD 43), while in Smithy! they are constmcted as "new Grade 
Eights" (2), and picked on by the principal (3) and then by Smithy (5-6) until they respond 
(which the principal didn't insist upon). Later they become the opening night audience 
(68). They can even be crificised: "wouldn't you think they'd have brought a few friends, 
filled the place up a bit?" {Curses 9). In each case, both performers and audience are being 
reminded of the acmal relationship between them. 
There is a marked contrast here to the artistic and social pretensions of subsidised/elite 
theatre which tend to make non-theatre-goers self-conscious and insecure about the process 
of watching a play. The heavy use of elaborate and highly contrived conventional 'codes' 
- often tied to obscurely specialised genres - seem calculated to leave an uninitiated 
audience uncertain that they will know how to respond. It must be assumed that a 
substanfial proportion of the audience for a school-musical, especially at less privileged 
schools, will not be sophisticated theatre-goers. The reflexive component of irreverence 
has a major role to play in putting these customers at their ease: reassuring them that they 
are not being talked down to, and that they will not find themselves out of their depth. The 
friendly 'we're-all-in-this-together' atmosphere created plays an important part in the 
popularity of irreverent musicals. 
Irreverent school musicals have a common attimde of friendliness towards the audience. It 
is instmctive here to make a comparison with Boys' Own Macbeth (Grahame Bond & Jim 
Bumett), a larrikin mainstream musical which does not appear to have been staged in any 
school. This play, like Smithy!, is also about a school Shakespeare production and a 
monstrous student (the 42-year-old Teny Shakespeare), and also constmcts the audience as 
"junior" students in the first act (11) and as audience at the production in the second (57). 
The difference is in the attitude to them in these capacifies. Michael Smith takes pity on 
the audience and announces that "the least we can do is make them feel welcome!" (5), 
while Terty Shakespeare "squirts the audience" with a water pistol (11), and threatens that 
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if they tell about his stink-bomb "myself and my two sons will personally come out and 
smff your head down the dunny and then flush it, OK?" (11). Michael Smith demands that 
the audience say "G'day" (6), and jollies and jokes them into doing it. Boys' Own's 
Headmaster demands that they stand up, and in an extendible routine coerces them into 
doing so by throwing chalk at them (13), accusing the females of being cross-dressing boys 
and the males of effeminacy (12, 13), and by threats: "If you continue to defy me you'll all 
be kept in and sent to ballet classes with Mr Elston" (13), which amounts to a threat of 
pederasty. Smithy's principal singles out a victim: "That boy in the fifth row, stop 
fidgefing! You should have gone before you left home!" (3), while the parallel in Boys' 
Own Macbeth is "You, boy, stop doing that, you'll go blind! ... Keep your hands above the 
desk where I can see them, away from temptation" (15). The mood set in these opening 
sequences remains fairly constant: the 'adult' play is far more aggressive and abrasive, and 
considerably more inclined to intimidate the audience and to promote an adversarial 
relationship. 
Later in the action, Teny Shakespeare invites the audience to pelt the unpleasant 'good' 
boy with plastic balls (65ff). Even the familiar interval joke becomes aggressive. When 
Teny decides to pause for a cup of tea, the Headmaster asks "what about the audience?" 
and he replies "Bugger them, they had theirs at interval" (73). The audience is being 
reminded that it is an audience, but the reminders seem calculated to make them 
uncomfortable about their position, which is fundamentally an intmsive or an 
eavesdropping one. One key difference here from the irreverent approach is that while the 
audience is reminded of its status, the characters remain characters. Teny's envo/'-speech 
sums up this position: "Don't sit there grinning at me madam, it's all right for you, you're 
gonna go home now, aren't you? You're going to go home and say: 'Wasn't that a lovely 
play? That was lovely, wasn't it, dear?' Me, where do I go? What do 1 do with tomorrow? 
Anyone out there got a job for an old boy from Dunsinane?" (78), and it is Terry who is 
asking, not the actor. Irreverence, by contrast, tries to abolish the separafion between 
audience and performer, and to use its audience-locating reflexive devices to make both 
performer and spectator comfortable about their positions. 
Organised 'audience involvement' is infrequent in school musicals. Mr Ugg is the only 
play in my sample to use it extensively, and presumably this is related to the fact that its 
creator Tony Nicholls is well-known as an author of mainstream pantomimes. The 
involvement begins early (13-14), when the audience are asked to debate whether the 
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Cleaning Lady should resist temptafion, and continues intermittently after that. They are 
enlisted as contestants in the Unbeauty Quest (93), using three real audience members and 
three planted performers. John Lonie disapproves of this level of audience-participation: 
"In the past we had plays ... which have the children in the audience screaming out to the 
hero that the villain is coming, the hero, strangely, never quite hearing. Such gramitous 
involvement is the mark of the charlatan. Mostly, such horrors have passed from the 
scene" (165). But they haven't. They have only passed from the elite scene: commercial 
pantomimes and shoppingtown shows still use them, and the main reason they do so is that 
they work. Rob Robson, whose Aladdin includes the most blatant of 'he's-behind-you' 
shoppingtown participation, and even includes throwing lollies, rationalises that 
there should be an oppormnity for the audience to interact with the performers. This was 
especially important, I feU for the children, who should be shown that, unlike TV and 
film/videos, live theatre is a two-way medium where they can be a part of each 
performance, not just passive receivers. (We discovered, in performance, that it was not 
only the kids who enjoyed this aspect!). {Aladdin, 3) 
Giving children (and alcohol-affected adults, in the theatre-restaurant setting) some activity 
in the course of a program acmally encourages them to concentrate on the stage-action, and 
not diverge in their excitement into games of their own. Audience-participation of this 
kind (and enforced singalong interludes might be included here) is not essentially an 
irreverent device. Even though it defies the decomm of non-intervention, it still preserves, 
to a certain extent, the pretence of illusion. It is necessaty to distinguish between audience-
participation, which merely gets the audience doing something, and audience-involvement 
which makes them somehow complicit in the action and in the act of performance. It is 
only fruitful to warn the hero if there is some prospect that doing so will avert some peril, 
and if the audience actually cares about the character. Irreverence makes it clear that there 
is no point in identification with something as foolish as an acted character, and that the 
outcome has been settled during the rehearsals. The point of the performance is not to 
share the feelings and predicaments of the characters, but to join the players in enjoying 
their (and the characters') improbable antics. Irreverence seeks, not to provoke anxiety, but 
to allay it. 
Two other factors are probably also in operation here: firstly, successful audience-
participation requires a high level of expertise and confidence from the performers who 
lead it, and can be embarrassing for evetyone involved if it doesn't come off. The Prince's 
Pursuit, for example, asks its Narrator to extract audience responses in a speech which is 
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framed in rhyming couplets (30), and accordingly makes ad-libbing - of the kind which is 
often necessaty to get an audience to vocalise - extremely challenging. In Robson & 
Wong's Aladdin, the clowns idenfify the audience as Peking beggars: "look at the way 
they're dressed" (13) which is described as an ad-lib "to get the audience in". A lot of 
conventional 'audience involvement' operates on this unsophisticated and semi-aggressive 
level, and works well if done well, but is almost unplayable for inexperienced performers 
who will inevitably have trouble with the line between teasing and abuse, charm and 
boorish aggression (a regular problem for adolescent boys). 
Secondly, the kind of complicity which irreverence seeks is generally obtained by 
positioning the performer as a member of- or at least on the same level of involvement as 
- the audience, sharing their view of the action, rather than by forcing the audience to 
become part of the performance, which is likely to make them self-conscious and 
uncomfortable. School musicals (theatre-restaurant shows excepted) accordingly tend to 
prefer the implied complicity of wry asides such as Jane's gentle "Have you worked this 
one out yet?" {Jungle Fantasy 79) as the recognition scene unfolds. 
Self-criticism 
When school musicals make derogatoty remarks about themselves, they are performing a 
complex operation. They are, at the most obvious level, forestalling and disarming 
criticism from their audience by admitting their own shortcomings, and if they can draw a 
laugh by doing so then they are halfway to being granted absolution. They crificise their 
performing skills: "What was all that noise? ... It sounded like a group attack of asthma!" 
{Wolfstock 14-15), "Who was supposed to be singing that verse?" {Curses 11), "the news 
just keeps on getting worse and I keep getting more dramatic!" {Gumshoe 17); and they 
criticise their production values: "it has stmck me how vety similar the Blue Parrot is to 
Rix" is explained by "It was too much trouble to build another sef {Rix 38-9). It seems 
probable that, although such comments do serve to remind the audience that this is 
performance, not illusion, their primaty funcfion is to name the shortcomings before some-
one else does. 
The issue becomes less clear when the jokes themselves come under fire. When characters 
in, for example. Bilge (passim). Sheik, Rattle and Roll (31), and Villains (4), complain that 
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there are too many bad jokes, the effect is unpredictable. I think that such references fall 
into two groups: those that refer to genuinely and intentionally bad jokes, and serve to 
heighten their badness and give them a separate dimension of funniness, and those that are 
an apology and an admission that the jokes are bad but are the best that could be devised, 
which heightens their badness and makes them even less fimny, if that is indeed possible. 
2061: A Space Oddity takes the opposite tack, with a regularly scripted 'High Fives' 
mannerism, by which characters celebrate and indicate their safisfaction with a bad joke, 
and which seems likely to be subject to the same choice of outcomes. Which effect 
eventuates in pracfice would seem to depend upon the skill and charm of the performers. 
This self-conscious "ain't I funny" stance is characterisfic of various types of popular, so-
called 'low' comedy, from the Three Stooges and Jeny Lewis to Eddie Murphy, and it is 
related to "Laughing Records" or routines, where the infectiousness of laughter is the real 
point. The principles of irreverence would suggest that a wholehearted enjoyment of the 
awftilness of a joke will, if the audience can be persuaded to share it, make both the joke 
and the criticism a success. 
Occasionally, and most sophisticatedly, the plays criticise their whole being. In Jungle 
Fantasy, the no-nonsense McBurleigh responds to an explication of the outlandish plot by 
exclaiming "Jungle Queen! Jungle Cats! What is this? A B-grade movie?" (27). The 
subtlety of this becomes apparent in the following scene when the play is further 
complicated by the arrival of a film company intent on re-making King Kong, and what is 
framed as a criticism of the plotting becomes - as if it were as a consequence -a part of the 
plot. Man of Steel, as so often, provides one of the richest examples: the comic strip's 
ktyptonite, the only substance which can harm the hero, has been changed to Kroptonite -
primarily for legal reasons - but it might be expected that the original word will always be 
prominently in the audience's minds, and that a sort of automatic mental translation will 
occur whenever the converted form is spoken. There are many such conversions, and an 
element of confusion between the 'originals' and the parodies is inevitable and no doubt 
desirable. It is hardly surprising, then, that the Russian villain, Olga, might also become 
confused, and declare that she will destroy the Man of Steel with "Kraptonite". When her 
henchmen correct her, she insists "Zat is vat I said, Kraptonite. {to audience) And if you 
think it's Kraptonite you should have seen it last nighf (72). The process by which the 
parody operates is used to call the performance itself into question, by a joke which would 
not be possible without the mumal support of both. It is a joke (crap tonight) about a joke 
(Kraptonite) about a joke (Kroptonite) about ktyptonite, and only the middle joke has to do 
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with the StOty: the other two are jokes about the mode. This is irreverent reflexivity at its 
best, where evety element of the theatrical presentation is conscious of its own silly 
theatticality, and uses it to open up and exploit its potenfial for enjoyment. In terms of 
tradifional theatricality, irreverence works always in a universe of self-made paradox. 
Marvin Carlson notes that "performance implies not just a doing or even a re-doing, but a 
self-consciousness about doing and re-doing, on the part of both performers and spectators" 
(Carison 195). 
Out-References 
A regular device in the process of reflexively emphasising the non-illusionistic nature of 
the performance is to make references to fictions or realities which stand outside the 
theatrical event. By recalling the outside world, the plays re-iterate that they are only plays, 
and that the theatre or the hall is not the real world. The reminder, because it breaches 
whatever momentaty illusion may be creeping in, has enough shock-value to be a fairly 
tmstworthy way to get a laugh. Once again, it should be stressed that most school musicals 
do not use this device for philosophical or theoretical purposes, they use it because it is 
ftirmy, and fun. 
Out-references run a considerable gamut, from fairly complex exercises in overt 
intertexmality, to the most fleeting of topical references. 
Parody, of course, is a prime example of intertexmality; in parody we imitate and poke fun 
at styles of authors or filmmakers, specific texts, or kinds of texts, that is - genres. It is, of 
course, possible to ridicule styles, texts, and genres all at the same time. ... In order to be 
able to make a parody of an author or text or genre, there must be something distinctive or 
recognizable about them, which the humorist can take off on. Parody depends, to a 
considerable degree, upon readers and audiences recognizing what is being imitated and 
ridiculed, though people can still (to a limited extent) enjoy parodies without being familiar 
with a given style or text. Generally speaking people can recognize when a genre is being 
parodied because we are so familiar with the genres carried by the mass media. (Berger, 
Genres, 47) 
Irreverence itself is a kind of parody of the entire genre of theatrical representation 
(including itself), and irreverent musicals are a particularly vibrant illustration of the theoty 
that all works operate intertextually, but many of them add further and more obvious layers. 
The superhero fantasies which are the starting point for Man of Steel are instantly 
recognisable to both players and audiences, while the genres and texts being parodied in. 
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for example, Rix and Gumshoe, are probably familiar to the performers in only the broadest 
terms. They may have seen Casablanca, they might even watch it together as part of their 
rehearsal process, but it is unlikely that many (or any) of them will have read extensively in 
Hammett or Chandler, or even Spillane. These works are, however, so frequently parodied 
(or at least cross-referenced) in sitcoms and films, that much of the parody can be enjoyed 
with reference to other parodies, if not to the originals. Even so, in many instances 
(especially in momentaty parody and out-references) the pleasure would seem to belong 
mainly to the parents in the audience and, occasionally, to the author alone. Not evety out-
reference will be intelligible to the whole audience, and the risk of being too arcane in this 
respect is that audiences tend to be slightly offended if they are excluded by allusions 
which they do not understand. It is important, for this reason, to keep such references 
(which are vety satisfying to those who do understand them) brief and fairly obvious. 
Unmistakable references to - and usually frank quotations from - films and comedians of a 
bygone age are frequent. Abbot & Costello's "Who's on first?" routine appears in His and 
Hers and 2061; George Bums' "Say good night, Gracie" is adapted in The Garden ofAidan 
and Rix; Sheik, Rattle and Roll uses Carry On names such as Burpas and Kakazi; 
quotations from Humphrey Bogart films appear in His and Hers, Gumshoe, and Rix. 
Elsewhere, there are snippets from the Three Stooges, Crocodile Dundee, Chips With 
Everything, Get Smart, Danny Kaye, Rambling Sid Rumpo, Winston Churchill, Arsenic 
and Old Lace, Rebel Without a Cause, Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys, Inspector 
Clouseau, Batman, Superman and John Wayne, several Disney films. Star Trek, Star Wars, 
and many more, ancient and modem, including, no doubt, many that I have failed to 
recognise. Bmce Clark and Simon Denver are the leading practitioners in this game of 
movie and TV trivia. 
In many cases, such as the "Who's on first?" routine, it would appear that the authors and 
performers treat the quotations in the same light as old, well-known jokes, parallel to the 
"walk this way" and "my wife's gone to the West Indies" formulations (of which there are 
also a great many examples), which are so well known as to be regarded as public domain, 
and sprinkled around for the pleasures of recognition. The recognition is enhanced when 
the familiar, comy formula joke can be slighfiy varied to fit its new home. This is not (at 
least, not usually) evidence of a lack of originality, but a further exploitation of the 
principle of signalling the theatricality of the event. There is no material difference 
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between appropriating the old, worn fonns of musical comedy and appropriating the old, 
wom jokes from television re-runs. 
There is a strong intertextual link between the surface-content of school musicals and the 
better-known film and television programs and genres. Since these constitute the main 
frame of dramafic reference for the participants and audience, they are the logical avenue to 
follow. Out-references to high-culture products are not common. Apart from the direct 
adaptations of'classics' (which represent a substanfial proportion of the musicals, and 
which are themselves frequently salted with modem, 'low-culture' out-references), there 
are vety few references which seem related to a literaty education. Mr Ugg and the Bionic 
Budgie, which includes a 'Colonel Blimp' character named Brigadier Paley-Loitering, is 
the only unequivocal example, and most seemingly literaty references can be attributed to 
the mass-media. Sheik, Rattle and Roll includes a writer named Lawrence who is plagued 
by Arabs wanfing him to lead them (22, 23), which is more probably linked to the David 
Lean film than to The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, while The Garden of Aidan's thinly veiled 
allusion to the earth moving (72-3) reflects the modem tabloid cliche rather than the 
Hemingway original, as do the Shakespearean tags which are mocked in some of the plays. 
The major cultural influence on young people is television (and, in more recent times, the 
video-libraty), not literature or the theatre. 
According to a survey of teenagers commissioned by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal 
in 1984, 24% of respondents owned their own television set, 71% of their households had 
more than one, and only \% did not have a set in their home at all (83). Respondents 
attending high school averaged 13:09 hours of radio-listening and 22:39 hours of 
television-watching per week (85). This is not the place to enter into the debate as to 
whether television is a demon or a godsend, but it is important to note that, for most people 
under 40, it has been throughout their lives their single most important source of images of 
the larger world. One might also argue that the conditions of reception are such as to make 
these images even more powerful than their high exposure-rate alone would suggest: there 
are factors of near-hypnotic relaxation, of perceived power and authority (especially 
through artificial star-systems) and of a 'suspension of disbelief which amounts to 
credulity. With such pervasive influence, it is inevitable that any other entertainment or 
communication medium must interact extensively with television if it is to be viable. As 
for the mass-media's emotional impact, Arthur Asa Berger fears that 
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viewing inappropriate genres (for example soap operas, full of adult conflicts) on television 
by children leads to fear of growing up and becoming an adult, because that means being 
involved with ttoubling conflicts. ... when it comes to the emotional problems many young 
people face (such as a desire to lead emotion-free lives and lack of impulse conttol), I think 
television bears a great deal of responsibility. {Genres, 68) 
The relevance of this is that, while irreverent musicals rely extensively of the world-picture 
created by television for their surface-content, they function in exactly the opposite way. 
They do not seek to represent a real world, or to deal with real problems, they do not tty to 
lull their audience into acceptance, they claim no authority and convey no message. 
Irreverence, as we have seen, is vety much concemed with the fact that teenagers do not 
wish to publicly expose (or be exposed to) whatever anxieties they may have, whether 
about life or about performance. In this sense, the irreverent school musical might be 
regarded, not as a counter to television (which, as such a transitoty experience, it can never 
effectively be), but as a brief and refreshing escape from it. It may or may not be 
significant that the irreverent school musical came into being at about the time when the 
first generation to have had television all their lives were finishing high school^. 
The world of television experience, of cartoons, situation comedies, soap operas and 
fantasies, however, is the world in which custom-written musicals must operate, because 
that is the world which will be understood with the minimum of exposition and explication. 
Television itself is a highly intertextual medium, quoting endlessly from itself and slavishly 
following the idiosyncratic codes of what it regards as successful formulae. In such matters 
as love, happy endings, scatology, sexuality and stereotypes, school musicals are happy to 
treat the television conventions in the same way that they treat theatrical ones. The 
Prince's Pursuit and Mr Ugg even go so far as to include sets of TV commercials in the 
action of the play as mnning-gags, while the latter has a second mnning-gag in which 
evetybody who is interviewed by the media reacts naively and tries to sing "Some 
Enchanted Evening' (55 &c). 
The presence of television and film crews on stage is itself a reflexive device. Bats, Best 
Picture, Burger Brain, Move Over Mr Bigshot, Jungle Fantasy, Southern Lights and The 
Ultimate Award all include sequences where filming is taking place. It is a fantasy 
(evetyone wants to be in a movie, or on the news) and it is a distancing device, because in a 
^ Television transmissions began in Australia in 1956; in Brisbane in 1959, and in major Queensland 
country centres by about 1964. 
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sense it makes fiction of the acfion. The director is usually represented as preposterous, 
which makes light of the artificial process of ttying to represent 'reality', and perhaps 
serves reflexively to debunk the often-fraught process of theafrical production which the 
cast itself is experiencing. The song "Wanna Be A Movie Star" is about the fame, the 
lifestyle the adulation, and specifies "I don't wanna act/ And have to leam lines,/1 just 
wanna dress up to the nines" {Jungle Fantasy 71), which possibly says as much about 
musicals as it does about movies. 
The other major categoty of out-reference which deserves brief mention is the topical 
allusion. These are passing references, usually as comparisons or contrasts, and are 
separable from intertexmal quotation in that they are incidental cross-references, rather than 
stmcmral feamres. They are vety frequent, and tend to be more cultural than front-page. 
Fast 'Food' merchants are the clear favourite, followed by enduring television shows such 
as Neighbours and Young Talent Time, and notable public instimtions such as football 
teams and telephone companies. In Sheer Luck, Holmes, the undertaker periodically clears 
away the accumulating bodies in a hearse bearing a "Life - Be Out Of I f slogan (I.l). 
There is a tendency (at least in the texts) to avoid excessively current or ephemeral 
references, although it is clear that some individual productions insert these with a free 
hand. There is also a general understanding that unimportant place-names should be 
localised, and some of the plays include producfion notes to this effect [Charades, 2061, 
Prince's Pursuit]. In the custom-written musicals there is a marked lack of interest in 
politics. Even Follies!!, which is about politics, limits itself to a cynical approach to the 
system in general, rather than referring to particulars. 
This probably relates to self-censorship, in the name of avoiding controversy, rather than to 
any lack of interest or awareness on the part of the students, since musicals written for 
young performers outside the school context show no such reticence. The Toadshow 
musicals, especially, are filled with (and, in the case of Sherwoodstock, founded upon) 
fierce political comment. It is least evident in Hound of Music, where topicality is limited 
to TV-references (Greg & Tiffany, Perfect Match) and peripherals. The basic plot uses the 
Sound of Music frame to deal in werewolves, Dr Moreau and Rocky Horror, which are 
more contemporaty than topical. The same can be said for Phantoad of the Opera, which 
combines Phantom comics. Phantom of the Opera, and Pirates of Penzance, with only 
fleefing out-references (characters named Winnie and Desmond Turn, who were probably 
not represented as black). On the other hand in Sherwoodstock we have Robin Hood vs. 
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Sanctuaty Cove and political cormption (hotly topical), and in Glamalot King Arthur vs. 
the evil Rupert's Supertable (which is not really resolved, because the real worid's mgby 
Superleague remained unresolved when the show was staged). 
Topical allusions serve peculiar purposes in some of the 'period' musicals. Topical-in-
period references can be used simply as local colour, as with references to Betty Grable, 
'wireless' and ttams in 1945. This is extended when they are used as jokes which 
emphasise the sttangeness of the setting: Charades, set in 1963, makes a point of 
mentioning that Elvis is (really) alive (5), and that the Beatles are a new group and might 
not catch on (7). The impact depends upon the fact that the audience knows better, and 
knows that the performers know better and have included the joke for the sake of sharing a 
laugh at the vety concept of 'period'. From here it is a small step to creative anachronism. 
The characters in Son of Phantom (set in 1888) include a ticket-scalper named Bass, an 
opera-writer named Andrew, and a poet named Paterson who keeps changing his nickname 
(Guitar, Flute, Piano Accordion) and who has a girlfriend named Mafilda. Henry makes 
use of sfraightforward anachronisms such as telephones not having been invented yet (52), 
and of ironic ones such as "Is he good! Is the worid flat?" (51), where it is the anachronistic 
better current knowledge which makes a joke of an ordinaty (if inaccurate) period-colour 
reference (but then, the text regularly insists that the action occurs in the fifteenth cenmty). 
The most devious example is the apparently simple assertion by the Archbishop of 
Canterbuty that divorce "hasn't been invented yet", to which Heruy VIII replies "Well it 
should be. I reckon it'd be vety popular" (5). The raison d'etre of the plot (and of a major 
social upheaval in the 'real' world) is reduced to a throwaway joke. A similar usage occurs 
in Cloudland, where Johimy introduces his bodyguards: "You'd better watch yourself 
Rollins, or my friends here will personally demolish you and your mates. These are the 
Deen Brothers" (98). The Deen Brothers are well-known in Queensland as the contractors 
who demolished the Cloudland Ballroom in the middle of the night, twenty-five years after 
the action of the play. The effect, again, is to emphasise the theatricality of the 
representation, and to undercut any sense of illusion which might be creeping in. 
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Sexuality 
"The mental sphere from which the drama springs knows 
no distinction between play and seriousness" (Huizinga 168-9) 
Many school musicals simply avoid the perilous subject of sexuality altogether, out of 
deference to the insecurifies of their audience as much as of their participants. Where sex 
is acknowledged at all, it is largely by indirect references, as part of the game of 
brinkmanship which applies to all taboos. The student-performers (with the connivance of 
the writers) experiment to see how far they can display their understanding of the 
mechanics of sexual activity, while proclaiming with wide and innocent eyes that of course 
this is all hearsay, and they have no personal experience of it at all. References to penises 
are fairly common. Sinnet, in The Legend of Bilge, wonders about the difference between 
men and members of the oafish Klabb tribe, and is told "about 6 inches", which is hastily 
but unconvincingly rationalised as "the distance from ear to ear". She then wonders 
whether the hero. Bilge, is "{eagerly) A six-incher?" (14). Gumshoe's dotty scienfist is 
named Professor Ansell, apparently after a major condom manufacmrer, and to underline 
the point, when he is introduced he is immediately told "it ain't the size that counts" (3). 
Later, when Mac is about to crash his plane, Peta tries to talk him down by radio: "I want 
you to slowly pull your joysfick back". In case anyone missed it, Mac responds "I betcha 
say that to all the boys!" (36). Even Pride and Prejudice mns to a (most un-Austen-ish) 
compliment to the soldiers, whose "white and so tight trousers/Bring out the best in you" 
(31), and whose dancing-girl camp-followers "lie for the regimenf (32). 
Breasts receive a similar treatment. In Sheer Luck, Holmes, for example, concem about a 
station-announcer with a cough - "she's got a nasty chesf - is tumed to innuendo: "I 
don't know about that, but she sounds terrible" (1.5). Elsewhere, a female character is 
advised not to tum side-on, but to "save that profile till they know what to do with if {The 
Legend of Bilge 15), and in His and Hers Leem praises Lyssa for having "the most 
incredible set of... tonsils" (3), which are further described as "assets" (6). Coast features 
praise of girls "without tops" as a tourist-draw (4), and includes a character who frankly 
admits "I wanna go to the beach and perve on a tubeless sheila ... one with no boob tube" 
(22). Female genitals are obviously more taboo, and I have only encountered one (heavily 
concealed) reference: Holmes idenfifies Cynthia as a Music Hall singer because "the dust 
on her shoe is of red Scottish Beaver Pine, a wood solely used in the construction of Music 
hall stages owing to its acoustic properties" (1.5). 
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In an odd variant, Nigel {Pirates - The Musical) realises that Georgina (who has been with 
him for an act and a half disguised as George) is a girl by bumping into her during a tippy-
toe roufine and scuffling with her. The script does not specify what he touches to create 
this insight. She answers his "You're a g-g-gid" with "No, Nigel. I am a woman" (39), 
which makes no impact on him at all. He instantly decides that it's too dangerous for her to 
be there, and tties to send her home. 
Sexual desire in males is treated as ludicrous, and nearly always from a female viewpoint. 
"When a bloke starts spmiking Shakespeare, it's not his heart that's troubling him, it's the 
burr in his tights" {His and Hers 10). When Tartan leams that his real name is Randy, he 
muses "I can live with that", but Jane groans "I don't know if I can" {Jungle Fantasy 11). 
Gumshoe features a sequence where Carmen Veranda, offstage, is ttying to decoy the secret 
police away from Mac. She calls that "the Conga line has had an accident! {police shrug) 
People are injured, {police shrug) We need help! {they shrug) And somehow my dress 
has fallen off! {Secretpolicemen quickly look at each other and then race offstage at the 
speed of light!)" (32). Henty VIII is the only male character who seems to have had more 
sex than he wants: when Catherine of Arrogance announces her intention to sleep alone, he 
feigns disappointment, but asks "why can't they all be like that?" {Henry 2)\). 
Female desire, however, receives much more respect. Jungle Fantasy has a routine 
representing sexual excitement - "Jungle Cats look out front and simultaneously give a 
short, sharp, excited squeal as they move shoulders up and down" (SD 18) - which recurs 
whenever attractive men are seen or even discussed. Kitty is not sent on the mission to 
kidnap Tartan because she's "waited the longest" to see a man, and the implication is that 
fmstrafion leads to loss of confrol (19). In Wolfstock, Shirley muses on "deep, pagan, 
unbridled passions" (28, 30) as a prelude to winning Marty away from Janice. When Marty 
fantasises about "sexy frauleins fighting to get into my tent" and Janice denies any desire to 
join the fight, Shirley says "{quietly) I might" (50). Female desire, it seems, is faidy 
serious (or, at least, attractive), but it can lead to female sexual aggression, and when that 
happens the musicals take refuge in jokes again. When Hero is shy, in How The West Was 
Warped, Armabelle takes the initiative. Hero makes some tentative advances, and hastily 
apologises when Annabelle archly quesfions their propriety. She says "So let's just go into 
the mine and fool around! Yeeha!" (53). She has already told him that "You can hang your 
gun in my holster anytime" (32). 
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The sexual act itself is generally only discussed in the abstract, and preferably by 
euphemism. His and Hers includes "those that begot me enjoyed the begotting a lot more 
than what they gof (19); "all they ever have on their minds is-" "Going for if (46). 
Holmes asks "what do you think about the servants' position?" and Watson replies "I don't 
know. Holmes, I've never tried it!" {Sheer Luck, Holmes II.5). When Catherine Below-Parr 
announces (by the exotic code of knitting in public) that she is pregnant, Hemy VIII 
confesses that he "got dmnk and can't remember" how it acmally happened, that is, 
whether or not they had sex (50). Dancing is explicifiy a metaphor for sex in Cloudland 
(22), Jungle Fantasy (64) and Wolfstock, where even the parents Fred and Freda confess 
that when they are alone they take the phone off the hook and "go wild" (46) - in dance, of 
course. Being bitten by vampires and werewolves has a similar function: Freda protests 
that Loup has "no right to go round biting innocent people, {preens) even if I was tempfing" 
(12), and lycanthropy "is only passed on by the bite" (16) which sounds like a sexually 
transmitted disease. 
The approach to sexuality is naive, and not a little juvenile. This evasive, somefimes 
sniggering treatment is related to the treatment of love (p.lSSffi), in that it seeks to protect 
the participants from the embarrassment which might result from attempts to treat it 
seriously, but it has the added complication that, as well as being a fascinating and 
frightening subject, it has the capacity to shock the parents and teachers. Playing a 'soppy' 
love scene may cause chagrin, but it is not, as frankness about sex can be, a demonstration 
of rebellion and being 'grown-up'. There is a little bit of needle, of pushing the limits, 
whenever sexuality appears in the custom-written musicals. The clearest example of 
brinkmanship appears in His and Hers, where the issue of being sexually active gets 
tangled with another taboo, cigarettes: 
LOTTIE: They even cause women to have sttokes. {reactions) But I think that's only 
when you're on The Pill. 
{A moment's hesitation, then all but Lola toss the cigarettes down and stomp on 
them viciously) 
LOLA: Well thanks for telling me - {then to audience) Oh, relax. You don't really think 
they are, do you? It's a little female brag thing. Anyway, you could tell if they 
were. It makes you_ r^. {checking them out, then herself) I think I'd rather smoke. 
LYSSA: {Grabbing and stomping Lola's cigarette) All of us would rather live. (68) 
The deliberate confusion of actor and character here must be vety appealing to the teenage 
performers. Not only does the scene give them 'permission' to smoke in the school hall, 
but it also gives them a chance to frighten the adults with an assertion (which of course 
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proves to be illusoty) that they are sexually active. There seems to be a hope here that the 
sexual scare will make the audience forget to complain about the smoking. But it is all 
show: the real sexual morality of school musicals is exttemely conservative, as is 
demonstrated by one of the frankest exchanges (and one of the few which seems to 
contemplate sex between two of the performer/characters): 
HOLDEN: ... Yvonne! I was wondering if you'd care to -
YVONNE: {stopping and turning) No. 
HOLDEN: Headache? 
YVONNE: Self-esteem, {she continues on) {Rix 63) 
One play deserves special mention here. Wolfstock, with its plot of a boy who becomes a 
werewolf at 16 and suddenly develops "animal magnefism" (25) for women, becomes 
virtually a metaphor for puberty which is too consistent to be an over-interpretation. The 
notion of transformation, the stmggle with the animal within, is easy to see in these terms. 
The song "Time For Changing" is the climax of this: "Throw out your feral behaviour/ 
And you can be a raver!", "It's time to purge/ All those animal urges" and "You've got to 
change if you want to fit in,/ But you can still go on doing your own thing!" (66). It's about 
staying yourself while you grow up and, finally, about being kind and giving, whatever the 
ttoubles and faults you meet with or suffer from. The sincere and serious tteatment does 
not detract at all from the irreverent and frequently funny approach to the silliness of 
theatricality, and is a rare achievement in the geme. 
Oral sex is never discussed in the custom-written musicals (although the Toadshow plays 
have several instances), and the more exotic sexual practices such as bondage {His and 
Hers 12) and blow-up dolls {Gumshoe 42) get only rare mentions, presumably on the self-
censorship principle. Masturbation is also excluded, but I suspect this is more to do with 
embarrassment: even the common word 'wanker' does not seem to occur. As has been 
discussed above (p.284), homosexuality is both discussed and represented, but always as a 
joke rather than as an altemate lifestyle. 
Youth Issues 
Not all school musicals are devoted to game-playing and to avoiding serious or too-
harrowing encounters with the issues of real life, nor are they all framed as light-hearted 
celebrations of theatricality. There are a limited number which follow the Drama In 
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Education line, and which conduct serious examinations of major problems which confront 
young people. Rob Galbraith & Steve Wade's Kidstuff {see p.210) is easily the most 
successful of these, with 47 known productions around Australia and, according to the 
author, many more unofficial ones (Letter, 15 December 1996). Kidstuff 
started life with an idea at the back of Rob's mind that ttaditional musicals were not 
stimulating or creative enough enterprises for participants or audiences. The Children's 
Theatte Festival in Melboume - "We're On" - provided the first watershed for the concept. 
Smdents dissatisfied with ttaditional musicals and inelevant scripts attempted to put 
together a piece of theafre that would have a sfrong relevance to the thousands of smdents 
who would be attending the festival. {^'Kidstuff- the evolution" [Introduction to text] iv.) 
The play is a series of group-devised scenes covering the lives and discontents of three 
families - the Shilbergers, the Grotties and the Sidebottoms (the names are paradigmatic) -
both at home and at school. It is heavily laced with references to pop songs and TV shows, 
and the language is vivid without being censorable. The dominant mood is one of 
complaint, with parental domination being the main issue. Love exists only as a wistful 
and disappointing possibility, expressed by the dating-song, "Is That All?" (74). Even the 
finale/title song is a largo beginning "when you're sad ... and can't find a friend". The text 
contains a certain tart humour, which falls just short of bitterness. 
Leaving (Rutherford-Holt, O'Boyle & Moyes), which I have not sighted, is described in the 
Bushfire catalogue as "a railway station, a death, street kids, cops, social workers, a priest 
in search of his faith - the beginning of journeys, the end of journeys. At last, a powerful 
piece of musical theatre that treats performers seriously. This modem work really 
addresses youth theatre, with challenging roles and relevant issues, some stunning drama 
and some irreverent humour". The fundamental difference, both from irreverent musicals 
and even from most mainstream musicals, is that meaningful musicals must, by definition, 
take themselves seriously. Both of these works are proud of their critical reception. The 
Bushfire catalogue cites reviews praising Leaving in terms of its meaning: "theatrical, 
exciting, relevant, and had something important to say", and "so well mned into what 
interests kids". Kidstuff "had managed to tap a nerve of relevance that few other pieces had 
managed to achieve" {"Kidstuff- the evolution" iv.). 
What is not clear is to what extent this formal praise of relevance is itself relevant to 
whatever it is that students need and require from the process of theatrical performance. 
The critical acclaim seems to refiect adult aspirafions, and to be allied to the 'improving' 
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philosophy of Drama In Educafion classes and techniques. Tony Nicholls, describing the 
considerable success of his Aristophanically irreverent social satire. The Birds, reports 
You will note in some of the reviews a rather surprised perception by adults that the play 
did speak to its participants and to young people in the audience. It draws attention to one 
of the great problems of writing for young people - the ideas and subjects young people 
themselves want to deal with are not necessarily those which adults consider appropriate. 
(Letter 11 December 1996) 
While there is no denying that some teenage players can draw deep satisfaction from 
intense dramatic explorations of their world, the unquestionable success of irreverence 
seems to suggest that the majority are made nervous and uncomfortable by exploring real 
issues and real feelings in front of their friends, and prefer to be a little silly about their 
performances. One factor is that 'serious' plays, such as Kidstuff, finding much to 
complain of in an unfair and poorly organised world, fall almost automatically into a 
carping and angty mode which is exacerbated by the fact that they are unable to propose 
any workable remedies. Heather McKenzie describes some producfions in this vein, at St 
Joseph's co-educational college in Toowoomba, as: "full of quite a lot of accusatoty items 
such as 'You're the adults, YOU've stuffed things up!' 'We demand to be treated as equals' 
etc. All of these were excellently and imaginatively staged, but the audience always came 
away feeling harried and depressed. The music was always 70s and 80s protest music. 
Could this have been the director's teen or Uni years?" (HCM, Letter, 9 June 1997). The 
more closely the fmsfrated adolescents examine their flawed society, the more apparent it 
becomes that there is nothing much they can do, from their powerless position, to change it, 
and the fmstrafion feeds on itself. 
Irreverence offers an attractive altemative: don't take any of it too seriously. Laugh at the 
problems, laugh at your attempts to explore the problems, laugh at life. While this may not 
be a vety constmctive solution, it has appeal because it implies (as laughter always does) 
that the laugher is superior to what is being laughed at, and this affirmation is valuable and 
empowering in itself Where lifestyle-messages can be discemed in irreverent musicals at 
all, they are generally concemed with adjustment, gentle mockety and self-mockety, and 
with good-humoured acceptance as the least painful survival strategy, not with anger or 
rebellion. 
Irreverence does touch on major issues, usually with a wisecrack or a denigratoty gibe; it 
raises the issues because they are there and because they are capable of being a source of 
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anxiety, and then dismisses them as an unwanted intmsion. As has already been discussed 
with regard to racism and sexism, school musicals do not score well in terms of social 
awareness, political correctness or egalitarianism. Even conservation and the environment 
do not rate more than a few careless jokes. Instead, school musicals are democratic in the 
worst sense, which is to say entirely concemed with the immediate comfort and 
gratifications of the unenlightened and self-centred majority. Most references to major 
issues are unrepentant in their cynical hedonism, and only rarely (and, one has to suspect, 
under pressure from official or parental disapproval) are there flashes of social 
responsibility. 
Chemicals 
Dangerous dmgs are a major public concem in modem Australian society, but they are 
infrequently mentioned in school musicals. Heroin, cocaine and designer dmgs are not 
discussed by name at all, presumably because it would be impossible, in a school setting, to 
endorse them, and tedious to repeat the anti-dmg propaganda with which teenagers are 
constantly bombarded. Even Sherlock Holmes, retiring with his violin to work on a case, 
asks for the maid to be sent in with a cup of tea, and when the next scene opens "Holmes' 
violin can still be heard above the giggles of the maid" {Sheer Luck, Holmes SD 1.3). Drug 
addiction, even in the one case where tradition might make it acceptable, has been cleaned 
up and replaced by sex. The disreputable (but slightly godlike) Unwan, the gum of The 
Legend of Bilge, boasts of his scandalous past: "I've had me a lifefime. I've smoked, 
snorted, jabbed, swallowed - I've blown it, man. I'm a collapsing old wreckage looking 
around for a handy heap where I can settle" (29), but the theme is developed no further. 
Coast, in the name of realism, has dmg-deals being enacted in mime during the crowd-
scenes (31, 32), while Sherwoodstock, intent on its Hippie setting, has an "Art Ballet" 
which is clearly represented as a hashish-induced dream after Robin eats some "really 
interesfing cookies" (II.2.8). 
Alcohol, arguably the cause of greater social destmction, receives the same ambiguous 
approval that it has in the mass-media. Social drinking occurs frequently as a normal 
activity, without any apparent comment, but a couple of examples are worth discussing. In 
Follies!!, Michael Smith preaches consensus and communicafion to end intemafional 
conflict, but gets his results by violence, threats of violence, and spiking the drinks at the 
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Ambassador's Club so that the party is a huge success and evetybody ends up friends. 
Even granting the safirical context, the message is hardly uplifting. A great deal of whiskey 
is consumed throughout How The West Was Warped, and a lot of sugar-bottles get broken, 
in accordance with the burlesque of the TV-Westem genre, and the wowsers of the 
Temperance League are depicted as violent, fanatical, and wrong. 
Only in Curses! is there any criticism of alcohol. The horrific witches are only visible to 
those who "have been imbibing some mind-deflecting potions" (15), so the three alcoholic 
smdents are the only ones who can see them (a sort of dramatised delirium tremens), and 
they have no-one's approval. The competent heroine. Rill, declines to join them "for the 
experience" because "I'd like to come back from the experience and know where I've 
been" (20). When Simpson, described by a classmate as "that booze-sodden scumbag" 
(37), dies during a drinking-binge, the peer-response is unsentimental and unforgiving: 
"You know why. Alcohol is poison. Acmal poison. If your body has time to absorb it, you 
live. If not-" (87). Curses!, although unusually dark, is nonetheless recognisably an 
irreverent musical, which thoroughly exposes the silliness of its haunted-house setting, to 
the point where, at the end of the first act, Elvis (presumably in ghost form) materialises to 
wonder "is it interval yet?", and it is (55). Act two tums around to use the now familiar and 
comfortable world of ghosts and Guardian Angels to make a serious - even disturbing -
point about alcohol and youth suicide, and then debunks it again to contrive an outrageous 
resurrection for Simpson at the end. 
Tobacco is treated less ambivalently (and less often). Holmes naturally has his pipe, 
although there is no compelling dramatic reason for him to light it, but when Lady Cynthia 
takes a cigarette to prevent herself from fainting, it is poisoned and she drops dead seconds 
later, making room for a joke about "dying for a cigarette" {Sheer Luck, Holmes II.4). In 
His and Hers (in addition to the scene cited above) the boys light cigarettes after their fight, 
perhaps in an allusion to the cliche of smoking after sex, and Leem asks "why exactly is it 
that we do this?" Lefty, after some thought, replies: "we're men!" (28). They soon 
dissolve in coughing fits and repent. The routine is repeated and topped when the women 
give their version. Lyssa breaks up the fight and, to celebrate her victoty, accepts a 
cigarette from Lefty: "Think like a man. Act like a man. Die like a man" (66). Unlike the 
boys, the girls have no physical difficulty with smoking, but they ask the same question: 
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LYSSA: Why exactly is it that we do this? {referring to cigarettes) 
LOLA: Guys like it. 
LOTTIE: It looks tough. 
LOLA: It looks - chic, (posing) 
LYSSA: Yeah, but is there a sensible reason? (68) 
Even so, the girls only discard their cigarettes when, as discussed above (p.308), they leam 
that it interacts harmfully with the contraceptive pill. It must be remembered that this 
disdain is highly equivocal, since the crificism of smoking is made while naughfily 
smoking (with official sanction) in a totally forbidden school space. 
Smoking on stage is a time-honoured subterfuge. The Anglican Church Grammar School's 
1923 concert included a farce called "My Tum Nexf which "was admirably done, [F. D.] 
Cumbrae-Stewart excelling himself throughout as Twitters, while his natural method of 
smoking a cigarette aroused grave suspicion of much practice in that art" (CEGS, Viking, 
April 1924, Vol. 1 No 7, 33). When Concordia staged Tom Sawyer in 1967 "I remember 
Mr Jantzki [the principal] going to great pains to explain that Tom, Huck and Joe ... [actors 
named] were not really smoking in the play. They were merely blowing talcum powder out 
of hollow make-believe cigarettes to give the effecf (Penny 156). 
It is a sign of the way attitudes have changed that school magazines in the 1960s and 1970s 
regularly made jokes about the smoking habits of teacher-directors, as an indication of the 
stress the smdents put them under. The director's smoking was a running gag for ten years 
in Kelvin Grove SHS's magazine: the account of The White Horse Inn reports that "Miss 
Weir bit off her last cigarette. Miss Brennan smoked her last fingemail" (Kelvin Grove 
SHS, Adsidera, 1973, 39). This no longer happens, but the cheekiness of it is a hint to the 
kind of bond which musicals build between staff and students. 
Freedom and Power 
Freedom and power, or the lack of them, are not major concems in irreverent school 
musicals, and it is fairly safe to generalise that the more a text frets about them, the less 
likely it is to contain irreverent elements. The two are incompatible. Irreverence - the 
ability to laugh at the conventional restraints of both theatre and life - is such a vigorously 
empowering position that, at least for the durafion of the performance, the frustrations of 
the outside world can be ignored. 
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School, which is a major source of fmstrations, is present in many of the musicals as an 
unobtmsive background, usually little more than an excuse for teenage characters to gather. 
Teachers, when they appear at all, have no real power over their students. The extreme 
example is Smithy!, where the teachers cower in the staff room (26-32) and Miss Byrde is 
reduced to pill-popping collapse (61, 70). The whole issue of authority is swept aside by 
the series of burlesque tannoy-announcements constructing the school as a prison-camp, 
and by the representations of the Principal with "two bully-boys complete with clubs" (3) 
to back her up, and of the replacement Principal, Terror Thompson, who canes parents and 
has "two canes strapped to his belt like sixguns" (47). But it is all to no avail, and the 
students do what they wish. Even His and Hers, one of the few irreverent musicals to 
depict class-room situations, only does so to depict the boys showing off, and to reveal how 
easy it is for swots and suck-ups to manipulate the teachers. The fact that these versions of 
who is really in charge are not entirely tme-to-life is precisely the point of them. 
Parents are seldom portrayed in irreverent musicals for reasons discussed above (p.l 70), 
except in grotesque exaggerations such as the King Above Parr, a gross and war-mad 
Pmssian caricature, and his Queen, a Valkyrie, who sings piercing operatic notes at 
moments of high excitement {Henry 17). The acute pain that parents can cause is ignored, 
but the social embarrassment which occurs when parents will not admit to being old is a 
source of comedy in both Wolfstock and Cloudland. The 'generation gap' - at least as 
represented in musicals - seems to be more of a problem to adults than teenagers, perhaps 
because the teenagers are more able to laugh at it. Their values and beliefs are not 
threatened (sttengthened, if anything) by opposition from their parents: it is the parents 
who become angty at the rejection of their values, which they have come to regard as 
immutable. From a sociological point of view, this 'carping moralising' is not especially 
logical: "There is a great deal of social envy concealed somewhere here, and also a great 
deal of confused social thinking. Vety few critics, if challenged, can say precisely why it is 
a bad thing for teenagers to have more money to spend at 18 than their grandfathers did" 
(Hall & Whannel 270-1). It is possible to speculate that the concem about generational 
conflict which surfaces in Drama In Education plays and exercises is, to some extent, 
imposed by adult expectations. Certainly, in irreverent musicals, while issues of sex, love, 
race, gender, death and self-hood are constantly picked at and joked about, parents are one 
of the least regarded issues, and barely rate a mention. 
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Corporate power and professional ambition are also fairly unimportant. The prospect of 
unemployment is fairly regularly mentioned (e.g. Charades, Man of Steel, Rix, Son of 
Phantom), usually with a sort of gallows-humour. Bad Bart recruits his Desperados from 
the C.E.S Skill Share program {How The West Was Warped 20), but doesn't think much of 
them: "I swear, once the Job Start mns out, I'm gonna fire 'em" (46). But workplace 
conflicts and power-stmggles occur only in the comparatively 'straight' musicals. Just 
Desserts is about the stmggle for status and dominance among workers in the Daity Hall of 
a supermarket, while in Burger Brain, Waldo becomes unpleasant and offends his friends 
when he is promoted to manager of the hamburger shop (although he is forgiven when it 
tums out that the computer brainwashed him). Neither of these musicals is high on the 
irreverence scale. It is, of course, possible that career-issues (and the same might apply to 
parents) entail too much anxiety, and are not judged as suitable for joking. It would appear, 
however, in a field which can joke constantly about sex and death, that these issues are 
simply not immediate enough to be worth raising. In the special context of a play, the 
immediate anxieties are those aroused by the act of performance and of exposing one's 
fragile self to an audience of peers. Sex, love, race, gender, death and self-hood are 
intimately related to who the performer is in that context, parents and careers are quite 
distant matters, and can be more comfortably deferred. 
Religion is also a significant factor affecting individual freedom and power: there is a 
separate sub-industty creafing religious musicals for schools, and some 30 titles are listed 
in Figure I, "Topics of School Musicals" (p.212) as either Biblical or Christian. There is 
no particular link between these shows and the Roman Catholic, Anglican or Lutheran 
schools. Their principal market is in schools linked to the Evangelical Christian 
movement, the Assembly of God and Christian Outreach Colleges. The mainstream 
musicals, such as Godspell, Jesus Christ Superstar and Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat are staged indiscriminately by all kinds of schools: of 54 
productions of Joseph which I have identified, 37 were in Govemment schools, 7 in 
Catholic schools, 4 Anglican, 3 Lutheran and 3 Non-Denominafional. Of the Bom Again 
musicals, I have not identified any which have enjoyed more than one school production, 
although several of them have also been staged by Church Youth Groups. It would appear 
that there is a distribution problem, with major distributors feeling that the niche is 
adequately filled by the intemational shows. Owen Riley, the author of Move Over Mr 
Bigshot, despite self-publishing the script and score and recording demonstration tapes, has 
had no further sales since the premiere at Nambour Christian College in 1994 (Letter 26 
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July 1996). The musicals, naturally enough, cany strong Christian messages, but those 
which I have seen also cany elements of irreverence, particularly in the directness of the 
relationship with the audience (not unlike the services of the churches with which they are 
affiliated). Heather McKenzie notes, in the Chrisfian musicals she has seen at the Christian 
Outteach College, Toowoomba, that "the students are not embarrassed by the content of the 
scripts and their actual commitment shines through their performance" (Letter 9 June 
1997). 
Violence 
"Today's popular culture is violent" (Fiske 134), and school musicals are no exception. A 
tension exists in our society between those who enjoy representations of violence, and those 
who deplore them. Without entering into this complex debate, it is necessaty to note that 
there are a great many different types of representation of violence: the rimal violence of 
combat-sport genres, from swordplay to kung-fu to mgby, the comprehensive violence of 
massacres and wars, the techno-violence of car chases and machine-clashes, the personal 
violence of domesfic thrillers, the occult (or paranoid) violence of hostile but not-really-
human enemies in science-fiction and horror-gemes, the genteel violence of murder-
mysteries; the cheerful violence of slapstick, and the list is not exhaustive. Each type must 
presumably contain some specific relevance, and fulfil some specific need for the devotee 
or the casual enjoyer. Robert Warshow notes that "one of the well-known peculiarities of 
modem civilized opinion is its refusal to acknowledge the value of violence. This refusal is 
a virtue, but like many virtues it involves a certain wilful blindness and it encourages 
hypocrisy" (151). Much of the discussion has sought to rationalise the apparent magnetism 
of violence. 
Our suspicions about the commonsense explanation that violence is popular because it 
appeals to the lowest human instincts should be further aroused as we notice that the 
proponents of the argument appear to confine such low instincts to the lower classes, thus 
neatly obscuring the class-based namre of the explanation. (Fiske 134) 
The 'low instincts' are in all of us and the 'class distinction' is simply one way of 
classifying and stratifying the different modes of repressing, sublimating or expressing 
those instincts. In terms of class, the distinction is between fox-hunting and bear-baiting, 
between Dorothy L. Sayers and Mickey Spillane, between Pulp Fiction and First Blood. In 
terms of sensibility, the distinction is between violence which seems harmless or even 
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fiinny, and violence which is frightening or disturbing. The urge to violence remains the 
fundamental issue. 
Representations of violence are nearly always sanitised to some degree, and the restrictions 
imposed by the stage, and by the absence of skilled stunt-actors, naturally lead the writers 
of school musicals to avoid scenes of graphic violence. The massacre by which Michael 
Smith removes rivals for the role of Romeo in the guise of stage-combat practice, is not 
staged. Thuggo reports to the beleaguered staff-room that there has been "this sort of 
accident... In fact, there were quite a few accidents" {Smithy 32) as the ambulance sirens 
begin to wail, and the next scene reveals the camage: "it looks like a battlefield. The 
Students are lying around moaning and groaning. Ambulance men are busily attending the 
wounded" (33). The device allows an impression of more comprehensive mayhem than 
could possibly be achieved in a choreographed stage-fight. The Legend of Bilge also has a 
plot which involves teenage gang-fighting, and violence is discussed at length, but again 
not depicted. The bmtal Klabb tribe sing "We Do It With Grace" (35), a hymn to violence, 
but nobody actually hits anyone. 
To some extent this avoidance might be attributed to a desire to minimise potential injuty 
to the performers, but several of the plays {Bats, Cloudland, Glamalot, Henry, How The 
West Was Warped, Man of Steel, Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie, 1945, Sheer Luck, 
Holmes), call for battle-sequences, mostly unarmed, although Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
specifies a "big Hollywood style swordfight" (SD 14) and that "everyone draws swords" for 
a "mass Hollywood fight" (SD 32). These battles, often set to music, clearly demand 
careful staging, and their purpose is mainly comic. In Cloudland's gang-rumble, Sommers 
"does the "Three Stooges' gag of Curly's waving his hand in Carlos 'face, then pokes him 
in the eyes" (113) and the stunt backfires when he tries it again on another gang-member. 
Whatever tension may exist in the scene is deliberately undercut by making the comedian 
its central focus. Henry makes the point most clearly, by combining both usages. It takes 
the whole battle off-stage, and stresses the comic intent by framing it as a sporting event, 
complete with media-commentators. The stage has the spectators (Mexican wave and all) 
while the battle rages in the wings and in sound-effects. The wounded German commander 
staggers onstage to tag his Queen, who wades in. "You know my men won't fight a lady" 
"That is no lady, that is my wife!" (26)9. xhe Parrs are winning when English soccer-
The joke is originally atfributed to the Vaudeville comedians Joe Weber & Lew Fields (Atkinson 98). 
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hooligans invade the pitch and the battle has to be abandoned, to evetyone's disgust. The 
object seems to be, not avoidance of violence, but distance from its reality. 
Irreverence seems to have two approaches to violence. The most common (and Simon 
Denver is the leading exponent) is to accept violence as a part of storytelling, but an 
entirely comic one, in the spirit of Looney Tunes and other cartoon features, where violence 
is repeated, extravagant and ingenious, but no-one (despite bandages, splints and cmtches) 
is ever really or permanently hurt. Villains may disappear, but dead bodies are seldom 
displayed. Even stage-blood (no doubt for mainly practical reasons) is not needed or used. 
Popular entertainment does not seem to have heeded activists such as Barbara Biggins who 
argues that "the use of humorous violence could also be dangerous because it encourage[s] 
the use of violence for laughs" (Carpenter 23). Violence for laughs is a staple of cartoons 
and irreverent musicals, even though the laughs usually stem from absurd excesses of 
proposed violence, accompanied by total incompetence in its execution. 
The altemate (and minority) approach is to acknowledge and disapprove of the reality of 
violence. Not surprisingly, criticism of violence occurs more often in the less irreverent 
works. His and Hers, however, contrives to use both approaches. Leem and Lefty are 
made to look ludicrous for fighting (off-stage) over Lyssa (28-30, 63-68), and a whole song 
is devoted to arguing explicitly that "anyone who uses aggression has no personality or 
pride" (66). There is also a daringly frank demonstration that Lola (who is admittedly boy-
crazy and not too bright) is actually impressed by male aggression (63). At the same time, 
the play includes a mnning gag which administers a series of bizarre and cartoon-like 
punishments for Lex, the class idiot. In a combination of mime and sound-effects which 
seems to suggest an invisible reality for the cartoon contraptions, he suffers a door slammed 
on his fingers (4), a pile driver on his head (4), copying his head in a fordigraph (7), a snake 
pit (II), cracking macadamias with his teeth (14), being chained to a bulldozer (28); a bear 
trap which releases a bear (39); and a 100 mile steeple-chase (67). Nothing could be more 
clearly cartoon-like in both escalation and improbability. 
The treatment of violence in school musicals clearly owes much to the influence of other 
entertainment media, principally soap opera, horror movies, comedy-adventures and 
cartoons. They do not seem, by and large, to be concemed with whether their depictions 
are socially constmctive or not. Judith Williamson has suggested that 
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Cleaning up the screen doesn't necessarily help anyone clean up their act: it's precisely 
repression, a refusal to face things, that produces violence - as in Raging Bull. It's no 
wonder that so many movies now seem to offer one of two choices: either exploiting 
mindless male aggression for easy shock value, or subduing it, neutering it, pretending it 
just doesn't exist. {Consuming Passions, 159) 
Irreverent musicals have a third option: to expose and mock and have fun with an 
omnipresent (and, if treated seriously, frightening) aspect of the storytelling craft. The 
light-hearted treatment of violence acknowledges its existence, exploits its undeniable 
attractions, and protects both actors and audience against its darker implications. 
Death 
"«1 have observed,» comments Dryden, ["Essay of Dramatic Poetry"] «that in all our tragedies 
the audience cannot forbear laughing when the actors are to die; it is the most comic part of the whole play». 
If it is difficult to die and speak at the same time without appearing ludicrous, what can poor Siegfried do 
when he has to sing a whole passage with a spear sticking between his shoulder blades -
and presumably into his lungs? " (Brown 88) 
Eventually, irreverence has to deal with death. While it may be possible, in the framing of 
the rollicking stories, to keep issues like parents and unemployment at a reasonable 
distance, it is extremely difficult to devise interesting plots which have no element of 
danger. The prospect of bodily destmction has to be faced whenever characters are 
involved in violence, and school musicals go to extremes to protect their performers and 
audiences from the primal fear. 
Most irreverent musicals are implacable in their trivialisation of death. They take vety 
seriously the task of making death (especially sudden and violent death) into a joke. Sheer 
Luck, Holmes, for example, piles up corpses until all but four of the cast (and the 
undertaker) are dead, often by bizarre means - beginning in the first scene when three 
Jack-the-Rippers accidentally stab each other, and continuing to poisoned brandy, tarantula 
bites, and being torn apart by hounds (II.6). In this scene, a scoreboard is introduced for 
tallying the murders, and awards-night type envelopes are used to announce the results. 
Death occurs on such a large scale as to be virtually meaningless. In Food For Thought, 
each violent death is the cue for unfeeling puns about the manner of it and sight-gags over 
the body. Jose dies (30), and Hans says "looks like he's been dying to sing a song for 
ages", and they honour him by doing a Mexican wave over the body. When the Phantom 
of the Opera breaks the necks of two of the villain's henchmen, he announces "1 am the 
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master of the - wise - crack!", and Wasimoto tells the audience: "He likes to think of 
himself as a Phantom comic!" {Son of Phantom 55). 
The standard pracfice of treating villains and their henchmen as comedy roles plays an 
important part in the trivialisation of killing. It is difficult to respond seriously to threats 
and plots put forward in an atmosphere of comy jokes and bumbling slapstick. Irreverence 
consistently frames the action to minimise identification with the characters, and hence to 
remove any anxiety that the threats will eventuate. It is always quite clear that heroes and 
heroines will not be killed, and if anyone is to be hurt at all it will be the villains. There is a 
regular reliance on what Brian Henderson describes as the "reversibility of violence" in 
cartoons, through which "Sylvester, Tom and the Coyote cook up scheme after scheme and 
tty again and again to capture their diminutive preys, only to have their instmments of 
assault backfire and injure themselves instead." (155). The whole process, almost exactly 
like that in cartoons, is designed to create the impression that, no matter what 
extravagances of apparent violence may occur, no-one is really hurt by being murdered. 
In keeping with this, resurrection is a routine part of irreverent musicals. The scripts ask 
that the 'corpses' rise to sing the finale in Sheer Luck, Holmes, Hound of Music and Food 
For Thought, and of course it is a standard theatrical convenfion that all the dead revive for 
the curtain-calls and encores. The cast are shown coping with an afterlife in Glamalot and 
Sherwoodstock, while the action is entirely posthumous in Is This Heaven? Villains 
recounts the adventures of three people who meet the Devil in Hell and enter into a pact 
with him after being condemned to death, but is equivocal about whether they have acmally 
been hanged. They certainly retum to the real world at the end, none the worse for wear. 
There are a few occasions when irreverent musicals allow death to retain some emotional 
impact. Sherwoodstock allows Robin's sidekick Much a tragic death-scene before his 
resurrection. In Curses!, many of the characters are ghosts to begin with, and one of them -
who is himself the result of a teenage suicide - becomes emotionally involved with a 
disenchanted teenager. The play reaches a climax when a character named Simpson dies 
from alcohol poisoning during a drinking binge. The news of the death is broken to the 
other teenagers by degrees, and they react with savage bittemess: 
SAMSON: {angry) We drink to escape. Miss. Okay? 
REGAN: It's only growing pains you're escaping, Samson, not the Gestapo. 
SEMPLE: Thanks heaps. Miss. You really think we need a lecmre at a time like this? 
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REGAN: I think you need to know why this happened. 
SAMSON: Try this. He drank the whole thing. Sfraight down. When he passed out, he 
never came out of h. I mean - why? 
REGAN: You know why. Alcohol is poison. Acmal poison. If your body has time to 
absorb it, you live. If not -
SEMPLE: We've had all the Dmg Educafion lessons, Miss. See what good they did us? 
SAMSON: What I was asking was - why Simpson? Why now? Can you answer those 
kindsof questions. Miss? No. So you're useless. And/?e'.s dead, {charges off) 
SEMPLE: He's not your responsibility any more, is he. Miss? {also blunders off) (87) 
But when Simpson awakes to find himself dead, he is clownishly pleased at the attenfion he 
is getting from the other ghosts, until he finally realises what has happened, and wails "My 
father's gonna kill me" (89). The comic relief is in full flow, and during the wake (at 
which most of the students agree that he was a fool and that they never much liked him) the 
conversation can move to a general discussion of the nature of death fairly safely. By an 
ornate plot device Raoul, the former suicide, is offered a chance to retum to life, but 
sacrifices the opportunity in favour of Simpson, who proposes to get dmnk to celebrate his 
resurrection. Despite the momentarily serious treatment of a pointless death, the play 
retreats into romantic comedy, with more than a few touches of farce, as if deliberately 
denying that it had fried to make an important point. 
The Garden ofAidan also touches on teenage suicide. Aidan is depressed and lonely, and 
she works through her problems with the aid of the mystic 'spirit' Obrin, but there is no 
violence and, in the end, no death. Aidan's friends and teachers are more concemed about 
the risk than she is, and the difficulty of discussing the subject is made vivid, since the play 
is neariy half-over before the word is uttered. The play is laced with jokes, many of them 
barbed, and has a happy and even exhilarafing ending, as the characters agree to stmggle 
on, and the teacher (a thinly-veiled author-figure) proclaims "I am the walking evidence 
that Life is miserable ... and the living evidence that Life only gets better when you fight 
if (96). 
Australian-ness 
"more Australian than Aristotelian" (William Archer) 
In the many constmcts of what constitutes an Austtalian identity, larrikinism and resistance 
to formal authority are a major factor. The convict beginnings, the freedom of the bush, the 
contempt of the Anzac for his officers, Bradman and Bodyline: the myths share a 
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fascinafion with the Little Aussie Battler, cheekily at odds with a conformist and oppressive 
world. Irreverence certainly falls within this great - if largely illusoty - tradition. It does 
not, however, display any great concem with asserting its Australian-ness. That mythic 
Battler profoundly distmsts jingoism (except in intemational sporting events) because it is 
what the officer-class are telling him he ought to feel, and he is (stereotypically) 
embarrassed to show patriotism, although he will fight anyone who says he doesn't feel it. 
The passionate apathy which the Australian public routinely expresses when faced with a 
referendum or a proposal to discuss the Constitution is symptomatic of this. 
There is also the prospect that school musicals do not generally feel a need to assert their 
national identity because it is a given of their existence. They are presented by Australian 
teenagers in Australian schools to Australian audiences, and there is no reason to expect 
that they will be ridiculed for being what they are. Staging a play is silly, and needs to be 
defended by assertive irreverence, but being Australian is normal, and does not need to be 
given any special notice. As noted previously (p. 138), vety few of the musicals make a 
point of being set in Australia. None of them make a point of ttying to demonstrate a 
superiority of the Australian culture and way of life over those of other countries, but most 
of them have a certain smugness and complacency which suggests that the superiority is 
not debated because it is self-evident - or because it has never occurred to the participants 
that it was in doubt. The 'cultural cringe' is not much in evidence. 
The musicals set in schools do not, for example, imitate the American practices of Proms, 
Homecoming Queens, or cheerleaders, even though some of the real schools are beginning 
to do so. Nor do they follow the lead of commercial Australian comedy. Paul McGillick 
claims that "This is surely tme of much Australian stage and television writing and acting: 
it is parodistic and caricatured." (175) Being over-Australian for parodistic purposes is 
part of the cultural cringe, which rushes to say its accent and its behaviour are stupid and 
uncouth, before anyone else can humiliatingly say it. There is also an element in these 
parodies of pretending that this is how the uncouth behave, and that you and I are naturally 
superior, so we can laugh at it together, because we are not like that. School musicals show 
no signs of this kind of being uncomfortable about their Australian-ness. 
But the 'cultural strut' is not present either. Quite a number of the musicals are now being 
written in the knowledge that they may be staged outside Australia. Peepshow Productions 
have maintained a U.K. office since 1988, and also market extensively in New Zealand, as 
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do Fox Plays and Bushfire Press, and many productions have been staged. But there are 
virtually no signs of culmral imperialism. The plays do not (as some of Australia's more 
successful films do) tteat Australia as an 'exotic' location, to be peppered with colourful 
slang, bizarre social customs and cute animals. Instead, they appear to settle for the less 
'touristy' but equally sound commercial posifion that schools aiming to produce a musical 
will face the same problems in the Greenwards School, Essex - where Smithy! had its 
British premiere in December 1987 {Peepshow Press July 1988, 1) - as anywhere else. 
That is, that the students will be conscious of the dangers of performance, and that 
irreverence is a valuable tool to overcome their fears and maximise evetyone's enjoyment 
of the event. There is a sense in which irreverence is itself an Ausfralian quality, a part of 
what Graeme Tumer calls the Australian "accenf {Fictions, 8), for the ability to endure a 
threatening situation by calling up the courage to declare it funny, and to attack it by 
refusing to take it seriously, is vety much in the spirit of Anzac, The Naked Island, 
countless bushman's tales, and Crocodile Dundee. 
Dampier &, Walsh's Robbery Under Arms played to crifical disdain in London in 1894. 
William Archer {The Theatrical World of 1894. London: W. Scott Ltd, 1895, 281-84) 
found the play "astonishingly artless in constmction and dialogue", neatly summing it up 
(and all Ausfralian melodrama) in the phrase "more Ausfralian than Aristotelian", but he 
readily conceded that it was "by no means unamusing" and "a great deal fresher and livelier 
than the pattern-printed melodrama of commerce", a judgement borne out by the surviving 
text. (qtd. M. Williams 164) 
This provides some meat for suggesting that irreverence may be to some extent an 
Australian phenomenon - bom out of a lack of systematic censorship, isolation, a lack of 
belief in Australia as a source of artisfry or high culture - 'we can't compete, so let's just 
have fun with the game'. We have already noted the many feamres of in-everent musicals 
which can also be found in the old melodramas and, since no clear line of influence can be 
demonstrated, it is possible to constmct the similarifies as being imposed by the particular 
preferences of the local popular audience, that is, as an Australian quality. Williams 
repeatedly notes that "the distinguishing quality of Australian melodrama is its 
unwillingness to take itself too seriously," (129), and suggests that 
Perhaps it is the implicit undercutting of the improbabilifies of melodrama within the plays 
themselves that accounts for melodrama's exfraordinary persistence in Ausfralia at a time 
when audiences elsewhere had long since ceased to believe in the form. (M. Williams 284) 
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It is possible that the Competent Heroine might be implicated here. As a distinctly 
Ausfralian character, she goes back to the first Austtalian musical. The Currency Lass 
(1844), a ballad opera whose "chief interest is its lively colonial heroine, foremnner of a 
long line of vigorous and independent heroines in later Australian melodramas" (M. 
Williams 30). Her reappearance in irreverent musicals may be connected with an 
unwillingness to get bogged down in conventional plots and resolutions. 
One thing which is certain is that there has been a gradual shift in the way Australia is 
perceived: the melodramas regard the bush as the 'real' Australia, the home and source of 
its mythos - but school musicals (and culmre in general, outside of some television 
commercials) no longer find Australia in the bush. That is not where "Australia" resides 
today, but there are as yet no clear indications as to where it really is - unless it is in the 
mindset that all issues which Authority presents as 'serious' ought to be taken with a grain 
of salt. 
A side issue here is that the traditional, stereotypical, laconic Aussie character does not fit 
well into a format where people burst into song and dance to express their emotions. The 
flamboyant American of myth fits well into this mould, as does the allegedly volatile 
Italian into grand opera, but there is genuine difficulty with creating a dramatic idiom 
which allows an 'Ocker' (and particularly a modem one) to do so without looking (and 
feeling) foolish, unreal, and unconvincing. It is worth considering that the mainstream 
Australian musicals have never fully solved this question, which may well be a factor in 
their lack of consistent success. 
Irreverence's questioning of the processes of theatricality does, in one way, contribute to 
the sense of Australian-ness, by promoting a feeling that the players own the production, 
rather than merely being owned by the re-production. Leonard Bemstein describes the 
parochial nature of 
the sense of possessiveness toward music. Here in Milan people are still spending their 
time and energy at parties and luncheons arguing loudly about which is the greater opera, 
Rigoletto or Trovatore. As though it had all been written yesterday, hot off the presses. 
These Italians (or at least these Milanese) really own that music; and as you say, they seem 
to think they have written it all themselves. And you are right when you say that the wildest 
music-lover in the States can never relate that closely and familiarly to the same music. I 
am reminded of people at similar parties and luncheons in New York who will talk for 
hours about the relative merits of two hit musical shows, and even get excited or angry or 
hurt as they attack or defend them. (Bemstein 48) 
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The same proposition may well apply to school musicals, that doing a local product 
(whether actually created in and for the school, or merely authentically created for 
Australian schools) peppered with references to the fact that it is not imported, may have 
the value of giving the students - and their audience -a sense of ownership of the work and 
hence a far greater involvement. If this level of ownership and involvement can be created 
by something as ephemeral as a school musical, it may vety well extend from that to other 
areas of local and original culture, and be a contribution to the elusive creafion of an 
'Australian identity' that the pundits and the funding bodies are forever aspiring to. It is 
important here to remember that 'nafional identity' cannot be artificially imposed or 
constmcted. Even the most blatantly synthetic fornis (national advertising campaigns and 
such) only acmally become culmral icons by consensus, and are not absorbed into the 
national or individual consciousness unless they mesh with the desires of those 
consciousnesses. The emergence of in-everent musicals to become virtually a convention in 
their own right illustrates the way in which consensus creates and reinforces the elements 
that can be perceived as 'national identity'. 
There is great and often near hysterical concem in our community that this undefinable 
Australian idemity is being damaged, or at least changed, by the global media: 
with all that instant access to the world, what will be Ausfralian? What kid do you know 
who will watch the Ausfralian product when they have American, German, Italian culmres 
at then- fingertips? Will people sfill idenfify with football, meat pies, kangaroos and Holden 
cars, with Anzacs, bushrangers, Phar Lap, Dawn Fraser and David Williamson-? Is this 
what contemporary artists are dealing with? Or is there a big gap between what artists and 
broadcasters are interested in, and what ordinary Ausfralians are imerested in^ How well 
IS the media, and mdeed the arts generally, coping with the vexed question of whether it's 
better to tell your own story (regionalism) or go for the mendacious 'universal', thereby 
ensuring that no ordmary person has a real sense of their own lives and culmre being 
represented in art? (Westwood 90) 
There are at least two flaws in this fretting: flrstly, it displays the fullest operation of the 
culttiral cringe, which assumes that Austmlian kids will automatically prefer any foreign 
culmre at all to their own, but that the same fear and concem does not assail the parents of 
Gemian, Japanese and even American parents. If we worty about what Baywatch does to 
our kids, it is only fair to assume that Bristol parents wony about Home and Away, Osaka 
parems about Skippy, and Dallas parems wony abom Bananas in Pyjamas, which is not 
even spelt right for them. Secondly, there is the concept of the 'ordinaty person', and the 
bland assumpfion that s/he cannot tell what is local and what is imported, and is dependem 
upon the crifics and the media to tell them. School musicals exemplify the ways in which 
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local culture can appropriate and own a product, if it is given the freedom to do so. 
Superman, Dracula, Captain Kirk, Tarzan, Humphrey Bogart, and even Elvis Presley 
become - at least fleefingly - naturalised Australians by virme of the ownership which 
irreverence can establish. 
Comedy 
"There are no rules on Broadway, and one of them is this: art must be both fresh and inevitable; 
you must surprise an audience in an expected way" (Goldman 119) 
Comedy is both the core and the outward show of irreverence. The irreverent attimde 
depends upon the assumption that the act of staging a show is itself fimny, and this attimde 
cannot be communicated unless the audience is persuaded to laugh. As a result, irreverent 
musicals seem willing to do almost anything if it is furmy, and the comic devices take many 
forms with a single common thread: to minimise 'player discomfort' and risk of 
embarrassment by maximising the emphasis upon the absurd theatticality of the event, or 
what Levin calls "giving away the show in order to win it back" {Playboys, 131). The 
result is that there is comparafively little 'situational' comedy; that is, comedy which arises 
out of the simafion or the characters of the plot, because such comedy depends upon 
audiences believing and becoming involved with the fiindamental premises of the stoty. 
Most of the comedy which arises from situafion in school musicals involves direct, 
reflexive comment on either the absurdity of the situation, or the silliness of being a 
performer depicting such a situation or character. Veteran professional, Hayes Gordon: 
In drama, there is a fighting chance of salvation. Usually somebody wins out. In tragedy, 
there is only a slight chance. Doom seems a foregone conclusion. Usually nobody wins 
out. In comedies almost everybody wins. ... In comedy, we also start with identification. 
But in comedy, we disarm the threat. Either by making the threatening simation less 
dangerous, the threatener less effecmal, or our ability to cope more invincible. Like 
Superman, Indiana Jones or Crocodile Dundee. We are more able to pluck the barb. We 
can make injury less hurtful, humiliation less permanent, (or else it is happening to the other 
fellow) and even death, or the threat of death, can seem like fun and socially presentable. ... 
One physiologist friend described laughter from comedy as follows: if you are startled, you 
gasp. If you feel relieved, you sigh. If both stimuli come at you virtually at the same time, 
you have diaphragmatic convulsions. That emerges as either panting or laughter. Whether 
we believe it or not, it sounds nice. In any event try to find anything you think is fiinny but 
without something about it acmally involving a very serious issue. Threatening in fact. 
Whatever we laugh at seems to relate to some subject which, if taken seriously would 
generate in us fear, guilt, anxiety, dislocation, confiasion, insecurity, disgust, or some such. 
Even puns would relate to a threat to our ability to communicate coherently. Suddenly 
words no longer mean what they are intended to mean. That's like going mad. Then if the 
pun also insinuates some forbidden associations, such as sexually repressed ideas, they are 
all the funnier. (Gordon 244-5) 
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Even comic devices and set pieces which have no apparent reflexive funcfion are fied to 
this purpose. They function on vety much the same level as the awkward, compulsive 
joke-making of the class-clown. They are not - although they often look as though they are 
- mere showing-off or exhibitionism, but they represent an attempt to be liked through 
being funny, and to ward off the effects of potential group dislike or disapproval. As a 
consequence, the comedy in school musicals is often frantic and even a little forced. There 
is (as with the class-clown) an almost desperate attempt to make everything funny. If at 
times this is a little overpowering, it is also distancing, because an audience cannot help but 
be aware of the immense effort which is being made to entertain them, and even quite 
irrelevant set pieces become, in a sense, reflexive. 
Many of the comic approaches have already been discussed, but one which illustrates this 
supererogatoty reflexive function is the mnning-gag. The running gag, in which a 
particular small joke or catch-phrase is repeated at intervals, with either contexmal 
variations or with an escalation in emphasis or improbability, is an appropriate form for 
comic narrative. The humour of a comic tale is contingent, developing out of the inter-
relations of its elements, and operating cumulatively, and events or remarks which may not 
be funny in themselves become funny in the light of what has gone before. Similarly, the 
mnning-gag, whose constituent elements may be vety slight, develops in comic impact by 
vatying the nature of its contingent relationships, and by sheer accumulation. 
Running gags occur in most of the irreverent musicals. The cartoon punishments 
administered to Lex in His and Hers (detailed above, p.319) are representafive of the 
effects of accumulation and escalation. Perhaps the most elaborate example occurs in 
Sheer Luck, Holmes. It is an oddity beloved of trivia collectors that, in all the works of 
Conan Doyle, the great detective never acmally says "Elementaty, my dear Watson", but 
the general public believes that he says it frequenfiy. The play exploits the expectation by 
fmstrafing it. Holmes repeatedly flirts with the magic words, but never quite says them. 
The basic device is to almost say "Elementaty", but to replace it with a series of 
perversions based on (often excruciating) puns tied to a cue in the preceding line. 
Accordingly, "Holmes, you don't stand a ghost of a chance" leads to "Elementals, my dear 
Watson" (I.l), "All those layers" leads to "Sedimentaty" (I.l), "metal" to "Aluminium" 
(I.l), "magic" to "Ali Baba" (LI), "speak up" to "Elocufion" (1.2), and so on. Perhaps the 
most outrageous example occurs when Watson asks "Great Scott, Holmes, how did you 
know she was a Music Hall singer" to be told "Bobby Gentty, my dear Watson" (1.5). In 
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the classic manner, these jokes are used frequently to begin with, to establish them in the 
audience's minds, and less often (but usually more tellingly) as the action proceeds. For 
Holmes, the tension of not using the word is finally resolved when (immediately preceding 
the finale) he leads the choms of corpses (which by this time includes most of the cast) in a 
song called "It's Elementary" (II.6). 
Both cases (and there are many other examples) suggest that more than just a joke is 
operating. Just as the mime and sound effects in His & Hers stress artifice and contrivance, 
with a cross-reference to cartoons, so the 'will he say it?' tension reminds the audience that 
there is a script, and that it is deliberately making fun around a famous (and not notably 
comical) original. The jokes sttess the theafricality of the event. 
The names of characters are often used in a similar way, both as jokes and as signals of 
conttivance. The routine approach, to be found in may of the plays, is to give name 
appropriate to the character. In Gumshoe, Professor Ansell has already been noted (p.306), 
and the Sydney-Greensfreet-'Fat-Man' character is given the joke-name of Yasser Lottafat. 
Perhaps the most recondite example is Wolfstock, where the lunatic head werewolf is 
named Loup Garou, and called Loupy by his friends, and the mad Hungarian Madame 
Berzurka ingeniously combines berserk and mazurka. The reversal occurs in How The 
West Was Warped v^here Hero proclaims "I don't need no name cos Hero's [sic] like me 
don't need them!" (27). There are many examples which display more sophisticated 
reflexivity: Captain Starlight begins with the Author at work, selecting the name of the 
hero of the stoty he is about to tell. The hero of Charades is named Clark Kent, and the 
production notes advise that "it should be sttessed that Clark is NOT Superman. The name 
is simply a coincidence which allows his character to be taken less than seriously" (3). 
Tartan (who is likewise not to be confused with Tarzan) got his name from the blanket in 
which he was wrapped when the Apes found and adopted him {Jungle Fantasy 10). The 
Lowood Musicals give all members of the same group names beginning with the same 
initial, as an aid to identification (and it is presumably useful in rehearsal, too). In The 
Garden ofAidan this practical device is itself mocked when the excursion-smdents, whose 
names all start with A, are asked to line up in alphabetical order (13, 26). 
Names can promote political or topical out-references: the cormpt police-chief in Rix is 
named Lewis, and Villains acquires a republican flavour by placing its cormpt court in 
Barwick County. The same play provides a fine example of the simple name-joke when 
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the Devil decides to join the Bikie gang and wonders about a name for them: Heaven's 
Devils? Hell's Devils? Heaven's Angels? (62). In z^'.s an<iii/er5, a teacher who is plainly 
sexually aware of the giris - "Better sit. Otherwise I'll look at your legs" (53) - is 
chidingly named Mister Chance. 
There is a long-standing debate among theatre practitioners as to whether drama or comedy 
is easier, in the purely technical area of acting skills, to play. Charlotte Motter, a DIE 
exponent, suggests that "contraty to popular opinion, drama is easier for inexperienced 
actors than comedy. Most directors will agree that the sense of timing required in comedy 
and farce seems to be an inborn talent that is difficult, if not impossible to teach" (113). 
The inept comedy-timing that we have all seen occasionally on both amateur and 
professional stages seems to support this argument, but the question which needs to be 
considered is: what goes wrong? Most people, in ordinary social discourse, display an 
innate sense of comedy and timing, and can recount comic events, make quips, and engage 
in repartee quite satisfactorily. Difficuhies and skewed timings begin to appear then we tty 
to 'tell a joke', and become worse when we tty to do so in a formal setting like a thank-you 
speech. It would appear to be the consciousness of 'performance' which inhibits normal 
social competence in comedy fiming. In such settings, the problem is to get the 
'performers' relaxed and confident enough to use their namral skills. Theatrical timing is 
obviously more difficutt, since the pressures and perceived 'dangers' of performance are 
much greater, and much more inhibiting. Some theatre styles and directors make 
performance more difficult by divorcing it from reality and making it artificial. In such 
contexts, it is almost impossible for an inexperienced player to be relaxed. 
One of the purposes of the complex of strategies we have been calling irreverence is to put 
the players at ease. By positioning the player alongside the audience, rather than in 
opposition to them, the pressures and terrors of performance can be significantly reduced, 
and there is a better chance that normal social timing will be able to operate. Irreverence 
tries to place the performers not in a formal theafrical setting, where a contrived work of art 
is presented to a respectful and admiring audience, but in a mode equivalent to horseplay 
(albeit rehearsed and controlled) among their friends. In such a mode, comedy is easy and 
normal, and it takes more courage to be serious than to be funny. A similar effect can be 
noted with vocal volume: teachers regularly complain that students who can be heard from 
one end of the playground to the other, suddenly become softly spoken when asked to 
speak in class or on stage. Irreverence helps students to be loud, because they are not really 
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'performing', they are having ftm. In pracfice, of course, the effect is never total. Some of 
the terrors of performance will always remain, but they can at least be significantly 
reduced. 
Classical theories of the nature of comedy are too complex to debate in any detail here, but 
irreverence does seem to raise one factor which is seldom discussed. Hobbesian analysis of 
humour explores the laugher's position of superiority, Kantians focus on the incongmity 
which provokes laughter. In more modem terms, the 'switch' is a mainstay of comedy, 
through double-seeming or deliberately confrived semiotic confusion. Life is a state of 
things seldom being what they seem, the signifier has muhiple signifieds, and the sign stays 
slippety. Comedy deliberately plays on this, and usually tries to unleash the iconoclastic, 
antisocial, or otherwise repressed part of the sign as an additional reward for the audience 
which suffers this heightened uncertainty. Bergson extends incongmity to the stmggle 
between man and machine, and Freud to the stmggle between desire and repression. 
Extending Freud's view of harmless, non-tendentious wit, Johan Huizinga proposes homo 
ludens, embodying the spirit of playflilness. Irreverence suggests that there might also be a 
place for affection and sharing as a part of the anatomy of comedy, a deep and playful 
sympathy for a topic: not as wanton boys with flies, but as an expression of fondness, of 
liking a thing enough to laugh with it and about it. If, as has often been suggested, laughter 
is a response to pain, irreverent laughter is a way of both sharing the pain and discarding it 
in favour of moving on to the next experience. Bakhtin emphasises the importance of 
acknowledging the positive uses of comedy: 
Let us sttess once more that for the Renaissance (as for the antique sources described 
above) the characteristic frait of laughter was precisely the recognition of its positive, 
regenerating, creative meaning. This clearly distinguishes it from the later theories of the 
philosophy of laughter, including Bergson's conception, which bring out mostly its negative 
functions. (B akhtin 71) 
It is important to bear in mind that irreverence does not drive the musical. The desire to be 
irreverent and funny about the process of theatrical production does not inspire people to 
write and produce a school musical. On the contraty, the need (often reluctantly accepted) 
to create the best possible school production is what leads to the expedients and attitudes 
that we have characterised as irreverence. Most of the works discussed in this study were 
created by people who had seen and worked on mainstream musicals in schools, and found 
them wanting. 
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Conclusion 
"The secret of many an interesting play - and of the special event its production 
represents - is lost in the past, and must remain so, because in one sense no play 
really survives its own day, its performance being dead as soon as it ends. 
Yet in another sense, each new performance, each revival 
ensures that something of the original life of the play is still alive. 
Re-creation of that life is the concern of drama study, 
and certainly of an historical survey. It is a matter of focus, 
of seeing where the text carries within itself signs of the original event. 
The dedicated student of drama is in the business of theatrical birth and rebirth. " 
(Styan xiii) 
It is important to stress that the elements which have emerged in this study were not what I 
expected when I embarked upon it. I expected to find about thirty Australian school 
musicals rather than more than two hundred, and I expected to find them staged in about 
the same token proportion as in the legitimate theatre, not that they would account for 
almost half of the present market. I hoped to find some explanation of the privately 
observed phenomenon that school musicals usually seem to succeed remarkably well 'on 
the night' in the face of obvious shortcomings in technical resources, experience and skill, 
but I anticipated finding it in the energy levels and enthusiasm of a committed cast and not 
in a sophisficated and highly developed set of dramaturgical strategies. 
In Chapter 3 a model was proposed of an ideal custom-written school musical (pp. 154-5). 
In the light of the intervening examination of what has acmally been happening in the field, 
only a few modifications are called for. The technical restrictions - cosmmes, skills and 
orchestrations - might be perhaps be amended to call for flexibility rather than 
minimisation, since a great many schools have (and are prepared to commit) substantial 
resources to their productions. 
The substantial revision, however, has to do with the factor of irreverence. It is not 
possible to say that the perfect school musical will be constmcted according to the 
dramamrgical principles identified here as associated with and encoding instmctions for an 
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irreverent producfion. Many of the musicals which are most popular with schools (the 
Broadway musicals listed in the top 10) do not openly display irreverent characteristics, 
even though they are all - at least to some extent - capable of being slanted towards it in 
producfion, as Pirates of Penzance commonly is. But the perfect school musical will be 
cognisant of the advantages which irreverence clearly confers. 
Irreverent musicals are safe. They are safe for the performers, who are shielded by them 
from the dangers of self-exposure and ridicule which are inherent in public performance. 
They are safe for the audience, who are lured by them into complicity in the act of 
performance and forestalled from making inappropriate (and usually invidious) 
comparisons with professional mainstream productions. And they are safe for the 
producers, because of their clearly demonstrated appeal to both participants and audience 
and their equally clearly demonsfrated profitability. An irreverent school musical, staged 
with proper awareness of what it is ttying to achieve, is as near as the world of theatte 
offers to a guaranteed success. 
It would be interesting (although space precludes it here) to constmct a 'How-To' guide for 
teacher-directors and even for student actors which incorporated the stagecraft and 
dramamrgy which have been identified here as relevant to the contemporaty school 
musical. Existing guides are in most cases old-fashioned and modelled on archaic British 
repertoty standards of formal proscenium production, or else they are improvisation-
cenfred Drama-In-Education texts which centte on 'meaningful' experiences. Neither type 
considers the needs of the smdent or the non-conventional relationship with the audience 
which is created by the irreverent musical. 
All the same, there is no dramatic, stmctural or artistic formula for the ideal school musical. 
Some musicals seem to suggest the possibility of a formula by the extent to which they 
adopt, adapt and imitate the devices of their most successful predecessors, but the quality of 
irreverence (or of success in general) does not appear to reside in the feamres which have 
been catalogued here. A confrived and qualified happy ending is not in itself irreverent, nor 
is a competent heroine or a high degree of reflexivity. What distinguishes the musicals in 
this study is not the accumulation of techniques and devices, but the frame of mind which 
dictates the selection of particular qualities. 
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That frame of mind appears to be the factor which saturates high school musicals. It is one 
that quite clearly stipulates that the production being presented is not high art, and that it is 
anxious not to restrict itself to an audience of elite cognoscenti. It is not an imitation of 
some other form which has been a success in some other setting. Instead, it is a school 
musical, and it is interested only in being a joyous and satisfying experience for both its 
participants and its audience. It is not Drama, it is not even (by conventional definitions) 
Theatre, and it is certainly not intended to mean anything. It is not representing an 
experience, it is creating and being an experience. It is simply fim. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 
Most Popular School Musicals — all-time — all sources: 
Confirmed productions in Queensland secondary schools. 
Number of 
Productions 
67 
60 
59 
58 
54 
52 
49 
46 
41 
38 
37 
31 
30 
28 
26 
24 
23 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
AUSTRALIAN 
*Man of Steel 
*Bats 
*Sheer Luck, Holmes 
*Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
*Smithy 
Kidstuff 
*Henry 
*Ma Bakers Tonic 
Pirates; *Robin The Hood; ® 
The Sentimental Bloke; Sherwoodstock 
King Macbee & the Walking Trees; 
*Money Talks 
Captain Starlight; Offbeat; A Two-Part 
Invention 
Hound of Music; *How The West Was 
Warped 
Cloudland; Matilda Women; *No 111 
Feeling; Villains 
IMPORTED 
The Pirates of Penzance 
The Boyfriend 
Calamity Jane 
Joseph & His Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat 
Bye Bye Birdie 
Grease 
Oliver! 
The Mikado 
HMS Pinafore 
Godspell ® 
Bugsy Malone; Little Shop of Horrors; Trial 
By Jury 
Oklahoma! 
The Pajama Game; Viva Mexico 
Salad Days 
The Gondoliers; The Wizard of Oz 
Guys & Dolls; lolanthe; The Wiz 
Dracula Spectacular; The King & I; West 
Side Story 
Oh What A Lovely War 
Half A Sixpence 
Annie Get Your Gun; South Pacific 
Brigadoon; Fiddler on the Roof; 
Armie; Patience 
My Fair Lady; Smike 
The Sound of Music 
Jesus Christ Superstar; Paint Your Wagon 
Camelot; Dazzle; How To Succeed In 
Business; Ipi Tombi 
Anything Goes; Dracula Baby; Gypsy Baron; 
The Hobbit; Toad of Toad Hall 
Alice in Wonderland; Ruddigore; Sweeney 
Todd; Where's Charley?; Yeomen of the 
Guard 
Bold = Austtalian (23) 
Italic = Gilbert & Sullivan (9) 
* = Peepshow. (11) 
Imported (45) 
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APPENDIX 1.2 
Most Popular School Musicals — bv decades — all sources. 
Confmned productions in Queensland secondary schools. 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1960s 
Pirates/Penzance 
HMS Pinafore 
The Mikado 
Trial By Jury 
19 
16 
14 
The Gondoliers 
Calamity Jane; 
lolanthe; 
10 
8 
Patience 
Captain Starlight 
The King & I 
Ruddigore 
4 
3 
Barbarina; 
The Boyfriend; 
Gypsy Baron; 
Oklahoma! 
2-Part Invention 
2 
1970s 
The Boyfriend 
Joseph &c. 
Pirates/Penzance 
*Man of Steel 
Oliver! 
21 
17 
14 
13 
Salad Days 
Calamity Jane; 
HMS Pinafore 
10 
9 
Half A Sixpence 
The Mikado 
Bye Bye Birdie; 
The King & I 
Oklahoma! 
Trial By Jury 
8 
7 
6 
Brigadoon; 
Godspell; 
The Gondoliers; 
lolanthe; 2-Part 
Invention 
5 
1980s 
*Man of Steel 
*Sheer Luck 
Bye Bye Birdie 
*Sheik Rattle 
Calamity Jane 
*Bats 
The Boyfriend 
Grease 
Joseph &c. 
Kidstuff 
37 
36 
30 
27 
24 
22 
21 
20 
16 
*Smithy 
Godspell 
Viva Mexico 
14 
13 
Oklahoma! 
Oliver! 
12 
1990s 
*Bats 
Little Shop/Horrors 
Grease; 
Joseph &c. 
30 
25 
21 
Bugsy Malone; 
*Sheik Rattle 
19 
Calamity Jane 
*Man of Steel 
17 
Pirates/Penzance; 
*Smithy 
16 
The Boyfriend 
Bye Bye Birdie; 
*Henry; Oliver!; 
*Sheer Luck 
15 
13 
Bold = Australian 
Italic = Gilbert & Sullivan 
* = Peepshow 
Imported 
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SCHOOL MUSICALS — Popularity Tables bv decades 
Minimum of two confirmed school productions 
"Other" represents distributors' figures (where available), excluding confirmed Queensland 
productions. 
* Bold = Australian 
337 
TITLE 
*Abracadaver 
*Aladdin [Wong] 
*AIice [Dorricott] 
Alice In Wonderland 
Anne of Green Gables 
Annie 
Annie Get Your Gun 
Anything Goes 
Around the World in 80 Days 
*Asteroids 
*Aussie Salute 
Barbarina 
*Bats 
*Best Picture 
*Big Time 
*The Birds 
*Black Sin & Red Hot Passion 
*Black Sunshine 
The Boyfriend 
Brigadoon 
Bugsy Malone 
*A Bunch of Ratbags 
Bye Bye Birdie 
Calamity Jane 
Call Me Madam 
Camelot 
*Canterbury Riders 
Captain Noah & his Floating Zoo 
*Captain Phillip Returns 
*Captain Starlight 
Carousel 
*Charades 
Charlie & the Chocolate Factory 
Charlie Girl 
Chicago 
A Christmas Carol 
Cinderella [Hammerstein] 
Cinderella: A Fractured Fairytale 
*Cloudland 
*The Cocky of Bungaree 
Year 
1989 
1985 
1975 
1976 
1946 
1934 
1993 
1988 
1983 
1991 
1983 
1990 
1989 
1975 
1953 
1947 
1983 
1966 
1960 
1953 
1950 
1960 
1991 
1988 
1963 
1945 
1995 
1965 
1975 
1955 
1993 
1982 
To 
1929 
1930-
1939 
1940-
1949 
1950-
1959 
1 
1960-
1969 
1 
2 
2 
1 
8 
3 
1970-
1979 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
21 
5 
6 
9 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1980-
1989 
22 
2 
1 
21 
5 
7 
30 
24 
2 
4 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1990-
1998 
3 
1 
1 
7 
2 
6 
1 
30 
3 
15 
1 
19 
13 
17 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
5 
1 
Qld 
4 
-
2 
5 
3 
11 
13 
6 
2 
1 
1 
3 
52 
3 
2 
-
-
3 
59 
12 
26 
-
49 
58 
3 
7 
1 
4 
1 
7 
3 
2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
2 
Other 
41 
2 
~ 
~ 
- „ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
4 
11 
~ 
217 
5 
~ 
4 
2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
10 
~ 
4 
4 
~ 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
0 
~ 
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TITLE 
Dazzle 
The Desert Song 
*The Devil Himself 
Dido and Aeneas 
*Dinkum Poppies 
*Doctor Pimples 
Double Trouble 
*Dracula Baby 
Dracula Spectacular 
*Dragons 
*Dream On 
*E = MC^ 
*EIectric Cafe 
Evita 
*A Fabricated Romance 
*Fair is Foul 
Fiddler On The Roof 
Florence 
Flower Drum Song 
* Fogies 
*Food For Thought 
*Frank Ass 
*Frankenstein Monster Show 
Free As Air 
Friends Forever 
A Funny Thing Happened /Forum 
*Furtive Fortunes etc. 
*Germs 
Godspell 
The Gondoliers 
*Good Vibes 
Grease 
Gumshoe 
Guys and Dolls 
The Gypsy Baron 
Half A Sixpence 
*Henry 
*Highland Fling 
HMS Pinafore 
The Hobbit 
*Hound of Music 
*HowAVest was Warped 
How to Succeed in Business etc. 
lolanthe 
Ipi Tombi 
Jack & The Beanstalk 
Jesus Christ Superstar 
Joseph & his Amazing etc. 
Year 
1926 
1889 
1979 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1983 
1978 
1982 
1973 
1964 
1958 
1992 
1978 
1957 
1962 
1974 
1971 
1889 
1972 
1996 
1950 
1885 
1963 
1992 
1994 
1878 
1973 
1986 
1994 
1961 
1882 
1975 
1971 
1968 
To 
1929 
1930-
1939 
; 
1940-
1949 
-
; 
1950-
1959 
2 
2 
1960-
1969 
1 
10 
1 
2 
16 
8 
1970-
1979 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
5 
5 
4 
8 
9 
1 
5 
3 
2 
17 
1980-
1989 
4 
1 
2 
2 
6 
7 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
13 
20 
5 
4 
2 
4 
1 
4 
7 
2 
1 
6 
16 
1990-
1998 
3 
1 
2 
1 
8 
2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
10 
4 
21 
2 
11 
2 
13 
1 
/ 
1 
5 
6 
3 
3 
2 
2 
21 
Qld 
7 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
6 
16 
3 
-
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
12 
-
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
28 
18 
4 
41 
2 
17 
6 
14 
13 
1 
i / 
6 
6 
6 
7 
77 
7 
3 
8 
54 
Other 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
2 
2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
4 
~ 
-
-. 
~ 
~ 
-
5 
~ 
2 
11 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
5 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
~ 
~ 
39 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
47 
-
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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TITLE 
*Jungle 
* Jungle Fantasy 
*Just Desserts 
*Kidstuff 
The King and I 
*King MacbeeAValking Trees 
Kiss Me Kate 
*A Knight to Remember 
*Legend of King O'Malley 
Li'1 Abner 
LionAVitch & AVardrobe 
Little Mary Sunshine 
Little Rock'n'Roll Show 
Little Shop of Horrors 
*Ma Baker's Tonic 
*Macbeth: Rock Opera 
*MadIfYouThinkIAm 
*Man of Steel 
*The Matilda Women 
Me And My Girl 
Meet Me ha St Louis 
Merrie England 
The Mikado 
*Mr Ugg/Bionic Budgie 
*Money Talks 
Mother Goose 
*Murder at the Music Hall 
The Music Machine 
The Music Man 
My Fair Lady 
Namia 
*Ned Kelly Man of Iron 
The New Moon 
*1945 
*No 111 Feeling 
No! No! Nanette 
*Offbeat 
Oh What A Lovely War! 
Oklahoma! 
Oliver! 
*0n Our Selection 
*On With the Show 
Once Aboard the Lugger 
Once Upon A Mattress 
*Only An Orphan Girl 
*Oodnadatta 
*The Originals 
Paint Your Wagon 
Year 
1992 
1993 
1990 
1980 
1951 
1982 
1947 
1991 
1970 
1956 
1959 
1990 
1982 
1987 
1976 
1988 
1977 
1988 
1937 
1902 
1885 
1978 
1982 
1988 
1957^  
1956 
1973 
1927 
1993 
1990 
1924 
1985 
1963 
1943 
1960 
1979 
1985 
1959 
1979 
1974 
1951 
To 
1929 
1930-
1939 
7 
1 
1940-
1949 
2 
1950-
1959 
2 
1960-
1969 
-^  
J 
1 
14 
2 
1 
1970-
1979 
6 
1 
13 
1 
7 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
6 
13 
1 
2 
3 
1980-
1989 
16 
4 
6 
2 
4 
2 
I 
2 
1 
4 
1 
37 
2 
6 
1 
7 
2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
10 
12 
12 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1990-
1998 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
25 
7 
2 
3 
17 
5 
1 
3 
5 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
5 
6 
3 
4 
13 
1 
4 
2 
5 
1 
2 
Qld 
-
3 
4 
17 
16 
8 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
26 
11 
2 
4 
67 
5 
3 
3 
2 
37 
2 
8 
2 
2 
2 
4 
10 
2 
2 
2 
4 
5 
3 
7 
15 
24 
38 
3 
6 
2 
3 
6 
3 
4 
8 
Other 
2 
18 
32 
31 
~ 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
9 
~ 
~ 
0 
15 
650+ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
4 
20 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
~ 
~ 
~ 
0 
58 
~ 
30 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
2 
~ 
~ 
4 
~ 
1 
~ 
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TITLE 
The Pajama Game 
Papageno 
Patience 
Pearl, the Fisher Maiden 
*Peter Pan 
*Phantoad of the Opera 
Pippin 
*Pirates 
Pirates of Penzance 
*Pollies!! 
*Pride and Prejudice 
*Prince's Pursuit 
Princess Chrysanthemum 
*Raggedyanne 
*Robin Hood 
*Robin the Hood 
Robyn & Her Women / Sherwood 
Rock 'n' Roll Hero 
Rock Nativity 
*Rock! Rock! Rock! 
Rockafella 
*Rome Sweet Rome 
*Romeo & Juliet 
Ruddigore 
Salad Days 
School and Crossbones 
*The Sentimental Bloke 
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers 
*Sheer Luck, Holmes! 
*Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
* Sherwoodstock 
Showboat 
*Sir Jasper's Revenge 
Smike 
*Smithy 
Snow White & the 7 Dwarfs 
Something's Afoot 
*Son of Phantom 
The Sound of Music 
South Pacific 
*Southern Lights 
*A Space Oddity 
*Storm In A Teacup 
Sunny 
Sweeney Todd the Demon Barber 
Sweet Charity 
1066 And All That 
Thank Zeus It's Friday! 
Year 
1954 
1881 
1962 
1991 
1972 
1987 
1880 
1989 
1990 
1985 
1979 
1984 
1974 
1977 
1987 
1887 
1954 
1961 
1956 
1979 
1980 
1989 
1927 
1976 
1986 
1993 
1959 
1949 
1988 
1980 
1956 
1925 
1966 
To 
1929 
1930-
1939 
2 
1 
1940-
1949 
-
1950-
1959 
3 
1 
3 
1 
7 
2 
1960-
1969 
1 
1 
4 
1 
19 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1970-
1979 
2 
1 
2 
14 
2 
1 
7 
10 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1980-
1989 
11 
7 
2 
4 
6 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
6 
1 
5 
1 
36 
27 
1 
6 
14 
1 
3 
7 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1990-
1998 
9 
7 
2 
3 
2 
5 
16 
2 
1 
2 
1 
9 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
13 
19 
9 
1 
1 
1 
16 
1 
3 
1 
4 
1 
Qld 
23 
2 
77 
2 
2 
3 
4 
9 
60 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
9 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
5 
19 
2 
9 
2 
49 
46 
9 
3 
1 
10 
30 
2 
2 
-
9 
13 
1 
2 
3 
3 
5 
3 
2 
Other 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
23 
4 
58 
~-
~ 
0 
~ 
~ 
-^  
~ 
0 
~ 
~ 
-
-
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
117 
179 
~ 
-
2 
~ 
195 
-
-
8 
-
~ 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
2 
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TITLE 
*Ticket to Hitsville 
Tin Pan Ali 
Toad of Toad Hall 
Tom Jones 
Tom Sawyer 
*Toys 
Treasure Island 
Trial By Jury 
*Trivia 
*A Two-Part Invention 
*2061: A Space Idiocy 
Ulysses 
*The Venetian Twins 
*Villains 
Viva Mexico 
West Side Story 
Wheels 
Where's Charley? 
White Horse Inn 
The Wiz 
The Wizard of Oz 
*Wolfstock 
The Yeomen of Guard 
You're/Good Man Charlie Brown 
Zigger Zagger 
Zurika the Gypsy Maid 
Subtotal Australian 
Subtotal G&S 
Subtotal Other 
One production, Australian 
One production, G&S 
One production, Other 
Year 
1985 
1979 
1930 
1907 
1875 
1966 
1992 
1979 
1987 
1957 
1948 
1931 
1975 
1996 
1888 
1967 
1967 
82 
9 
109 , 
To 
1929 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1930-
1939 
0 
4 
2 
0 
0 
3 
1940-
1949 
-
1 
1 
0 
4 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1950-
1959 
3 
1 
1 
2 
17 
4 
1 
0 
3 
1960-
1969 
1 
1 
1 
14 
2 
1 
6 
89 
35 
0 
0 
14 
1970-
1979 
3 
3 
1 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
33 
51 
198 
12 
0 
10 
1980-
1989 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
13 
6 
2 
9 
11 
2 
243 
18 
375 
26 
7 
27 
1990-
1998 
1 
1 
7 
4 
1 
2 
5 
6 
6 
2 
8 
6 
3 
1 
267 
27 
322 
64 
41 
Qld 
2 
2 
6 
4 
3 
-
2 
26 
-
7 
4 
2 
3 
5 
23 
16 
2 
5 
3 
17 
18 
3 
5 
2 
4 
2 
551 
210 
937 
103 
7 
102 
Other 
-
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
2 
-. 
~ 
2 
~ 
8 
~ 
~ 
42 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
~ 
TOTALS 
Total Australian 
Total G&S 
Total Other 
T O T A L S 
{185} 
{10} 
{211} 
{406} 
To 
1929 
-
-
2 
2 
1930-
1939 
-
4 
44.4% 
5 
55.6% 
9 
1940-
1949 
-
-
4 
57.1% 
3 
42.9% 
7 
1950-
1959 
3 
11.1% 
17 
63.0% 
7 
25.9% 
27 
1960-
1969 
6 
4.2% 
89 
61.8% 
49 
34.0% 
144 
1970-
1979 
45 
14.8% 
51 
16.8% 
208 
68.4% 
304 
1980-
1989 
269 
39.0% 
19 
2.8% 
402 
58.2% 
690 
1990-
1998 
331 
45.9% 
27 
3.8% 
363 
50.3% 
Qld 
654 
34.35% 
211 
11.08% 
1039 
54.57% 
721 |1904 
1 
1 
Other 
1954 
3858 
Figures from all sources including distributors verify at least 3,858 productions in Australia of 184 
Australian musicals and 212 imported musicals. 
Figures from all sources verifying year and school, show at least 1,904 productions in Queensland. ' 
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School Musicals - One VpHfied Production. 
1898 — 
1922 — 
1930 — 
1935 — 
1938 — 
1943 — 
1948 — 
1950 — 
1952 — 
1953 — 
1954 — 
1960 — 
1961 — 
1962 — 
1964 — 
1965 — 
1966 — 
1967 — 
1968 — 
1969 — 
1971 — 
1972 — 
1973 — 
1974 — 
1975 — 
1976 — 
1977 — 
1978 — 
1979 — 
1980 — 
1981 — 
1982 — 
1983 — 
1984 — 
1985 — 
1986 — 
1987 — 
1988 — 
1989 
1. OAus, 1 Other] hthaWt 
1, OAus, 1 Other] The Hours 
1, OAus, 1 Other] Cox & Box 
1, OAus, 1 Other] The Stranger 
1, OAus, 1 Other] The Months of Maying 
1, OAus, lOther] The Prmcess & the Woodcutter 
1, OAus, 1 Other] Princess Ju Ju 
1, OAus, 1 Other] A Royal Jester 
1, OAus, 1 Other] The Snow Queen 
1, lAus, OOther] *Where There's A Will 
1, OAus, 1 Other.] Bells of Bruges 
1, OAus, 1 Other] A Statue for the Mayor 
2, OAus, 20ther/] Great Bell of Burley; Music in the Air; 
1, OAus, 1 Other] The Vagabond King; 
3, OAus, 30ther] Butterfly Queen; Maritana; Olde Time Minstrel Show; 
1, OAus, 1 Other] King Arthur & the Saxons 
2, OAus, 20ther] The Little Sweep; The Pink Lady 
1, OAus, 1 Other] Oh, Oh, Delphine 
1, OAus, 1 Other] Hong Kong 
2, OAus, 20ther] Orpheus in the Underworld; Please Sir 
2, lAus, lOther.] Bells Are Ringing; *Reedy River 
3, 3Aus, OOther] *Childhead's Doll; *Pieces of Eight; *Sing for St Ned; 
1, OAus, lOther] Jonah Man Jazz 
2, lAus, lOther] Ballad of El Salvadoro; *Such Is Life; 
3, OAus, 30ther] Ali Baba & 40 Thieves; Boy Mozart; Move Over Mr Noah; 
2, 2Aus, OOther] *Jack & the Beanstalk; *Light From Light; 
3, lAus, 20ther.] La Belle Helene; *Crusade; Man of Callan;; 
1, lAus, OOther.] *Lennon, McCartney, Mechitabel & Me; 
5, 3Aus, 20ther.] *Bitu-Man; Finian's Rainbow; *Flickers; Gang Jazz; *Miranda; 
5, lAus, IG&S, 30ther.] *The Ballad of Tom Drayton; Follow the Star; Hair; No, No, Noah; 
Princess Ida; 
1, lAus, OOther.] *Merlyn the Magician; 
2j lAus, lOther.] Briery Bush; *Superlibber; 
4, 2Aus, 20ther.] Daniel & All That Jazz; *My Fair Macbeth; Teen; *You'll Never Sail An Odder 
Sea 
5, 3Aus, 20ther.] Helen Come Home; *Joe; *The Logan City Story; *Ship of Fools; Sweeney Todd 
Shock & Roll Show; 
3, 2Aus, lOther] The Music Mountain; *Spiff & Growl; *Waltzing Matilda (Magoffm); 
7, 2Aus, 50ther.] *Alice [Brandenburg]; Baby, You're the Cat's Pyjamas; *Elizabeth the Second; 
Maid of the Mountains; Oh, Brother; Sam; Truth About Cinderella; 
8, 4Aus, 40ther.] Cabaret; Creation Jazz; Gaslight Girl; *A Matter of Principal; *Mid-Semester 
Night's Dream; *Royal Pomp & Simple Pleasures; Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son; *Wuthering; 
15, 8Aus, 70ther.] *Advance Australia Backwards; *Bushwacker Night; *Coast; *The First 
Fleets; The Flying Pieman; Hiawatha's Wedding Feast; It's Cool hi The Furnace; Listen to the Wind; 
*Little Aussie Battler; *LoIa Montez; Oh Jonah; Peace of Mind; Storytellin' Man; *Synth the 
Electric Muse; *Time Capsule 
[4, 2Aus, 20ther.] Irene; Puzzles, Pyramids & Power; *Sean, George, Roger & Tim; *'Twas Brillig; 
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1990 _ [13, 5Aus, SOther.] All The Kings Men; *Battle of the Bands; Big Al; *Bilge; Coolest Cat In Town; 
Ernie; Hello Dolly; Popeye; *Rough & Tumbril; Shade Tree Musician; *Slipperish; To See A 
Miracle; *The Ultimate Award; 
1991 — [10, 4Aus, 60ther.] Bitter Sweet; *Burger Brain; Damn Yankees; Divorce Me Darling; *The Legend 
of Bilge; Mame; Mystery of Edwin Drood; Natural High; *Rat Race; *She Drives Me Crazy; 
1992 — [17, lOAus, 70ther.] Ancient Mariner; Carrots; Clowns; A Connecticut Yankee; Everyman; *Granny 
Get Your Gun; *A Grim Pharaoh Tale; *Homework; *Kelly Dance; *Lachlan Shearers; *Light 
Your World; *A Little Dab'll Do Ya; Nightshriek; *Open Season; *Racecall; *Romeo & Juliet 
at the State of Origin; The Singing Door 
1993 — [9, 6Aus, 30ther.] Bamum; *Beauty & the Beast; *Bosun Bill & the Herbivores; *Down to Earth; 
*His & Hers; * Jungle Jazz; *Keeper of the Cage; Rock On; The Whiz: A Space Odyssey 
1994 — [18,12Aus, 60ther.] The Big Picture; *Dinkum Assorted; *Do Ya Wanna Dance; *Friends Across 
the Universe; *The Garden ofAidan; *His Majesty's Pleasure; *Jungle Juice; *Last Resort; 
*Move Over, Mr Bigshot; *Olympus Rules; *Our Crew's In Down The River; *Robin the Hood 
of Green Hill; *RolI 'n' Rock; Room 77; Singin' In The Rain; Stargazer; The Three Musketeers; 
The Time Machine 
1995 — [18, lOAus, SOther.] *Boardgames; Chess; Christmas is...?; *Downtown; Into The Woods; *Is This 
Heaven?; Leader of the Pack; *Leaving; *Lillian; The Magic of Stage & Screen; Les Miserables; 
*Off The Planet; *Rix; *Rock Your Fella Cinderella; Salt & Light; *'Scool Daze; *Streetscape; 
Waiters 
1996 — [15,12Aus. 30ther.] Chickens; *Creature Feature; *Curses; *A Girl's Life; *Harry the Prodigal; 
*Instead of Falling; James & the Giant Peach; Jest in the West; * A Jungle Phantasy; * A 
Kidsummer Night's Dream; *A Lively Little Peace; *Phantom of the Music Hall; *The Spirit of 
Oz; *Stockade; *Waggin' It 
1997 — [4, 4Aus. OOther.] *Click; *Giants in my Life; *Worlds Apart; *The Tempest 
1998 — [1. lAus] *Wurr & Peas. 
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APPENDIX 1.4 
Frequency of Productions: 
Queensland Schools for which data is complete, 1986-1995 
j y f 
State schools 
Private 
schools 
Total Schools 
Aimual 
18 
30% 
10 
21% 
28 
26% 
Biennial 
5 
s% 
4 
9% 
9 
8% 
Productions in Decade 
1-3 
11 
18% 
10 
27% 
21 
20% 
4-6 
15 
25% 
14 
30% 
29 
27% 
7-8 
12 
20% 
6 
13% 
18 
17% 
9+ 
16 
27% 
12 
25% 
28 
26% 
None 
6 
10% 
5 
11% 
11 
10% 
Total 
60 
47 
107 
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Survey — Drama Students 
348 
APPENDIX 2.1 
Response to survey: DRAMA STUDENTS AND SCHOOL MUSICALS. 
Respondent Groups 
— First-year students at the University of Queensland enrolled in DM 100 Introductory Drama A and 
DM 101 Infroductorv Drama B. 
Some responses were incomplete, and some presented equal preferences between alternatives. Some 
totals accordingly do not match the number of respondents. 
In the ''Genre Preference" table, responses which simply ticked two, three or four boxes are recorded 
under "Top Four Preferences" but not under "First Preference". 
Percentages are expressed in terms of the number of responses to each question. 
Group Total % 
Age: 
Under 18 
18 to 25 
26 to 40 
Over 40 
Total 
32 
72 
2 
1 
107 
29.9 
67.3 
1.9 
0.9 
Gender: 
Female 
Male 
85 
22 
79.4 
20.6 
School Attended: 
Govemment Secondary 
Private — Church 
Private — Independent 
Overseas 
41 
66 
3 
3 
36.3 
58.4 
2.7 
2.7 
School Musicals: 
School produced musicals 
School did not produce musicals 
97 
10 
90.7 
9.3 
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Drama Students — All Respondents: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
29 
M 
3 
Tot 
32 
18 to 25 
F 
54 
M 
18 
Tot 
72 
26 to 40 
F 
-
M 
2 
Tot 
2 
Over 40 
F 
1 
M 
-
Tot 
7 
Tot 
107 
% 
100 
Participated as 
performer 
Participated in 
other ways 
First 
Experience 
Not first 
experience 
Did not 
participate 
21 
5 
6 
21 
3 
3 
-
2 
1 
-
24 
5 
8 
22 
3 
45 
8 
6 
43 
2 
14 
1 
7 
8 
1 
59 
9 
13 
51 
3 
• 
-
" 
-
• 
~ 
~ 
1 
' 
~ 
" 
1 
• 
~ 
~ 
" 
~ 
" 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
-
-
83 
14 
21 
73 
7 
77.5 
13.0 
22.3 
77.6 
6.5 
Effect on later interest in Live Theatre (123): 
No Effect 
Began it 
Increased it 
Improved 
understanding 
Excited me 
Tumed me off 
1 
2 
17 
10 
7 
1 
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
Effect on Attendance at Live 1 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
8 
17 
1 
3 
-
-
Important to perform Austra 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
16 
4 
8 
1 
-
1 
1 
2 
19 
11 
7 
1 
3 
3 
27 
19 
12 
-
-
2 
6 
2 
5 
2 
3 
5 
33 
21 
17 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
5 
7 
52 
32 
24 
3 
4.1 
5.7 
42.3 
26.0 
19.5 
2.4 
rheatre (99): 
11 
17 
1 
18 
34 
-
7 
9 
-
25 
43 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
37 
61 
1 
37.4 
61.7 
1.0 
ian rather than imported shows (103): 
17 
4 
9 
27 
10 
16 
7 
6 
4 
34 
16 
20 
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
52 
21 
30 
50.5 
20.4 
29.1 
First live show seen (93): 
Professional 
opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional 
play 
Ballet 
Amateur 
musical 
Amateur play 
Amateur 
children's play 
School Musical 
School play 
Community 
pageant 
Too young to 
remember 
1 
6 
7 
2 
-
1 
-
" 
1 
-
* 
7 
~ 
~ 
1 
• 
-
~ 
1 
~ 
-
-
" 
1 
6 
8 
2 
-
1 
1 
~ 
1 
-
-
7 
2 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
-
2 
4 
-
-
14 
2 
4 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
7 
4 
10 
7 
7 
6 
2 
-
2 
5 
-
-
21 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
-
5 
16 
15 
9 
6 
3 
1 
2 
7 
1 
-
28 
5.4 
17.2 
161 
9.7 
6.5 
3.2 
1.1 
2.2 
7.5 
1.1 
-
30.0 
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Drama Students — earliest experience of participation in live performance: 
350 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Primary school 
play 
Primary school 
musical/panto 
Community 
drama/church 
Ballet recital 
Music recital 
Eisteddfod 
Public drama 
Competition 
Amateur group 
School concert 
Inter-house 
drama 
High School 
musical 
High school 
play 
Rock 
Eisteddfod 
Under 18 
F 
29 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
6 
1 
6 
-
-
6 
1 
1 
M 
3 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
-
-
• 
-
-
-
2 
1 
-
Tot. 
32 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
6 
1 
6 
-
-
8 
2 
1 
18 to 25 
F 
53 
9 
6 
5 
10 
2 
5 
~ 
6 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
M 
17 
~ 
1 
• 
-
2 
1 
1 
2 
-
-
7 
3 
-
Tot. 
70 
9 
7 
5 
10 
4 
6 
1 
8 
1 
1 
13 
4 
1 
26 to 40 
F 
-
~ 
-
~ 
-
-
-
• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
M 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
" 
1 
-
-
-
1 
~ 
Tot. 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
Over 40 
F 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
~ 
M 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Tot. 
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
Tot 
105 
10 
9 
8 
11 
5 
12 
2 
15 
2 
1 
21 
7 
2 
% 
100 
9.5 
8.6 
7.6 
10.5 
4.8 
11.4 
1.9 
14.3 
1.9 
1.0 
20.0 
6.7 
1.9 
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Genre Preference of Drama Students — all respondents: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
28 
M 
3 
Tot 
31 
18 to 25 
F 
52 
M 
18 
Tot 
70 
26 to 40 
F 
-
M 
2 
Tot 
2 
Over 40 
F 
1 
M 
-
Tot 
7 
Tot 
104 
% 
100 
First Preference (85): 
Opera/Operetta 
Musical comedy 
Rock Eisteddfod 
Rock Opera 
Classic plays 
Children's plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem plays 
Street theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
In Top Four Prel 
Opera/Operetta 
Musical comedy 
Rock Eisteddfod 
Rock Opera 
Classic plays 
Children's plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem plays 
Street theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
-
4 
1 
1 
2 
-
5 
8 
1 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
ferences (364 
2 
16 
4 
3 
12 
3 
15 
19 
6 
8 
2 
7 
-
1 
1 
-
2 
1 
2 
3 
-
2 
-
• 
-
4 
1 
1 
2 
-
5 
10 
1 
2 
-
-
-
8 
3 
3 
3 
1 
9 
11 
1 
3 
-
3 
-
2 
1 
1 
-
-
3 
4 
-
1 
-
-
-
10 
4 
4 
3 
1 
12 
15 
1 
4 
-
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
-
-
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
14 
5 
5 
6 
1 
17 
26 
2 
6 
-
3 
-
165 
5.9 
5.9 
7.1 
1.2 
20.0 
30.6 
2.4 
7.1 
-
3.5 
) • • 
2 
17 
5 
3 
14 
4 
17 
22 
6 
10 
2 
7 
3 
27 
15 
11 
18 
9 
25 
35 
10 
18 
1 
13 
3 
10 
3 
3 
6 
3 
7 
13 
3 
9 
-
3 
6 
37 
18 
14 
24 
12 
32 
48 
13 
27 
1 
16 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
2 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
2 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
8 
55 
23 
18 
41 
16 
49 
72 
19 
37 
3 
23 
2.2 
15.1 
6.3 
4.9 
11.3 
4.4 
13.5 
19.8 
5.2 
10.2 
0.8 
6.3 
In Last Four Preferences (266): 
Opera/Operetta 
Musical comedy 
Rock Eisteddfod 
Rock Opera 
Classic plays 
Children's plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem plays 
Street theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
16 
3 
7 
11 
'y 
J 
5 
2 
2 
4 
5 
12 
4 
2 
-
1 
1 
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
1 
18 
3 
8 
12 
4 
5 
3 
2 
4 
5 
13 
5 
27 
3 
10 
16 
10 
17 
5 
4 
10 
8 
28 
10 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
5 
1 
8 
1 
30 
4 
12 
19 
12 
20 
7 
5 
15 
9 
36 
11 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
7 
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
48 
7 
21 
31 
16 
25 
10 
7 
20 
14 
50 
17 
181 
2.6 
7.9 
11.7 
6.0 
9.4 
3.8 
2.6 
7.5 
5.3 
18.8 
6.4 
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Drama Students wliose schools produced musicals: 
3S2 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
27 
M 
3 
Tot 
30 
18 to 25 
F 
50 
M 
16 
Tot 
66 
26 to 40 
F 
-
M 
1 
Tot 
1 
Over 40 
F 
-
M 
-
Tot 
-
Tot 
97 
% 
100 
Participation: 
Participated as 
performer 
Participated tn 
other ways 
First 
Experience 
Not first 
experience 
Did not 
participate 
21 
5 
6 
21 
3 
3 
~ 
2 
1 
-
24 
5 
8 
22 
3 
45 
8 
6 
43 
2 
14 
1 
7 
8 
1 
59 
9 
13 
51 
3 
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
83 
14 
21 
73 
7 
77.6 
13.1 
22.3 
77.7 
6.5 
Effect on later interest in Live Theatre (123): 
No effect 
Began it 
Increased it 
Improved 
understanding 
Excited me 
Tumed me off 
1 
2 
17 
10 
7 
1 
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
1 
2 
19 
11 
7 
1 
3 
3 
27 
19 
12 
-
-
2 
6 
2 
5 
2 
3 
5 
33 
21 
17 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
5 
7 
52 
32 
24 
3 
4.1 
5.7 
42.3 
26.0 
19.5 
2.4 
Effect on Attendance at Live Theatre (92): 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
7 
17 
1 
3 
-
-
Important to perform Austra 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
15 
4 
7 
1 
-
1 
10 
17 
1 
17 
32 
-
6 
8 
-
23 
40 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
34 
57 
1 
37.0 
62.0 
1.1 
ian rather than imported shows (93): 
16 
4 
8 
26 
9 
14 
6 
6 
3 
32 
15 
17 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
48 
20 
25 
51.6 
21.5 
26.9 
First live show seen (85): 
Professional 
opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional play 
Ballet 
Amateur musical 
Amateur play 
Amateur 
children's play 
School Musical 
Community 
pageant 
1 
5 
7 
2 
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
5 
8 
2 
-
1 
1 
-
1 
• 
2 
6 
6 
5 
4 
2 
-
2 
4 
• 
2 
3 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
• 
4 
9 
7 
6 
4 
2 
-
2 
5 
~ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
5 
14 
15 
8 
4 
"^ 
J 1 
2 
6 
-
5.9 
165 
17.6 
9.4 
4.'' 
3.5 
1.2 
2.4 
7.1 
-
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Drama Students whose schools did not produce musicals: 
353 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
2 
M 
-
Effect on Attendance at Live 1 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
Important to perform Austra 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
Tot 
2 
18 to 25 
F 
4 
M 
2 
Tot 
6 
26 to 40 
F 
-
M 
1 
Tot 
1 
Over 40 
F 
1 
M 
-
Tot 
1 
Tot 
10 
% 
100 
rheatre (7): 
1 
-
-
1 
2 
-
1 
1 
-
2 
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
ian rather than imported shows (10): 
1 
-
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
-
1 
2 
1 
3 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
3 
4 
-
42.9 
57.1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
4 
1 
5 
40.0 
10.0 
50.0 
First live show seen (8): 
Professional 
opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional 
play 
Ballet 
Amateur 
musical 
Amateur play 
Amateur 
children's play 
Community 
pageant 
School musical 
School play 
Too young to 
remember 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
" 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
• 
-
-
1 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
• 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
~ 
1 
-
1 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
" 
" 
" 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
" 
~ 
• 
" 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
~ 
~ 
~ 
• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
" 
~ 
~ 
• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
" 
~ 
• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
• 
2 
" 
1 
2 
-
-
* 
-
1 
1 
1 
~ 
25.0 
~ 
12.5 
25.0 
~ 
-
~ 
~ 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
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M4 
APPENDIX 2.2 
Response to survev; SCIENCE STUDENTS AND SCHOOL MUSICALS. 
Respondent Groups 
— First-year students at the Queensland University of Technology emolled in various Mathematics 
subjects. 
Some responses were incomplete, and some presented equal preferences between altematives. Some 
totals accordingly do not match the number of respondents. 
In the "Genre Preference" table, responses which simply ticked two, three or four boxes are recorded 
under "Top Four Preferences" but not under "First Preference". 
Percentages are expressed in terms of the number of responses to each question. 
Group Total % 
Age: 
Under 18 
18 to 25 
26 to 40 
Over 40 
Total 
30 
25 
10 
1 
66 
45.4 
37.9 
15.2 
1.5 
Gender: 
Female 
Male 
30 
36 
45.4 
54.6 
School Attended: 
Govemment Secondary 
Private — Church 
Private — Independent 
Overseas 
40 
27 
1 
2 
57.1 
38.6 
1.4 
2.9 
School Musicals: 
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Science Students — All Respondents: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
1 Under 18 
F 
16 
M 
14 
Tot 
30 
18 to 25 
F 
10 
M 
15 
Tot 
25 
26 to 40 
F 
4 
M 
6 
Tot 
10 
Participation (66): 
Participated as 
performer 
Participated in 
other ways 
First 
Experience 
Not first 
experience 
Did not 
participate 
6 
2 
3 
4 
9 
4 
2 
3 
2 
9 
Effect on Attendance at Live 1 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
12 
4 
-
7 
5 
2 
Important to perform Austra 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
7 
3 
5 
3 
5 
5 
10 
4 
6 
6 
18 
4 
2 
1 
5 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
11 
5 
5 
3 
7 
15 
1 
* 
1 
" 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
6 
Over 40 
F 
-
M 
1 
Tot 
7 
Tot 
66 
% 
100 
" 
" 
" 
"" 
~ 
• 
" 
" 
~ 
1 
~ 
~ 
" 
" 
7 
18 
10 
12 
14 
40 
273 
15.2 
18.2 
21.2 
60.6 
'heatre (65): 
19 
9 
2 
5 
4 
-
12 
3 
-
17 
7 
-
3 
2 
-
5 
-
-
8 
2 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
7 
-
-
45 
18 
2 
69.2 
27.7 
3.1 
ian rather than imported shows (63): 
10 
8 
10 
5 
1 
4 
10 
2 
3 
15 
3 
7 
3 
-
1 
2 
2 
1 
5 
2 
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
7 
-
-
31 
13 
19 
49.2 
20.6 
30.2 
First live show seen (56): 
Professional 
opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional 
play 
Amateur play 
Amateur 
-
6 
-
1 
-
2 
1 
6 
1 
2 
-
-
1 
12 
1 
3 
-
2 
-
4 
-
1 
-
1 
-
3 
1 
1 
-
-
-
7 
1 
2 
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
2 
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
3 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
2 
20 
2 
5 
4 
4 
3.6 
35.7 
3.6 
8.9 
7.1 
7.1 
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Science Students — earliest experience of participation in live performance; 
3S8 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Primary school 
play 
Primary school 
musical/panto 
Conununity 
drama/church 
Dance recital 
Music recital 
Eisteddfod 
Public drama 
Competition 
Amateur group 
School concert 
Inter-house 
drama 
High School 
musical 
High school 
play 
Rock 
Eisteddfod 
Under 18 
F 
11 
1 
2 
1 
-
-n 
J 
1 
-
-
-
-
3 
-
-
M 
8 
* 
~ 
1 
-
1 
-
" 
-
2 
-
3 
-
1 
Tot. 
19 
1 
2 
2 
-
4 
1 
-
-
2 
-
6 
-
1 
18 to 25 
F 
8 
• 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
M 
4 
~ 
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
2 
-
-
Tot. 
12 
-
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
-
-
1 
-
3 
-
-
26 to 40 
F 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
~ 
M 
4 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
2 
-
~ 
Tot. 
6 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
3 
1 
-
Over 40 
F 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
M 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Tot. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Tot 
37 
2 
4 
1 
6 
3 
-
-
4 
-
12 
1 
1 
% 
100 
5.4 
8.1 
10.8 
2.7 
162 
8.1 
~ 
-
10.8 
' 
32.4 
2.7 
2.-
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Genre Preference of Science Students — all respondents: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
15 
M 
11 
Tot 
26 
18 to 25 
F 
10 
M 
13 
Tot 
23 
26 to 40 
F 
4 
M 
6 
Tot 
10 
Over 40 
F 
-
M 
1 
Tot 
7 
Tot 
57 
% 
100 
First Preference (57): 
Opera/Operetta 
Musical comedy 
Rock Eisteddfod 
Rock Opera 
Classic plays 
Children's plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem plays 
Street theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
-
6 
2 
1 
-
-
3 
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
5 
2 
1 
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
11 
4 
2 
-
-
4 
2 
-
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
3 
1 
-
-
-
1 
2 
-
1 
2 
1 
3 
5 
3 
1 
-
-
3 
3 
-
1 
2 
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
• 
-
1 
1 
-
2 
1 
-
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
3 
17 
8 
4 
2 
1 
7 
7 
1 
2 
3 
2 
5.3 
29.8 
14.0 
7.0 
3.5 
1.7 
12.3 
12.3 
1.7 
3.5 
5.3 
3.5 
In Top Four Preferences (227): 
Opera/Operetta 
Musical comedy 
Rock Eisteddfod 
Rock Opera 
Classic plays 
Children's plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem plays 
Street theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
1 
10 
11 
o 
J 
4 
1 
7 
12 
2 
2 
1 
6 
-
10 
6 
3 
1 
-
5 
3 
5 
2 
5 
1 
1 
20 
17 
6 
5 
1 
12 
15 
7 
4 
6 
7 
3 
5 
6 
6 
4 
-
6 
7 
3 
-
-
~ 
2 
11 
7 
2 
2 
1 
6 
4 
3 
2 
6 
4 
5 
16 
13 
8 
6 
1 
12 
11 
6 
2 
6 
4 
1 
4 
-
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
-
-
1 
-
2 
1 
-
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
6 
1 
2 
4 
2 
3 
4 
3 
1 
2 
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
7 
-
7 
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
-
8 
43 
31 
17 
15 
4 
28 
30 
16 
7 
14 
14 
3.5 
18.9 
13.7 
7.6 
6.6 
1.8 
12.3 
13.2 
7.1 
3.1 
6.2 
6.2 
In Last Four Preferences (195): 
Opera/Operetta 
Musical comedy 
Rock Eisteddfod 
Rock Opera 
Classic plays 
Children's plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem plays 
Street theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
12 
-
1 
4 
7 
8 
8 
1 
4 
10 
2 
6 
-
1 
2 
5 
5 
2 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
18 
-
2 
6 
12 
13 
10 
4 
5 
8 
13 
5 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
7 
1 
1 
2 
4 
8 
4 
7 
-
-
4 
7 
5 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
3 
10 
1 
2 
6 
8 
12 
3 
3 
3 
8 
9 
7 
1 
-
3 
-
-
1 
-
-
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
-
-
1 
1 
1 
-
-
4 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
-
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
7 
-
7 
7 
-
32 
2 
10 
13 
21 
26 
13 
9 
11 
20 
25 
13 
16.4 
1.0 
5.1 
6.7 
10.8 
13.3 
6.7 
4.6 
5.6 
10.3 
12.8 
6 7 
NOTE: high scores for Shakespeare, even where there is not likely to be pressure to pretend. 
Boys like busking. 
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Science Students whose schools produced musicals: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
12 
M 
12 
Tot 
24 
18 to 25 
F 
9 
M 
12 
Tot 
21 
26 to 40 
F 
2 
M 
3 
Tot 
5 
Over 40 
F 
-
M 
-
Tot 
-
Tot 
50 
% 
100 
Participation: 
Participated as 
performer 
Participated in 
other ways 
First 
Experience 
Not first 
experience 
Did not 
participate 
6 
2 
4 
5 
4 
2 
3 
2 
7 
Effect on Attendance at Live 1 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
9 
3 
-
6 
5 
1 
Important to perform Austra 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
6 
3 
2 
2 
4 
5 
10 
4 
6 
6 
12 
4 
2 
1 
5 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
8 
5 
5 
3 
7 
11 
1 
" 
1 
~ 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
-
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
18 
10 
12 
14 
24 
36.0 
20.0 
24.0 
28.0 
48.0 
rheatre (50): 
15 
8 
1 
4 
5 
-
10 
2 
-
14 
7 
-
1 
1 
-
3 
-
-
4 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
33 
16 
1 
66.0 
32.0 
2.0 
ian rather than imported shows (48): 
8 
7 
7 
5 
1 
3 
7 
2 
3 
12 
3 
6 
1 
-
1 
-
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
21 
12 
15 
43.7 
25.0 
31.3 
First live show seen (43): 
Professional 
opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional play 
Ballet 
Amateur musical 
Amateur play 
Amateur 
children's play 
School Musical 
Community 
pageant 
Too young to 
remember 
None 
-
2 
-
1 
-
-
-
2 
-
-
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
7 
1 
3 
-
-
-
2 
1 
-
2 
2 
-
3 
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
2 
" • 
2 
-
-
2 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
4 
-
'y 
J 
-
-
5 
-
2 
-
-
-
1 
6 
-
5 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 
12 
1 
5 
-
-
2 
4 
7 
-
8 
2 
4.7 
27.9 
2.3 
11.6 
-
-
4.7 
9.3 
16.3 
~ 
18.6 
4.7 
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Science Students whose schools did not produce musicals: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
4 
M 
2 
Effect on Attendance at Live 1 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
'S 
1 
-
1 
-
1 
Important to perform Austra 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
1 
-
3 
1 
1 
-
Tot 
6 
18 to 25 
F 
1 
M 
3 
Tot 
4 
26 to 40 
F 
2 
M 
3 
Tot 
5 
Over 40 
F 
-
M 
1 
Tot 
7 
Tot 
16 
% 
100 
"heatre (15): 
4 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
2 
1 
-
3 
1 
-
1 
1 
-
2 
-
-
3 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
7 
-
-
11 
3 
1 
73.3 
20.0 
6.7 
ian rather than imported shows (15): 
2 
7 
3 
-
-
1 
3 
-
-
3 
-
1 
2 
-
-
2 
-
-
4 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
7 
-
-
10 
1 
4 
66.7 
6.7 
26.7 
First live show seen (13): 
Professional 
opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional 
play 
Ballet 
Amateur 
musical 
Amateur play 
Amateur 
children's play 
Commimity 
pageant 
School musical 
School play 
Too young to 
remember 
None 
-
4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
5 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
• 
• 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
" 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
" 
" 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
• 
~ 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
8 
1 
-
-
-
2 
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
61.5 
7.7 
-
-
~ 
15.4 
-
~ 
7.7 
-
• 
7.7 
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APPENDIX 2.3 
Response to survev; AMATEUR MUSICAL SOCIETIES AND SCHOOL MUSICALS. 
Respondent Groups 
— Ignatians Musical Society, cast and production team of HMS Pinafore [30] 
— Ignatians Musical Society, general members [21]. 
— Queensland Musical Theatre, cast and Production teams of Pansy the Mill Girl and The Furtive 
Fortunes of Fickle Fate [8] 
Some responses were incomplete, and some presented equal preferences between altematives. Some 
totals accordingly do not match the number of respondents. 
In the "Genre Preference" table, responses which simply ticked two, three or four boxes are recorded 
under "Top Four Preferences" but not under "First Preference". 
Group 
Respondents 
Ignatians 
51 
Qld 
Musical 
Theatre 
8 
Total 
59 
% 
100 
Age group: 
Under 18 
18 to 25 
26 to 40 
Over 40 
2 
11 
22 
16 
2 
4 
1 
1 
4 
15 
23 
17 
6.8 
25.4 
39.0 
28.8 
Gender: 
Female 
Male 
32 
19 
8 
-
40 
19 
67.8 
32.2 
School Attended: 
Govemment Secondary 
Private — Church 
Private — Independent 
24 
28 
-
6 
2 
-
30 
30 
-
50.0 
50.0 
-
School Musicals: 
School produced musicals 
School did not produce 
musicals 
31 
20 
7 
1 
38 
21 
64.4 
35.6 
Youngest 14 
Oldest 75 
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36] 
All members of Amateur Musical Societies: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
3 
M 
1 
Tot 
4 
18 to 25 
F 
12 
M 
3 
Tot 
15 
26 to 40 
F 
14 
M 
9 
Tot 
23 
Over 40 
F 
11 
M 
6 
Tot 
17 
Tot 
59 
% 
100 
Participation: (36) 
Participated as 
performer 
Participated other 
ways 
Did not 
participate 
First experience 
Not first 
experience 
2 
1 
-
1 
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
3 
1 
-
2 
1 
Effect on later involvement in Musica 
None 
Began it 
Extended it 
Hooked me 
Overcame it 
Attended School IV 
Willingly 
Under protest 
Never 
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
7 
2 
1 
1 
6 
~ 
~ 
2 
-
2 
7 
2 
3 
1 
8 
8 
1 
2 
2 
10 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
11 
2 
3 
4 
12 
4 
• 
" 
2 
2 
4 
~ 
~ 
1 
3 
8 
-
-
3 
5 
29 
5 
6 
10 
26 
49.3 
85 
10.2 
17.0 
44.1 
Theatre (37): 
3 
1 
-
4 
-
2 
-
-
-
-
5 3 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
-
1 
2 
-
5 1 
2 
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
2 
-
1 12 
9 
3 
12 
1 
32.4 
24.3 
81 
32.4 
2.7 
[usicals (59): 
3 
-
-
1 
-
-
4 
-
-
10 
-
2 
1 
1 
1 
11 
1 
3 
13 
-
-
6 
-
3 
19 
-
3 
11 
1 
-
5 
1 
-
16 
2 
-
50 
3 
6 
84.7 
5.1 
10.2 
Effect of School musicals on attendance at live theatre (57): 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
1 
2 
-
7 
5 
-
2 
1 
-
9 
6 
-
11 
3 
-
5 
3 
-
16 
6 
-
6 
5 
-
4 
2 
-
10 
7 
-
36 
21 
-
63.2 
36.8 
-
Important to perform Australian rather than imported shows (55): 
Yes 
No 
Both 
-
-
3 
-
1 
-
-
1 
3 
3 
6 
3 
2 
-
1 
5 
6 
4 
4 
2 
6 
5 
3 
1 
9 
5 
7 
6 
2 
2 
3 
-
2 
9 
2 
4 
23 
14 
18 
41.8 
25.5 
32.7 
First live show seen (55): 
Professional 
Opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional Play 
Ballet 
Amateur Musical 
Amateur 
Children's Play 
Amateur Play 
School Musical 
Community 
historical pageant 
Too young to 
remember 
• 
~ 
~ 
-
1 
-
" 
-
-
~ 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
" 
-
-
• 
" 
-
-
-
-
7 
-
" • 
-
-
-
2 
1 
5 
2 
-
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
' 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
5 
3 
-
2 
-
-
-
7 
-
7 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
6 
4 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
3 
2 
2 
-
2 
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
2 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
4 
4 
2 
-
4 
-
-
-
-
2 
I 
11 
13 
8 
2 
10 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
20.0 
23.6 
14.5 
3.6 
18.2 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
3.6 
3.6 
7.3 
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Members of amateur musical societies — earliest experience of participation in live 
performance: 
363 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Primary school 
play 
Primary school 
musical/panto 
Community/ 
church drama 
Ballet recital 
Music recital 
Eisteddfod 
Amateur group 
School concert 
Inter-house 
drama 
High school 
musical 
High school 
play 
No response 
Under 18 
F 
3 
• 
1 
~ 
-
1 
-
1 
-
" 
• 
" 
-
M 
1 
" 
~ 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Tot 
4 
1 
~ 
-
1 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
18 to 25 
F 
12 
~ 
~ 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
M 
3 
1 
~ 
-
-
-
-
1 
" 
~ 
1 
-
Tot 
15 
~ 
1 
~ 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
26 to 40 
F 
14 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
-
1 
2 
-
2 
-
-
M 
9 
1 
1 
~ 
-
-
-
2 
-
-
2 
1 
2 
Tot 
23 
2 
5 
2 
1 
1 
-
3 
2 
-
4 
1 
2 
Over 40 
F 
11 
-
1 
4 
2 
-
-
-
3 
-
1 
-
-
M 
6 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
3 
-
1 
-
2 
Tot 
17 
-
1 
4 
2 
-
-
-
6 
-
2 
-
2 
Tot 
59 
2 
8 
6 
5 
4 
3 
5 
10 
1 
7 
3 
5 
% 
100 
3.4 
13.6 
10.2 
8.5 
6.8 
5.1 
8.5 
17.0 
1.7 
11.9 
5.1 
8.5 
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Genre Preferences, members of amateur musical societies — All Respondents 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
3 
M 
1 
First Preference (49): 
Opera 
Operetta 
Musical Comedy 
Rock Opera 
Classic Plays 
Children's Plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem Plays 
Street Theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Tot 
4 
-
-
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
F 
12 
1 
1 
7 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
~ 
18 to 25 
M 
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
3 
-
-
-
-
• 
Tot 
15 
-
1 
1 
7 
-
-
-
3 
1 
-
-
-
-
F 
14 
-
1 
7 
-
1 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
~ 
26 to 40 
M 
9 
1 
-
4 
2 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
Tot 
23 
Over 40 
F 
11 
M 
6 
Tot 
17 
-
Tot 
59 
% 
100 
1 
1 
11 
2 
1 
-
1 
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
2 
6 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
• 
-
2 
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
-
4 
9 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 
6 
30 
2 
1 
-
4 
3 
-
-
-
1 
4.1 
12.2 
61.2 
41 
2.0 
-
8.2 
61 
-
-
-
2.0 
In Top Four Preferences (212): 
Opera 
Operetta 
Musical Comedy 
Rock Opera 
Classic Plays 
Children's Plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem Plays 
Street Theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
-
-
2 
1 
-
-
2 
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
3 
2 
-
-
2 
2 
-
-
-
7 
3 
8 
12 
7 
1 
3 
1 
4 
-
2 
-
6 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
-
3 
-
-
-
-
-
5 
11 
13 
8 
3 
3 
4 
4 
-
2 
-
6 
2 
7 
13 
7 
4 
4 
3 
5 
1 
1 
-
6 
2 
5 
7 
5 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
4 
12 
20 
12 
7 
5 
5 
7 
4 
3 
1 
9 
4 
8 
10 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
I 
3 
5 
-
1 
1 
1 
2 
-
-
-
1 
5 
11 
15 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
5 
14 
34 
51 
23 
13 
11 
14 
16 
6 
7 
2 
21 
6.6 
16.0 
24.1 
10.9 
61 
5.2 
6.6 
7.6 
2.8 
33 
0.9 
9.9 
In Last Four Preferences (132): 
Opera 
Operetta 
Musical Comedy 
Rock Opera 
Classic Plays 
Children's Plays 
Shakespeare 
Modem Plays 
Street Theatre 
Experimental 
Busking 
Theatre 
Restaurant 
-
-
-
-
2 
-
-
-
2 
1 
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
-
-
-
-
2 
-
-
-
2 
I 
2 
1 
3 
1 
-
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
5 
3 
4 
3 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
-
" 
3 
1 
-
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
3 
4 
2 
-
2 
2 
-
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
2 
3 
-
-
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
6 
5 
7 
2 
-
3 
3 
4 
6 
6 
9 
9 
12 
7 
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
-
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
4 
3 
1 
10 
3 
-
7 
8 
8 
11 
13 
21 
18 
21 
12 
7.6 
2.3 
-
5.3 
6.1 
6.1 
8.3 
9.9 
15.9 _ 
13.6 
15.9 
91 
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Members of Amateur Musical Societies whose schools produced musicals while thev were there: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Under 18 
F 
2 
M 
1 
Tot 
3 
18 to 25 
F 
8 
M 
2 
Tot 
10 
26 to 40 
F 
12 
M 
5 
Tot 
17 
Over 40 
F 
4 
M 
4 
Tot 
8 
Tot 
38 
% 
100 
Participation: (40/36) 
Participated as 
performer 
Participated 
other ways 
Did not 
participate 
First experience 
Not first 
experience 
2 
1 
~ 
1 
1 
1 
" 
" 
1 
" 
3 
1 
~ 
2 
1 
7 
2 
1 
1 
6 
~ 
~ 
2 
-
2 
7 
2 
3 
1 
8 
8 
1 
2 
2 
10 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
11 
2 
3 
4 
12 
4 
-
-
2 
2 
4 
-
-
1 
8 
-
-
3 
5 
29 
5 
6 
10 
26 
763 
13.2 
15.8 
26.3 
68.4 
Effect on later involvement in Musical Theatre (37): 
None 
Began it 
Extended it 
Hooked me 
Overcame it 
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
Attended School Musicals (3T 
Willingly 
Under protest 
Never 
2 
-
-
Effect of School musica 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
1 
1 
-
1 
-
3 
1 
-
4 
-
2 
-
-
-
-
5 
1 
-
4 
-
3 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
-
1 
2 
-
5 
4 
2 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
2 
-
1 
3 
1 
2 
-
12 
9 
3 
12 
1 
32.4 
24.3 
8.1 
32.4 
2.7 
y. 
3 
-
-
7 
-
1 
Is on attendance at 
-
1 
-
-
2 
-
3 
5 
-
-
1 
1 
7 
1 
2 
11 
-
-
4 
-
1 
15 
-
1 
4 
-
-
3 
1 
-
7 
1 
-
32 
2 
3 
865 
5.4 
8.1 
ive theatre (37): 
2 
-
-
5 
5 
-
9 
3 
-
3 
2 
-
12 
5 
-
2 
2 
-
3 
1 
-
5 
3 
-
22 
15 
-
59.5 
405 
-
Important to perform Australian rather than imported shows (36): 
Yes 
No 
Perform both 
-
-
2 
First live show seen (34 
Professional 
Opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Professional 
Play 
Ballet 
Amateur Musical 
Amateur 
Children's play 
Amateur Play 
School musical 
Community 
pageant 
Too young to 
remember 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
-
1 
3 
3 
4 
4 
1 
5 
2 
2 
6 
3 
6 
2 
1 
1 
2 
-
2 
4 
1 
3 
13 
8 
15 
361 
22.2 
41.7 
): 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
1 
3 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
" 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
3 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
4 
-
~ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
~ 
-
1 
2 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
1 
~ 
-
2 
2 
-
3 
-
-
-
-
7 
~ 
6 
7 
4 
2 
7 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
17.6 
20.6 
11.8 
5.9 
20.6 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
5.9 
2.9 
5.9 
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Members of Amateur Musical Societies whose schools did not produce musicals while thev were 
there: 
Age Group 
Respondents 
Attended School IV 
Willingly 
Under protest 
Never 
Under 18 
F 
1 
M 
-
Tot 
1 
18 to 25 
F 
4 
M 
1 
Tot 
5 
26 to 40 
F 
2 
M 
4 
Tot 
6 
Over 40 
F 
7 
M 
2 
Tot 
9 
Tot 
21 
% 
100 
usicals (22): 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
3 
-
1 
1 
-
-
4 
-
1 
2 
-
-
2 
-
2 
4 
-
2 
7 
1 
-
2 
-
-
9 
1 
-
18 
1 
3 
81.8 
4.5 
13.6 
Effect of School musicals on attendance at live theatre (20): 
None 
Increased 
Decreased 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
4 
-
-
-
I 
-
4 
1 
-
2 
-
-
2 
1 
-
4 
1 
-
4 
3 
-
1 
1 
-
5 
4 
-
14 
6 
-
70.0 
30.0 
-
Important to perform Australian rather than imported shows (19): 
Yes 
No 
Both 
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
3 
-
1 
-
-
2 
3 
-
-
1 
1 
3 
1 
-
3 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
5 
1 
1 
10 
6 
3 
52.6 
31.6 
15.8 
First live show seen (21): 
Professional 
Opera/operetta 
Professional 
musical 
Professional 
children's show 
Ballet 
Community 
historical pageant 
Too yoimg to 
remember 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
2 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
* 
-
2 
3 
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
~ 
~ 
1 
1 
2 
-
-
1 
2 
1 
2 
-
-
3 
1 
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
4 
2 
-
1 
1 
1 
5 
6 
4 
3 
1 
2 
23.8 
28.6 
19.0 
14.3 
4.8 
95 
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APPENDLX 3 
Annotated List of School Musicals 
KEY: 
Musicals suitable for secondary schools [500] 
# = produced by a secondary school, but no Queensland production known. [39] 
§ = produced by a Queensland secondary school [406] 
* = Australian [276 definite] 
Bold = Australian and produced in a secondary school. [231] 
f = Overseas 
{ }Publisher's (nationwide) production statistics 
[T] = Text 
[P*] = I*remiere Performance 
[P] = Performance details which may be premieres, but further information required. 
Unproduced [55] 
The list includes Australian musicals which put themselves forward as suitable for production in schools, 
whether they have been staged or not, but for the sake of brevity does not extend the same favour to 
overseas musicals. Musicals which are intended for 'Junior' or Primary schools are only listed if they are 
known to have been staged in a secondary school. 
* Abigail and the Mythical Beast — Music by Betty Beath, Words and drawings by David Cox. [T] 
Self-published, 8 James St, Highgate Hill, [no date, 1960s?] 
Set in an inland town, in the mid-nineteenth century. For younger audiences. 
2 acts, 6m 2f + choms. 
*§ Abracadaver [1989]— Doug Wilson 8L Valda (Redfem) Langley. Rights: Peepshow, photocopiable. 
Archaeologists pursue treasure in an Egyptian setting 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) {45} 
* § Advance Australia Backwards — J. Whybird and S. Whybird. 
[Compilation with a plot added] Rights: John Whybird. 
A group of time travellers (very like Dr Who) find a girl in colonial dress who has lost her 
memory. By means of a Tardis which looks very like a dunny, they take her on a tour of 
famous moments in Australian history, hoping to find her own era, only to find she is fi-om 
1988, and on her way to a Bicentennial Ball. A gag-ending: when she and the Doctor become 
attached, he suffers his usual end-of-series metamorphosis, and tums into a girl. 
Huge cast, existing music, folk and pop (according to period), recitations from Heiuy Lawson, 
etc. 
[P*] Chinchilla SHS, 1988. 
*# Aladdin — Tony Nicholls. [T] Salamanca Script Library. Rights: Funny Business. 
Traditional pantomime, with Aladdin, the Princess and Abanazer the wizard. 
2 acts, 7m 6f + choms. 
[P*] Hayman Theatre, Perth. 
* # Aladdin - A Rock Pantomime — Book by Rob Robson, Music by Gary Wong. 
3 productions by amateur groups. 
Information from Dominie P/L, 27/8/96. Not accepted by Wamer Chapell. 
Rights: Castabout Productions, 35 MelvaCres.,Wittington 3219 052-486148. {2} 
1997 -Wheeler's Hill Secondary College, Vic. (August); Ashwood College, Vic. (Sept). 
*# Aladdin — Richard Waters et al. 
School semi-rock opera. Co-operative. 
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§ Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves — 
Pantomime. Principal boy but no Dame (Ali does that job). 
1975-Warwick SHS 
*§ Alice [1986] —script by Brian Brandenburg, Music by Mr D. Galbraith (teachers at school) 
Photos suggest Dracula as MC of game-shows {Imperfect Match) with Mummies and monsters 
as contestants (49-51). 
[P*] LoganleaSHS, 1986 
* § Alice [ 1975] — Ian Dorricott 
[P*] Yeronga SHS, 1975. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* # Alice — Rob Galbraith and Steve Wade. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
Alice is 13, with parents who both restrict her as a child and demand that she act her age. She 
is transported to a magic circus where she explores herself and her possible fiitures. 
Secondary version: 2 acts, 90 mins, 30 characters (doubling is possible). 
[P*} Laverton HS, Victoria 1974. {3} 
f § Alice In Wonderland — At least six versions 
Adapted from Lewis Carroll 
(Known producfions in Queensland: 5) 
* All that Glitters is not Gold— Rosemary Nursey-Bray. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
Based on Commedia dell Arte, the story of Harlequin and Columbine is set in the 16'*' century 
and uses authenfic medieval melodies. 
60 mins, 7m 3f + musicians and Pierrots. Suitable for primary and secondary groups. 
t § All The King's Men — Libretto by Beverly Cross, Music by Richard Rodney Bennett. 
English Civil War. Humpty Dumpty is a siege-engine used for crossing the Sevem at the 
Siege of Gloucester. 
(Known Productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Ancient Mariner — 
[P] Trinity Anglican, Caims, 1992. 
f §Anne of Green Gables — Book by Donald Harron, Music by Norman Campbell. Rights: Dominie. 
Adapted from the novel by L. M. Montgomery. 
2 acts, 12m 17f. 
(Known producfions in Queensland: 3) 
f § Annie [1976] — Book by Thomas Meehan, Lyrics by Martin Chamia, Music by Charles Strouse. 
Little Orphan Annie and Daddy Warbucks, based on the comic-strip. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
2 acts, 5m 5f + walk-ons + choms. Children. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 11) 
f § Annie Get Your Gun [1946] — Libretto by Herbert & Dorothy Fields, Music by Irving Beriin. {Aust. 
Professional premiere 1947} Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Sharpshooter Annie Oakley finds love in Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show. 
2 acts 9m 3f + walk-ons + choms, including Indians and children. 
(Known producfions in Queensland: 13) 
f § Anything Goes [1934]— Book by Guy Bolton, P.G. Wodehouse, Howard Lindsay & Russell Crouse, 
Music & Lyrics by Cole Porter. 
Romance on an ocean-liner, and a gangster with ambitions to make the 'Ten Most Wanted' 
list. 
2 acts, 9m 4f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known producfions in Queensland: 6) 
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§ Around the World in 80 Days — 
[Cole Porter wrote the songs for a gigantic version which Orson Welles directed in 1945] 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
*§ The Asteroids: A Space Sensation [1993] — Michael Steer. Rights: Michael Steer, 56 Lloyd St, St 
Mary's SA 5042. [Peepshow-deleted 1995] 
Rock musical: the Asteroids are an intergalactic pop group with a huge alien following 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {5} 
f§ Athalie — Book by Jean Racine, 
Biblical tale, commissioned by Mme de Maintenon 
[P*] St Cyr Convent, 1690. 
A scene performed at an All Hallows Concert, with Miss M. McGroarty, Miss A. Power, Miss 
M. Striiver, 1898. 
*§ Aussie Salute [\9ZZ]— Book by Mary McMahon. Own choice of music. Rights: Peepshow. 
A revue-style kaleidoscope of the mulfi-cultures that have shaped Australia. 
[P*] Wavell SHS 1988 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {12} 
* Aussies at Large — Michael Braendler. 
A rock/pop account of a typical Aussie family. 
2 acts, 7m 8f. 
§ Baby, You 're the Cat's Pyjamas — 
[P] St Mary's College, Charters Towers, 1986. 
§ The Ballad of El Salvadoro — 
Adventures of El Diabolo, his Brigands and the beautifiil Lucinda. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § The Ballad of Tom Drayton [1980] — Mark Snartt & others (?) "A number of staff members were 
involved in researching Australian history in order to write the script, the songs and musical 
accompaniment". Mostly original music. 
Vignettes from convict transportation, assignment and escape as Tom Drayton and his wife 
struggle to make a home in a new land. 
[P*] Isis SHS, 16 October 1980. 
f § Barbarina — Dorothy Tan, Music by Mozart (from Nozze di Figaro). Rights: Novello. 
Characters include Figaro, Barbarina, Susanna, Chembino and a choms of villagers, all the 
simplest and best tunes from The Marriage of Figaro. 
60m, some dialogue, 4 principals (can be all female), choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
f § Barnum [ 19 81 ] — Cy Coleman 
The life of Phineas Taylor Bamum, told in a circus setting. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § The Battle of the Bands — 
Conflict between bands named Midnight Toil, Proton Power, and Rock Wallabies. 
[P] Bundaberg SHS, 1990 
* § Bats [1983]— Libretto by Simon Denver, Music by Ian Dorricott. [T] Peepshow, 1984; rewritten 
1986. Rights: Peepshow. 
Gothic comedy-horror about the Dracula family and trouble with tourists. 
2 acts, 11 scenes, 12 songs, 1 Im 14f + huge chomses. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 52) {269} 
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* § Beauty and the Beast — David Hobnan. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
Relocated to Australia in the 1860s. Beauty is the daughter of a frish immigrant, the Beast has 
been tumed into a kangaroo until her love frees him. 
120 mins, 3m 3f. Upper primary/ lower secondary. 
[P] Aspley SHS, 1993. 
f §La Belle Helene [Paris 1864, London 1866] — Libretto tr. From the French of Henri Meilhac & 
Ludovic Halevy, Music by Jacques Offenbach. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § The Bells Are Ringing [1959] — Book & Lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolph Green, Music by Jule 
Styne. 
Includes Sue (the Bad Girl), Sandor (the Villain), Ella and Jeff (the eventually happy couple. 
1971-Kelvin Grove SHS 
f § The Bells of Bruges — Libretto by Margaret Rose, Music by John Longmire. Rights: Novello, UK. 
Operetta in two acts, 120 mins, 9m 5f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§ Best Picture [1991]—Maurie Mulheron and Peter Varley. [T] Dominie 1992. Rights: Dominie. 
A group of movie-extras, waiting on the set, re-enact a legendary tale about how a film which 
was never even made was able to win an Academy Award. 
2 acts 17 sc, flexible setting, 9 songs, 1 Im 6f+ choms. 5 of the principals have major 
doubles. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) {8} 
t § Big Al — John Gardiner & Andrew Pan-
Based on the life and times of Al Capone. 
1990 - Kawana Waters SHS (22 May, Aust. premiere?) 
§ The Big Picture — Michael W. Smith 
Christian musical, short, large cast, about the death of a teenager. 
1994 - Christian Outreach College, Toowoomba. 
* § Big Time. — J. Whybird, G. Langdon, L. Proudlock and others. Rights: John Whybird. 
Winners of a 1940s country talent quest going to the "Big Smoke" to audition for the "big 
time." 
[P*] Pittsworth SHS, 1983. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Bilge — Doug MacLeod. [T] Thomas Nelson Aust., 1988. 
Melodrama about convicts being transported from England to Australia in 1888. 
2 acts, 10 scenes, 9 songs, 6m 2f (4m If with doubling). 
[P*] (as Soot) Brighton Town Hall, Melboume, January 1983. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* # The Birds [1990] — Tony Nicholls and John Bates. Rights: Funny Business. 
Based on Aristophanes. 
[P"*] Midnite Youth Theatre Company, combining two Perth Grammar schools , 20 March 
1990. Subsequently toured to Singapore & Canada, with a season at the Perth Playhouse in 
May. 
2 acts, 9 scenes, 11 songs, 2 main sets, 7m 3f + large, flexible choms. {4} 
t § Bitter Sweet [1929] — Libretto & Music by Noel Coward. 
An ageing Marchioness tells about her youthfiil affair with a Viennese musician. 
Operette, 3 acts, 15m 1 If-i- walk-ons. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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* § Bitu-Man [1979] — Barry Brebner & Gary Crew. 
Theatre restaurant. Tarzan re-interpreted for topical and local comedy. 
[P*] Mitchelton SHS, 1979. 
* # Black Sin & Red Hot Passion [1989] — Book by Jo Denver. Own choice of music. Rights: 
Peepshow. 
A compilation of Medieval/Elizabethan music, drama, with original material and comedy. {2} 
* § Black Sunshine — Script by Jenny Neilsen & Dave Merry from a concept by Lou Amiet, Music 
various, arranged by Sally Burgess. 
Despair and his cronies meet Hope, and all are in trouble until "He" appears to solve their 
problems. 
A rock-opera compilation-morality, including extracts from Superstar, Hair, Tommy and 
possibly Joseph. 
[?*] Maryborough SHS, 1975. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* Boadicea [1978]— Clarry Evans and Judy Stevens. Rights: Clarry Evans. 
Rock opera. Queen Boadicea's fight against the Roman invaders in Celtic Britain. Currently 
being re-written with schools in mind. 
[P*] Twelfth Night TheaU-e, Brisbane, I Feb. 1979. Cast of 35. 
* § Boardgames — Gay Rossi & Helen Smith. Rights: Gay Rossi, 10 Duiunore St, Toowoomba 4350 
Set in a girls' Boarding School; problems with an unscmpulous property developer. 
2 acts, large cast, Im. 
[P*] St. Saviour's College, 1995. 
* § Bosun Bill and the Herbivores [1993] — J. Whybird and S. Whybird. Rights: John Whybird. 
Topical comedy about a love-potion and a girl shipwrecked among vegetarian cannibals. 
[P*] Chinchilla SHS, 1993. 
f § The Boy Mozart — Libretto by J. Michael Diack, Music by Mozart, arranged by Diack. [T] Paterson. 
Musical, 2 scenes, 35 mins, 2m 3f + 4 non-singing, + chomses of boys and women. 
Written as a Prologue to Mozart's 1-act Comic Opera Bastien undBastienne. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § The Boyfriend [1953] — Libretto & Music by Sandy Wilson. Rights: MTI. 
Romance about schoolgirls holidaying on the Riviera in the 1920s. 
2 acts, 8m 8f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 59) 
§ The Briery Bush [sic] — 
Teenage musical 
1982-LoganleaSHS 
f § Brigadoon [1947] — Libretto by Alan Jay Lemer, Music by Frederick Loewe. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
American tourists discover a magical village in Scotland. {Aust. Professional premiere 1951} 
2 acts, 9m 4f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 12) 
f § Bugsy Malone [1983]— Adaptation by Mickey Dolenz; Lyrics and Music by Paul Williams. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Based on the 1976 film about the gangland rivalry of Fat Sam and Dandy Dan, written and 
directed by Alan Parker. [P*] Her Majesty's, London, 26 May 1983. Gangster comedy-
thriller. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 26) 
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*#A Bunch of Ratbags. [1966] — Book by Don Battye & William Dick, Music by Peter N. Pinne. [T] 
Castle Hill Music, 1966; Hanger 1321 (Revised version) 1973. 
A musical adapted from the novel by William Dick, tells the story of Terry Cook who rose to 
lead a gang in his dingy 1950s suburb, and gave it up to be with his richer girlfiiend. 
2 acts, 6m 4f, + exfras. 
[P*] EmeraldHillCo., Melboume, 1966. {2} 
* § Burger Brain: The Fast Food Musical.— Book & Lyrics by Dennis Watkins. Music by Chris 
Harriott. [T] Currency, 1990. Rights: Hilary Linstead & Associates. 
An evil computer makes life miserable for workers in a hamburger franchise. 
2 acts, 2 main settings, 11 songs, 6m lOf + 24 minor + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § The Bushwacker Night — Group devised. 
Original Bicentennial Melodrama "combined actors, singers, the Stage Crew, Year Ten Art 
work, the Bush Band (and 1 roller-skater)" {Portal, 1988, 35) 
[P*] Brisbane Boys College, 1988 
§ The Butterfly Queen — 
Cantata 
1964 - Charters Towers SHS 
f § Bye Bye Birdie [1960] — Book by Mike Stewart, Lyrics by Lee Adams, Music by Charles Strouse. 
2 acts, 4m 7f, + walk-ons + choms. {Aust. Professional premiere 1961} Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
A rock star is being drafted into the US Army. 
A sequel. Bring Back Birdie, appeared briefly at the Martin Beck Theafre, New York, in 1981. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 49) 
t § Cabaret [1966] — Book by Joe Masteroff, Lyrics by Fred Ebb, Music by John Kander. 
Based on John van Dmten's play, from Christopher Isherwood's stories about Berlin ui the 
1930s. 
2 acts, 4m 3f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
t § Calamity Jane [1953] — Sammy Fain & Paul Francis Webster. Rights: Wamer/Chappell 
Weinberger. 
Wild West romance about a buckskin-wearing tomboy. Based on a Doris Day film. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 58) 
t § Call Me Madam [1950] — Book by Howard Lindsay & Russell Crouse, Lyrics and Music by Irvmg 
Berlin. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music, agents for the Rodgers & Hammerstein Library, New 
York. 
A woman is appointed as US Ambassador to an impoverished European principality. 
2 acts, 9m 3f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
t § Camelot [1960] — Libretto by Alan Jay Lemer, Music by Frederick Loewe. Based upon T. H. 
White's The Once And Future King. {Aust. Professional premiere 1964} Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
2 acts, 8m 2f, + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 7) 
*§ Canterbury Riders [1991] — Mary McMahon & Allan Melville. [T] Peepshow, 1991; 2"''Ed with 
revisions, 1993. Rights: Peepshow. 
Based on Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. 
2 acts, 4 scenes, 4 settings, 15 songs, 8m 7f minimum + choms 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {11} 
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f § Captain Noah and His Floating Zoo — Words by Michael Flanders, Music by Joseph Horovitz. 
Rights: Music Sales (Australia). 
Cantata, 25 mins, 4p + choms. "a choral, rather than a theatrical piece" (Flanders) 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
* § Captain Phillip Retums [1988]— Book & Music by Leo Grayson. 
Captain Phillip's ghost retiuns every himdredyears. 
[Peepshow, deleted.] Specially produced for the Bicentennial celebrations. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {5} 
* § Captain Starlight [1963] — Book & Lyrics by Paul Sherman, Music by Ian McKinley. Rights: 
Paul Sherman, 100 Gordon St, Gordon Park 4031. 
Based on Rolf Boldrewood (Thomas Alexander Browne)'s Robbery Under Arms. 
2 acts, 9 sc. 6m 3f, 12 minor, choms. [P*] Banyo SHS, 1963. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 7) {11} 
* Caroline. (1970) — Peter N. Pinne & Don Battye. Music prepared by Evon Soden. [T] Playlab 1981. 
Illustrated by David Cox. 
Based on the life of social reformer Caroline Chisholm. 
2 acts, 21 sc, 16 songs and 7 reprises, 7m 7f, some doubling possible. 
[P*] Theatte Guild, St Martin's Theatte, Melboume, 24/2/71. 
f § Carousel [1945] — Rodgers & Hammerstein From the play by Benjamin F. Glazer after Ferenc 
Mohar's Liliom. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
2 acts, 6m 5f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
f § Carrots — [ 1979] — Peter Canwell. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
A sentimental musical in which the death of a child named Carrots inspires Dr Bamardo to 
found his famous Children's Homes. Rice and Lloyd Webber had discarded the idea. 
4m If + choms. Some children's roles. 
[P] Brisbane Boy's Grammar, 1992. 
* § Charades [1995] — Libretto by John Mawson & Rob Smith, Music by Roslyn Jennings. [T] Play on 
Words: Desktop (no ISBN), 1995. Rights: Play on Words. 
In 1963, a synthetic all-girl rock group, the Charades, is involved with espionage & arms-
dealers. 
2 acts, 20 scenes, 13 songs, 15m 1 If + large chomses. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) {5} 
f § Charlie and the Chocolate Factory — 
Definitely a musical [Whitsunday??] 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
f § Charlie Girl [1965] — Libretto by Hugh & Margaret Williams and Ray Cooney, Music by David 
Heneker & John Taylor. 
A Cinderella adaptation; the handyman in a stately home loves the tomboy daughter of the 
house. 
8m 5f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
t§ Chess [1984] — Bermy Andersson, Tim Rice, Bjom Ulvaeus. 
Inttigue at an intemational chess toiunament. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
t § Chicago [1975] — Book by Fred Ebb & Bob Fosse, Lyrics by Fred Ebb, Music by John Kander. 
A musical gangster vaudeville about the rise and fall of Roxie Hart. 
2 acts, 3m 9f + walk-ons + choms. Rights: Dominie 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
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§ Chickens — Lucia Frangione 
[P] Nambour Christian College, 1996. 
* § Childhead's Doll: A Pop Opera. [1971?] — Book by William Young, Music by Ralph Tyrrell. [T] 
Hanger 1836. 
Allegorical pop musical about the loss of iimocence in the face of power, greed and cormption. 
2 acts, 2 settings, 14 songs, 5m 2f + 16 others named + choms. 
[P*] Schonell Theatte, Brisbane, 1971, subsequently at Jane St., August 1971. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ A Christmas Carol — 
Short operetta in 2 acts. 
(Known productions tn Queensland: 2) 
§ Christmas is ... ? — Fay Cronin. [Possibly a concert.] 
[P] West Moreton Anglican, 1995. 
f§ Cinderella [1955] — Rodgers & Hammerstein. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music 
Written for the Coliseum, London. A revised TV version in 1957, eventually a movie. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* # Cinderella — Tony Nicholls. Rights: Fimny Business. 
Hayman Theatte Pantomime. 
120 mins, 7m 5f + flexible choms, 6 songs. 
§ Cinderella - A Fractured Fairy Tale — Neil Sanger 
"a comedy sketch" 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Click! A Student Musical — Bmce Clark, Music scored by Wendy Morris. 
2 acts, 18 songs 
[P*] Lowood SHS, August 1997. 
* § Cloudland, The Musical [ 1993] — Book by Peter Nahuysen, Music by Peter, Mariaime & Mark 
Nahuysen, arranged by Paul Gibens. [T] & Rights: Peter Nahuysen. 
How rock and roll came to Brisbane's historic Cloudland balhoom in the 1950s. 
2 acts, 17 scenes, 13 original songs, 3 existing songs, 15m 9f+ chomses + musicians. 
[P*] Kelvin Grove SHS, 11 May 1994 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) 
§ Clowns — 
[P] Park Ridge SHS, 1992. 
*§ Coast. [1988]—Pamela McManus and Bryan McVay. [T] & Rights: Pamela McManus, 15 Irby 
Circus, Sisters Beach, Tas. 7321 
A country boy wins a holiday on the Gold Coast, and leams more than he bargained for. 
2 acts, flexible setting, 16 songs, 2m 2f principals, 20 minor roles, large choms. 
[P"*] Anglican Church Grammar School, May 1988. 
*§ The Cocky of Bungaree. (1982) —Richard Tulloch. [T] Currency, 1990. 
Shearer Flash Jacqueline from Gundagai sets about saving Cocky Bourke's farm from greedy 
Sir Sydney Harbour. By the author of Year Nine Are Animals. 
2 acts, 6m 2f. [P*] National Theatte Co., Playhouse Theatte, Perth, 1 December 1978. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
§A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court Adapted by Tim Kelly. 
Based on the story by Mark Twain. Short. 8m 6f, large choms 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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§ The Coolest Cat in Town — by W. Gleason & D. Leslie. Rights: Gravin 
Set at a high-school dance in the 1980s (Act I) and the 1950s (Act II), the plot concems an 
Elvis clone held in suspended animation. 2 acts, 4 scenes (3/1), 15 songs, single setting (time 
difference), 7m 4f + walk-ons + large chomses. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § Cox and Box, or The Long Lost Brothers [1867] — adapted from J. Madison Morton's farce Box and 
Ox, by F. C. Bumand. Music by Arthur Sullivan. [P*] Adolph 11/5/1867. 
An unscmpulous landlord double rents a room to two shift-workers who are unaware of each 
other's existence. 
Musical triimivirate, 1 act, 3m. 
1930 - Anglican Church Grammar School 
§ Creation Jazz — 
Mini-musical. The story of Adam and Eve. 
1987 - St. Saviours (all-female) 
* § The Creature Feature — Book by John Acutt, Music by Stewart Riddle. 
Acutt was a teacher. Riddle a Year 12 student at the school. 
School setting. An evil headmisttess tries to create an army of super-intelligent students who 
have no free will, but one of the students manages to fight back. 
[P*] Rosewood SHS, 15 August 1996. 
* Crocodile Creek — by Meagher/Birchall/Luhrmann. Rights: Bushfire. 
Romance between an Irish Girl and a Chinese boy on the Queensland goldfields; there is a riot 
and a ttagedy. Original production directed by Baz Luhrmann. 
90 mins, 16 principals, choms of diggers, Chinese choms, digger and Chinese dancing ttoupes. 
* § Crusade — Book & Lyrics by Amy Cumpston-McGrath, Music by Arnold Butcher. 
Based on the Children's Cmsade, 1213 AD. 
40 mins, 7 principals, choms. [P*] Austtalian Theatte, Sydney, 1976. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
T- # Cry to the Wind[\9%ll] — by Paul Norrell with lyrics by Stuart Eyre. Rights: Peepshow. 
Musical drama based on the Book of Job, from New Zealand. 
55 mins, mixed cast 15-20, piano score in script, suitable for ages 9-14. 
[P-*] Listen College, NZ, 1987? 
* § Curses! [1996] — Bmce Clark. Piano Score by Wendy Morris. [T] & Rights: Bmce Clark. 
A haimted house story - a ghost is offered a second chance. Teenage drinking, teenage 
suicide. 
2 acts, flexible setting, 16 songs, 11m 12f + chomses. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 7 August 1996. 
f § Damn Yankees [1955] — Book by George Abbott & Douglas Wallop, Lyrics and Music by Richard 
Adler & Jerry Ross. Based on the novel The Year the Yankees Lost the Pennant by Douglas 
Wallop. Rights: Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
A baseball fan makes a pact with the devil to beat the New York Yankees. 
2 acts, 9m 5f + waUc-ons + choms. Fihn released in 1958. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Daniel And All That Jazz — 
Is this The Daniel Jazz (Herbert Chappell's setting of Vachel Lindsay's poem. Music Sales)? 
1983-Biloela SHS 
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f § Dazzle— Book & Lyrics by John Gardiner, Music by Andrew Parr. 
A spoof of 5?ar Trek. Adventures of Captain Sam Galactic and his Star Blade Squadron, 
saving the universe from Slimebag the Haemorrhage and Big Olga's robofic Russian Amazons. 
Sometimes named as Dazzle Star, which is the imperilled heroine's name. 
5m 4f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 7) 
f § The Desert Song [1926] — Book & Lyrics by Otto Harbach, Oscar Hammerstein II, Frank Mandel, 
Music by Sigmund Romberg. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Rebellion and romance in a desert setting. 
1 Im 7f + choms; 10 settings. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* §The Devil Himself [ 1992] — Libretto by Bmce Brazier, Music by Steven Leek. (Teachers at School) 
Depicts life in the Brisbane Town penal colony in the 1820s. The "devil" is Captain Pafrick 
Logan. 
[P*] St. Peter's Lutheran (Middle School), 1992. Apparently revived 1993. 
* The Diary Of Samuel Pepys — Glenn Miller. 
Musical for secondary students. 
f § Dido and Aeneas [1689] Libretto by Nahum Tate, Music by Henry Purcell. 
Opera. The Homeric love story, Dido kills herself when Aeneas leaves her. 
3 acts, 4 scenes, 2m 4f + choms. 
[P*] Josias Priest's boarding school for girls, Chelsea, 1689. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Dinkum Assorted — Linda Aronson. [T] Currency. 
1942, female workers at the local biscuit factory are disfracted by American airmen stationed 
nearby. 
2 acts, 15f. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Dinkum Poppies — Book and Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
A revue-style study of famous and infamous Ausfralians. 
2 acts, 90 minutes, 1 set, 24 principals, optional choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
*#Z)/rt —Rob Galbraith. 
[P*](as Under the Aeffluence) MeVoonmeS>tateCo\\ege 1971. Revised into a different rock 
musical by Louis Nowra and Sarah de Jong in 1973. 
1980-{Albert Park HS} 
* The Divine Comedy — Glerm Miller. 
Musical for secondary students. 
f § Divorce Me Darling! [ 1964] — Sandy Wilson. Rights: MTI. 
Ten years later, the characters from The Boyfriend tam up again at the Hotel du Paradis in 
Nice. Mme Dubonnet is now a cabaret entertainer. 
2 acts, 6m 6f, + 20 walk-ons, 18 songs. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§DoYa Wanna Dance [1994] — Script by Lee McMillan, existing music. 
Musical about a group of teenagers in the 1960s. Scenes are a class-room, a school dance and 
a cafe. 13 principals + choms, on-stage Big-Band. Songs include "Rock Around the Clocie\ 
"Twist and Shout", "Baby Love", "Down Town", "Runaround Sue". 
[P*] Sarina SHS, 1994. 
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* § Doctor Pimples — Book and Music by Cen Fox. 
1 act, 65 mins, 1 set, 8 principals + optional choms. Rights: Fox Plays. 
"Teenage musical loaded with language, lyrics and lines to entertain the acne brigade." 
About pimples and the beauty industty. [P*] Toowoomba SHS, 1979. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Double Trouble— 
Musical. Photos suggest puates, flappers and a bakery. 
1987 - Nudgee College (with ??) 
1989 - Capella SHS (reported as Speech Night Play) 
* § Down to Earth — Jennie Flack 
Christian Musical. Coping in a single parent situation. 
[P] Nambour Christian College, 1993. 
* § Downtown [1995] — Rowena Doo & Amanda Bopf. [Existing music?] 
60s musical about four ambitious girls who overcome idiotic and lovesick boys, predatory 
men, jealous rivals and sleazy managers to make it as singers. 
[P*] Padua College (with Mt. Alvemia), 1995 
§ Dracula, Baby — Bmce Ronald, C. Sfrauch & J. Jakes 
"A send up of the old Dracula legend" with the same characters as the play. Apparently a 
musical adaptation of it. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) 
f § The Dracula Spectacula: A Spooky Musical— Book and Lyrics by John Gardiner, Music by Andrew 
Parr. 
2 acts, 10 scenes (6/4, 8 settings, flexible) 11 songs 13m 3f+ walk-ons +4 choms groups 
(mental patients, air hostesses. Brides of Dracula, zombie slaves) 
An innocent teacher, Nadia Naive and three pupils get into frouble during an excursion to 
Transylvania. Heroes include Nick Necrosis and Father O'Stake, villains include a campy 
Coimt Dracula, his mother Countess Wraith, and Ghenghis the hunchbacked slave. Songs 
include "Rhesus Negative Rock" (II. 1) 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 16) 
* § Dragons: A Fiery Story — Lesley Englert, Arm Hogan, Peter Stannard. 
Medieval melodrama involving a hero and his damsel, a rival prince, and a vamp called 
Madelina. There are witches, an evil Sorceress named Vertigo, her sidekick Falco, and 
Chauncey the gentlemanly dragon. 
6m lOf + choms groups of dancers, dragonettes, French Legionnaires and villagers. 
[P*] Bumside SHS, 1988. Rights: Firefly. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* # Dream On [1989]— Steve Cheers & Arthur Fuerte. Rights: Dominie. 
Rock musical. Year 11 students leam to face the real world. 
[P*] Wareemba, 1989, 23 in original cast. {4} 
* §E = MC ^ — Geraldine Kirkaldie and Janette Donaldson. 
"Destmction of the planet - ttavel through space to find chemicals to save the world." 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Electric Cafe — Libretto by Lesley Englert et al.. Music by Peter Stannard & Ann Hogan. 
Visitors from space seek a mate for their Princess. 
[P*] BumsideSHS, October 1983. Rights: Fuefly. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
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* § Elizabeth the Second. — Book & Lyrics, Bmce Clark; music, Michael Leeman. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
A girl with a split personality (two leads playing the same character) makes it in radio. 
2 acts, large cast. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 1986. 
*# Emancipated Melodrama — Book by Merle Bowden. Own-choice of music. Rights: Merle 
Bowden, 229 Main St, Redland Bay Q 4165. 
[Peepshow, Resource play, deleted 1992] {1} 
§ Ernie — 
Based on Alan Ayckbome's Ernie's Incredible Hallucinations. Emie is a Cockney boy whose 
hallucinations keep coming tme and he entangles his family with circuses and KGB spies. 
1990 - Toowoomba Grammar (with Fairhohne) 
f # Esther — Book by Jean Racine. 
Biblical tale, commissioned by Mme de Maintenon. 
[P*] Saint Cyr Convent School, 26 January 1689, before Louis XIV. 
* Esther — by Vicki Prince, Kim Martin & Jermifer Langley Kemp. Rights: Peepshow. 
Light-hearted biblical story, piano score, large mixed cast. 
Winner Robert Frawley Award for best amateur production, WA. 
§ Everyman — [Musical adaptation? There was a British opera of this name by Liza Lehmarm in 1916] 
[P] St Mary's, Ipswich, 1992. 
t § Evita [1978] — Libretto by Tim Rice, Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Rights Wamer/Chappell 
MCA. 
The story of Eva Peron, told in flashback from her death on 26/7/1952. 
2 acts, 3m 2f + walk-ons + choms. [P*] Prince Edward Theatte, London, 21/6/78. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* §A Fabricated Romance. — J. Whybird, G. Langdon, L. Proudlock and others. Rights: John 
Whybird. 
A robot goes on a quest to find himself a heart. 
[P*] Pittsworth SHS, 1982. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Fair is Foul — Libretto and Lyrics by Sven Condon, Music by Joe Eshuys. 
A "switched on" musical version of Macbeth. The music ranges from "lovely soft ballads to 
good old rock'n'roll". Songs include Banquo's "You 've Got It AlP' and the show-stealing 
"Porter's Song". 
[P*] Gympie SHS, 2 August 1973 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
t § Fiddler On The Roof [1964] — Book by Joseph Stein, Lyrics by Sheldon Hamick, Music by Jerry 
Bock. 
Based on the stories of Sholom Aleichem. Rights: Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
2 acts, 7m lOf + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 12) 
f § Finian's Rainbow [1947] — Book by E. Y. Harburg & Fred Saidy, Music & Lyrics by E. Y. Harburg 
& Burton Lane. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Finian and his daughter steal a pot of gold belonging to Og the Leprechaun and flee to 
Rainbow Valley, Missitucky, USA, where they meet Woody Mahoney, his deaf-mute sister, 
and the redneck Senator Billboard Rawkins. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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*§ The First Fleets. [\9%%] — Bmce Clark. Music arranged by Michael Leeman. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
A girl called Fleet researches her heritage for a story for a school musical. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 31 August 1988. 
* § Flickers [1979] — Bmce Clark, original music by Ruth Bond. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
Mostly movie-music, with a few original numbers. 
[P*] Acacia Ridge SHS, 1979. 
f # Florence— Book by Terence Samuel, Music & Lyrics by Roger Hohnan. Rights: Peepshow 
The life of Florence Nightingale. 
Large cast, predominantly female, piano score. {5} 
f § Flower Drum Song [1958] —Rodgers & Hammerstein. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Romance in San Francisco's Chinatown. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
§ The Flying Pieman — 
1988 - Whitsunday Anglican 
* § Fogies — Book and Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
The harsh Mafron and the sleazy Mayor plot to buy the Smileaway Retirement Home and 
exploit the residents, but are foiled by Rupert the Gardener (who happens to be the heir to the 
property). 
"ideal for teenagers and adult groups" [Blurb names HS in Vic, NSW] 
2 acts, 100 mins, 1 set, 19 principals + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Follow The Star — Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Nativity in comic-melodrama style. 18 characters, chomses of villagers, soldiers, angels, 
dancers. 
1980 - Range College {Aust. Premiere} 
* § Food For Thought — Doug Wilson & Craig McAllister. [T] Peepshow, 1992. Rights: Peepshow. 
Mass murder during an intemational cooking contest at a seedy restaurant. 
2 acts, 6 scenes, 12 songs, 1 Im 9f. Most of the male roles may be played by females. 
[P*] Hampton Senior High School, W.A. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) {13} 
* § Frank Ass — Helen Murray (?) 
Rock opera about Francis of Assisi, 8 principals + choms. 
[P*] Cleveland SHS, Thomeside Hall, 24 July 1978. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § The Frankenstein Monster Show — Crocker/Hampton/Bolam/Scott. 
[P] Gladstone SHS, 1991. 199? - St Mary's, Toowoomba (?) 
t § Free As Air [1957] — Libretto by Dorothy Reynolds & Julian Slade, Music by Julian Slade. 
The follow-up to Salad Days.. An heiress escapes city pressures and finds love in the Channel 
Islands. 
2 acts, 11m 1 Of. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* Fridge (1992) —John Wikman. [T] & Rights: John Wikman, 57 Bertram St., Stafford 4053. 
Melodrama among edibles in a refrigerator. 
2 acts, flexible setting, 6m 13f. 
[P*] as It's Food for Thought, API Theatte, Brisbane, 1992. Since re-written. 
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* § Friends Across The Universe [1994] — Mrs. Ollie Heathwood. (Teacher at school) 
Earth girl Marika and a friendly star named Yata Galaris fravel through time and space to look 
at the oddities of human behaviour. A series of 8 legends and stories on environmentalist 
themes. 
[P*] St. Peter's Lutheran (Middle School) at South Bank Piazza, 1994. 
§ Friends Forever — Nan Gurley, Jim Weber, Bill Sprague. 
Christian musical. A class explores the natiue of friendship with peers and with God. 
[P] Redlands College, 1989, 1992. 
1994 - Mueller College (listed as Friends) 
* Full Stop — Sherryl Clark & Greg Riddell. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
Rock Musical. Down-and-out teenagers squat in an empty warehouse, and tum it into a 
communal night-club when the owner asks for rent. 
75 mins, 4m 6f + exfras. 
[P*] Footscray Community Arts, 1989. 
t§A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum [1962] — Book by Bert Shevelove and Larry 
Gelbart based on Plautus, Music and Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. Rights: Wamer/Chappell 
MTI. 
A slave tries to win his freedom from a kindly master. 
2 acts, 10 principals. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § The Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate. [1974] — Libretto by Nevil Thurgood. Music-hall songs 
adapted. [T] Playlab, 1984. Rights: Nevil Thurgood Theafrical Enterprises. 
Melodrama, as a migrant family tangle with the villainous Sir Jasper on the Victorian gold-
fields. 
2 acts, cast of 15+ 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) {9} 
§ Gang Jazz — 
Gangsters and dancing girls. Photos show a card-game. 
1979-Newmarket SHS 
* § The Garden ofAidan [1994] — Bmce Clark. Piano score by Andrea Hart. [T] & Rights: Bmce 
Clark. 
A group of students become lost on a rainforest exclusion. Aidan decides not to retum. 
2 acts, 16 songs, 7m 2If + choms "up to a busload". 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 10 August 1994. Won Ausfralia Day Culttiral Award, Esk Shire. 
§ Gaslight Girl — 
Musical Melodrama. 
1987-St Rita's (all-female) 
* § Germs — Book and Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
"All characters are germs inside a human" 
1 act, 85 mins, 1 set, 12 principals + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* # Getting Better [1981] — Andy Rosser and Jeff Thorpe, music by Lennon & McCartney. 
A comic fantasy about the Beatles' Ausfralian tour, with new arrangements of Beatles' songs. 
[P] Port Hacking HS, NSW, 1981. 
* # Ghosts — Bmce Mumford. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
Scheduled for an inter-school production by Bowral and Moss Vale High Schools in 1997. 
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* § Giants In My Life [1995] — Josh Mcintosh. Rights: Josh Mcintosh, 11 Jacaranda Ave., Brookfield, 
4069. 
Christian oratorio about King David's rise to the throne. 
1 act, approx. 60 mins, 17 songs, 6m, 7 unspecified soloists, 14 readers + choms 
[P*] Directions Youth Choir, Toowoomba, 1996. 
(Knowm productions in Queensland: 1) 
* The Girl From Snowy River [1959] — Libretto by Lloyd Thomson, Music by Albert Arlen & Nancy 
Brown. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Operetta in 3 acts. 9p, mixed choms, ballet. Piano score. 
[P*] Canberra Repertory Society, 1960. 
* §A Girl's Life — Group-written. 
Musical composed and performed by Yr. 12 Music Class, on themes of adolescence. 
1996-Lourdes Hill 
* Glamalot- Knights In White Satin [1996] — Toadshow. [T] & Rights: Toadshow. 
The legends of King Arthur's Round Table, somewhere between Disney and Monty Python. 
2 acts, 16 scenes, 17 existing songs, 12m 6f + walk-ons + large chomses. 
[P*] Queensland Performing Arts Complex, 18 January 1996. 
f § Godspell [1971] — Book by John-Michael Trebelak, Jay Hamburger, Peggy Gordon, Music & 
Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz. Based on the Gospel according to St. Matthew. Rights: 
Dominie. 
2 acts, originally played with a cast of 10. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 28) 
f § The Gondoliers [1889] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
Two gondoliers leam that one of them is a king. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 18) 
* § Good Vibes — Book by Margaret Prentice, Music & Lyrics by David Billings. Rights: Bushfire. 
Rock musical. 1960s hippies take on the local council. 
2 acts, 120 mins, large mixed cast. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
* # Graffiti and Me [1989] — David Dunn. 
Politically incorrect Tweenage Musical. 
* § Granny, Get Your Gun! or, A Fistful of Spaghetti [1983] — Tony Nicholls. Rights: Funny 
Business. 
Pantomime Westem, "Miss Lotty and the inttepid citizens of Hope Springs, including our 
hero, lovesick Luke Warm, defend young Marion from the evil designs of Lawyer Silas P. 
Slimey and his outlaw sidekicks Short and Curiy, the Injun Chief Running Nose and, of 
course, the mysterious Spaghetti Kid" 
120 mins, 4m 4f + flexible choms, 7 songs. 
[P*] Hayman Theafre, Perth, 26 November 1983. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § Grease [1972] — Music, Book & Lyrics by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey. Rights: Dominie. 
American High school romances in the 1950s. 
9m 8f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 41) 
f§The Great Bell of Burley —Libretto by Nancy Bush, Music by Armsttong Gibbs. [T] Novello. 
Operetta set in the 14"^  Cenmry. 90 mins, 2 scenes, 6m 2f, choms, dancers. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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* # The Great Space Race [1982] — by Andrew Knight and Jeff Thorpe. 
A space romp featuring Trent Gleem, the hero, and the villainous Ramona Nasty. 
Knight is also author of Bligh, the TV series, and is a Fast Forward wnter. 
[P] Port Hacking SHS, NSW, 1982. 
*§A Grim Pharaoh Tale [1992] — Libretto by Ian Pullar, Music by Daniel Philipe. 
[Grimm's Fairy Tales] Comedy, romance and action as the enslaved Israelites msh to finish 
building a temple for the Pharaoh's wedding. Large cast. 
[P*] Ipswich Girls Grammar (with IGS) April, 1992. 
* § Gumshoe [1996] — by Simon Denver and Donald Woodward. [T] Peepshow, 1996. Rights: 
Peepshow. 
A hard-boiled Private Investigator gets involved with an intemational conspiracy in a globe-
frotting amalgam of Raymond Chandler and Ian Fleming. 
2 acts, 9 scenes, 11 songs, 1 Im 12f + walk-ons + choms. 
[P*] Hervey Bay SHS, 1996. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § Guys and Dolls [1950] — Book by Abe Burrows & Jo Swerling, Lyrics & Music by Frank Loesser. 
Rights: Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
A musical fable based on the tales of Damon Runyon. New York gamblers get involved with 
the Salvation Army. 
2 acts, 10m 2f+ waUc-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 17) 
f § The Gypsy Baron [1885] — Libretto by Ignatz Schnitzler, Music by Johann Sfrauss II. 
Originally Der Zigeunerbaron, based on Saffi by Maums J6kai. Rights: Wamer/Chappell 
Weinberger. 
Sandor retums home to find that Gypsies have occupied his land. He falls in love with Saffi, 
the fortune-teller's step-daughter, who tums out to be a princess. 
3 acts, 5m 4f, choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) 
f § Hair [1967] — Book & Lyrics by Gerome Ragni and James Rado, Music by Gait MacDermot. 
Ground-breaking rock musical about dmgs, colour, Vietnam and free-love. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § Half A Sixpence [1963] — Book by Beverley Cross, Lyrics & Music by David Heneker. 
Based on H. G. Wells' Kipps. A shop-boy inherits money and fries to acquire social graces. 
2 acts, 13m l l f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 14) 
* § Harry: The Prodigal [ 1994] — Josh Mcintosh. Rights: Josh Mcintosh, 11 Jacaranda Ave., 
Brookfield, 4069. 
Modem Telling of the Prodigal Son parable. Oratorio with linking narration. 
4 speakers, 8 soloists, large choms. 
[P*] Directions Youth Choir, Toowoomba, 1994. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Helen Come Home — 
Musical 
1984-Harristown SHS 
f § Hello Dolly [1964] — Book by Michael Stewart, Lyrics & Music by Jerry Herman. Based on 
Thomton Wilder's play The Matchmaker. 
2 acts, 4m 5f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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* § Henry, or, The Lives and Wives of a Merry Monarch [1992] — Libretto by Simon Denver, Music 
by Ian Dorricott [T] Peepshow, 1992. Rights: Peepshow. 
A fancifiil version of the life of Henry VIII, which has him married to all six wives at once. 
2 acts, 11 scenes, 13 songs, 6m 7f + large choms. [P*] Warwick SHS, May 1992. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 13) {52} 
f§ Hiawatha's Wedding Feast [1898] — Samuel Coleridge-Taylor. 
Choral-orchesfral cantata, based on Longfellow's poem. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Highland Fling [1994] — Timothy Tuck. Some original songs, some own choice music. Rights: 
Peepshow Theafre-Restaurant: not mled out for schools, photocopiable. 
Scottish romp. 
(Known productions in Queensland schools: 1) {4} 
*§ His and Hers [1993]—Bmce Clark. Piano Score by Andrea Hart. [T] & Rights: Bmce Clark. 
A High School romance — Act I from his point of view. Act II the same story from hers 
2 acts, flexible setting, 16 songs, 10m lOf + chomses. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 19 August 1993. 
* § His Majesty's Pleasure [ 1994] — Script & Lyrics by Mary McMahon, Music by Ian Dorricott. [T] 
Maverick, 1995. Rights: Peepshow. 
The story of the first convict production of a play. [The Recruiting Officer, 4 June 1789] 
2 acts, 8m 8f + choms. Intended for adults but was ttialled in a school. 
[P*] All Hallows/St. Joseph's, 1994. 
f § H.M.S. Pinafore [ 1878] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
The Captain's daughter is engaged to the First Lord of the Admiralty, but loves a common 
sailor. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 31) 
f§ The Hobbit— ].K.K.lo\ke\netal [T] Dramatic Publications, 1973. 
8 principals, flexible choms groups of dwarves, goblins, spiders, elves, Hobbits. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) 
*§ Homework [1992]—Bmce Clark. Piano Score by Andrea Hart. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
The night during which a homework assigimient must be prepared. 
2 acts, 16 songs, large cast. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 9 September 1992. 
f § Hong Kong — Words by H. G. MacLaurin, Music by Charles Jessop. [T] Chappell. 
Comic Opera in 2 acts. Romance and inttigue with colonials, the villainous Prince Li-Foo-
Chan, and the crew of the HMS Spitfire. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§ Hound of Music [\9S6] — Toadshow, multiple writers. [T] & Rights: Toadshow. 
Maria and the Nuns meet Dr. Von Frankenfrapp and his exfraordinary children. 
2 acts, 17 scenes, 20 existing songs, 1 Im 5f principals + walk-ons + freak children + choms. 
[P*] Queensland Performing Arts Complex, 1986. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) 
§ The Hours —Amilcare Ponchielli 
Operetta. 4 principals, chomses and dances for Dawn, Noon, Evening & Night. 
1922 - Rockhampton Girls' Grammar. 
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* §How the West was Warped [1994] — Simon Denver and Don Woodward. [T] Peepshow, 1994. 
Rights: Peepshow. 
Lunatic Westem with a saloon, a schoohnarm, a baddie taking over the town, and of course a 
Hero. Includes ingenious puppet-show action sequences. 
2 acts, 8 scenes, 12 songs, 5m 8f + large choms. 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 6) {53} 
f § How To Succeed in Business Without Really Trying [1961] — Book by Abe Burrows, Jack Weinstock 
& Willie Gilbert, Music & Lyrics by Frank Loesser. Rights: Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
A young executive climbs the corporate ladder. 
2 acts, 1 Im 5f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 7) 
* The Hunting of the Snark — Gleim Miller. 
Musical for secondary students 
* In The Shade of the Coolibah Tree. [1955]— Libretto by Dick Diamond, Music various. [T] Hanger 
448. 
3 acts, large cast. 
[P*] Brisbane 1955. (Also called Under the Coolibah Tree) 
* § Instead of Falling..[1996] — Group-devised, script writer Alex Prior. 
Community project of Gympie SHS, James Nash SHS, St Pattick's College and various local 
organisations under the auspices of QPAT and Gympie Rotary. Director Velvet Eldred. 
t § Into The Woods [1986] — Lyrics & Music by Stephen Sondheim, Book by James Lapine. 
Fairy-tales re-interpreted. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f§ lolanthe [1882] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
A fairy falls in love with a mortal. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 17) 
§Ipi Tombi [1975?] — [Revue] 
African music and dance, ttacing the story of a fribal villager who joumeys to the city to make 
money. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 7) 
f § Irene [1919]— Book by James Montgomery, Lyrics by Joe McCarthy, Music by Harry Tiemey. 
Based on the book by James Montgomery. Frequent revisions and interpolations (1945, 1973). 
2 acts, 6f 2m + walk-ons + choms. 
Irene is a piano-tuner (originally a shop-girl tumed mannequin) who finds love and fortune. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§Is This Heaven? — Kika Soymonoff. [T] & Rights: Nika Soymonoff, 27 Sttnan St., Chapel Hill 
4069. 
A mixture of people arrive in Heaven, which is not what they expected. 
1 act, 45 mins, 11 unisex roles, limited group-devised and own-choice music. 
[P*] Byron Bay Area Youth Group. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ It's Cool In The Furnace — 
Mini-musical. 
1988 - St. Saviours (all-female) 
* Jack and Marilyn [1996] — Book by Robin Stewart, Lyrics and Music by Russell McKeima and Tony 
Naylor. Rights: Bushfire. 
A fictional panorama of US history and gossip from the 1960s. 
100 minutes, 6 sets or 1 stylised set. Suits full production or concert version. 
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* § Jack and the Beanstalk — Original material by Miss L. Broadbent, Music adapted by Miss J. 
McPhee & Miss N. Worthington. 
[P*] Harristown SHS, 1976 
§ Jack and the Beanstalk — 
Pantomime. 
1970-Lockyer SHS 
1975-Lockyer SHS 
1984 - St Edmund's (as Jack) 
f § James and the Giant Peach [ 1983] — a musical by Herbert Chappell. 
Taken from the story by Roald Dahl. [P*] Buxton Opera house, 2 August 1983. 
(Known Productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Jest In The West [1990] — Judith Prior. 
Theatte-restaurant, own-choice music. Rights: Judith Prior. 
In drought-stricken Deadwood, the Silver City Saloon is in danger of closing until Cecil B. de 
Mille arrives in town. 
12 principals + optional choms. 
[P] Banyo SHS, 1996 
f § Jesus Christ Superstar [recorded October 1970, staged October 1971] — Book by Tom O'Horgan, 
Lyrics by Tim Rice, Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Rights: Wamer/Chappell and the 
Really Usefiil Company. 
Rock opera interpretation of the Gospels. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 8) 
* § Joe [1984] — Book and music by G. R. Knight (music teacher at St. Paul's) 
Artwork suggests Joe is a framp. 
13m l l f 
[P*] St. Paul's College, at Redcliffe Community Cenfre, 27 July 1984. 
* # Johnny — Tony Nicholls. Rights: Fuimy Business. 
* Johnny Fabulous [1976] — Allan McFadden 
Rock Opera, 2 acts, 90 mins. 
f § Jonah Man Jazz — Michael Hurd 
10-minute Cantata based on the story of the prophet Jonah. Rights: Music Sales. 
Scored for unison voices, narrator and piano. 
1982 - {St Augustine's, Caims Primary} 
1973-Mitchelton SHS 
t § Joseph and His Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat [1968, 1972] — Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd-
Webber. Written as a school musical. [P*] Colet Court School, 1/3/1968, 15 minutes long, 
expanded to 35 minutes. Re-staged by the Young Vic, 1972, as a double bill with a medieval 
mystery. Expanded again for commercial production, 1973. Rights Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
Short rock-opera, 2 acts, 14m 12f + choms, children in cast. 
Rock version of the Old Testament tale. An updated version appeared in the early 80s. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 54) 
* #/«n^/e[ 1992] —Book & Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
The roles of animals and people are reversed, with the animals absorbed in business deals and 
the people endangered. 
1 act, 90 minutes, 1 set, 12 principals + choms. 
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*§ Jungle Fantasy [1993] — Mary McMahon and Donald Woodward. [T] Peepshow 1993. Rights: 
Peepshow. 
Adventtires for Tartan, Jane, the Jungle Queen, and the Bongly fribe. 
2 acts, flexible jungle setting, 12 songs, 5m 8f 10 unisex + chomses. 
[P*] Morayfield SHS 1993. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) {21} 
* § Jungle Jazz — Mrs Myles (teacher at school). Apparently existing music. 
Theatte-restaurant. "Jim Boot and Sandy Plain take on the leopard ladies and the greenies". 
2m 6f+ 19 choms [16f 3m] 
[P*] Palm Beach-Currumbin SHS, 1993 
* § Jungle Juice [1992] — Judith Prior. 
Theatte-restaurant, own-choice music. Rights: Judith Prior 
When three Americans crash-land on an island in the Bermuda friangle, they tangle with an 
evil witch-doctor, Ngombi, who has enslaved the local men ui his diamond mine. Cannibals, 
gorillas. Queen Ophelia and even Tarzan get involved before it is all sorted out. 
12 principals + female choms. 
[P] Banyo SHS, 1994 
* §A Jungle Phantasy — Gordon C. Browne 
"A spoof of the Ghost-Who-Walks". Adventures as Diana and the Phantom attempt to save 
Princess Margi and her Maharajah father from the evil clutches of Rajah Idi and the crazy 
witch-doctor. The Bandaid Poison Pygmy People are led by a woman, and there is an altemate 
slapstick hero called Pafrohnan Smythe. 
2 acts, 7m 8f + 3 choms groups (pygmies, guards, jungle pafrol), 11 songs. 
[P] Emerald SHS, 1996 
t # Junk — Book by Steve Bowkett, Music by Bmce Kirkman. Rights: Steve Bowkett, 88 Northampton 
Rd, Market Harborough LEI6 9HF UK. 
Post-nuclear-catasfrophe morality play. 
[Peepshow, resource-play, deleted 1991.] {1} 
* Just Another Dream — by Don McLeod & Phyll Holmes 
A wall-poster of a rock star comes to life. 
Large cast, predominantly female. 
[Peepshow resource play, Dec 1991.] 
* § Just Desserts (the All Girl Musical) [ 1990] — Text & Lyrics Jane Rothnie; Music by Jan Rienecker. 
[T] Peepshow, 1990. Rights: Peepshow. 
Girl-gang rivahy in a supermarket setting. 
2 acts, 15 sc, 13 songs, 15f + walk-ons + choms + 1 child. There is also Mr X, the dream 
lover. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) {36} 
* § Keeper of the Cage — 
Frog and bird costumes. Possibly self-devised. 
[P] Beenleigh SHS, 1993. 
*§The Kelly Dance. (1986) — John Romeril. 
The Kelly story with folksong and participatory bush dancing. Community play. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Kidstuff [1980] — Rob Galbraith & Steve Wade. Music prepared by David Cocker. [T] Playlab, 
1980. Rights: Rob Galbraith, 44 Harold St, Ascot Vale, Vic. 3032. 
Scenes from the lives of high school students. 
2 acts, 17 scenes, 17 songs, 1 Im 16f (some doubling possible). [P*] Keilor Heights HS, Vic, 
1980. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 17) {48} 
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* §A Kidsummer Night's Dream [1996] — Music and Lyrics by David Billings, Rob Fairbaim, Mark 
Leehy & Kevin O'Mara, Book by Lynne Bartlett, Mark Leehy & Kevin O'Mara. Rights: 
Bushfire. 
A musical fantasy based on Shakespeare. Suitable for Years 5-10. 
90 mins, 2 sets, large mixed cast of principals, courtly Athenians, fairies and workers. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
t § The King and I [1951] —Book by Oscar Hammerstein II, Music by Richard Rodgers. Based on 
Maigaiet Landon' s Anna and the King of Siam. {Aust. Professional premiere 1954} Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
2 acts, 7m 3f + walk-ons + choms. Children. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 16) 
§ King Arthur and the Saxons — 
Musical. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § King Macbee and the Walking Trees — Bmce Clark. Appropriated tunes. [T] Playlab, 1984. 
Illusttated by David Bowler. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
A pantomime version of Macbeth. 
2 acts, flexible setting, 19 existing songs, 12m 5f+ large choms. [P*] Gin Gin SHS, 1983. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 8) {11} 
* The King of the Kids. — Libretto by Barbara Stellmach, Music by Therese Knight. [T] & Rights: 
Barbara Stelbnach, 8 Frost St, Mt. Gravatt 4122. 
A boy refiises to start high school, because he fears the changes in his life. 
2 acts 10 scenes,. 16 songs, 9m 5f + choms. 
[P*] Cooran Youth Theatte, Sunshine Coast, December 1992. 
f § Kiss Me Kate [1947] — Libretto by Bella & Samuel Spewack, Music by Cole Porter. Partly based 
on The Taming of the Shrew {Aust. Professional premiere 1952} 
Out-of-town tryouts for a Shakespearean musical, but the leading couple have marital 
problems. 
2 acts, 10m 3f+ choms. 
(Knowm productions in Queensland: 4) 
*§ A Knight to Remember [1991] — Libretto by Jane Rothnie, Own choice music Rights: Peepshow 
Theafre-Restaurant, not mled out for schools, photocopiable. 
Medieval pot-pourri. 39 amateur productions 1991-95. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Lachlan Shearers [ 1992] — Peter Nahuysen. Rights: Peter Nahuysen. 
Bushband Musical-melodrama. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § The Last Resort — "written especially for the school" 
Robem Good and his "friends Much, Marion, and the hippies and surfers of Five Rocks Forest 
battled to save their home from the evil Sheriff of Rotting Spam and Prince Pong" {Malnkana, 
1994, 40). The school's Rock Eisteddfod entry was interpolated. 
This sounds amazingly like Sherwoodstock. According to Toadshow a copy of the script was 
sold to Yeppoon on 11/2/94. 
1994-Yeppoon SHS 
§ Leader of the Pack — [possibly John Acutt?] 
60s romance, existing music. 
1995 - Rosewood SHS (Premiere?) 
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*§ Leaving — Book by Ann Rutherford-Holt, Music & Lyrics by Grainie O'Boyle & Ray Moyes. 
Rights: Bushfire. 
Rock musical which deals with sfreet kids, death, cops, social workers, a priest in search of his 
faith -joumeys through the urban world and through life. 
2 acts, 120 mins, 1 stylised set, large mixed cast. 
(Known producfions in Queensland: 1) 
* § The Legend of Bilge. [1991] — Bmce Clark, Music arranged by Andrea Hart. [T] & Rights: Bmce 
Clark. 
The last remaining fribes in a post-apocalyptic world. Search for identity, relationships, 
leadership; exploring the darker side and the need for wars. 
2 acts, flexible setting, 16 songs, 20m 1 If + 3 ttibal chomses. 
[P*] Lowood SHS September 1991 
* § The Legend of King O 'Malley, or, Never say die till a dead horse kicks you. [ 1970] — Libretto by 
Michael Boddy & Robert Ellis, Music by various composers. [T] Angus & Robertson, 1974. 
Re-published Currency, 1987. Rights: Boddy Associates Pty Ltd, P.O.Box 201, Homsby 
2077 
The life of King O'Malley, a North-American Ausfralian, minister for Home Affairs in the 
second Fisher Labor Govt, and again under Billy Hughes in 1915-16. The real issue is 
conscription. 
[P*] NIDA at Jane St, 1970.. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
* #Legends (1986) — John Romeril, with Jennifer Hill & Chris Anastassiades. 
Production workshopped over a six-month period by writers, actors, and students from two 
Victorian High Schools and the Victorian College of the Arts. 
* Lend Me Your Ears. [1992?]— Book by Bmce Clark; Music by Dennis Ankor; Lyrics by Rod Klau. 
Rights: Bmce Clark. 
A school produces Julius Caesar. 
2 acts large cast (26 in Premiere production). 
[P*] Blackboard Inc., at Yeronga HS Auditorium, Sept 30 1992. 
*§ Lennon, McCartney, Mechitabel, and Me [1978] — Bmce Clark, original music by Ruth Bond. 
Rights: Bmce Clark. 
Mostly Lennon/McCartney songs, with a few original numbers. 
[P*] Acacia Ridge SHS, 1978. 
* § Light From Light [1976] — Pattick Power & Isabella Richards. 
Incorporating "songs from the many popular 'religious' musicals of the time". 
[P"*] Acacia Ridge SHS, 1976. 
*§ Light Your World— 
Christian musical, recorded sound frack. 
[P] Nambour Christian College, 1992. 
t § Li'I Abner [1956] — Book by Abe Burrows, music by Gene De Paul. 
Based on the Al Capp comic-sfrip. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
* § Lillian — 
1995?-Kenmore SHS 
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t § The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe 1.— Libretto by Gerald Lamer, Music by John McCabe. 
Rights: Music Sales (Ausfralia). 
Opera, based on the book by C. S. Lewis. 
4 acts, 75 mins, 13 principals (Witch & Lion need adults or frained singers) + choms. 
2 — Adapted by Ken Hill, songs by Brendan Healy. [P*] Newcastle Playhouse, 6/12/1984. 
8 songs, 9ra 5f + children's choms. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
f§Listen To The Wind [\95A] — Music by Vivian Ellis. 
Based on the book by Angela Ainley Jeans. 
2 acts, 8m 1 If [P*] Oxford Playhouse, 15 December 1954, Dir. Peter Hall. 
Emma, Jeremy and Harriet are spirited away to the gypsies by a wicked Butler. They call on 
the winds for help and have adventtires with a Thundercloud and a Sea Witch on their way 
home. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§ The Little Aussie Battler [1988] — Book by John Penny, existing music. 
An anti-hero character has adventures in six different eras from Ausfralian history. 
2 acts, 6 scenes, large cast. 
Received a $3,000 Bicentennial grant for costumes and sets. Revived for the Travelling 
Bicentennial Expo in Toowoomba later in the year. 
[P*] Concordia College, 1988. 
*§A Little Dab 'II Do Ya — Book & Lyrics by Jenny Steele & Lynne Hills, Music by Larry Hills & 
David Steele. Rights: Bushfire. 
Rock 'n' Roll musical. Teenage romance in a '50s setting. 
2 acts, 120 mins, large mixed cast. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f§ Little Mary Sunshine [1959] — Rick Besoyan. [T] French. Rights: Dominie. 
A musical spoof of old-time operettas, set in Old Colorado. 
6m 3f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § The Little Rock 'n' Roll Show — Book by Peter Laurie, Music by Colin Howson. Rights: Peter 
Laurie, 40 Dene Hall Drive, Bishop Auckland, County Durham DL14 6UG, UK. 
A 1950s rock and roll action drama. Rock idol Steve Capitano comes to the rescue when 
Spider and his gang dismpt the school dance. 
[Peepshow resource play, deleted 1994.] 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {10} 
t § Little Shop of Horrors [1982] — Book & Lyrics by Howard Ashman, Music by Alan Menken. 
Based on the screenplay by Charles Griffith. Vocal arrangements by Robert Billig, 
orchesfrations by Robert Merkin, additional arrangements by Michael Gillespie. Rights: 
Dominie. 
A spoof horror-show featuring a man-eating plant named Audrey. 
2 acts, 5m 4f + optional choms + plant which grows. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 26) 
f § The Little Sweep [1949] — Libretto by Eric Crozier, Music by Benjamin Britten. [T] Boosey. 
The opera made in the third act of Let's Make An Opera. The full version mns 130 mins. 
1 act, 60mins, some dialogue, 6m 5f, audience acts as choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* Live at the Trocadero. [1989] — Chris Toogood & Brett Heath; Music by Clarry Evans & Michael 
Lynch. Rights: Clarry Evans. 
A night-club singer becomes involved in a love friangle against a World War II background. 
2 acts, 5m 2f. 
[P*] Rialto Theafre, Brisbane 16 December 1991. 
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* §A Lively Little Peace [1996] — Libretto by Ian Pullar, Music composed in a school workshop by 
Renae Beaumont, Clare Chen, Linda Chen, Rebecca Lee, Deanne Rehani, Yasmin Shaw, 
Alison Smith, Rowena Tate, Melissa Utley & Susan Yates. Arranged by Susan Yates, Linda 
Chen, Alison Smith & Darshini Jacobs. 
During the Napoleonic wars, a group of young French girls are evacuated to Jane Austen-ish 
relatives in England. 
[P*] Ipswich Girls' Grammar (with IGS), 29 March 1996. 
* § The Logan City Story [1984] — P.P. (Pat) Cranney (in collaboration with 15 or so students) 
Community theatte project for students from Woodridge and Kingston SH Schools. 
4 major scenes, 8 songs, 30 characters + 30 walk-ons + crowd. 
[P*] Woodridge Plaza Shopping Cenfre, 29 May 1984. 
* § Lola Montez [1958] — Libretto & additional lyrics by Alan Burke, Lyrics by Peter Benjamin; Music 
by Peter Staimard. [T] Hanger 222, music not included. 
Intemational dancer and courtesan Lola Montez sets gold-mining Ballarat a-buzz. 
2 acts; 10m 6f+ others. [Jan Veacock says staged at Kelvin Grove, late 80s] 
[P*] Union Theafre Repertory Co., Melboume, 1958. 
1988 - Palm Beach-Curmmbin SHS 
* # Love Rides the Rails [1978]— Music by Jeff Thorpe. 
A fraditional melodrama with new music added. 
[P] Port Hacking HS, NSW, 1978. 
* § Ma Baker's Tonic — Libretto by Mary McMahon, Own-choice music. Rights: Peepshow Theatte-
restaurant, photocopiable. 
Gangsters meet the Purity League m a Chicago night-club during the 'Roaring Twenties'. 
6m 8f + several smaller roles. 87 amateur productions 1988-95. 
(Known productions in Queensland schools: 11) 
* Macbeth — Gleim Miller. 
Rock Opera. 
*§ Macbeth: The Rock Opera [1916] —Clarry Evans & Judy Stevens. Rights: Clarry Evans. 
2 acts, cast of 28. 
[P*] La Boite, Brisbane, 1976; Revived Twelfth Night Theatte 1995. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Mad If You Think I Am! — Book and Lyrics by Mary McMahon, Music by Robert Davidson. [T] 
Peepshow [1989?] Rights: Peepshow. 
Hamlet ttansposed to a Godfather setting. New York, 1920s. 
2 acts, 14 scenes, 10 songs, 13m 8f + The Players + Choms. Doubling is possible. 
[P*] North Brisbane Cenfre of Theafre Arts [Wavell SHS], August 1988. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) {19} 
§ The Magic of Stage and Screen — Janelle Lecinski. [Probably a concert] 
[P] West Moreton Anglican, 1995. 
t § The Maid of the Mountains [1916] — Book by Frederic Lonsdale; Lyrics by Harry Graham, Clifford 
Harris and 'Valentine', Music by Harold Fraser-Simson. 
Musical play, 3 acts. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § Mame [1966] — Book by Jerome Lawrence & Robert E. Lee, Lyrics & Music by Jerry Herman. 
Based on the novel & play Aunty Mame by Pafrick Dermis. 
2 acts, 6m 7f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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§ Man of Callan — 
197? - St. Pafrick's Mackay 
*§Man of Steel —UhreUo by Simon Denver, Music by Ian Dorricott. [T] Playlab, 1978, Illusttated by 
Gail Denver. Rights: Peepshow. 
A 'musical spoof about superhero comic-sfrips and their spin-offs. Ausfralia's most-produced 
musical. 
2 acts, 16 scenes, 12 songs, 1 Im 5f + walk-ons + large choms. 
[P"^ ] La Boite, Brisbane, 26 November 1977. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 67) {650+} 
§ Maritana [1845] — William Vincent Wallace. Adapted 90-minute version. 
Ahnost Ausfralian, since Wallace began writing it in Tasmania, but it was fust staged in 
London. 'English' opera, some dialogue. 
[P] Banyo SHS, 1964 
*§ The Matilda Women [1988] — Sue Rider. Various musical sources. [T] Playlab, 1993. 
Explores the lives of 9 historical Ausfralian women. 
90 mins, neufral setting, 22 characters + exttas, designed to be played by 4f 
[P"^ ] La Boite, Brisbane, 10 July 1988. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) 
* §A Matter of Principal — Libretto by Ian Pullar, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
Action, romance and ttagedy at Ellenborough Girls' Grammar School, with the threatened 
cancellation of the School Dance. 
New lyrics to songs from Gilbert & Sullivan. 
[*P] Ipswich Girls Grammar, 1987. 
f § Me And My Girl [1937] — Book by L. Arthur Rose & Douglas Furber, Music by Noel Gay. 
Revised in 1984 by Stephen Fry, with additional songs. 
A Cockney inherits a Dukedom and tries to become a 'gentieman'. 
2 acts, 12 songs, 15m 7f+ choms 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
f § Meet Me In St Louis — Book by Sally Benson, Music & Lyrics by Hugh Martin & Ralph Blane. 
Based on the Kensington Stories by Sally Benson, and the motion picture. 
An uneventful year in the life of the Smith family: nothing happens except that the two eldest 
girls fmd love. Papa decides not to move to New York, and they all go to the 1903 World's 
Fair. Songs include The Trolley Song, The Boy Next Door, and Have Yourself A Merry Little 
Christmas. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Merlyn the Magician [1981] — Mark Snartt and others (?) 
Moral adaptation of Arthurian legend. Morgan Le Fay and a cybernetic Black Knight hatch a 
plot to steal Excalibur. They lure King Arthur to the "Castle Terrabil", but Merlyn's magic 
prevails. Lots of special effects. 
[P"^ ] Isis SHS, 1981. 
f § Merrie England [1902] — Libretto by Basil Hood, Music by Edward German. Revised versions by 
Edward Knoblock (1945) and Dennis Arandel (1960). 
Mayday revels confrast with romantic infrigues among Essex, Raleigh, and Elizabeth I. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* §A Mid-Semester Night's Dream — "two staff members" (possibly Mr M. Turpin, Ms S. Andrews -
music teachers - or Mr D. Allison, English teacher.) 
Musical, "set in a typical Queensland high school. It's school musical time. ... As usual, 
nothing goes exactly to plan." (Coombabah SHS, Cooee, 1987, 35) 
[P"^ ] Coombabah SHS, May 1987. 
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f § The Mikado [1885] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
The heir to the Japanese throne mns away from an arranged marriage. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 37) 
* § Miranda — Carmel Randel 
Musical about a mermaid. 
1979 - Dalby SHS (Yr. 12 course production") 
f § Les Miserables [Paris 1980, London 1985] — Libretto from the French of Alain Boublil, adapted by 
Herbert Kretzmer, Music by Claude-Michel Schonberg. Based on the novel by Victor Hugo. 
2 acts, 18m 4f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie [\91S] — Tony Nicholls. [T] Playlab, 1986. Rights: Funny 
Business. 
Pantomime Melodrama as the beauty-hating Mr Ugg fries to take over the kingdom. 
2 acts. Prologue and 13 sc, 100 mins, 5 songs, 9m 3f + walk-ons + choms. Maxine is a Dame 
role. 
[P*] Tasmanian CAE, Hobart, 1978, revised version Hayman Theafre, Perth, 1980. 
(Known productions in Queensland schools: 2) {6} 
* § Money Talks — Libretto by Jo Denver, Music by Milton Boyle. Rights: Peepshow. 
Money and all it stands for is fried in a farcical courtroom. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 8) {28} 
§ The Months of Maying — 
Short musical play. 
1938-Glennie 
* Mother Goose — Tony Nicholls. Rights: Funny Business. 
Hayman Theafre pantomime. 
110 mins, 5m 4f + flexible choms. 
§ Mother Goose — 
Short pantomime, including Sir Jasper Jabberwock and the villainous bailiffs Bert & Bill. 
1974?-Lockyer SHS 
1975-Ipswich SHS 
* § Move Over, Mr Bigshot — Owen Riley. Rights: Right Now Contemporary Music, Box 5055, 
SCMC, Nambour 4560. 
Christian Musical. A group of media-studies students making a movie about Florence 
Nightingale for a competition. Recorded soundfrack. 
5 scenes, 60 mins, flexible setting, 9 songs, 3m 6f + walk-ons + choms. 
[P*] Nambour Christian College, 1994. 
§ Move Over Mr Noah — 
Musical play 
1975 - St Brendan's (with St Ursula's, Yr. 8) 
* § Murder at The Music Hall [1988]— Libretto by Mary McMahon, Old Time Music Hall songs. 
Rights: Peepshow Theatte-restaurant: not mled out for schools. 
Audience solves the murder-mystery. 98 amateur productions 1988-95. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § Music In the Air [1932] — Libretto by Otto Harbach & Oscar Hammerstem II, Music by Jerome 
Kem. 
A music teacher and his daughter seek fame and romance in Munich. 
2 acts, 7m 4f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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§ The Music Machine — 
Mini-musical. Mr Conductor guides a tour through Agapeland. 
1987 - St. Saviours (all-female) 
1988-Dalby Christian 
f § The Music Man [1957]— Meredith Willson. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
A con-man selling brass bands gets his foot caught in the door. 
2 acts, 1 Im 9f+ walk-ons + choms. Children. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
§ The Music Mountain — 
Mini-musical. Biblical collage including the story of Samson. 
1985 - St. Saviours (all-female). 
f§ My Fair Lady [1956] —Libretto by Alan Jay Lemer, Music by Frederick Loewe. Based on George 
Bemard Shaw's play Pygmalion. {Aust. Professional premiere 1959} 
2 acts, 5m 5f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 10) 
* §My Fair McBeth — Larry Pigram. 
A garbage-man tries to win the hand of a plumber's daughter. Revised lyrics to existing 
music. 
Short (20 mins), 4 scenes, 4 songs, 3m 4f 
[T] Plays of Humour & Suspense, Melboume: Macmillan, 1980. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f§ The Mystery of Edwin Drood [\9^6] — Book, Words and Music by Rupert Hobnes. 
Based on the unfmished Dickens novel, allows the audience to choose the solution and the 
ending they want. 
2 acts, 7m 6f + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Narnia — 
Musical based on C. S. Lewis. Agents: Gravin 
8m 5f+ walk-ons + chomses. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* # The Narrow Road — Matthew Leonard. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
A celebration of HAIKU poetry, through the ttavels of a Japanese master Matsuo Basho. 
80 mins, 3m + musicians, dancers, choms. 
§ Natural High — 
Christian musical. Jenny rejects in the church, but regains her faith when she discovers Jesus. 
Directed by Narelle Martin, music arranged and conducted by David Pohlmann. 
1991 - Emmanuel College. 
* Ned Kelly [1977] — Book &Lyrics by Reg Livermore, Music by Patrick Flynn. 
Rock opera, 5p, choms, rock band and orchesfra. 
Songs "Die Like A Kelly" [V:- Once in a Blue Moon.] 
Scheduled by Centenary Heights SHS, 1997, but not produced. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 0) 
* § Ned Kelly: Man of Iron [1973] — Libretto & Music by Barbara Cohen, arranged by Ian L. Thomas. 
[T] Allans Music, 1977 (Allans Editions No. 1170). 
A sympathetic, oratorio-style rendering of the Kelly legend. 
7 scenes, 45 minutes, 14 songs, 12m 6f+ choms + 6-10 children. 
[P*] Seaford-Carrum High School, Vic, Nov. 1973. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
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f § The New Moon [1927] — Libretto by Oscar Hammerstein II, Frank Mandel & Laurence Schwab, 
Music by Sigmund Romberg. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Politics and romance in New Orieans, 1792. 
2 acts, 8m 3f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § Nightshriek — 
Rock version of Macbeth. 
1992 - St. Paul's (Aust. Premiere) 
* § 1945. Sharon Evers and Brynley Evers. Rights: Sharon Evers, 25 Rowland Tee, Ipswich 4305. 
Romance blooms when an American soldier and an Ausfralian girl meet in Brisbane in 1945. 
3 acts, one interval, 3 settings, 10 songs, 7m lOf + walk-ons + choms. 
[P*] Runcom SHS, July 1993. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
* §No III Feeling [1990] — Book by Mary McMahon, Lyrics by Jane Rothnie, Music by Allan 
Melville. [T] Peepshow 1990. Rights: Peepshow. 
Farcical romance and inttigue in the Hospital of the Sisters of Percy. 
2 acts, 15 scenes, 11 songs, 6m lOf + walk-ons + large choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) {63} 
f§No! No! Nanette [1924, revived 1971]— Book by Otto Harbach & Frank Mandel,, Lyrics by Otto 
Harbach & Irving Caesar, Music by Vincent Youmans. Based on the play His Lady Friends. 
3 acts, 3m 4f + waUc-ons + choms. 
Nanette, the ward of a bible-salesman, discovers life and love. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
§No,No,Noah — 
Mini-musical, [possibly Noah's Ark by Pam Adams, publ. by Child's Play, 1983, for Grade 3 
up] 
1980 - Redeemer Lutheran 
* No Place For A Woman [\996]—Libretto by Lyn Hills, Music by Larry Hills. Rights: Bushfue. 
Letters and documents explore the lives of women in the city and the bush in the 1890s. 
Large mixed cast, chomses, corroboree dancers & bush dance choms. 
* The Odyssey —. Glenn Miller 
Musical for secondary students 
* § Off the Planet — David and Robbie Parkin. Rights: David Parkin, 176 Sydney St., New Farm 4005 
Christian Musical. A space ship lands on the dreaded Dark Planet. 
[P] Nambour Christian College, 1995. 
* § Offbeat ...A Rock 'TV' Roll Rhapsody [1985]— Maurie Mulheron & Peter Varley. [T] Dominie, 
1986. [Libretto and score have "Wrapsody"] Rights: Dominie. 
An unsuccessful band decides to enter the prestigious Songquest. 
2 acts, 13 scenes, 11 songs, 1 Im 6f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 7) {37} 
f § Oh Brother — Book & Lyrics by Donald Driver, Music by Michael Valenti. [T] French USA. 
[Aust. Premiere] Ignatius Park College, 1986. 
§ Oh Jonah! — 
Short musical play. 
1988 - Trinity Luttieran College 
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f§Oh! Oh! Delphine! [1912] — Libretto by G. McLellan, Music by Ivan Caryll. 
Musical Comedy. 
1967-Lockyer SHS 
f§Oh What A Lovely War! [1963] — Joan Littlewood's Theatte Workshop, Charles Chilton & the 
original cast. 
Music Hall Revue presentation of the horrors of World War I. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 15) 
t § Oklahoma! [1943]— Libretto by Oscar Hammerstein II, Music by Richard Rodgers. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Rural romance, and the founding of a new State. {Aust. Professional premiere 1949} 
2 acts, 5m 4f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 24) 
* # Old Mother Hubbard — Tony Nicholls. Rights: Funny Business 
Old Mother Hubbard wants to marry her daughter Polly to the rich but nasty Duke, despite her 
love for poor but worthy Dick. They run off, and are saved by the dog. 
120 mins, 6m 18f + choms. 
§ Ye Olde-time Minstrel Show — 
One-act. Negro songs and spirituals, complete with black-face choms, Mr Interlocuter [sic]; 
Sambo and Bones. [May be compilation] 
1964 - Brisbane Boys' College 
/ § Oliver! [I960] — Libretto & Music by Lionel Bart. 
Based on Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist {Aust. Professional premiere 1961} 
2 acts, 9m 7f + choms. Several children's roles. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 38) 
* § Olympus Rules — J. Whybird, S. Whybird and B. Dittman. Rights: John Whybird. 
Topical comedy based on the opening of Pandora's box among the ancient Greek gods. 
[P"^ ] Chinchilla SHS, 1994. 
*§0n Our Selection [1979] — 
Nimrod Theafre Co. Small cast 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* On The Wallaby. [1982] — Libretto by Nick Enright, Music fraditional. [T] Currency. Rights: Hilary 
Linstead. 
A Port Adelaide family weather the Depression of the 1930s. 
2 acts, 1 Im 4f + large cast (68 in original). [P*] Sydney 1983. 
*§0n With The Show — Jeff Thorpe & Peter Sinclair. 
Rights: Jeff Thorpe, 17 Gannett St, Woorim, Bribie Is., 4507. 
Set in a High School, the production of the school musical raises issues of peer group pressure/ 
identity. 
Scored for 50-piece concert band, or 5-piece and synthesizer. 
[P] Nambour SHS, \9Z5, as Jubilee. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) {8} 
§ Once Aboard The Lugger — 
Comic Opera. Captain MacGregor has ttoubles, including cannibals. 
1930-Slade School 
1963 - Brisbane Boys' College. 
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t § Once Upon A Mattress [1959] — Libretto by George Abbott, Music by Mary Rodgers. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Re-telling the nursery-tale The Princess and the Pea. 
2 acts, 6m 3f, + waLk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Only An Orphan Girl [ 1979] — Book by Helen Nehns, Music added by Jeff Thorpe. 
Jeff Thorpe, 17 Gannett St, Woorim, Bribie Is., 4507. 
An old melodrama script with music and songs added. 
[P] Port Hacking HS, NSW, 1979. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) {10} 
* § Oodnadatta — Harry Williams & Charles Cunning. Rights: OSRIJ 
A musical about a musical. George hopes to escape his TV-addicted family, and becomes 
involved with Sally, the star of a musical, but she double-crosses him and takes the credit for 
his ideas. The lighting crew become characters. 
10m 9f+ choms. 
(Known productions m Queensland: 3) 
* § Open Season — Music and Lyrics by David Billings, Alan Comell, Mark Leehy & Kevin O'Mara, 
Book by Alan Comell. Rights: Bushfue 
A visiting director is trying to stage West Side Story in a small town. 
2 acts, 120 mins, 1 set, large mixed cast. 
[P*] Warrandyte HS. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§ The Originals [1914] — Book and Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
Adventure/melodrama set in Sydney, 1810. 
2 acts, 125 minutes, 4 set changes, 21 principals + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
t § Orpheus In The Underworld [Paris 1858, London 1865] — Book & Lyrics by Phil Park, Music by 
Jacques Offenbach. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
Adapted from the French of Hector Cremieux & Ludovic Halevy. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* Othello: The Rock Show — Libretto by Lynn Hills, Music by Larry Hills. Rights: Bushfire. 
Shakespeare's characters leap into the present, where Othello is a rock star and Desdemona the 
daughter of a record-company executive, on a tour that goes horribly wrong. 
2 acts, 100 mins 1 stylised set, 20 speaking parts, variable choms. 
* § Our Crew's In Down The River [1994] — Libretto by Ian Pullar, Music by Carieen Steele. 
Roaring Twenties comedy with two couples, sfriking workers and a lunatic French Chef 
[P"^ ] Ipswich Girls Grammar (with IGS), 1994. 
t § Paint Your Wagon [1951] — Libretto by Alan Jay Lemer, Music by Frederick Loewe. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Uncouth Gold Rush prospectors buy a wife. {Aust. Professional premiere 1955} 
2 acts, 10m 4f+ waLk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 8) 
t § The Pajama Game [1954] — Book by George Abbott and Richard Bissell, Lyrics and Music by 
Richard Adler & Jerry Ross. Based on Richard Bissell's novel Seven-and-a-half Cents. 
Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
The new manager of a pyjama factory has problems with a female Union leader. 
2 acts, 8m 6f, + waUc-ons + choms. 
(Known productions tn Queensland: 23) 
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f § Papageno — Mozart, arr. Diack. 
Operetta. Simplified version of The Magic Flute. [T] Paterson 
60m, I setting, some dancing, 2m If (can be all sopranos), choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § Patience [1881] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
Poets and Dragoons compete for the love of "milkmaids. A satire on the Aesthetic Movement. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 11) 
* Peace Child—David Woollcombe. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
In the 21" century a young Aussie and a young Soviet Russian persuade world leaders to 
declare peace. A project of the Ausfralian United nations Association. 
150 mins, cast of 20-200. 
[P] Canterbury College Primary, with 3 secondary students added to cast, 1995 
§ Peace of Mind — 
1988 - Rockhampton SHS 
§ Pearl, the Fisher Maiden — 
Operetta/cantata 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Peter Pan [1962] —Book and Music by Bmce George. 
Based on the J. M. Barrie book. [Mary Martin starred in a Jule Styne musical of this name in 
1954] 
(Knowm productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Phantoad of the Opera [ 1991 ]— Toadshow. [T] & Rights: Toadshow. 
A scheme to get the comic-book Phantom to star on Broadway. There are pirates who love 
musical comedy along the way. 
2 acts, 14 scenes, 15 existing songs, 12m 7f 2ch and a talking doll + walk-ons + chomses. 
[P*] Qld Performing Arts Complex, 1991. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Phantom of the Music Hall [ 1995] — Judith Prior. 
Theafre restaurant, own choice music. Rights: Judith Prior. 
The Phantom of the White Chapel Theafre hates pantomimes and the cast have to convince 
him that Cinderella is a melodrama. 
11 principals + optional choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {3} 
* § Pieces of Eight — Ian Dorricott 
Based on Treasure Island, R. L. Stevenson. 
[P*] Yeronga SHS, 1972. 
•" The Pied Piper of Hamelin — Glenn Miller. 
Musical for secondary students 
f § The Pink Lady [1911] — Libretto by Harry Morton, Music by Ivan Caryll. 
Operetta. 
1966-Lockyer SHS 
f § Pippin [1972] — Book by Roger O. Hirson & Stuart Osfrow, Music by Stephen Schwartz. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
The story of Pippin the Short, son of Charlemagne, King of France. 
2 acts, 6m 6f, + walkons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
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*§ Pirates — The Musical [1987] — Book by Lesley Englert, Ann Hogan, Peter Stannard. Music by 
Peter Stannard, Ann Hogan. 
Set in the nineteenth centtuy, Nigel Frobisher "the dashing, debonair, courageous but rather 
foolish hero, is searching the far comers of the world in search of his inheritance" (Bowen 
SHS). The revolting Hortense, her drunken servant Jason, and the pirates are the villains. 
Also Spanish Amanda (the vamp), Georgina (the un-noticed frue-love) and Sam (the faithful, 
clever valet). 
[T] Nambour: Firefly Productions, 1988. 
[P*] Bumside SHS, 1987. Rights: Firefly. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 9) 
f § The Pirates of Penzance [1880] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
An apprentice pirate hopes to lead an honest life. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 60) 
§ Please Sir ... — 
"a musical play", twice described in Magazine as "High School Musical", no support acts 
named. 
1969-Home Hill SHS 
* § Pollies!! - The Ultimate Political Joke. — Book & Lyrics by Simon Denver, Music by Ian Dorricott. 
[T] Peepshow, 1989. Deleted 1995; available but not advertised. Rights: Peepshow. 
Sequel to Smithy!, with Michael Smith going into politics. 
2 acts, 10 scenes, 7 settings, 12 songs, 17m 7f (many are unisex) + choms. 
[P*] Lockyer Disfrict HS, May 1989. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) {27} 
§ Popeye the Sailor Man — 
[P] Gladstone SHS, 1990. 
*§ Pride and Prejudice [ 1990] — Patrick Bamett & Amanda Peterson. [T] Dominie, 1990. Rights: 
Dominie. 
Based on the Jane Austen novel. 
2 acts, 15 sc, 6 settings, 19 songs, 4 dances, 9m 13f (15 with doubling) optional choms, 
dancers. 
[P*] Peninsula Theafre Co., Narrabeen, NSW, July 1990. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {5} 
* § Prince's Pursuit: A Pantomime— Philip Nutt and Jenni Barker; Music & Lyrics Dermis Vaughan. 
[T] Peepshow, 1986. Rights: Peepshow, photocopiable. 
The prince meets fairytale characters as he searches for a wife. 
2 acts. Prologue, 6 sc, 18 songs, 18m 9f singing, 5m 3f non-singing + choms + dancers. 
(Known productions ui Queensland: 3) {61} 
§ The Princess & The Woodcutter — 
1-act costume play with songs. 
1943 - Ipswich Girls Grammar 
f § Princess Chrysanthemum — C. King Proctor 
Short operetta. Joke-Japanese setting, with rivahy between a good and an evil suitor for the 
hand of the Emperor's daughter. Prince Sotry is aided by the delicate fairy Moonbeam, and 
Prince Sosli by a Wizard-Cat, Saucer-Eyes. There is a gloomy Chamberlain, the stem 
Emperor What-for Whi, and chomses of maids in waiting, etc. 
1930-Slade School 
1951 -Somerville 
f § Princess Ida [1884] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
Men invade a Women's University. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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§ Princess Ju Ju — 
1948 - Rockhampton SHS 
§ Puzzles, Pyramids and Power — 
1989 - Rockhampton SHS 
t # Quest— Book by Gordon McGhie, Music by Roderick Lonsdale. Rights: C/- Gordon McGhie, 854 
Raynor Rd, Kelowna, British Columbia, VIW IJA, Canada. 
A modemised version of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. 
[Peepshow resource play, deleted 1993.] {1} 
*§ Racecall— Madonna Stinson and Cath Hickey. 
Theatte-restaurant. Avarice Crone wants to tum the Paradise Health Farm into a car-park, 
while John Grandhope has inherited a horse anagramatically called Levawl, which must win 
the big race to save the farm. [Rather like A Day At The Races] 
[P*] Wavell SHS, 13 March 1992. 
* § Raggedyanne — Jay McKee and Jan Bates. Illusttated by Roslyn Stokes. 
The familiar floppy doll, and boys who break their sister's toys. 
5m 5f+2 boys + choms. [T] Brisbane: Playlab Press, 1979. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
*§ Rat Race —Book and music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
Rats are driven out of their mbbish pile. 
1 act, 85 mins, 1 set, 9 principals + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* # Red Riding Hood — Tony Nicholls. Rights: Funny Business. 
Hayman Theafre Pantomime. 
*§ Reedy River. [1953] — Dick Diamond. Traditional music, various credits. [T] Ausfralian Theafre 
Workshop Series: Heinemarm Educational, 1970. 
Events surrounding the Shearers' Sfrikes in the 1890s. 
3 acts, 12m 3f & choms. (Also published by Currency as 2 acts, 15 m 3f + exfras.) 
[P*] Melboume New Theafre, March 1953. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* Richard the Lionheart — Glenn Miller. 
Musical for secondary students 
* # Riff-Raff: A Rock Musical. [1979] — Libretto by Phil Sumner & Jan McDonald, Music by Greg 
Snedden & Daimy Nash (Men at Work band). [T] Heinemaim, 1980. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
7 scenes, 3m 2f + 4-piece rock band. 
[P*] West Community Theatte and the Year 10 students of Buckley Park High School, 
Essendon. 
* Ring Around the Valley. [1978]—Win Davson. [T] Hanger 422. 
History of Gatton disttict, with 3 songs. 
[P*] Gatton Mercury Theatte witii local schools, 1978, 1988. 
*^i?ix[ 1995] — Bmce Clark. Piano score by Wendy Morris (and Robyn Tank). [T] & Rights: Bmce 
Clark. 
A reworking of Casablanca set in a futuristic world. 
2 acts, 1 main setting, 13 songs, 10m 16f, exfras might be added. Four of the males (including 
the lead) are required to be part of the onstage band, six of the females are roller-skating 
waifresses. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 1995. 
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* Robert & Elizabeth [1964] — Book & Lyrics by Ronald Millar, Music by Ron Grainer. Rights: 
Dominie. 
Based on The Barretts ofWimpole Street by Rudolph Besier. 
18m 9f, + walk-ons + choms. 
* § Robin Hood — Lester Ford, Lindsay Irons & Danny Forward. (Staff & a student at Wynnum SHS) 
Musical. 
[P*] Wynnum SHS, 1984 
1994-Nudgee College 
* § Robin the Hood. — Book by Simon Denver. Own choice of music. Rights: Peepshow Theafre-
restaurant. 
8m 8f with doubling. 92 amateur productions, 1988-95. 
(Known productions in Queensland schools: 9) 
* § Robin the Hood of Green Hill [1994] — [staff members?] 
Satirical musical fransferring the legend to Thursday Island, with Conservationists, Lady 
Bowlers, and a Cinderella pantomime interpolated. 
10m 5f+ large chomses. 
[P*] Thursday Island SHS, 1994. 
f § Robyn & Her Women of Sherwood. Libretto by John Reynolds, Music by Gary Daveme. 
Begins in school, story is flashback dream/fantasy a la Wizard of Oz. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell. 
5 scenes (interval after Scene III), 3 settings, 15 songs, 5m 5f, large chomses of outlaws, 
citizens, heavies (f?), pupils. Robyn Howard becomes Robyn Hood, the Principal becomes the 
Sheriff 
From New Zealand? 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
§ Rock 'N' Roll Hero — 
"A poignant tale of young love and ambition to succeed" (Camp Hill High, Inwurra, 1993, 
n.p.) 
1989 - All Souls (St. Gabriel's) 
1993-Camp Hill SHS (DR Andrea Hill) 
f § Rock Nativity [1974] — Book & Lyrics by David Wood, Music by Tony Hatch & Jackie Trent. [T] 
Weinberger, UK. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
Includes an Evangelist-narrator, Mary, Joseph, Gabriel, Herod, Secretary, 3 Wise men, 3 
shepherds, Simeon, a Roman soldier, the Innkeeper, his wife, 2 spies, a choms and soldiers. 
2 acts, 14m 2f optional choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
§ Rock On (Rock Cantata) — 
[P] Trinity Lutheran College, 1993. 
*§Rock! Rock! Rock! [1977] — Bmce Clark. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
Songs "recmited from the rock 'n' roll era of the Fifties" 
[P*] Acacia Ridge SHS, 1977. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
*§ Rock Your Fella Cinderella —Grant O'Uaia. [T] Playlab Script Library. Rights: Grant O'Hara, 
754 Beams Rd, Aspley 4034. 
[P*] Macgregor SHS, 1995. 
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§ Rockafella — Scott, Oats and Bolam. [Existing music?] 
A modem version of Cinderella, modem dress, the photos show Bobbies, which may or may 
not indicate English origins. One song is "Twentieth Century Kids".{Gympie) 
A quiet teenager (Angela) helped by her fairy godfather (Big Al) succeeds in dating football 
and disco hero Tazz, who's not what he seems. Angela ends up with Burker, the surprise hero. 
Includes a football match, set to a Tina Tumer song. (Bundaberg North) 
1986-Gympie SHS 
1989 - Bundaberg North SHS (as Cinderella Rockafella) 
* # Roger — Peter Harris 
Rock opera for secondary students 
[P*] St. Joseph's College, Mildura, 1976. 
*§Roll 'n' Rock — Book and Music by Cen Fox. 
2 acts, 110 minutes, 1 set, 15 principals + choms. 
A spoof on the invention of rock 'n' roll. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
*§ Rome, Sweet Rome [\9S1] — Book by Simon Denver. Own choice of music. Rights: Peepshow 
Theatte-Restaurant. 82 amateur productions 1989-1995. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
*§ Romeo And Juliet — Book, music & Lyrics by Neil Orchard. Rights: Bushfue. 
Rock Opera, based on Shakespeare but with a happy ending. 
2 acts, 100 mins, large mixed cast. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Romeo & Juliet At The State of Origin — Kerryn Welsh 
A new musical written as an assignment for a Theatte Course, and performed as part of a 
Theafre-restaurant Cabaret night. 
[P*] Downlands College, 1992. 
§ Room 77 — 
A non-existent room on a college campus that only appears when someone has a problem. 
[P] Christian Oufreach College, Toowoomba, 1994. 
* § Rough and Tumbril [1990] — Libretto by Ian Pullar, Music by Daniel Philipe. 
A French revolutionary farce. 
[P*] Ipswich Girls Grammar (witti IGS), 29 March 1990. 
§A Royal Jester, or, A Kingdom for a Laugh — 
Operetta. King Ortensis has usurped the throne of Printania and Sylvanus, the rightful heir, 
has obtained a job as his jester. With help from Puck and the folk of the forest kingdom of 
Hilaria, he regains his throne and marries Princess Sylvania. 
3 acts, 21 songs, 9m 6f + chomses of fairies, elves, courtiers and shepherdesses. 
1950 - St. Augustine's, Caims. 
* § Royal Pomp and Simple Pleasures [ 1987] — Jo Denver. Rights: Peepshow. 
A compilation of Elizabethan music and drama, mixed with original material and comedy. 
[P*] Wavell SHS, 1987, as Pageantry and Simple Pleasures, which was subsequently 
subdivided to create Royal Pomp and Simple Pleasures (Elizabethan) and Black Sin And Red 
Hot Passion (Medieval). 
f§ Ruddigore [1887] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
A family curse forces the Baronet to commit a crime every day, or die. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) 
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* Rum, Riches and Rebels — Peter Cox and Bmce Mumford. Folk music. [T] Salamanca Script 
Library. 
The adventtu-es of Jim Jones as he progresses from the Rocks to Eureka. 
2 acts, large cast. 
f § Salad Days [1954]— Libretto by Dorothy Reynolds & Julian Slade, Music by Julian Slade. 
New university graduates are asked to baby-sit a piano. {Aust. Professional premiere 1957} 
2 acts, 28 characters, 7m 5f (doubling heavily). 
(Known productions in Queensland: 19) 
§ Sah and Light— 
A collection of sketches and vignettes with a Christian message. 
[P] Christian Oufreach College, Toowoomba, 1995. 
§ Sam — 
Mini-musical. The story of the Good Samaritan. 
1986 - St. Saviours (all-female) 
* # Scamper — T. Hugo & D. Wilson. 
Adventures at a High School's weekend camp. 
f § School and Crossbones — Libretto by G. E Hemmings, Music by S. Amold, arr. by Eade. [T] 
Oxford. 
A Gilbertian farce with Eighteenth century music, featuring a lovesick gardener, pirates, 
schoolgirls, and a ferocious headmisttess. 
Short operetta, 2 scenes, 60 mins, 2m 8f + choms. Can be done by all boys or all girls. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § 'Scool Daze — Peter Cox and Bmce Mumford. 
Set in a high school, explores peer pressure, gender roles and the ttansition from conforming 
adolescent to independent adult. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
105 mins, 18m 24f + exttas. 
1995-Kedron SHS 
* Scrooge: A Theatre-piece.[l996] — by Helen Nicholas. Own choice music and carols. Rights: 
Bushfire. 
Adapted from Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol. 
90 mins, large mixed cast including children. 
* §Sean, George, Roger, Tim [1989] — Bmce Clark. Music by Mike Leeman. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
Four high school students head off to rescue the school's sponsored child from a fictitious 
regime. 
2 acts, 12 songs, 7m 7f+chomses. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 30 August 1989. 
* § The Sentimental Bloke [1961] — Book & Lyrics by Nancy Brovra, Albert Arlen, Lloyd Thomson, 
Music by Albert Arlen & Nancy Brown. [T] Angus & Robertson, 1977. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Loosely adapting the C. J. Dermis poems about the not-too-smooth romance between Bill and 
his 'sheila' Doreen in pre-World War One Melboume. 
[P"*] Canberra Repertory Society, 1961. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 9) 
t § Seven Brides for Seven Brothers [1982] — Book by Lawrence Kasha & David Landay, Lyrics by 
Johnny Mercer, Music by Gene de Paul. New songs by Al Kasha & Joel Hirschhom. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
Based on the 1954 MGM fihn and "The Sobbin' Women" by Stephen Vincent Benet. 
2 acts, 7m 7f + walkons + choms. 
(Known productions m Queensland: 2) 
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* Seven Little Australians — John Palmer & Peter Yeldham; Music by David Reeves. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell. 
Based on Ethel Turner's 1894 novel and the 1975 ABC-TV series. 
§ Shade Tree Musician — 
"a light-hearted look at everyday life and the people involved" (Redlands, Harambee, 1992, 
27) 
[P] Redlands College, 1990. 
* Shakespeare — Book & Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
2 acts, 115 mins, 20 principals + choms. 
* § She Drives Me Crazy — Yvonne Broekman 
Cinderella spoof [Not mentioned in school magazine, apparently class-drama exercise only] 
[P*] Maroochydore SHS, 1991?. 
* § Sheer Luck, Holmes [1979] — Libretto by Simon Denver, Music by Ian Dorricott. [T] Peepshow, 
1980. Rights: Peepshow. 
Sherlock Holmes investigates incredible villainy while the bodies pile up around him. 
2 acts, 11 scenes, 12 songs, 25m 14f + choms. Some minor roles are unisex. 
[P"^ ] La Boite, Brisbane, 23 November 1979. 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 49) {166} 
*§ Sheik, Rattle and Roll [1980]— Libretto by Simon Denver, Music by Ian Dorricott. [T] Peepshow, 
1980. 6'^Edition, [Revised High School edition] 1982. Rights: Peepshow. 
The dashing but inept) Prince of Araby tries to reclaim his kingdom. 
2 acts, 14 scenes, 11 songs, 18m 5f+ walk-ons +chomses. 
[P*] LaBoite, Brisbane, 1980. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 46) {225} 
* § Sherwoodstock — Toadshow. [T] & Rights: Toadshow. 
Robin of Oxley is a psychotic veteran of the Asian cmsades who opposes Sir Guy of 
Brisboume's plans to build a shopping Mall in Sherwood Forest and stage a bogus rock 
festival. 
2 acts, 21 scenes, 23 existing songs, 12m 6f principals, 31 other speaking, huge chomses. 
[P*] Qld Performing Arts Complex, 1989? 
(Known productions in Queensland: 9) 
* § The Ship of Fools [ 1974] — Geoffrey Rush and Bille Brown. 
Musical. Bizarre and stylised accoimt of the sinking of the Titanic. 
22 roles. 
1984 - Toowoomba Grammar (all male) 
* Shoot Me Dead Billy — Peter Cox and Bmce Mumford. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
A light-hearted version of the career of Ben Hall, set in Forbes during the 1860s gold msh. 
120 mins, 20+. Suitable for adults or secondary. 
t § Showboat [1927] — Libretto by Oscar Hammerstein II, additional Lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse, 
Music by Jerome Kem. Based on the novel by Edna Ferber. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music 
Racial prejudice, love and show-biz over a fifty year span, starting on the Mississippi in the 
1880s. 
2 acts, 5m 5f + waUc-ons + choms. Some Negro characters and choms. 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 3) 
* Shylock! [1992]— Libretto by Pattick Bamett, Music by Amanda Peterson. [T] Dominie, 1992. 
Rights: Dominie. 
Based on The Merchant of Venice; simplified language, no "ring" sub-plot, modified ending. 
2 acts, 9 scenes, 19 songs, 14m 6f+ choms + dancers (minimum 16) 
[P*] Peninsula Theafre Co., Narrabeen, NSW, March 1992. 
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t # Side By Side By Sondheim [1976] — Music & Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. 
Compilation of exfracts from Sondheim's Broadway works. 
* Silvermine — by Derek Morris and Fiona Lovatt-Davis. 
Westem "hootin', hoUerin' romp". 
[Peepshow Resource play, Dec 1991.] 
* § Sing For St. Ned [ 1960]— Ray Mattiew. 
An "anti-musical" musical satire on the Ned Kelly myth 
[P] Kedron SHS, early 1970s, as part of a compilation about Kelly. 
f § The Singing Door by Doris Lessing. Rights: Gravin Theatte Agency. 
Short, 26 unisex roles. Set in a subterranean future society mled by a dictatorial Board of 
Delegates, where life centtes around the day when the Door will open and let the people see 
the mythic sky. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
f § Singin' In The Rain [1983]— Lyrics by Arthur Freed, Music by Nacio Herb Brown. Adapted from 
the 1952 MGM screenplay by Betty Comden and Adolph Green eulogising the Freed-Brown 
song-writing team. [P*] London Palladium 30/6/83. Rights: MTI. 
A matinee idol has to reinvent himself when talking pictures come along. 
2 acts, 4m 2f, + walkons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Sir Jasper's Revenge. [1976] — Nevil Thurgood. Music Hall songs adapted. [T] Playlab 1984. 
Rights: Nevil Thurgood Theafrical Enterprises. 
Melodrama, sequel to The Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate, two years on. 
2 acts, cast of 12. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* Sittin'Pretty [1988]— John Soden. Rights: John Soden, 16 Kilcohnan St, The Gap 4061. 
Friction in an outback town when the men sfrike, and the women pull a Lysisfrata. 
2 acts, 3 settings, 23 songs, 9m 4f + choms 
[P*] scheduled Brisbane Theafre Company, October 1997, cancelled. 
*# Situations Vacant — Book & Lyrics by Roy Smith, Music by Neil Orchard. Rights: Bushfire. 
Rock musical, examining the fransition from school to employment. 
2 acts, 120 mins, 1 basic set, large mixed cast. 
* Sketches of Harry [1989] — Edwina Toohey. Music from Chris Kempster's The Songs of Henry 
Lawson. [T] & Rights: Edwina Toohey, P.O. Box 104, Ravenshoe 4872. 
Events from the life of Henry Lawson. 
3 acts, 7 songs, various characters, recommended cast 7m 2f 
[P*] Rehearsed readmg, Atherton Performing Arts, September 1988. 
* § Slipperish [ 1990] — Bmce Clark. Music scored and arranged by Ruth Skippen and Andrea Hart. 
Rights: Bmce Clark. 3'''' place in musical comedy category of intemational PATER Awards. 
A reworking of Cinderella in an Ausfralian big-business context. 
2 acts, 18 songs, 24m 16f + chomses. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 5 September 1990. 
f § Smike — Book by Simon May & Clive Bamett, Music & Lyrics by Roger Holman & Simon May. 
Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
Pop musical based on an incident in Nicholas Nickleby: a flashback from a modem school 
begins with class-room clowning in Mr Squeers' Academy at Dotheboys Hall where Nicholas 
befriends the waif Smike. [T] ATV Music. 
2 acts, 7m 3f, + choms, designed to be performed by young people. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 10) 
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*§ Smithy! [1986]— Libretto by Simon Denver, Music by Ian Dorricott. [T] Peepshow, 1986. 8* Ed. 
1996. Rights: Peepshow. 
Michael Smith gets involved in the school's Romeo & Juliet to be near the beautifiil Belinda. 
2 acts, 7 scenes, 1 main setting (school hall), 12 songs, 7m 5f + 7 unisex + large choms. 
[P*] Wavell SHS, 1986 
(Known productions in Queensland: 30) {225} 
§ The Snow Queen — 
Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
1952-St Hilda's 
§ Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs — 
Pantomime 
1970 - Marist College Ashgrove 
1971?-Lockyer SHS 
* Snow White's New York — Grant O'Hara. [T] Playlab Script Library. Rights: Grant O'Hara, 754 
Beams Rd Aspley 4034. 
f § Something's Afoot — Book, Music & Lyrics by James McDonald, David Vos and Robert Geriach. 
Additional music and music consultant Ed Linderman. 
Agatha-Christie spoof as guests in an isolated English countty house are murdered one by one, 
by increasingly oufrageous devices. But "the Butier didn't do it!" 2 acts, 1 set, 6m 4f 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* # Son of Phantom [1993] — written by John Mawson & Rob Smith, Music by Roslyn Jennings. [T] 
(Play on Words), Desktop (no ISBN) Rights: Play on Words. 
The son of the famous Phantom of the Opera buys a theafre in Melboume. Christine is there, 
so is a mthless property developer and a serial killer. 
2 acts, 22 scenes. 11 songs, 18m 7f+ walk-ons + exfras + choms. 77 named characters. 
[P*] Ararat HS, 1993. {8} 
f#The Sorcerer [1877] — Book & Lyrics by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
A love-potion dismpts a peaceflil English village. The fust of the Savoy operas to be staged 
by a school, it was presented at Charterhouse in December 1879. 
t § The Sound of Music [1959] — Book by Howard Lindsay & Russel Crouse, Lyrics by Oscar 
Hammerstein II, Music by Richard Rodgers. Based on Maria von Trapp's The Trapp Family 
Singers. {Aust. Professional premiere 1961} Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
2 acts, 5m 7f, + walk-ons + choms. Children 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 9) 
t § South Pacific [ 1949]— Book by Oscar Hammerstein II and Joshua Logan, Lyrics by Oscar 
Hammerstein II, Music by Richard Rodgers. Rights: Wamer/Chappell & Intersong. 
Based on James L. Michener's Tales of the South Pacific. {Aust. Professional premiere 1953} 
2 acts, 8m 3f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 13) 
* § Southern Lights — Book & lyrics by Ross Allen & Trina Beard. Music by Alan Melville & Miranda 
Myers. [T] Maleny: Peepshow 1988, deleted. 
Making a film about Bert Hinkler, the action shifts between the roaring 20s and modem day. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) {4} 
* §A Space Oddity — J. Whybird, G. Langdon, L. Proudlock and others. Rights: John Whybird. 
[P*] Pittsworth SHS, September 1980. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
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*§Spiff'n'GrowL [1985]— Bmce Clark. Piano score by Ruth Skippen. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
High school romance - one character leaves to get a job, one stays to study. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 1985. 
* § The Spirit ofOz — Natasha Slack-Smith and Janine Roberts. 
A student with assigrunent ttoubles is visited by ghosts of Austtalia past, present and ftiture. 
[P*] West Moreton Anglican College, 1996." 
§ Stargazer — Raynor & Schrader. 
A space odyssey set in a high school called Brentwood High. 
1994-Beenleigh SHS 
f§A Statue For The Mayor — Book and music by Hugo Cole. [T] Novello 
Short comic operetta. 90 mins, 1 scene, 4m 4f, all tteble voices, only females and children in 
choms. A modem farce: characters include the Mayor, town-crier, sailor, 3 market women, 
and chomses of advisors, housewives and children. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Stockade [1971] — Kenneth Cook & Pafricia Cook. Lyrics added to fraditional melodies arranged 
by Michael Caulfield. [T] Penguin Australian Drama 2, 1975. 
A musical drama based on the Eureka confrontation. 
2 acts large cast. [P*] Independent Theafre, Sydney 1971. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Storm in a Teacup — James Buchanan. 
Light-hearted fantasy combining the plot of The Tempest with revised lyrics to tunes from 
South Pacific. Prosperous and his daughter Verandah deal with love. Lords, delinquents and 
hula-girls. Caliban and his cronies want "to push that man right into the sea". Short, written 
for all-male cast. 
[P*] Brisbane Boys' College, 1956. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
§ The Story-Tellin' Man — 
Mini-musical. 
1988 - St. Saviours (all-female) 
f § The Stranger — Libretto by Laurence Swinyard, Music adapted from Schumaim's Album For The 
Young. 
Musical play, 1 act, 35 mins, 8m If, choms. [T] Novello. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* § Streetscape — Script by Tricia Kennedy, Music by the students. 
"original project scripted by Tricia Kennedy and several musical students and composed by the 
Senior Elective Music class", mini-musical 
1995-Lourdes Hill. 
* § Such Is Life — Ian Dorricott. 
Twenty students fmish University equipped for a career, but now have to choose a lifestyle. 
Musical play for high school students. 
[P*] Yeronga SHS, 1974 
f § Sunny [1925] — Libretto by Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein II, Music by Jerome Kem. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Music 
Roaring Twenties. Surmy, Weenie and Marcia eventually end up with the right mates. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Superlibber. [ 1982] — D. Mclnnes & N. Toussaint. 
Feminist superheroes. Huge cast. 
[P*] (Beenleigh SHS?) 1982. 
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* Surprising Old King Cole — by Geoff Maddem, Shirley Sydenham & Celia Meehan. Rights: 
Bushfu-e. 
Musical pantomime. The King's birthday had been forgotten. For young audiences. 
70 mins, 1 set, large mixed cast. 
§ Sweeney Todd Shock and Roll Show — Peter Miller, Randall Lewton. 
[P] Ignatius Park College, 1984. 
§ Sweeney Todd, The Demon Barber of Fleet Street [1979] — Book by Hugh Wheeler, Music & Lyrics 
by Stephen Sondheim. Rights MTI. There are other, earlier, versions. 
2 acts, 7m 2f, + walkons + small choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) 
f§ Sweet Charity [1966] — Book by Neil Simon, Lyrics by Dorothy Fields, Music by Cy Coleman. 
Based on Fellmi's fihn Nights ofCabiria. 
2 acts, 5m 4f + walk-ons + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Synth - The Electric Muse — Music and Lyrics by Ralph Tyrrell, partly group-devised. 
Rock musical. Synth, the god of electric music guides time ttavellers from 1888 (who have 
never heard of electric music) and from 2088 (for whom it is obsolete) on a joumey to 1988. 
Students from 12 Brisbane schools (and Bundaberg SHS) chosen by audition. The largest 
contingent (including 2 leads) were the 18 from Brisbane Girls' Grammar. Directed by David 
Bell. 
75 mins, 20 songs, cast of 83. 
[P*] River Stage, Worid Expo 88, July 1988. 
§ Teen — 
A weekend in the lives of teenagers involved in the production of a musical. A broken heart, a 
disco and a birthday party precede a happy ending for Mary. 
1983-LoganleaSHS 
*§The Tempest [1997] — The Staff & Sttidents of Urangan SHS. Richard Yaxley, Musical Director. 
Adapted by the group from Shakespeare. 
[T] on CD-Rom, Piano vocal score provided by school. 
[P] Urangan SHS, 1997, augmented by exfra performances for charity. 
t§ 1066-AndAll That — 
Loosely based on the book by Sellars & Yeatman. Narrated by the Common Man's Son, 
characters include King John, Henry VIII, and chomses of Roman soldiers. Bathing Belles, 
100 Years War Veterans, Courtiers and Can-can dancers. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
§ Thank Zeus It's Friday! — 
Musical. On Olympus, Zeus is bored, and decides to re-enact the Iliad on the dance-floor of 
the local Disco. Unsuspecting dancers suddenly fmd themselves thmst into the roles of 
Achilles, Paris, Agamemnon, Helen and Hermes. 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 2) 
* Theseus, the Hero of Athens — Book by Kerry Hailstone, Music by David King. 
Musical entertainment for high school students. 
120+ mins, minimum cast of 25. 
[P*] Education Dept of South Austtalia, 1976. 
f§The Three Musketeers [1928] — Book & Lyrics by Clifford Grey and P. G. Wodehouse, Music by 
Rudolf Friml. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
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* The Three Musketeers [1997] — Libretto by Simon Denver, Music by Peter & Tania Merrill. 
120mins, one set, large mixed cast. Separate vocal choir. Rights: Peepshow. 
"Black Adder meets Monty Python" in the court of Louis XIII, loosely based on Dumas. 
* Thunderboh — Music by Bill Gleeson 
Bushranger musical. 
[P*] Tamworth Music Society, 1992? 
* § Ticket to Hitsville — Group devised, some songs by Adam Bartlett, Caroline Woodman, Sandra 
Llabres, N. Toussaint. Producer/Director G. Marais. 
Retelling the Pied Piper legend in terms of the generation gap. The kids of Sharpville rebel by 
idolising a rock group called the Rats, and Ed Piper charms them all into trying to escape the 
town. 
Cast 120+. 
[P*] Beenleigh SHS, 1985 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
* Tilly — Tony Rees, Gary Young, Maureen Ann Moran. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Music. 
Adventures of Sydney's infamous Queen of the brothels. 
* § Time Capsule [1988] — "written from scratch by certain students" 
School Centenary musical. Time ttavellers from 2088 survey a crazy world. Scenes include 
Grandmothers, a restaurant, a Family, and a 60s dance sequence. Existing music? 
[P*] Townsville Grammar, 1988. 
f § The Time Machine — John Duff 
Oratorio, based on H. G. Wells' novel. 
Backing Tape supplied with script, cast of 200. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
t § Tin Pan Ali [1978] — Book & Lyrics by Jeremy James Taylor, Music by David Nield. 
An Arabian Nights tale set in gangster-land. Rights: Wamer/Chappell Weinberger. 
2 acts, 7m 5f, + walkons + choms. 
[P*] Children's Music Theafre at the Edinburgh Festival, 1979. 
[Aust. Premiere] Ignatius Park College, 1981. 
(Known Productions in Queensland: 2) 
§ To See A Miracle — 
Easter musical. 
1990-Dalby Christian 
f § Toad of Toad Hall [1930] — Book by A. A. Mihe, Music by H. Fraser-Simson. Rights: Dominie. 
A play from Kenneth Grahame's Book The Wind in the Willows. 4 acts, 19m lOf + choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 6) 
f § Tom Jones [1907] — Book by Alex M. Thompson & Robert Courtneidge, Lyrics by Chas H. Taylor, 
Music by Edward German. [T] Chappell, 1908. 
Musical, based on Henry Fielding's novel. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
f § Tom Sawyer — Jonathan EUcus, based on Mark Twain. Rights: Novello. 
7 scenes, 60m, 1 Im If singers + 5 non-singing, choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
§ Tom, Tom, The Piper's Son — 
Pantomime. 
1987 - Rockhampton Girls' Grammar 
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* A Touch of Midas — Heather Nimmo. [T] Salamanca Script Library. 
Musical play set in the Kalgoorlie goldfields, dealing with the period 1900-1930. 
60 mins, cast of 25-40. 
* # Toys — Book and Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
Toys come alive on Christmas Eve, determined to warn Santa about humans who misfreat toys. 
2 acts, 100 mins, 1 set, 14 principals + choms. 
f § Treasure Island— Libretto by B. M. Snyder, Music by J. Elkus. Rights: Wamer/Chappell 
Weinberger. 
Based on the novel by R. L. Stevenson, for Boys' Schools. 
5 scenes, 100 mins, 13m + m. choms. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § Trial By Jury [1875] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
Short operetta about a trial for breach of promise of marriage. 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 26) 
* # Trivia — Book and Music by Cen Fox. Rights: Fox Plays. 
An ugly duckling tums out to be a trivia prodigy. Write your own frivia quizzes. 
1 act, 95 mins, 1 set, 18 principals + choms. 
§ The Truth About Cinderella — 
Musical, 24p + choms, modem-ish dress. 
1986 - St Rita's (all-female) 
* Turn Around, Dick! - An Extraordinary Pantomime [ 1996]— Libretto by Mary McMahon, Music by 
Don Woodward. [T] Maverick, 1996. Rights: Peepshow. 
Slightly Austtalianised pantomime, with Dick Whittington, King Rat and a fairy queen. 
2 acts, 10 scenes, 11 songs, 7m lOf + cat (m or f) + walk-ons + choms. Children as rat-choms. 
[P*] Maleny Community Theatte, April 1996. (Don Woodward as Dick) 
* § 'Twas Brillig-A Joumey With Alice [1989] — "written by 3 of our drama teachers" [Mary 
McMahon?] 
Song & Dance show. 20 characters and chomses of pawns, oysters and dancers. 
[P*] BenowaSHS, 1989. 
* §A Two-Part Invention [1966] — Libretto by Barry Brebner, Music by Ian McKinley. 
The school football-hero, Dave, is fiunking and is helped by the smart-girl Vera. They come 
up with a marvellous guitar which plays every kind of music 
[P*] Brisbane SHS, 1966 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 7) 
* § 2061: A Space Idiocy [ 1992]— written by John Mawson & Rob Smith, Music by Roslyn Jennings. 
[T] Play On Words, Desktop, (no ISBN). Rights: Play On Words. 
A starship carries an Earth Princess towards a diplomatic marriage on the planet Zenos. 
2 acts, 11 scenes, 10 songs, 9m 9f, 7 unisex, 9 androids + exttas + choms 
[P*] Ararat HS, 1992. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) {12} 
* § The Ultimate Award — Richard Waters, John Cosgrove. 
Murder at a TV awards night. 
[P*] School of Total Education, 1990. 
t Ulysses — Words by Michael Godfrey, Music by Paul Smith. Rights: Music Sales (Ausfralia). 
Cantata, 20 mins, 5p + choms. "A song-sequence linked by brief narrations". 
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§ Ulysses — 
Zeus and Dame Maia as plot-confrollers. [X] Not the Godfrey/Smith/Music Sales version. 
1988 - Cathedral School of St Anne 
1993 - St. Paul's; Trinity Anglican College 
f§ The Vagabond King [1925] — Libretto by Brian Hooker, Russel Janney & W. H. Post, Music by 
Rudolf Friml. 
Based on the novel If I Were King by J. H. McCarthy. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
* The Valley Beyond— Book, Music & Lyrics by Gavin O'Loghlen. Rights: Bushfu-e. 
Rock Opera, a medieval odyssey. 
1 act, 45 mins, 1 stylised set, variable cast. 
* § The Venetian Twins [1979] — Libretto by Nick Emight, Music by Terence Clarke. [T] Currency, 
December 1996. Rights: Hilary Linstead. 
Based on Goldoni's p\ay 1 gemeli veneziani. 
2 acts 7m 3f 
[P*] Nimrod Theafre Co., 1979, at the Sydney Opera House Drama Theafre. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
*§ Villains [1987]— Maurie Mulheron & Peter Varley. [T] Dominie, 1988. Rights: Dominie. 
When Jasmin and Nigel are cormptly convicted, they do a deal with the Devil. 
2 acts, 13 scenes, flexible setting, 9 songs, 3m 3f sustaining + 23 minor (many unisex) + 
choms. 
[P*] James Meehan HS, 1987 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) {47} 
f § Viva Mexico — Book & Lyrics: Phil Park & Bemard Dunn, Music: adapt. Ronald Hamer. Rights: 
Wamer/Chappell Weinberger.. 
Mexican spoof Zorro and Mendoza fight their revolution against El Presidente, hindered by 
slapstick bandits Pablo and Pepe, but spurred by love of the fair Raquelita. Familiar tunes with 
revised lyrics. 
7m 6f + choms, 5 simple settings.. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 23) 
* § Waggin' It — Book & Lyrics by Roy Smith, Music by Neil Orchard. Rights: Bushfue. 
Rock allegory as mnaway kids in a vast playground resist the lures of the adult world. 
2 acts, 120 mins, fixed scaffolding set, large mixed cast 
(Known productions in Queensland: 1) 
§ Waiters — 
Christian musical, logo is «waiters». 
1995-Mueller College 
* # Waltzing Mathilda (or, The Big Bad Bunyip) — Book by Leo Sturman, Music by Rob Smitti. 
Rights: Leo Sturman, 4 Henley Ave., Wollongong NSW 2500 
[Peepshow Resource play, deleted 1993] {1} 
*§ Waltzing Matilda [1985]— Richard Magoffm and Joyce Wallace. [T] & Rights: Richard Magoffm, 
P.O.Box 123, Kynuna 4823. 
An idiosyncratic account of the origin of the national song, in which Banjo Paterson resolves 
the Shearers' Sfrike and the suicidal shearer Hoffmeister is offered as the swagman of the 
legend. 
3 acts, 11 scenes, 11 fraditional ballads + 8 original songs, 25m 1 Of (doubling possible) + 
chomses 
[P"*] Blackheath & Thomburgh College, Charters Towers, 23 August 1985. 
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* We'll Never Get To Broadway. — Libretto by Bmce Clark; Music by Bmce Clark, Ruth Skippen and 
Ted Edwards. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
Two school teachers who write the school musical every year aspire to the big time. 
2 acts, cast 15. 
[P*] Blackboard Inc., Yeronga HS Auditorium, 22-25 Sept 1993. 
f § West Side Story [1957] — Book by Arthur Laurents, Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim, Music by 
Leonard Bemstein. Rights: Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
New York stteet gangs re-enact the Romeo & Juliet story. {Aust. Professional premiere 1960} 
2 acts, 8m 2f + gang members and their girls. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 16) 
§ Wheels — 
Mini-musical, a series of historical sequences (cavemen, Romans, 1950s, to judge by photos) 
presumably encapsulating the history of the wheel. 
(Knovra productions in Queensland: 2) 
* § Where There's A Will — Tony Paul & Year 11 group. 
"The plot was constmcted by Tony Paul and the whole class helped to write the script and 
songs" (BSHS Magazine 1953, 9) 
Characters include Sir Montague and a Lady Doctor. 
[P*] Brisbane SHS, 1953 
f § Where's Charley? [1948] — Book by George Abbott, Music & Lyrics by Frank Loesser. 
Based on Charley's Aunt by Brandon Thomas. Rights: Wamer/Chappell MTI. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) 
f § White Horse Inn [London 1931 ] — English version by Harry Graham; Music by Ralph Benatsky & 
Robert Stolz. Based on the play Blumenthal und Kadelburg, by Hans Muller. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
§ The Whiz: A Space Odyssey — 
Based on The Wizard ofOz. A girl ttavels in space until she reaches the planet Oz. Along the 
way she collects a brainless time-fraveller, a heartless robot, and a cowardly space-lion. 
[Clearly not TTze Wiz.] 
1993-Dakabin SHS 
* The Wild Colonial Boy. [1957]— Joan Clarke & John Mereditii. Rights: John Meredith. Rose 
Cottage, 146 Thirhnere Way, Thirhnere NSW 2572. 
The life of John Donahoe, fransported to Ausfralia in 1825, and shot as a bushranger in 1830. 
3 acts, 7 scenes, 10 songs, 24m 6f + dancers. 
[P*] Brisbane, 1957 
* A Wink at the Sphinx [1989] — Book by Judith Prior. Own choice of music. [Peepshow Theafre-
restaurant, deleted 1993. Not mled out for schools.] Rights: Judith Prior. 
Harrison Fraud among the Bazaars of Old Cairo. 
9 principals + walk-ons + choms. 12 amateur productions, 1990-1992. 
f § The Wiz [1975] — Book by William F. Brown, Music & Lyrics by Charlie Smalls. 
Rock adaptation of The Wizard ofOz. 
11 principals + walk-ons + choms. Rights: Dominie. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 17) 
t § The Wizard ofOz — (L. Frank Baum) [Various musical versions] 
(Known productions in Queensland: 18) 
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* § Wolfstock [1996]— Libretto by Mary McMahon, Music by Don Woodward. [T] Peepshow, 1996. 
Rights: Peepshow. 
16 year-old Jay is delighted to leam that he is a werewolf, and ttavels to Bavaria for a 
werewolf convention. His friends and parents go along, hoping to see Elvis perform live. 
1950s nostalgia. 
2 acts, 16 scenes, 11 settings, 14 songs, 7m 8f + walk-ons + choms. 
[P*] Deception Bay SHS, 1996. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 3) 
* § Worlds Apart [ 1997] — Jamie Hughes & Danny Donoghue. 
A pop-star goes to Rio in search of love. 
[P] St Edmund's, Ipswich, 1997. Authors are sttidents at the school. 
* Wowie Yowie — by Don McLeod. Rights: Don McLeod, 178 Sutton St, Cootamundra NSW 2590. 
Tme love saves the persecuted monster; Christmas show. 
[Peepshow Resource play, Dec 1991.] 
* § Wurr and Peas [1998] — Bmce Clark 
"In an attempt to escape school locales, this is a venture into Dark CrystallGe\t\c 
legend/pseudo-Tolkien territory, although unfortunately the dialogue came out sounding very 
contemporary" 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 1998 (#15) 
*§ Wuthering [1987] — Bmce Clark. Music by Michael Leeman. Rights: Bmce Clark. 
An update on the Bronte novel. 
[P*] Lowood SHS, 9 September 1987. 
f § The Yeomen of the Guard [\%Z%] — Libretto by W. S. Gilbert, Music by Arthur Sullivan. 
A warder's daughter falls in love with a condemned prisoner in the Tower of London. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 5) 
* § You 'II Never Sail An Odder Sea — Libretto by Ian Pullar, Music by Bemard Lanskey. 
A light-hearted look at the adventures of Odysseus. 
[P*] Ipswich Girls Grammar (with IGS), 20 April 1983. 
f § You 're A Good Man, Charlie Brown [ 1967] — Clark Gesner. 
Based on the Schultz comic-sttip. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
f § Zigger Zagger [1967]— Peter Terson, Music by Colin Farrell. [T] Penguin, 1970. 
The lives and passions of soccer fanatics. 
39 scenes, flexible setting, 34m 6f (many gender flexible) + choms. 
[P*] London, National Youth Theafre, 21 August 1967; West Berlin Intemational Festival, 
1968. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 4) 
* Zilch [1985] — Martin Sharman and cast. 
Rock musical about homelessness. 
[P*] Q Theafre, Penrith, 1985. (Commissioned, writer-in-residence) 
Zurika, the Gypsy Maid — 
Operetta. The King of Kola, Prince Darreall, Jingles the Jester, Dr Globule the court 
physician, Castto King of the Gypsies, Zurika, and Elspeth, the Gypsy woman who knows the 
secret of Zurika's birth. Is it possible that Z is a princess? That would be novel. 
(Known productions in Queensland: 2) 
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Addresses of Publishers and Agents. 
Austtalian Music Cenfre, P.O.Box 49, Broadway NSW 2007. 
Bushfire Press, 1 Ufrecht Court, Donvale, Vic. 3111 (03) 9842 4024 
Bmce Clark, 1 James St, Lowood, Qld, 4311 
Dominie Drama, P.O.Box 33, Brookvale NSW 2100 
Currency Press, P. O. Box 452, Paddington NSW 2021. (02)332 1300 
Fox Plays, P.O.Box 2078, Richmond South, Vic, 3121 (03) 9429 3004 
Clarry Evans 1 Scott St Hawthome 4171 3399 9708 
Firefly Productions (Austtalia), P.O. Box 5215, Sunshine Coast Mail Cenfre, Nambour Qld 4560. 
Funny Business, (Tony Nicholls) 36 Davenport Rd, Booragoon WA 6154. 
Rob Galbraith, 44 Harold St, Ascot Vale, Vic. 3032 
Gravin Theafre Agency, 56 Hyde St, Footscray Vic. 3011. 
Hilary Linstead & Associates, Suite 302, East Towers, 9-13 Bronte Rd, Bondi Junction, 2022. 
Music Sales (Ausfralia), P.O.Box 97, Roseberry, NSW, 2018. (02) 317 5288 
Music Theafre Intemational, 119 West 57^ ^ Sfreet, New York, NY 10022. 
Peter Nahuysen, 32 Alexis St., Aspley 4034. 236 9271. 
Novello & Co., 8 Lower James St, London WIR 3PL, UK. 071-287 5060. 
Maverick Press, Bergann Rd, Maleny 4552. (07) 5494 4007 
Peepshow Productions & Peepshow Press, Bergann Rd, Maleny 4552. (07) 5494 4007 
Play on Words Pty Ltd, P.O.Box 211, Ararat Vic. 3377 
Playlab Inc. & Playlab Press, 109 Edward St, Brisbane Qld 4000. (07) 3236 1396. 
Judith Prior — http://wfw^.bundabergonthe.net/jprior 
The Rodgers & Hammerstein Repertory, 120 East 56* Sfreet, New York, NY 10022 
Salamanca Script Library, Ausfralian Script Cenfre, 77 Salamanca Place, Hobart, Tas. 7004, 
(002) 240 245. 
Nevil Thurgood Theafrical Enterprises, The Croft, 329 Mt. Macedon Rd, Mt. Macedon 3441. 
(054)261 515. 
Warner/Chappell Music, P.O.Box 618. North Sydney 2059. 
Joseph Weinberger, 12 Mortimer St, London WIN 7RD, UK. 580 2827 
John Whybird, 46 Hypatia St., Chinchilla 4413. 
Yackandandah Playscripts, 25 Buena Vista Drive, Montmorency, Vic. 3094 
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APPENDIX 4 
Schools Producing Musicals— All Sources. 
Information conceming 241 schools in Queensland. 
Bracketed figures indicate:- p(average no. of perfs) a (average audience capacit>) c(average cast size) 
Italics = AustraUan musical 
Bold = Premiere production. 
A. B. Paterson College, Arundel 4214. Non-Denominational, Yrs 1-12. Magazine \996. 
1996-The Dracula Spectacular 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1996- Kids at Sea 
1 (OAus) 
Acacia Ridge SHS 4110. 
1976- Light From Light 
\911-Rock! Rock! Rock! 
4 (4Aus) 
1978- Lennon, McCartney, 
Mechitabel and Me 
\919-Flickers 
Albany Creek SHS 4035. 
Every year 1990-95, no titles; 1996- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1 (lAus) 
Alexandra Hills SHS 4161. 
1993-The Wiz 
1 (OAus) 
Hourglass 1987, The Key 1994 
All Hallows, Fortitude Valley 4006. Catholic. ST. Jean Mahoney, Dieuet Devoir 1861-1981. Magazine 
1932-96 {65} 
[All musicals are joint with Terrace unless otherwise specified, # signifies All Hallows' choice.] 
{1898-Athalie (concert)} 
1978-Oliver! 
1979-Charlie Girl# 
1980-Guys and Dolls 
1981-Bye Bye Birdie# 
1982- Oh What A Lovely War; 
-Fiddler on the Roof (all female) 
20 (5Aus) 
1984-Where's Charley? 
1986- How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying 
1987- The Sentimental Blokeit; 
-Anne of Green Gables (all-
female) 
1988-Half A Sixpence 
-Alice (all-female) 
1990-Oliver 
1991- Pride & Prejudiced 
1992-West Side Story 
1993- The Sound of Music# 
1994- His Majesty's Pleasure 
1995-The Boyfriends; 
-Dinkum Assorted (all-female) 
1996- Oh What A Lovely War 
All Souls' School, Charters Towers 4820. Anglican. Merged with St. Gabriel's Girls School in 1973. The 
Phoenix 1925-39, 1948-96. {62} 
1963- HMS Pinafore (St. Gabriel's) 1972- HMS Pinafore 
1964- lolanthe (St. Gabriel's) 
1965- Ruddigore (St. Gabriel's) 
1966- Pirates of Penzance (St. 
Gabriel's) 
14 (2Aus lOG&S) 
1973-Patience 
1977-Pirates of Penzance 
1978-Trial By Jury 
1983-HMS Pinafore 
1984-The Mikado 
1985-Oh What A Lovely War 
\9%%-Pirates: The Musical 
\9%9-Rock 'N'Roll Hero 
1994-Oliver! 
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Anglican Church Grammar School, East Brisbane 4169. Founded 
School. The Viking, 1920-96 {77} 
1954- Rialto, The Town That Would Have A Pageant, by L. Du Garde 
roles", and there was a pianist. 
1961- The Pirates of Penzance 
1962-HMS Pinafore 
1963- lolanthe 
1930-CoxandBox 
1959- The Mikado 
1960-The Gondohers 
1964- Ruddigore 
1965- The Mikado 
1966- Pirates of Penzance 
1967-The Gondoliers 
1968- Yeomen of the Guard 
1969- lolanthe 
35(4Aus, 19G&S) (2.8pll80a63c) 
Aspley SHS 4034. Toora, 1965-82. 
1965-HMS Pinafore 
1967-Pirates of Penzance 
1976- The Boyfriend 
1977-Salad Days 
1978-Half A Sixpence 
1979-White Horse Inn 
18(3Aus2G&S) 
1970-HMS Pinafore 
1971 - Pirates of Penzance 
1972-The Mikado 
1973-Oliver! 
1974-Oklahoma! 
1975-The Gondoliers 
1976-Ruddigore 
1977-La Belle Helene 
1978-No! No! Nanette! 
1980-Princess Ida 
1981- TTze Sentimental Bloke 
1982- 7726 Legend of King 
O'Malley 
{18} 
1980-Guys & Dolls 
1981-My Fair Lady 
1982- Viva Mexico 
1983- Jesus Christ Superstar 
1984-No No Nanette 
1985-Bye Bye Birdie 
1912 as Church of England Grammar 
Peach. "Most ofthe cast had several 
1983- Oh What A Lovely War 
1985- Godspell 
1986- Sheer Luck, Holmes! 
(Somerville) 
1987- Treasure Island 
1988- Coast 
1989- Calamity Jane (St. Aidan's) 
1990-The Wiz (St. Aidan's) 
1991-The Mikado (BGGS) 
1993- Pirates of Penzance (St 
Aidan's) 
1994- Bugsy Malone (BGGS) 
1997-West Side Story (BGGS) 
1986-Salad Days 
1987- Dracula Spectacular 
198S-Man of Steel 
1989-Grease 
1992-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
1993- Beauty & The Beast 
Atherton SHS 4870. Jan Collier & Heather Craft. Atherton State School 1891-1984: Ringing Out the Old. 
Atherton: Atherton SHS, 1984. Barinean \961-1 \, \91 A. {6} 
1966-HMS Pinafore 
1967- The Pirates of Penzance 
1968- The Gondoliers 
1969-Oklahoma! 
1970-The Mikado 
1971-The King and I 
1979-Calamity Jane 
21 (4Aus, 5G&S) (3.7p289a56c) 
1980-Brigadoon 
1981-Salad Days 
1982- The Pirates of Penzance 
1983- South Pacific 
1984- Showboat 
1986-Smike 
1987-Bye Bye Birdie 
Ayr SHS 4807. Ayr State High School 1886-1986, Centenary. 
\9%1-Kidstuff 
\9%1-Bats 
1988-Li'l Abner 
10(5Aus) (2p400a40c) 
Banyo SHS 4014. Est. 1954. 
1960-Barbarina 
1961- Papageno 
1962- Merrie England 
9 (5Aus) 
1989- Joseph & his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1990-Bugsy Malone 
\99\-Smithy! 
1988- Sheer Luck Holmes! 
1989-Calamity Jane 
1990- Viva Mexico 
\99\- Man of Steel 
1992-Salad Days 
1993-Sa/5 
1996- Mad If You Think I Am!. 
1992-Man of Steel 
1993- Little Shop of Horrors 
1994- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
1995- Robyn & Her Women of 
Sherwood 
Magazine///-CrF 1955-64, Warrondi 1992-96 {15} 
1963- Starlight 1992-^ Knight To Remember 
1964- Maritana 1994- Jungle Juice 
1974- Captain Starlight 1996- Jest In The West 
Beaudesert SHS 4285. Separation 1963. Rosemary Falconer & Debbie Jackson, eds., Beaudesert State Higi 
School Silver Jubilee 1963-1988. 
1973-SaladDays 1979-The Boyfriend 1983-Bye Bye Birdie 
1981 -Call Me Madam 1984-Sunny 
5 (OAus) 
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Beenleigh SHS 4207. 
\9%\-Man of Steel 
19S2-Superlibber 
\9%3-Money Talks 
19S4-Man of Steel 
Yearbook \9&3-95. {13} 
1986-Godspell 
19^1-Man of Steel 
—Sheer Luck, Holmes 
\9SS-Smithy! 
1985- Ticket To Hitsville 
16 (13Aus) 
1989-Bugsy Malone 
BenowaSHS 4217. Est. 1980. Clearwater 1897, 1989, 1990. {3} 
1987-Ma Baker's Tonic 1989- 'Twas Brillig - A Journey 
With Alice 
4 (3Aus) 
1990-Pollies!! 
1991- Sheik Rattle and Roll; 
—Bittersweet 
1992-Bats 
1993- Keeper ofthe Cage 
1994-Stargazer 
1990-Dracula Spectacular 
1994-Sherwoodstock 
Biloela SHS 4715. Est. 1962. 
1972- Pirates of Penzance 
1983- Daniel & All That Jazz 
7(5AuslG&S) 
Narina \918-96. {16} 
\9S5- Man of Steel 
1989- Sheer Luck Holmes 
1991-Bats 
1993- Sheik Rattle and Roll 
1995- Phantoad ofthe Opera 
Blackheath & Thomburgh College, Charters Towers 4820. Non-Denominational. 
1936- The Pirates of Penzance 
1944- The Gondoliers 
1945- Yeomen ofthe Guard 
1946- The Mikado 
1963- The Pirates of Penzance 
16(3Aus) (2p457a48c) 
1964-The Mikado 
1965- Captain Starlight 
1966- The Gondoliers 
1968- The Pirates of Penzance 
1974- Brigadoon 
1979-Salad Days 
1983-Calamity Jane 
1984-South Pacific 
1985- Waltzing Matilda 
1993-HMS Pinafore 
1995- Bats. 
PRIMARY MUSICAL: 1967-The Gallant Tailor 
Blackwater SHS 4717. Adamah 1980, 1982, 1985. {3} 
1989- Sheik, Rattle and Roll \99\-E = MC^ 
1990- Sheer Luck, Holmesl 199?- Little Shop of Horrors 
7(5Aus) (2.2p400a?c) 
1997-Smithy! 
1995- Cloudland 
1996- Bugsy Malone. 
Boonah SHS 4310. Separation 1965. Boonah State High School Silver Jubilee 1989. Produced and printed by 
the Silver Jubilee Conunittee. Focus 1979-95. {17} 
1966-The Mikado 
1976- Pirates of Penzance 
1980- Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
lI(0Aus2G&S) (2.6p450a43c) 
1982- Bye Bye Budie 
1983- The Boyfriend 
1984- Pajama Game 
1985- Something's Afoot 
1992- Bugsy Malone 
1993-Calamity Jane 
1994- The Pajama Game 
1996-Oklahoma! 
Bowen SHS 4805. Est. 1928, separation \96\. Iluka, Garlaunna 1961-5, 1967-71, 1977-83, 1985-96. {29} 
1979- Man of Steel 
1980- The Boyfriend 
\98\-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
9 (5Aus) 
1983-Bye Bye Birdie 
\9%?,-Pirates 
1989-Grease 
\990-Bats 
\994-Smithy! 
1996- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
Bray Park SHS 4500. 
1981-Kidstuff 
1 (lAus) 
Bremer SHS 4305. 
1981-Smithy! 
5 (2Aus) 
Est. 1960. Yearbook 1994-5. {3} 
198?-Ipi Tombi 
199?-Godspell 
1994- Little Shop of Horrors 
1996- Phantoad ofthe Opera 
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Brigidine College, Indooroopilly 4068. Catholic. Magazine \994-6. {3} 
1992- King Macbee 1994- Grease (St. Laurence's) 1995- Calamity Jane (St. 
Laurence's) 
3 (lAus) 
Brisbane Boys' College, Toowong 4066. Presbyterian. Founded 1902. 
1931-96 {81} 
1956- Storm in a Teacup 
1959- Storm in a Teacup 
1960-Trial By Jury 
1963- Once Aboard The Lugger 
1966-HMS Pinafore 
1967-Trial By Jury 
— Storm in a Teacup 
1970- Pirates of Penzance 
(Somerville) 
— Trial By Jury (Somerville) 
1971- Tom Jones (Somerville) 
1973- West Side Story (Clayfield 
College) 
1981- Calamity Jane (St Aidan's) 
18 [including 6 one-acters] (3Aus, 8G&S) (3p533a?c) 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1978-South Pacific; 1979-Pirates of Penzance; 
Clayfield Collegian 1916-30, Portal 
1982- Brigadoon (St Aidan's) 
1985- Oklahoma! (St Aidan's) 
1993- Pirates of Penzance 
(Somerville) 
1994- lolanthe (Clayfield) 
1995- The Mikado (Somerville) 
1996- Guys and Dolls (St Aidan's) 
1980- Oliver!; 1981- The Mikado; etc. 
Brisbane Girls Grammar School 
1976- Sweeney Todd (BGS) 
1977- The Boyfriend (all-female) 
1978- Pirates of Penzance (all-
female) 
1979- Toad of Toad Hall (BGS) 
1980-The Wizard of Oz (all-
female) 
1981-The King & I 
1982- Man of Steel (all-female) 
23 (4Aus 3 G&S) 
4000. Non-Denominational. Est. 1875. 
1983-Smike (BGS) 
— Patience (all-female) 
1984- West Side Story (BGS) 
— Synth - The Electric Muse 
1989- Alice In Wonderland (all-
female) 
1990-The Boyfiiend (BGS,) 
—The Lion, The Witch and The 
Wardrobe (all-female) 
Magazine 1924-96. {75} 
1991-The Mikado (ACGS) 
— Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory 
1992- Carrots (with BGS) 
—Peter Pan (BGS) 
1993- Bugsy Malone (BGS) 
1994- The Venetian Twins {BGS) 
—The Matilda Women 
1996-Little Shop of Horrors (BGS) 
1997-West Side Story (ACGS) 
Brisbane Grammar School 4000. Non-Denominational. Est. 1868. Keith Willey: The First Hundred Years: 
The Story of Brisbane Grammar School 1869-1968. Brisbane: Macmillan, 1968. Magazine \912-96. {25} 
1976- Sweeney Todd the Barber 
(BGGS) 
1979- Toad of Toad Hall (BGGS) 
\98\-The Legend of King 
O'Malley {BGGS) 
15 (2Aus) 
1983-Smike (BGGS) 
— The Hobbit (all-male) 
1984-The Wiz (BGGS) 
—West Side Story (BGGS) 
1990- The Boyfriend (BGGS) 
— Treasure Island (all-male) 
1992- Carrots (BGGS) 
— Peter Pan (BGGS) 
1993- Bugsy Malone (BGGS), 
1994- The Venetian Twins (BGGS) 
—A Christmas Carol 
1996-Little Shop of Horrors 
(BGGS) 
Brisbane State High School 4101. 
1951-Ruddigore 
1952-Patience 
1953- Where There's A Will 
1954-HMS Pinafore 
1955- Pirates of Penzance 
1956-The Mikado 
1957-Patience 
1959-HMS Pinafore 
1962- Pirates of Penzance 
1963-HMS Pmafore 
1964- The Gondoliers 
1965- lolanthe 
36 (9Aus 12G&S) 
Browns Plains SHS 4118. 
1994-Grease 
1 (lAus) 
Magazine 1920-40, 1943-48, 1951-53 
1966-/4 Two-Part Invention 
1967-The King and I 
1968-Calamity Jane 
1969- Orpheus in the Underworld 
1970-Brigadoon 
1972-Oliver! 
1973-^ Two-Part Invention 
1974- The Ballad of El Salvadoro 
1975- Oh What A Lovely War 
1976- The Sound of Music 
1977-Toad of Toad Hall 
1978-The Boyfriend 
1955-60, 1962-66, 1968-88. {52} 
1979- Cinderella 
1980-The Wiz 
1981- Jesus Christ Superstar 
\982-Man of Steel 
1983- Godspell 
1984-Kidstuff 
1985-The Mikado 
1987- The Venetian Twins 
1992- Sheer Luck, Holmes! 
1993-Calamity Jane 
1994- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
\995- Leaving 
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Bundaberg North SHS 4670. Est. 1974. Tjuringa 1914-96. {23} 
1978- Oliver! 
1986-Joseph and his Technicolor 
Dreamcoat 
1987-Grease 
\988-Oodnadatta 
\989-Cinderella Rockafella 
\990-Man of Steel 
1991-Pollies a 
1992-Bye Bye Birdie 
\994-Bats 
1991-Wolfstock 
9 (5Aus) 
Bundaberg SHS 4670. Founded 1912. Magazine/Ic?^5?ra, 1961-2; 1982-87, 1989-94. {14} 
1982- West Side Story 1986- Me And My Girl 1990- The Battle ofthe Bands 
1983-Viva Mexico \981-The Originals 1992-Oliver! 
1984- Sheik Rattle & Roll 1988- Captain Starlight 1993- Henry 
1985- The Pajama Game 1989- Smithy 1994- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
(12) (7Aus) 
Bundamba SHS 4304 
1976- Dracula Spectacular 
1979-Ma« of Steel 
7(5Aus) (2.2p567a62c) 
\984-Smithy! 
1988- The Pajama Game 
Burnside SHS, Nambour 4560. Est. 1978. Retrospect 1986-95. {10} 
1983-Electric Cafe 1988-Dragons 
1986-Sheer Luck, Holmes 1989-Thank Zeus It's Friday 
\981-Pirates, the Musical 1991 -Germs 
8 (6Aus) 
Caboolture SHS 4510. Magazine \983,\981-96. {11} 
1983-Guys and Dolls 1989-Oklahoma! 
1987-The Pajama Game 1990-Guys and Dolls 
1988-Dracula Spectacular 1991-Seven Brides for Seven 
Brothers 
9 (lAus) 
\990-Germs 
1977-Rat Race 
\994-Henry 
1994-Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1995-Grease 
\992-Man of Steel 
1993-West Side Story 
1996-Bugsy Malone. 
Cairns SHS 4870. Euroka 1948, 1950, 1952-3, 1956, 1959-63, 1970-90, 1993-4. CAD from 1986. {33} 
\91\-Reedy River 
1972-West Side Story 
1973-Fiddler On The Roof 
1979- You're A Good Man, 
Charlie Brown 
(15)(3Aus) 
1980- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1982-Zigger Zagger 
1983- Man of Steel 
1985-Li'l Abner 
1986-Grease 
1987-Cabaret 
1988-Sweet Charity 
1989-Calamity Jane 
1990-Chicago 
—Robin The Hood 
1993-Grease 
Caloundra Christian College 4551. Baptist (Formerly Christian Conununity School). Est. 1983. Magazine 
1992-6. {5} 
1994- The Matilda Women 1996- Robin The Hood 
(2) (2Aus) 
Caloundra SHS 4551. 
1981 - Sheer Luck, Holmes 
3 (2Aus) 
1989- On With The Show 
Camp Hill SHS 4152. Opened 1956. /«wwrra 1960-4, 1971-96. {31} 
1969-Calamity Jane 
1970-HalfASbcpence 
1971-Bye Bye Birdie 
1975- Joseph and His Technicolor 
Dreamcoat 
1978-Zigger Zagger 
17(8?Aus, IG&S). 
1983- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
1986-Charley Girl 
1987- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1988-Smithy! 
\989-Bats 
1990- The Prince's Pursuit 
1994-Grease 
1991-Godspell 
1992-Electric Cafe 
\993-Rock & Roll Hero 
1994- Pirates of Penzance 
1995- Smike 
1997- Wolfstock 
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Cannon Hill Anglican College 4170. 
1995- The Little Shop of Horrors 
1 (OAus) 
Chrysalis 1994-6. {3} 
Canterbury College, Waterford 4133. Anglican Co-ed. Est. 1987. Canterbury Tales 1990-1. {8} 
1990-The Boyfriend 1991-Calamity Jane 1994-The Little Shop of Horrors 
1991-Man of Steel 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1992- Kids In Space; 1993- Conundrum I Dinosaur; 1995- Peace Child 
4(lAus) 
1992-No III Feeling 
1993-Food for Thought 
1994-Henry 
1996- 2057.- A Space Idiocy. 
Capalaba SHS 4157. Magazine \994-6. {3} 
1982- Sheer Luck, Holmes! 1986- Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
1983- Man of Steel 1987- Bats 
1984- Dracula, Baby 1988- Southern Lights 
1985- The Wiz 1991 - Villains 
12(llAus) (2.5p473a61c) 
Capella SHS 4702. Separation 1989. Highlights 1989-96. {5} 
1989-Double Trouble 1996-.^ow The West Was Warped 
2 (lAus) 
The Cathedral School of St Anne and St James, Mundingburra 4812. St Anne's School est. 1917, 
combined with St James' primary in 1979-80 to create a co-ed Anglican school. The Dawn 1977-1988. {8} 
\985-Money Talks 1988-Ulysses 
2 (lAus) 
Cavendish Road SHS, Holland Park 4121. Est. 1952. Seer 1952-71, Cram 1994-95. {12} 
1964-The Mikado 1965-The Gondoliers 191 \-A Two-Part Invention 
1970-Dido and Aeneas 1994-Henry 
5 (2Aus 2G&S) 
Centenary Heights SHS, Toowoomba 4350. 
199?- Man of Steel 1992- Sheer Luck, Holmes! 
199?-Grease 1993-Ipi Tombi 
1991 - Godspell 1994- Bats 
8 (4Aus) 
Chanel College, Gladstone 4680. Catholic. Magazine 1994, 1995. 
1995- Sheer Luck Holmes 
(l)(lAus) 
1995- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
\991-SheerLuck, Holmes. 
{2} 
Charleville SHS 4470. 
\98\-Man of Steel 
1982- Sheer Luck, Holmes! 
7(6Aus) (?p75a50c) 
Charters Towers SHS 4820. 
1964-The Butterfly Queen 
2(1G&S) 
1985- Sheik Rattle and Roll 
1986-Bats 
1987-Viva Mexico 
1989-Ma Baker's Tonic 
1990-Robin the Hood. 
Est. 1912. Chattors 1960-68, 
1965-TrialByJury 
1976-85. {19} 
Chinchilla SHS 4413. Opened 1955. Vincimus, 1960-13, 1988-94. {15} 
1985- Space Oddity 1988- Advance Australia 
1986- Fabricated Romance Backwards 
1987- Big Time 1989- Sheik. Rattle and Roll 
\990-Man of Steel 
1991- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
12(llAus) (2p550a81c) 
1992-Smithy! 
1993- Bosun Bill & the Herbivores 
1994-Olympus Rules 
1995- Little Shop of Horrors 
1996- Sherwoodstock 
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Christian Outreach College, Mansfield 4122. 
1997- Giants 
1 (lAus) 
Christian Outreach College, Toowoomba 4350. Est. 1982. Yearbook \994-5. {2} 
1993?-Salt and Light 1994-The Big Picttire 1995-Room 77 
—Charlie and the Chocolate 1996- Harry: The Prodigal 
Factory 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1994- We Like Sheep; 1995- Three Wise Men And A Baby 
(5) (lAus) 
Clairvaux Mackiliop College, Mt. Gravatt 4122. Catholic. 
1991-The Boyfriend 
1 (OAus) 
Clayfield College 4011. Presbyterian. 
1973- West Side Story (BBC) 1994- lolanthe (BBC) 
2 (OAus) 
Cleveland SHS 4163. Contempo 1964, 1968, 1970-80, 1984, 1995-6. {16} 
1977-Joseph and his Amazing 1918-Frank Ass 1989-Smithy! 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(3) (2Aus) 
Clontarf Beach SHS 4019. La Lumiere 1991-96. 
1992-The Boyfriend 
1 (OAus) 
Concordia Memorial College, Toowoomba 4350. Lutheran, Co-ed. John Penny. "Cast of Thousands". 
Never In Vain: A History of the first fifty years of Concordia College, Toowoomba, 1946-1996. Compiled by 
R.J. Hauser,. Toowoomba: Concordia College, 1995. 156-65. Concordian \946-96. {51} 
1965-Trial By Jury 
1966- The Little Sweep 
1967- Tom Sawyer 
1968-HMS Pinafore 
1969-The Mikado 
1970- The Pirates of Penzance 
1971-The Gypsy Baron 
1972-The Gondoliers 
1973-lolanthe 
1974- The Mikado 
1975- The Pirates of Penzance 
(33)(lAus, 14G&S) 
1976- The Gypsy Baron 
1977- Calamity Jane 
1978-The Boyfriend 
1979-lolanthe 
1980-HMS Pinafore 
1981-Oklahoma! 
1982-Brigadoon 
1983-The Mikado 
1984- Viva Mexico 
1985- The Pirates of Penzance 
1986- Oklahoma! 
1987- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1988- The Little Aussie Battler 
1989-Bye Bye Birdie 
1990-The Mikado 
1991- Brigadoon 
1992-Free As Air 
1993- The Music Man 
1995-Godspell 
199?-Viva Mexico 
199?- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1997-Pirates of Penzance 
Coolum SHS 4573. 
1990- Bats 
1991-Calamity Jane 
6(lAus) 
Coombabah SHS 4216. Est. 1986. 
1987- A Mid-Semester Night's 
Dream 
6(l?Aus) 
1992- How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying 
1993-Fiddler On The Roof 
Cooee 1986-95. {10} 
1989-Dracula Spectacular 
1991- Little Shop of Horrors 
1994-Grease 
1995- Robyn & Her Women of 
Sherwood 
1993-Bye Bye Birdie 
1994-Guys And Dolls 
1996-Musical, name unknown. 
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Coorparoo SHS 4151 
1983-Bye Bye Birdie 
1987-Carousel 
5 (OAus) 
Est. 1963. Cooee 1965, 1983, 1987-91. {7} 
1988-Grease 
1989-TheWiz; 
1991-The Little Shop of Horrors. 
1983-Bye Bye Birdie 
\985-Bats 
1986-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1988-Smithy! 
\990-Robin The Hood 
Corinda SHS 4075. Est. 1960. A:oo«fl?oo 1960-63, 1973-94. {24} 
1962-Pirates of Penzance 1976-The Pajama Game 
1963-The Mikado 1977-Oklahoma 
1973-Bye Bye Birdie 1979-Calamity Jane 
1975-Brigadoon 1980-South Pacific 
1982-Call Me Madam 
14 (4Aus 2G&S) 
Corpus Christi College, Nundah 4012. Catholic. 
1990-Pirates of Penzance 
1 (OAus) 
Craigslea SHS, West Chermside 4032. Est. 1975. Craigslea State High School 1974-1984. {Commemorati\e 
issue of School Magazine). {1} 
1975-Boy Mozart 1984-The Wiz 
4 (2Aus) 
Dakabin SHS 4503. Update \985-90,\992-95. {10} 
\987-Kidstuff 
1985-Dracula Baby 
1981-Man of Steel 
1988-Bye Bye Birdie 
11 (6Aus) (3p400a57c) 
1989- Ma Baker's Tonic 
1990- The Hound of Music 
1991-Offbeat 
1992- Little Shop of Horrors 
\988-Oodnadatta 
\995-Cloudland 
1993-The Wiz 
1994-Grease 
1995- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
Dalby Christian School 4405. Brethren. Golden Harvest: Dalby Christian School 10^^ Anniversary. DaVoy 
1991. 
1988-The Music Machine 1990-To See A Miracle 
2 (OAus) 
Dalby SHS 4405. Est. 1953. 
1965-The Gondoliers 
1971-Calamity Jane 
1973-SaladDays 
1974-Oklahoma! 
1975-Brigadoon 
1976-Where's Charley? 
1977-South Pacific 
1978-Viva Mexico 
1979-Godspell 
—Miranda 
—1066 And All That 
The Seeker \965-96. {29} 
1980-The Wizard of Oz 
1982-The Boyfriend 
1983-The Flower Dmm Song 
1984-Grease 
\985-On Our Selection 
1986-Guys and Dolls 
— Man of Steel 
1987-Bye Bye Birdie 
1988-CalamityJane 
1989-The Music Man 
— Bats 
1990-Annie 
1991-Little Shop of Horrors 
1992-The Sound of Music 
1993-KissMeKate 
1994-Anything Goes 
1995-Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1996-The King And I 
1997-Oliver! 
1998-Bugsy Malone 
31(3AuslG&S) 
Deception Bay SHS 4508. 
1996- Wolfstock 
1 (lAus) 
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Downlands Sacred Heart College, Toowoomba 4350. Catholic Co-ed. J. F. Mooney MSC, Downlands: The 
First 50 Years, 1931-81. Toowoomba: Downlands College, 1981. Magazine 1948-9, 1955-66, 1968-87, 1992. 
{35} 
1984- Money Talks 1970- Oliver! 
1976- Pirates of Penzance 
1977-HMS Pinafore 
1978- lolanthe 
1980-The Mikado 
1982-Paint Your Wagon 
1983- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
20 (7Aus 4G&S) 
\985-Bats 
1986- How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying 
1981-Smithy! 
199?-Calamity Jane 
1991- Divorce Me Darling 
DysartSHS 4745. Magazine \986-95. {7} 
1987-Annie Get Your Gun 1988-The Boyfriend 
4 (lAus) 
\992-No III Feeling 
—Romeo & Juliet At The State of 
Origin 
1993- Bugsy Malone 
1994- Little Shop of Horrors 
1995- Sherwoodstock 
1996- The Pajama Game 
1997-Me and My Girl 
1989-Bye Bye Birdie 
\990-Pirates 
Emerald SHS 4720. Est. 1969. Silver Jubilee 1969-1994. TVogoa 1963-4, 1968-73, 1983-96. {22} 
\98\-Man of Steel 1986-Calamity Jane 1991-Oliver! 
1984- Dracula Baby 1987- The Wizard of Oz 1992- Sheer Luck, Holmes! 
1985-Bye Bye Birdie 1988-Grease \993-Dragons 
1989- Pippin 1996- A Jungle Phantasy 
11 (5Aus) (3p500a76c) 
Emmanuel College, Carrara 4211. Non-Denominational Co-ed. Magazine \981-92. {6} 
1991-Nattu-al High 1992-Fiddler on the Roof 
2 (OAus) 
Emmaus College, North Rockhampton 4701. Catholic. 
1990- Bye Bye Birdie 1992- How To Succeed hi Business 1993- My Fair Lady 
1991- Camelot Without Really Trying 1994- Singin' In The Ram 
1995-Into The Woods 
6 (OAus) 
Everton Park SHS 4053. Magazine \995-6. {2} 
1980- Sheer Luck, Holmes (Rev. 1989- Sheer Luck Holmes 
Ed. for schools) 
(4) (3Aus) 
\995-Man of Steel 
1996-The Wizard of Oz 
Fairholme College, Toowoomba 4350. Presbyterian. Magazine 1961-3, 1965-8, 1994-95. {9} 
1961-Toad of Toad Hall 
1989-Bugsy Malone (TGS) 
1990-Emie(TGS) 
1992- A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur's Court 
—The Singing Door (TGS) 
1994- Dinkum Assorted (all-
female) 
lO(lAus) 
Ferny Grove SHS 4055. 
\987-Kidstuff 
3 (2Aus) 
1992- Canterbury Riders 
1995- The Little Shop of Horrors 
(TGS) 
—^Namia (Glennie & TGS) 
1996-Grease(TGS) 
1997-Joseph & His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(TGS) 
1993-The Boyfriend 
Gayndah SHS 4625. 
\987-Kidstuff 
(2) (2Aus) 
Giunda 1994, 1996. {2} 
1996- Sheik Rattle & Roll 
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1982- King MacBee and the 
Walking Trees 
Gladstone SHS 4680. Est. 1955. Tonka \955,\963-96. {35} 
1978-Godspell 
1979- Once Upon A Matttess 
\98\-Man of Steel 
1982- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
1984-Kidstuff 
15(8Aus) (2.75p875a71c) 
1985- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1986- Calamity Jane 
\981-Bats 
\988-Smithy! 
1989- Bugsy Malone 
Glenmore SHS, North Rockhampton 4701. 
\996-Phantom ofthe Music Hall 
1 (lAus) 
\984-Rock! Rock! Rock! 
\994-206I: A Space Idiocy 
1990- Popeye the Sailor Man 
1991- The Frankenstein Monster 
Show 
1992- Pirates of Penzance 
1994- Grease 
1995- Offbeat 
1991-Bats 
Glennie Memorial School 4350. Anglican. Est. 1910. Christine Henderson, ^ Work of Faith: A History of 
the Glennie Memorial School, Toowoomba, 1901-1981. Toowoomba, 1983. Glennie Gazette 1935-96. {62} 
1935-The Sfranger 
1938- The Months of Maying 
1971-The Mikado (TGS) 
1972-lolanthe (TGS) 
1973- Pirates of Penzance (TGS) 
1974-HMS Pinafore 
—Trial By Jury (TGS) 
1979- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(TGS) 
1980-Man of Steel (TGS) 
29 (2Aus 7G&S) (3.7p280a55.5c) 
1983- Salad Days (all-female) 
1984- Free As Air (all-female) 
1985- Annie (all-female) 
1986-Trial By Jury 
—Alice in Wonderland (all-female) 
1987- Calamity Jane (all-female) 
—Bye Bye Birdie (TGS) 
1988- The Boyfriend (all- female) 
—Oh What A Lovely War (TGS) 
1989-Irene (all-female) 
—On Our Selection (TGS) 
1990- Once Upon A Matfress 
1991-Mame (TGS) 
1992- Anything Goes 
1993- Anne of Green Gables 
1994- Meet Me In St Louis (all-
female) 
—The Ghost of Canterville Hall 
(TGS) 
1995- Kiss Me Kate (all-female) 
—Namia (TGS & Fairholme) 
1996-The Wizard of Oz 
1997-Patience. 
Gympie State High School 4570. Est. 1912.. Julie French "Exfra-Curricular Activities" G>^ w/?/e 5tore/7zg/j 
School: An Historical Analysis, 1912-1982. Gen. Ed. Joe Eshuys. Gympie: Gympie SHS, 1982. 83-88. 
Gympie Gold 1939, 1941, 1953-60, 1962-5, 1967, 1971-96 {41} 
1986-Rockafella 
1988- Pirates of Penzance 
1989- King Macbee and the 
Walking Trees 
1990- Jesus Christ Superstar 
1996- Instead of Falling 
1934-HMS Pinafore 
1935- The Mikado 
1936- The Pirates of Penzance 
\912- Childhead's Doll 
1913-Fair is Foul 
1975- Calamity Jane 
16(7Aus4G&S) 
1978-The Hobbit 
1980-A/a«o/5'/ee/ 
1982- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1983-Fair is Foul 
1985- Dracula Spectacula 
Harristown SHS, Toowoomba 
1962- Trial By Jury 
1963- Pirates of Penzance 
1964-HMS Pinafore 
1965- lolanthe 
1966-The Mikado 
1967-Trial By Jury 
1976- Jack and the Beanstalk 
1977-The Wizard of Oz 
1978- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(24) (7Aus 7G&S) 
4350. Est. 1955. Magazine Crescam 
\919-Man of Steel 
1980- School and Crossbones 
1981 - Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1982-The Boyfriend 
1983-Bye Bye Birdie 
1984- Helen Come Home 
198?- Tom Sawyer 
1989- King MacBee and the 
Walking Trees 
1955-96. {42} 
1990- Something's Afoot 
1991- Villains 
1992- The Venetian Twins 
1993- Pirates of Penzance 
1994- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1995- Robyn and Her Women of 
Sherwood 
1996- Grease 
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Heatley SHS, Townsville 4814. 
1991-The Hobbit 
1 (OAus) 
Helensvale SHS 4210. Discovery \990-96. {7} 
1991 - Ma Baker's Tonic 1992- The Wiz 
4(lAus) (4.25p213a?c) 
1994-Grease 
1996-Calamity Jane 
Hervey Bay SHS 4655. Mark Thomson. "The Smell of the Greasepaint, the Roar of the Crowd: Hervey Bay 
State High School Musicals", Silver Jubilee 1964-1989, 4pp, n.p. 
\968-A Two-Part Invention \984-Sheer Luck, Holmes 1988-Dazzle 
1980-The Boyfriend 1985-Man of Steel 1993-Henry 
1982- Sheik Rattle & Roll 1986-Bats 1995- Jungle Fantasy 
1987- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 1996- Gumshoe 
11 (9Aus) 
Hillbrook Anglican School, Enoggera 4051. Est. 1986. 
1990 Bugsy Malone 1991 - Wheels 
Newsletter 1991-96. {6} 
1992- The Kelly Dance 
1995 Sherwoodstock 
4(2Aus) (3.5p500a88c) 
Holland Park SHS 4121. 
1991-Bugsy Malone 
1 (OAus) 
Est. 1971. Gymnastics CAD; Magoz/we 1976, 1991-96. {7} 
Home Hill SHS 4806. Est. 1964. 
1969-Please Sir 
4 (lAus) 
Corona \964-96. {33} 
1970-Half A Sixpence 
Ignatius Park College 4810. Catholic. 
1975- Captain Noah and his 
Floating Zoo 
1976- Smike 
1977- Crusade 
1978-Rock Nativity 
1979- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1980-Viva Mexico 
1981-Tin Pan Ah 
21 (5Aus) (2.7p921a75c) 
1982-Pippin 
1983- Dazzle 
1984- Sweeney Todd Shock and 
Roll Show 
1985- How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying 
1986-Oh Brother 
1987- Little Mary Sunshine (St 
Margaret Mary) 
1973-Oliver 
1975-^ Two-Part Invention 
1988- The Sentimental Bloke (St 
Margaret Mary) 
1989- Godspell (St Margaret Mary) 
1990- The Dracula Spectacula (St 
Margaret Mary) 
1992-Viva Mexico 
1993- Last Picture[7] 
1994- Oliver! (St Margaret Mary) 
1995- Lecrving 
1996- The Desert Song (St 
Margaret Mary) 
Immanuel Lutheran College, Maroochydore 4558. Image 1995-6. {2} 
198?- Kidstuff 1993- Sheer Luck Holmes! 1995- Henry 
3 (3Aus) 
InalaSHS 4077. Est. 1962. 
\980-Rock! Rock! Rock! 
\98l-Man of Steel 
7 (3Aus) 
Indooroopilly SHS 4068. 
\992- Sherwoodstock 
2 (lAus) 
Magazine \984-93. Amalgamated with Richlands SHS. {9} 
1982-Dracula Baby 1984-Grease 
1983-Viva Mexico 1985-Bye Bye Birdie 
1991-Dracula Spectacular 
Magazine 1963-66, 1970-72. 
1993-Grease 
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Ingham SHS 4850. Est. 1952. Pharus \96\-96. {36} 
1975-The Boyfriend 
1976-South Pacific 
1977-Calamity Jane 
1978-SaladDays 
1979-Viva Mexico 
17 (4Aus) 
1980-Oklahoma! 
—Wizard of Oz 
1981-The Sound of Music 
1982-Annie Get Your Gun 
\984-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1985-Bye Bye Birdie 
InnisfailSHS 4860. Silver Jubilee Magazine, 1979. 
1979- Oklahoma! 1992- Mad If You Think I Am! 
4 (3Aus) 
lona College, Lindum 4178. Catholic. Ionian 1994-6. 
1974-Gondoliers 1983-Oliver 
1975- HMS Pinafore 1984- Smike 
\985-Ned Kelly 
7(lAus, 2G&S); (3p436a46c) 
Ipswich Girl's Grammar School 4305. Non-Denominational. Est. 1891. 
{70} 
1943- The Princess & The 
Woodcutter 
1968- School & Crossbones 
1977- Captain Noah and his 
Floating Zoo 
1979- A Christinas Carol 
13 (7Aus) 
Ipswich Grammar School 4305. 
\988-Bats 
—The Boyfriend (St. Aidan's) 
6 (3Aus) 
1982- Sheer Luck Holmes (IGS) 
1983- You 'II Never Sail an Odder 
Sea (IGS) 
1987- A Matter of Principal (all-
female) 
1988- Hiawatha's Wedding Feast 
(all-female) 
\986-The Sentimental Bloke 
1987-The Pajama Game 
1988- Captain Phillip Returns 
1991-Bugsy Malone 
1993-Annie 
1995-Cloudland 
1993- Ma Baker's Tonic 
\994- Best Picture 
1987- Calamity Jane 
1988- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
Magazine 1912, 1927-9, 1931-96. 
1990- Rough and Tumbril (IGS) 
\992-A Grim Pharaoh Tale {\GS) 
1993- Paint Your Wagon (IGS) 
1994- Our Crew's In Down The 
River (IGS) 
1996- A Lively Little Peace (IGS) 
Non-Denominational. Est. 1863. Magazine \9\\-96. {86} 
1991-Guys and Dolls (IGGS) 1995- Sheik, Rattle & Roll (IGGS) 
1993- Paint Your Wagon (IGGS) 1996- A Lively Little Peace (IGGS 
Ipswich SHS 4305. Technical High School from 1891? First Junior class 1923, separated from Tech in 1963 
and moved to Brassall premises. Magazine 1961-3, 1966, 1975-78, 1982-96. {23} 
1963- Patience 
1966- Pirates of Penzance 
1975-Mother Goose 
1976- Annie Get Your Gun 
1977-Bye Bye Birdie 
15 (5Aus 2G&S) (?p855a95c) 
197?- The Boyfriend 
197?-Salad Days 
1978- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
\983-Man of Steel 
\984-Bats 
\987-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
1986-Dazzle 
1988-Grease 
1994- Offbeat 
1996-Smithy!! 
Isis District SHS, Childers 4660. (Previously Childers State and High School, separated 1961) Isis 1954-57, 
1961-65, 1969, 1973-96. {34} 
1974-Cinderella: A Fracttired 
Fairytale 
1978- Godspell 
1979- Man of Steel 
11 (5Aus) (3p400a59c) 
1980- The Ballad of Tom Drayton 
1981 - Merlyn the Magician 
1987- Oh, What A Lovely War! 
1988- Bats 
1990- Rome Sweet Rome 
1991-The Boyfiiend 
1992- The Little Shop of Horrors 
1994- Grease 
James Nash SHS, Gympie 4570. focw5 1990-92, 1994-96. {6} 
1991 -Calamity Jane 1996- Instead of Falling 
2(lAus) 
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John Paul College, Daisy Hill 4127. Ecumenical. Est. 1982. 'Noel Qukke The Wind Beneath Their Wings: 
John Paul College 1982-1992. Magazine \992-6. {5} 
1992- Joseph and the Amazing 1994- Guys and Dolls 1995- Matilda Women 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 1997- Jesus Christ Superstar 
4 (lAus) 
Kawana Waters SHS 4575. 
1990-BigAl 
1 (OAus) 
Evolution 1990-96. {4} 
Kedron SHS 4031. Est. 1956. Nordekl958, 1983-96. {15} 
197?- Sing For St Ned 1984- The King & I 
1981?- Annie Get Your Gun 1985 
1982?-Kiss Me Kate 1986 
1983- The Sound of Music 1987 
12(4Aus) 
Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
Viva Mexico 
Sheer Luck, Holmes 
Keebra Park SHS, Southport 4215. 
1976-Trial By Jury 
2(lAus IG&S) 
Magazine 1984-6. 
\984-Man of Steel 
{3} 
Kelvin Grove SHS 4059. CAD. Adsidera 1968-80. {13} 
1969-Tom Jones 
1970-The Gypsy Baron 
1971-The Bells Are Ringing 
1972-New Moon 
14 (2Aus) 
1973- The White Horse hm 
1974-South Pacific 
1976-Oklahoma! 
1977-Half A Sixpence 
1978-Flower Drum Song 
1990- The Boyfriend 
1991-Salad Days 
1993- The Pajama Game 
1995- 'Scool Daze 
1979-Finian's Rainbow 
1980-Sunny 
1992- Lachlan Shearers 
1993-Oliveri 
1994-Cloudland 
Kenmore SHS 4069. 
199?-5z7ge 
5 (5Aus) 
1997- Burger Brain 
199?- Open Season 
Kepnock SHS, Bundaberg 4670. Magazine 1994-95. {2} 
198?- Kidstuff 1995-Dracula Spectacula 
2 (lAus) 
KilcoySHS 4515. /:a/e/^o5co/7e 1985, 1991-96. {7} 
1995-Bats \996-Smithy 
2 (2Aus) 
Kingaroy SHS 4610. M2gaz/«e 1959-63. 
1993-Oliver! 
1 (OAus) 
Kingston SHS 4114. Magazine 1911-84. {8} 
\982-Man of Steel \983-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
3 (3Aus) 
1997-Lillian 
1994-1945 
1984- Logan City Story 
Kooralbyn International School 4285. Non-Denominational. Est. 1985. Magaz/>?e 1985, 1988, 1990-95. 
{8} 
1990-Pirates: the Musical 1992-Joseph and His Amazing 1994-The Lion, The Witch and The 
Technicolor Dreamcoat Wardrobe 
3 (lAus) 
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Laidley SHS 4341. Est. 1985. Magazine 1985, 1987, 1989-96. {10} 
1985-Calamity Jane 1989-The Wizard of Oz 
1981-Sheer Luck Holmes — Ma Baker's Tonic 
1988-Bats 1990-Abracadaver 
10(8Aus) 
1991 -Sherwoodstock 
1992- Hound of Music 
1993- Murder at the Music Hall 
1996-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
Lockyer District SHS, Gatton 4343. Est. 1961. D.B.Thompson "Productions - 25 Years". A Quarter 
Century with Hard Work and Excellence: A Short History of Secondary Education at Lockyer District State 
High School. Gatton, 1986. 88-91. 
1964-Trial By Jury 
1965-The Gypsy Baron 
1966-The Pink Lady 
1967-Oh! Oh! Delphine/ 
1968-HongKong 
1969-HMS Pinafore 
1970- Jack and the Beanstalk 
1971?-Where's Charley? 
—Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs 
1972?-Calamity Jane 
—The Gypsy Baron 
34 (8Aus 2G&S) 
1973?-White Horse Inn 
—A Two-Part Invention 
1974?-Mother Goose 
1975- Jack and the Beanstalk 
1976-Zigger Zagger 
—Cinderella 
—Charlie Girl 
1977-Half a Sixpence 
1978-The Boyfiiend 
\919-Man of Steel 
1980-CalamityJane 
1982-Bye Bye Birdie 
1983-Sheer Luck Holmes 
1984-Money Talks 
1985-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
1986-The Boyfiiend 
— Raggedy Anne 
1989-Pollies!! 
1991- Showboat 
1992- Little Shop of Horrors 
1993- Money Talks 
1994- Joseph and The Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1995-Grease 
LoganleaSHS 4131. Est. 1980. Magaz/«e 1983-96. {14} 
1982-The Briery Bush 1984-The Wizard of Oz 
1983-Teen 1985-"Wonderfiil"? 
6 (2?Aus) 
1986-Alice 
1981-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
Longreach SHS 4730. 
199\-Bats 
1 (lAus) 
The Westerner 1961, 1965, 1981-84, 1991-96. {12} 
Loreto College, Coorparoo 4151. 
1967-HMS Pinafore 
1973-The Gondoliers 
1974-Pirates of Penzance 
8 (OAus 3G&S) 
Catholic. All joint with Villanova. 
1976-The Boyfiiend 
1978-West Side Story 
1992-Bye Bye Birdie 
1994-Fiddler on the Roof 
1996-How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying 
Lourdes Hill College, Hawthorne 4171. Catholic. Est. 1916. The Lourdanian 1993-96. {4} 
1993-Annie (all-female) 1995- Streetscape (all-female) 1996- A Girl's Life (all-female) 
3 (2Aus) 
Lowood SHS 4311. School opened 1983. 
1984- King Macbee and the 1988- The First Fleets 
Walking Trees 1989- Sean, George, Roger, Tim 
1985- Spiff 'n' Growl 1990- Slipperish 
1986- Elizabeth the Second 1991- The Legend of Bilge 
1987- Wuthering 1992- Homework 
15(15Aus) (4p300a53c) 
1993-His and Hers 
1994- The Garden ofAidan 
1995-Rix 
1996-Curses! 
1991-Click! 
1998- Wurr and Peas 
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Mabel Park SHS 4114. 
1987- Man of Steel 1990- The Pajama Game 1994- Grease 
1988- Bye Bye Birdie 1992- Joseph and his Amazing 1996- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
1989- Calamity Jane Technicolor Dreamcoat 
7(2Aus) (4p200a40c) 
Macgregor SHS, Upper Mt. Gravatt 4122. CAD (Centte for Artistic Development) course. Gregalach 1994-
95. {2} 
1984- West Side Story 1987- The Lion, Witch and 1991 - Alice In Wonderiand 
1985-The Wiz Wardrobe 1993-You're a Good Man, Charlie 
1986-Oklahoma! 1989-Chicago Brown 
1987- Bugsy Malone 1990- Joseph and his Amazing 1995- Rock Your Fella, Cinderella 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 1996- The Pajama Game 
ll(lAus) (3.3p436a77c) 
Mackay North SHS 4740. Est. 1964. Philip Newton 25 Years at Mackay North State High: Historical 
Background 1964-89. Mackay, 1989. 
1967- The Boyfriend 1980-Half A Sbcpence 1986-The Hobbit 
1968-CalamityJane 1981-Bye Bye Birdie 1987-The Boyfriend 
1976-The Boyfiiend 1982-Smike 1988-Bye Bye Birdie 
1977- Salad Days 1983-Calamity Jane 1989-South Pacific. 
1979-Joseph and his Amazing 1984-The Wiz 1992- West Side Story 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 1985-Grease 1993-The Sound of Music 
17 (OAus) 
Mackay SHS 4740. Est. 1912, separated 1962. Pam Tindall, ed. Mackay State High School 75^^ Jubilee 
1912-1987. [Mackay: SHS, 1987]. Pioneer 1960-95. 
1960-Trial By Jury 1981-Boyfiiend (potted) 1988-The Wizard of Oz 
1961-HMS Pinafore 1982-The Pajama Game 1993-Romeo and Juliet 
1962-The Mikado 1984- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 1994-Bugsy Malone 
1964- Trial By Jury 1985- King Macbee & the Walking 
Trees 
11 (3Aus 4G&S) 
MalandaSHS 4885. Weerimba 1961, 1963. 
1993 - Sheer Luck Holmes 1992- Smithy!! 
2 (2Aus) 
Maleny SHS 4552. Est. 1954, separated 1987. Boondarra 1960-82, Obi Run 1987-96. {18} 
1988-Man of Steel 1989-Grease 1990-Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
3 (lAus) 
Mansfield SHS 4122. Namalata 1974-5. 
1989- Furtive Fortunes of Fickle 1993- Henry 1994- The Wiz 
Fate 
(3) (2Aus) 
Mareeba SHS 4880. Est. 1949, separated 1960. F. M. McGrath, compiler. Mareeba State High School Silver 
Jubilee 1960-1984. [Mareeba: SHS, 1984]. 5c/zo/a 1960-1996. {37} 
1964-Calamity Jane 1981 -Man of Steel 1991 -Annie Get Your Gun 
1969-Calamity Jane 1982- Sheik Rattle and Roll 1992-Wizard of Oz 
1970-The Boyfriend \984-Bats \993-Smithy! 
1971-Sunny 1988-Dracula Spectacular 1995-Cloudland 
1980-The Boyfriend 1990-Bye Bye Birdie 1996-Fiddler on the Roof 
15(5Aus) 
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Marist College, Ashgrove 4060. Catholic. Est. 1939. Mark Farrelly. Canvas of Dreams: A History of Marist 
College Ashgrove, to 1990. Ashgrove: Marist Brothers, 1990. Blue And Gold \94\,\946,\96\,\963-96. {37} 
1985- Oliver! (Sttiarthohne) 1992- Little Shop of Horrors 
1986-Annie (Stuarthokne) (Stuarthohne) 
1988- Bugsy Malone (Stuarttiohne) 1995- Fiddler on The Roof (Mt. St 
1989- Oh What A Lovely War Michael's) 
1990- Godspell (Sttiarthohne) 1997- Guys & Dolls (Mt. St 
1991- Sweeney Todd (all-male) Michael's) 
1970- Snow White & the Seven 
Dwarfs 
1984- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat (Mt. 
St Michael's) 
11 (OAus) 
Maroochydore SHS 4558. Magazine \918-96. {19} 
1982- Sheer Luck Holmes 1989-Bye Bye Birdie 
\983-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 1990-Dragons 
\986-Bats 199\-Offbeat 
1988-Dinkum Poppies —She Drives Me Crazy 
12 (9Aus) 
1992-Little Shop of Horrors 
—Robin the Hood 
\993-Bats 
1994-Dazzle 
Marsden SHS 4133. 
1993- The Pajama Game 
2(lAus) 
1995- Good Vibes 
Maryborough SHS 4650. Boys' and Girls' Grammar Schools taken over by the state in 1936 to become Boys' 
High School and Gu-ls High School which amalgamate in 1974. Palma 1973-95. {23} 
1974- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1975- Oliver/ 
— Black Sunshine 
1976-Godspell 
— Ipi Tombi 
16(7Aus) 
1977-Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1919-Man of Steel 
1980-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1982-Bye Bye Birdie 
1983-The Hobbit 
\985-Kidstuff 
1986-Prince 's Pursuit 
1981-Fogies 
1991-Bugsy Malone 
\993-Oodnadatta 
1995-Little Shop of Horrors. 
Marymount College, Burleigh Heads 4220 
Presentation of Marymount, Burleigh Heads. 
1995-Little Shop of Horrors 
1 (OAus) 
Catholic Co-ed. Est. 1968. This Is Marymount: A Pictorial 
1967-1974. Yearbook 1981-96. {10} 
Matthew Flinders Anglican College, Buderim 4556. 
1992- Oh, What A Lovely War 1993- Dracula Spectacular 
4 (OAus) 
1995- Little Shop of Horrors 
1996-Godspell 
Merrimac SHS 4226. Est. 1979. 
1981- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
7 (5Aus) 
Mitchelton SHS 4053. 
1966- Brigadoon 
1967-Desert Song 
8 (lAus) 
Phoenix 1979-96. {15} 
\982-Man of Steel 
1983-Calamity Jane 
1984-Sheik Rattle & Roll 
Googoorewon 1966-75. {10} 
1968- Pajama Game 
1973-Jonah-Man Jazz 
— Brigadoon 
1989-Smithy 
\990-MaBaker's Tonic 
\99\-Offbeat 
1974-Calamity Jane 
1975-The Boyfriend 
1919-Bitu-Man 
Moranbah SHS 4744. 
1988-Grease 
1989-Bye Bye Birdie 
6(3Aus?) (3p467a?c) 
Magazine 1995-96. 
1990-Bobby Dazzler 
1991- Dracula Spectacula 
\992-Pirates 
1996- Waggin It 
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Morayfield SHS 4506. 
1992- Sheer Luck Holmes 
3 (3Aus) 
1993- Jungle Fantasy 
Moreton Bay College 4178. Uniting Church. (All-female) 
1989- The Boyfriend 1990- Wizard of Oz 
1992-Calamity Jane 
5 (lAus) (2.4p500a78c) 
Mossman SHS 4873. Magazine 
1981- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
\984-Bats 
1 (7Aus) 
1983-96. {14} 
\988-Man of Steel 
\990-Sheik. Rattle & Roll 
1996-Man of Steel 
1994-Meet Me In St. Louis 
1996- Macbeth: the Rock Opera 
1992- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1995-Bats 
1997- Gumshoe 
Mt. Alvernia College, Kedron 4031. Catholic. (In association with Padua across the road) 
1977-Joseph and his Amazing 1919-Frank 1993-Oklahoma! 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 1991-Bye Bye Birdie 1995-Downtown 
5 (2Aus) 
Mount Carmel College, Charters Towers 4820. Catholic Est. 1902. Co-ed in Yr. 11 & 12. Car/we/1931-
38, 1963-88. {33} 
1973- Oliver! 1983- Oliver! 1984- Jesus Christ Superstar 
1985-Godspell 
4 (OAus) 
Mt. Gravatt SHS 4122. The Beacon \960-l\; The Voice of the Dragon 1911-96. {32} 
1962-Trial By Jury 
1970-The Mikado 
1980- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1981-Ipi Tombi 
1982-Black Sunshine 
17 (2Aus 3G&S) 
1983-Grease 
1985-Oliver! 
— The Wiz 
1987-The Pirates of Penze-what? 
1989-Grease 89 
1990-Godspell 
Mount Isa SHS 4825. Est. 1954. Spinifex \918-96. {17} 
1919-Man of Steel 
1981-Godspell 
\982-Sheik. Rattle & Roll 
1983-Sheer Luck. Holmes 
13 (7Aus) 
\985-Bats 
1981-Smithy 
\989-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
1990-Grease 
1991-West Side Story 
1991 -Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1993-Little Shop of Horrors 
1994-Calamity Jane 
1995-Oliver! 
1996-Namia 
1997-Bugsy Malone 
1992-The Wiz 
1994-Annie 
1995-Smithy! 
1996-Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
Mount Maria Junior Secondary, Enoggera 4051. Catholic. 
1996- Godspell 
1 (OAus) 
Mount St. Bernard College, Herberton 4872. 
1996: 75^^ Anniversary, Herberton, 1996. 
195?- Pearl the Fisher Maiden 
\99\- Just Desserts 
2 (lAus) 
Mount St. Michael's College, Ashgrove 4060. Catholic. 
1984-Joseph and his Amazing 1992- Bats 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(Marist) 
4(lAus) 
Catholic. Mount Saint Bernard College, Herberton, 1921-
1995- Fiddler on The Roof (Marist) 
1997- Guys & Dolls (Marist) 
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Mueller College, Rothwell 4022. Brethren. Yearbook \994-96. 
1994- Friends 1995-Waiters 
2 (0?Aus) 
Murgon SHS 4605. Barambah \959-83. {23} 
1972- Oklahoma! (potted) 1977-Paint Your Wagon 
1975- Joseph and His Amazing 1979-Viva Mexico 
Technicolor Dreamcoat \980-Man of Steel 
8 (lAus) 
Nambour Christian College 4560. Assembly of God. 
1992- Light Your World 1993- Down to Earth 
1994- Move Over Mr Bigshot 
5 (5?Aus) (2.6p424a47c) 
Nambour SHS 4560. Focus 1994-96. {3} 
1985-6>« With The Show 1987-Only An Orphan Girl 
3 (3Aus) 
1981-The Boyfiiend 
1982-Calamity Jane 
1983-The King & I 
1995-Off the Planet 
1996- Chickens 
1996-Man of Steel. 
NanangoSHS 4615. 
1987-Kidstuff 
2 (2Aus) 
Nashville SHS 4017. 
1969-Calamity Jane 
1970- Tom Jones 
1971-Oliver! 
1974-TrialByJury 
1975-Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
14 (6Aus IG&S) 
\996-How The West Was Warped 
Est. 1967. Zenith 1967-96. {30} 
1980-Raggedyanne 
\982-SheerLuck, Holmes 
1984-The Boyfriend 
1986-Annie Get Your Gun 
1989-Mr Ugg and the Bionic 
Budgie 
1990-Bye Bye Birdie 
1991 -King Macbee and the Talking 
Trees 
1992-Granny Get Your Gun 
1993-No III Feeling 
Newmarket SHS 4051. Est. 1963, closed 1997. Jakaway 1964, 1969, 1978-95. {21} 
1967-The Pirates of Penzance 1978-Bye Bye Birdie 1980-Viva Mexico 
1979-Gang Jazz 1994-Man of Steel 
5 (lAus) 
Noosa District SHS 4566. Est. 1961 as Cooroy SHS, becomes Noosa Disttict in 1969. Noosa District High 
School Silver Jubilee. Noosa, 1987. 
1974-Half A Sixpence 1992- Camelot 
1985- Bye Bye Birdie 1993- Robin the Hood 
1988- Money Talks \ 994- Sherwoodstock 
1990- Little Shop of Horrors 1996- Guys and Dolls 
1969-Barbarina 
1970-The Pirates of Penzance 
1971-The Mikado 
1973-The Boyfiiend 
12 (3Aus 2G&S); (3p420al00+c) 
North Rockhampton SHS 4701. Est. 1955. Bamburu \958-96. {39} 
1919-The Originals 1987-Fiddler on the Roof 
1980-Godspell 1988-West Side Story 
1982-Camelot 1989-Oliver! 
1983-Grease 1990-Sweeney Todd, the Demon 
Barber of Fleet Stteet 
12 (3Aus) 
Oakey SHS 4401. Janannie 1960-62, Insight \99l-96. {9} 
19907-The Coolest Cat in Town 1991 - Kidstuff 
1992-Abracadaver 
5 (5Aus) 
1992-M7 Baker's Tonic 
1993-TheKingAndI 
1994-The Music Man 
1995-The Highland Fling 
1993-Bats 
1994-2061: A Space Idiocy 
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Padua College, Kedron 4031. Catholic. Est. 1956. The Paduan 1960-96. {37} 
1965-King Arthur and the Saxons 1919-Frank 1993-Oklahoma! (Mt. Alvemia) 
1977-Joseph and his Amazing 1991 -Bye Bye Birdie (Mt. 1995-Downtown (Mt. Alvemia) 
Technicolor Dreamcoat Alvemia) 
6 (2Aus) 
Palm Beach-Currumbin SHS 4221. Est. 1971. Optima 1919-96. {15} 
A full listing is contained in a Silver Jubilee rettospect. Optima 1996, 104. 
1981 -Annie Get Your Gun 1987-Me And My Girl 
1982-The Boyfriend 1988-Z,o7a Montez 
1983-Salad Days 1989-My Fair Lady 
1984-The Pajama Game 1990-Guys and Dolls 
1985-Viva Mexico 1991-Annie Get Your Gun 
1986-Calamity Jane 1992-Sweet Charity 
18(3Aus) 
1993-Bye Bye Birdie 
—Jungle Jazz 
1994-Smithy 
1995-Grease 
1996-The King and I 
1998-South Pacific 
Park Ridge SHS 4125. 
1991-The Wizard of Oz 
2 (OAus) 
1992-Clowns 
Pimlico SHS 4812. 
1961- {G&S} 
5 (lAus 3G&S) 
Est. 1959. Vertu 1962-63, 1967, 1994-96. {6} 
1962-Patience 
1963-Iolanthe 
1965- Captain Starlight 
1967- Showboat (potted) 
Pine Rivers SHS 4500. Pine Rivers District State High School Silver Jubilee 1964-89. 
1977-The Boyfriend 
1978-The Pajama Game 
1979-Calamity Jane 
1980-No No Nanette 
1981- Joseph and his Technicolor 
Dreamcoat 
1982-Man of Steel 
20(9Aus) (3p800al37c) 
\984-Sheik Rattle & Roll 
1985 Camelot 
1986-The Wizard of Oz 
1987- How To Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying 
1988- The Sentimental Bloke 
1989 Alice in Wonderiand 
Pittsworth SHS 4356. Reflections 1959-96. {38} 
1968- Pirates of Penzance 
1969-Oklahoma! 
1979-Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1980-Oh What A Lovely War 
\98\-A Space Oddity 
1982-/1 Fabricated Romance 
\983-Big Time 
1984-Oklahoma! 
1986-Calamity Jane 
1987-Godspen 
\988-Kidstuf 
\989-King Macbee and the 
Walking Trees 
1990-Bats 
\99\-Smithy!! 
1992- The Hound of Music 
1993- Sherwoodstock 
1994- Best Picture 
—Offbeat 
1995-Grease 
1996-Annie 
1990-Camelot 
1991-Bats 
1993-Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
\994-Mr Ugg and the Bionic 
Budgie 
1995-The Pirates of Penzance 
1997- Bye Bye Birdie 
18(7Aus2G&S) 
Proserpine SHS 4800. 
19??- The Originals 
1 (lAus). 
Arrow \995-96. {2} 
Range College, North Rockhampton 4701. Est. 1873. Catholic. Amalgamated with St. Joseph's CBC to 
become Cattiedral College in 1991. The Range Annual 1961-82. {22} 
1971-Call Me Madam 1977-Anne of Green Gables 1979-Rock Nativity 
1978-The Boyfiiend 1980-Follow The Star 
5 (OAus) 
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Redbank Plains SHS 4301. Est. 1987. Spirit of the Plains 1981-93. {7} 
1990-Grease 
1 (OAus) 
Redcliffe SHS 4020. Est. 1958. /^a/oor/e 1961-74. {11} 
1960-HMS Pinafore 1962-The Gondoliers 1966-HMS Pinafore 
1961 -Pirates of Penzance 1964-The Mikado —Trial By Jury 
1965-Patience 1968-Iolanthe 
8 (8G&S) 
Redeemer Lutheran College, Rochedale 4123. Est. 1980. Reflections 1982-96. {15} 
1980-No, No, Noah 1985-The Boyfriend 1992-Oklahoma! 
1983- The Cocky of Bungaree 1987- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 1994- Wheels 
1984-Camelot 1990-Bye Bye Birdie 1995-1945 
9 (3Aus) (3p725al08c) 
Redlands College, Wellington Point 4160. Non-Denomuiational. Est. 1988. //aram^ee 1988-94. {7} 
1989- Friends Forever 1992- Friends Forever 1993-Prince 's Pursuit 
1990- Shade Tree Musician — Matilda Women { 1995- Man of Steel 
— Charlie & the Chocolate Factory 1996- Smithy!!. 
PRIMARY MUSICAL: 1991 - The Runaway 
8(4Aus); (2p633a63c) 
Rivermount College, Yatala 4207. 
\995-Man Of Steel 
1 (lAus) 
Rochedale SHS 4123. 
\987-Kidstuff 
1 (lAus) 
Rockhampton Girls'Grammar School 4700. Non-Denominational. Est. 1892. Betty Cosgrove The Wider 
View: A Social History. Brisbane: Boolarong, 1992. Magazine 1913, 1915, 1945-96. {54} 
1922- The Hours 1987- Tom, Tom the Piper's Son 1992- Just Desserts 
1946- Zurika, the Gypsy Maid 1988- Listen To The Wind 1995- Matilda Women 
1965- Trial By Jury 1990- Ma Baker's Tonic 1996- The Sentimental Bloke (St. 
Brendan's College). 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1965- Soot and the Fairies; 1966- Little Gypsy Gay. 
9(4AuslG&S) 
Rockhampton Grammar School 4700. Non-Denominational. Est. 1881. Toby A. Clinch. The History of 
Rockhampton Grammar School: Centenary 1881-1980. Rockhampton, 1982. Capricornus \919-96. {18} 
1984-Sheik Rattle & Roll 1988-Bugsy Malone 1992-Calamity Jane 
1985-Bats 1989-Kiss Me Kate 1993-Anything Goes 
1986-Man of Steel 1990-A Funny Thing Happened On 1995- 7?omeo and Juliet - The Rock 
1987-The Boyfriend The Way To The Forum Opera 
1991 -Guys & Dolls 1996- How The West Was Warped 
12 (5Aus) 
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Rockhampton SHS 4700. J. P. 
ofthe First State High School in 
1948-Princess Ju Ju 
1957-Patience 
1959-Zurika 
1960-Pearl, the Fisher Maiden 
1961- Music In The Air 
1962-Vagabond King 
1963-The Boyfriend 
1965-Calamity Jane 
1966-South Pacific 
1967-TheKingAndI 
1968-SaladDays 
1969-Guys and Dolls 
36 (9Aus 3G&S) 
Franke. Rockhampton State High School 1919-1994: 75^^ Diamond Jubilee 
Rockhampton. Rockhampton, 1994. Aere Perennius \96\-64. {4} 
1971 -r^e Sentimental Bloke 
1972- The Music Man 
1973-SaladDays 
1974-Pirates of Penzance 
1975-Annie Get Your Gun 
1976-Oliver! 
1977-My Fair Lady 
1978-The King And I 
\919-Man of Steel 
1980-Charlie Girl 
1981-The Wizard of Oz 
1982-Calamity Jane 
1983-Carousel 
1984-Viva Mexico 
\985-Money Talks 
1986-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
\981-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
\988-PeaceofMind 
\989-Puzzles, Pyramids and Power 
\990-E = MC^ 
1991 -Phantoad ofthe Opera 
1992-Pirates of Penzance 
1993-The Boyfriend 
1994-Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
Roma Middle School 4455. Est. 1987, covers Yrs 4-10. Includes Roma SHS closed 1987. Sixty Years On: 
Roma State High School 1920-1980. Ed. Gary Dent. Toowoomba, 1980. The Plainsman \942, 1980-85. In 
The Middle 1981-96. {17} 
1982- Sheik. Rattle and Roll 
1983-Money Talks 
1984- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1985-Bye Bye Birdie 
1980-Man of Steel 
1981- Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1987- Smike 
1989-Bugsy Malone 
1992-Oliver! 
\993-Bats 
10 (5Aus) 
Rosewood SHS 4340. Ipex 1995-96. {2} 
1995-Leader ofthe Pack 1996- The Creature Feature 
2 (2Aus) 
Runcorn SHS 4113. Est. 1986. Vision 1981-94, In Step \995-6. {10} 
1987- Man of Steel 1990- Bugsy Malone 
1988- Sheik, Rattle & Roll — Ma Baker's Tonic 
1989- Sheer Luck, Holmes 1991 - Villains 
9(6Aus); (3p250a62c) 
1992-The Boyfiiend 
1993-1945 
1996-Annie 
Ryan Catholic Community School, Kirwan 4817. 
1991-95. {5} 
\993-Annie 
1 (OAus) 
St Aidan's Anglican Girls' School, Corinda 4075. 
1981 - Calamity Jane (BBC) 1988-The Boyfriend (IGS) 
1982- Brigadoon (BBC) 1989- Calamity Jane (ACGS) 
1985- Oklahoma! (BBC) 1990- The Wiz (ACGS) 
Est. 1987. Catholic Co-ed, Yrs 1-12. Ryan Magazine 
1991-Wizard of Oz 
1993- Pirates of Penzance (ACGS) 
1994- Bugsy Malone (ACGS) 
1996- Guys and Dolls (BBC) 
10 (OAus 1 G&S) 
St Augustine's Marist Brothers'College, Cairns 4870. Catholic Est. 1930. The First Fifty Years 1930-80. 
Caims: Marist Brottiers, 1980. Tolle Lege 1969-96. {28} 
1950-A Royal Jester 1989-The Wiz (St. Monica's) \993-Sherwoodstock (St. 
1981- Joseph and his Amazing \99\-Villains (St. Monica's) Monica's) 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 1995-Bugsy Malone (St. Monica's) 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1976-79 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Hugo the Hippo, Owl and the Pussycat); 
1982-Jonah Man Jazz; 1983- Kids' Praise; 1984- My Fair Caesar 
6 (2Aus) 
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St Barnabas' School, Ravenshoe 4872. Linked to All Souls', Charters Towers 1972-84. Data from All Souls' 
The Phoenix. 
1978-Godspell 1980-Jesus Christ Superstar 1982-Half A Sixpence 
1979-Joseph and His Amazing 1981-Oh What A Lovely War 1983-Oliveri. 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
6 (OAus) 
St Benedict's College, Wilston 4051. (Now closed) 
\987-Kidstuff 
1 (lAus) 
St. Brendan's College, Yeppoon 4703. Catholic. Est. 1940. A Dream Come True: St Brendan's College. 
Yeppoon, Golden Jubilee 1940-1990. Rev. Fr. N. F. Mihier. Brisbane: Boolarong, 1990. Brendan's 1954-51, 
1974-78. {8} 
1975- Move Over Mr Noah 1977- Where's Charley? 1978- Smike 
3 (OAus) 
St. Columban's College, Albion 4010. Christian Brothers College until 1984, moved to Caboolture as St 
Columban's Co-ed Catholic College, 1996. Magazine 1934, 1961, 1964-5, 1967, 1981-95. {20} 
1994-Roll'n 'Rock (Corpus Christi) \995-Good Vibes (St. Rita's) 
2 (2Aus) 
St Edmund's College, Ipswich 4305. Christian Brothers until 1988. Magazine 1980-96. {17} 
1985- Oh What A Lovely War (St 1991 - Viva Mexico 1995- Macbeth the Rock Opera (St. 
Mary's) 1992-Pirates of Penzance (St. Mary's) 
1989-Oklahoma! (St. Mary's) Mary's) 1996-Evita: Concert Version (St. 
1990-Pippin (St. Mary's) 1993-Half a Sixpence (St. Mary's) Mary's) 
1994-Bye Bye Birdie (St. Mary's) 1997- Worlds Apart 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1980- Jonah; 1981-Concert 81 (includes Yr. 5 Kids On The Move and Yr. 6 The Time 
Machine); 
10(2Aus, IG&S) 
St Hilda's, Southport 4215. Anglican. Est. 1912. Rosemary Hughes, ed. 75^^ Anniversary 1912-1987: 
Memories of St Hilda's School Southport. Southport, 1987. 
1952-The Snow Queen 1960-Around the Worid in 80 Days 1967-The Mikado (TSS) 
1954- The Bells of Bmges 1966- Pirates of Penzance (TSS) 1988- Cinderella: A Fractured 
Fairy Tale 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1974- Perindi and Bilbie; 
6(0Aus2G&S) (Ip300a52c) 
St. James Practical Education, Brisbane 4000. Catholic. 
1980(?)-Oliver! 
1 (OAus) 
St John Fisher College, Bracken Ridge 4017. Catholic. 
1991-Rock! Rock! Rock! 
1 (lAus) 
St Joseph's College, Gregory Terrace 4000. Catholic Terrace 1947-94. {48} 
[All musicals are joint with All Hallows. # signifies chosen by All Hallows] 
1978-Oliver! 1984-Where's Charley? \99\-Pride & Prejudiced 
1979- Charlie Girl# 1986- How To Succeed In Business 1992- West Side Story 
1980- Guys and Dolls Without Really Trying 1993- The Sound of Music# 
1981- Bye Bye Birdie# 1987- 77ze Sentimental Bloke# 1994- His Majesty's Pleasure 
1982-Oh What A Lovely War 1988-Half A Sixpence 1995-The Boyfriend# 
1990-Oliver! 1996-Oh What A Lovely War 
16(3Aus) 
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St. Joseph's College, Nudgee 4014 (Nudgee College). Catholic. Est. 1891. Nudgee \948-95. {48} 
1985- Trial By Jury 
1986-Toad of Toad Hall 
1987-Double Trouble 
9 (4Aus 2G&S) 
1988- Electric Cafe (St Rita's) 
1990- Pirates of Penzance (Corpus 
Christi) 
St. Laurence's College, South Brisbane 4101. Catholic. 
1984-Viva Mexico 
1985-Haifa Sixpence 
1986-My Fair Lady 
1987-Calamity Jane 
12(lAuslG&S); (6p250a32c) 
1988- Pirates of Penzance 
1989-Godspell 
1990-Smithy!! 
1991-Bye Bye Birdie 
St Margaret's Anglican Girls' School, Ascot 4011. 
1971- HMS Pinafore 1975- My Fair Lady 
1972- Merrie England 1976- Viva Mexico 
1973- The Sound of Music 1990- Hello Dolly 
1974- The King and I 1991 - Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
12 (OAus 2 G&S) 
1991- Viva Mexico (St Rita's) 
\993-Bats 
\994-Robin Hood 
1995- How The West Was Warped 
1992-Anything Goes 
1993- Pyjama Game 
1994- Grease (Brigidine) 
1995 Calamity Jane (Brigidme) 
1992- Once Upon A Matttess 
1994-Guys and Dolls 
1995-Trial By Jury 
1996- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
St Margaret Mary's College, Hyde Park 4814. Catholic. All with Ignatius Park College. Magazine 1911-
96. {20} 
1987-Little Mary Sunshine 1989-GodspeU 1994-Oliver! 
1988- The Sentimental Bloke 1990- The Dracula Spectacula 1996- The Desert Song 
6 (lAus) 
St Mary's Christian Brothers College, Toowoomba 4350. Catholic Magozwe 1983-96 {14} 
Always all-male. 
1985- Pamt Your Wagon 1988- Seven Brides For Seven 1993- Dracula Spectacula 
1986-Viva Mexico Brothers 1994-Dazzle 
1987-Where's Charley? 1991-Godspell \995-Henry 
1992- Li'l Abner 1997-Villains. 
10(2Aus) 
St Mary's College, Charters Towers 4820. Cathohc. Est. 1900. One Hundred Glorious Years [published for 
centenary ofthe Order, 1982] 
198?- Henry 1988- Around the Worid in 80 1992- Bats 
1986- Baby You're the Cat's Days 1993- Just Desserts 
Pyjamas \989-Abracadaver 1994-Man of Steel 
1987- Sheer Luck, Holmes 1990- Sheik, Rattle and Roll 1995- How the West was Warped 
1991 - Robin the Hood 1996-2061-A Space Idiocy 
12(10Aus) (3p?a50c) 
St. Mary's College, Ipswich 4305. 
198?- Furtive Fortunes of Fickle 
Fate 
1985- Oh What A Lovely War (St 
Edmund's) 
1989- Oklahoma! (St. Edmund's) 
l l(2Aus IG&S) 
Cathohc. 
1990- Pippin (St. Edmund's) 
1991- Viva Mexico (St. Edmund's) 
1992- Pirates of Penzance (St. 
Edmund's) 
—Everyman 
1993-Haifa Sixpence (St. 
Edmund's) 
1994-ByeByeBu-die(St. 
Edmund's) 
1995- Macbeth the Rock Opera (St. 
Edmund's) 
1996- Evita: Concert Version (St. 
Edmund's) 
St Michael's College, Merrimac 4211. Catholic Co-ed. Est. 1985. Magozme 1986-96. {10} 
\995-Bats 
1 (lAus) 
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St Monica's College, Cairns 4870. 
1989-The Wiz (St. Augustme's) 
4 (2Aus) 
Cattiolic Yearbook 1991-96. {6} 
\99\-Villains (St. Augustine's) 
\993-Sherwoodstock (St. 
Augustine's) 
1995-Bugsy Malone (St. 
Augustine's) 
St. Patrick's College, Gympie 4570 Catholic Magazine \989-96. {8} 
1994- Man of Steel 1996- Bats 
3 (3Aus) (4.5p403a80c) 
1996- Instead of Falling 
St Patrick's CBC Mackay 4740. Catholic. Est. 1929. Years 5-12. The First 50years: St Patrick's CBC 
Mackay Golden Jubilee 1929-1979. Magazine \918-85. {8} 
197?- Man of Callan (OLMC) 1975?- Joseph and His Amazing 
1973 ?- Tom Sawyer (OLMC) Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1974?- Oliver! (OLMC) (OLMC) 
1976- The Pirates of Penzance 
(OLMC) 
1977?- Ned Kelly (OLMC) 
1978?- Smike (OLMC) 
PRIMARY MUSICALS: 1940s and 1950s: The Wedding of Jack and Jill; Old King Cole's Birthday Party; 
Toyshop Fantasy; Sherwood. 1982- Jonah and Cool in the Furnace. 
7(lAus IG&S) 
St Paul's School, Bald Hills 4036. Anglican. Est. 1961. Yearbook \962-96. {35} 
1973- Paint Your Wagon (potted) 
1977- Annie Get Your Gun 
1978-South Pacific 
1979-Oliver! 
\984-Joe 
16(3Aus) 
1985- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1986-Ma«o/5'/ee/ 
1987-Godspell 
1988-West Side Story 
1989- Little Shop of Horrors 
1990-Oliver! 
1992-Nightshriek 
1993-Ulysses 
1994- The Three Musketeers 
— Romeo & Juliet 
1995-Peter Pan 
St Peter's Lutheran College, Indooroopilly 4068. Est. 1945. Review \985-96. {12} 
1974- Tom Jones 
1975-Patience 
1976-The Mikado 
1977-Pirates of Penzance 
1978- Li'l Abner 
11 (2Aus 4G&S) 
1984-Dido and Aeneas 
1985- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1986-Captain Noah & His Floating 
Zoo 
1987-Viva Mexico 
1990-Pirates of Penzance 
\992-The Devil Himself 
\994-Friends Across The Universe 
St Rita's College, Clayfield 4011. Catiiolic Est. 1926. Magazine 1911, \980-96. Diamond Jubilee 
Magazine 1986 gives exfra data. [All-female unless specified] {17} 
1972-The Boyfriend 
1973-ToadofToadHan 
1981-Rock Nativity 
1982- The Hobbit 
1983-Thank Zeus It's Friday 
14(4Aus IG&S) 
1985-Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1986- The Tmth About Cinderella 
1987-GaslightGirl 
\988-Electric Cafe (Nudgee) 
1990- Just Desserts 
1991- Viva Mexico (Nudgee) 
1993- Pirates of Penzance 
\995-Good Vibes {St. 
Columban's) 
1996-James and the Giant Peach 
St. Saviour's College, Toowoomba 4350. Catholic Est. 1873. St Saviour's Centenary 1873-1973 
Foreword by W. Brennan DD, Bishop of Toowoomba. Toowoomba: St. Saviour's 1973 Masazine \965 
1973, 1983-96. [All-female unless specified] {16} ' ' ' ^ ' ^ ' " ^ ' ' ' ° ^ ' 
1983-Little Mary Sunshine 1987- Captain Starlight 
1984-1066 - And All That — The Music Machine 
1985-The Music Mountain —Creation Jazz 
1986-Maid of the Mountains 1988- The Mikado 
— Sam _ The Story-Tellin' Man 
— It's Cool In The Fumace 
16(2Aus2G&S) (3.25p600a69c) 
1989-Oklahoma! 
— Oliver! 
1992-Iolanthe 
1993-Viva Mexico 
1995-Boardgames {\ male) 
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St. Ursula's College, Toowoomba 4350. Catholic. 
1989?- The Boyfiiend 1992- A Little Dab 'II Do Ya 
1990- The Mikado 1993- Mad If You Think I Am! 
1991 - Divorce Me Darling 1994- Good Vibes (?) 
10(6Aus IG&S) 
Salisbury SHS 4107. 
1958-TrialByJury 
1959-The Gondoliers 
1960-HMS Pinafore 
1961-The Mikado 
ll(lAus7G&S) 
Challenge 1956-66. {11} 
1962-The Pirates of Penzance 
1963-lolanthe 
1964-Patience 
1965-The King And I 
San Sisto Girls College, Carina 4152. Catholic. 
1985- Furth>e Fortunes of Fickle 1987- Man of Steel 
Fate 
4 (2Aus) 
Sandgate District SHS 4017. Est. 1959. /Z)/5 1959-70, 1984-96. {25} 
1964-The Gypsy Baron 
1965-HMS Pinafore 
1966-TrialByJury 
1967-Ruddigore 
1968-The Mikado 
1969-Pirates of Penzance 
18(3Aus6G&S) 
1970-Yeomen ofthe Guard 
1984-Man of Steel 
1985-Bye Bye Birdie 
1987-Grease 
1988-CalamityJane 
1989-The Pajama Game 
1995-77e«ry 
1996- How The West Was Warped 
— My Fair Lady 
1997- Sheik. Rattle and Roll 
1966-SaladDays 
\987-Kidstuff 
1994-Calamity Jane (Mt. Gravatt 
SHS) 
1992-Calamity Jane 
1993- Pajama Game 
1991-The Boyfiiend 
1992-^ Knight To Remember 
1993-Oh What A Lovely War 
— Ma Baker's Tonic 
1995-AnytiiingGoes 
1996-Calamity Jane 
Sarina SHS 4737. Est. 1956, separation 1964. Mainly Yours 1974-5, Sarga 1911-84, Aquila 1985-96. {19} 
1973-The Boyfiiend 1986-Bye Bye Birdie 1989-Annie 
1919-Man of Steel 1987- Man of Steel 1990-Pirates 
1988-Grease 1994- Do Ya Wanna Dance? 
8 (4Aus) 
School of Total Education, Warwick 4370. Christian, Non-Denominational, led by gum Vijayadev Yogendra. 
SOTENews \995-91. 
\990-The Ultimate Award 
1 (lAus) 
Scots-PGC College, Warwick 4370. Presbyterian. Separate schools with a single board, merged in 1971. 
Basil Shaw The Lion and the Thistle: A History ofthe Scots-PGC College. Warwick, 1918-1992. Warwick: 
Scots PGC, 1993. Presbyterian Girls'College est. 1918. Miss Thistle 1918-10. Scots College est. 1919. The 
Clansman 1920-70. The Tartan 1971-96. {26} 
1952- Trial By Jury 1983- The Boyfiiend 1991- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1953- Pirates of Penzance 1987- Sheik Rattle and Roll 1993- Man of Steel; 
1989- Captain Starlight 1996- 7 945. 
8(5Aus2G&S) (2p?a55c) 
Slade School, Warwick 4370. Anglican. Est. 1926. C. E. Olsen. The Annals of Slade School Warwick 1926-
52. Vol. 1. [Warwick:] 1976. The sister Church of England Girls' School opened in 1918. 
193 0-Princess Chrysanthemum 193 6-Once Aboard the Lugger 
2 (OAus) 
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Somerset College, Mudgeeraba 4213. Inter-Denominational. Est. 1983. Somerset 1981-96. {10} 
1987-Salad Days 1990-Fiddler on the Roof 1993-Bamum 
1988-Bye Bye Budie 1991 -My Fair Lady 1994-Anything Goes 
1989-The Boyfriend 1992-Pirates of Penzance 1995-Chess 
1996-Evita 
10 (OAus, IG&S) 
JUNIOR MUSICALS (Yrs 6 & 7) 1981-Rat Race; 1988-Bugsy Malone; 1989- Man of Steel; \990-Dr Pimples; 
\99\-Sheer Luck Holmes; 1992-Sheik Rattle & Roll; \993-Smithy; \994-Henry; \995-How The West Was 
Warped; 1996-Kids In Space. 10 (8?Aus) 
JUNIOR MUSICALS (Yrs 4 & 5) 1987-The Sound of Music; I989-Aladdin's Lamp; 1991- /^0^5 In Space; 
\992-Kids in Paradise; \993-Currawong Creek; 1994-Ali Baba and the 40 Bikies; 1995-Go West; 1996-
Cosmo's Cure (an odyssey to cure a grumpy granny). 8 (6?Aus) 
Somerville House, South Brisbane 4101. Presbyterian. Also, and especially before 1933, known as Brisbane 
High School for Girls. Presbyterian. Est. 1899. Magaz/«e 1902-96. {95} 
1949-Mikado (potted) 
1950-Alice in Wonderland 
— Yeomen ofthe Guard (potted) 
1951- Princess Chrysanthemum 
— The Gondoliers (potted) 
1952- Pirates of Penzance (potted) 
1970- Pirates of Penzance (BBC) 
—Trial By Jury (BBC) 
1971-Tom Jones (BBC) 
1972-Barberina (all-female) 
1973-Papageno (all-female) 
1980-Princess Ida (ACGS) 
1986- Sheer Luck. Holmes (ACGS) 
1989-Annie 
1991-Wizard of Oz 
1993- Pirates of Penzance (BBC) 
1994- Meet Me In St Louis 
1995-The Mikado (BBC) 
1996-Dido& Aeneas 
PRIMARY MUSICAL: 1995- Enchanted Storybook 
19 (lAus 9G&S) 
South Queensland International College, Jimboomba 4280. No religious affiliation. 
1994- Man of Steel 
The Southport School 4215. Anglican. Est. 1901. The Southportonian \908-96. {86} 
1955-Trial By Jury 
1966-The Pirates of Penzance (St. 
Hilda's) 
1967-The Mikado (St. Hilda's) 
1980-Oh What A Lovely War 
1981-Oliver! 
PRIMARY MUSICAL: 1992- Bugsy Malone 
15(2Aus3G&S) 
1984-Jesus Christ Superstar 
1985-Guys and Dolls 
1986-West Side Story 
1981-The Legend of King O 'Malley 
1988-Oklahoma! 
1989-South Pacific 
1990- Paint Your Wagon 
1993- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat (St 
Hilda's) 
1995- Les Miserables 
\996-Stockade 
Southport SHS 4215. Secondary Dept established 1916, separated 1955. Triton 1964-72. Ibis 1973-87, 1990, 
1995-6. {27} 
1974-HMS Pinafore 1977-Yeomen of the Guard 1987-Grease 
1975-The Gondoliers, 1979-The King And I 1990-Half A Sixpence 
1976-Iolanthe 1986-Carousel \995-Bats 
\996-Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
10(2Aus4G&S) 
Springwood SHS 4127. Yandiah 1987, Break Through 1988, Excelsior 1989-96. {10} 
1987-Grease 1989-Sheik. Rattle & Roll 1991 -Bats 
1993-The Wiz 
4 (2Aus) 
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Stanthorpe SHS 4380. 
1987-Kidstuff 
2 (2Aus) 
\99\-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
Stuartholme School, Toowong 4066. Catholic. 
1985-Oliver! (Marist) 1988-Bugsy Malone (Marist) 
1986- Annie (Marist) 1990-Godspell (Marist) 
5 (OAus) 
Sunnybank SHS 4109. 
1975- The Boyfiiend 
1976- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1977- Paint Your Wagon 
1978-West Side Story 
1979- Oh! What a Lovely War 
1980- Hair 
20 (OAus, 3G&S) (3.7p720a47.5c) 
1981-Oliver 
1982- The Wiz 
1983-My Fair Lady 
1984-Godspell 
1985- Pirates of Penzance 
1986- Jesus Christ Superstar 
1987- Sweet Charity 
Tara State School 4421. (Combined P-12) 
1973-The Boyfiiend 
1974- The Sound of Music 
1975-Salad Days 
1976-The King and I 
1977- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
1978- Bye Bye Birdie 
1919-Man of Steel 
24(9Aus) (2p338a42c) 
The Gap SHS 4061. Est. 1960. 
1969-Pirates of Penzance 
1970-HMS Pinafore 
1972-Half A Sixpence 
1973-The Boyfriend 
1974-Oliver! 
1975-The King And I 
19(3Aus3G&S) 
1980-Calamity Jane 
1981- Fiddler On The Roof 
1982-Oliver 
1983- The Pajama Game 
1985-Dracula Baby 
1986-South Pacific 
1987- Smike 
1988-The Wizard of Oz 
Spectrum 1960-63, 1969-82. {17} 
1976-Fiddler On The Roof 
1977-The Boyfiiend 
1918-The Sentimental Bloke 
1979-The New Moon 
1980-Annie Get Your Gun 
1981-Pajama Game 
1982-Brigadoon 
Thursday Island SHS 4875. Est. 1966. 
\994-Robin the Hood of Green Hill 
1 (lAus) 
Magazine 1968-95. {28} 
Toogoolawah SHS 4313. Magazine 1994, 1996. {2} 
1993-Pirates: the Musical 1994-Sheer Luck. Holmes 
3 (3Aus) 
1992- Little Shop of Horrors 
(Marist). 
1988-lolanthe 
1989-Oliver 
1990-The Boyfiiend 
1991-The Mikado 
1992- Little Shop of Horrors 
1993- The Pajama Game 
1995-Calamity Jane 
1989-Pirates 
\990-Electric Cafe 
\99\-Bats 
1992- The Lion, The Witch And 
The Wardrobe 
1993- Abracadaver 
1994-Henry 
1995-No III Feeling 
\996-Good Vibes 
1990-Godspell 
1991 - The Hound Of Music 
1992-Bats 
1992- The Pirates of Penzance 
1993-The Boyfriend 
1995- Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
\996-Henry 
Toowong SHS 4066. 
1995-Is This Heaven? 
1 (lAus) 
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Toowoomba Grammar School 4350. Non-Denominational. Est. 1875. Annual Magazine and OldBovs' 
Register 1975-76, 1983-96. {16} 
1971- The Mikado (Glennie) 
1972-Iolanthe (Glennie) 
1973- Pirates of Penzance 
(Glennie) 
1974- HMS Pmafore (Glennie) 
— Trial By Jury (Glermie 
1979- Joseph and his Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(Glennie) 
1980- Man of Steel (Glennie) 
\984-The Ship of Fools (all-male) 
22 (3Aus 5G&S) 
1987-Bye Bye Birdie (Glennie) 
1988-Oh What A Lovely War 
(Glennie) 
1989-Bugsy Malone (Fairhohne) 
— On Our Selection (Gleimie) 
1990-Emie (Fairhohne) 
1991-Mame (Glennie) 
— Wind In The Willows 
(Fairhohne) 
1992- A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur's Court 
(Fairholme) 
— The Singing Door (Fahhokne) 
1994-The Ghost of Canterville Hall 
(Glennie) 
1995-Namia (Glennie & 
Fairholme) 
—The Little Shop of Horrors 
(Fairholme) 
1996-Grease 
1997-Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
(Fairhohne) 
Toowoomba State High School 4350. Est. 1919. Brian Pearson & 
Mount Lofty: 75 Years of Toowoomba State High School 1919-1994 
96. {47} 
1960- A Statue For the Mayor 
1961- The Great Bell Of Burley 
1970-Trial By Jury 
1971-HMS Pinafore 
1974-The Boyfriend 
\915-The Sentimental Bloke 
1976-SaladDays 
1977-Bye Bye Birdie 
26 (4Aus 2G&S) 
1978-Annie Get Your Gun 
1919-Doctor Pimples 
1980-Paint Your Wagon 
1981-The Sound of Music 
1982-Man of Steel 
1983-The King And I 
1984-FiddlerontheRoof 
1985-South Pacific 
1986-Brigadoon 
Greg Lamerton From Margaret Street to 
Toowoomba 1994. Acta 1934-44, 1960-
1987-Oklahoma! 
1988-Guys and Dolls 
1989-My Fair Lady 
1990-CalamityJane 
1991-Oliver! 
\992-Sheik, Rattle and Roll 
1993-West Side Story 
1995-The Wiz 
1997-The Boyfriend 
Townsville Grammar School 4810. Non-Denominational. Est. 1888. R.W.Moore. The History of the 
Townsville Grammar School Advice and Revision by M. W. Blank, Headmaster. Townsville- 1959 Melior 
£A:Z 1985-96. {12} 
1984-The Mikado 1988-Time Capsule 1993- Food for Thought 
\99l-No III Feeling 1995-Iolanthe 
5 (3Aus 2G&S). 
Townsville SHS 4810. 
1991-Damn Yankees 
Trinity Anglican School, Cairns 4870. 
1986- The Pajama Game 1989- The Furtive Fortunes of 
1987- Calamity Jane Fickle Fate 
1988- Bats \ 990- Bugsy Malone 
1991 - Sir Jasper's Revenge 
10(3Aus, 1 G&S) (2p294a40c) 
Trinity College, Beenleigh 4207. Catholic. Magaz/ne 1995. 
1990- Oliver! 1991. Oklahoma! 
3 (OAus) 
1992- Ancient Mariner 
1993-Ulysses 
1994-The Boyfriend 
1996- Pirates of Penzance 
1993-Bye Bye Bhdie 
Trinity Lutheran College, Ashmore 4214. Est. 1987. Magazine 1981-96. {10} 
1988- Oh Jonah! 1991- On Our Selection 1994- Pippin 
1993- Rock On 1996- Calamity Jane 
5 (lAus) (2.7p483a47c) ^ 
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\992-Smithy! 
1995-Bats 
1997- The Tempest 
Tully SHS 4854. Waltykima 1963-96. 
1966- Calamity Jane 1990- Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
4(3Aus) (2p230a35c) 
Urangan SHS 4655. School opened 1992. 
\994-Bats 1995-Grease 
3 (2Aus) (4p300a65c) 
Villanova College, Coorparoo 4151. Catholic. All with Loreto Convent. 
1967-HMS Pinafore 1976-The Boyfriend 
1973-The Gondoliers 1978-West Side Story 
1974-Pirates of Penzance 1992- Bye Bye Birdie 
PRIMARY MUSICAL: 1966- Pirates of Penzance (potted); 1990- Michael's G.A; 1991- Bats { all-male); 1993-
Monsters; \995- Smithy; 
8 (OAus 3 G&S) 
The Villanovan 1958-96. {37} 
1994-Fiddler on die Roof 
1996-How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying 
Warwick SHS 4370. Est. 1912. The Condaminian 1942-45,1950-96. {50} 
1961-Trial By Jury 
1962-The Mikado 
1963- The Gondoliers 
1975- Ah Baba & the Forty 
Thieves 
1978-Ipi Tombi 
1979- Ipi Tombi 
— Black Sunshine 
21(llAus3G&S) 
1980- The Legend of King 
O'Malley 
1981 -Sheer Luck. Holmes 
\982-Sheik, Rattle & Roll 
1984- Grease 
\985-Bats 
1986-Smithy! 
1981-Man of Steel 
1988-Godspell 
1989-Pollies!! 
1990-Sweeney Todd 
1991 - The Hound of Music 
1993- Henry 
1995- Little Shop of Horrors 
1996-Smithy! 
Wavell SHS, Nundah 4012. Exposure 1981-96. {10} 
1986- Smithy! 1988- Sheer Luck Holmes 
1987- Rome Sweet Rome —Mad If You Think I Am 
— Pageantry and Simple — Aussie Salute 
Pleasures 
10 (7Aus) 
1991- Mystery of Edwin Drood 
1992-Racecall 
1993- Sweeney Todd 
1994-Toad of Toad Hall 
West Moreton Anglican College, Brassall 4305. 
1994- The Tune Machine 1995- The Magic of Stage and 
Screen 
4(lAus) (2.25p575al95c) 
— Christmas is...? 
1996- The Spirit of Oz 
Whitsunday Anglican School, Mackay 4740. Anne Jacobs. Whitsunday Anglican School: The Foundation 
Years-The Beginning to 1992. [Mackay]: 1994. Magazine \989-96. {6} 
1989-Offbeat 1990-Sheik, Rattle and Roll 1991 -Murder in the Music Hall 
1995-Bugsy Malone 
4 (3Aus) 
JUNIOR SCHOOL MUSICALS: \990-Eureka Beneath the Southern Cross (by Alex Hood); 1991-Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory; 1992-The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe; 1996-Peter Pan ("recentiy adapted by 
Piers Chater Robinson). 4 (lAus) 
Woodford SS, Secondary Dept 4514. 
1991 - Only An Orphan Girl 1992- On With The Show 
4(3Aus) (3.75p600a55c) 
Woodridge SHS 4114. Makari 1912-13. 
1984- Logan City Story 1995- Joseph & His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
2 (lAus) 
1993-The Wiz 
1996- Sherwoodstock 
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Wynnum North SHS 4178. 
1983-Bye Bye Birdie 
1986-Dracula Spectacular 
7 (4Aus) 
Est. 1963. Pandanus 1983-96. {11} 
1989-Dracula Baby 
1990-Robin the Hood 
442 
1991-Smithy! 
1992- A Knight To Remember 
1994-Ipi Tombi 
Wynnum SHS 4179. Est. 1942. Wynnum State High School: 50 Years 1942-1992. 
1989, 1991-95. {6} 
1981 -Oklahoma! 1985-Wizard of Oz 
1982-Godspell 1986-77?e Originals 
1983-Camelot 1987-Dazzle 
1984-Robin Hood 1990-Bugsy Malone 
1995-CalamityJane 
Wynnum: 1992. Wirinun 
\919-Man of Steel 
1980-SaladDays 
— Joseph and His Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat 
12 (3Aus) 
Yeppoon SHS 4703. Malnkana 1919-95. {16} 
1919-Man of Steel 
1980-CalamityJane 
\98\-Sheer Luck, Holmes 
1982-Sheik. Rattle and Roll 
15 (lOAus) 
1983-A Funny Thing Happened On 
The Way To The Forum 
1984-Annie Get Your Gun 
1985-Bats 
1981-Smithy! 
1988- Dinkum Poppies 
Yeronga SHS 4104. Est. 1960. ^a^yt 1960-74, 1985-96. {26} 
1965-HMS Pinafore 1972-Half A Sixpence 
1966-The Mikado — Pieces of Eight 
1968-Pirates of Penzance 1914-Such Is Life 
1969-The Gondoliers 1975- Alice 
1980- Sheer Luck, Holmes 
14(7Aus4G&S) 
\990-Man of Steel 
1991-Little Rock 'n' Roll Show 
\992-Bats 
1993-The Asteroids 
1994-The Last Resort 
1995-Little Shop of Horrors 
1985-TinPanAH 
1986-Dracula Spectacular 
1989-Hound Of Music 
1992- Man of Steel 
1994-Smithy! 
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* Magoffin, Richard & Joyce Wallace. Waltzing Matilda. Production script, ts. 1985. 
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* Mawson, John, Rob Smith & Roslyn Jennings. Charades. Ararat: Play On Words [desktop], 
1995. 
* . Son of Phantom. Ararat: Play On Words (desktop], 1993. 
* . 2061: A Space Idiocy. Ararat: Play On Words [desktop], 1992. 
Milne, A. A. & H. Fraser-Simson. Toad of Toad Hall. (1929) A play from Kenneth Grahame's book 
The Wind in the Willows. London: Samuel French, 1932. 
* Mulheron, Maurie & Peter Varley. Best Picture. [Piano-vocal score supplied] Brookvale: Dominie, 
1992. 
* . Offbeat: A Rock'n'Roll Wrapsody. [Piano-vocal score supplied] Brookvale: Dominie, 1986 
* . Villains. [Piano-vocal score supplied] Brookvale: Dominie, [1988?]. 
* Nahuysen, Peter. Lachlan Shearers. Production script, ts. 1992. 
* , Marianne Nahuysen & Mark Nahuysen. Cloudland: The Musical Production script, ts. 
[Piano-vocal score supplied] 1993. 
* Nevin, Marie & Bryan McVay. Cupid Visits the Outback, ts. [Piano-vocal score supplied] 1983. 
* Nicholls, Tony. Mr Ugg and the Bionic Budgie: A Work of Dramatic Litter-ature. (1978) Brisbane: 
Playlab Press, 1986. 
* , & John Bates. The Birds. Production script, ts. 1990. 
* Nutt, Philip, Jenni Barker & Dennis Vaughan. The Prince's Pursuit: A Pantomime. Conondale: 
Peepshow, 1986. 
* Pigram, Larry. "My Fair Macbeth" Plays of Humour and Suspense. Eds. Sadler, Hayllar, Powell. 
Illusttated by Bmce Baldwin. Melboume: Macmillan, 1980. 
* Rider, Sue Matilda Women (1988) Brisbane, Playlab Press, 1993. 
* Riley, Ov/en. Move Over, Mr Bigshot. Production script, ts. [Vocal score supplied] 1994. 
* Robertson, Tim. Mary Shelley and the Monsters: A Smoked Opera for the Quick and the Dead. (1975) 
Montinorency, Vic: Yackandandah Playscripts, 1983. 
* , & John Romeril. Waltzing Matilda: A National Pantomime with Tomato Sauce. Montmorency, 
Vic: Yackandandah Playscripts, 1984. 
* Robson, Rob. The Adventures of Aladdin: A Rock Pantomime. Lyrics by Gary Wong and Rob 
Robson. Music by Gary Wong. Whittington, Vic: Castabout Productions, 1996. 
Rodgers, Richard & Oscar Hammerstein II. The King and I (1951) Based on Anna and the King of 
5/aw by Margaret Landon. Libretto. London: Williamson Music, 1955. 
., Oscar Hammerstein II & Joshua Logan. South Pacific (1949). Adapted from James L. 
Michener's Tales ofthe South Pacific. Libretto. London: Williamson Music, 1956. 
•^  Romeril, John. The Kelly Dance. Montinorency, Vic: Yackandandah, 1986. 
'* Rothnie, Jane & Jan Rienecker. Just Desserts: The All Girl Musical. Maleny: Peepshow, 1990. 
* Sheard, Ron & Bryan McVay. Jack and Jill in Space: A Children's Musical ts. [Piano-vocal 
score supplied] 1985. 
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* Sherman, Paul &. Ian McKinley. Captain Starlight (1964) Based on the novel Robbery Under 
/lr»M by Rolf Boldrewood. [Piano-vocal score supplied] Revised version. Maleny: 
Peepshow, 1987. 
* Soymonoff, Nika. Is This Heaven? Production script, ts. 1992. 
* Stellmach, Barbara & Therese Knight. King of the_Kids. Revised version, ts. 1993. 
* Stewart, Mel. Sally. Unproduced, ts. 1994. 
* Sumner, Phil & Jan McDonald. Riff-Raff: A Rock Musical. Music by Greg Sneddon & Danny Nash. 
Austtalian Theatte Workshop Series. Richmond, Vic: Heinemann Educational, 1980. 
Terson, Peter & Colin Farrell. Zigger Zagger (1967) Penguin Modem Playwrights. Haimondsworth: 
Penguin, 1970. 
Theatte Workshop, Charles Chilton et al. Oh What A Lovely War. (1963) Military adviser: Raymond 
Fletcher. London: Methuen, 1967. 
* Thurgood, Nevil The Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate. (1974) Brisbane: Playlab, 1984. 
* . Sir Jasper's Revenge. {1976) Brisbane, Playlab 1984. 
* Toadshow Productions. Glamalot: Knights in White Satin. Production script, draft 3.6, ts. 1996. 
* . Hound of Music: A Horrible Comedy. [6 writers and 11 assistant writers listed] 
Production script, ts. 1986. 
* . Phantoad ofthe Opera. Production script, ts. 1991. 
* . Sherwoodstock. Production script, ts. [1988?] 
* Toohey, Edwina. Sketches of Harry: A Musical Play. Production script, ts. 1989. 
* Tulloch, Richard. The Cocky of Bungaree. Illusfrated by Peter Tiemey. Sydney: Currency Press, 
1990. 
* Waters, Richard, et al. .47aJ<i;>7. Production script, ts. 1990. 
* ^ & John Cosgrove. The Ultimate Award. Production script, ts. 1991. 
* Watkins, Dennis & Chris Harriott. Burger Brain: The Fast Food Musical (Music published 
separately) Sydney: Currency Press, 1990. 
Weill, Kurt. Die Dreigroschenoper (The Beggar's Opera). Ein Stiick mit Musik in emem Vorspeil und 
acht Bildem nach dem Englischen des John Gay, ubersetz von Elisabeth Hauptmann. 
Deutsche Bearbeitung von Bert Brecht. (1928) Vienna: Universal Edition A.G., 1956. 
* Wikman, John. Fridge. Production script, ts. Revised version 1995. 
Willson, Meredith. The Music Man. (1957) New York: Chappell, 196?. 
* Wilson, Doug & Craig McAllister. Food For Thought: A Mirth-making Musical Murder Mystery. 
Maleny: Peepshow, 1992. 
* Yaxley, Richard and Greg Stout, with students of Urangan State High School. The Tempest: A 
Musical CD-ROM, Urangan SHS, 1997. 
* Young, William & Ralph Tyrrell. Childhead's Doll: A Pop Opera. Production script, ts. Hanger 
collectionl836, Brisbane. 1971. 
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List of School Sources 
{x} Bracketed figure mdicates the number of issues exammed. Holdings are not always complete. 
[202 schools represented] 
A. B. Paterson College, Arundel {1} 
Magazine 1996 
Alexandra Hills SHS {5} 
Hourglass 1987 
772eA:ey 1994-97 
All Hallows School, Fortitude Valley {65} 
Magazine 1932-96 
Mahoney., Sr. Jean-Marie, r.s.m. Dieu et Devoir: The Story of All Hallows School. Brisbane. 
1861-1981. Brisbane: Boolarong, 1985. 
All Souls' School, Charters Towers. {62} 
The Phoenix 1925-39, 1948-96. 
Anglican Church Grammar School {77} 
The Viking, 1920-96 
Aquinas Catholic College, Southport {2} 
Magazine 1995-96. 
Aspley SHS {18} 
Toora, 1965-82. 
Atherton SHS {6} 
Collier, Jan & Heather Craft. Atherton State School 1891-1984: Ringing Out the Old. Atherton: 
Atherton SHS, 1984. 
Barinean 1967-71, 1974. 
Ayr SHS 
Ayr State High School 1886-1986, Centenary. (Booklet) 
Banyo SHS {15} 
Hi-Cry 1955-64 
Warrondi 1992-96 
Beaudesert SHS 
Falconer, Rosemary & Debbie Jackson, eds. Beaudesert State High School Silver Jubilee 1963-
1988. 
Beenleigh SHS. {13} 
Yearbook 1983-95. 
BenowaSHS {3} 
Clearwater 1987, 1989, 1990. 
Biloela SHS {16} 
Narina 1978-96. 
Blackheath & Thomburgh College {2} 
Blackthorn 1985, 1988. 
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Blackwater SHS {3} 
Adamah 1980, 1982, 1985. 
Boonah SHS {17} 
Boonah State High School Silver Jubilee 1989. Produced and printed b>- the Silver Jubilee 
Committee. 
Focus 1979-95. 
Bowen SHS {29} 
Iluka 1961-5, 1967-71 
Garlaunna 1977-83, 1985-96. 
Bremer SHS {3} 
Yearbook \994-5. 
Bribie Island SHS {8} 
Spinnaker 1989-96. 
Brigidine College {3} 
Magazine 1994 -6. 
Brisbane Boys' College. {81} 
Clayfield Collegian 1916-30 
Portal \93l-96 
Brisbane Girls Grammar {75} 
Magazine 1924-96. 
Brisbane Grammar School. {25} 
Willey, Keith. The First Hundred Years: The Story of Brisbane Grammar School 1869-1968. 
Brisbane: Macmillan, 1968. 
Magazine 1972-96. 
Brisbane State Commercial High {2} 
Magazine 1936, 1937. 
Brisbane State High School {61} 
Magazine 1920-40, 1943-48, 1951-53, 1955-60, 1962-6, 1968-88. 
Bundaberg North SHS. {23} 
Tjuringa 1974-96 
Bundaberg SHS {14} 
AdAstra, 1961-2; 1982-87, 1989-94. 
Burnside SHS, Nambour. {10} 
Retrospect 1986-95 
Caboolture SHS {11} 
Magazine 1983, 1987-96. 
Caims SHS {33} 
Euroka 1948, 1950, 1952-3, 1956, 1959-63, 1970-90, 1993-4. 
Caloundra Christian College {5} 
Magazine 1992-6. 
Camp Hill SHS. {31} 
Inwurra 1960-4, 1971-96 
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Cannon Hill Anglican College {3} 
Chrysalis 1994-6. 
Canterbury College, Waterford. {8} 
Canterbury Tales 1990-7 
Capalaba SHS {3} 
Magazine 1994 -6. 
Capella SHS. {5} 
Highlights 1989-96. 
Cathedral College, Rockhampton. {14} 
St Joseph's Magazine 1983-90, 
Cathedral College Magazine 1991-96. 
The Cathedral School of St Anne and St James, Mundingburra. {8} 
The Dawn 1911-1988. 
Cavendish Road SHS, Holland Park. {12} 
Seer 1952-71 
Cram 1994-95 
Chanel College, Gladstone. {2} 
Magazine 1994, 1995. 
Charters Towers SHS. {19} 
Chattors 1960-68, 1976-85. 
Chinchilla SHS. {15} 
Vincimus, 1960-73, 1988-94. 
Christian Outreach College, Toowoomba {2} 
Yearbook 1994-5. 
Cleveland SHS. {16} 
Contempo 1964, 1968, 1970-80, 1984, 1995-6. 
Cloncurry State High School {2} 
The Speewah 1961-2. 
Clontarf Beach SHS. {6} 
La Lumiere 1991-96. 
Concordia Memorial College, Toowoomba. {51} 
Penny, John. "Cast of Thousands". Never In Vain: A History of the first fifty years of 
Concordia College, Toowoomba, 1946-1996. Compiled by R.J. Hauser,. Toowoomba: 
Concordia College, October 1995. 156-65. 
Concordian 1946-96. 
Coombabah SHS. {10} 
Cooee 1986-95. 
Coorparoo SHS. {7} 
Cooee 1965,1983, 1987-91. 
Corinda SHS. {24} 
Koondoo 1960-63, 1973-94. 
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Craigslea SHS, West Chermside. {1} 
Craigslea State High School 1974-1984. (Commemorative issue of School Magazme, 1984). 
Dakabin SHS. {10} 
Update 1985-90, 1992-95. 
Dalby Christian School. 
Golden Harvest: Dalby Christian School 10^^ Anniversary. Dalby 1991. 
Dalby SHS. {29} 
r/zeSee/te/-1965-96. 
Downlands Sacred Heart College, Toowoomba. {35} 
Magazine 1948-9, 1955-66, 1968-87, 1992. 
Mooney J. F., MSC. Downlands: The First 50 Years, 1931-81. Toowoomba: Downlands 
College, 1981. 
DysartSHS. {7} 
Magazine 1986-95. 
Emerald SHS. {22} 
A o^goa 1963-4, 1968-73, 1983-96. 
Silver Jubilee 1969-1994. 
Emmanuel College. {6} 
Magazine 1987-92. 
Everton Park SHS. {2} 
Magazine 1995-6. 
Fairholme College. {9} 
Magazine 1961-3, 1965-8, 1994-95. 
Gayndah SHS {2} 
Giunda 1994, 1996. 
Gladstone SHS. {35} 
Tonka 1955, 1963-96. 
Glennie Memorial School. {62} 
Glennie Gazette 1935-96. 
Henderson, Christine. A Work of Faith: A History ofthe Glennie Memorial School, 
Toowoomba. 1901-1981. Toowoomba, 1983. 
Goondiwindi SHS. {13} 
Ukurrie 1984-96. 
Gympie SHS. {41} 
Gympie Gold 1939, 1941, 1953-60, 1962-5, 1967, 1971-96. 
French, Julie. "Exfra-Curricular Activities". Gympie State High School: An Historical Analysis. 
1912-1982. Gen. Ed. Joe Eshuys. Gympie: Gympie SHS, 1982. 83-88. 
Harristown SHS, Toowoomba. {42} 
Crescam 1955-96. 
Helensvale SHS. {7} 
Discovery 1990-96. 
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Hervey Bay SHS. 
Thomson, Mark. "The Smell ofthe Greasepaint, the Roar ofthe Crowd: Hervey Bay State High 
School Musicals". Silver Jubilee 1964-1989, 4pp, n.p. 
Hillbrook Anglican School, Enoggera. {6} 
Newsletter 1991-96. 
Holland Park SHS. {7} 
Magazine 1976, 1991-96. 
Home Hill SHS. {33} 
Corona 1964-96. 
Immanuel Lutheran College, Maroochydore. {2} 
Image 1995-6. 
Inala SHS. {9} 
Magazine 1984-93. Jubilee Issue 1987. 
Indooroopilly SHS 4068. {7} 
Magazine 1963-66, 1970-72. 
Ingham SHS. {36} 
Pharus 1961-96. 
InnisfailSHS. {1} 
Silver Jubilee Magazine, 1979. 
lona College, Lindum. {3} 
Ionian 1994-6. 
Ipswich Girl's Grammar School. {70} 
Magazine 1912, 1927-9, 1931-96. 
Ipswich Grammar School. {86} 
Magazine 1911-96. 
Ipswich SHS. {23} 
Magazine 1961-3, 1966, 1975-78, 1982-96. 
Isis District SHS, Childers. {34} 
Isis 1954-57, 1961-65, 1969, 1973-96. 
James Nash SHS, Gympie. {6} 
Focus 1990-92, 1994-96. 
John Paul College, Daisy Hill. {5} 
Magazine 1992-6. 
Quirke, Noel. The Wind Beneath Their Wings: John Paul College 1982-1992. 
Kawana Waters SHS. {4} 
Evolution 1990-96. 
Kedron SHS 4031. {15} 
Nordek 1958, 1983-96. 
Keebra Park SHS, Soutiiport. {3} 
Magazine 1984-6. 
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Kelvin Grove SHS. {13} 
Adsidera 1968-80. 
Kepnock SHS, Bundaberg. {2} 
Magazine 1994-95. 
Kilcoy SHS. {7} 
Kaleidoscope 1985, 1991-96. 
Kingaroy SHS. {5} 
Magazine 1959-63. 
Kingston SHS 4114. {8} 
Magazine 1977-84. 
Stanwell, John, and Anne Jones. "The Logan City Story." Community Theatre In Australia. 
Richard Fothermgham, ed. Rev. Ed. Sydney: Currency, 1992. 79-88. 
Kooralbyn International School. {8} 
Magazine 1985, 1988, 1990-95. 
Laidley SHS. {10} 
Magazine 1985, 1987, 1989-96. 
Lockyer District SHS, Gatton. {2} 
G/z/nang (Gatton SHS) 1955-57. 
Thompson, D. B. "Productions - 25 Years". A Quarter Century with Hard Work and 
Excellence: A Short History of Secondary Education at Lockyer District State High 
School. Gatton, 1986. 88-91. 
LoganleaSHS. {14} 
Magazine 1983-96. 
Longreach SHS. {12} 
The Westerner 1961, 1965, 1981-84, 1991-96. 
Lourdes Hill College, Havrthome. {4} 
The Lourdanian 1993-96. 
Macgregor SHS, Upper Mt. Gravatt. . {2} 
Gregalach 1994-95 
Mackay Christian College. {9} 
Basilikos 1985-96. 
Mackay North SHS. 
Newton, Philip. 25 Years at Mackay North State High: Historical Background 1964-89. Mackay, 
1989. 
Mackay SHS. {25} 
Pioneer 1960-95 
Tmdall, Pam, ed. Mackay State High School 75^^^ Jubilee 1912-1987. [Mackay: SHS, 1987]. 
MalandaSHS. {2} 
Weerimba 1961, 1963. 
Maleny SHS. {18} 
Boondarra 1960-82 
Obi Run 1981-96. 
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Mansfield SHS. {2} 
Namalata 1974-5. 
Mareeba SHS. {37} 
Schola 1960-1996. 
McGrath, F. M., ed. Mareeba State High School Silver Jubilee 1960-1984. [Mareeba: SHS, 
1984]. 
Marist College, Ashgrove. {37} 
Blue And Gold 1941, 1946, 1961, 1963-96. 
Farrelly, Mark. Canvas of Dreams: A History of Marist College Ashgrove. to 1990. Ashgrove: 
Marist Brothers, 1990. 
Maroochydore SHS. {19} 
Magazine 1978-96. 
Maryborough SHS 465. {23} 
Palma 1973-95. 
Marymount College, Burleigh Heads. {10} 
Yearbook 1981-96. 
This Is Marymount: A Pictorial Presentation of Marymount, Burleigh Heads. 1967-1974. 
Merrimac SHS. {15} 
Phoenix 1979-96. 
Miami SHS. {4} 
School Magazine 1989, 1994-96. 
Middlemount SHS. {1} 
Magazine 1996. 
Mitchelton SHS. {10} 
Googoorewon 1966-75. 
MontoSHS. {13} 
Zenith 1961-74. 
Moranbah SHS. {2} 
Magazine 1995-96. 
Mossman SHS. {14} 
Magazine 1983-96. 
Mount Carmel College, Charters Towers. {33} 
Carmel 1931-38, 1963-88. 
Mt. Gravatt SHS. {32} 
The Beacon 1960-71 
The Voice ofthe Dragon 1977-96. 
Mount Isa SHS. {17} 
Spinifex 1978-96. 
Mt. Morgan SHS. {22} 
Aurum 1961-64, 1968-72, 1979-84, 1989-94. 
Mount St. Bernard College, Herberton. 
Mount Saint Bernard College, Herberton, 1921-1996: 75^" Anniversary, Herberton, 1996. 
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Mueller College, Rotiiwell. {3} 
Yearbook 1994-96. 
Murgon SHS. {23} 
Barambah 1959-83. 
Nambour SHS 4560. {3} 
Focus 1994-96. 
Nashville SHS. {30} 
Zenith 1967-96. 
Newmarket SHS. {21} 
Jakaway 1964, 1969, 1978-95. 
Noosa District SHS. 
Noosa District High School Silver Jubilee. Noosa, 1987. 
North Rockhampton SHS. {39} 
Bamburu 1958-96. 
Oakey SHS. {9} 
Janannie 1960-62 
Insight 1991-96. 
Our Lady's College, Annerley. {7} 
Annual 1990-96. 
Padua College, Kedron. {37} 
The Paduan 1960-96. 
Palm Beach-Currumbin SHS. {15} 
Optima 1979-96. 
Silver Jubilee rettospect. Optima 1996, 104. 
Pimlico SHS. {6} 
Vertu 1962-63, 1967, 1994-96. 
Pine Rivers SHS. 
Pine Rivers District State High School Silver Jubilee 1964-89. 
Pittsworth SHS. {38} 
Reflections 1959-96. 
Proserpine SHS. {2} 
Arrow 1995-96. 
Range College, North Rockhampton. {22} 
The Range Annual 1961-82. 
Redbank Plains SHS. {7} 
Spirit ofthe Plains 1987-93. 
Redcliffe SHS. {11} 
Kaloorie 1961-74. 
Redeemer Lutheran College, Rochedale. {15} 
Reflections 1982-96. 
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Redlands College, Wellmgton Point. {2} 
Harambee 1988-94 (2 combined issues). 
Rockhampton Girls' Grammar School. {54} 
Magazine 1913, 1915, 1945-96. 
Cosgrove, Betty. The Wider View: A Social History. Brisbane: Boolarong, 1992. 
Rockhampton Grammar School. {18} 
Capricornus 1979-96. 
Clinch, Toby A. The History of Rockhampton Grammar School: Centenary 1881-1980. 
Rockhampton, 1982. 
Rockhampton SHS. {4} 
Aere Perennius 1961-64. 
Franke, J. P. Rockhampton State High School 1919-1994: 75^^ Diamond Jubilee ofthe First 
State High School in Rockhampton. Rockhampton, 1994. 
Roma Middle School. (Roma SHS closed 1987) {17} 
The Plainsman 1942, 1980-85. 
In The Middle 1981-96. 
Dent, Gary, ed. Sixty Years On: Roma State High School 1920-1980. Toowoomba, 1980. 
Rosewood SHS. {2} 
Ipex 1995-96. 
Runcorn SHS. {10} 
Vision 1987-94 
In Step 1995-6. 
Ryan Catholic Community School, Kirwan. {5} 
Ryan Magazine 1991-95. 
St Augustine's Marist Brothers' College, Cahns. {28} 
ro//e Lege 1969-96. 
The First Fifty Years 1930-80. Caims: Marist Brothers, 1980. 
St. Brendan's College, Yeppoon. {8} 
Brendan's 1954-57, 1974-78. 
Mihier, Rev. Fr. N. F. A Dream Come True: St. Brendan's College, Yeppoon. Golden Jubilee 
1940-1990. Brisbane: Boolarong, 1990. 
St Catherine's College, Cunnamulla. {1} 
Darian 1962. 
St. Columban's College. {20} 
Magazine 1934, 1961, 1964-5, 1967, 1981-95. 
St Edmund's College, Ipswich. {17} 
Magazine 1980-96. 
St Hilda's, Southport. 
Hughes, Rosemary, ed. 75^^ Anniversary 1912-1987: Memories of St Hilda's School 
Southport Southport, 1987. 
St Joseph's College, Gregory Terrace. {48} 
Terrace 1947-94. 
St. Joseph's College, Nudgee (Nudgee College). {48} 
Nudgee 1948-95. 
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St Joseph's College (formerly St Joseph's Christian Brothers' College), Toowoomba. 
St Joseph's College Toowoomba 1956-1995: Its First Forty Years. Toowoomba, 1995. 
St Joseph's (Christian Brothers) College, Warwick. 
St Joseph's Warwick 1912-62. Warwick, 1962. 
St Margaret Mary's College, Hyde Park. {20} 
Magazine 1977-96. 
St Mary's Christian Brothers College, Toowoomba. {14} 
Magazine 1983-96 
St Michael's College, Merrimac. {10} 
Magazine 1986-96. 
St Monica's College, Caims. {6} 
Yearbook 1991-96. 
St Patrick's College, Gympie. {8} 
Magazine 1989-96. 
St Patrick's CBC Mackay. {8} 
Magazine 1978-85. 
The First 50years: St Patrick's CBC Mackay Golden Jubilee 1929-1979. 
St Paul's School, Bald Hills. {35} 
Yearbook 1962-96. 
St Peter Claver College, Riverview. {3} 
Magazine 1994-96. 
St Peter's Lutheran College, Indooroopilly. {12} 
Review 1985-96. 
St Rita's College, Clayfield. {17} 
Magazine 1977, 1980-96. 
Diamond Jubilee Magazine 1986. 
St. Saviour's College, Toowoomba. {16} 
Magazine 1965, 1973, 1983-96. 
St Saviour's Centenary 1873-1973. Foreword by W. Brennan DD, Bishop of Toowoomba. 
Toowoomba: St. Saviour's, 1973. 
St Ursula's College, South Brisbane. 
St Ursula's Brisbane: Historical Booklet. Brisbane: 1975. 
Salisbury SHS. {11} 
Challenge 1956-66. 
Sandgate District SHS. {25} 
Ibis 1959-70, 1984-96. 
Sarina SHS. {19} 
Mainly Yours 1974-5 
Sarga 1977-84 
Aquila 1985-96. 
School of Total Education, Warwick. 
SOTE News 1995-97. 
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Scots-PGC College, Warwick. {26} 
Miss Thistle 1918-70. 
The Clansman 1920-70. 
The Tartan 1971-96. 
Shaw, Basil. The Lion and the Thistle: A History ofthe Scotts-PGC College. Warwick 1918-
1992. Warwick: Scots PGC, 1993. 
Slade School, Warwick. 
Olsen, C. E. The Annals of Slade School Warwick 1926-52. Vol. 1. [Warwick:] 1976. 
Somerset College, Mudgeeraba. {10} 
Somerset 1987-96. 
Somerville House, South Brisbane. {95} 
Magazine 1902-96. 
South Burnett Catholic College, Kingaroy. {4} 
Mary Knoll 1993-6. 
The Southport School. {86} 
The Southportonian 1908-96. 
Southport SHS. {27} 
Triton 1964-72. 
Ibis 1973-87, 1990, 1995-6. 
Springwood SHS. {10} 
Yandiah 1987 
Break Through 1988 
Excelsior 1989-96. 
The Gap SHS. {17} 
Spectrum 1960-63, 1969-82. 
Thursday Island SHS. {28} 
Magazine 1968-95. 
Toogoolawah SHS. {2} 
Magazine 1994, 1996. 
Toowoomba Grammar School. {16} 
Annual Magazine and Old Boys' Register 1975-76, 1983-96. 
Toowoomba State High School. {47} 
Acta 1934-44, 1960-96. 
Pearson, Brian & Greg Lamerton From Margaret Street to Mount Lofty: 75 Years of 
Toowoomba State High School 1919-1994. Toowoomba 1994. 
Townsville Grammar School. {12} 
A/e7/o/-£x/1985-96. 
Moore, R. W. The History ofthe Townsville Grammar School. Advice and Revision by M. W. 
Blank, Headmaster. Townsville: 1959. 
Trinity College, Beenleigh. {1} 
Magazine 1995. 
Trinity Lutheran College, Ashmore. {10} 
Magazine 1987-96. 
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Villanova College, Coorparoo. {37} 
The Villanovan 1958-96. 
Warwick SHS. {50} 
The Condaminian 1942-45, 1950-96. 
Wavell SHS. {10} 
Exposure 1987-96. 
Whitsunday Anglican School, Mackay. {6} 
Magazine 1989-96. 
Jacobs, Aime. Whitsunday Anglican School: The Foundation Years - The Beginning to 1992. 
[Mackay]: 1994. 
Windaroo Valley SHS. {1} 
Magazine 1995. 
Woodridge SHS 4114. {2} 
A/a/fcar/1972-73. 
Woree SHS. {12} 
Yearbook 1985-96. 
Wynnum North SHS. {11} 
Pandanus 1983-96. 
Wynnum SHS. {6} 
Wirinun 1989, 1991-95. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT 
PROFESSOR G. TURNER 
30 March 1996 
The Drama Teacher, 
through 
The Principal. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
Brisbane Qld 4072 Australia 
Telephone (07) 3365 2501 or 3365 1412 
Intemational +61 7 3365 2501 or+61 7 3365 1412 
Facsimile (07) 3365 2799 
Intemational Facsimile +61 7 3365 2799 
Telex UNIVQLDAA 40315 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
I am currently undertaking research towards a Master of Arts degree through the English 
Department at the University of Queensland. 1 am examining the phenomenon of the 
Secondary School Musical, with particular reference to the incidence and significance of 
Australian musical plays. 
I am writing to request your assistance with the collection of data for this study. 
The information sought comes under two broad headings: 
1. A simple listing of the shows produced by your school in the last thirty years — 
or at least as far back as conveniently available records can be found. 
2. As much detail as possible conceming Austrahan musicals presented, 
particularly any which have been "locally" or specifically written for your school 
to produce,, and which are not obtainable through conventional channels. I am 
anxious to contact the copyright-owners of these plays, and to obtain copies of 
the scripts (and vocal scores or recordings, if possible). These materials will, 
with the authors' permission, be included in the Eunice Hanger Collection of 
Australian playscripts at the University's Fryer Library. 
I am enclosing two forms for the relevant information, and I would be grateful if you would 
arrange to have them completed as far as available records permit and retumed to me in the 
enclosed envelope at your earUest convenience. 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to call me on (07) 33969319 or at the EngHsh 
Department. 
Your assistance in this task is sincerely appreciated. 
Paul Collings. 
Professors: P.O. Edwards (Darnell Protessor of Englishi. J.A. Frow. L.T. Mcrgcnhaii. 
R.D. Hud(j-!eston (ARC Australian Senior Research Fellow, i. HAl, TilTin 
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SCHOOL: 
ORIGINAL AUSTRALIAN MUSICALS 
Please Note: 
• There is no need to included published or widely-available shows under this heading. 
• Under "Contact Addresses " I would appreciate any clues which will help me to locate the 
creators ofthe show, and obtain copies ofthe scripts and scores from them. 
TITLE: 
AUTHOR(S) & COMPOSER(S):. 
CONTACT ADDRESSES: 
YEAR PRODUCED: WAS THIS THE FIRST PRODUCTION?. 
WAS THE PRODUCTION REVIEWED IN ANY PUBLICATION? 
DETAILS AND DATES: 
WHAT WAS THE PLAY ABOUT? 
WHAT "TOPICAL" OR "LOCAL" THEMES DH) IT DEAL WITH? 
TITLE: 
AUTHOR(S) & COMPOSER(S): 
CONTACT ADDRESSES: 
YEAR PRODUCED:, WAS THIS THE FIRST PRODUCTION?. 
WAS THE PRODUCTION REVIEWED IN ANY PUBLICATION? 
DETAILS AND DATES: 
WHAT WAS THE PLAY ABOUT? 
WHAT "TOPICAL" QR "LOCAL" THEMES DID IT DEAL WITH? 
AUTHQRrS): 
Please Note:. 
"Music" refers to the type of accompaniment provided, whether a recorded soundtrack, a five-piece 
rock band, or a thirty-piece orchestra. Were musicians brought m from outside the school? 
Please list all materials provided, and indicate any materials which you would prefer to have 
retumed to you rather than deposited in the Hanger CoUection. 
Approximate or "guestinkte" figures are preferable to no figures at all 
TFTLE: 
ADDRESS for Rights Enquiries: 
Royalty Rate: . . . . . . . . , . , , , . . . Suitable for Age-group: 
AVAILABLE: (strike out if inapplicable) 
Script / Piano-Vocal Score / Conductor's Score / Band Parts / Cass^e / Video / Backing tape. 
Is photocopying of materials permitted by arrangement? 
YEAR OF FIRST PRODUCTION: GROUP: 
RUNNING TIME: No. of ACTS/SCENES No. of SETTINGS: ... 
TYPES OF SETTINGS: , 
CAST: Principals (m) (f) Minor (m) (f) Choms (m) (f) 
(Please indicate if roles are gender-flexible or neutral.) 
No. of SONGS: MUSIC: 
WERE THE AUTHOR/COMPOSER ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION? HOW? 
WAS THE PRODUCTION REVIEWED IN ANY PUBLICATION? DETAILS AND DATES: 
(Copies would be appreciated) 
SYNOPSIS OF PLAY: 
WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO CREATE THIS WORK"^  
. • /'j . 
COMMENTS: (How did the play fare under the stresses of production? Were changes necessaiy? 
I am particularly mterested to know about ways in which you feel the student response to the play 
differed from the "establishment" response. Was your thinking about future works modified by this 
production?) 
DO YOU FEEL THAT SCHOOL MUSICALS ARE NOT TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY BY 
SOME PEOPLE? WHY? 
WHICH SCHOOLS HAVE SUBSEQUENTLY PRODUCED THE PLAY? 
Year: School: 
Year: School: 
Year: School: 
Year: School: 
Year: School: 
Year: School: 
WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL 
MUSICALS? (As an educational tool, for the school's position in the community, for the personal 
development ofthe participants, or in any other way.) 
ASSOCIATED MATERIALS ENCLOSED: (Note any which you would like retumed to you) 
DO YOU GIVE PERMISSION TO LODGE THESE MATERIALS IN THE HANGER 
COLLECTION? (Normal copynght protections apply) 
YES/NO SIGNATURE (author): 
(if music is included) SIGNATURE (composer): 


